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30,000 on the hoof.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
Logan Huett thought he knew all about the West and what lay in store for him and his young wife when they set out for the wild Arizona range to raise cattle. 1983, c1982
SUBJECTS: Western

4.50 from Paddington.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
A man is seen strangling a woman on a passing train. 1957
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Abandon ship!
by Richard F. Newcomb
D774.I5N4 1980
An account of the disaster which befell this ship during World War II. "A story of human fallibility and of human reactions to that, and a story of a group of men and how they met the crisis of men against the sea." 1980
SUBJECTS: World War II

The ABC murders.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
Letters of warning were signed "A.B.C." and it appeared that detective Hercule Poirot's homicidal penpal was well on his way to completing the alphabet with twenty-six murders. 1980, c1936
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Abiding city.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
A wife and mother finally finds fulfillment as a nun. 1981, c1958
SUBJECTS: Romance

About my father's business.
by Lillian Beckwith
PR6003.E283Z5 1975
Affectionate memories of the author's early life when her father owned a small grocery shop in a Cheshire town. 1975, c1971
SUBJECTS: Biography

Abracadaver.
by Peter Lovesey
FICTION
London's famous music halls are being sabotaged, and it leads to murder. 1977, c1972
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Abraham Lincoln: a spiritual biography.
by Elton Trueblood
E457.2.T78 1986
This is a collection of anecdotes from Lincoln's personal life. We see the important role that the Bible and prayer played for him and the influence it had on much of his writings and speeches. 1986, c1973
SUBJECTS: Biography

Absent in the spring.
by Mary Westmacott
FICTION Oversize
A chance isolation forces a woman to re-evaluate her life. 1978
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Accidental tourist.
by Anne Tyler
FICTION
Macon Leary leads a quiet, routine life until his young son is killed in a fast-food shop holdup and his wife of twenty years suddenly decides to leave him. Some strong language. 1986, c1985
SUBJECTS: General
Miriam Winthrop tried to transform herself into a glamorous woman for her husband. It took a near-tragedy to make them realize that Christ was missing from their lives. 1986

SUBJECTS: Religious fiction

**Aces & eights.**  
by Loren D. Estleman  
FICTION  
The story of James Butler, "Wild Bill" Hickok, and Jack McCall, the man who shot and killed him in a Deadwood saloon. 1985

SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

**Across the Great Divide.**  
by Kerry Allyne  
FICTION  
Therese Weldon, after being abandoned by her husband, raises her daughter alone and develops a successful travel business on her own. 1981. c1979

SUBJECTS: General

**Across the smiling meadow: and other stories.**  
by Bess Streeter Aldrich  
FICTION  
A collection of short stories portraying small town life on the midwestern prairies throughout the first half of the 20th century. 1984

SUBJECTS: Short stories

**Act of betrayal.**  
by Sara Craven  
FICTION  
Once a penniless artist, Laura's ex-husband Jason was suddenly back, transformed into an industrial magnate powerful enough to save her uncle's company. But did he intend to betray her uncle as he betrayed her? 1987

(Harlequin)  
SUBJECTS: Romance

**Action by night.**  
by Ernest Haycox  
FICTION  
The days of hair-trigger frontier justice live again in this story of one man's fight to regain his own. 1943, c1942  
Recorded

SUBJECTS: Western

**Action tonight.**  
by James David Horan  
D774.O3H6  
The story of the U.S.S. O'Bannon during the fighting in the Pacific during World War II. 1966

(Sightsaver series)  
SUBJECTS: World War II

**An Ad for murder.**  
by John Penn  
FICTION  
A package addressed to Major Cheryl leaves her husband aghast as well as grieved. Who is his dreadful enemy, and what could be the motive behind the ads? 1983, c1982

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**Adair of Starlight Peaks.**  
by Essie Summers  
FICTION  
Jane's new home with a step-grandmother is perfect except for a grim neighbor. 1979, 1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

**Adam's bride.**  
by Rosemary Carter  
FICTION  
Really, Lisa had only herself to blame that her husband, Adam, hated her. She had, after all, tricked him into marrying her, without any thought for his feelings. 1982, c1978

(A Lythway book)  
SUBJECTS: General
Adam's daughter.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
This is the story of Chelsea and of Minnie, who was born in Cale Street towards the end of the last century and laboured all her days as a domestic servant. 1982

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: General

Adam's Eden.
by Faith Baldwin
FICTION
When the roving, cosmopolitan Adam Steele decides to settle in a picturesque New England town, no one is more surprised than his self-reliant grandmother. She and her indestructible spirit help him to discover his true self. 1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

Adam's wife.
by Jean S. MacLeod
FICTION
After Adam Denham died so tragically, his daughter Susan knew that for the sake of her beloved stepmother Evelyn, she would have to accept the takeover of the family business. But it was going to be hard to accept Maxwell Elliott. 1987

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Add life to your years.
by Bernard Mandelbaum
BJ1581.2.M2828 1974
Calling upon the wisdom of the past, the Bible and writings of Jewish sages, Dr. Mandelbaum offers sound and meaningful ways to cope with contemporary society. 1974, c1973

SUBJECTS: Conduct of life

Addie Pray.
by Joe David Brown
FICTION
During the Depressions, an 11-year-old orphan becomes the companion of the unscrupulous Long Boy. Together they embark on a series of con games, selling Bibles, and swindling the poor. 1971

SUBJECTS: General

Adobe wells.
by Lauran Paine
FICTION
There was always trouble on the south desert, but this time it came up out of revolution-torn Mexico in the form of deadly horsemen called bandoleiros, and one man had to try and save his town and the lives of many people. 1987, c1982

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Western

Adrift: seventy-six days lost at sea.
by Steven Callahan
G530.C24C35 1986b
A true account of one man's struggle to survive adrift for seventy-six days in the mid-Atlantic. 1986

SUBJECTS: Survival

The Adulteress.
by Philippa Carr
FICTION
In mid-eighteenth century England, when Zipporah Ransome sets out for her family's ancestral home, she is a happily married young woman. But the visit changes her, and she leaves pregnant by a handsome stranger. 1983

Recorded
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Adventure of spiritual healing.
by Michael Drury
B1732.5.D78 1984
Everyone has a right to health. The regaining, under God, of one's own initiative in the accomplishment of health is what this book is about. 1984, c1978

SUBJECTS: Religion
The Adventurers.
by Jane Aiken Hodge
FICTION
A seventeen-year-old young woman must flee with her governess from their home in Germany when French and Russian troops come through the area in 1813. A mysterious Frenchman offers them protection. 1978, c1965

SUBJECTS: Romance

Adventures in prayer.
by Catherine Marshall
BV2102.M35 1975
The popular author shares personal discoveries and practical guidelines for prayer. Includes insight on how exciting prayer is, and explains that God encourages down-to-earth prayers. 1975

SUBJECTS: Prayer

The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn.
by Mark Twain
FICTION
Huck's adventures begin as he runs away from home and floats down the Mississippi on a raft with a runaway slave. 1955?

SUBJECTS: General

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer.
by Mark Twain
FICTION
A mischievous boy growing up in a Mississippi River town in the 19th century impresses his friends and horrifies adults by associating with the son of the town drunk. 1965

SUBJECTS: General

The Affacombe affair.
by Elizabeth Lemarchand
FICTION
David's future mother-in-law is a prime suspect in a murder. 1979, c1968

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Affair at Falconers.
by Muriel Howe
FICTION
Now a famous, successful sculptress, Marion Redmayne had fulfilled one of her ambitions of wanting to own Falconers, a country house in her beloved Lake District. 1987

SUBJECTS: Romance

An Affair of the heart.
by Joan Smith
FICTION
Wanda is the beautiful twin and Ellie the shy one, in this novel of Regency times. 1978

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Afraid to love.
by Margaret Mayo
FICTION
When her father remarried, Ruth felt she ought to visit him and his new wife. It was a dreadful shock when she found that her new stepbrother was the man who walked out on her six years ago. 1978, 1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

Afraid to love again.
by Florence Stuart
FICTION
Ricky Palmer's fiance was killed just a week before their scheduled wedding and visiting their dream house was her only link to Paul. But why did Ricky feel at ease letting handsome Brad Nelson into her house? 1987

SUBJECTS: Romance

African interlude.
by Julia Davis
FICTION
As the plane drew nearer to Africa, Nurse Jenny Dawson glanced curiously at the young doctor sitting by her side. What was the air of mystery about him? Why did he seem so unhappy? 1987, c1982
SUBJECTS: Romance

The African Queen.
by Cecil Scott Forester
FICTION
A courageous English spinster and a tough Cockney team up to destroy a German boat, but first they must make a long, perilous trip on the river through the African jungle. 1951

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

After a famous victory.
by Lucilla Andrews
FICTION
The victory was at El Alamein in November 1942. How, one year later, its military and human aftermath affects Everly Place Emergency Medical Services Hospital in southern England is this moving story. 1985, c1984

SUBJECTS: Adventure

The After house.
by Mary Roberts Rinehart
FICTION
Recovering from a siege of typhoid fever, recently graduated Dr. Ralph Leslie signs up as a sailor on the yacht "Ella". A week later after three killings, everyone aboard knows an insane murderer is loose. 1981, c1914

SUBJECTS: Mystery

After long silence.
by Michael Whitney Straight
CT275.S8779A32 1983
Born to a wealthy and prominent American family, Straight was educated at Cambridge, where he became part of the student Communist movement. 1983

SUBJECTS: Biography

After the funeral.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
Everything seemed normal, until murder was suggested. 1960?

SUBJECTS: Mystery

After the harvest.
by Lillie Holland
FICTION
A young girl takes the job as governess in a reputedly haunted house. 1979, c1978

SUBJECTS: General

After the reunion.
by Rona Jaffe
CT275.S8779A32 1983
Follows the lives of four women during the twenty-five years since they graduated from Radcliffe. Some strong language and some descriptions of sex. 1985

SUBJECTS: Romance

Afternoon for lizards.
by Dorothy Eden
FICTION
Abby's whole world exploded when she went to Australia to marry. 1977, c1961

SUBJECTS: General

An Afternoon walk.
by Dorothy Eden
FICTION
Max's wife questions her sanity when he is skeptical about her allegations that bizarre things are happening in an abandoned house nearby. But if she is only dreaming, why all the rancorous phone calls she receives? 1972, c1971

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Again calls the owl.
by Margaret Craven
PS3553.R277Z463 1980b
Describes the author's battle against an eye disease that left her partially blind and her research among her Indian friends in the Canadian Northwest. 1980

SUBJECTS: Biography
Against the public interest.
by Robert Gaines
FICTION
The theft of a military secret threatens to ruin many careers. 1964, c1959

(A Walker mystery)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Agent in place.
by Helen MacInnes
FICTION
Soviet KGB operatives on a relentless search for a top-secret NATO memorandum containing information on strategic forces in Europe reach a stunning conclusion as an Englishman, under cover, attempts to counter the Russian plan. 1976

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

Airs above the ground.
by Mary Stewart
FICTION
A young English woman is drawn to Austria after catching a glimpse of her husband, supposedly on a business trip to Sweden, in a newsreel report of a circus fire near Vienna. 1969, c1965

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Albert the beloved.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
Two princes come to visit Queen Victoria in the autumn of 1837 and though prepared to do her duty to her country and marry one of them, the young queen falls passionately in love. 1983, c1974

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

The Album.
by Mary Roberts Rinehart
FICTION
Murder jolts Louisa from her life of staid respectability in an exclusive enclave. 1978, c1961

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Alder Gulch.
by Ernest Haycox
FICTION
Jeff Pierce knows that in a gold-hungry town like Alder Gulch, where tempers flare and trouble is rampant, survival depends on having a fast hand and a ready gun. 1984, c1969

SUBJECTS: Western

Alex and the Raynhams.
by Iris Bromige
FICTION
Alexandra goes to work for the rich, carefree Rayham family and receives
mixed reviews of her employers. 1981, c1972

SUBJECTS: Romance

Alfred Hitchcock's tales to make your blood run cold: anthology II.
FICTION
These chilling tales are by such favorites as Rufus King, John Lutz, Jack Ritchie, and Herbert Brean, 16 stories in all. 1987

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Alfred Hitchcock's tales to scare you stiff: anthology II.
FICTION
These chilling tales are by such favorites as Patrick O'Keefe, John Lutz, and Hillary Waugh - 9 stories in all. 1987

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Alias Miss Saunders, R.N.
by Jane Converse
FICTION
Marie Saunders had renounced her heritage and thus wounded her immigrant parents. Dr. Wayne Styles is a member of one of Chicago's most important families, and now he and Marie are to work together. 1981, c1962

SUBJECTS: Romance

Alibi of guilt.
by Philip Daniels
FICTION
Inspector 'Touchy' Miller knew, that Dandy Jack would be looking for his father's killer, and he wouldn't wait for a legal trial. In Jack's circles, the death penalty had not been abolished. 1986, c1980

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Alington inheritance.
by Patricia Wentworth
FICTION
Seventeen-year-old Jenny Hill shockingly learned that she was the rightful owner of Alington House. Then she discovered that the present owners planned to cheat her out of her inheritance. 1983, c1960

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Alive and dead.
by Elizabeth Ferrars
FICTION
Martha, a maternal lady of 53 who works for a Guild for Unmarried Mothers in a small British town, takes two of them into her home. Her good deeds are wiped out by gunfire, a jewel robbery and murder. 1978, c1974

SUBJECTS: Mystery

All change for murder.
by Victor Gunn
FICTION
Vacationing Chief Inspector Bill Cromwell and his assistant Sergeant Lister find themselves embroiled in mystery and attempted murder. 1972, c1962

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

All creatures great and small.
by James Herriot
SF613.H44A28 1973
Heart warming true story of a country veterinarian told with humor and warmth. 1973, c1972

SUBJECTS: Biography

All else is folly.
by Catherine Gaskin
FICTION
Susan must choose between her husband, with his loss of memory, and a new love. 1978, c1951

SUBJECTS: Biography

All for you.
by Denise Robins
FICTION
Finella Wood met Darley Martington at a dance. They fell in love, and barely three
months later, they were married. But two hours after the wedding Darley was recalled to his regiment. 1984

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

All my patients are under the bed.
by Louis J. Camuti
SF613.C35A33 1980
Dr. Camuti is an 86-year-old Manhattan cat doctor who is allergic to cats but specializes in house calls. 1980

SUBJECTS: Biography

All other perils.
by Robert MacLeod
FICTION
Andrew fights a deadly battle against an unknown opponent in Majorca. 1978, c1974

SUBJECTS: General

All our tomorrows.
by Ted Allbeury
FICTION
Britain in the near future: a nation in political and economic turmoil, it agrees to 'neutralization' by the Soviet Union in exchange for full employment and law and order. However, the flames of freedom still flicker. 1985, c1982

SUBJECTS: General

All things bright and beautiful.
by James Herriot
SF613.H44A283 1975
The continuing story of the day-to-day life of a country veterinarian, Dr. Herriot. 1975, c1974

SUBJECTS: Biography

All things wise and wonderful.
by James Herriot
SF613.H44A285 1977
The continuing story of Dr. Herriot, his family and his veterinary practice. 1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

All visitors must be announced.
by Helen Van Slyke
FICTION
An ambitious young advertising executive attempts to secure an apartment for a prospective Jewish client. His efforts meet with discrimination, blackmail, and infidelity. 1983, c1972

SUBJECTS: General

Allegra.
by Clare Darcy
FICTION

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Almonds and raisins.
by Maisie Mosco
FICTION
The story of the family Sandberg. Through the Great War and the Depression they reach out for the bitter and the sweet. 1986, c1979

SUBJECTS: General

Aloha, yesterday.
by Meredith Kingston
FICTION
When the vital Nick Carruthers came to do a book on Christine Hanover's husband, the young widow learned the truth about her husband—and about herself. 1982

(Second chance at love)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Alphabet of grace.
by Frederick Buechner
PS3552.U35A8 1984
Buechner invites the reader to share a day in his life: the personal rituals, the seasonal
glories, shared joys and disappointments, all unique and yet universal. 1984, c1970

SUBJECTS: Religion

The Alpine coach.
by Virginia Coffman
FICTION
Clare Dubeque is offered a large amount of money from an Italian Principessa to kidnap her great-granddaughter from a house of death. 1981, c1976

SUBJECTS: Romance

Alpine condo crossfire.
by Mignon Good Eberhart
FICTION
Emmy Bruce, self-assured young researcher for a TV news bureau in New York City, is caught in the crossfire between two murders, a story she is researching, and a rash of events that threaten her life. 1986, c1984

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Always is not forever.
by Helen Van Slyke
FICTION
Susan Langdon gives up a glamorous job at a fashion magazine to marry a famous classical pianist but does not realize she is also taking on his family. Some strong language. 1982, c1977

Recorded

SUBJECTS: Romance

Am I my brother's keeper?.
by Elizabeth Brennan
FICTION
Three friends sadly find they must leave Ireland. 1973?, 1946

SUBJECTS: General

The Amaranth flower.
by Eleanor Farnes
FICTION
Selena was a nice, intelligent working girl and had two handsome and very wealthy men pursuing her relentlessly. 1980, c1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

Amazing grace.
by Anita Bryant
ML420.B84A28 1973
Anita Bryant reveals in her own candid way what keeps her going; her Christian faith and family's love. 1973, c1971

SUBJECTS: Biography

The Amazing Mrs. Pollifax.
by Dorothy Gilman
FICTION
An irrepressible widowed grandmother takes on a CIA assignment in this light, amusing, spy adventure set in Istanbul. 1983, c1970

(Nightingale series)
SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

Amberwell.
by Dorothy Emily Stevenson
FICTION
This story is concerned with five young Ayrtrons who grew up at Amberwell. To each of them, their home meant something different, it influenced their thoughts and moulded all their lives. 1971, c1955

SUBJECTS: Romance

Ambulance call.
by Elizabeth Harrison
FICTION
A young man with a promising career is arrested on a smuggling charge, framed by his brother, and left to face the music alone. 1986, c1972

(Linford romance library)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Ambush at Junction Rock.
by Robert MacLeod
FICTION
Link Conway was not a man easily scared but a lone rider with nearly $7,000 wrapped around his belly had a right to be wary. 1982, c1970
Ambush at Soda Creek.
by Lewis B. Patten
FICITION
A new Indian scout is an unknown quantity in a tense situation. 1978, c1976

SUBJECTS: Western

Ambush at Torture Canyon.
by Max Brand
FICITION
A group of men on a trail of vengeance is the theme of this novel. 1971, c1931

SUBJECTS: Western

Ambush for Lassiter.
by Loren Zane Grey
FICITION
When he and his best friend are framed for murder and sent to prison, Lassiter plans a breakout but he's doublecrossed and sent to solitary and his friend is killed. 1985

SUBJECTS: Western

America, America.
by Elia Kazan
FICITION
In 1896, Stavros, a Greek boy from Anatolia, sees the slaughter of his people by the Turks and dreams about freedom and going to America with the American friend, Vartan. 1966

(Recorded)

SUBJECTS: General

American gold.
by Ernest Seeman
FICITION
Focuses on the growth of a small North Carolina tobacco town in a boom period resulting from the Civil War and the tremendous changes that occur in American life as result of industrialization. Some strong language. 1978

SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

The American gun mystery.
by Ellery Queen
FICITION
Buck Horne was a cowboy—an American legend and the star of the rodeo. But suddenly he was under the hooves of the other animals. Nobody knew how he died. 1986, c1933

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The American heiress.
by Dorothy Eden
FICITION
The "Lusitania" is sunk with an American heiress among the missing. The young woman's look-alike maid, who is really her half sister, slips into the ready-made role, marrying the heiress's intended. 1981, c1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Amethyst meadows.
by Iris Danbury
FICITION
Averil travels to Spain to sort out her great-aunt's inheritance and ends up with two new men in her life. 1983

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Amorous bicycle.
by Ursula Bloom
FICITION
In wartime even the residents of exclusive Queen Catharine's Court were hit by petrol rationing. People gave up their cars and turned to bicycles. 1984

SUBJECTS: Romance

Amos Flagg rides out.
by Clay Randall
FICITION
Lawman Amos Flagg's deputy was running against him in the coming election; he had to call on his ex-jailbird father for help; there was a Chinese hatchet man on the
loose; and, a killer after Amos. 1982

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Western

Amos Flagg—high gun.
by Clay Randall
FICTION
Four wanted killers plan to ambush Flagg, but their plans don't stop Amos. 1983

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Ampersand papers.
by Michael Innes
FICTION
Strolling along a Cornish beach, sleuth John Appleby narrowly escapes being struck by a body falling down the cliff. The body is that of archivist Dr. Sutch, who has fallen from the crumbling tower of a castle. 1980, c1978

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Amulet of fortune.
by Susannah Broome
FICTION
Kate's father brings home a wife and her children, who do all in their power to oust Kate from her position as heiress of her father's fortune—which includes stealing the man she loves. Strong language. 1981, c1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

Anchorwoman.
by Jessica Savitch
PN4874.S297A32 1983
Jessica Savitch reviews her career, from Saturday mornings as disc jockey on a radio show called "Teensville" to prominence as anchorwoman for national network news. 1983, c1982

SUBJECTS: Biography

And not to yield.
by James Ramsey Ullman
FICTION

The gripping story of a mountain and the men who wanted to conquer it. 1970

SUBJECTS: General

And on the eighth day.
by Ellery Queen
FICTION
A mystery set in a hidden California valley inhabited by a bizarre religious group. 1978, c1964

(An Ellery Queen mystery)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Angel.
by Elizabeth Taylor
FICTION
Set at the turn of the century, Angel is an extraordinary tale of the rise and fall of a popular, eccentric novelist which brilliantly evokes the world of such famous romantic writers as Ouida and Marie Corelli. 1985, c1957

SUBJECTS: Romance

Angels of September.
by Andrew M. Greeley
FICTION
During her therapy, Ann Reilly unleashes a host of painful memories and repressed emotions triggering a series of bizarre telekinetic episodes. Strong language and some explicit descriptions of sex. 1986

(G.K. Hall)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Angels weep.
by Wilbur Smith
FICTION
Continues the saga of the South African Ballantyne family who share the fortunes of the land known as Rhodesia. The chief hero of the 1890's sequence is the elephant-hunter's son. 1985, c1982

SUBJECTS: General

Angels, God's secret agents.
by Billy Graham
BT966.2.G7 1976
The world-famous clergyman suggests that angles have a more important place in the Bible than the Devi’ or his demons. Dr. Graham also believes that angels are sent by God to watch over and protect his people. 1976, c1975

SUBJECTS: Religious life

Anger.
by May Sarton
FICTION
The conflict between a reserved banker and an emotional opera singer threatens their marriage—and perhaps draws them even closer together. 1982

SUBJECTS: General

The Angry horsemen.
by Lewis B. Patten
FICTION
Enraged by jealousy over his young wife, Johnny Toothaker fights with a hired hand and a neighbor. The incident escalates into a vendetta in which self-seeking outlaws take part. 1982, c1960

SUBJECTS: Western

The Angry man.
by Joyce Dingwell
FICTION
Polly travels to Australia to care for Serena Clemance and forget the past. However, Thorn Clemance seems to complicate her present. 1980, c1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Angry mountain.
by Hammond Innes
FICTION
Dick, a traveller for a British tool firm, meets an old wartime acquaintance behind the Iron Curtain and is in involved with espionage and intrigue. 1950

(The Ulverscroft large print series)

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

The Angry town of Pawnee Bluffs.
by Lewis B. Patten
FICTION
Two drifers have brutally assaulted the woman Deputy Sheriff Jesse Marks loves, leaving her and her kid sister for dead. Every other citizen clamors to join the posse. 1986, c1974

SUBJECTS: Western

The Animals came in one by one.
by Buster Lloyd-Jones
FICTION
Buster Lloyd-Jones developed a boyhood affection for animals and decided he would become a vet. 1987, c1966

SUBJECTS: Biography

Anna and her daughters.
by Dorothy Emily Stevenson
FICTION
After the death of her husband, lovely, social Anna Harcourt finds herself in financial straits. She sells their fine old house and moves to Scotland with her three daughters, where they find work and romance. 1969, c1958

SUBJECTS: Romance

(ULverscroft large print)

Anna Karenina.
by Lev Nikeisevich Tolstoi
FICTION
Set in 19th-century Russia, the story of the loveless marriage and extramarital affair of a beautiful and intense woman. The author deals with the psychology of the characters and the impact of societal morality. 1969?

SUBJECTS: Romance

Anne of Avonlea.
by Lucy M. Montgomery
FICTION
Anne Shirley, once a scrawny, tempestuous orphan, is now a lovely young woman
teaching in the school where she was raised. 1982, c1909

(Canadian large print books)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Annuals from seed.
by Roy Genders
SB422.G47 1974
The method of sowing or purchasing and planting annuals. Also discusses annuals for bedding, cutting and for borders. 1974

(Large type series)
SUBJECTS: Gardening

The Anodyne Necklace.
by Martha Grimes
FICTION
Superintendent Richard Jury of Scotland Yard is summoned to solve the murder of a young woman. He finds clues to the case in a London pub where the eccentric patrons play an endless game of Wizards and Warlords. 1983

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Another Claudia.
by Rose Franken
FICTION
The war throws its shadow over everything and David must go to fight for his country. Meantime, with two children already, Claudia knows that she is pregnant again. 1982, c1948

SUBJECTS: Romance

Another day.
by Pat Seed
RC279.G7 1984
With a blend of humor and compassion, the author continues the story of her personal fight against terminal cancer. 1983

SUBJECTS: Biography

Another Eden.
by Anne Hampson
FICTION

Susanne's engagement to Richard was the fulfillment of all her hopes and desires until an accident leaves her blinded. It is Richard's brother Nick that haunts her bedside like a faithful ghost. 1986, c1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

Another life.
by Rosemary Carter
FICTION
Sara Demaine was young, beautiful, on the verge of a brilliant career as a ballet dancer—and about to be married to Clyde. Yet within a year everything had changed. 1984, c1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

Another marvelous thing.
by Laurie Colwin
FICTION
In eight interlocking stories, a love affair is revealed from a series of changing angles, until "Another Marvelous Thing" comes along, altering forever the course of true love. 1986

SUBJECTS: Romance

Another view.
by Rosamunde Pilcher
FICTION
The daughter of a famous painter tries to bring domestic calm to his life. 1976, c1968

SUBJECTS: General

Another weeping woman.
by Donald Zochert
FICTION
Nick Caine didn't usually handle cases in which someone was killed by a grizzly bear—but this girl also had a bullet in her brain. 1983, c1980

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Answer as a man.
by Taylor Caldwell
FICTION
Set at the turn of the century in a small Pennsylvania town, this powerful moral saga traces the life of Jason Garrity, the stalwart son of Irish immigrants. Strong language and explicit descriptions of sex. 1984

SUBJECTS: General

Antique dealer.

by Reginald Philip Way
NK1125.W3 1974
The author's recollections as a child polishing the silver for his antique dealer father and follows through until he takes over the family business. 1974, 1956

SUBJECTS: Antiques-Collecting

Any two can play.

by Elizabeth Cadell
FICTION
Independent and happily unmarried, Natalie feels disinclined to change her status until romance unexpectedly appears in the shape of Henry Downing. 1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

Anything can happen.

by George Papashvily
E169.5.P3
The author relates some of his peculiar experiences as a newly arrived Russian emigrant, beginning with his stay in New York City. He suggests that nearly anything can happen to someone unfamiliar. 1945

SUBJECTS: Emigrants

Appearances of death.

by Dell Shannon
FICTION
Somewhere there is a connection between the deaths, rapes and robberies the LAPD run up against in "Appearances of death", and Lt. Mendoza is the man to find it. 1981, c1977

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Apple tree lean down.

by Mary Emily Pearce
FICTION
Poignant, old-fashioned novel that chronicles the lives and loves of three families in the rural Midlands of England during the late 18th- and 19th- centuries. Some strong language. 1980, c1973

SUBJECTS: General

The Appleby file.

by Michael Innes
FICTION
A collection of short stories from the files of Sir John Appleby, Commissioner of the Metropolitan Police. 1978, c1975

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Apples of gold.

PN6081.A66 1985
A sprightly collection of hundreds of famous, amusing, serious and inspirational sayings. 1985, c1962

SUBJECTS: Quotations

Appointment with death.

by Agatha Christie
FICTION
While in the Holy Land, Poirot solves the murder of a fellow tourist. 1975, c1938

SUBJECTS: Mystery

An April girl.

by Iris Bromige
FICTION
The hidden shadow of her past darkens Philippa's mind and happiness. 1978, c1967

SUBJECTS: Romance

April in Westland.

by Ivy Preston
FICTION
April found that things happened in Westland as they do in any other part of the world. The people are friendly, and the men are attractive, particularly the blond young giant, Ken Elliot... 1987, c1969
April morning.
   by Howard Melvin Fast
   FICTION
The story of Lexington and Concord, related by 15-year-old Adam Cooper. After his father is shot down by the British, Adam joins the Colonial militia at Lexington in their ambush of British regulars. 1961
Jr & Sr High  Recorded
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

April's grave.
   by Susan Howatch
   FICTION
After three years of estrangement, Karen and Neville Bennett have reconciled, determined to forget the beautiful selfish twin sister who nearly destroyed their lives, but her disappearance casts a shadow on their future. 1977, c1969
(Heverscroft large print series)  Recorded
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

Aquariums.
   by Anthony Evans
   SF457.E9 1972
Information on aquariums; equipment, plants, fish and fish breeding. 1974
SUBJECTS: Aquariums

Arabella.
   by Georgette Heyer
   FICTION
When the daughter of a country parson is sent to London to make a good marriage, she poses as an heiress and becomes the talk of the town and the catch of the season. 1982, 1949
(Heverscroft large print series)  Recorded
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Ariadne clue.
   by Carol Clemeau
   FICTION
When university student Ariadne Pappas disappears, so do several priceless artifacts from a visiting exhibit of Greek treasures. 1983, c1982
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Arizona Ames.
   by Zane Grey
   FICTION
Arizona Ames is a bad man, quick as lightening with a six-shooter. He believes in justice and enforces it even beyond the reach of the law. 1978
SUBJECTS: Western

The Arizona clan.
   by Zane Grey
   FICTION
Ex-gunsslinger Dodge Mercer stepped into the middle of a blazing showdown - even though it could have cost him his life! 1987
SUBJECTS: Western

Armour against love.
   by Barbara Cartland
   FICTION
An inherited home and the custody of three children bring contentment to an aging actress. 1981, c1945
SUBJECTS: Romance

Army of shadows: a novel of the Resistance.
   by John Harris
   FICTION
Urquhart, a tough northerner of farming stock, and Neville, a man from a privileged background, are lone survivors of a bombing mission and must face the situation together. 1978, c1977
SUBJECTS: General

Arnie, the darling starling.
   by Margarete Sigl Corbo
   SF473.S9C67 1984
A heart-warming and inspirational story of a very special relationship between the author
and a rescued starling. 1984, c1983

SUBJECTS: Starlings

Arrest Sitting Bull.
by Douglas C. Jones
FICTION
In 1890, the ghost dance—the frenzied invocation of the Messiah who will help the Indians destroy the white man—creates panic among the ranchers and farmers near the Sioux reservations. Some strong language. 1978, c1977

SUBJECTS: General

Arrow in the heart.
by Denise Robins
FICTION
Lucie faced the fact that Nat did not love her as she did him. 1979, c1960

SUBJECTS: Romance

Arvada Jones and the last warrior.
by Les Wayne
FICTION
An outlaw with a grudge against Arvada is out to kill him and Clee, now a full grown man, is hunting the killer to stop him. 1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: Western

Arvada Jones and the orphans of the trail.
by Les Wayne
FICTION
Arvada Jones showed he was a hard man when he hunted down and shot the men who murdered his wife and son. But he showed compassion when he took Clee in, a boy whose family had been killed by Indians. 1984

SUBJECTS: Western

Arvada Jones and the young runaways.
by Les Wayne
FICTION
When Jones left on a scouting trip, his adopted family, Clee, an adolescent white boy, and Omio, a little Indian girl, ran away to find him. 1984

SUBJECTS: Western

As the earth turns.
by Gladys Hasty Carroll
FICTION
An enduring novel, written with deep affection, describes one year in the life of a taciturn Maine farmer and his family. Their story encompasses the flow of the seasons, details of farm life, and the dramas of rural experience. 1980, c1961

SUBJECTS: General

The Ascent of D.13.
by Andrew Garve
FICTION
A suspense story about the dangers of mountain climbing. A NATO plane crashes on an almost inaccessible peak, and the top-secret scientific apparatus it was carrying must be saved from falling into Russian hands. 1973

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Ashbury people.
by Doreen E. A. Wallace
FICTION
A contemporary novel of the dramas of village life. 1976, 1968

SUBJECTS: General

Assault in Norway: sabotaging the Nazi nuclear bomb.
by Thomas Michael Gallagher
D810.S7G26 1975b
During World War II Churchill gave orders to destroy a nuclear stockpiling plant in Nazi-occupied Norway. Two commando teams assigned to the raid missed the chosen landing spot in the dead of winter. 1975

SUBJECTS: World War II

Assignment in Brittany.
by Helen MacInnes
FICTION
Spy novel set in World War II.
Complications arise when a British secret service man impersonates a supposedly dead Frenchman. 1983, c1942
SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

The Astrov legacy.
by Constance Heaven
FICTION
While visiting her sister in Russia during the 1820's, Sophie Weston falls in love with Prince Leonid. When the Decembrist Uprising sparks revolution, the lovers flee to England. 1973
SUBJECTS: Romance

At Bertram's Hotel.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
The hotel of the title, which Miss Marple knew as a girl, is still a marvel of Edwardian elegance and conservatism—but with a disturbing, off-color touch of something new. 1965
SUBJECTS: Mystery

At first glance.
by Margaret Pargeter
FICTION
The very first time they met, sparks of mingled attraction flew between Gay Fenton and Luke Ashley. 1984, c1981

At home in Thrush Green.
by Miss Read
FICTION
Fire destroyed the ugly rectory at Thrush Green and it is decided to build some retirement homes on the site. 1986, c1985
SUBJECTS: Romance

At wit's end.
by Erma Bombeck
PS3552.O59A8 1984
A columnist pokes fun at the American household and the frustrations of everyday life, including women drivers, the ordeal of family vacations, children sex education and living with neighbors. 1984, c1967
SUBJECTS: Humor

The Atkinson legacy.
by Mollie Hardwick
FICTION
An epic saga of 19th-century Lancaster, this is a tale of two families caught up in the upheaval of the Industrial Revolution. 1981, c1978
SUBJECTS: Romance

Atlantic City proof.
by Christopher Cook Gilmore
FICTION
Garvey and Minnie begin their partnership as clam diggers but expand their horizons to bootlegging when Prohibition comes. Explicit descriptions of sex. 1981, c1978
SUBJECTS: General

Atlantic fury.
by Hammond Innes
FICTION
On an island in the outer Hebrides, a British guided weapons unit battles the elements during a raging polar storm. Underlying the ordeal is the mystery of Major Braddock, who disappeared on the island 22 years before. 1971, c1962
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Audrey Hepburn.
by Ian Woodward
PN2287.H43W66 1985
Adulatory biography of the actress, the Brussels-born daughter of a Dutch baroness and an Anglo-Irish financier, whose childhood was one of comfort and luxury before World War II. 1985
SUBJECTS: Biography

Audubon.

by Constance Mayfield Rourke

QL31.A9R6 1964

The biography of John J. Audubon.
Illustrations by James MacDonald. 1936

SUBJECTS: Biography

Aunt Sophie's diamonds.

by Joan Smith

FICTION

A tight fisted woman causes trouble when her diamonds are buried with her. 1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin.

by Benjamin Franklin

E302.6.F7A232 1967

The autobiography of the American statesman tells how he developed his potential through a strict regime of self-education. 1967

(A Keith Jennison book)

SUBJECTS: Biography

The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman.

by Ernest J. Gaines

FICTION

A novel in which a Louisiana ex-slave tells the story of her long life from the end of the Civil War to the civil rights struggles of the mid-20th century. 1971

SUBJECTS: General

Autumn lace.

by Eileen Jackson

FICTION

A seamstress, in Victorian England, is plunged into mysterious tensions in an island manor. 1979, c1976

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Avalanche Express.

by Colin Forbes

FICTION

American and British agents Harry Wargrave and Elsa Lang carry out their mission seeing the most valued Soviet defector safely through a thousand-mile journey to freedom. Some strong language. 1978, c1977

SUBJECTS: General

Avalon.

by Anya Seton

FICTION

A historical novel recreating life in late 10th and early 11th-century England and the lands colonized by the Norsemen. It concerns the love between a wandering French prince and a Cornish girl of peasant and Viking blood. 1982, c1965

SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

The Avenging gun.

by Johanas L. Bouma

FICTION

It was Gunther Brady's scheming mind that devised the plan for taking over the Marengo Range and Ernie York whose brutality made the plan work. 1985, c1958

(Ulverscroft large print series: western)

SUBJECTS: Western

The Aviator.

by Ernest Kellogg Gann

FICTION

In 1928, pilot Jerry takes off northward, carrying the mail and a passenger, eleven-year-old Heather. Suddenly, the plane falters and Jerry crashes into mountainous terrain. 1981

SUBJECTS: General

Aviatrix.

by Elinor Smith

TL540.S64A3 1982

A warm and loving memoir of an exciting time in aviation. In 1925, Elinor Smith made her first solo flight and a year later became the youngest licensed pilot in the Unites
SUBJECTS: Biography

The Awakening of Alice.
by Violet Winspear
FICTION
Alice Sheldon's flighty sister had pledged herself to a wealthy Greek. But now an old beau is free to marry so she decides to break the engagement. Alice agrees to travel to Greece to tell the Greek. 1984, c1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

Away from home: letters to my family.
by Lillian Carter
DS414.C36 1978
At sixty-seven, Miss Lillian, President Carter's mother, traveled to India as a nurse with the Peace Corps. These letters describe her homesickness and fascination with Indian culture. 1978, c1977

SUBJECTS: Biography

Babe.
by Joan Smith
FICTION
When Lord Clivedon becomes Babe's guardian, he censors her wardrobe, banishes her low cut gowns, farms her out to two maidenly aunts and cuts off her funds. Babe must rebel! 1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

Bachelors Anonymous.
by Pelham Grenville Wodehouse
FICTION
When Ivor Llewellyn, a five-time loser in matrimony, sets off for London, his friends at Bachelors Anonymous realize that they have no London branch and must take steps to protect him from further temptations. 1974

SUBJECTS: General

The Bachelors of Broken Hill.
by Arthur William Upfield

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Back of Sunset.
by Jon Cleary
FICTION
A man leaves security and love to become a Flying Doctor in the Australian Outback. 1978, c1959

SUBJECTS: Adventure

Backlash.
by Martin Russell
FICTION
Albert Hall killed a woman then goes to Steven Cassell, senior real estate partner, for help. The body is there—but it is someone else's body. 1986, c1981

SUBJECTS: Western

Bad for the Baron.
by John Creasey
FICTION
A respected gem dealer with a checkered past finds himself in deep trouble. 1980, c1962

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Badge for a gunfighter.
by Clair Huffaker
FICTION
Gunslinger Cash Jefferson becomes sheriff of Yellowrock and accepts his payoff from the town's richest crook for a time. With his change of heart, he must decide which side
of the law he is on. 1983

SUBJECTS: Western

Badlands Basin.
by William Frederick Bragg
FICTION
Dan Donavan rode into the Freeze-out Basin alone to collect his heritage. He knew he was likely to get a bullet in the back but he figured he was fast enough to survive. 1983

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Western

Badlands showdown.
by Chester Allen
FICTION
Justice Colt and Pee Wee Detwaller found that Buck had been shot and his daughter was fighting a losing battle against Bat Hagerman and his land-grabbing Slash H outfit. 1987, c1953

(Linford western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

A Bag of marbles.
by Joseph Joffo
FICTION
A tale of courage and survival during 1941. 10-year-old Jo Joffo and his 12-year-old brother, as Jews, were forced to flee Paris and hide in the French Alps. Today Mr. Joffo lives happily in Paris with his own family. 1975, c1974

SUBJECTS: General

Baja run.
by Lisbeth Chance
FICTION
The privileged granddaughter of a powerful underworld family had suddenly become a target and she knew she needed Donovan on the wild flight for her life up and down the Pacific coast. 1986

SUBJECTS: General

The Baked bean supper murders.

by Virginia Rich
FICTION
A lot of mayhem is sandwiched between lobster recipes and odes to the wild blueberry in this case for widow/sleuth Eugenia Potter. Several of her neighbors are killed and she may be next. 1983

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Baker's daughter.
by Dorothy Emily Stevenson
FICTION
Unhappy with her dour father and new stepmother, Sue accepts a job as housekeeper for an English artist and his wife, recent arrivals in the small Scottish village. When the artist's wife leaves him, Sue stays on. 1976, c1965

SUBJECTS: Romance

Balancing acts.
by Lynne Sharon Schwartz
FICTION
The story of Max Fried, 76, a widower, an ex-trapeze artist and, Allison, lonely and confused at 13. 1982

SUBJECTS: General

Bandido.
by Nelson Coral Nye
FICTION
After ten years of back-breaking labor, Matt Tretisson found that he needed more time to make good on his loan. To his surprise, the bank turned its back on him. Then Matt turned angry. 1983, c1957

SUBJECTS: Western

Bandit bait.
by Marshall Grover
FICTION
The Lone Star Hellions were tracking through Nebraska, Kansas and Colorado, their quarry the kid outlaw known as Blanco, a runaway from the infamous Jensen gang. 1986, c1984
Bandit in black.
by Paul Evan Lehman
FICTION
The sheriff was closing in on Brandon. But coming on faster was the gang of killers he had double-crossed for $10,000. 1987, c1958

Banker.
by Dick Francis
FICTION
Tim Ekaterin, a young investment banker, arranges a loan for the purchase of Sandcastle, a superb racehorse that will be put out to stud. Soon murder leads to Sandcastle and Tim must stop it. 1983, c1982

The Banshee tide.
by Alice Dwyer-Joyce
FICTION
A legend dominates the life of Emma Regan. 1978, c1977

Barbara Cartland's etiquette for love and romance.
by Barbara Cartland
BJ2051.C37 1986
Here is Miss Cartland's time-tested advice—everything from getting a man's attention at a party, to winning and dining in style; from living together before marriage, to the use of toothpicks! 1986, c1984

Barbra Streisand: the woman, the myth, the music.
by Shaun Considine
ML420.S915C6 1986
Barbra Streisand's face, name and music are known the world over. She is adored by millions of fans and despised by many more. This volume looks for the truth between these two extremes. 1986, c1985

The Barclay place.
by Rae Foley
FICTION
Maggie knew there was something more sinister than ghosts involved. 1978, c1975

Bardot, Deneuve, Fonda: the memoirs of Roger Vadim.
by Robert Vadim
In this frank and open account of his life, Roger Vadim shows us these three women behind the familiar images, what it was to share life with them. 1986

Bare feet in the palace.
by Agnes Newton Keith
DS686.5.K 4 1977
The experiences of the Keith family—Agnes, her husband, Harry, and their twelve-year-old son George in the Philippines in 1953 shed light on the lives of the Philippinos. 1977

Barefoot bride.
by Dorothy Cork
FICTION
Amy Martin arrives in Queensland full of confidence and eager to marry her fiancé Clifford. It shocks her to find him strangely unwelcoming, and it breaks her heart to face the fact that Clifford wants to break their engagement. 1985, c1980

Barbra Streisand: the woman, the myth, the music.
by Shaun Considine
ML420.S915C6 1986
Barbra Streisand's face, name and music are known the world over. She is adored by millions of fans and despised by many more. This volume looks for the truth between these two extremes. 1986, c1985

The Barclay place.
by Rae Foley
FICTION
Maggie knew there was something more sinister than ghosts involved. 1978, c1975

SUBJECTS: Biography

Bardot, Deneuve, Fonda: the memoirs of Roger Vadim.
by Robert Vadim
In this frank and open account of his life, Roger Vadim shows us these three women behind the familiar images, what it was to share life with them. 1986

SUBJECTS: Biography

Bare feet in the palace.
by Agnes Newton Keith
DS686.5.K 4 1977
The experiences of the Keith family—Agnes, her husband, Harry, and their twelve-year-old son George in the Philippines in 1953 shed light on the lives of the Philippinos. 1977

SUBJECTS: Biography

Barefoot bride.
by Dorothy Cork
FICTION
Amy Martin arrives in Queensland full of confidence and eager to marry her fiancé Clifford. It shocks her to find him strangely unwelcoming, and it breaks her heart to face the fact that Clifford wants to break their engagement. 1985, c1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Barefoot mailman.
by Theodore Pratt
FICTION
The adventures of a mail carrier who walked the beach between Palm Beach and Miami, Florida, in the 1880's. Many descriptions of the Florida coast are included. 1943
(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: General

The Baron and the Chinese puzzle.
by John Creasey
FICTION
Baron Mannering and his wife travel to Hong Kong to see a special art exhibition and find themselves up against the ruthless operators of an international smuggling racket. 1981, c1965
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Barrancourt destiny.
by Anne Worboys
FICTION
A woman determines to solve the mystery of her parents so she can marry. 1980, c1977
SUBJECTS: General

Barren land showdown.
by Luke Short
FICTION
Frank agrees to pretend that Luke, who is fleeing from his mysterious past, is his new fur trading and mining partner. Murder and mayhem soon follow, and Frank is wrongly accused of murder. 1940, c1975
SUBJECTS: Western

Barrier to love.
by Stella March
FICTION
When Charles proposed to her, Juliet would have given anything in the world to have been able to say 'yes'. But it was impossible because of something that happened in the past. 1982, c1965
(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Bath tangle.
by Georgette Heyer
FICTION
Lady Serena Carlow raged as she heard her father's last will and testament. How could he mortgage his only daughter to the odious Lord Ivo Rotherham, the very man she had recently jilted. 1980
(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Battle at three cross.
by William Colt MacDonald
FICTION
The buzzards circled overhead as Lance Tolliver examined the cadaver in the sandy wash. The Sheriff's men assumed that Tolliver was the killer. 1942
(Large print edition)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Bay of the nightingales.
by Essie Summers
FICTION
An orphan girl learns that her father is still alive. 1973, c1970
SUBJECTS: Romance

Bayou bride.
by Maxine Patrick
FICTION
Sherry didn't realize the extreme to which Lucien would go to get his own way—not until she found herself captive in his isolated mansion in the Louisiana bayou. 1981, c1978
SUBJECTS: Romance

Be a good boy.
by Joan Margaret Fleming
FICTION
A crippled boy blackmails his boss who is a receiver of stolen goods, but he saves a child from drowning in Cragness at the seaside and becomes a local hero. 1977
(submitted)
Be buried in the rain.
by Barbara Michaels
FICTION
When medical student Julie Newcomb arrives at the family plantation in Virginia to help care for her bedridden grandmother, she is confronted by a number of woes. These include long suppressed memories. Some strong language. 1986, c1985
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Beasts in my belfry.
by Gerald Durrell
QL77.5.D861978
The entertaining history of the author's life as a student zoo keeper. 1978, c1973
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Beaches.
by Iris Rainer Dart
FICTION
Cee Cee and "Bertie," two child stars, develop a close friendship that stands the tests of time. 1985
SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Bear Island.
by Alistair MacLean
FICTION
A Hollywood crew sets out by ship to film a movie on location, and is isolated on Bear Island in the Arctic. A rash of poisonings and a disappearance suggest there is a murderer on board. 1972, c1971
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Beau and the bluestocking.
by Alice Chetwynd Ley
FICTION
Young Althea and her cousin Lydia are just learning to cope with the romantic games of their suitors in 18th-century London. 1978, c1975
SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Bear Island.
by Alistair MacLean
FICTION
A Hollywood crew sets out by ship to film a movie on location, and is isolated on Bear Island in the Arctic. A rash of poisonings and a disappearance suggest there is a murderer on board. 1972, c1971
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Beautiful golden frame.
by Peter Chambers
FICTION
When his wife died, Bernard Rivers encased her portrait in solid gold. A former girlfriend of his escaped from a psychiatric sanatorium and is threatening to burn down the house along with the portrait. 1985, c1980
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Beautiful just! and Bruach blend.
by Lillian Beckwith
DA880.H4B4 1979
The continuing story of the author's life in the Hebridean village of Bruach. 1979, c1975
SUBJECTS: Hebrides-Social life and customs

Beauty for ashes.
by Grace Livingston Hill
FICTION
After a disastrous first love affair, a young woman goes to live in her father's boyhood home in New England to recuperate. What she finds there helps her realize that happiness is often where you least expect it. 1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Beauty of embers.
by Renee Shann
FICTION
Mandy Stone finds herself falling in love with her best friend's husband. When Mandy's friend Nicola has to go into the hospital, Mandy agrees, unwillingly, to keep an eye on her husband. 1983, c1966

SUBJECTS: Romance

Beauty sleep.
by Hildegarde Dolson
FICTION
Ex-husbands and jealous rivals clutter up a murder investigation. 1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Beauty surgeon.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
After Katie had qualified at the hospital she went for a short holiday to Turnpike Cottage. An alarming experience brought her into contact with Mark Hawthorn. 1982, c1967

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Beauvallet.
by Georgette Heyer
FICTION
The splendor and daring of the Elizabethan age is depicted in this novel of a reckless young English adventurer and the tempestuous Spanish beauty he dated to claim for his own. 1969, c1929

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Because of the cats.
by Nicolas Freeling
FICTION
Chief inspector Piet van der Valk of the Amsterdam police has a teenage gang on his hands. They are coming from out-of-town and leaving a trail of damage. 1986, c1963

(Atlantic large print mystery)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Because of yesterday.
by Stella March
FICTION
The letter 'P' in a diary, and scraps of a letter addressed to Dr. Peter Gyllson, were sufficient proof to Sister Barbara Stafford of the identity of the man who in her opinion, was responsible for her cousin, Gina's death. 1981, c1959

(A Seymour book)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

by John Updike
FICTION
A collection of short stories about a middle-aged Jewish writer, author of an earlier successful novel, but now unable to justify his promise. 1970

SUBJECTS: General

The Beckoning dream.
by Evelyn Berckman
FICTION
Archibald Gedney has a dream that haunts him with an endless unravelling of the event twelve years earlier, his role revealing a long dark coil of cowardice and greed. 1983, c1955

SUBJECTS: Romance

Beckoning trails.
by Emilie Baker Loring
FICTION
Debby Randall longs for a vacation. Her aunt's estate seems just the place to unwind.
An unexpected romance sweetens Debby's stay until murder shatters the mood. 1983

SUBJECTS: Romance

Bed of roses.
by Anne Weale
FICTION
To avoid selling her home in the West Indies, Annis had agreed to become the wife of Drogo Wolfe. They didn't love each other but she was determined to make the marriage work. 1983, c1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

Bees in my bonnet.
by Angus MacVicar
PR6025.A34Z465 1982
The highly entertaining and funny account of Angus MacVicar's early years on the Mull of Kintyre and North Uist. 1983, c1982

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Scotland-Social life and customs

Before honor.
by Gertrude Schweitzer
FICTION
A woman minister tries to gain acceptance from her new congregation. 1974

SUBJECTS: General

Before the colors fade.
by Harry Reasoner
PN4874.R34A33 1981b
Shirtsleeves memoirs of the author's "first twenty-five years in television news." 1981

Recorded
SUBJECTS: Biography

Beggarman's country.
by Jan Webster
FICTION
The setting is around Glasgow with Patie Fleming carrying on the family's engineering interests. 1981, c1979

SUBJECTS: General

Beginning to pray.
by Anthony Bloom
BV210.2.B578 1986
Written by an Orthodox Archbishop for people who have never prayed before. 1986, c1970

SUBJECTS: Prayer

Begotten murder.
by Martin Carroll
FICTION
When Susan Phillips joined her aunt on a voyage of 12,000 miles from her home in Melbourne, she little knew their arrival would germinate the seeds of murder planted long ago. 1987

(Linford mystery series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Behind a closed door.
by Jane Donnelly
FICTION
Janna tries to steer clear of Peter Craig for she knew he would never have time for any woman, except on a part-time basis. 1982, c1979

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Bejewelled death.
by Marian Babson
FICTION
Stacey Orpington boarded the Boston-London plane carrying a hat-box. So did three other ladies with the difference being that Stacey's contained priceless jewelry. 1983

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: General

Bel Lamington.
by Dorothy Emily Stevenson
FICTION
A romance set in England. Orphaned and brought up in an English village, shy Bel has to earn a living as a secretary in London. On holiday at a fishing hotel in Scotland,
meets some delightful characters. 1973, c1961

SUBJECTS: Romance

Bel Ria.
by Sheila Every Burnford
FICTION
A lovable performing dog from a circus carnival wanders through France and England after his owners are killed during World War II. He receives loyalty and love from the people who adopt him. Some strong language. 1978, c1977

SUBJECTS: General

The Believers.
by Janice Holt Giles
FICTION
Rebecca Fowler follows her beloved husband, Richard, to a Shaker Colony in Kentucky in the early 1800s. When Richard becomes a fanatical "believer," she leaves the colony, gets a divorce, and marries another man. 1979, c1960

SUBJECTS: General

The Bell branch.
by Lucy Walker
FICTION
It was the night of the ship's dance. There were coloured lights and the fantastic mystery of the tropics as the "Moreton Bay" glided over the Indian Ocean. 1983, c1971

SUBJECTS: Romance

A Bell for Adano.
by John Hersey
FICTION
A novel about Americans in Italy at the end of World War II. An Italian-American major tries to rebuild an occupied town on democratic principles and runs into red tape and prejudice. Some strong language. 1944

SUBJECTS: General

Bella.
by Jilly Cooper

FICTION
Bella Parkinson was the most promising actress in London. Wealthy Rupert Henries couldn't wait to marry her. Would her past and Rupert's sinister cousin Laylo allow it? 1982, c1976

(A Lythway Book)

SUBJECTS: General

Bella.
by Dorothy Eden
FICTION
Two girls find themselves prisoners in a terrifying household. 1980, c1964

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Beloved Diana.
by Alice Chetwynd Ley
FICTION
When a handsome, brooding stranger rents her old ancestral Manor, Diana risks everything on the dictates of her passionate heart. 1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

Beloved enemies.
by Pamela Kent
FICTION
Caprice Vaughan was left a beautiful old Tudor manor-house, and a considerable income to go with it by her Great-Uncle Josiah. On her arrival she found a lodger living there as if he owned the place. 1987

(Atlantic large print)

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Beloved invader.
by Eugenia Price
FICTION
The romantic, inspiring story of a Northerner who comes to war-ravaged Georgia on business. He loses his heart to St. Simons Island and dedicates his life to its people. First novel of the St. Simons trilogy. 1973, c1965

SUBJECTS: General
Beloved pirate.
by Margie Michaels
FICTION
Stavors offered security, but the excitement and danger of their search for sunken treasure rekindled the embers of her feelings for Rathe—her beloved pirate. 1982, c1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Bend in the river.
by Iris Bromige
FICTION
Grandma Mirabel brings Antonia into close contact with Pierre Valais, her godson, and her new charge Philleipe. Romantic encounters ensue. 1980, c1975

SUBJECTS: Romance

Ben. Shafter.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
Enroute to California in the 1860s when an early winter keeps them from crossing the Sierras, a motley group of twenty-odd pioneers decide to settle in the Wyoming territory and build their own town. 1980

SUBJECTS: Western

The Benedict man.
by Mary Wibberley
FICTION
Beth was delighted at the prospect of her new job in Derbyshire. When she arrived she discovered her employer was not Mrs. Thornburn but her nephew. 1987

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Benevent treasure.
by Patricia Wentworth
FICTION
Somewhere among the dust and cobwebs of the Benevent family home lies hidden the legendary treasure. But a terrible death has been prophesied for all who dare to uncover it. 1982

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Bent man.
by Arthur Maling
FICTION
Ex-football star Walter Jackson, divorced from a rich wife, learns he has leukemia. To complicate his problems further, the FBI suspects his son of being involved with a beautiful jewel thief who is killed. Some strong language. 1975

Recorded

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Bent star.
by Patrick Andrews
FICTION
Charlie Mortell had been the toughest lawman in Kansas until a bloody shoot out left him full of holes. He was ready to do himself in when he heard his ex-partner had been bushwhacked. 1984, c1982

SUBJECTS: Western

The Bermuda Triangle.
by Charles Berlitz
G525.kB492 1975
An area of the western Atlantic where planes, ships, and men have disappeared. Mr. Berlitz reviews the strange events and proposes intriguing theories of the forces that may be at work. 1975, c1974

Recorded

SUBJECTS: Bermuda Triangle

Bess & Harry: an American love story.
by Jhan Robbins
E814.R64 1980b
A journalist describes one of the most devoted marriages ever to thrive in the spotlight of the nation's highest public office. Focuses on Bess Truman and her unparalleled influence on her husband. 1980

Recorded

SUBJECTS: Biography

Bess W. Truman.
by Margaret Truman
E814.T68768 1987
Told in a daughter's loving words, this is the story of "Bess": devoted wife, famous First Lady and influential Armchair political advisor to Harry S. Truman. 1987, c1986

(G.K. Hall large print book series) SUBJECTS: Biography

The Best place to be.
   by Helen Van Slyke
   FICTION
When Sheila Callahan's handsome, virile husband dies of a heart attack, she struggles to earn her own living, and to cope with her possessive teen-age son and grown children. Some strong language. 1983, c1976

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Best way to lose.
   by Janet Dailey
   FICTION
Elliot Santee had been everything Pilar had ever wanted in a man. When he did, she felt that she would never again know real love. 1985, c1983

SUBJECTS: Romance

Best-loved poems in large print.
   PR1174.B4 1983
A collection of 300 of the world's most treasured poems. The poems are arranged in various categories and there are author, title and first line indexes. 1983

SUBJECTS: Poetry

Betrayal.
   by Denise Robins
   FICTION
Nicola Morten was very young and completely bewitched by the well-known novelist, Laurence Gray. And, for the moment, Laurie was fascinated by the rare crystal purity which existed in Nicola. 1984, c1959

(A Lythway book) SUBJECTS: Romance

Better off dead.
   by Mary McMullen
   FICTION
Together artist and agent plan the accidental death and sudden resurrection of John Swain to increase the value of his paintings. 1982

(Nightingale series) SUBJECTS: Mystery

Beware of love.
   by Kay Winchester
   FICTION
Carol Brampton resumes her nursing career when her husband and small daughter are killed in a car accident. She regains her peace of mind with the help of Dr. Patrick Farrell. 1984, c1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

Beware the beast.
   by Anne Mather
   FICTION
Alex blackmails Charlotte into marrying him and makes it clear that all he wants from her is a son. 1982, c1976

SUBJECTS: Romance

Beware young lovers.
   by Hugh Pentecost
   FICTION
Longtime Hollywood film star Sharon Brand is seeing someone young enough to be her son. When murder occurs, clues indicate that Sharon is the killer's main target. 1982, c1980

(Nightingale series) SUBJECTS: Mystery

Beyond control.
   by Flora Kidd
   FICTION
Expediency had been the only reason for Kate marrying Sean Kierly so divorce seemed the logical out. However, Kate had fallen in love with Sean at first sight. 1984, c1981
Beyond control: seven stories of science fiction.
by Robert Silverberg
FICTION
Seven short stories dealing with the problems of technology. 1973, c1972
SUBJECTS: Science fiction

Beyond our selves.
by Catherine Marshall
BV4501.2.M364 1979
Blending deeply inspirational thought with loving recollections of her own life, this is a vibrant, spiritual autobiography. 1979, c1961
SUBJECTS: Biography

Beyond reasonable doubt.
by Hebe Elsna
FICTION
Lucy goes to Spain to learn her family's wine business. 1974?, c1962
SUBJECTS: General

Beyond the Poseidon adventure.
by Paul Gallico
FICTION
Sixteen hundred people died in the Poseidon when the luxury liner was capsized by a tidal wave. Some strong language. 1981, c1978
SUBJECTS: Disaster-Fiction

Beyond tomorrow.
by Fern Michaels
FICTION
When realtor Carly Andrews helps talented lawyer Adam Noble buy one special house she finds herself falling in love with him. 1985, c1981
(G. K. Hall large print book series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Bible. English. Authorized.
BS1851975.N48
The large-print Bible: in six volumes. King James version. 1975
SUBJECTS: Bible

BS20851970.N4
SUBJECTS: Bible

Bible. N.T. English.
BS2095.P5 1958
A British priest of the Church of England wrote this translation in order to update the language and style of the New Testament for twentieth-century readers. 1958
SUBJECTS: Bible. New Testament

Bible. N.T. English: King James version.
BS2091.N48
1967

Bible. N.T. English: Revised standard.
BS2091.A11965C8

BS25953.M67
SUBJECTS: Bible. New Testament

Bible. New Testament. Matthew. The Gospels according to Saint Matthew and
Saint Mark. King James version.
BS2573 1973
The Gospels of Saint Matthew and Saint Mark. 1974

SUBJECTS: Bible. New Testament

Bible. O. T. Psalms: The Book of Psalms: King James version.
BS1422 1967
The book of Psalms. 1967?

(A Keith Jennison book)
SUBJECTS: Bible. Old Testament

Bible. O. T. Ruth: The books of Ruth and Job: King James version.
BS1313 1970
The books of Ruth and Job. 1970

SUBJECTS: Bible. Old Testament

Bid for happiness.
by Renee Shann
FICTION
Story of a widower who stuns his children with his plans to remarry. 1980, c1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Big four.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
The big four is a virtually invincible criminal conspiracy composed of a brilliant Chinese man, an American millionaire, a French scientist, and an elusive master of disguise. 1974, c1927

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Recorded

The Big story.
by A. B. Guthrie
FICTION
The story of the mountain men who penetrated the wilderness and developed it, spoiling a paradise in the process. 1985, c1947

SUBJECTS: General

Recorded

The Big trail.
by Max Brand
FICTION
Tom Fuller helps Oliver Champion find a hidden valley. Fuller learns to shoot and fight. He meets a girl and learns to love. When Champion reveals he's an escaped convict, Fuller learns the price of loyalty. 1982

SUBJECTS: Western

Recorded

Bigger than Texas.
by William Robert Cox
FICTION
Johnny liked the town but not the fear in the faces of the townfolk. 1977, c1963

SUBJECTS: Western

Recorded

Billy Budd, foretopman.
by Herman Melville
FICTION
A naive, innocent sailor, Billy Budd, is cruelly antagonized and unjustly accused by his evil master-at-arms. Billy then strikes and kills his petty officer, forcing the captain to order his execution. 1968

SUBJECTS: General

Recorded
The Bird in the chimney.
by Dorothy Eden
FICTION
A strange white bird portends sinister and eerie happenings. 1973, c1963
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Bird in the tree.
by Elizabeth Goudge
FICTION
After spending years in making Damerosehay a special haven for the Eliot family, seventy-eight year old Lucille is faced with its possible demise. 1970

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Bishop as pawn.
by Ralph M. McInerny
FICTION
The long-lost husband of Father Dowling's housekeeper shows up suddenly at the rectory and has barely arrived when he is shot dead by a sniper. Some strong language. 1979

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Bishop's pawn.
by Ritchie Perry
FICTION
Philis had been enjoying himself in Tokyo where job satisfaction had been a girl called Kimi. 1982, c1979

(A Luthway book)
SUBJECTS: General

Bitter alliance.
by Kay Thorpe
FICTION
It was true that it had only taken Jaime two short weeks for her to fall out of love with Tristan Caine and into love with his formidable older brother, Liam. But she was not the cheap little gold digger he thought she was. 1983, c1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Bitter days of Finis McCanless.
by James Wyckoff
FICTION
Finis McCanless receives a letter asking for help from Wiley Hinges, his foster parent, teacher, and friend. Finis arrives just in time for the funeral of his old friend. Some strong language. 1983, c1981

Recorded

SUBJECTS: General

Bitter honey.
by Hermina Black
FICTION
The story of Cary Lorrimer's change of fortune when she lost her job and took refuge in Adrian Veriard's lovely house in the French Alps. 1983, c1954

SUBJECTS: General

Bitter Pecos.
by W.W. Southard
FICTION
Billy Joe Chance was ready for whatever lay ahead. Armed with his fists and a gun, the young Tennessean joined the small band of cowboys midway along the dusty Pecos trail to Fort Sumner. 1985, c1984

(G.K. Hall)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Bitter winds of love.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
She was so pale that Gerald put out his arms to steady her, but with a cry, she put her hands to her eyes. 1976

SUBJECTS: Romance

Bitter-sweet summer.
by Olga Sinclair
FICTION
A romantic holiday in Czechoslovakia becomes involved in a rebellion. 1981

(A Seymour Book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

**Bittersweet in Bern.**
by Cheryl Durant
FICTION
Gabi couldn't resist the offer to work in Switzerland. Alone together with the famed, tall, blue eyed author, temptation was only a kiss away. 1984, c1982

(Silhouette desire)
SUBJECTS: Romance

**Black amber.**
by Phyllis A. Whitney
FICTION
A suspense novel set in a Turkish household where a woman tries to discover the truth about the death of her half-sister without disclosing her own identity. 1976, c1964

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**Black as he's painted.**
by Ngaio Marsh
FICTION
The president of a new African nation, in London on an official visit, barely escapes assassination as his ambassador is killed by mistake. 1974

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**Black Beauty.**
by Anna Sewell
FICTION
A horse in nineteenth-century England recounts his experience with both good and bad masters. 1987

(Charnwood library series)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

**Black Buttes.**
by Clarence Edward Mulford
FICTION
Duncan enters McLeod looking for Hepburn and ends up helping a girl and her father against outlaws. 1973, c1923

SUBJECTS: Western

**Black flamingo.**
by Victor Canning
FICTION
A tightly woven plot of imposture, diamond smuggling, men ambitious for power, and a pleasing love story situated in central Africa. 1976, c1962

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**Black Jack.**
by Max Brand
FICTION
The son of a ruthless outlaw is faced with the decision of becoming an outlaw in order not to deny his father. 1984

SUBJECTS: Western

**Black marshals.**
by Bill Burchardt
FICTION
Black Marshal Gar Rutherford of the Oklahoma Territory gets his most difficult assignment when he must track down his own son. 1982, c1981

SUBJECTS: Western

**Black mesa.**
by Zane Grey
FICTION
After an unfaithful love, a man befriends another man down on his luck, and together they travel to the foot of the Black Mesa to run a ranch. 1955

(A Keith Jennison book)
SUBJECTS: Western

**The Black moth.**
by Georgette Heyer
FICTION
After being accused of cheating at cards, John Carstairs, heir to the Earl of Wynham, leaves his intended bride and becomes a highwayman. 1977

SUBJECTS: Romance
Black orchids.
by Rex Stout
FICTION
These short novels involve Nero Wolfe and his passion for orchids in two murders, one by gunshot and one by tetanus. Very mild strong language. 1982, c1942
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Black rainbow.
by Barbara Michaels
FICTION
An ambitious young woman, well-educated but poor, accepts a position as governess at Grayhaven Manor in an ancient Warwickshire village. Ignoring ominous signs, she falls in love with the handsome owner of the estate. 1983, c1982
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Black sheep.
by Georgette Heyer
FICTION
Set in Bath, a seemingly sedate lady of twenty-eight decides to save a young niece from a fortune hunter but falls victim to the young man's black sheep uncle. 1973, c1966
SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

The Black spiders.
by John Creasey
FICTION
Department Z faced a horde of deadly spiders as well as a vicious maniac. 1978, c1957
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Black tide.
by Carl Daniel Lane
FICTION
An adventure story about boats and offshore drilling. 1966
(Charnwood library series)
SUBJECTS: Adventure

The Black tower.
by P. D. James
FICTION
Mystery set in England about convalescent Adam Dalgliesh who goes to Dorset and discovers that the priest who had summoned him is dead. Adam becomes involved in intrigue and murder. 1981, c1975
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Blackboard jungle.
by Evan Hunter
FICTION
An idealistic young man faces the bitter realities of teaching in a brutal big city vocational school. Strong language. 1985, c1954
SUBJECTS: General

Blackmail north.
by Philip McCutchan
FICTION
Mackintosh, a valuable oil geologist, was a loyal British subject—but he had recently been released from a Libyan prison. Could his brain have been re-programmed before being handed back? 1983, c1978
SUBJECTS: General

Blake's reach.
by Catherine Gaskin
FICTION
Beautiful and ambitious Jane Howard is forced to return to her family's neglected country estate. To save it from ruin, she must turn to the help of a notorious smuggler. 1982, c1958
SUBJECTS: General

Blanket of stars.
by Lorraine Valley
FICTION
Greece—land of romance. But for Gena Fielding it became much more, this land she would call home. 1984, c1982
(Seymour)
SUBJECTS: Romance

A Blast of trumpets.
by John Creasey
FICTION
A freelance detective uncovers a most pernicious conspiracy. 1976, c1975

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Blazed trail.
by Harry Beck
FICTION
A young outlaw, called Kansas, survived a 300-foot cliff fall, the only member of a notorious renegade band to live through an attack by a posse. 1982, c1980

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Western

Bless me, father.
by Neil Boyd
PR6054.E754Z463 1978
The hilarious account of Neil Boyd's attempt in the early fifties to cope with his new priestly duties. 1978

SUBJECTS: Biography

Blessings in disguise.
by Alec Guinness
PN2598.G8A33 1987
The great English actor remembers his life, family, friends, and career—from an unpromising first entrance on the legitimate stage to "Star Wars." 1987

(G.K. Hall large print book series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Blind love.
by Patrick Cauvin
FICTION
A shy Parisian professor vacationing in the south of France meets Laura, a beautiful and vivacious blind woman. Explicit descriptions of sex. 1975

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Blind miller.
by Catherine Cookson
FICTION
Young Sarah feels grateful to David, the husband who lifted her from working-class squalor by marrying her. But she feels reckless passion for his handsome, willful brother, who has dominated David his whole life long. 1982, c1963

Recorded

The Blind spot.
by Joy Petersen Packer
FICTION
A widowed judge marries his daughter's friend and a battle begins between them. 1967

SUBJECTS: Romance

Blindman's bluff.
by Margaret Carr
FICTION
Alone and desperate, and feeling life had not much to offer her, Kate Deverill considered suicide. 1987, c1976

(Linford mystery series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Blond baboon.
by Janwillem Van de Wetering
FICTION
When a former nightclub singer is pushed down the garden steps to her death during a hurricane in Amsterdam, suspects include her former manager and lover, "Blond Baboon," among many others. Some strong language. 1978

Recorded

Blood count.
by Dell Shannon
FICTION
Mendoza and company are tracing a young couple who may have murdered their unwanted newborn infant, and they're on the trail of a hit-and-run Model A Ford. 1987, c1986
SUBJECTS: Mystery

**Blood deep.**
by Colin Stubbington
FICTION
Ralph Caradoc's mission is to find the hidden U-boat base and blast it to kingdom come. 1983

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

**Blood feud.**
by Giles A. Lutz
FICTION
When brothers Gill and Pat saw Cristina del Vall, the feud between them got worse. 1982, c1974

(Atlantic large print series)
SUBJECTS: General

**Blood flies upwards.**
by Elizabeth Ferrars
FICTION
Alison Goodrich applies for the position of housekeeper at a remote English country home to search for her missing sister. When Alison's identity and mission are exposed, murder, blackmail, and revenge follow. 1978, c1976

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**Blood of the breed.**
by Theodore V. Olsen
FICTION
When Ike Banner wills half of his lands to his half-breed son, Nathan, his other three sons are determined to see to it that Nathan will not be around to receive his inheritance. 1985, c1982

SUBJECTS: General

**Blood sport.**
by Dick Francis
FICTION
A tired, lonely British agent, ordered to take a holiday, searches the United States for the kidnapper of some valuable stallions. 1972, c1967

(Ulverscroft)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

**The Blood-tie.**
by Jerome Gardner
FICTION
Judge Parkers was in no doubt as to the sentence he should hand out to the notorious Beeson bunch. 1986, c1984

SUBJECTS: Western

**Bloodrose House.**
by Cecily Crowe
FICTION
Divorced American writer Lucia Vail decides to smother her sorrows in the creation of a Charlotte Bronte novel. She rents Bloodrose House, a pleasant Yorkshire property, owned by the unseen Anthony Farr. 1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: Romance

**Blue Aloes.**
by Hermina Black
FICTION
When Gillian Norton arrives at the cape to take up her inheritance, the vast estate of Blue Aloes, she is unwillingly forced to accept the help of Romer Courtney. 1983

SUBJECTS: General

**Blue death.**
by Michael Collins
FICTION
A night club dancer asks Dan, a one-armed investigator, to help find the men of an international corporation who hold the key to her husband's future. 1984

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**Blue fire.**
by Phyllis A. Whitney
FICTION
A young South African woman, who returns
home and becomes involved in the mystery of a lost diamond, loses faith in both her adored husband and the father who once abandoned her. 1982, c1961

SUBJECTS: Romance

Blue highways: a journey into America.
by William Least Heat Moon
E169.04.H4 1983
With humor and compassion, the author, who is part Indian, recounts his travels of some 12,000 miles along the backroads of America in his live-in van. Strong language. 1983

SUBJECTS: Travel

Blue ice.
by Hammond Innes
FICTION
Four soldiers of fortune pursue an escaped fugitive across a gigantic glacier in the remote, snow-covered regions of Norway. 1973, c1948

SUBJECTS: Adventure

The Blue jay.
by Max Brand
FICTION
Randal will inherit his grandfather's fortune only if he can make his ranch pay. Standing between him and success is a cattle-rustling band of ranch hands. 1981, c1926

SUBJECTS: Western

Blue lightning.
by Richard Banks
FICTION
Phil Blanc couldn't believe his ears when the ranchers in Yarmbush Valley claimed that his old friend Hal Armbruster was running them out of business. 1985

(Linford Western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

Blue Russell.
by Will Bryant

FICTION
A melodrama with a Western background featuring a likeable young hero who is drawn into the world of vagabond safe crackers and outlaws at the turn of the century. Strong language. 1980, c1976

SUBJECTS: Western

Blue sage country.
by Bruce Thomas
FICTION
Bert Osborne is hired to herd cattle for old Amos Northfield whose hiding a wounded outlaw on the ranch. 1983, c1982

SUBJECTS: Western

The Blue sapphire.
by Dorothy Emily Stevenson
FICTION
Scotland is the setting of this story about an attractive, young girl engaged to a stuffy young man. Things change when a handsome stranger brings a sapphire and mystery into her life. 1978, c1963

SUBJECTS: Romance

Blue savage.
by Earl Murray
FICTION
A white boy of 7 is found and raised by the Ogalala Sioux. Years later when they trade him back for horses and a promise of peace, he resents their betrayal and fights against them in bloody combat. 1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: General

The Blue sky of spring.
by Elizabeth Cadell
FICTION
Following the fierce attempts of the Wayne family to keep their home together, Wood Mount has been divided into flats and all seems peaceful. But the arrival of an American playwright causes havoc. 1976, c1956

SUBJECTS: Romance
Bluegrass king.
by Janet Dailey
FICTION
A young girl's father is afraid her male dominated world is undermining her femininity and insists she leave to become a model. 1984, c1977
SUBJECTS: General

Bluegrass range.
by John Morgan
FICTION
When Will Kimball arrived in the south desert community of Sweetwater he found the countryside cowed by reservation-jumping Apaches who were raiding and killing. 1986, c1982
(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Western

Bodies.
by Robert Barnard
FICTION
Four people have been killed in the studios of 'Bodies' magazine, a soft-porn periodical whose appeal is to the body-building and health-nut crowd. 1987
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Body of a girl.
by Michael Francis Gilbert
FICTION
English Inspector Mercer leads an investigation which uncovers the skeleton of a girl, whom he mistakenly believes to be a woman who disappeared two years earlier. 1981, c1972
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Bold passage.
by Frank Bonham
FICTION
When Sam Cary and his bull-whackers set out on the Bozeman Trail they knew what lay ahead: a rival train was following, a hot blooded war chief was stirring up the tribes, and the cavalry had pulled out. 1983, c1977
(Atlantic large print series)
SUBJECTS: Western

Bonanza.
by Noel Loomis
FICTION
Cartwright's ranch was dying while Mike was making a fortune from his water. 1976, c1963
SUBJECTS: Western

The Bonds of love.
by Paula Lindsay
FICTION
A young woman becomes the unexpected and unwanted ward of Nicholas Seymour. 1982, c1960
(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Bonds of matrimony.
by Elizabeth Hunter
FICTION
Hero dreamed of living in England and needed to marry a British citizen to reside there. Benedict Carmichael had been willing to provide her with that right in exchange for the land she owned in Africa. Now she wanted more. 1985, c1975
SUBJECTS: Romance

Bonner's stallion.
by Theodore V. Olsen
FICTION
Bonner was the kind of man who loved the high wild country and feared nothing but being tied to another man's fence posts. 1962, c1977
(Ulverscroft large print series: western)
SUBJECTS: Western

Bony and the mouse.
by Arthur William Upfield
FICTION
Three times a killer has struck in Daybreak,
a small town in Western Australia.
Inspector Napoleon Bonaparte, the half
aborigine detective investigates. 1973, c1959

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Bony and the white savage.
  by Arthur William Upfield
  FICTION
Along treacherous Cliffs Bony and his
aboriginal tracker stalk Marvin Rhudder,
rapist, goal-bird. What they find leaves even
Bony shaken by the Un-nameable. 1976,
c1961

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Book class.
  by Louis Auchincloss
  FICTION
Novel examines the lives of twelve New
York women, the wives and daughters of the
managers of money and industry in the first
part of the twentieth century. For sixty
years these women meet monthly for lunch.
Some strong language. 1984

SUBJECTS: General

The Book of Eve.
  by Constance Beresford-Howe
  FICTION
Married to a cranky invalid for forty years,
Eve leaves her husband to start life again.
She falls in love with a crazy Hungarian
half her age and gets reborn. 1975, c1973

SUBJECTS: Romance

A Book of hours.
  by Elizabeth Yates
  BV4832.2.Y3 1984
Like and unlike the medieval Book of
Hours, Yate's book embraces the
ordinariness of everydaylife and finds it
holy. 1984, c1976

SUBJECTS: Religion

A Book of life.
  by Martin Gray

DS135.F9G713 1975
Short sermons interspersed with episodes of
the author's personal life. A survivor of
Hitler's regime, Mr. Gray lost his family to
the Nazis but retained a belief in the value of
life. 1975

SUBJECTS: Biography

The Book of Merlyn : the unpublished
conclusion to the once and future king.
  by Terence Hanbury White
  FICTION
The aged King Arthur sits alone awaiting
his last battle. Merlyn comes to renew their
master-pupil relationship and to assure
Arthur that legend will perpetuate the story
of the round table. 1978, c1977

SUBJECTS: General

The Book of Stillmeadow.
  by Gladys Bagg Taber
  PS3539.A136Z463 1984
Gladys Taber and her friend Jill bought
Stillmeadow, a run-down seventeenth-century
farmhouse in Connecticut. Taber cheerfully
recounts all the memorable events of her
days there. 1984, c1948

SUBJECTS: Biography

The Book of witnesses.
  by David Kossoff
  BT301.2.K67 1972
The "Witnesses" are fictional characters
whose lives were affected by Jesus at various
stages of his life. They describe their
contact with him and his impact. 1972, c1971

SUBJECTS: Religion

Boomtown.
  by Larry D. Names
  FICTION
When Russ Nichols discovers gold, a barren
patch of desert turns into Carthage City
almost overnight. Some who want all the
gold will stop at nothing to get it. 1983,
c1981

4 j
Borden chantry.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
A mysterious gunman goes on the rampage killing men in cold blood. Borden Chantry, who has reluctantly taken on the job of town marshal, is hard pressed to find the murderer in a town where shootings are an everyday occurrence. 1979, c1977

SUBJECTS: Western

The Border guns.
by John Durham
FICTION
Popular Frank Buell had been shot by an unknown killer and Arch Forrester was selected for the lynch rope. 1985, c1984

SUBJECTS: Western

The Border legion.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
When news of the gold strike swept through camp, Killer Kells and his infamous Border Legion were ready to descend on the helpless prospectors. 1986

SUBJECTS: Western

The Border trumpet.
by Ernest Haycox
FICTION
The story of the men of the Third U.S. Cavalry hopelessly outnumbered by a huge force of Apache Indians. 1980, c1939

SUBJECTS: Western

Born again.
by Charles W. Colson
BV4935.C63A33 1976
Colson, one of the five men closest to ex-President Nixon prior to his resignation, describes his own search for meaning and the religious conversion that led to a plea of guilty and long months in prison. 1976

SUBJECTS: General

Born savage.
by William Hopson
FICTION
After bringing in 2000 head of cattle, Ordway plans to settle down and marry his pretty fiance. When he returns his friends are leveling their guns at him and his girl is already married to his worst enemy. 1984, c1970

(Atlantic large print series)
SUBJECTS: Western

Borrowed badge.
by Russ Kidd
FICTION
Dale forms an unlikely but deadly trio to fight hired guns, a crooked banker and saloon keeper, and a big rancher with a crazy plan to re-start the Civil War in Montana with his army of renegade ex-Confederates. 1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: Western

The Borrowers.
by Mary Norton
FICTION
The Borrowers are a tiny race of people who live hidden away in houses, owning nothing except what they borrow from 'Human Beans'. 1986, c1952

SUBJECTS: General

Boss man from Ogallala.
by Janet Dailey
FICTION
A young woman, resentful of the man helping to run the ranch while her father is...
sick, falls in love with him anyway. 1984, c1975

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Boss of the Lazy Y.
by Charles Alden Seltzer
FICTION
An embittered man returns home after 13 years of self-exile. 1974

SUBJECTS: Western

Boulder Dam.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
To Lynn Weston, working on Boulder Dam meant independence and a chance to prove himself. But an even greater challenge faced him when he discovered a kidnapped girl in his car and gangsters on his trail. 1987, c1963

(Atlantic large print western)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Bounty hunters.
by Elmore Leonard
FICTION
For Soldado, bounty hunters and outlaws were alike—hunters who would soon become the hunted in a desert hell where fear and the Apache reigned supreme. 1987, c1953

SUBJECTS: Western

The Bourne supremacy.
by Robert Ludlum
FICTION
Spine-tingling thriller focuses on a Peking leader of seemingly irreproachable reputation, secretly a fanatic, who has masterminded a plot to take over Hong Kong via political assassination. 1986

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

Bowman's kid.
by Gordon D. Shirreffs
FICTION
Lee Kershaw sets out to locate Duke Bowman's missing son. He runs up against a bloodthirsty gang determined to get Bowman's ranch. 1987, c1973

Recorded

(Banford western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

Bracelet for a bride.
by Vicki Page
FICTION
Two attempts are made on Sarah Fairfax's life and, as she unravels the shrouded secrets on the de Sanchez household, she learns that dark passions run deep in the shaded courtyards of old Seville. 1984, c1980

SUBJECTS: Gothic Romance

The Brading collection.
by Patricia Wentworth
FICTION
Miss Silver looks for the murderer of the owner of a priceless jewel collection. 1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

Brand of a Texan.
by Steven C. Lawrence
FICTION
The rider on the claybank gelding stared down at the frontier town. This is where, more than five years ago, a mob had beaten him for his Union sympathies and hounded him out like a criminal. 1987

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Western

Branded.
by Walt Coburn
FICTION
Pete could trust no one. All that he could trust was the lightning-fast draw of his six-shooter. 1987, c1959

Recorded

(Atlantic large print western)
SUBJECTS: Western

Brasada.
by Gordon D. Shirreffs
FICTION
No-one knew how many he had killed, only
that killing was the way he made his living—as a gunfighter, mercenary soldier, bounty hunter, scalper hunter. 1987, c1972

(Linford western library) SUBJECTS: Western

Brat Farrar.
by Josephine Tey
FICTION
A twenty-year-old English orphan tries to pass himself off as the rightful heir in a likable, horse-loving and horsebreeding family and becomes entangled in a murder. 1949

SUBJECTS: General

Brave the wild wind.
by Johanna Lindsey
FICTION
Jessie Blair has been running her father's ranch since his death. Her mother returns, but Jessie resents her mother's presence. Rachel brings in a man and sparks begin to fly. Explicit descriptions of sex. 1985, c1984

SUBJECTS: Romance

Breakaway.
by Louise Field Cooper
FICTION
When a sixty-year-old widow receives a visit from a garrulous brother who appears to have no intention of leaving, she sets out to see the world on her own. Humorous and charming. 1978, c1977

SUBJECTS: General

Breakfast at six.
by Mary Scott
FICTION
Susan Russell marries Paul and moves from the city to a remote sheep farm. This story tells of a vast and beautiful landscape and the hardships and rewards of the New Zealand sheep farmer. 1981, c1953

SUBJECTS: Romance
Bride for a captain.
by Flora Kidd
FICTION
For the sake of his young son Tim, of whom she had speedily become very fond, Iseult had agreed to marry Nicholas Veryan, a man she scarcely knew. 1984, c1981

(Harlequin large print)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Bride for a night.
by Anne Hampson
FICTION
Alida was only half Cypriot, and when her father tried to force her to marry Darius Valouis, a man she had only met once, she resisted with all the strength in her power. 1980, c1979

(A Seymour Book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Bride of Alaine.
by Rose Burghley
FICTION
When Amanda Wells, stranded on the Island of Ure, stumbled for shelter to Urquhart Tower, the home of Alaine Urquhart, the manservant took her for the bride of Alaine. 1983, c1966

SUBJECTS: Romance

Bride of Pendorric.
by Victoria Holt
FICTION
After marrying the master of a castle, a young woman learns of the legend that the previous Bride of Pendorric cannot rest in her grave until a second bride has met her death. 1971, c1963

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Bridehaven.
by Sarah Devon
FICTION
When old Mrs. Valentine dies she leaves Bridehaven to a young man and woman whose mates resent the arrangement. 1982, c1970

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Brides of Bellenmore.
by Anne Maybury
FICTION
Following her parent's death, 19-year old Elizabeth Bellenmore is warned of the secrets the Bellenmores have been hiding for generations. 1984, c1964

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Bridge across forever.
by Richard Bach
PS3552.A255Z463 1985
The author writes of his long quest for his soulmate, the one brilliant and beautiful woman who can set him free to experience love and immortality in the here and now. 1985, c1984

SUBJECTS: Biography

The Bridge of San Luis Rey.
by Thornton Wilder
FICTION
Surveys the lives of five Peruvian travelers, victims of the collapse of a famous Incan bridge, and weaves a story of why these people were linked together at such a significant point in their lives. 1955

SUBJECTS: General

The Bridge of years.
by May Sarton
FICTION
The pace of life quickens as years pass, and dark clouds of another war close menacingly overhead. 1986

SUBJECTS: General

The Bridge over the River Kwai.
by Pierre Boulle
FICTION
British commandoes destroy a bridge built by prisoners of the Japanese. But the commandoes are betrayed by a British
The Bridges at Toko-ri.
by James A. Michener
FICTION
A bitter novel of the Korean War. Pilot Harry Brubaker of Task Force 77 is sent to bomb and destroy the Communist-held bridges at Toko-ri to prevent supplies being moved to the front lines. 1981, c1953
SUBJECTS: Korean War

Brief gaudy hour: a novel of Anne Boleyn.
by Margaret Campbell Barnes
FICTION
A fictionalized biography of Anne Boleyn, Henry VIII’s second wife. 1973, c1949
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

Brief springtime.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
The springtime of the Princess Charlotte was brief indeed; her life passed, and she left little mark on history. 1984
(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: General

The Bright Cantonese.
by Alexander Cordell
FICTION
Mei Keyling’s dedication to China is fully tested in a vital mission. 1977, c1967
SUBJECTS: Adventure

Bright skies.
by Emilie Baker Loring
FICTION
Pat Carey gets nervous after a whirlwind courtship and marriage proposal and runs away. 1983
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Brimming cup.
by Hebe Elsna
FICTION
A novel of two sisters and their disappointing, but brilliant, marriages. 1980, c1965
SUBJECTS: General

Bring me a unicorn.
by Anne Morrow Lindbergh
TL540.L49A26 1973
A vivid picture of Anne Morrow Lindbergh’s formative years. This volume culminates with her meeting with Charles Lindbergh in 1927. 1973, c1972
SUBJECTS: Biography

Bring on the empty horses.
by David Niven
PN2598.N5A29 1976
Collection of descriptions, impressions, and anecdotes about Hollywood from the wild 30’s to the early days of television. Strong language. 1976, c1975
SUBJECTS: Moving-picture industry

Brionne.
by Louis L’Amour
FICTION
After outlaws murdered his wife and destroyed his home, Major James Brionne took his son and headed West. He never dreamed that in that vast wilderness he would encounter the outlaws again. 1985, c1968
SUBJECTS: Western

The Brittle glass.
by Norah Lofts
FICTION
The story of Sorrel Kingaby, a vital proud young woman, the daughter of a merchant trader whose pack-horses carried silks and spices over the damp fens and marshes of East Anglia in the late 1700’s. 1972, c1942
(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: General
The Broken bough.
by Iris Bromige
FICTION
The absence of Kevin did not make Harriet's heart grow fonder. 1977, c1973
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Broken gun.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
An author of western fiction and history becomes involved in a 90-year-old mystery and vendetta when he visits a remote Arizona town to research the disappearance of the original settlers almost a century before. 1985
SUBJECTS: Western

Broken rhapsody.
by Margaret Way
FICTION
Elizabeth was successful in her career and looking forward to marrying Gavin—When David Courtland came back into her life. 1984, c1982
SUBJECTS: Romance

Brother of the kid.
by Paul Evan Lehman
FICTION
Jim Lawson had been ordered out of Redrock once: now he was back to stay. He was determined to stick it out, even though he had to fight the law, the townspeople and Dave Culpepper. 1986, c1950
SUBJECTS: Western

The Brotherhood of the rose.
by David Morrell
FICTION
When two highly skilled superagents are betrayed by their lifelong mentor, they set out on a revenge-seeking odyssey through the deadly world of international espionage. Strong language and violence. 1987, c1984
SUBJECTS: Western

Buchanan on the prod.
by Jonas Ward
FICTION
A Western about a man heading for home in west Texas who stumbles into a fierce gunfight and reluctantly becomes a hired gun in the bitter feud between two ranchers. 1985, c1960
SUBJECTS: Western

Buchanan says no.
by Jonas Ward
FICTION
Bella was quite a town, a free-wheeling, lusty young hell. It turned ugly and made the mistake of angering Buchanan. 1985
SUBJECTS: Western

Buchanan's gun.
by Jonas Ward
FICTION
A gentle giant of a man is goaded by crooks. 1976
SUBJECTS: Western

Buchanan's range war.
by Jonas Ward
FICTION
Tom Buchanan fights an army of hired killers who are threatening to destroy his home and cattle. 1987, c1980
SUBJECTS: Western

Buchanan's revenge; and, The name's Buchanan.
by Jonas Ward
FICTION
#1 Buchanan, the genial giant had sworn to kill the outlaws who had shot his best friend in the back. #2 Tom Buchanan took on the violent bandit clan. It was not his fight-but

Recorded

Subject: Spy, espionage

Buchanan's gum.
by Jonas Ward
FICTION
A gentle giant of a man is goaded by crooks. 1976
SUBJECTS: Western

Buchanan's revenge; and, The name's Buchanan.
by Jonas Ward
FICTION
#1 Buchanan, the genial giant had sworn to kill the outlaws who had shot his best friend in the back. #2 Tom Buchanan took on the violent bandit clan. It was not his fight-but

Recorded

Subject: Spy, espionage
a girl had been violated and a family's honor tarnished. 1985

SUBJECTS: Western

Buckaroo's code.
  by Wayne D. Overholser
  FICTION
When Cotton Drennan's friend and his wife were killed, Cotton knew he'd make their killers pay some day. 1984?, c1947

SUBJECTS: Western

Buckskin Run.
  by Louis L'Amour
  FICTION
Eight short stories by one of the world's foremost frontier writers, originally published between 1947 and 1952. Interspersed among the stories are brief historic notes about the dramatic day-to-day lives of the early settlers. 1982, c1981

SUBJECTS: Western

Budgerigars.
  by Cyril H. Rogers
  SF473.B8R6 1974
A discussion of the housing, feeding, breeding and exhibiting of the budgerigars. 1974

SUBJECTS: Budgerigars

Buffalo Butte.
  by Will Benton
  FICTION
When they reached the town of Dos Dios, fate was ready to close the books for them both, but they still had no inkling of this... 1985, c1975

SUBJECTS: Western

Buffalo coat.
  by Carol Ryrie Brink
  FICTION
The story of Dr. Williard J. Hawkins, a physician in the Idaho Territory from 1888-1896, and his wife Anna. 1945, c1944

SUBJECTS: General

The Buffalo hunter.
  by Zane Grey
  FICTION
A collection of four short stories involving buffalo-hunting, revenge, a great red stallion and an early effort to make a movie on location. 1984, c1925

SUBJECTS: Western

Buffalo spring.
  by Fred Grove
  FICTION
The buffalo were being slaughtered when Roebuck discovered an Indian woman left to die. She claimed there was a hidden valley where the animals still grazed. 1985

(Linford Western library)

SUBJECTS: Western

Bugles in the afternoon.
  by Ernest Haycox
  FICTION
Kern Shafter had hung up his uniform after Appomattox, swearing never to fight again. But after ten years, he changes his mind in order to settle a score with a superior officer. 1981, c1944

SUBJECTS: Western

Recorded

Bugles west.
  by Frank Gruber
  FICTION
When Tom Logan and fellow prisoners tried to escape from the hellhole of Andersonville, one of his comrades betrayed them, but Logan lived and when the Civil War was over, he set out to hunt the man down. 1977, c1954

SUBJECTS: Western

The Building of Jalna.
  by Mazo De La Roche
  FICTION
In this first book in the Jalna series, Adeline,
an impulsive young bride with an Irish temper, and her husband, Captain Whiteoak, select Lake Ontario as the site of their home. 1972, c1945

SUBJECTS: General

**Bulb growing.**
by Arthur John Simons
SB425.S55
A short guide to the selection of various bulbs, where to buy them and how to raise them. 1974

(Large type series)
SUBJECTS: Bulbs

**Bull Hunter.**
by Max Brand
FICTION
Peter Reeve badly wounds Bull Hunter's uncle in a gunfight. Bull intends to track down the gunman and kill him, not just for revenge, but to silence those who laughed at him and said he was too huge to be any good. 1981, c1921

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Western

**Bullet for a star.**
by Stuart M. Kaminsky
FICTION
All who love a great mystery, and anyone who remembers the Hollywood of 1940 will clamor to follow Toby Peters as he and Errol Flynn unwind the riotous and heartstopping intrigue. 1978

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**Bullet for gold.**
by Dalton Loyd Williams
FICTION
Barrister and his gunnies had finally met their match when Clint arrived in the boom-town and staked a claim on their lives. 1985, c1979

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Western

**Bullet train.**
by Joseph Rance
FICTION
Shortly after a train's departure, an ultimatum arrives in the main Railway Operations Room which plunges all of Japan into a black pit of fear. 1981, c1980

SUBJECTS: General

**Bullet-brand empire.**
by William Hopson
FICTION
Stony's girl's family was hit by an Indian raid and he knew why. Jeff Holmes had engineered it because he wanted Stony's girl and she refused him. 1987, c1953

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Western

**The Burden.**
by Mary Westmacott
FICTION
Laura learns that loving can never be a one-sided affair. 1979, c1956

SUBJECTS: Romance

**The Burden is light.**
by Eugenia Price
BV4935.P75A32 1973
A successful network writer and producer who held only scorn for believers, Price met a girlhood friend who helped her to achieve a conversion to Christianity. 1973, c1955

SUBJECTS: Biography

**Buried in so sweet a place.**
by Stanton Forbes
FICTION
In 1918, a spirited Boston-Irish girl goes to work on her first job writing advice to the lovelorn on a local newspaper. She begins to get a series of disturbing letters from a killer who signs himself "Miserable Mouse." 1979, c1977

SUBJECTS: Mystery
Buried in the past.
by Elizabeth Lemarchand
FICTION
A gruesome discovery by amateur archaelogists is given to the police. 1976, c1974
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Burn all your bridges.
by Eleanor Drew
FICTION
In Penang Barbara and Nick strive to stay alive to discover the truth about the murder and themselves. 1987, c1977
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Burn this.
by Helen McCloy
FICTION
A plot to murder a book critic is revealed at a housewarming. 1980
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Burning hill.
by Elisabeth Kyle
FICTION
Castle Barlas was built on the profits of a coal mine which had eventually caught fire, entombed men, and been sealed up. Sir Robert Sandiland's bachelor son, Brent, decides to re-staff the house and live in it. 1981, c1977
SUBJECTS: General

The Burning hills and Kid rodeo.
by Louis L’Amour
FICTION
Trace Jordan, slowly dying in the saddle from a bullet hole in his hip, sees the buzzards circling above him and slides down a canyonside to a cave under the rock wall. When he awakens he finds a woman kneeling beside him. 1978, c1956
SUBJECTS: Western

The Burning lamp.
by Frances N'array
FICTION
A young nurse takes a job in an American frontier town. 1975, c1973
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Burning land.
by Emma Drummond
FICTION
Alex Russell's desperate love for a Boer girl arouses powerful emotions and leads to a conflict of loyalties when her family takes up arms against the British. 1987, c1979
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Burning sands.
by Violet Winspear
FICTION
After a bad fall from a horse, Sarah's modeling career has ended and so has a love affair. She answers an ad which turns out to be from a handsome sheik who wants a wife. 1984, c1976
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Burning shore.
by Wilbur Smith
FICTION
Alone and destitute, Centaine determines that the child she carries will be born in the Africa that Michael Courtney loved. 1987
SUBJECTS: Romance

Burnt offerings.
by Robert Marasco
FICTION
A nice, ordinary couple rents a huge old house; the owner's only request is that they leave a tray of food outside the door of the house's other occupant, a mysterious old woman. 1973
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Burnt Wagon Ranch.
Darr Gardner and his gunslicks rode into town at dawn, the beginning of a day of slaughter such as the town of Burnt Wagon had never seen—and would never see again. 1986

SUBJECTS: Western

Bush 9 to paradise : a loving voyage.
by Leo F. Buscaglia
BF575.L8B83 1986
A warm, caring reminder that life is short, that each of us is responsible for creating our own paradise and the time to start is now. 1986

SUBJECTS: Interpersonal relations

Bush doctor.
by Rosemary Carter
FICTION
Stacey accepts a nursing assignment in a remote hospital near the African jungle. She is astonished to discover that one of the doctors at the hospital is a former lover she is desperately trying to forget. 1983

SUBJECTS: Romance

Bushranger of the skies.
by Arthur William Upfield
FICTION
The police sergeant's car was bombed while he was investigating the murder of two stockmen on a cattle station in Central Australia. 1978, c1940

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Bushwacked.
by Clay Randall
FICTION
When Sheriff Amos Flagg killed a rustler named Brady, his widow vowed revenge and she hired the best and slickest killer money could buy. 1982

SUBJECTS: Western

Bushwhacker vengeance.
by Will Benton
FICTION
In the aftermath of the Civil War, Texas became a meeting place for men from both the disbanded armies. 1984, c1964

SUBJECTS: General

Busman's holiday.
by Dorothy Leigh Sayers
FICTION
Detective story with strains of romance, humor, and crime. In the midst of mysterious complications, two middle-aged lovers seek a sensible and permanent companionship. 1981, c1937

SUBJECTS: Romance

But know not why.
by Jessica Steele
FICTION
Laurie was on very good terms with her boss, and she was only too pleased to be able to help him sort out his personal problems. 1985, c1982

(Harlequin)

SUBJECTS: Romance

But Nellie was so nice.
by Mary McMullen
FICTION
Nellie Hand, a sweet-natured, middle-aged spinster who works in a dress shop, is everybody's friend and learns her friends innermost secrets. One day one of them decides Nellie should be silenced
permanently. 1981, c1979

SUBJECTS: General

Butler's spring.
by M. J. Tprleton
FICTION
Unknown to the raiders, who had robbed a
bank and two men eager for the reward
money, Reno and his Apaches were on the
run from the cavalry, willing to die rather
than be returned to the San Carlos
reservation. 1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: Western

Buzzard's roost.
by William Frederick Bragg
FICTION
Jack Johnson was mistaken for a member of
an outlaw gang and soon faced an even
greater hazard, when he tackled the gang in
their impregnable hide-out, Buzzard's Roost!
1986

SUBJECTS: Western

By love bewitched.
by Violet Winspear
FICTION
From childhood, Dinah had been under the
spell—of her stern guardian Jason Devrel.
Now she was married to him for the sake of
their unborn child. 1986

SUBJECTS: Romance

By the pricking of my thumbs.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
A woman finds herself fascinated by the
familiarity of a small house in a painting. A
mystery ensues as she tries to find out more
about it. 1987, c1968

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Byway to love.
by Margaret Sebastian
FICTION
Sophie and Sarah, those delightful Regency
twins are back again and having their usual
romantic problems. Sarah was in control
while Sophie fell madly in love. 1982, c1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

by Lucille Kallen
FICTION
C. B. succumbs to the charms of a visiting
British violinist—enraging Maggie! When
murder occurs, Maggie would love to pin it
on her musical rival. 1986

SUBJECTS: Mystery

C.B. Greenfield: no lady in the house.
by Lucille Kallen
FICTION
There is No Lady in the House and no one
to answer the doorbell of the expensive
home. C.B. Greenfield, the publisher of the
Sloan's Ford Reporter, is faced with murder.
1982

SUBJECTS: Mystery

C.B. Greenfield: the piano bird.
by Lucille Kallen
FICTION
Small-town-newspaper-publisher C. B.
Greenfield and reporter Maggie Rome
investigate murder in an exotic Florida
setting. The suspects include feuding,
show-business folk and a crusading, female
botanist. 1984

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Cache hunter.
by Jack Bonner
FICTION
After old Floyd Smith died, Sheriff Art
Wheeler made a startling discovery: old
Floyd had been sending pure gold to a
Denver bank for years. 1986, c1984

SUBJECTS: Western

Cacti and succulents.
by Lawrence W. Cahill
An informational book on how to start a collection, housing, identification and etc. of Cacti and succulents. 1974

SUBJECTS: Succulent plants

**The Cactus has courage.**
by Ursula Bloom
**FICTION**
There were three men in Anna Preston's life; she married one of them. 1984, c1961

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

**Caddie.**
by addie Caddie
**TX990.5.C3 1983**
Caddie had to survive. Left without money, and with two young children, she set out to make a new life by working at the only job she could find--behind the bar of a hotel. 1983, c1953

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Biography

**A Cadenza for Caruso.**
by Barbara Paul
**FICTION**

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**The Cage: a parable.**
by Michael Weston
**FICTION**
The story begins with the arrival to the exhausted Welland Halt and his young daughter at Windfall Village in Cornwall. He received acceptance because of his engineering skills. 1987, c1986

(Charnwood library series)
SUBJECTS: General

**Cake in the hat box.**
by Arthur William Upfield
**FICTION**
A thrilling race between the white man's law and the black man's primitive justice. 1979

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**A Calculated risk.**
by Rae Foley
**FICTION**
A car accident turns out to be a clever murder. 1979, c1970

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**California.**
by Dana Fuller Ross
**FICTION**
In the new territory of California, Sheriff Rick Miller and former wagon master Whip Holt join forces to track down two brutal murderers and to stem the tide of greed and violence. Strong language and some descriptions of sex. 1982, c1981

SUBJECTS: Western

**The Californio.**
by Robert MacLeod
**FICTION**
The Californio was a reckless stranger on a big red horse who would spit in the eye of the Devil himself. 1984, c1966

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Western

**The Californios.**
by Louis L'Amour
**FICTION**
With the help of Indians, the Mulkerin family struggles to hold onto their ranch at Malibu against frontier enemies in Spanish California. 1974

SUBJECTS: Western

**Call after midnight.**
by Mignon Good Eberhart
**FICTION**
Jenny is a main suspect in the murder of her ex-husband's pretty new wife. The plot thickens when Jenny receives terrifying phone calls suggesting suicide as her most honorable course of action. 1978, c1964

SUBJECTS: Mystery

A Call for Nurse Templar.
by Anne Weale
FICTION
As the new midwife of a small town clinic, one of Linden Templar's first duties was the delivery of the Craig family's baby. The head of that family is the one man she has been trying to avoid. 1984, c1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

Call for Simon Shard.
by Philip McCutchan
FICTION
The death of a woman on Bodmin Moor starts a case involving drugs. 1976, 1974

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Call in the night.
by Susan Howatch
FICTION
Responding to a frantic transatlantic phone call from her younger sister Gina, Claire flies from New York to Paris, to find that Gina has disappeared without a trace. 1977, c1967

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Call it zest.
by Elizabeth Yates
BJ1691.Y37 1977b
The author converses with writers, a painter, a restaurant owner and cook, an orchardist, doctors, ministers, a weaver, a banker, an engineer, and a former salsedwoman. All tell how life over 70 can be rich and meaningful. 1978, c1977

SUBJECTS: Aged-Conduct of life

Call me matron.
by Cassy M. Harker
RT37.H4H4 1981
A first-hand account of the personal costs which many nurses had to pay as nursing evolved from the Nightingalian era. 1981, c1980

(Ulverscroft large print series: Non-fiction)
SUBJECTS: Biography

The Call of the canyon.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
A man travels west alone to regain his health and soon writes his sweetheart that he intends to stay in Arizona. She immediately leaves the lights and excitement of New York to find her man and bring him back home. 1982, c1952

SUBJECTS: Western

The Call of the pines.
by Lucy Walker
FICTION
A plane crash in the jungle teaches Cherry about herself. 1976, c1963

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Call of the wild.
by Jack London
FICTION
Buck, a St. Bernard, is stolen and trained to be a sled dog in the Alaska gold fields. Abused by both men and dogs, Buck learns to fight ruthlessy. 1986

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

A Call of trumpets.
by Jane Lane
FICTION
Charles I reveals an unexpected talent as a strategist. 1974, c1971

(The shadow of the crown series)
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

Callaghen.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
A rugged Irish gunslinger matches wits and bullets with a cunning Indian and a dangerous mountain outlaw. 1979, c1972
SUBJECTS: Western

Callahan goes south.
by Francis H. Ames
FICTION
Determined to try his own hand at ranching, young Tom Conroy stakes a claim on unsettled land in the old West and a vengeful rival devises a scheme to take the land away from him. 1977, c1976
Recorded
SUBJECTS: Western

Callahan rides alone.
by Lee Floren
FICTION
Al Callahan, former Texas Ranger, rode into Montana with $10,000 and a yen to buy a ranch and settle down, but he found peace and quiet hard to come by. 1983, c1977
(ATLANTIC LARGE PRINT SERIES)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Callander Square.
by Anne Perry
FICTION
The bodies of two infants are discovered buried in the gardens of a quiet, elegant London square. 1981, c1980
SUBJECTS: Romance

Calling Nurse Stewart.
by Marjorie McEvoy
FICTION
Nurse Hayley Stewart is pulled in many different directions by family and men. 1979
SUBJECTS: Romance

Camberwell beauty.
by Frances Melvin
FICTION
When a zoologist hires a new housekeeper, they both picture people much different than they really are. 1984, c1982
(Ulverscroft large print series: romance)
SUBJECTS: General

The Camp robbers.
by Buck Thompson
FICTION
Sam Elliot didn't feel too sorry for a wagonload of emigrants who'd passed through his land, butchered a steer and left with three of his horses. He changed his mind when he found them with bullet holes in the back. 1986, c1985
(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Western

Campbell's kingdom.
by Hammond Innes
FICTION
An old man, believing there is oil under his Rocky Mountain property, leaves it to his grandson trusting he will meet the challenge. 1967?
Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Canaries.
by Cyril H. Rogers
FICTION
Designed primarily for the novice, the author offers expert advice on all aspects of feeding, housing, breeding and exhibiting. 1974
(LARGE TYPE SERIES)
SUBJECTS: Canaries

Canary yellow.
by Elizabeth Cadell
FICTION
A London secretary takes a magazine contest prize trip to the Canary Islands and her adventures with a peculiar pair of cabin mates, two attractive men, and a former acquaintance lead to dangerous consequences. 1982
Recorded
(Ulverscroft large print series: romance)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECTS: Romance</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Canbyville.</strong></td>
<td>by Harry Foster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FICTION</td>
<td>A bear killed an old man and attacked his granddaughter. Two people had estimated that bear at three thousand pounds and as tall as a saddlehorse at the shoulder. 1986, c1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Lythway)</td>
<td>SUBJECTS: General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A Candle for Lydia.</strong></td>
<td>by Judith Bordill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FICTION</td>
<td>Staying with her grandmother in Boston after her mother's death, Charlotte Haigh discovers that the family's cupboard conceals more skeletons than she bargained for. 1987, c1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Candleglow.</strong></td>
<td>by Amii Lorin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FICTION</td>
<td>A woman with three young sisters to take care of, looks for a husband. 1985, c1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Harlequin)</td>
<td>SUBJECTS: Romance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cannery row.</strong></td>
<td>by John Steinbeck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FICTION</td>
<td>The story of a happy-go-lucky colony of bums on the Monterey, California waterfront and of their friends, ladies of easy virtue in a nearby establishment. 1960, c1945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cannon's law.</strong></td>
<td>by Dennis Archer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FICTION</td>
<td>Jim and his three cowboys were experienced rangemen. It was unrealistic to put cowboys up against seasoned gunmen, but Jim did just that. 1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cannonball canyon.</strong></td>
<td>by John Hunt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FICTION</td>
<td>Deputy U.S. Marshal Abner Overholt comes to Foxfire determined to make life uncomfortable for the fugitives and outlaws who infest the New Mexico town. 1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Cannonball Cattle Company.</strong></td>
<td>by A. A. Andrews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FICTION</td>
<td>George Conway, owner of the Cannonball Cattle spread and Sheriff Carl Blake discovered a cow-rustling plot never heard of in the West, before the dust finally settled and all was quiet again. 1986, c1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Cape Cod caper.</strong></td>
<td>by Margot Arnold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FICTION</td>
<td>Penelope Spring, anthropologist, sets a trap with herself as bait to catch a murderer. 1982, c1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Caper.</strong></td>
<td>by Lesley Andress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FICTION</td>
<td>When Jannie Shean's crime novels stop selling, she persuades her editor-friend to help plot a theft. The exercise is to help her inject realism into her novels. Strong language and some explicit descriptions of sex. 1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Capricorn stone.</strong></td>
<td>by Madeleine Brent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FICTION</td>
<td>Bridie Chance and her pretty sister are reared in luxury in the country home of</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
their delightful father Roger, who is frequently away on business on the Continent. After his death, he is revealed to be a Jewel thief.  1980, c1979

SUBJECTS: Gothic Romance

Caprifoil.

by William P. McGivern

FICTION

Four espionage agents who once operated as a successful team to break up a spy ring in Western Germany are brought back together again by a mysterious letter from the French agent among them, whose code name was "Caprifoil."  1972

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

Captain Gallant.

by Sylvia Thorpe

FICTION

Christina was swept into a new life of romance and danger by a highwayman.  1980, c1958

SUBJECTS: Romance

Captain Rebel.

by Frank Yerby

FICTION

Tyler runs guns for the Confederacy, defies the church, and joins forces with Susan another rebel.  1977, c1956

SUBJECTS: General

Captains courageous.

by Rudyard Kipling

FICTION

The spoiled son of an American millionaire falls off an ocean liner and is rescued by a Gloucester fishing schooner. Forced to work aboard ship, he begins to develop maturity and responsibility.  1898

SUBJECTS: General

Captive destiny.

by Anne Mather

FICTION

Jordan jilts Emma and leaves for eight years. When he returns her feelings are the same, but Jordan declares he only loves her as a sister.  1982, c1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Captive lady.

by Eva McDonald

FICTION

They were the terror of the Dover Road, that pair of dark-faced highwaymen, Kit and Cub Carrington, with their scarlet neckerchiefs and purple masks.  1982, c1962

(A Lythway book)

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Captive of Kensington Palace.

by Jean Plaidy

FICTION

Historical novel based on the childhood and adolescence of Victoria, future Queen of England. Kept as a recluse by her mother and her mother's sinister adviser, the Princess comes to regard herself as a prisoner.  1975, c1972

(The Shadow of the crown series)

SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

The Captive Queen of Scots.

by Jean Plaidy

FICTION

Historical fiction about Mary, Queen of Scots, during the summer of 1567 when she was held in several prisons, yet was still capable of love and generosity although she was doomed.  1974, c1963

(Shadows of the crown)

SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

Captives of the desert.

by Zane Grey

FICTION

Cowboy John Curry swears to protect Mary Newton from her shiftless drunken husband who is plotting treachery on the Navajo reservation.  1981, c1926

SUBJECTS: Historical fiction
SUBJECTS: Western

Caravan to Vaccares.
by Alistair MacLean
FICTION
Set in the South of France, this adventure story details the frantic chase of a band of gypsies intent on capturing some Russian scientists and delivering them to the Chinese. 1972, c1970

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Adventure

Caravans.
by James A. Michener
FICTION
Set in Afghanistan in 1946, the story of Ellen Jasper, an American who, bored with her native land, flees to the East. After 13 months, an investigation is organized to find her in this unknown territory. 1981

SUBJECTS: General

The Cardinal sins.
by Andrew M. Greeley
FICTION
Two boys from Chicago's West Side grow up together to eventually become Catholic priests. Patrick rises to become a Prince of the Church and Kevin works as a parish priest. Some explicit descriptions of sex. 1981

SUBJECTS: General

Cards on the table.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
Five people in one room, four of them absorbed in a game of bridge, the fifth sitting quietly by the fire with a steel dagger in his heart—four suspects and any of them might have committed the crime. 1969

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Caribbean confusion.
by Mary Lyons
FICTION
Hugh is strongly attracted to Annabel but only feels lust for her while Annabel wants his love. 1986, c1983

(Harlequin large print series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

A Caribbean mystery.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
By keeping alert, Miss Marple spots a criminal in a resort hotel in the tropics. 1964

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Caring for your cat.
by William Thatcher
SF447.T48 1974
An introduction to cat care including selection of the cat, health tips, grooming and first aid. 1974

SUBJECTS: Cats

Caroline.
by Nora Whittle
FICTION
A burnt-out car and the name Caroline engraved on the back of a watch were the only clues to the identity of the girl who wakes up in the hospital. 1983, c1964

SUBJECTS: General

Caroline and Julia.
by Clare Darcy
FICTION
A newly orphaned girl turns to her mother's glamorous friend and is nearly robbed of her inheritance by a wicked relative. 1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

Caroline, the queen.
by Jean Plaidy
FICTION
Caroline cleverly rules through her husband, King George II. 1974, c1968

(Shadows of the crown series)
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

The Carousel.
by Rosamunde Pilcher
FICTION
While visiting an aunt, Prue falls in love with a most interesting man, an artist who sowed many wild oats in his youth. Prue also forms an attachment to a poor little rich girl who is one of his wild oats. 1983

SUBJECTS: Romance

Carpet of dreams.
by Susan Barrie
FICTION
An orphan girl disrupts an austere bachelor household. 1972

SUBJECTS: General

Carrie's war.
by Nina Bawden
FICTION
Carrie and her younger brother spend World War II as evacuees in a small Welsh village where Carrie, upset by a family feud, commits an act that haunts her for thirty years. 1976, c1973

SUBJECTS: General

The Cart before the crime.
by Joyce Porter
FICTION
Miss Jones is given the ultimatum to distract the Honourable Constance Morrison-Burke from the preparations for the Royal Visit or else... 1980, c1979

SUBJECTS: General

Casa grande.
by Jude Deveraux
FICTION
Grandeur and elegance sprang from Laura's touch, and of herself--a great lady--she would fashion her finest masterpiece. 1986, c1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Case of Jennie Brice.
by Mary Roberts Rinehart
FICTION
Jennie Brice, a mediocre young actress, disappears one night during a spring flood. Her husband happily suspects that she may have left him, but the landlady's suspicions point to foul play. 1978

SUBJECTS: Mystery

A Case of spirits.
by Peter Lovesey
FICTION
When violent death interrupts a "spiritual" session at Dr. Probert's house, Scotland Yard sends Sgt. Cribb and Constable Thackeray to investigate. 1977, c1975

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Case of the abominable snowman.
by Nicholas Blake
FICTION
A family cat provides Nigel Strangeways with a vital clue. 1980, c1941

(Ulverscroft large print series)

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Case of the amorous aunt.
by Erle Stanley Gardner
FICTION
In this intriguing, high-speed investigation of a murder case, Perry Mason makes a fool of another District Attorney in solving a murder in which at least one major element is left unexplained. 1985, c1963

(G. K. Hall large print book series)

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Case of the baited hook.
by Erle Stanley Gardner
FICTION
Mason accepts a bizarre case from an unknown, masked client--for part of a torn $10,000 bill. 1978

SUBJECTS: Mystery
The Case of the beautiful beggar.
by Erle Stanley Gardner
FICTION
In a variation on his usual role, Perry Mason acts as a civil attorney during most of this mystery. When the criminal case does develop, it contains many surprises. 1977, c1965

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Case of the careless cupid.
by Erle Stanley Gardner
FICTION
Perry Mason becomes entangled in a challenging case involving a widow in distress, her attentive, very wealthy suitor, and his over-protective nieces and nephews. 1977, c1968

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Case of the daring decoy.
by Erle Stanley Gardner
FICTION
A detective story enlivened by a female elevator operator. 1973, c1957

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Case of the daring divorcee.
by Erle Stanley Gardner
FICTION
When a man is shot, his second and third wives each claim to be his legal widow and heir to his millions. Perry Mason triumphs in another dramatic court appearance. 1982, c1964

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Case of the drowsy mosquito.
by Erle Stanley Gardner
FICTION
Mason finds himself involved in a dangerous case that features lost mines, prospecting, blackmail, murder--and a situation that almost makes him propose marriage! 1978, c1943

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Case of the empty tin.
by Erle Stanley Gardner
FICTION
What was a brand-new, seemingly empty, sealed tin doing among the tins of preserves in the cellar of the Gentree's house? 1979, c1941

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Case of the fenced-in woman.
by Erle Stanley Gardner
FICTION
Morley Eden seeks the help of Perry Mason when a beautiful, businesslike brunette places a barbed-wire fence through the middle of his property. 1973, c1972

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Case of the fugitive nurse.
by Erle Stanley Gardner
FICTION
A doctor is murdered and the suspect, a nurse, has disappeared. 1982, c1953

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Case of the green-eyed sister.
by Erle Stanley Gardner
FICTION
Perry Mason rescues an attractive client who is involved in murder and blackmail. 1978

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Case of the half-wakened wife.
by Erle Stanley Gardner
FICTION
Perry Mason had always claimed that circumstantial evidence never lied. Then he takes on a case which appears to be jinxed from the very start and everything points without a shadow of a doubt to his client's guilt. 1977, c1945

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Case of the haunted husband.
by Erle Stanley Gardner
FICTION
Perry Mason is back! And in trouble; his star witness was murdered and the police thought Perry was pulling a fast one. 1986

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Case of the ice-cold hands.
by Erle Stanley Gardner
FICTION
Perry is asked by a stunning brunette to collect her winnings if Dough Boy wins in the third race. 1980, c1962

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Case of the kidnapped angel.
by E.V. Cunningham
FICTION
Detective Masao Masuto gets entangled in the seamy underside of Beverly Hills glitter when he is assigned to investigate the kidnapping of a Hollywood sex goddess. 1983, c1982

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Case of the lame canary.
by Erle Stanley Gardner
FICTION
The murder of a witness, a suspicious lover and a surprise confession combine to make this one of Mason's most baffling cases. 1978

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Case of the lazy lover.
by Erle Stanley Gardner
FICTION
An unexplained check from a wealthy matron, her angry husband who says she has run off with his best friend, and a man found dead in a car-just the sort of case for Perry Mason. 1982?, c1974

(A Perry Mason mystery)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Case of the mischievous doll.
by Erle Stanley Gardner

FICTION
Mason's client, Dorrie Ambler, insists that he inspect and identify her by her appendectomy scar. When she makes history and headlines at the international airport, Mason and Drake realize the importance of that request. 1981, c1963

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Case of the missing Bronte.
by Robert Barnard
FICTION
Inspector Perry Trethowan of Scotland Yard happens on a talkative elderly woman in a Yorkshire pub who appears to hold an invaluable, previously unknown Emily Bronte manuscript. 1984, c1983

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Case of the murdered Mackenzie.
by E.V. Cunningham
FICTION
An engineer for a firm rich in government contracts has been found electrocuted in his bathtub. Eve MacKenzie is put on trial-despite her claim that the corpse is not her husband's. 1985, c1984

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Case of the mythical monkeys.
by Erle Stanley Gardner
FICTION
Pretty Gladys Doyle loses her way and is forced to spend the night in a remote cabin. Next morning, she discovers her host gone and a dead stranger in his place. 1982, c1959

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Case of the phantom fortune.
by Erle Stanley Gardner
FICTION
Perry Mason devises a new and tricky way to deal with a blackmailer. The case begins at a champagne buffet, prepared by a unique catering plus fingerprinting service. 1984, c1964
(Nightingale series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Case of the poisoned eclairs.
by E.V. Cunningham
FICTION
The women in Laura’s bridge group are dieting, so they refuse the pastry that is delivered anonymously to her house. Laura’s maid takes them home and by morning is dead. Some strong language. 1982, c1979
Recorded

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Case of the postponed murder.
by Erle Stanley Gardner
FICTION
The last of the Perry Mason mysteries deals with Mae Farr who is implicated in the death of her boss. She was seen with him on his boat the day he was murdered. 1973
Recorded

The Case of the queenly contestant.
by Erle Stanley Gardner
FICTION
A murder trial results when lawyer Perry Mason delves into the past of his new client—a woman who is desperately trying to cover up something that occurred when she was a beauty contest winner years before. 1977
Recorded

The Case of the restless redhead.
by Erle Stanley Gardner
FICTION
Perry has to save the life of a girl who said she was innocent in the face of damaging evidence. 1980
Recorded

The Case of the rolling bones.
by Erle Stanley Gardner
FICTION
Perry Mason is almost stumped by the case of the Klondike millionaire imprisoned in Seattle and wanted for murdering the same man in both Alaska and California. 1986, c1967
Recorded

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Case of the sliding pool.
by E.V. Cunningham
FICTION
When a thirty-year-old skeleton is discovered in the foundation of a collapsed swimming pool, Masuto must resurrect evidence. 1982, c1981

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Case of the spurious spinster.
by Erle Stanley Gardner
FICTION
A young girl goes to Perry Mason when she discovers discrepancies in the company accounts of her employer. 1982
Recorded

The Case of the stepdaughter’s secret.
by Erle Stanley Gardner
FICTION
"Tell the blackmailer to go jump in the lake," advises attorney Perry Mason to wealthy industrialist Harlow Bissenger Bancroft, and indeed the blackmailer is soon found in the lake—dead. 1985, c1963
Recorded

The Case of the troubled trustee.
by Erle Stanley Gardner
FICTION
Perry Mason acquires an interesting client, who was made trustee for the girl he loved and embezzled her funds for her own protection. 1977, c1965
Recorded

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Case of the worried waitress.
by Erle Stanley Gardner
FICTION
While lunching with his secretary, Perry
Mason is approached stealthily by a waitress with more on her mind than the menu. 1977, c1966

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Casey.
by Joyce Stranger
FICTION
Biography of a farm cat. Life at Wyaman's Corner is never easy; natural hazards, urban visitors and human weaknesses combine to produce all kinds of emergencies. 1975, c1968

SUBJECTS: General

Cast a long shadow.
by Frank Bonham
FICTION
Rian McCool had dreamed of revenge, staring at the inside of the Vallecito jail for a year, while the man who had framed him was raking in the cash as owner of a stageline. 1983, c1964

(Atlantic)
SUBJECTS: General

Cast for death.
by Margaret Yorke
FICTION
A murder mystery, in the artistic world. 1980, c1976

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Castaway.
by Frances Murray
FICTION
A shipwreck lands Isabella on an island in the path of Napoleon's invasion route. 1981, c1978

SUBJECTS: General

Castle Doom.
by Marjorie McEvoy
FICTION
Because she doesn't bear a son, the wife of Don Lorenzo is harassed. 1979, c1970

SUBJECTS: Romance

Castle Malindine.
by Hilary Ford
FICTION
The pastoral beauty of Ireland awakens an unseen evil. 1975

SUBJECTS: Romance

Castle on the hill.
by Elizabeth Goudge
FICTION
Centers on intriguing characters who inhabit the ancestral castle of an elderly writer of history: a shy spinsterish housekeeper, two nephews of the writer, a musician, and two small evacuees from London. 1974, c1942

SUBJECTS: General

Cat among the pigeons.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
Detective Hercule Poirot faces a challenging case when a killer terrorizes a private English school for girls. 1959

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Cat's prey.
by Dorothy Eden
FICTION
Antonia goes to Aukland, New Zealand at the urgent invitation of her cousin Simon. Her arrival is met by danger, threats, and terror lying in wait at every turn. 1985

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Cat-nappers: a Jeeves and Bertie story.
by Pelham Grenville Wodehouse
FICTION
Humorous tale about a cat that is kidnapped because he is the cherished stablemate of a thoroughbred racehorse who performs well only when the cat is around. The catnap job is assigned to Bertie. 1975, c1974
SUBJECTS: Humor

The Catalogue of the universe.
by Margaret Mahy
FICTION
The only person Angela May can confide in about her unknown father is short, plain Tycho Potter—anxious to stretch himself taller with weight-lifting and astronomy. 1987, c1985

SUBJECTS: General

The Catalyst.
by Rowena Lee
FICTION
Two twenty-eight-year-old women perform a ventriloquist act in Cabarets until they are in an accident and one is killed. 1975, c1969

SUBJECTS: Romance

Cataracts: what you must know about them.
by Charles D. Kelman
A noted cataract surgeon offer a straightforward, sympathetic guide to cataracts and their treatment. 1983, c1982

SUBJECTS: Cataract-Surgery

Catch a killer.
by George A. Woods
FICTION
Andrew Morgan hides in a nearby deserted house after a fight with his mother. Just as he begins to sense the presence of another person, he finds himself trapped in a nightmare of murder and tragedy. 1973, c1972

Jr & Sr High
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Recorded

Catch me a colobus.
by Gerald Durrell
QL61.D87 1978
A pot-pourri of animal anecdotes, based on the hectic days at a zoo in Jersey and forays to rescue animals in danger of extinction. 1978, c1972

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Catcher in the rye.
by Jerome David Salinger
FICTION
Disgusted with the phoniness of adults and relieved that he has finally been expelled from school, 16-year-old Holden Caulfield spends three days alone in New York instead of going home. 1951

SUBJECTS: General

The Catherine-wheel.
by Patricia Wentworth
FICTION
A man is murdered at a reunion, but Miss Silver is right there. 1977, c1951

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Catlow.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
Catlow, a reckless adventurer with a blazing gun, hijacks a mule train loaded with Mexican gold. With the Mexican Army and the U.S. law hot on his heels, Catlow must trek through Indian country. 1982, c1963

SUBJECTS: Western

The Cazalet bride.
by Violet Winspear
FICTION
A nurse takes a job on a large Spanish estate. 1973, c1970

SUBJECTS: General

Cecily.
by Clare Darcy
FICTION
A story about a young woman's stage career in Regency England and her encounter with a distant attractive cousin. 1978, c1972

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

The Celebration of life.
by Norman Cousins  
BD431.C75 1975  
The author challenges the philosophy of despair and states the case for hope in our time.  1975, c1974  

SUBJECTS: Philosophy  

Celia's house.  
by Dorothy Emily Stevenson  
FICTION  
Story of a family estate on the border of Scotland, and the Dunnes who had owned it for generations. It begins in 1905 with Celia Dunne and ends in 1942 with another Celia in charge.  1973, c1943  

SUBJECTS: Romance  

Centenary at Jalna.  
by Mazo De La Roche  
FICTION  
Traces the activities of the Whiteoak family in the mid-fifties, a period climaxed by the 100th anniversary celebration of the oldest of the family residences.  1973, c1958  

(Whiteoak chronicle)  
SUBJECTS: General  

Century.  
by Fred Mustard Stewart  
FICTION  
Three-generation saga set in Italy and America covers the lives of two Sicilian peasant brothers who find their separate ways to fame and fortune. Some strong language and some explicit descriptions of sex.  1984, c1981  

SUBJECTS: General  

Ceremony.  
by Robert B. Parker  
FICTION  
April Kyle, high school student, is missing and her father thinks she has become a prostitute. As a favor to his companion, Susan Spenser agrees to find the girl. Strong language. Violence.  1985, c1982  

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage  

A Certain life : contemporary meditations on the way of Christ.  
by Herbert O'Driscoll  
BT306.4.O35 1984  
O'Driscoll offers for meditations on the life of our Lord.  1984, c1980  

SUBJECTS: Religion  

Chaffee of Roaring Horse.  
by Ernest Haycox  
FICTION  
Caught in an ambush, Jim Chaffee fights back.  1981, c1963  

SUBJECTS: Western  

Chains of regret.  
by Margaret Paragher  
FICTION  
When the financial tables are turned on Helen and Stein, he not only suspects her of being a gold-digger, but hates her as well.  1985, c1983  

(Harlequin)  
SUBJECTS: Romance  

The Challenge of spring.  
by Iris Bromige  
FICTION  
After the death of her brother, Delia Lydgate takes the job of Sophie Dilney's secretary to fill the void. After a hopeless romance, an unforeseen accident helps her realize full happiness.  1986  

SUBJECTS: Romance  

Chance awakening.  
by George Markstein  
FICTION  
When a London businessman sees a coded message in a newspaper, it triggers him to "wake up" and become the Russian agent he was groomed to be. Some strong language.  1978, c1977  

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage  

(ERIC)
Chancy.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
Otis Chancy, a young drifter, takes his chances against crooked sheriffs, deadly gunmen, and renegade Indians and fights his way along back trails and cow towns until he becomes boss of his own cattle outfit. 1977, c1968
SUBJECTS: Western Recorded

The Changing tide.
by Sylvia Thorpe
FICTION
Captain Pennan agrees to take the beautiful Roxanne aboard his ship for the voyage from England to Barbados, not knowing that her fugitive fiance is a stowaway. 1983, c1967
SUBJECTS: Romance

Chanters chase.
by Jill Tattersall
FICTION
Miranda is suspected of having an unnatural power when her fiance is killed. 1978
SUBJECTS: Romance

Charity child.
by Sara Seale
FICTION
Marc Gentle could be harsh on occasion. He suspected Charity of having designs on his eccentric aunt's fortune. 1976, c1959
SUBJECTS: Romance

Charity girl.
by Georgette Heyer
FICTION
Cherry Steane is a girl who brings out the very best in every man she meets, including Lord Desford, who is balked in his efforts to help her by her lickpenny grandfather and her rascally father. 1972, c1970
(Ulverscroft large print series) Recorded

SUBJECTS Regency Romance

Charlie, come home.
by Ronald Frederick Delderfield
FICTION
A young bank clerk arrives at the Welsh seaside town to take up his duties at the local branch Bank. Shortly thereafter he finds himself in love with two different women. Some explicit descriptions of sex. 1977, c1969
SUBJECTS: General Recorded

Charlotte.
by Norah Lofts
FICTION
"Was Charlotte responsible for the death of the young pupil she loved?" In darker moments, even Charlotte herself was unsure. 1976, c1972
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Charlotte Fairlie.
by Dorothy Emily Stevenson
FICTION
The lonely headmistress of a girl's school finds love. 1972, c1954
SUBJECTS: Romance

Charlotte's web.
by Elwyn Brooks White
FICTION
A little girl who can talk to animals is devoted to both Wilbur, the foolishly smug pig, and Charlotte, the beautiful gray spider who saves Wilbur's life. 1952
All ages Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

The Charmers.
by Stella Gibbons
FICTION
An older woman becomes a housekeeper in London and discovers a whole new world. 1978, c1965
SUBJECTS: Romance
The Chase.
by Richard Unekis
FICTION Oversize
Centers on a chase on the roads outside Chicago, where the Illinois State Police use a game theory to catch a pair of crooks. A fast-moving tale of pursuit. Some strong language. 1962

(A Walker mystery)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Chateau of pines.
by Iris Danbury
FICTION
A holiday with her sister turns out to be a battle of wits with Celia's in-laws. 1978, c1969

SUBJECTS: Romance

Cheaper by the dozen.
by Frank Bunker Gilbreth
T40.G5G5
A lighthearted look at a couple, their twelve children and their "efficiently" run household. 1948

SUBJECTS: Biography

Cheetah.
by Katharine Gordon
FICTION
Jane Cameron finds herself living in Kenya alone at the edge of the Ngong Forest. She becomes the victim of a series of sinister threats mounting to a climax of horror. 1987, c1986

(Charnwood library series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Chequer board.
by Nevil Shute
FICTION
Facing death from an old war injury, John Turner finds himself compelled to search for the four men, all criminals, who had helped him survive so many years before. 1947

SUBJECTS: Western

The Cherokee trail.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
Mary Breydon, a spirited widow from Virginia, travels to Colorado during the Civil War to run an isolated stage station. 1983, c1982

SUBJECTS: Western

The Cheval glass.
by Ursula Blocm
FICTION
The old cheval glass had seen it all, and deep in the cloudy depths of the mirror, something moved... 1984, c1973

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Cheyenne captives.
by Lewis B. Patten
FICTION
Armed with raw courage and a slim hope of survival, Holley and Denton vowed to reclaim their loved ones or die. 1986, c1978

SUBJECTS: Western

The Cheyenne pool.
by Lewis B. Patten
FICTION
When farmers began to raid the Cheyenne Pool's cattle, the hard-driving foreman realized they might have to give up their unfenced rangelands, but he would not give into the cattle thieves without a violent showdown. Violence. 1982

SUBJECTS: Western

The Chief inspector's daughter.
by Sheila Radley
FICTION
Alison, daughter of Chief Inspector Quantrill, takes a job as secretary to best-selling romance writer Jasmine Woods. 1982, c1980

(Nightingale series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Child of the flesh.
by Catherine Darby
FICTION
Conceived on Midsummer Night by the masked man who comes to pleasure the Solstice Maid, Pagan Clough grows up knowing herself to be different from other girls. 1984, c1981

SUBJECTS: General

Children of the mist.
by Bill Knox
FICTION
Scottish nationalists and the death of a prize bull are Chief Inspector Thane's problems. 1974, c1970

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Children's children.
by Maisie Mosco
FICTION
The third generation knew nothing of the struggles in the past, the horror and holocaust of Hitler's Europe. Their styles and interests seemed no longer Jewish. 1986, c1981

SUBJECTS: General

The Chinese shawl.
by Patricia Wentworth
FICTION
Miss Silver solves the murder of a hated woman. 1976, c1943

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Chiricahua.
by Will Henry
FICTION
A vengeful Apache wolfpack, the desperate crew of a Concord coach, and an Apache scout for the U.S. Cavalry clash in a melee of destruction in Arizona Territory. Strong language. 1972

SUBJECTS: Western

A Choice of enemies.
by Ted Allbey
FICTION
Major Ted Bailey, a former Military Intelligence Agent is now retired. But he is suddenly recalled to counteract his former adversary, Berger. 1987, c1973

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

The Chosen.
by Chaim Potok
FICTION
Two Jewish boys growing up in Brooklyn after World War II and before the founding of Israel become friends despite their conflicting family backgrounds, and together pursue the study of the Talmud. 1967

SUBJECTS: General

The Christian faith.
by David H. C. Read
BT77.R36 1985
A book for those who want to know what Christian faith means as a system of thought and as a spur for action. 1985, c1956

SUBJECTS: Religion

Christian sex & family planning.
by Raymond H. Woolsey
HQ744.W65 1974
Discussion of the Christian aspects of sex and family planning. 1974

SUBJECTS: Birth control-Religious aspects

The Christian's secret of a happy life.
by Hannah Whitall Smith
BV4501.2.5533 1973
Practical advice on Christian living dealing with daily duties, deeds and decisions. A powerful, personal book filled with holy and joyful optimism. 1973, c1952

SUBJECTS: Religion

A Christmas carol.
by Charles Dickens
FICTION
Classic Christmas story in which the miser Scrooge finds the true spirit of Christmas. 1968
All ages Recorded
SUBJECTS: Christmas

The Christmas mouse and Village Christmas.
by Miss Read
FICTION
On a rainy Christmas Eve in Caxley, two widows and their children are completing decorations for the holiday when two intruders invade; a mouse in one of the bedrooms and a bedraggled runaway boy. 1973 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Romance

Christopher's wife.
by Renee Shann
FICTION
A girl is crushed when the man she loves returns, after five years of war, with a new wife. 1984, c1946
SUBJECTS: General

Cimarron.
by Edna Ferber
FICTION
In the great land rush of 1889, Oklahoma is the background for the story of Yancy Cravat, dreamer, adventurer, and gunman, and his wife Sabra, who makes herself into a sturdy pioneer woman and eventually a member of Congress. 1981, c1930 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Cinnamon skin.
by John D. MacDonald
FICTION
Economist Dr. Meyer lends his cruiser to his honeymooning niece while he goes on a lecture tour. The boat explodes and McGee must find out whom the bomb was meant for. 1983, c1982 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Circular staircase.
by Mary Roberts Rinehart
FICTION
A maiden aunt, her nephew, and niece take a country house for the summer and are plunged into a series of mysterious crimes. 1978, c1908 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Circus Couronne.
by R. Wright Campbell
FICTION
As World War I fast approaches, a Swiss police inspector races to apprehend the eighth assassin of Archduke Ferdinand—and the assassin of the greatest high-wire acrobat in Europe. 1978, c1977
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Citadel of swallows.
by Gwen Westwood
FICTION
Stacey and Colin were planning to get married—but money was short, so Colin had gone off to live on a tiny Greek island to write the best-selling novel that was to make his fortune. 1985
(Atlantic large print) SUBJECTS: General

A City of bells.
by Elizabeth Goudge
FICTION
Jocelyn comes to Torminster feeling a deep weariness with life but soon finds something special about the quiet cathedral town and the invigorating company of some of the people. 1976, c1936 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Romance

The City of Joy.
by Dominique Lapierre
BJ1595.L2713 1986
In a district of Calcutta no larger than three football fields, 70,000 people dwell in abject poverty, their cramped hovels invaded by
pestilence and filth. 1986

(G.K. Hall large print book series)
SUBJECTS: India

The Clairvoyant countess.
by Dorothy Gilman
FICTION
When a chance encounter with Detective Lieutenant Pruden catapults her into the midst of a baffling murder case, Madame Karitska, a clairvoyant countess, finds herself off to adventure in the world of crime. 1976, c1975
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Clan of Cave Bear.
by Jean M. Auel
FICTION
A novel of the Neanderthal world. After her people perish in an earthquake during the Ice Age, Ayla is adopted as a child by the beetle-browed Clan of the Cave Bear. Some explicit descriptions of sex. 1983, c1980
SUBJECTS: General

The Clandestine betrothal.
by Alice Chetwynd Ley
FICTION
Susan lies about being engaged to Regency London’s most eligible bachelor. 1978
SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Clash by night.
by Colin Clarke
FICTION
The hijacking of an oil rig in the North Sea leads to a battle in which strengths of will, character and even the forces of nature are pitted against each other in violent conflict. 1984, c1980
SUBJECTS: General

The Class.
by Erich Segal
FICTION
The story of five members of the Harvard class of 1958 from their freshman year to their twenty-fifth reunion. Some strong language. 1985
SUBJECTS: General

Class reunion.
by Rona Jaffe
FICTION
A novel that spans three decades and follows the lives of four Radcliffe girls from their college days in the 1950s to New York, Atlanta, Beverly Hills, and Paris. Some strong language and some explicit descriptions of sex. 1985, c1979
SUBJECTS: General

Claudia.
by Rose Franken
FICTION
A comedy drama in three acts. 1982, c1946
SUBJECTS: Romance

Claudia and David.
by Rose Franken
FICTION
The story of a young mother and her two small sons and the interaction between them and their friends. 1982
SUBJECTS: Romance

Claudine's daughter.
by Rosalind Laker
FICTION
After a cloistered girlhood spent in an Italian convent, orphan Lucy Attwood di Castelloni returns to her parents’ ancestral estate. But Lucy was not prepared for the revival of a scandalous past—nor for love. 1983, c1979
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Claw.
by Norah Lofts
FICTION
A phychic gives the police their only clue to
the identity of a rapist and murderer who is
terrorizing the people of a peaceful Suffolk
country. 1983, c1981

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Claws of mercy.
by John Harris
FICTION
Near an African bush town two white men
work on an open-cast iron mine with African
labour. 1977, 1955

SUBJECTS: General

Climb to the stars.
by Denise Robins
FICTION
Jane was deeply in love with Pat Connell,
the chauffeur, but she could not tell him of
her feelings or of her cousin's deceit. 1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

Climbing the stairs.
by Margaret Powell
TX649.P68A32 1969
The continuing story of Margaret Powell
and her experiences of the world beyond the
kitchen as she found it in her time off. 1971,
c1969

SUBJECTS: Biography

Clinging to the wreckage.
by John Clifford Mortimer
PR6025.075Z465 1983
The life of John Mortimer, playwright,
novelist and barrister. 1983, c1982

SUBJECTS: Biography

Clippings from my notebook.
by Corrie Ten Boom
BX9479.T46A32 1983
A collection of devotional writings
providing insight into a remarkable woman's
abundant source of strength. 1983

SUBJECTS: Religion

Cloak of darkness.
by Helen MacInnes
FICTION
Bob Renwick leaves NATO to establish
Interintell, a counter-terrorist agency
operating under the legitimate cover of
world-wide engineering consultants. 1983,
c1982

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

The Clock strikes twelve.
by Patricia Wentworth
FICTION
A few minutes after twelve James Paradine
was dead. It was left to Miss Silver to unravell
mystery and disentangle the threads that bound
the Paradine family in a strange
web of dislikes, hatred and fear. 1981, c1945

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Clock winder.
by Anne Tyler
FICTION
A young girl drifts into the lives of a
fragmented family and somehow manages to
set things right. 1981

SUBJECTS: General

The Clocks.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
Young Colin Lamb, working on an
espionage case, happens on a murder which has
more than its share of baffling clues.
Eventually Hercule Poirot sifts out the
relevant details, and Colin also catches his
spy. 1969, c1963

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Cloud across the moon.
by Mary Muller
FICTION
A happily married woman with a son
becomes involved with a past love interest
and threatens the whole structure of her life.
1981, c1970
SUBJECTS: Romance

Cloud castle.
   by Sara Seale
   FICTION
Judith's job as secretary did not start out well. 1975, c1960

SUBJECTS: General

Cloudbreak.
   by Netta Muskett
   FICTION
Carla Dana virtually jilted at the altar vows to marry the first man she meets in order to save face. But she never thought for one moment that she might fall in love with the man. 1980, c1964

SUBJECTS: Romance

Clouded rapture.
   by Margaret Pargeter
   FICTION
In order to protect her brother's job, Sari must toe the boss's line. 1985, c1983

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Clue of the new shoe.
   by Arthur William Upfield
   FICTION
A body is found entombed in the walls of a lighthouse. 1974, c1952

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Coach north.
   by Philip McCutchan
   FICTION
A holdup reveals the character of those involved. 1977, c1974

SUBJECTS: General

Cocoon.
   by David Saperstein
   FICTION
Cocoon is a tale which brings together past and future--Antareans left here from another planet 5000 years ago are revived but need help from Earthlings to launch their spaceship. Made into movie with the same name. 1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: General

Code blue: a nurse's true-life story.
   by Barbara Huttman
   RT37.H87A35 1983
The keenly personal and insightful account of a middle-aged housewife who was determined to become a nurse. 1983, c1982

SUBJECTS: Biography

A Coffin for pilgrim.
   by Jay Hill Potter
   FICTION
The border gang has hit the Pilgrim ranch again and Pilgrim's sister, Rebbie, has been abducted. But troubleshooter Pilgrim is on the trail. 1986, c1984

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Western

Cold war.
   by David Brierley
   FICTION
If you want to kill somebody in France, an election is the perfect time. Somehow Cody had gotten on to a gauntlet run from Paris in the fist of election fever to the edgy menace of East Berlin. 1987

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Collected stories of John O'Hara.
   by John O'Hara
   FICTION
Selected pieces of short fiction, the majority of which were originally published in the "New Yorker," represent the best writing of O'Hara's last years. 1986, c1984

SUBJECTS: General

Collecting gems and ornamental stones.
   by Kenneth Blakemore
   N 5530.B55
A discussion for the beginning collector on the various aspects of gem collecting. 1974

SUBJECTS: Gems-Collecting

Colliers row.
by Jan Webster
FICTION
Saga of a 19th century Scottish evangelical miner's family whose children rise to prominence despite hard times. c1981, 1979

SUBJECTS: General

Collision.
by Spencer Duninore
FICTION
This is a novel about planes and people—pilots, passengers and crew, wives who wait and wonder—all under pressure that forces them to the point of collision. 1984, c1974

SUBJECTS: General

The Color purple.
by Alice Walker
FICTION
Celie, a child-wife, has been raped by the man she believes to be her father. Celie's sense of shame is so great she writes a series of letters to God. Strong language and some explicit descriptions of sex. 1986

(Large print book series)
SUBJECTS: General

Colorado.
by Dana Fuller Ross
FICTION
The news of a gold stike in Colorado country in 1858 lures a colorful crowd to the untamed wilderness. Lawyers, desperados, financiers, hard-working women, and gold diggers stake their lives for golden dreams. 1982, c1981

(Wagons West; v. 7)
SUBJECTS: Western

Colour scheme.

by Ngaio Marsh
FICTION
A suspense story set in New Zealand at a second-rate resort where Inspector Roderick Allen must deal with a murder. 1976, c1943

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Colours aloft.
by Alexander Kent
FICTION
September 1803, when press gangs ruled the quayside and Vice-Admiral Sir Richard Bolitho fires himself master of a French flagship "Argonaute" taken in battle. 1987, c1986

(Charnwood library)
SUBJECTS: General

Columbella.
by Phyllis A. Whitney
FICTION
The Virgin Islands are the background for this suspense story in which a woman and her grandmother fight for the life and sanity of a man and his daughter. 1977, c1966

Recorded

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Come a-smokin'.
by Nelson Coral Nye
FICTION
Grete Marratt was mistakenly identified in Bella Loma as the scorned and long departed Luke Usher. In actuality, he was an escaped prisoner serving life for killing a Deputy Marshall. 1983

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Western

Come hither, nurse.
by Jane Grant
RT37.L4A3 1974
Light-hearted account of a nurse's three year training. 1957

(Ulverscroft large print series: non-fiction)
SUBJECTS: Biography
Come into my heart.
by Peggy Gaddis
FICTION
A young girl loses her job as a result of a practical joke but the guilt-ridden man gets her a better one with his brother. Love follows. 1986
SUBJECTS: Romance

Come love, come hope.
by Iris Bromige
FICTION
Involves Clare, a young teacher recently jilted in love, who becomes governess to the young daughter of Garth Melrose, a pottery owner. 1976, c1962
SUBJECTS: Romance

Come next spring.
by Elizabeth Graham
FICTION
It soon became obvious to Debra, that behind the invitation to live with Barbara, she wanted to find a suitable wife for her son Luke. 1986, c1979
SUBJECTS: Romance

Come pour the wine.
by Cynthia Freeman
FICTION
A naive young beauty flies to New York for a career as a model. She becomes a success as a cover girl and wins the heart of a handsome man. Some strong language and some explicit descriptions of sex. 1981, c1980
SUBJECTS: Romance

Come the vintage.
by Anne Mather
FICTION
A man and woman marry in order to keep her family wine-growing business together, caring nothing for each other. 1983, c1975
SUBJECTS: Romance

Come with me home.
by Glady Hasty Carroll
FICTION
Rosamond Lucy was an ordinary and courageous person whom other people sought out to learn the secret of her happiness and serenity. They all left with a richer understanding both of others and themselves. 1983, c1960
SUBJECTS: General

The Comedians.
by Graham Greene
FICTION
Dominating themes of love and revolutions revolve around three men named Brown, Smith, and Jones who are indirectly caught up in futile efforts to wrest Haiti from Duvalier. Some strong language. 1969, c1966
(A Viking large type book)
SUBJECTS: General

Companions along the way.
by Ruth Montgomery
BF1290.M66 1975
An account, dictated by spirit guide to Group Karma and of the author's incarnations shared with famous medium Arthur Ford. Includes the Palestinian incarnation in the time of Jesus. 1975, c1974
SUBJECTS: Spirit writings

The Company of saints.
by Evelyn Anthony
FICTION
Davina Graham, first female head of British Intelligence, is on holiday with her lover in Venice when the U.S. secretary of defense is killed. Some strong language. 1984, c1983
SUBJECTS: Mystery

A Company of swans.
by Eva Ibbotson
FICTION
Harriet Morton delights in her weekly ballet lessons but must hide her pleasure from her disapproving family. When a dance troupe arrives in town, she makes her escape. 1987,
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Complacent wife.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
The Earl of Droxford decides to marry and looks for a complacent wife. He thinks he has found her in the lovely green-eyed Karina. 1984, c1972

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Comstock Lode.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
Cornish coal miner Tom Trevallion uproots his small family and moves to America to have a shot at the California gold rush. Thieves kill Tom, then his wife. The son and daughter survive. Some strong language. 1985, c1981

SUBJECTS: Western

The Con man.
by Ed McBain
FICTION
He fleeces rich businessmen, old ladies, beautiful women—he's out for it all. Could he be connected to the bodies that are washing up on shore? 1986, c1957

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Conagher.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
In this western, Conagher single-handedly takes on Smoke Parwell and his gang. 1979, c1969

SUBJECTS: Western

The Condo kill.
by Richard Barth
FICTION
Margaret Binton, a seventy-two-year-old sleuth discovers that an unscrupulous real estate developer has threatened the lives of two residents of a New York rent-controlled apartment building. Some strong language. 1985

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Confessions of a hooker.
by Bob Hope
GV967.H54 1986
The comedian's humorous memories of his fifty years of golf in which he teed off with king Baudoin of Belgium, W.S. presidents Eisenhower and Ford, and such show business stars as Bing Crosby and Andy Williams. 1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: Humor

The Confessions of Arsene Lupin.
by Maurice Leblanc
FICTION
Adventures of an unpredictable French crook. 1967

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Conrad's war.
by Andrew Davies
FICTION
Currently fascinated with wars, army, killing, and guns, Conrad becomes convinced that through dreams or time warp, he is experiencing action in a past war. 1987, c1978

(A Lythway book)

SUBJECTS: General

Considering divorce?
by Charlotte Jean Oliphant
HQ824.044 1985
Discussion from a Christian perspective on dealing with the problems that arise in a marriage. 1975

SUBJECTS: Divorce-Religious aspects

The Constant heart.
by Eleanor Farnes
FICTION
There were three conflicting loves in Alex's
life, two men and her career.  1974, c1956

SUBJECTS: Romance

Consultant surgeon.
  by Hermina Black
  FICTION
A surgeon’s secretary handles problems before his marriage to Claudia.  1980, c1967

SUBJECTS: Romance

Contact.
  by Carl Sagan
  FICTION
A speculative adventure of the first encounter of humankind with intelligent life from beyond our solar system.  1985

SUBJECTS: Fantasy

Contract bridge.
  by Alan F. Truscott
  GV1282.T752
A discussion of contract bridge in three parts - mechanics of the game, bidding and the play of the cards.  1974

SUBJECTS: Contract bridge

The Convenient marriage.
  by Georgette Heyer
  FICTION
When a self-possessed young beauty marries a powerful earl, she believes she is rescuing her sister from a loveless match and restoring her family fortunes. Afterwards she finds that she is in love with her husband.  1934

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Convention, M.D. : a novel of medical infighting.
  by Frank Gill Slaughter
  FICTION
A bitter struggle between the old guard and new breed doctors threatens the annual gathering of the Central Medical Association. Explicit descriptions of sex.  1985, c1972

SUBJECTS: General

Conversations with Amber.
  by Gladys Bagg Taber
  SF445.5.T3 1978b
Mrs. Taber and her cat Amber have wonderful intimate conversations. All give a testament to love shared and freely given.  1978

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Cooking for two.
  by Dorothy W. Davis
  TX652.D28 1974
Recipes and helpful hints on planning and serving meals and information on nutrition and foods.  1974

SUBJECTS: Cookery

A Cool day for killing.
  by William Haggard
  FICTION
The Malay state of Shahbaddin, under British protection for over a century, has grown ripe for Chinese plucking.  1986, c1968

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

Coontail Lagoon.
  by Louis Cassels
  F279.A2C37 1974
Reflections on the quest for personal joy, peace, and the meaning of life from the former religion editor and columnist for UPI. Also captures the unspoiled natural beauty of South Carolina’s swamp land.  1974

SUBJECTS: Biography

Cop world.
  by James McClure
  HV8148.S3M37 1984
Gripping account of the ground-breaking San Diego police department. Emphasis is on its Community Oriented Policing (COP) program.  1984
SUBJECTS: Police

The Copenhagen connection.
   by Elizabeth Peters
   FICTION
   When a Nobel Prize winning historian and novelist is kidnapped, a note is received demanding her bathrobe. 1982

SUBJECTS: General

Coping with crisis.
   by Sarah Morris
   BF637.C5M66 1979
   This sensitive study takes a look at typical life crises and offers survival techniques for individuals, families and friends. 1979, c1978

SUBJECTS: Conduct of life

The Copycat killers.
   by Hugh Pentecost
   FICTION
   In a New England village retired lawyer-philosopher Crowder, known as "Uncle George," becomes involved in a series of gruesome murders that resemble a sensational crime committed elsewhere. Some strong language. 1984
   (Nightingale series)
   SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Corinthian.
   by Georgette Heyer
   FICTION
   Penelope Creed escapes from a hated marriage by joining Sir Richard on his flight from a beautiful but dull young lady his family wants him to marry. 1972, c1940
   (Ulverscroft)
   SUBJECTS: Romance

Cornish rhapsody.
   by Ursula Bloom
   FICTION
   Nurse Bridget Smythe goes to Cornwall to look after a famous writer suffering from rheumatoid arthritis. She soon senses all is not well in the household. 1984, c1972

SUBJECTS: General

Coroner Creek.
   by Luke Short
   FICTION
   Vengeance meant risking his own life with the lives of innocent people. 1977, c1945
   Recorded

SUBJECTS: Western

Coroner's pidgin.
   by Margery Allingham
   FICTION
   Campion corners an unexpected fiend, with the aid of Oates and Yeo of the C.I.D., after a lavish display of mystery gambits. A most ingenious puzzle which blends a sense of the grim with a lively humor. 1979, c1945
   Recorded

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Corporate affair.
   by Stephanie James
   FICTION
   The beautiful tycoon, Ka.inda Brady was shaken by Rand's powerful embrace, torn between her passion for revenge and hunger for this lover who conquered her heart. 1984, c1982
   (Seymour large print romance)
   SUBJECTS: Romance

Corporation wife.
   by Catherine Gaskin
   FICTION
   The story of Amtec Industries' effect on a New England town and on the four women who are married to Amtec executives. 1983, c1960
   Recorded
   (Charnwood library series)
   SUBJECTS: General

A Corpse at Camp Two.
   by Glyn Carr
   FICTION
   Murder accompanies a mountain-climbing expedition. 1973
SUBJECTS: Mystery

A Corpse in a gilded cage.
by Robert Barnard
FICTION
A lower-class English couple, Perce and Elsie, somehow inherit a palatial mansion and a title. Perce insists he wants to sell the estate despite his family's conflicting ideas of what to do with Chetton Hall. 1985, c1984

SUBJECTS: Fiction

Corridors of healing.
by Elizabeth Harrison
FICTION
David Lyell works to threaten the medical career of Hugh Ravelston. 1982, c1968

SUBJECTS: Romance

Corrie's cat ring.
by Rhonda Dixon
FICTION
Corrie Connors is a young widow raising a son and daughter alone and trying to start a catering business. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

Corson of the JC.
by Clarence Edward Mulford
FICTION
Bob Corson helps look for his father's murderer. 1973, c1927

SUBJECTS: Western

Cosby.
by Ronald L. Smith
PN2287.C632S63 1986b
Biography of Bill Cosby going back to his childhood including his athletic career, comedy career and acting career. 1986

SUBJECTS: Biography

Cottonwood Gulch.
by Clarence Edward Mulford
FICTION

A story of the men who carved out law and order in the mining camps of the Great Northwest. 1973, c1925

SUBJECTS: Western

Cougar Canyon.
by Peter Field
FICTION
After Lyte Major is shot down in cold blood, Pat, Ezra and Sam decide to go after his killer. 1980

(Ulverscroft large print series : western)
SUBJECTS: Western

Cougar Canyon.
by Clay Allen
FICTION
Murder and thievery bring about a chase resulting in a killing and the capture of some horse thieves. A misunderstanding with a girl in Cougar Canyon soon follows. Sheriff Al Brady looks for the courage to change his life. 1982, c1980

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Western

Count the stars.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
The Duke of Brokenhurst helps Valora to escape from her sadist husband. They face many perils and grow to love each other. 1986

SUBJECTS: Romance

Count Vronsky's daughter.
by Carola Salisbury
FICTION
Anni, the 18 year-old daughter of a widowed St. Petersburg lawyer, questions her parentage when she learns her mother committed suicide and her father was really a count. 1983, c1981

(Ulverscroft large print series : romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance
Counterfeit lady.
by Jude Deveraux
FICTION
In eighteenth-century Virginia, Clayton awaits the arrival of an English lady to be his bride. He then discovers that she is French. Some strong language and some explicit descriptions of sex. 1985, c1984

SUBJECTS: Romance

Country chronicle.
by Gladys Bagg Taber
S521.5.C8T3 1974
A celebration of nature in which the author writes of her 17th century Connecticut farmhouse. 1974

SUBJECTS: Biography

Country full of guns.
by E.R. Slade
FICTION
When the gun slingers found out that Tom Dodge had struck a big vein of gold they finished him off and jumped his claim. 1985

SUBJECTS: Western

A Country girl.
by Darrell Husted
FICTION
Unworldly Louise Engleston goes to London to help her family and to deal with a ruthless lord and an arrogant duke. She manages to teach them all a lesson. 1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Country girls.
by Edna O'Brien
FICTION
Caithleen Brady and Baba Brennan, are close friends and enemies, who live in a small town in Ireland. 1985, c1960

SUBJECTS: General

The Country of the pointed firs and other stories.
by Sarah Orne Jewett
FICTION
The title story first published in 1886, embodies the spirit and character of a Maine seaport town during its declining years. Selected and arranged with a preface by Willa Cather. 1968?

SUBJECTS: General

The Courier of love.
by Caroline Courtney
FICTION
When the Duke of Wexford went to check on his newly-stocked trout he found Lady Francesca bathing in the river. 1986, c1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

Court of foxes.
by Christianna Brand
FICTION
Both fooled into thinking the other is rich, a poor girl and a penniless highwayman marry. 1984, c1969

SUBJECTS: Romance

Courting.
by Darrell Husted
FICTION
Mr. Alfred Dalrymple had to raise three daughters alone—not an easy task in Regency days. Close together in age, they were all ready for marriage. 1982, c1980

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Cousins by courtesy.
by Leslie Lance
FICTION
A severe bout of pneumonia forces a young girl to move from London to the country. 1982, c1977

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Cow thieves.
by John Thomas Edson
FICTION
Danny Fog calls on Calamity Jane to help
break up the cow-thieving outfit terrorizing Casper County. 1985, c1968

(Linford Western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

Cowboy.
by Frank Roderus
FICTION
Cowboy is a drifter who has saved his money and wants to buy a ranch, but the one he wants turns out to be in big trouble. 1982, c1981

SUBJECTS: Western

Cowboy.
by Clair Huffaker
FICTION
Tom Reece was a living legend on the trail and in the town, where he treated women and money with equal abandon. 1984

SUBJECTS: Western

The Cowboy and the cossack.
by Clair Huffaker
FICTION
A tale about American cowboys who, in 1880, transport a herd of livestock across the Atlantic to Vladivostok where they are joined by a group of Cossacks. Strong language. 1982, c1973

SUBJECTS: Adventure

Cowman's vengeance.
by Will Brennan
FICTION
From the moment he was captured, events about which he knew absolutely nothing ruled his existence—and very nearly resulted in it being chopped off at the end of a rope! 1986, c1982

SUBJECTS: Western

The Cradle will fall.
by Mary Higgins Clark
FICTION
Recently widowed Katie DeMaio, a bright, attractive young prosecutor, is brought to a hospital with minor injuries received in an accident. She sees a woman's body being carried to a car. The next day she is declared a suicide. 1980

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Cranford.
by Mrs. Gaskell
FICTION
Mrs. Gaskell introduces the ladies of the town who make up the social 'elite,' revealing, in a humorous yet affectionate way, the genteel poverty behind many of the elegant facades. 1980

(RECORDED) (New Portway large print)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Crash.
by Denise Robins
FICTION
An airplane crash ends one disaster but leads to another for two women. 1979, c1966

SUBJECTS: Romance

Cressida.
by Clare Darcy
FICTION
Regency romance about a beautiful socialite's world that is turned around when a lover who jilted her returns after six years of far-flung adventures. 1978, c1977

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

The Cricket cage.
by Ruth H. Shimer
FICTION
A young newspaper woman, summoned by her sister to Seattle in 1886, arrives to find a coffin, suspense, and terror. 1976, c1975

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Crime at Black Dudley.
by Margery Allingham
FICTION
A party game at Black Dudley mansion

(RECORDED)
becomes a deadly trap when a grizzly murder is committed with the family's treasured fifteenth-century Italian dagger. Mr. Campion is among the weekend guests, and helps solve the mystery. 1978

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Crime of Dorothy Sheridan.
by Leo Damore
KF224.S48D35 1982
The true story of a Christian Scientist, convicted of manslaughter for failure to seek medical care for her five year old daughter. 1982, c1978

SUBJECTS: Crime

Crime upon crime.
by Michael Underwood
FICTION
The story of the weird and bloody events that followed from Arthur Kedby's attempts to blackmail a Judge of the Crown Court. 1983, c1980

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Crimson chalice.
by Victor Canning
FICTION
In the year 450 A.D., a young Roman girl fleeing from Saxon marauders, finds the unconscious body of a youth suspended by the wrists from a tree. 1980, c1976

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Crimson roses.
by Grace Livingston Hill
FICTION
A poor working girl catches the interest of a young man from a wealthy background who is intent upon marriage. 1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

Crisis at St. Chad's.
by Theresa Charles
FICTION
Inez Elbure was worried about her father's partner, Dr. Christopher Denyer, whose marriage seemed to be heading for the rocks, but her own marriage wasn't without its headaches. 1987, c1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

Crocodile on the sandbank.
by Elizabeth Peters
FICTION
In 1880 spinster Amelia Peabody is in Rome en route to Egypt when she befriends a young noblewoman, Evelyn Barton-Forbes, who has been seduced and abandoned by her drawing master. 1975

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Crooked Adam.
by Dorothy Emily Stevenson
FICTION
Adam is surrounded with danger as he works on a deadly secret weapon. 1976

SUBJECTS: General

Crooked flight.
by Basil Jackson
FICTION
A private jet mysteriously slams into a Wisconsin forest, killing all on board. Stolen top-secret microchips are found in the wreckage. 1987, c1984

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Crooked house.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
A murder mystery featuring some Greek-English eccentrics living in an English country house. 1949

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Cross of Lazzaro.
by John Harris
FICTION
The reappearance of a wooden cross (belonging to a saintly 6th-century bishop), in the middle of a lake which was once
Austrian and now Italian, stirs up local antagonism. 1965

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: General

Crossfire.
by H. Edward Hunsburger
FICTION
This is the story of Matt Cordell, a recovery agent with long experience in finding stolen property and returning it to its rightful owner. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

Crossfire trail.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
Rafe Caradegambler, soldier of fortune, and wanderer--makes a promise to a dying man to save his ranch in Wyoming for the man's wife and daughter. Rafe finds a way to keep his promise and falls in love with the daughter. 1976, c1954

SUBJECTS: Western

Crossings.
by Danielle Steel
FICTION
Aboard a luxury liner on the eve of World War II, the French ambassador to the United States and his lovely American wife Liane, meet wealthy Nick and Hillary Burnham. 1983, c1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

Crow hollow.
by Dorothy Eden
FICTION
Crow Hollow is an eerie old house, and an unlikely home for a new bride. Lois is warned not to go there and with growing fear realizes how little she knows of Rodney's past. 1983

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Crown of aloes.
by Norah Lofts
FICTION
Brings to life the character and times of Isabella I of Spain, wife of Ferdinand, King of Aragon. 1974, c1973

SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

The Cruellest night.
by Christopher Dobson
D7723.D6 1982
This book tells the whole story of the greatest of all sea tragedies, the sinking of three ships and the loss of 18,000 lives. 1982, c1979

SUBJECTS: World War II

The Cruise of the Arctic Star.
by Scott O'Dell
F866.2.033 1973b
Describes the experiences of the author and his crew sailing up the California coast and includes historical anecdotes connected with places along the way. 1973

SUBJECTS: Travel

The Crusader king: Richard the Lionhearted.
by Richard Suskind
DA207.587 1973b
A biography of the second king of the Plantagenet dynasty who lived in England only six months during his ten year reign. 1973

SUBJECTS: Biography

Cry for the moon.
by Renee Sham
FICTION
Valerie and Diana had already crossed swords. Valerie had been engaged to Robert and Diana had taken him away from her. Now Diana had started to take an interest in Philip Kent, a surgeon whom Valerie loved with all her heart. 1986

SUBJECTS: Romance
Cry the soft rain.
by Alice Dwyer-Joyce
FICTION
Philipa Gray goes to Ireland to live with her grandfather. 1974, c1972

SUBJECTS: General

Cry wolf.
by Wilbur Smith
FICTION
Two soldiers of fortune, a dapper English rogue and a rugged Texas engineer, race into the heart of Africa and the jaws of death in 1935. Some strong language and some descriptions of violence. 1982, c1976

SUBJECTS: Adventure

Cry, the beloved country.
by Alan Paton
FICTION
Set in Johannesburg, the story of a Zulu parson's search for his delinquent son. Also a statement on racial problems and injustice. 1948

SUBJECTS: General

The Crystal cat.
by Velda Johnston
FICTION
Determined to face the evil that has invaded her life, Linda visits the state hospital for the criminally insane—where her mother's murderer waits. 1987, c1985

(G.K. Hall large print book series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Crystal gull.
by Lucilla Andrews
FICTION
After three fateful meetings, Serena makes up her mind as to the depth of her feelings for Joe. 1980, c1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

Cuckoo call.
by Janet Graham

FICTION
For David Johnson, work had become the main interest of his life after ten years of an increasingly boring marriage. Then he fell in love with a beautiful girl, but he couldn't just abandon his marriage. 1986, c1984

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Cuckoo in spring.
by Elizabeth Cadell
FICTION
Julian Hurst, art dealer and man-about-town, goes on a cheerless journey from London to Yorkshire to evaluate the art collection of a notorious old skin-flint. Romance and death complicate matters. 1984, c1954

SUBJECTS: Romance

Cup of gold.
by John Steinbeck
FICTION
An adventure novel which tells of the boyhood and adult years of Henry Morgan, buccaneer and sailor. 1973, c1929

SUBJECTS: Adventure

Cupid rides pillion.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
Lady Panthea Vyne is married only a few short hours to Cromwell's bestial tax-collector when she is rescued by a mysterious highwayman. 1980, c1964

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Curly wolf.
by Frank Gruber
FICTION
Sam Forrest made a lot of enemies, and one of them gunned him down. Then the stranger called Corbett appeared; was he the detective the dead man had sent for too late? Those who asked put their lives on the line. 1977, c1969

SUBJECTS: Western
The Curse of the kings.
by Victoria Holt
FICTION
A girl with a passion for archaeology marries an amateur archaeologist who takes her to dig in Egypt where others had mysteriously died. 1982, c1973
SUBJECTS: Romance

Curtain : Poirot's last case.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
The final case of Hercule Poirot, the Belgian detective. Old and arthritic, he returns to Styles court, the scene of his first case in England. 1976
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Cutting edge.
by Lisbeth Chance
FICTION
Sloane Taylor, a talented sculptor, has the occasional ability to read minds. This ability has caused a traumatic childhood and helped to destroy her shaky marriage. 1986, c1985
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Cyanide with compliments.
by Elizabeth Lemarchand
FICTION
Detective Superintendent Pollard is called into investigate a case of murder by poisoning. Meanwhile a body has been found in the ruins of a house where all the signs point to arson. 1977, c1972
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Cyclops.
by Clive Cussler
FICTION
Suspense caper features a maverick American colony on the Moon, a fabulous sunken treasure sought by an unscrupulous, blimp-owning financier, and Soviet schemes to steal U.S. space secrets. 1987, c1986
(G.K. Hall large print book series)

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Daddy King : an autobiography.
by Martin Luther King
BX6449.K56A3 1981
The story of Rev. Martin Luther King, Sr., born in 1899 and his championing of civil rights all his life. 1981, c1980
SUBJECTS: Biography

Daggers drawn.
by Margaret Carr
FICTION
Stacey Monston was the kind of girl who could take most things in her stride, but a dead body was something different. 1987, c1980
SUBJECTS: Mystery

A Daily rate.
by Grace Livingston Hill
FICTION
An impoverished young orphan receives an unexpected inheritance and works to improve her aunt's life and her own. 1985, c1982
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Dain curse.
by Dashiell Hammett
FICTION
The theft of a few imperfect diamonds points a seasoned detective to a trail of murder, drugs, and strange rituals among a sinister cult in San Francisco. 1983
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Daisy Ducks.
by Rick Boyer
FICTION
The Daisy Ducks is the third suspenseful outing of Doc Adams, Boston dentist and part-time sleuth. His Christmas merrymaking is cut short by a sniper attack outside his living room window. 1986
SUBJECTS: Mystery
Dakota boomtown.
by Frank Castle
FICTION
A tall, powerful man makes his imprint on a town. 1977, c1958
SUBJECTS: Western

Dakota dreamin'.
by Janet Dailey
FICTION
Following her husband's death Edie received an unexpected amount of money. Now she could fulfill her dream—to own a ranch in the beautiful Black Hills of South Dakota. 1986, c1981
SUBJECTS: General

Damaged angel.
by Mary Buichell
FICTION
A lame twin is overshadowed by her beautiful sister. 1976, c1966
SUBJECTS: General

Dame Durden's daughter.
by Joan Smith
FICTION
The Duke of Saymore has the reputation of a rake and on his return from the continent to his Wiltshire village, he finds perky Eddie Durden has turned into a becoming young woman. 1980
SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Damnation Reef.
by Jill Tattersall
FICTION
A deadly reef almost claims a girl before she can find the truth of its evil. 1980
SUBJECTS: Romance

Dan Barry's daughter.
by Max Brand
FICTION
Harry Gloster, a man on the run from a murder charge, falls in love with Joan Barry, a young woman with a dim, troubled past. He must decide whether to continue running or stop to prove his innocence. 1982
SUBJECTS: Western

Dance in the dust.
by Denise Robins
FICTION
Gentle Magda has much to learn about men and also much to teach them of true love! 1986, c1959
SUBJECTS: Romance

Dance of the snake.
by Yvonne Whittal
FICTION
Doctor Jessica Neal had taken a job in a small town because she wanted a challenge. She expected some resistance from some of the patients but her problem was the cynical Dave Trafford. 1984, c1981
SUBJECTS: General

Dancer of dreams.
by Patricia Matthews
FICTION
Romance set in early eighteenth century Virginia and in Paris centers on beautiful, newly widowed Hannah Verner and her lovely daughter Michele, an aspiring ballet dancer. Explicit descriptions of sex. 1984, c1983
SUBJECTS: Romance

Dancers in mourning.
by Margery Allingham
FICTION
Mr. Campion investigates a series of vicious practical jokes. 1978, 1937
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Dancing in the light.
by Shirley MacLaine
PN2287.M18A32 1986
The entertainer recalls the year of her
fiftieth birthday when she was awarded an Oscar and continued her spiritual odyssey. Strong language and explicit descriptions of sex. 1986, c1985

**SUBJECTS:** Biography

**Danger point.**
by Patricia Wentworth
FICTION
Mill Silver finds herself mixed up in murder once again on a train. A distraught girl stumbling in the carriage door whispered in an exhausted voice. "They said he was trying to kill me". 1975, 1942

**SUBJECTS:** Mystery

**Danger rode drag.**
by Marshall Grover
FICTION
Nevada Jim Gage had a reputation for putting many a tough hombre out of action. But this time his adversary wasn't so tough—just cunning, low and mean. 1987, c1970

**SUBJECTS:** Western

**Dangerous call.**
by Elizabeth Harrison
FICTION
Two doctors, friends since childhood, realize their true feelings after a near-fatal accident. 1984, c1976

(Ulverscroft large print series : romance)
**SUBJECTS:** Romance

**Dangerous engagement.**
by Caroline Courtney
FICTION
Young Miranda Melbury meets the Earl of Templecombe when she is thrown from her horse and he takes her home. Rumors abound that the earl has gambling debts to pay off and Miranda is an heiress. 1980, c1979

**SUBJECTS:** Regency Romance

**Dangerous masquerade.**
by Janet Dailey
FICTION
LaRaine asks her cousin Laurie to masquerade as herself for the benefit of her fiance's aunt, while she is off fulfilling her lifelong dream of acting in a movie. 1984, c1976

**SUBJECTS:** General

**The Dangerous summer.**
by Ernest Hemingway
PS3515.E37Z464 1985b
Chronicles the main events of the 1959 bullfighting season in Spain and the rivalry between two brothers-in-law, each at the peak of his career. 1985

**SUBJECTS:** General

**Danielle, my darling.**
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
As soon as she had posted the letter to France inviting Danielle, the only daughter of her old friend Marie, to stay, Victoria James felt she had made a mistake. 1985

**SUBJECTS:** Romance

**Danny Boy.**
by Alice Dwyer-Joyce
FICTION
The story moves back to Strawberry Hill in Ireland, a mysterious old house that gradually gives up its secrets. 1981, c1979

**SUBJECTS:** Romance

**Daphne.**
by Marion Chesney
FICTION
This novel focuses on the love life of beautiful Daphne, one of the six daughters of the fox-hunting vicar. The antics of her chaperone and the return of her once happily married sister help thicken the plot. 1986

(The six sisters)
SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Daphnis and Chloe.
by Longus
PA4229.L8E5 1977 Oversize
Written sometime during the third century A.D., this ancient Greek tale is the story of two inexperienced lovers. Illustrations by Marc Chagall. 1977

SUBJECTS: General

Dare to love.
by Candice Arkham
FICTION
Injury destroys Maggie Jackson’s chances with the U.S. Olympic gymnastic team, but luck seems with her when she finds a job in a film doing acrobatic stunts with elephants controlled by a world-famous animal trainer. 1985

SUBJECTS: Romance

Daredevil.
by Rosemary Carter
FICTION
When Trisha Maxwell was sent to Raoul Vareen’s home to get a newspaper story, she expected him to send her packing. But things turned out rather differently. 1986, c1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Daring heart.
by Caroline Courtney
FICTION
By invading Lord Childs privacy and consorting with fortune-telling gypsies, Lucilla had infuriated him; but had she also aroused a more tender feeling? 1983, c1982

(Nightingale)
SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Dark at noon.
by Jill Tattersall
FICTION
A coach plunges down a rugged ravine in Northern Wales and a beautiful young woman, the sole survivor of the accident, is stricken with amnesia. She becomes an unwelcome guest at the ancient Welsh castle nearby. 1983

SUBJECTS: Romance

Dark blue & dangerous.
by Johathan Ross
FICTION
Police Sergeant Christopher Proctor fooled around with one woman too many. Now he is found dead in a frozen canal. 1987, c1981

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Dark Canyon.
by Louis L’Amour
FICTION
Gaylord Riley sets up his cattle range bordering Dark Canyon, a regrettable choice of location. Rustlers use the canyon to drive stolen cattle across the mountains, desperate men skulk in it, and bandits use it for ambushes. 1973, c1963

(Ulverscroft large print series) Recorded

SUBJECTS: Western

The Dark farm.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
It was a stormy night when Frances arrived at the station. No one met her and the stationmaster was surprised when she told him where she was going. 1985, c1974

SUBJECTS: Romance

Dark flames.
by Arlene Hale
FICTION
Public relations professional Tracey Brandell takes a job in an elegant new supper club and is attracted to the suave owner, Nick Chelan. 1981, c1971

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Dark frontier.
by Eric Ambler
FICTION
A Balkan melodrama about an atomic bomb perfected in the 1930's. 1977, 1936
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Dark gentleman.
by Ruby M. Ayres
FICTION
She could picture his tall figure pushing through the crowds which would disperse as soon as he saw her. And then he would take her hand and say 'I was afraid you would not come, after all.' 1982, 1953

(A Lythway classic romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Dark horse.
by Rumer Godden
FICTION
A magnificent thoroughbred racehorse with a poor record is escorted from London to Calcutta in the 1930s. Most of the people who surround the animal in India are, like him, outsiders in one way or another. 1982, c1981
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Dark mountain.
by Elizabeth Mayhew
FICTION
Isabel Rossiter meets a handsome Montenegrin on a train and her life is changed forever. 1985

(Ulverscroft Large Print Series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Dark obsession.
by Valerie Marsh
FICTION
Fran saw Grant again, after nine years. She assumed she had imagined it. But he was real—and so, was his obsession for his first wife, who looked so like Fran—his second wife. 1987, c1985

(Harlequin)

SUBJECTS: Romance

Dark paradise.
by Sara Craven
FICTION
Kate is forced to go to the Caribbean with the overwhelming Matt Lincoln, but intends to plot his downfall. 1986

SUBJECTS: General

Dark remembrance.
by Daphne Clair
FICTION
A year after her beloved husband Perry's death, Raina was beginning to come to terms with life, and she could see that her little son Danny needed a father. 1983, c1981

SUBJECTS: General

The Dark shore.
by Susan Howatch
FICTION
Romantic suspense novel about a young woman who gradually discovers the truth about her husband and his family at his estate on the Cornish moors. 1975, c1965

SUBJECTS: Romance

Dark star.
by Nerina Hilliard
FICTION
Leigh Dermot's glamorous sister Stella tries to take everything she can away from Leigh, including her men. 1982, c1968

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Dark sunrise.
by Elizabeth Walker
FICTION
Sarah was on her way to visit her sister in Africa when she met Joe Langeveldt on the plane. The plane was shot down over the jungle and they had to fight their way through alone. 1986, c1984

SUBJECTS: General
Dark sweet wanton.
by Sheila Lancaster
FICTION
The story of Mary (Mall) Fytton, the woman believed to be the Dark Lady of Shakespeare's sonnets. 1981, c1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Dark wind.
by Tony Hillerman
FICTION
The Dark Wind draws Jim Chee and the reader into a world of Hopi sorcery, Navajo witchcraft, and the deadly question of what happened to the contents of a smuggler's plane. 1984, c1982

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Dark winds.
by Virginia Coffman
FICTION
Rachel, a Victorian heiress, and Jason, a handsome, mysterious Yorkshireman, are caught in a web of love, passion, and revenge. Some strong language and descriptions of sex. 1985

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Dark-eyed sister.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
When the beautiful Maltese nurse Lucrezia Agius was appointed Sister at St. Gray's, she met with considerable opposition and resentment. 1982, c1968

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Darker side of death.
by Martin Russell
FICTION
Whether the author is dealing with skulduggery at the local golf club, a disturbed mental state, friction between neighbours or the rivalries in an old people's home he has the ability to chill the blood.

1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Darling, I am growing old.
by Gene Stone
FICTION
Roy finds life in a retirement community in southern California less than stimulating until he meets soft and sweetly tantalizing Eunice. 1974

Recorded

Date by proxy.
by Felicity Hayle
FICTION
Jocelyn, and Josephine Carson were identical twins—but their looks were the only thing they had in common. 1987, c1970

SUBJECTS: General

Daughter of darkness.
by J. R. Lowell
FICTION
A precocious only-child begins to dabble in witchcraft. 1973

SUBJECTS: General

The Daughter of night.
by Jeneth Murrey
FICTION
Hester's mother abandoned her at birth and had since married a rich man. So when her beloved foster-mother was ill and needed a large sum of money, Hester hadn't any compunction about demanding that money from her mother. 1985, c1983

(Harlequin large print series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Daughter of Satan.
by Jean Plaidy
FICTION
Set in England during the time of fanatical witch hunts and Sir Francis Drake's defeat of the Spanish Armada, this story concerns the illegitimate daughter of a serving maid
who is in danger of being hanged as a witch.
1973, c1952

SUBJECTS: General

The Daughter of time.
by Josephine Tey
FICTION
An injured policeman investigates royal murders 500 years old. 1984

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Daughter of Valdoro.
by Evelyn Stewart Armstrong
FICTION
The South American Revolution had robbed Elena Moural of her father and brother. Valdoro was her only love; the house had belonged to her family for two centuries and was now in danger of being taken over.
1976, c1974

(The Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: General

A Daughter’s a daughter.
by Mary Westmacott
FICTION
A teenaged daughter wrecks Ann’s chance of remarriage and scars them both. 1978, c1952

SUBJECTS: General

The Dawn riders.
by Frank Gruber
FICTION
Sam Parker came out of prison as tough as nails and only wanting to be left alone. But he ran into trouble when he took on a cattle drive to Kansas. 1977, c1968

SUBJECTS: Western

Dawn’s early light.
by Elswyth Thane
FICTION
A historical romance set in Virginia at the time of the Revolution. A shy young Englishman becomes a schoolmaster in Williamsburg, then a major in the Continental Army, and eventually realizes which girl he really loves. 1981, c1943

SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

The Day Christ was born: a reverential reconstruction.
by James Alonzo Bishop
BT309.B5
The Nativity story is retold, including the coming of the Magi, the flight to Egypt, and the family’s return home. 1960

SUBJECTS: Religion

A Day no pigs would die.
by Robert Newton Peck
FICTION
To a thirteen-year-old Vermont farm boy whose father slaughters pigs for a living, maturity comes early as he learns “doing what’s got to be done,” especially regarding his pet pig who cannot produce a litter.
1973, c1972

SUBJECTS: General

The Day of the butterfly.
by Norah Lofts
FICTION
When Daisy Holt is fired from her first job as a nursemaid, her luck goes from bad to worse, and she seems destined for a life in a London brothel. 1980, c1979

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Day of the Comancheros.
by Steven C. Lawrence
FICTION
Slattery found the young woman raped and beaten in the desert. He knew that somebody had to stop the Comancheros, an army of cutthroats who raided all over Texas from their stronghold deep in the Staked Plains. 1985, c1977

(Linford western library)
SUBJECTS: Western
Day of the gun.
by Clifton Adams
FICTION
Marshall Sam Engels is turned out of Guthrie when people think he's too old to do his job. He takes a job with the U.S. Marshall tracking a crazy killer because man-catching is the only trade he knows. 1984, c1962

SUBJECTS: Western

The Day of the jackal.
by Frederick Forsyth
FICTION
A secret group of French right-wing leaders plotting to overthrow the government, hires a professional assassin, known as the Jackal, to kill President de Gaulle. 1972, c1971

Recorded

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

The Day of the storm and the end of the summer.
by Rosamunde Pilcher
FICTION
On the eve of her mother's death, Rebecca learns that she has a grandfather living in Cornwall in a fine old house filled with antiques. Some strong language. 1979, c1975

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Daybreakers.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
Ty Sackett kills a man in Tennessee, fair and square, and then hits the trail West with his brother Orrin. The brothers bring law and order from Santa Fe to Montana and help make the West a safe land. 1975, c1960

Recorded

SUBJECTS: Western

Daylight must come.
by Alan Burgess
1975, c1974

Recorded

SUBJECTS: Biography

Days of thunder.
by Michael Hartmann
FICTION
When a young girl is imprisoned and a black box disappears, their recovery is all important to the political future of Southern Africa. 1982

SUBJECTS: General

The Days of winter.
by Cynthia Freeman
FICTION
The impetuous marriage of Rubin, well-born British Jew, to an exotic Rumanian dancer begins this love story and family saga, set in Europe between the World Wars. 1983

Recorded

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Dazzled heart.
by Nina Pykare
FICTION
Jennifer's heart stopped at the thought of the handsome-fair-haired Viscount Haverford. Many had called him a blackguard-and others rumored that he was a spy—for Napoleon himself. 1987, c1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Dead butler caper.
by Frank Norman
FICTION
An old fashioned. divorce snooper, process server and all-round bearer of bad tidings, finds himself up to his neck on a murder case. 1981, c1978

(A Lythway book)

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Dead cert.
by Dick Francis
FICTION
A steeplechasing jockey sees his best friend tripped and killed on the race course, begins
to investigate, and tangles with vicious crooks. 1976, c1962

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Dead in a ditch.
by Victor Gunn
FICTION
Jessie Tregowan is found dead in the ditch of a Cornish country lane, strangled. After a second murder almost identical to the first, Chief Inspector Bill Cromwell moves fast to bring the murderer to justice. 1976, c1959

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Dead in the morning.
by Margaret Yorke
FICTION
Was it the housekeeper or the autocratic old lady who should have died? 1975, c1970

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Dead in the water.
by Ted Wood
FICTION
A former Toronto police officer takes a job as the one-man police force of a sleepy resort town in Canada. Some strong language. 1984, c1983

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Dead man range.
by Ernest Haycox
FICTION
When Clint Charterhouse rode into the town of Angels, he rode into the middle of a land feud that almost cost him his life. 1974, c1930

SUBJECTS: Western

Dead man's folly.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
Detective Poirot is summoned to Devon by a frantic phone call from the famous detective novelist Adriadne Oliver. Adriadne has been engaged to arrange a murder hunt complete with mock clues and a victim. 1956

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Dead man's range.
by Allan K. Echols
FICTION
There was nothing for a man like Weldon to do except fight for what he wanted. 1986

SUBJECTS: Western

Dead matter.
by Steven Frimmer
FICTION
Howard Miller is sent by his publisher to Istanbul to pick up a manuscript being smuggled out of Russia. On his return Howard finds that fellow editor Minnie was murdered. Some strong language. 1983, c1982

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Dead of the house.
by Hannah Green
FICTION
A story of five generations of two old American families who settled in Cincinnati in the 1870s, as told by Vanessa Nye, a young woman searching for her identity. 1972

SUBJECTS: General

Dead on cue.
by Anne Morice
FICTION
Perky, resourceful, young Tessa Crichton calls upon her talent as an actress to discover who really wrote the script she is reading. 1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Dead romantic.
by Simon Brett
FICTION
Madeleine Severn is the 37-year-old school teacher who looks like an angel. Paul
Grigson is her eighteen-year-old student whose consuming and dangerous obsession with Madeleine knows no bounds. 1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Dead seed.
by William Campbell Gault
FICTION
Brock Callahan, ex-football star and retired Los Angeles private investigator becomes involved in a case out of boredom. 1987

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Dead to rites.
by Sylvia Angus
FICTION
A redoubtable widow on a tour of the Yucatan finds a body. 1979, c1978

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Dead to the world.
by Francis Durbridge
FICTION
Holt comes up against forgery, blackmail, and murder. 1978, c1967

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Dead weight.
by Brian Lecomber
FICTION
A pilot smuggles gold and ends up in international trouble. 1981, c1976

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Dead woman's trail.
by C. H. Haseloff
FICTION
Deputy Marshall Haren had to find the murderer of the outlaw queen of the Indian territory in a land where the death of a lawman was a small concern. 1985, c1984

(Linford western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

Deadline for a dream.
by Bill Knox
FICTION
A crime reporter brings off a hold-up, but he shoots a young policeman, which starts off a full scale murder hunt. Thane and Moss investigate. 1979, 1957

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Deadly climate.
by Ursula Reilly Curtiss
FICTION
Caroline Emmett accidently witnesses a murder in the haze of twilight and though she didn't clearly see the killer's face, he saw hers. 1974, c1955

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Deadly joke.
by Hugh Pentecost
FICTION
Politician Douglas Maxwell stages a convincing death scene. 1972, c1971

(A Red badge novel of suspense)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Deadly orbit mission.
by Francis van Wyck Mason
FICTION
Colonel North must protect a relay station of the hot-line between the United States and Russia from the Chinese Communists and their Albanian allies. 1971, c1968

SUBJECTS: Mystery

A Deadly shade of gold.
by John D. MacDonald
FICTION
The death of his friend Sam takes detective Travis McGee on a trail to Mexico in search of the murderer. The only evidence is a priceless pre-Columbian gold statuette. 1987, c1965

(G.K. Hall large print book series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery
Deadly travellers.
by Dorothy Eden
FICTION
Pretty Kate Tempest is caught in a terrifying web of betrayal and deceit. 1978, c1959

SUBJECTS: Romance

Deadman's gold.
by Al Cody
FICTION
When Johnny Styverson arrived in Deadman's looking for Carrie, the girl he once loved, there was more than just gold rush fever in the air. 1985, c1984

SUBJECTS: Western

Dealer's wheels.
by Steve Wilson
FICTION
Jack, the dealer is going straight in his own weird way. Then he witnesses a bomb attack, and his life is blown into as many pieces as the victims limousine. 1983, c182

SUBJECTS: General

The Dean's watch.
by Elizabeth Goudge
FICTION
The attitudes and public reception of two central characters are transformed by their chance meeting and subsequent friendship. Set in a mid-19th century English cathedral town, the story has many religious and romantic moments. 1982, c1960

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Dear colleague.
by Frances Murray
FICTION
Liz marries her guardian's son to solve her problems and ends up falling in love with him. 1979, c1972

SUBJECTS: Romance

Dear George: advice & answers from America's leading expert on everything from A to B.
by George Burns
PN6162.B824 1986
'Dear George' has been hailed as a lifeboat on the tempestuous sea of self-help guides. You're sure to get laughs from the solutions served up here, whatever your problems may be. 1986, c1985

(G.K. Hall large print book series)
SUBJECTS: Humor

Dear Kate.
by Suzanne Ebel
FICTION
Novel of a young widow and her small son living in a university town. 1976, c1972

SUBJECTS: General

Dear professor.
by Sara Seale
FICTION
Adam Soames was very taken with the beautiful Sylvie Deverell. While on an expedition to the Himalayas, he received intriguing letters from her. The writers of the letters turned out to be Sylvie's plain cousin. 1984, c1970

SUBJECTS: General

Dear strangers.
by Renee Shann
FICTION
A widowed woman is torn between her son and two daughters in the difficult stage of youth and the powerful love for a man who wanted her as a wife. 1983

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Dearest doctor.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
Rosemary Mortimer took her fiance Len to see her mother. Fate, though, worked strangely, for it was her mother who married Len, not Rosemary. 1981, c1968
SUBJECTS: Romance

Death and bright water.
by James Mitchell
FICTION
Callan travels to Crete—to a beautiful woman and a battle with death. 1975, c1974

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death and Mr. Potter.
by Rae Foley
FICTION
Hiram Potter, born to luxury and suddenly freed from a life of obligation by the death of his overbearing mother, steps confidently out upon his Gramercy Park doorstep into a whirlwind of danger. 1985

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death and the dancing footman.
by Ngaio Marsh
FICTION
A servant establishes an iron clad alibi for the most likely suspect. 1977, 1942

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death and the princess.
by Robert Barnard
FICTION
Scotland Yard's Percy Trethowan is to act as personal bodyguard to Princess Helena, a minor British Royal who has received a death threat. 1983, c1982

(Nightingale series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death at Crane's Court.
by Ellis Dillon
FICTION Oversize
Murder strikes in the hotel where George is awaiting death. 1963

SUBJECTS: Mystery

A Death at St. Anselm's.

by Isabelle Holland
FICTION
An Episcopal church is rocked by the brutal murder of the parish's business manager and paraplegic, Dick Grism. The New York City police search for suspects among the drug addicts and mentally unbalanced. 1984

Recorded

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death at the Chateau Noir.
by Edwin Radford
FICTION
"Evil" kills a succession of owners of the Chateau. 1975, c1960

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death be not proud.
by John Gunther
CT275.G855A3 1949b
A memoir to the author's 17-year-old son, who died after a series of operations from a brain tumor. A tribute to a remarkable boy and his stand against a terminal disease. 1949

Recorded

SUBJECTS: Biography

Death before bedtime.
by Edgar Box
FICTION
Peter Sargeant's interest in politics is minimal—until he's hired to handle the public relations for Senator Leander Rhodes' Presidential campaign. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

Death by night.
by John Creasey
FICTION
Two secret agents return to England and find a murder. 1973, c1970

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death by sheer torture.
by Robert Barnard
FICTION
A young police inspector unofficially assists
in the investigation of his father's kinky murder. He finds that everybody in his family has a motive. 1982, c1981

(Nightingale)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death Canyon.
by Tex Riley
FICTION
Three travellers unexpectedly entered Trail End, bringing many close shaves with death. They ultimately unearth a grave conspiracy. 1983, c1973

(A Lythway Book)
SUBJECTS: Western

Death department.
by Bill Knox
FICTION
A Glasgow department store has to cope with both shoplifting and murder. 1977, c1959

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death fuse.
by Martin Russell
FICTION
London thriller about a psycho who leaves deadly, compact nail-bombs in restaurants, discos, and theaters. Chief Inspector Harry Cullen and his crony Bob Royce have few clues. Violence. 1982, c1980

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death has two faces.
by Edwin Radford
FICTION
Two murders uncover a vast criminal organization. 1975, c1972

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death in a cold climate.
by Robert Barnard
FICTION
The body of a young Englishman is discovered buried in the snow of a small Norwegian town high above the Arctic Circle. 1981, c1980

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death in a tenured position.
by Amanda Cross
FICTION
Smart and well-bred, Kate Fansler is both a professor of English and an amateur detective who finds fun and intrigue during a year's sabbatical at Harvard. 1981

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death in autumn.
by Magdalen Nabb
FICTION
Everyone who knew Hilde Vogel said she was practically a recluse, but they didn't know about her strange relationship with a hotel porter or about the young boys out at a certain country villa. 1986

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death in Berlin.
by M. M. Kaye
FICTION
A young woman's holiday is hopelessly complicated by the intrusion of murder, deceit, and romance. Amidst the stark, gray runs of post-World War II Berlin, Miranda Brand stumbles upon freshly murdered corpses. 1983

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death in Cyprus.
by M. M. Kaye
FICTION
Plucky young heiress Amanda Derington takes a pleasure cruise to the isle of Cyprus, but a shipboard murder catches her in a dangerous web of intrigue. 1984

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death in Kashmir.
by M. M. Kaye
FICTION
At a ski resort in the Kashmir mountains of India, young Sarah Parrish unwittingly becomes entangled in a treacherous plot that threatens the safety of the entire world. 1984

**SUBJECTS:** Mystery

**Death in the Andamans.**
by M. M. Kaye
**FICTION**
This story begins as a sudden violent storm lashes the tiny Andaman Islands in the Bay of Bengal. One of the islanders is unaccounted for when the boats return to harbor. 1986

**(Ulverscroft large print series: mystery)**
**SUBJECTS:** Mystery

**Death in the channel.**
by John R. L. Anderson
**FICTION**
Leaving London for a quieter life leads to unexpected adventure. 1978, c1976

**Death in the clouds.**
by Agatha Christie
**FICTION**
Someone on the plane had killed a fellow passenger. 1970, c1935

**(A Nightingale mystery in large print - G.K. Hall large print)**
**SUBJECTS:** Mystery

**Death in the old country.**
by Eric Wright
**FICTION**
Inspector Charlie Salter and his wife are on vacation in England, enjoying the pleasures of their excellent country inn. Until their landlord is murdered. 1986, c1985

**Death in the round.**
by Anne Morice
**FICTION**

Tessa Crichton joins the cast of a new play. When the star and a large sum of money disappear, only the owner defends the accused—until the owner is found dead. 1981, c1980

**(A Lythway book)**
**SUBJECTS:** Mystery

**Death in the trees.**
by John Creasey
**FICTION**
To clear his name, Dawlish must find his accuser's murderer. 1978

**Death in time.**
by Mignon Warner
**FICTION**
Once again Edwina Charles, also known as Madame Herrmann, the clairvoyante has to bring her powers into play to solve a murder. 1982

**(Ulverscroft large print series: mystery)**
**SUBJECTS:** Mystery

**Death in Zanzibar.**
by M. M. Kaye
**FICTION**
Young Dany Ashton and other houseguests at her stepfather's estate in Zanzibar learn that there is a desperate and ruthless murderer among them. The air of gaiety and nonchalance that opens the house party fades into growing terror. 1983

**Death is a lonely business.**
by Ray Bradbury
**FICTION**
In the dilapidated pier district of Venice, California, in 1949, a killer stalks and murders the town's old eccentrics. Some strong language. 1986, c1985

**(Recorded)**
**SUBJECTS:** Mystery

**Death is a red rose.**
by Dorothy Eden
FICTION
A landlady's long dead daughter terrorizes Cressida. 1978, c1956

SUBJECTS: Romance

Death likes it hot.
by Edgar Box
FICTION
When a seemingly accidental drowning is revealed as murder. Peter Sargeant finds he's getting into hotter water than he anticipated. 1985, c1978

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death mask.
by Hugh Pentecost
FICTION
Public relations whiz, Julian Quist becomes entangled in the murders of a New York City doctor and his nurse when his client, Bartley J. Craven, candidate for the U.S. Senate, reports their deaths. Some strong language. 1982, c1980 Recorded

(A Red badge novel of suspense)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death notes.
by Ruth Rendell
FICTION
An elderly music genius about to marry a younger woman drowns in his own lake. Inspector Wexford suspects the death is no accident, especially when a woman shows up claiming to be the dead man's daughter. 1982, c1981 Recorded

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death of a "gentleman".
by Edwin Radford
FICTION
The death of a rich man discloses a mysterious past. 1976, c1966

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death of a crow.
by Ursula Reilly Curtiss
FICTION
A man is shot to death near his home leaving a widow and infant son by a previous marriage-an infant son who may have witnessed his father's shooting. 1984, c1983

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death of a doxy.
by Rex Stout
FICTION
One of Nero Wolfe's regular assistants is the prime suspect in a murder case. Rallying to the cause, Wolfe and Archie identify the murderer, but where to find a client and a fee? 1971, c1966 Recorded

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death of a ghost.
by Margery Allingham
FICTION
A detective's life is jeopardized when he undertakes the investigation of an art forgery. 1969, 1934

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death of a gunfighter.
by Lewis B. Patten
FICTION
Luke Patch who fought, bled, and killed to turn a lawless cattle town into a peaceful community is told after 20 years that the citizens now want uniformed policemen instead of a gunfighter to keep the peace. 1979

SUBJECTS: Western
Death of a hawker.
by Janwillem Van de Wetering
FICTION
The savage murder of a street merchant, a "Hawker" who is also an importer in Amsterdam, is investigated by the persistent efforts of two detectives and finally solved with the aid of a reluctant witness. Some strong language. 1978, c1977
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death of a mystery writer.
by Robe: Barnard
FICTION
Snobbish, sadistic Sir Oliver Fairleigh-Stubbs of Wycherly Court is a famous writer of detective stories. At his annual birthday celebration, he falls dead of poison slipped into his cordial. Some strong language. 1980, c1978
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death of a perfect mother.
by Robert Barnard
FICTION
Everyone is pleased but puzzled when Lill, who tyrannized her family and her lover, is strangled on her way home from the pub. A lot of people wanted her dead; two were plotting her murder. 1982, c1981
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death of a poison-tongue.
by Josephine Bell
FICTION
Middlecombe buzzes with rumors, followed by a murder. 1979, c1972
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death of a swagman.
by Arthur William Upfield
FICTION
Bony has himself arrested so he can investigate an unsolved murder. 1975, c1945
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death of an author.
by John Rhude
FICTION
After years of unsuccessful writing, an author produces a best seller and then announces his retirement. His subsequent murder leads Supt. Jimmy Waghorn to a very curious conclusion. 1974, c1947
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death of an old girl.
by Elizabeth Lemarchand
FICTION
Beatrice Baynes was an interfering, overbearing old woman. No doubt several people wished her harm, but which of them would have battered her to death during the Old Girls' Reunion week-end? 1986, c1967
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death on doomsday.
by Elizabeth Lemarchand
FICTION
The body of a man is discovered in an old priest's hiding-hole in a large country house that is open to the public. 1973, c1971
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death on the Eno.
by Amanda Mackay
FICTION
Dr. Hannah Land, university professor and amateur detective, suffers a broken leg during a canoeing trip on the Eno River deep in North Carolina's rich tobacco country. 1984, c1981
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death on the Nile.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
A tiny, round, bullet hole interrupts what seems to be the perfect honeymoon, and not even the great Hercule Poirot can work fast enough to prevent the murderer from...
striking again. 1971, c1937

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death on the rocks.
by John R. L. Anderson
FICTION
Discovery of a dead girl leads to danger for Peter. 1978, c1973

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death rides a black horse.
by Lewis B. Patten
FICTION
A suspenseful story about a fifteen-year-old in flight for his life. Frank Halliday will inherit his late father's ranch when he comes of age—if he lives long enough. 1979, c1978

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death spins the platter.
by Ellery Queen
FICTION
Death stops a disc jockey from disclosing bribery. 1976, 1962

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death takes a wife.
by Anthony Gilbert
FICTION
Helen marries a man who had been accused of shooting his first wife and tragedy strikes again. 1981, c1959

(A new Portway large print book)

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death wears a red hat.
by William X. Kienzle
FICTION
Some unknown madman is depositing the decapitated heads of Detroit citizens on the headless shoulders of church statues. Father Koesler uses his knowledge of voodoo rites to unmask the killer. Some strong language. 1981, c1980

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death wishes.
by Philip Loraine
FICTION
A wealthy, British expatriate and art collector, dies of natural causes at his chateau in the South of France. A number of people have great expectations about his fortune. Some strong language. 1984, c1983

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death's clenched fist
by James Sherburne
FICTION
The second Paddy Moretti mystery involves the wide-open New York of the 1890s. Moretti encounters political bosses, radical revolutionaries, and murder! 1985, c1982

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Death-line.
by June Mercer
FICTION

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Deathless and the dead.
by Anna Clarke
FICTION
Life in the Victorian villa of Sir Roderick Heron was not all it appeared. Was he really plotting to be rid of his troublesome wife? 1984, c1976

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Debbie to the rescue.
by Olive Baxter
FICTION
Debbie was secretly in love with John but he was engaged to Pearl. Avril had her own reasons for wanting to marry John. Pearl was killed and John was the obvious suspect.
Decision at Delphi.
by Helen MacInnes
FICTION
On assignment to write a series on Mediterranean archeological sites for a magazine, Ken discovers that his Greek-American photographer has disappeared and he teams up with a pretty woman photographer. Strong language. 1973, c1961

Decision for Nurse Lewis.
by Rilla Berg
FICTION
When tragedy strikes on the eve of her wedding, Kristin Lewis withdraws into herself until some hard-hitting advice from a strange doctor moves her to return to nursing. 1981, c1978

Decisions.
by Freda Bright
FICTION
Dasha Croy enjoys the best of both worlds: a fast-track job on Wall Street and a loving husband who's behind her every step of the way. Strong language and explicit descriptions of sex. 1987, c1984

Deck with flowers.
by Elizabeth Cadell
FICTION
A famous singer is persuaded by a literary agent to write her memoirs, but halfway through she becomes ill, and clues point to her being spooked by her secretary. 1974, c1973

The Deep.
by Peter Benchley
FICTION
Honeymooners Gail and David Sanders, diving among the coral reefs off the Bermuda coast, find ampules of morphine and deep sea treasures from a World War II shipwreck. Their activities attract the local mobsters. Some strong language. 1976

The Deep blue good-by.
by John D. MacDonald
FICTION
Private eye Travis McGee intends to spend a quiet evening on board his houseboat in Ft. Lauderdale but an appealing young dancer in trouble changes his plans. Strong language. 1984, c1964

The Deep fall.
by Bill Knox
FICTION
The Glasgow police find that the accident was really murder. 1975

The Deer Leap.
by Martha Grimes
FICTION
The Deer Leap begins with a series of animal deaths, seemingly accidental, but disturbing enough to be a subject for gossip in the English village of Ashdown Dean. 1986

The Defection of A. J. Lewinter.
by Robert Littell
FICTION
A. J. Lewinter, an American scientist who invents a super garbage disposal scheme, walks into the Soviet Embassy in Tokyo and announces that he has come to defect. 1973
SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

The Defector.
by Evelyn Anthony
FICTION
An important officer of the KGB, Colonel Ivan Sasanov of Russian security, defects to England and is placed in the "keeping" of an intelligence operative, a coolly efficient woman. 1982, c1980

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Defiant mistress.
by Anne Devon
FICTION
In Belgium on the eve of Waterloo, the world seems turned upside down, and Louisa Varley must face the facts...she is penniless, abandoned, and her only chance is to become an actress. 1983

SUBJECTS: Romance

Deirdre and Desire.
by Marion Chesney
FICTION
Even with his two older daughters suitably married, the Reverend Mr. Armitage desperately needs funds to indulge his passion for the aunt. He attempts to arrange a union between Deirdre and a wealthy nobleman. 1985, c1983

(The Six sisters)
SUBJECTS: General

The Demetrious line.
by Margaret Pargeter
FICTION
Vickey marries a Greek shipping tycoon who eventually reveals a personal vendetta towards her. 1985, c1983

(Harlequin)
SUBJECTS: Romance

A Demon in my view.
by Ruth Rendell
FICTION
In a seedy, rundown west-London suburb lives Anthony Johnson, who is writing a thesis on psychopathic personalities. On the top floor of the same house lives Arthur Johnson, a psychopath who has strangled two young girls. 1978

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Demon lover.
by Victoria Holt
FICTION
Kate Collison, a young artist in France and England during the mid 1800's takes over the commissions of her father, a famed miniaturist when his sight fails. 1983, c1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

Dempsey.
by Jack Dempsey
GV1132.D4A27 1978
Personal account of the famed fighter's career inside and outside the ring. This powerful champion tells about his struggles against poverty. Strong language. 1978

SUBJECTS: Biography

The Deputies from Hell.
by Chuck Martin
FICTION
Joel Landon had been sentenced to death in the desert by a man, who wore a badge, in paradise. Joel lived through hell to put a bullet through that tin badge. 1987

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Deputy sheriff.
by Clarence Edward Mulford
FICTION
Far to the west of the town of Porter, a tall lanky puncher picked himself up from the sand of the river bank and grinned. There were no hostile eyes to see this miraculous awakening of the dead. 1973, c1930

SUBJECTS: Western

Desert gold.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
In the mysterious desert near the Mexican border, a young woman finds her father's grave and the gold mine which he discovered and left to her in his will. One of the author's earlier novels. 1982, c1913
SUBJECTS: Western

Desert of the damned.
by Nelson Coral Nye
FICTION
The law was after him for the murder of a marshal—a murder he didn't commit. Breen was after him for revenge. 1985, c1952

(Linford Western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Desert of wheat.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
Kurt Dorn, half German, half American, is confronted at the beginning of World War I with a problem. He loves America and hates the German blood that is in him, while he has a father who is loyally German. 1982, c1947
SUBJECTS: World War I - Fiction

Desert rampage.
by William Hopson
FICTION
He was sixteen years old, brown-skinned, wise beyond his years; now Juan Jose, Apache, was to go on his first raid. But he never returned. He had been captured. 1984, c1951

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Deserters.
by Luke Short
FICTION
A lieutenant leaves rules behind, as he goes after an Army deserter. 1977, c1969
SUBJECTS: Western

Design for enchantment.
by Rachel Murray
FICTION
Sarah's interior design skills lead her to an offer to work on an historic manor house where she meets brilliant, handsome—and arrogant—Daniel Contarini. 1983, c1982

(Nightingale series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Desire has no mercy.
by Violet Winspear
FICTION
When they were children Julie had been the little rich girl and Rome Demario the poor boy she so despised. Years later he had succeeded in revenging himself. 1981, c1979
SUBJECTS: Romance

Desperadoes.
by Ron Hansen
FICTION
Spirited novel based on the violent, short-lived career of the outlaw Dalton gang recalled in the assumed voice of its sole surviving member, Emmett Dalton, forty-five years after the gang's demise. Some strong language. 1981, c1979
SUBJECTS: Western

Desperate defiance.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
Vivian and Jim..ny seem the perfect couple until he decides to marry for money. 1977, c1975
SUBJECTS: Romance

Desperate desire.
by Flora Kidd
FICTION
Jilted Lenore is attracted to Adam Jonson, who after an accident that had left him half blind was even more bitter about life than she was. 1986, c1984

(Harlequin)

**Desperate voyage.**

by John Caldwell
G530.P32C28 1971
The adventures during a 9,000 mile journey across the Pacific Ocean by a young man with no knowledge of navigation or sailing. 1971?, c1949

SUBJECTS: Travel

**Destination danger.**

by William Colt MacDonald
FICTION
A clever and ruthless railroad detective sets out to clear up a murder. 1979, c1955

SUBJECTS: Western

**Destination unknown.**

by Agatha Christie
FICTION
A famous scientist has been wafted away. Suspense in Morocco. 1954?

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**Destiny of death.**

by Dell Shannon
FICTION
In Los Angeles an elderly invalid man is the victim of an apparently motiveless murder. A young hood gets away with robbing neighborhood stores repeatedly and killing one of the policemen. Some strong language. 1984

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**Destiny's Duchess.**

by Caroline Courtney
FICTION
Into the room stumbles a stocky, red-haired man whose face is florid with drink and rage. In a moment Candida comprehends her awful fate. This is Bartholomew, the Duke-her future husband! 1985, c1981

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

**The Destroyers.**

by Douglas Reeman
FICTION
A flotilla of out-of-date destroyers see action off the coast of Spain, heavy bombardment in a Norwegian fjord, and come up against brand new military installations in the French port of St. Nazaire. 1976, c1974

SUBJECTS: World War II-Fiction

**Destry rides again.**

by Max Brand
FICTION
Harry Destry has spent six long years in jail, plotting revenge against the cowards who framed him. When he returned, he looked like a beaten man, but that pose was part of his plan for vengeance. 1987

SUBJECTS: Western

**Detour to destiny.**

by Renee Shann
FICTION
The driver of a country bus changes the plans of his four passengers. 1983, c1963

(A Lythway book)

SUBJECTS: General

**Deuce.**

by Jim Slaughter
FICTION
Deuce is the nickname of Druscilla Farragut who enlightened both her husband and Sheriff Blevins in a way which made it impossible for either of them to laugh or even smile for a very long time afterwards. 1978

SUBJECTS: Western

**Deveron Hall.**

by Velda Johnston
FICTION
Lisa returns to her ancestral home to try and absolve her mother from a murder conviction. Her arrival is met with hostility, even from her mother, but Lisa is resolved
to let nothing stop her from finding the answer. 1977, c1976

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Devil and Mary Ann.
by Catherine Cookson
FICTION
To secure a job of importance and respect for her father on her benefactor's farm, nine-year-old Mary Ann goes off to convent school to become a "lady." 1976, c1958

SUBJECTS: General

Devil at your elbow.
by Dominic M. Devine
FICTION Oversize
A mystery involving scandal and murder on a college campus. 1967, c1966

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Devil on horse back.
by Victoria Holt
FICTION
During the French Revolution, Wilhelmina Maddox, spirited daughter of an English schoolmistress, falls in love with a French count. Both face death when family turmoil erupts. 1978, c1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Devil was handsome.
by Maurice Procter
FICTION
The story of dope-stealing, assault and murder—and Sergeant Devery's disgust at having a female partner. 1979, c1961

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Devil within.
by Catherine George
FICTION
Why was Saul Trehaire so cold and hostile towards her? He had to admit that Claudia was doing a good job. 1987

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Devil's advocate.
by Morris L. West
FICTION
A novel about a priest whom the Vatican sends to an Italian village to examine the case of a candidate for sainthood. 1974, c1962

SUBJECTS: General

Devil's cub.
by Georgette Heyer
FICTION
Saucy, bold Mary Challoner practices a deception upon the hot-blooded young Marquis of Vidal when she substitutes herself for her sister. Mary discovers her love for him despite her distrust. 1972

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Devil's darling.
by Violet Winspear
FICTION
Persepha was numb with grief when her beloved guardian died. Her guardian's friend then announced he was going to marry her. She soon realised that all he wanted from her was a child. 1984, c1975

(Linford romance library)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Devil's daughter.
by Marguerite Bell
FICTION
The Devil's Daughter, as Harriet is called, is companion to the neglected young wards of the Marquis of Compel. 1984, c1978

SUBJECTS: General

Devil's due.
by Maurice Procter
FICTION
A case of bank robbery and double murder with Detective Chief Inspector Martineau. 1972, c1960
SUBJECTS: Mystery

*Devil's fire, love's revenge.*
by Barbara Paul  
FICTION  
An irresistible attraction to Halpwood Hall upsets Delia's fiance. 1977, c1976

SUBJECTS: Romance

*Devil's harvest.*
by Frank Gill Slaughter  
FICTION  
A melodramatic story about the struggle between capitalist and communist powers for control of a revolutionary method of food production. Takes place in Laos. 1963

SUBJECTS: General

*The Devil's hole.*
by Patricia Ainsworth  
FICTION  
Jane wanted to trust Miles, despite her suspicion and fears for all she held dear—but could she afford to take that risk? 1987, c1971

SUBJECTS: Romance

*The Devil's mistress.*
by Sarah Holland  
FICTION  
Alex Brent was a dangerous man, so Natasha was horrified to learn he had been chosen for the starring role in the forthcoming production of The Devil's Mistress—opposite her. 1984, c1982

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

*The Devil's pawn.*
by Yvonne Whittal  
FICTION  
Arrogant Vince Steiner wanted to humiliate Cara's father so he married Cara, but what would happen at the end of their twelve-month marriage? There was nothing in the contract about love. 1986

SUBJECTS: Romance

*The Devil's saddle.*
by Norman A. Fox  
FICTION  
Three men were interested in Griffin's gold, one of them a sharpshooter. 1973, c1949

SUBJECTS: Western

*The Devil's trail.*
by Chester Wills  
FICTION  
A thousand head of cattle were being driven into Alvarado but the owner wasn't with them. The whole town knew that the swashbuckling Mexican bandit had struck a final blow at his old enemy. 1984

SUBJECTS: Western

*Devoted friends.*
by Joe Poyer  
FICTION  
From their first unlikely encounter, Bill Evans and the Romanovs are drawn together in an unimaginable nightmare of hardship and brutality. 1984, c1982

SUBJECTS: General

*Dewey decimated.*
by Charles A. Goodrum  
FICTION  
Witty, learned Dr. Edward Gearge, recently retired librarian of Yale, is summoned to a research library when its reputation and patronage are threatened by charges that its treasures are fraudulent. 1978, c1977

Recorded
SUBJECTS: Mystery

*The Diamond cage.*
by Alice Dwyer-Joyce  
FICTION  
A woman who has everything must solve a riddle to escape the past. 1977, c1976

SUBJECTS: Romance

*Diamonds bid.*
A teacher finds himself involved in assassination and a search for diamonds. 1967

SUBJECTS: General

Diana comes home.
by Iris Bromige
FICTION
Diana ran away from her home and engagement to escape her father. Now that he was dead she hoped to return home but worried about living around the man she jilted. 1986, c1955

SUBJECTS: Romance

Diana the huntress.
by Marion Chesney
FICTION
Attractive and noble Lord Charles Dantry woos innocent Diana out of the world of the hunt into the breathtaking universe of passionate and devoted love. 1986, c1985

(The Six sisters)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Diary of a yuppie.
by Louis Auchincloss
FICTION
Just before attorney Robert Service, age 32, is to become a partner in his firm, he has a confrontation with older and more conservative, Mr. Blakelock. 1986

SUBJECTS: General

A Diary of private prayer.
by John Baillie
BV260.B3 1986
A book of personal devotions which compels a deep searching of one's own life. 1986, c1949

SUBJECTS: Religion

The Diddakoi.
by Rumer Godden

FICTION
Kizzy is a Diddakoi, a wild half-breed gypsy, of six. Living with her great-great grandmother in a gypsy wagon, she doesn't want to go to school because of the children's taunts. 1973, c1972

SUBJECTS: General

A Different class of doctor.
by Ann Colin
FICTION
Val was a solid, sensible working-class girl and shouldn't have been attracted to Hari who was different in every way, but she was. 1983, c1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

A Different drummer.
by Clive Egleton
FICTION
Christmas Eve in a near deserted London, with a police force made nervous by predicted IRA terrorist activity. 1987, c1985

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Dilemma in duet.
by Margaret Sebastian
FICTION
Sophie and Sarah were as lovely a pair of identical twins as ever baffled their suitors and bewildered Regency society. 1982, c1979

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Dilemma in paradise.
by Robyn Donald
FICTION
Tamsyn is secretary and fiance to John Saunders. However, on a business trip to the South Sea island of Fala'isi, her loyalty is tested. 1983, c1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

Dinah Faire.
by Virginia Coffman
FICTION
Dinah Faire sets out from her home in
Lariat, New Mexico, to visit her mother's old home in Virginia. Nick Corrigan, the son of poor Irish, is to be her escort. 1980, c1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

Dinky Hocker shoots smack.
by M.E. Kerr
FICTION
Actually, Dinky Hocker would never touch drugs, but she feels she has to do something sensational to get the attention of her mother who is currently dedicated to rehabilitating drug addicts. 1973, c1972
Jr & Sr High
Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Dinner at Antoine's.
by Frances Parkinson Keyes
FICTION
Less than forty-eight hours after an elegant dinner at Antoine's famed restaurant, one of the eight guests, a lovely young woman, is killed. 1983, c1948
Recorded
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Dinner at the Homesick Restaurant.
by Anne Tyler
FICTION
Caricature of an eccentric Baltimore family. A wife deserted by her husband with three children does the best she can on her own. 1982

SUBJECTS: General

A Dinner of herbs.
by Catherine Cookson
FICTION
A two volume story set in the 19th-century of the bad blood between two families and the passions that flared despite it. 1986

(Carnwood library)
SUBJECTS: General

The Dirty duck.
by Martha Grimes
FICTION
A razor-happy murderer appears to be stalking a group of rich American tourists. And quiet, handsome Scotland Yard Superintendent Richard Jury, just passing through Stratford-on-Avon, discovers the bloodier side of Elizabethan verse. 1984
Recorded

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Dishonest woman.
by Jessica Steele
FICTION
She had been dishonest with Slade—so perhaps it was only poetic justice when he promptly turned the tables on her. 1984, c1982

(Harlequin)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Distaff factor.
by John William Wainwright
FICTION
They called William Dreyer ‘the copycat Ripper.’ He had been convicted of three such crimes and been sentenced accordingly. 1985, c1982

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Distant hills.
by Mason Macrae
FICTION
Fred Keenan, born and bred a cowpuncher, was an artist with a gun. 1985, c1944

(Linford Western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

Distant love, lasting love.
by C. O. Lamp
FICTION
Tillie remains faithful to Robert for nearly a decade while he goes to Alaska in search of the fortune they would share for the rest of their lives. 1984, c1982

(Ulverscroft large print series: romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

A Distant song.
by Iris Bromige
FICTION
When Sarah takes over her grandfather's cottage, her neighbors are hostile. 1980, c1977

(Universcroft large print series: romance) SUBJECTS: Romance

The Distant summer.
by Sarah Patterson
FICTION
Love story about Kathie, a seventeen-year-old rector's daughter, and Johnny, a rear gunner stationed in a nearby English country town during World War II. 1978, c1976

SUBJECTS: Romance Recorded

Distrust her shadow.
by Jessica Steele
FICTION
What Darcy had at first thought of as just another innocuous temporary job had turned into a kind of nightmare, when she found her self kidnapped by a perfect stranger. 1984

SUBJECTS: Romance

Dive in the sun.
by Douglas Reeman
FICTION
A four member crew of a doomed midget submarine meet their fate. 1976, c1961

SUBJECTS: General

The Diviners.
by Margaret Laurence
FICTION
A 47-year-old writer living alone in rural Canada reviews her life and copes with writer's drought, middle-aged fears, and the wanderings of her teen-age daughter. 1982

SUBJECTS: General Recorded

Doc Leroy, M. D.
by John Thomas Edson
FICTION
A young man's plans to become a doctor are put on hold when his parents are murdered 1986, c1977

(Linford western library) SUBJECTS: Western

Doctor and lover.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
Gail Day's first case proved to be a momentous one. A woman was suing the doctor with whom Gail had had an ill-fated affair. 1983, c1964

SUBJECTS: Romance

Doctor at large.
by Richard Gordon
FICTION
For newly-qualified Dr. Gordon finding a job is not easy. St. Swithin's calls, however, and after a temporary spell, a pile of elephant maure proves a deciding factor in a job application. 1979, c1955

(New Portway large print) SUBJECTS: Romance

Doctor betrayed.
by Celia Laurence
FICTION
This is the story of a young woman, beautiful and grief-stricken, coming slowly to terms with the world and the people around her. 1984, c1973

SUBJECTS: Romance

Doctor called David.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
When Nurse Valerie Scott found herself on trial for murder, it was only the attention of Dr. David Graves that kept her sane. 1985, c1966

SUBJECTS: Romance

Doctor called Harry.
by Rachel Harvey
A girl nicknamed Harry becomes a doctor, but once qualified needs a change from hospital life. 1982, c1971

SUBJECTS: Romance

Doctor delightful.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
Thelma works in the same hospital as Michael Thorpe—known as doctor delightful—but they have never met. Thelma trips, breaking her arm, and when Michael comes to her aid they fell in love. 1983, c1964

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Doctor disagrees.
by Elizabeth Seifert
FICTION
Having already crossed his parents once by choosing medicine over mining, Stephen's marriage to Shelly, a former night club singer, was a further affront, not yet forgiven. 1987, c1953

SUBJECTS: General

Doctor divine.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
Delores, a student nurse, had fallen in love with Dr. James Mainwaring, the son of a dedicated specialist. Jimmy qualified and went to a practice in the North. 1985, c1966

SUBJECTS: Romance

Doctor down under.
by Anne Vinton
FICTION
Stranded in Australia, Nurse Kate Norwich takes on the job as assistant to Dr. Rick Howleigh of the Flying Doctor Service. Kate finds herself inescapably drawn to him. 1985, c1964

SUBJECTS: Romance

Doctor in exile.
by Maysie Greig
FICTION
A young doctor's mad escapade puts an end to his engagement and his career as a fashionable doctor. 1970, c1960

SUBJECTS: General

Doctor in love.
by Elizabeth Seifert
FICTION
After an O.R. nurse tells a reporter the bizarre details of a case, the news sweeps through St. Jerome's and threatens her romance and career. 1975, c1974

SUBJECTS: Romance

A Doctor in the family.
by Elizabeth Seifert
FICTION
Married for ten years, Alan and Linda's happiness is marred only by an inability to have children, a "failure" of which Alan's mother is only too ready to remind them. 1986, c1955

SUBJECTS: Romance

Doctor in the house.
by Richard Gordon
FICTION
An account of a young doctor at St. Swithin's Hospital, struggling through qualification. There are moments when it fringes on bizarre lunacy. 1977, c1952

SUBJECTS: Romance
Doctor in the nest.  
by Richard Gordon  
FICTION  
A determined British doctor fights a vigorous battle with the National Health Service over the life of his small hospital in the London suburbs. 1980, c1979  
SUBJECTS: Romance

Doctor in the snow.  
by Leslie Lance  
FICTION  
Called out to a road accident, Dr. Martha Ugleigh realised that no ambulance could reach the unknown victim—a red-headed hiker. So she had to bring him home with her. 1985, c1980  
(Atlantic-Seymour large print romance)  
SUBJECTS: Romance

A Doctor in the west.  
by Morris Gibson  
R489.G48D6 1985  
Continues the story of Dr. Gibson and his family as they settle in a little western Canadian town. 1985, c1983  
(Ulverscroft large print series: non-fiction)  
SUBJECTS: Biography

Doctor Jamie.  
by Ann Colin  
FICTION  
The love of childhood sweethearts, Jamie and Di, is tested when Di is offered a year in America. 1983, c1980  
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Doctor makes a choice.  
by Elizabeth Seifert  
FICTION  
Jock Askew is called home. How could he have known how entangled he would become in hospital politics and in more personal machinations of his domineering mother and still beautiful ex-wife? 1986, c1961  
SUBJECTS: General

Doctor Paul's patient.  
by Kay Winchester  
FICTION  
Elinda completely disrupts Dr. Paul's
SUBJECTS: Romance

Doctor Ross of Harton.
by Alice Dwyer-Joyce
FICTION
A widowed doctor who runs his home and practice with the routine of a gentleman's club, unintentionally hires a female assistant named 'Frankie'. 1983, c1966

(Ulverscroft large print series: romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Doctor Sahib.
by Stephen Seamus Kerry
R606.K4 1977
Moving story of the author's younger days when, newly qualified and burning with idealism, he joined the Indian Medical Services as a military surgeon. 1977, c1967

SUBJECTS: Biography

Doctor Simon's Secret.
by Kathleen Treves
FICTION
Deborah meets Langdale Simon and falls in love not knowing he is the RNO at the hospital where she will be working. 1986, c1967

(Linford romance library)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Doctor who fell in love.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
Margaret Waverley was a Theatre Sister. So far, she had had little from life but hard work, but suddenly there came the big surprise that every girl dreams of. 1981, c1974

(A Lyth way book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Doctor's affair.
by Elizabeth Seifert
FICTION
This is the story of a woman doctor and the men she loved. 1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Doctor's circle.
by Eleanor Farnes
FICTION
A young couple brings two feuding families together. 1973, c1970

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Doctor's decision.
by Elizabeth Petty
FICTION
Only when Anna meets the new Senior Surgical Registrar at Calderbury Royal does she realise that most clouds do have silver linings. It is love at first sight for Anna. 1985

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Doctor's desperate hour.
by Elizabeth Seifert
FICTION
A novel of four doctors and their families—a close-knit group. 1976

SUBJECTS: Romance

Doctor's destiny.
by Elizabeth Seifert
FICTION
Dr. Storm Linders knew exactly what he wanted: a surgical practice in his grandfather's hospital and marriage to faithful Kathryn. Then he met nurse Mary Ruble. 1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

Doctor's kingdom.
by Elizabeth Seifert
FICTION
A doctor finds himself caught between the hospital world and his private life. 1976

SUBJECTS: Romance
A Doctor's love.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
Thelma Davis, Theatre Sister in a busy London hospital, planned to announce her engagement to the handsome surgeon, Mark James, at the hospital dance. But Mark had other plans. 1982, c1974

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Doctor's nurse.
by Celia Laurence
FICTION
When Isobel and Philip become engaged, an explosive situation develops striking at the happiness of everyone at Moorlands precipitating a crisis unforeseen and tragic. 1984, c1971

SUBJECTS: General

The Doctor's private life.
by Elizabeth Seifert
FICTION
The vivid story of a dedicated man torn by conflicting emotions between a loveless marriage and a young idealistic woman. 1974, c1973

SUBJECTS: General

The Doctor's reputation.
by Elizabeth Seifert
FICTION
An innocent act threatens a doctor's career and even his beloved hospital. 1976, c1972

SUBJECTS: General

The Doctor's second love.
by Elizabeth Seifert
FICTION
Almost as soon as Dr. Kelsey joins the giant hospital as the head of a controversial department, a mysterious persecution begins. Who is behind it all—and why? 1983, c1971

SUBJECTS: General

The Doctor's three daughters.
by Grace M. Phipps
FICTION
Dodie is overshadowed by her twin sisters. 1978, c1973

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Doctor's two lives.
by Elizabeth Seifert
FICTION
The tensions and crises in the relationship of a dedicated young doctor and the girl he loves who is being crowded out of his life. 1976

SUBJECTS: Romance

Recorded

Doctors at risk.
by Frank Gill Slaughter
FICTION
A promising young microsurgeon, Mark Harrison's future seems assured. But because of pain resulting from an accident, Mark becomes addicted to alcohol and Demorol. Some descriptions of sex. 1983

SUBJECTS: General

Recorded

Doctors in conflict.
by Marjorie Harte
FICTION
The story of talented Doctor Lynne Garland, the wife whose childlessness was a tragedy that almost wrecked her life. 1981

(A Seymour Book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Doctors on Eden Place.
by Elizabeth Seifert
FICTION
A novel about Dr. Kit Rand and his associates trying to run a modern medical clinic. How Kit holds his group together through scandal and gossip makes an absorbing tale of today's medical world. 1978

SUBJECTS: Romance
The Doctors were brothers.
by Elizabeth Seifert
FICTION
Christina Ley struggle with her feelings for the mysterious Jed, as she and Drs. Gabriel and Max Adair defuse trouble at a nuclear energy plant. 1979, c1978
SUBJECTS: Romance

Dodge City.
by Hank Mitchum
FICTION
Burl Channing, on a manhunt for a brutal killer, is hell-bent on finding him in "the wickedest town in the West." 1983, c1982
(Stagecoach station ; 1)
SUBJECTS: Western

Dog in the manger.
by Ursula Reilly Curtiss
FICTION
Peeved with her callous nieces and nephews, a wealthy woman wills her entire estate to Roger, her beloved, comical mutt, and his keeper. The spurned relatives hatch a plot to remove Roger and the keeper. 1983
SUBJECTS: General

The Dog man.
by Maurice Procter
FICTION
A new type of criminal is at large, a fearless, primitive man whose cunning defeats the police. 1972, c1969
(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Dog who wouldn't be.
by Farley Mowat
FICTION
The author relates his adventures with Mutt, who shared ten years of his boyhood in Canada, and who stubbornly refused to be a mere canine. 1981, c1957
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Dogs of war.
by Frederick Forsyth
FICTION
A minute-by-minute account of a coup involving the takeover of Zangaro, an emergent African state. Cat Shannon, a tough, cool mercenary leader is up against Sir James Manson, a shrewd London money-manipulator. 1974
SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

Dolly's war.
by Dorothy Scannell
CT788S25A33 1983
The continuing story of Dorothy Scannell - including life during World War II. 1983, c1975
(A New Portway large print book)
SUBJECTS: Biography

The Dolphin summer.
by Carola Salisbury
FICTION
A novel of romantic suspense set aboard a luxury yacht in the Mediterranean. Hired as a companion to a young invalid, Annabel embarks upon the most romantic and dangerous adventure of her life. 1979, c1976
SUBJECTS: Romance

Domestic affairs.
by Miriam Finkelstein
FICTION
Laura shakes Tom by refusing to go to a conference abroad with him. The children are off to camp, and Laura at last has time to learn about herself. 1983
SUBJECTS: General

Domestic blister.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
When a well-meaning but inexperienced woman decides to open a servant's registry office in a small country town, trouble is certain to be found round more than one corner. 1983
Domino.
by Phyllis A. Whitney
FICTION
Laurie, an Eastern career girl, has nightmares about something that happened in her grandmother's town in Colorado—something to do with her father's early death, when she was only eight. 1979
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Don't look now.
by Daphne Du Maurier
FICTION
Five stories with a touch of the supernatural. In the title story a young couple travels to Venice after the sudden death of a child and is confronted by two psychics who know about the tragedy and predict further trouble. 1972, c1971
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Donahue, my own story.
by Phil Donahue
Donahue recalls his youth and his early years in radio and TV. He shares insights about his personal and professional life 1981
SUBJECTS: Biography

The Doomsday bullet.
by Ray Hogan
FICTION
John Rye, the "Doomsday Marshall," is sent by the government to clean up the town of Crisscross, New Mexico, where a vicious gang has already killed the last three marshalls. 1983, c1981
SUBJECTS: Western

The Doomsday Canyon.
by Ray Hogan
FICTION
Marshal John Rye had a personal score to settle with Jake Talbert, a man who killed for sport. To follow orders and bring him in alive would be an exercise in self-control. 1985, c1984

The Doomsday carrier.
by Victor Canning
FICTION
Charlie, a laboratory chimpanzee at a biological research station is incubating a devastating plague bacillus. He escapes and becomes an innocent time bomb wandering through the idyllic Wessex countryside. 1979, c1976
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Doomsday marshal.
by Ray Hogan
FICTION
A prisoner's wife and her gang swear to free her husband who is being taken to Arizona for execution. 1979, c1975
SUBJECTS: Western

The Doomsday posse.
by Ray Hogan
FICTION
Marshal John Rye assembles a Doomsday Posse of six men, each with a past as colorful as his own, to bring Harry Wilse and his gang to justice. 1982, c1977
SUBJECTS: Western

The Doomsday trail.
by Ray Hogan
FICTION
Special U.S. Marshall John Rye better known as the "Doomsday Marshall," was on the trail of a killer when he apprehended a man and his wife as suspects. 1984, c1979
SUBJECTS: Western

The Door.
by Mary Roberts Rinehart
FICTION
A middle-aged spinster relates the story of a number of mysterious murders that have occurred in her household. Because he owns the original murder weapon, the woman's cousin is tried and convicted. Then come two more killings. 1973, c1930
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Doorbell rang.
by Rex Stout
FICTION
A wealthy woman comes to Nero Wolfe, claiming harassment by the FBI. Wolfe accepts the case and soon encounters a murder and federal agents. 1968, c1965
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Doris Day: her own story.
by Doris Day
PN2287.D324A34 1976b
An authorized biography of Doris Day dealing candidly with the many trials in her life and career. 1976, c1975
SUBJECTS: Biography

Double Cross ranch.
by Charles Alden Seltzer
FICTION
Trying to live quietly and honestly on stolen money brings many problems. 1972, c1932
SUBJECTS: Western

Double Eagle.
by Charles McCarry
TL621.D68M32 1982
The chronicle of attempting to cross the Atlantic Ocean by balloon—the tensions and comradeship of this dangerous challenge. 1982, c1979
SUBJECTS: Biography

Double indemnity.
by James Mallahan Cain
FICTION
The story of an insurance salesman who plots a perfect murder to beat his own racket. 1985, c1971
SUBJECTS: General

Down among the dead men.
by Evelyn Harris
FICTION
Ardinford was a quiet place which suited Brand, but the death of six year old Dixon Taggard changed all that. 1980, c1979
(Ulverscroft large print series: mystery)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Down the long hills.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
When Indians massacre a party of settlers heading west, 7-year-old Hardy Collins and his 3-year-old sister are left alone with only a horse and a knife with which to face the hardships of the wilderness. 1986
SUBJECTS: Western

Down the water.
by Elisabeth Kyle
FICTION
Unexpected wealth allows Katherine to investigate her father's mysterious death. 1980, c1975

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Dr. Brent's broken journey.
by Jane Lester
FICTION
Dr. Brent returns to the hospital following a train trip with unexplained injuries and amnesia. 1986, c1968

(Linford romance library)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Dr. Burns' Prescription for happiness.
by George Burns
PN6231.H35B87 1986
One of the author's definitions of happiness: "a good martini, a good meal, a good cigar, and a good woman...or a bad woman, depending on how much happiness you can stand." 1986, c1984

(G.K. Hall large print book series)
SUBJECTS: General

Dr. Jeremy's wife.
by Elizabeth Seifert
FICTION
Felicia Didion is devoted to her older husband, and they are happy together until the day that Captain Stephen Throne walks into her life. 1983, c1968

SUBJECTS: General

Dr. Thornton's hazard.
by Sarah Devon
FICTION
Jilted Jane Neville is offered a face-saving engagement by Adam Thornton who has had love trouble himself. 1983, c1969

SUBJECTS: Romance

Dr. Tuck.
by Elizabeth Seifert
FICTION
A doctor is forced to make a decision that threatened his future—even his life. 1978

SUBJECTS: Western

Drag Harlan.
by Charles A'den Seltzer
FICTION
Harlan breaks up a gang and searches for gold. 1974, c1922

SUBJECTS: Western

The Dragon and the pearl.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
Major Stanton Ware, the Prime Minister's informant on a dangerous mission to Peking during the Boxer Rebellion, is astounded to discover that his companion in espionage is the most beautiful girl he has ever seen. 1983, c1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

Dragon's Eye.
by Jennie Melville
FICTION
Twelve years after she loses a stone castle on the island of Dragon's Eye to a rich man at an auction, actress Kate Melrose's dream comes true when she finally inherits the estate. 1977, c1976

SUBJECTS: General

Dragonship.
by Robert MacLeod
FICTION
A fire-bombed ship proves to have a second bomb waiting in the hold. 1978, c1976

SUBJECTS: General

Dragonwyck.
by Anya Seton
FICTION

American gothic novel set in the early 1900's at the sinister Hudson River estate of dashing Nicholas Van Ryn. Miranda Wells arrives as governess to Nicholas's small daughter and becomes the second Mrs. Van Ryn. 1973, c1945
SUBJECTS: Gothic Romance

The Dreadful lemon sky.
by John D. MacDonald
FICTION
Carrie Milligan goes to the houseboat of her friend Travis McGee to ask him to guard an old box containing 104,000 dollars and then disappears. 1975, c1974
SUBJECTS: Mystery

A Dream for nurse Tessa.
by Lynne Collins
FICTION
Of the three girls who had started their first year of training, Carole was married to a brilliant surgeon, and Raine and Tessa were concentrating on their nursing careers. 1984, c1962
SUBJECTS: Romance

A Dream from the night.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
Olinda, an expert embroiderer, answers an ad for someone to help restore a noblewoman's beds. There she finds the Dowager Countess is having a love-affair with a man much younger than herself. 1984
SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Dream house.
by Victoria Gordon
FICTION
Kaarin is sent by her boss to help author, Jack Collier, finish his book on time. 1984, c1981
SUBJECTS: General

Dream in the heart.
by Claire Ritchie
FICTION
Deborah becomes involved with the old ladies at Seaward House against her wishes. 1980
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Dream within.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
After their father dies, three sisters go to London to realize their dreams. 1981, c1947
SUBJECTS: Romance

Dress her in indigo.
by John D. MacDonald
FICTION
Travis McGee, a detective, was investigating the death of a woman. The wealthy beauty who perhaps held the key to this puzzle was intrigued by McGee. 1985, c1969
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Dress rehearsal.
by Jean Ure
FICTION
A young, attractive actress with a personality problem off-stage resents it when the other members of the company 'pair-off'. 1984, c1977
(Ulverscroft)
SUBJECTS: General

The Drift fence.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
Construction of the first fence across a free cattle range causes bitter feeling among the cattle rustlers and much trouble for Jim Traft, a tenderfoot put in charge of the fence-building. 1966
(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Western

Drifter's vengeance.
Sheriff Buck Masters called Speedy a "Tramp Royal," and he was right. Speedy was a king among tricksters. His hands could strip enemies of weapons while his wits could strip them of their loot. Violence. Strong language. 1973, c1932

SUBJECTS: Western

The Drought.
by John Creasey
FICTION
Was the devastating drought the work of a madman? 1976, c1959

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Drowned rat.
by Elizabeth Ferrars
FICTION
Returning from Australia to inherit Havershaw is almost fatal for Douglas. 1977, c1975

SUBJECTS: Mystery

A Drowning war.
by John Winton
FICTION
This novel traces the fortunes of three men. Jay is a Swordfish pilot. Hansi works his way up through the ranks to become a U-boat commander and Boysie is an ambitious young U.S. Navy officer. 1987, c1985

SUBJECTS: General

Drums along the Amazon.
by Victor G. C. Norwood
F2546.N78 1974
An account of life among the forbidding tropical forests and of contact with fierce tribes. 1974, c1964

SUBJECTS: South America

The Drunken forest.
by Gerald Durrell
QL62.D833 1979
A clear and humorous account of a six month trip to South America to collect rare specimens for zoos. Set in the Chaco region of Paraguay. 1979, 1956

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Duchess.
by Josephine Edgar
FICTION
Viola is tall, beautiful and illegitimate. Her one love is an aristocrat whose family will never consent to marriage. 1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

Duchess in disguise.
by Caroline Courtney
FICTION
To save her family from bankruptcy, Clorina becomes a duchess. 1979

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

The Duchess of Duke street : the golden years.
by Mollie Hardwick
FICTION
Louisa’s golden years are filled with the comings and goings of guests and residents at the hotel during the rich wild years of the Edwardian decade. 1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Duchess of Duke Street : the way up.
by Mollie Hardwick
FICTION
Louisa Leyton bought the run-down, seedy looking Bentinck Hotel, and despite her problems she transformed the old place for the rich that became a legend in its own lifetime. 1977, c1976

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Duchess of Duke Street : the world keeps turning.
by Mollie Hardwick
FICTION
Louisa felt lonely and sad after Lord Hazelmere left the Bentinck Hotel with his young bride, but her pugnacious resilience quickly asserted itself. 1979, c1977

**SUBJECTS:** Romance

**The Duchess of Jermyn Street.**
by Daphne Vivian Fielding  
DA5669.1.L4F5 1977
Rosa Lewis began as a kitchenmaid to the rich and charmed her way up, finally becoming owner of the Cavendish hotel. 1964

**SUBJECTS:** Biography

**The Dude ranger.**
by Zane Grey  
FICTION
When he inherits an Arizona cattle ranch, greenhorn Ernest Selby hires on as a common cowhand to see if he can find out who is rustling his cattle. 1982, c1931

**SUBJECTS:** Western

**The Duke of Windsor.**
by Ursula Bloom  
DA580.B55 1975
The story of the eldest son of King George V. Edward the VIII gave up the throne for the woman he loved. 1975, c1972

(The shadows of the crown series)  
**SUBJECTS:** Biography

**Dumb witness.**
by Agatha Christie  
FICTION
A rich old spinster leaves a will that startles everyone who knew her, and detective Poirot's investigation of the affair hinges on what one of the named benefactors can tell him. But the benefactor is a dog. 1973, c1937

**SUBJECTS:** Mystery

**The Dune witch.**
by Evelyn White Minshull  
FICTION
Newly arrived in the Massachusetts colony, Priss is accused of being a witch due to her friendship with a strange girl that appears on the dunes. 1973, c1972

**SUBJECTS:** General

**Dupe.**
by Liza Cody  
FICTION
Ex-cop Anna Lee, a sharp young agent for a London firm of private detectives, has trouble convincing her boss that an "accidental" death she is investigating is really murder. 1985

(Atlantic)  
**SUBJECTS:** Mystery

**A Durable fire.**
by Robyn Donald  
FICTION
Arminel was invited to spend the holiday at Rhys Beringers home in New Zealand. His brother Kyle called her a cheap gold-digger, and despite that, she fell in love with him. 1986

**SUBJECTS:** Romance

**The Durango Kid.**
by Buck Standish  
FICTION
The Durango Kid discovered how dangerous the Clancy Brothers could be when he injured one and found the others on his trail. 1983, c1963

**SUBJECTS:** Western

**During the reign of the Queen of Persia.**
by Joan Chase  
FICTION
Four girl cousins who share a tough, selfish grandmother tell the story of three generations of women and their farm in northern Ohio. An intricate web of power works among the women. Some strong language. 1983
SUBJECTS: General

Dust to dust.
by Mavis Budd
CT78:B8767A31
A gem of a country book, hilariously funny with its down to earth realism. 1976, c1966

SUBJECTS: Biography

The Dutch shoe mystery.
by Ellery Queen
FICTION
Ellery and his father are called in when a rich woman apparently died on an operating table. 1980

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Dutch uncle.
by Marilyn Durham
FICTION
Jake "Dutch" Hollander, world-weary gunslinger, unwillingly becomes an uncle to two small Mexican children while passing through Arizona in the spring of 1880. 1973

SUBJECTS: Western

The Dwelling place.
by Catherine Cookson
FICTION
Set in England in the 1840's. Cissie, an orphan caring for her nine brothers and sisters, has a baby by the local lord's son. She is forced to relinquish her child to save her sister from imprisonment. 1982, c1971

SUBJECTS: Romance

A Dying fall.
by Hildegarde Dolson
FICTION
The spinsterish daughter of a rich and overbearing father suddenly returns from a trip to Europe with her fiancé, a handsome artist. Her father is found impaled on a piece of modern sculpture. 1979

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Each new day.
by Corrie Ten Boom
BV4811.T4 1978
From a lifetime of suffering and victory, Corrie ten Boom has prepared short devotionals for each day of the year. Each passage contains a scripture, a one-sentence prayer, and a message drawn from life and experiences. 1978, c1977

SUBJECTS: Religion

The Eagle has landed.
by Jack Higgins
FICTION
After intense training a small force of German paratroopers lands on the Norfolk coast in England in 1943 with the aim of capturing Churchill, who is spending the weekend at a neighboring country house. Some strong language. 1975

SUBJECTS: World War II-Fiction

Eagle in the sky.
by Wilbur Smith
FICTION
David Morgan heir apparent to a South African fortune is plunged into Israel’s nerve-snapping struggle for survival. 1980, c1974

SUBJECTS: General

Eagle Pass.
by Buck Standish
FICTION
The weirdest desert gunfight in Western lore, runs uncomfortably near to death. 1983, c1967

SUBJECTS: Western

An Eagle swooped.
by Anne Hampson
FICTION
When a young man is blinded in an accident, his wife leaves him. Her sister Tessa, who loved him from the start, goes to him pretending to be his wife. 1981, c1978
SUBJECTS: Romance

Earth to earth.
by John Corwell
HV6548.G8 D483 1987
In September 1975 the death of three people brought to an end six hundred years of rural solitude for the Luxton family of mid-Devon. 1987, c1982

SUBJECTS: Biography

Earwax.
by Carolyn Balducci
FICTION
Twenty-year-old Norma, in Europe to make a film, finds romance and adventure. 1973, c1972

SUBJECTS: Romance

East and West: stories.
by Pearl S. Buck
FICTION
Seven old-fashioned stories dealing with the similarities and differences between the East and West. Released after the Nobel prizewinner's death. 1975

SUBJECTS: General

East of desolation.
by Jack Higgins
FICTION
Joe finds emeralds which are mysteriously at the site of a plane crash in Greenland. 1968

SUBJECTS: General

East of the sun.
by Hermina Black
FICTION
The arrival of a new doctor results in a love triangle. 1980, c1952

SUBJECTS: Romance

Echo in the valley.
by Yvonne Whittal
FICTION
After four years' separation, Alison had been forced to return to her husband Dirk du Bois—blackmailed by his threat to take their little son away from her if she didn't agree. 1986

(Harlequin)

SUBJECTS: Romance

Echoes from the past.
by Marjorie McEvoy
FICTION
It was a shock when Stephanie arrived at Pensarn Castle, to discover that there had been another Stephanie in the Colvin family, who had been burned as a witch. 1986, c1977

SUBJECTS: General

Echoes of love.
by Frances Ferguson
FICTION
Sara Farrow took a job in the South of France. She received an unfriendly reception from her handsome boss and why did the housekeeper want her dead? 1987, c1983

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Ecstasy.
by Anne Weale
FICTION
Suzy Walker was secretary to the dynamic, attractive international financier Wolfe Vyner. His life-style included suites in the best hotels and a harem of three beautiful mistresses. 1986, c1983

SUBJECTS: Romance

Eden burning.
by Belva Plain
FICTION
Romantic saga of a flamboyant family that has owned its Caribbean estate for three centuries. Interweaves the island's political and social events with the lives of the descendants. 1982
Edge of glass.
by Catherine Gaskin
FICTION
A London career girl inherits her mother's antique shop and learns that she is descended from the Sheridans, whose glass works produced the priceless Culloden Cup. 1974, c1967
SUBJECTS: General

Edinburgh excursion.
by Lucilla Andrews
FICTION
To forget a broken love affair and to be near her brother, Alix Hurst, a nurse in London, signs up for 4 months of training in Scotland. Her new friendships there work to improve her social happiness. 1974, c1970
SUBJECTS: General

Editorial wild oats.
by Samuel Langhorne Clemens
FICTION
High spirited short stories by the famous Mark Twain. 1971
SUBJECTS: General

Edwardian day-dream.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
This is the story of Stratford-on-Avon in the first ten years of the new century. The basic years for so much which happened later. 1980
(A Seymour book)
SUBJECTS: General

Edwina alone.
by Joan Biggar
FICTION
The story of a young girl's chequered adventures in a city of colour and excitement. 1983, c1980
SUBJECTS: General

The Egg and I.
by Betty (Bard) MacDonald
CT275.M43A36
The author's reminiscences of life on a run-down chicken farm in the Olympic mountains in the state of Washington. 1946
SUBJECTS: Biography

Eight black horses.
by Ed McBain
FICTION
The criminal mastermind, the Deaf Man, returns to create mayhem and murder for the policemen of the 87th precinct. This time he sends the precinct cryptic warnings. Violence, strong language, and some descriptions of sex. 1986
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Eighth day.
by Thornton Wilder
FICTION
A tale about two families affected by a murder in an Illinois coal-mining town early in this century. A man unjustly condemned for the murder is rescued and disappears in a mysterious way. 1974, c1967
SUBJECTS: General

The Eighth nurse.
by Jill Murray
FICTION
What makes a girl become a nurse? This last batch of girls were a lively lot, but the eighth nurse was different. 1986, c1969
(Linford romance library)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Eleanor Jowitt, antiques.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
When her husband was run over by a horse-drawn omnibus in a peapouf London fog, Eleanor Jowitt was left a widow with a young son to bring up, and these circumstances forced her into the King's Road Antique shop. 1984
SUBJECTS: General
Eleanor Roosevelt, an eager spirit.
     by Dorothy Dow
     E807.1.R48B88 1984b
The young secretary to the First Lady offers an informal portrait of this remarkable woman. 1984

SUBJECTS: Biography

Elephant Bill.
     by James Howard Williams
     SF401.E3W5 1977
The record of over 20 years devoted to elephants— their dignity, intelligence and skill. 1977

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Elephants can remember.
     by Agatha Christie
     FICTION
     Mrs. Oliver, an elderly writer of detective stories, and Hercule Poirot collaborate to find out what really happened to the parents of Mrs. Oliver's goddaughter. 1973, c1972

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Eleventh little Indian.
     by Yves Jacquemard
     FICTION
     Shortly after a production of Agatha Christie's "Ten Little Indians" opens in Paris, nine of the ten members of the cast are found slain in their dressing rooms. 1980, c1979

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Elixir.
     by Robert Nathan
     FICTION
     A lyrical fantasy in which an American professor meets an English woman at Stonehenge on Midsummer's Eve and, enchanted, they travel across the English countryside and through the centuries. 1971

SUBJECTS: Fantasy

Eliza Stanhope.
     by Joanna Trollope
     FICTION
     Eliza Stanhope felt only scorn for her cousin Julia's engagement since she felt one should marry for love and not social advantage. 1981, c1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

Elizabeth and the Prince of Spain.
     by Margaret E. F. Irwin
     FICTION
     The lifelong struggle between Philip of Spain and Elizabeth I begins in their mutual attraction and antagonism. 1974, 1953

(Shadows of the Crown series)

Elizabeth Taylor, the last star.
     by Kitty Kelley
     PN2287.T18K44 1982
     Depicts the well-published life of the beautiful actress from her days as a ten-year-old MGM protege, through lovers and husbands, to her recent stage debut on Broadway and her role as a Senator's wife. Strong language. 1982

SUBJECTS: Biography

Elizabeth, captive princess.
     by Margaret E. F. Irwin
     FICTION
     A novel that tells the story of Mary Tudor, elder daughter of Henry VIII, who though harsh and suspicious, was not without courage, generosity and humour. 1974, c1948

(Shadows of the Crown series)

Ellery Queen's champions of mystery.
     by Ellery Queen
     FICTION
     Just a half dozen of the authors whose prize fiction you will find in this volume are Rex Stout, Ross Macdonald, Georges Simenon,
John Dickson Carr, and Ellery Queen—all Grand Masters and undisputed champions. 1987

(G.K. Hall's large print book series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Ellery Queen’s circumstantial evidence.
by Ellery Queen
FICTION
In this anthology, you are offered 10 stories with enough ambiguity to tease your wits, to baffle and fascinate your imagination and will provide stimulating entertainment. 1987, c1980

(Curley large print)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Ellery Queen’s lost ladies.
by Ellery Queen
FICTION
In these stories the central characters are women...women who are lost literally or figuratively. Some disappear, some just become disillusioned. 1987?, c1983

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Ellery Queen’s lost men.
by Ellery Queen
FICTION
This is an anthology of stories about men who have disappeared and cannot be tracked down; men who lose touch with their past, their family, or friends. 1985, c1983

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Ellery Queen’s maze of mysteries.
by Ellery Queen
FICTION
Here is a rare treat for mystery fans—a novel, a novelet and 14 short stories by the best crime writers in print. 1982

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Ellery Queen’s secrets of mystery.
by Ellery Queen
FICTION

In this collection of six stories, you can look behind the scenes, open the doors and expose the deep dark secrets of mystery with the help of some of the greatest writers in the genre. THE CLUE OF THE SCREAMING WOMAN is included. 1987

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Ellis Island.
by Fred Mustard Stewart
FICTION
A sweeping saga that tells the stories of five enterprising young immigrants who land at Ellis Island on the same boat in 1907. The tale takes its heroes and heroines to Tin Pan Alley. Strong language and some descriptions of sex. 1983

Recorded

SUBJECTS: General

An Elusive desire.
by Anne Mather
FICTION
Jamie’s former lover marries her best friend. When her friend has problems she asks Jamie to help her. 1985, c1983

(Harlequin)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Elusive Earl.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
The Earl of Halstone, known as ‘the Elusive Earl’ because he will not be coerced into matrimony, is a horse racing fan. He arranges to stay at Epsom with Lady Chevington for the Derby of 1838. 1978, c1976

Recorded

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

The Elusive heart.
by Eva Zumwalt
FICTION
When Lisbet Sherbourne’s father picked a man for her to marry, she ran away from home. The man, John Ransome, followed her. 1984
The Elusive marriage.
by Patricia Ormsby
FICTION
Because of Damien's high play at the tables he is forced to seek an heiress for his wife. Miss Charity Devenish accepts though his affections lie elsewhere. 1981, c1979

The Elusive Mrs. Pollifax.
by Dorothy Gilman
FICTION
At the request of the CIA, Mrs. Pollifax delivers eight forged passports hidden under a beautiful new hat to the Bulgarian underground. She also tries to arrange a young man's escape from an escape-proof prison. 1983, c1971

Elvis and me.
by Priscilla Beaulieu Presley
ML420.P96P68 1986
Priscilla Presley describes her relationship with Elvis beginning with their first meeting in Germany when he was in the U.S. Army and she was fourteen years old. 1986, c1985

Embers of dawn.
by Patricia Matthews
FICTION
A Southern woman seeks love and money in the fiery aftermath of the Civil War. She finds herself torn between two men. Some strong language and some explicit descriptions of sex. 1986, c1982

Emerald.
by Phyllis A. Whitney
FICTION
Fleeing from her mob-connected ex-husband, Carol, a young writer, seeks refuge with her aunt, a reclusive former movie star whose fortresslike mansion overlooks the opulence of Palm Springs. 1983

Emergency call.
by Elizabeth Harrison
FICTION
A young surgeon's career is finished as the result of an accident, and he must depend on two women to give him the will to live. 1985, c1970

Emergency nurse.
by Grace Read
FICTION
There is an under current of power about surgeon Bruce Tyson that makes Staff Nurse Laurel Swann go weak at the knees. 1983

Emerson's hideout.
by Marshall Grover
FICTION
Larry and Stretch were miles apart, each facing his crisis and with time running out. 1986, c1984

Emily.
by Jilly Cooper
FICTION
Emily marries Rory in a whirlwind courtship. They fly to their new home on the Scottish Island of Irasa, and inexplicably their happiness evaporates. 1982, c1975

Emily Davis.
by Miss Read
FICTION
A portrait of Emily emerges through
recollections of others. 1978, c1971

SUBJECTS: Romance

Emily of New Moon.
by Lucy M. Montgomery
FICTION
A lovable, rebellious, imaginative small girl goes to live on a farm on Prince Edward Island. 1980, c1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

Emma and Co.
by Sheila Hocken
HV1780.S4 1984
A loving tribute to Emma, a devoted guide dog, companion, and friend. The account is filled with delightful and sometimes disastrous anecdotes about Emma, the Hocken family, and their other pets. 1984, c1983

(A New Portway Large Print Books)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Emma and I.
by Sheila Hocken
HV1949.E5H6 1979
The author who, after twenty-eight years of darkness was suddenly able to see, had lived through three miracles. The first was Emma, a lovable guide dog, the second was Don, the man she married; and the third was an operation. 1979, c1977

SUBJECTS: Biography

Empire.
by Patricia Matthews
FICTION
The story of the Cole family dynasty, from the brawling boomtown days of gold-crazy Alaska to the skyscrapers of jet age Fairbanks. 1986, c1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Empty house.
by Rosamunde Pilcher
FICTION
Virginia Keile, a wealthy young widow on vacation in England, meets the man she once loved as a girl. The meeting awakens feelings and memories of the past. 1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Empty land.
by Louis L’Amour
FICTION
Gold is discovered in the Utah hills, and a boom town soon grows up around the strike. As miners and shopkeepers move in, violence and murder become a way of life until loner Matt Coburn comes in to clean the town up. 1973, c1969

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Empty nest.
by Elizabeth Cadell
FICTION
After their last child has flown the nest, Stella and George fly to Naples. There they meet Oliver Anvil, who later decides to settle in their home town. 1987, c1986

SUBJECTS: Romance

Enchanted.
by Patricia Matthews
FICTION
Two distant English cousins visit the mysterious Molyneux family on a lush island off the South Carolina coast. What begins as a peaceful summer holiday is soon torn asunder by danger and desire. 1987

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Enchanted desert.
by Suzanne Michelle
FICTION
She had inherited Santa Fe’s most famous gallery, but Jana Fleming hadn’t expected artist Fletcher Logan to be part of her legacy as well. 1984, c1982

SUBJECTS: Romance
Enchanted Island.
by Jean Innes
FICTION
Shelly Rogers, London's most gifted interior designer, was off to the sun-bright Isle of Jersey to redecorate wealthy Alex Hart's enchanting country estate. To Shelley he was the classic Taurus. 1987, c1982

Subjects: Romance

Enchantment; A Pastoral.
by Mary Ann Gibbs
FICTION
A young man is hired as a gardener at Kersymere, the great house that dominates his village. There he finds enchantment lies over everything and the magic of the place enslaves him. 1974, c1952

Subjects: General

The End of Senility.
by Arthur S. Freese
RC524.F73 1978b
Dr. Freese asserts that it is a medically proven fact that most cases of so-called irreversible "senility" are in fact conditions that are completely or partially reversible. 1978

Subjects: Medicine and Health

End of the Tracks.
by Stack Sutton
FICTION
The story of the Central Pacific Railroad's westward struggle to meet up with the Union Pacific and open the first transcontinental rail link. 1985, c1981

Subjects: General

End-game.
by Michael Francis Gilbert
FICTION
Young David Morgan is booted out of his job in the Randall Blackett empire and ends up as a tramp in London's old dockland. 1982

Subjects: General

The Endless Game.
by Bryan Forbes
FICTION
Caroline Oates, a former intelligence agent in the Austrian network, had years ago been captured by the Russians, mercilessly debriefed with drugs, and then, her mind gone, traded for a Soviet spy. Now she has been murdered. 1986

Subjects: Spy, Espionage

Endless Night.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
In a house once known as "Gipsy's Acre," Michael Rogers meets and marries an American oil heiress, despite gypsies' warnings and other sinister omens. 1972, c1967

Subjects: Mystery

The Endless Steppe: Growing Up in Siberia.
by Esther Hautzig
PS3558.A77Z5 1973
During WW II, when she was 11 years-old, the author and her family were arrested as political enemies and exiled to Siberia. She recounts here the trials of the five years spent on the harsh Asian steppe. 1973, c1968

Subjects: Biography

The Enduring Hills.
by Janice Holt Giles
FICTION
A man from the Kentucky hills marries a schoolteacher and moves to the city. Then he begins to appreciate the values of his birthplace as he finds he must compromise his integrity to make money. 1984, c1971

Subjects: General

The Enemy within.
by Nan Herbert
FICTION
A young girl accepts a post as a Surgery
Nurse plus undertakes to care for her young niece against the wishes of her fiance who is afraid she'll have no time for him. 1986, c1978

(Linford romance library)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The English air.
by Dorothy Emily Stevenson
FICTION
Set in the English countryside during the first frenzied months of World War II. Franz von Heiden, son of a high Nazi official and an English mother who died when he was a child, falls in love with Wynne Braithwaite. 1974, c1968

SUBJECTS: Romance

Enough.
by Donald E. Westlake
FICTION
Film critic Carey Thorpe hadn't meant to kill his girlfriend: Laura Penny's death was an accident—but perhaps with a little nerve and ingenuity, he could cover his tracks. 1987, c1977

(Atlantic large print mystery)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Entanglement.
by Catherine Fellows
FICTION
Lady Clavendon hoped to marry her own daughter Jane, to her stepson, Anthony. But when her niece, Ellen, arrived on the scene, her plans went awry. 1985

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Enter my jungle.
by Lindsay Armstrong
FICTION
Nick didn't love Miranda and she knew she would never fit into his lifestyle. Was her love for him enough reason to marry? 1985, c1982

SUBJECTS: General

An Episode of sparrows.
by Rumer Godden
FICTION
In a bombed section of London encompassing extremes of both wealth and poverty, a poor eleven-year-old girl seeks to fulfill her dream of having a garden. 1968, c1955

SUBJECTS: General

Episode of the wandering knife.
by Mary Roberts Rinehart
FICTION
Someone stabs sister, someone strangles mother, and someone smashes Aunt Alice—in three tingling tales of murder and intrigue. 1981, c1950

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Erle Stanley Gardner's The amazing adventures of Lester Leith.
by Erle Stanley Gardner
FICTION
Before Perry Mason, Erle Stanley Gardner had Lester Leith. Appearing to be just a debonair clubman, he was a clever criminologist who, in the course of solving baffling crimes, managed to make off with a good share of the loot. 1980

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Eros affair.
by Philip McCutchan
FICTION
Shard establishes the connection with the skeleton dug up in Yorkshire and also discovers why Hedge is such a valuable bargaining point for the men at the Eros Hotel, which has been taken over by armed men. 1987, c1977

SUBJECTS: General

Escapade.
by Joan Smith
FICTION
Ella falls in love with a Duke, but she has a secret she must conceal. 1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

Escape.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
Miranda Valmont is desperate enough to do anything to save her dying mother, except take charity. She turns to the Earl of Kyleston, who is astonished when Miranda tells him she wishes to become a demi-mondaine. 1987, c1985

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Escape to love.
by Denise Robins
FICTION
Consigned by her father's death to the domination of her selfish stepmother, Celia Trevarwith cared less for the inheritance than for the sweet rapturous love she longed for. Then she met Paul. 1983, c1943

SUBJECTS: Romance

Escape to romance.
by Kay Winchester
FICTION
Jean Marlowe and Oliver Lexton first met on Swale Island. Their lives began afresh, but complications from the past crept in. 1984, c1957

(Linford romance library)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Essays.
by Ralph Waldo Emerson
PS1608.A1 1967
The essays of Ralph Waldo Emerson and a critical and biographical profile of Emerson. 1967?

(A Watts ultratype edition)
SUBJECTS: Essays

The Establishment.
by Howard Melvin Fast

FICTION
Third volume of a triology about the flamboyant Lavette family of San Francisco follows their lives during the post-World War II period. Some strong language. 1979

SUBJECTS: General

Ethan Frome.
by Edith N. J. Wharton
FICTION
A grim tale of retribution about a discouraged New England farmer and his hypochondriac wife. Their empty lives are suddenly changed when her cousin, a young girl who still finds some joy in life, comes to live with them. 1922, c1911

(Keith Jennison books)
SUBJECTS: General

Eugenia.
by Clare Darcy
FICTION
Pretty, headstrong Eugenia Liddiard, ready for her first season in Regency London, rescues from the Bow Street runners a long lost cousin who is suspected of murder. 1978, c1977

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Event 1000.
by David Lavalle
FICTION
A nuclear-powered submarine is rammed by a merchant ship and sinks off the east coast of the United States. The story shifts from the rescue operations to the reactions of the crew. 1972, c1971

SUBJECTS: General

Ever after.
by Elswyth Thane
FICTION
After the sinking of the Maine, war correspondent Bracken Murray and his cousin go to Cuba and experience the campaign first hand—the amateur invasion at Daiquiri and the famous charge up San Juan
Hill, among other events. 1981, c1973

SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

Evergreen.

by Belva Plain
FICTION
A three-generation family saga that begins at the turn of the century with Anna who emigrates from Poland. In New York she marries a poor but honest young man who becomes a successful real estate tycoon. 1980, c1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

Every brilliant eye.

by Loren D. Estleman
FICTION
Private Eye, Amos Walker, looks for his Vietnam buddy, turned crime reporter, turned drinker. Searching for Stackpole, Walker finds his explosive manuscript about the war in Vietnam. 1986

(An Amos Walker mystery)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Every good desire.

by Ernest C. Wilson
BX9890.U5W553 1974
After 50 years of Christian ministry, the author advises a strongly affirmative view of life. 1974, c1973

SUBJECTS: Religion

Every inch a lady.

by Joan Margaret Fleming
FICTION
When a newlywed is savagely stabbed to death, his bereaved father and less bereaved widow engage in some amateur sleuthing. 1979

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Every man a king.

by Anne Worboys
FICTION
Suzanne Cole, a young English woman whose father and stepmother are recently killed in a road accident, is in Spain to search for her late stepmother's son. But someone is trying to prevent her from finding him. 1979, c1975

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Everyone needs a rainbow.

by Renee Shann
FICTION
An exciting tale of Lucy's tangled loves. 1981, c1976

(A Seymour Book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Everything but money.

by Sam Levenson
PN2287.L433A3 1966
Now an entertainer, formerly a schoolteacher, the author recalls his childhood in an East Harlem tenement and offers opinions about the value of discipline, respect, responsibility, and love in bringing up children. 1966

(A Keith Jennison book)
SUBJECTS: Biography

Evil under the sun.

by Agatha Christie
FICTION
Glamorous Arlena Marshall, vacationing with husband and stepdaughter in a hotel on Smugglers Island, is found strangled to death. 1971, c1941

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Excellence, can we be equal and excellent too?

by John W. Gardner
HM146.G29 1961
Is excellence possible in a democracy? The author has put in perspective the demands for excellence. 1961

(Harper crest book)
SUBJECTS: Individuality
Exercises for the elderly.
by Robert H. Jamieson
RA781.J28 1982
Live longer, feel stronger, heal faster following the nine illustrated chapters of simple exercises that will limber joints, strengthen muscles and stretch the body.
1982

SUBJECTS: Medicine and health

The Exile.
by Pearl S. Buck
FICTION
A memoir of the author's mother, who accompanied her missionary husband to China, faced hardships, and made an American home for her children. 1971

SUBJECTS: General

Exit screaming.
by Herbert Dalmas
FICTION Oversize
A university President's life is threatened by an aging alumnus. 1966

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Experiment with death.
by Elizabeth Ferrars
FICTION
In a small close-knit scientific community, Inspector Day quietly set to work to probe the secrets of people busy with different experiments, but had someone carried out an experiment with death? 1983, c1981

(Ulverscroft large print series : mystery)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Exploit of death.
by Dell Shannon
FICTION
Lt. Luis Mendoza of the Los Angeles Police Department makes the fatal mistake of becoming emotionally involved in a case. Some strong language. 1983

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Explosion of love.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
Princess Marie-Celeste runs away from the palace after being told she is to marry Prince Aristide of Valoire, a man she has never seen. 1982, c1980

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

The Eye of a serpent.
by Geoffrey Peters
FICTION
Discovery of a body in the desert of Central Australia starts an Inspector on a new case. 1972, c1964

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

An Eye of the fleet.
by Richard Woodman
FICTION
Through his experiences both in action and in the hard life on Cyclops, Nathaniel Drinkwater matures, gaining assurance in crisis. 1987, c1981

SUBJECTS: General

The Eye of the heron.
by Ursula K. Le Guin
FICTION
A story dealing with the people of the future. Two communities of outcasts from earth, one violent and one passive, come to another planet. 1983, c1978

SUBJECTS: Science fiction

Eye of the needle.
by Ken Follett
FICTION
The Needle is the only Nazi spy who knows of the phony plans for the D-Day Normandy invasion. Some explicit descriptions of sex. 1978

SUBJECTS: General

Eyes at my feet.
by Jessie Hickford
HV1947.H5A33 1974
The flowering of a friendship between a blind woman and her dog. Describes Miss Hickford's life before and after she acquired Prudence, a golden retriever and a trained guide dog. 1974, c1973
SUBJECTS: Biography

Eyes of the hawk.
by Lee McElroy
FICTION
Two early settlers of Texas become antagonists: Thomas Canfield, a proud, decent man but a rather poor rancher, and Branch Isom, who built a carting trade into a sizable empire during the Civil War. 1982, c1981
SUBJECTS: Western

Facade.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
Aubrey Lister, an only child whose parents did not agree, had developed a facade to obscure his own feelings. When he runs into personal problems, an older lady helps him realize he must learn to be himself. 1982
SUBJECTS: Romance

Facade.
by Jessica Steele
FICTION
Sorrel had been just a starry-eyed teenager when she had fallen in love with Ellis Galbraith, had rashly declared her love—and had been cruelly rejected. 1987
(Harlequin)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Face of trespass.
by Ruth Rendell
FICTION
Not until a secret longing becomes an actuality does Graham realize what total power the beautiful and rich Drusilla holds over him. 1978
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Faint with pursuit.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
Candy had been brought up by her rich godmother who had decided that Candy should marry her dependent nephew Burke. 1983
SUBJECTS: Romance

Faintly speaking.
by Gladys Mitchell
FICTION
An accidentally intercepted telephone call helps unravel the mysterious case of Miss Faintly. 1979, c1954
SUBJECTS: General

Fair blows the wind.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
Swashbuckling adventure story set in North Carolina relates the exploits of Tatton Chantry, an Irish hero who must confront a series of challenges in the New World, among them pirates, Spanish fortune seekers, and Indians. 1979, c1978
SUBJECTS: Western

Fair land, fair land.
by A. B. Guthrie
FICTION
After guiding a wagon train to Oregon, mountain man Dick Summers heads back to the Rockies, where he marries a Blackfoot squaw and devotes his life to hunting and trapping. 1982
SUBJECTS: Western

Fair shine the day.
by Sylvia Thorpe
FICTION
Charity, wayward, rebellious, and loving stood alone to protect the name of the man she loved. 1978
SUBJECTS: Romance

**Fairwinds.**
by Rebecca Stratton
FICTION
A visit to her fiance’s home made Tara question her love. 1977, c1974

SUBJECTS: Romance

**A Falcon for a queen.**
by Catherine Gaskin
FICTION
Kristy hopes to discover the circumstances surrounding the fatal accident involving her brother at her grandmother's estate in Scotland. 1983, c1972

SUBJECTS: General

**A Falcon rising.**
by Catherine Hay
FICTION
Honor finds herself drawn into the life of the disreputable inhabitants of Ransom's Tavern and "Ring", the mystery man with whom she falls in love even though she is married to another. 1987, c1966

SUBJECTS: Romance

**Falcon's prey.**
by Penny Jordan
FICTION
When she agreed to marry Faisal, Felicia realised that there would be problems: she was an ordinary English girl; he was an Arab, immensley wealthy and cultured, from a high-born family in Kuwait. 1987, c1981

(Atlantic large print romance)

**Falconer.**
by John Cheever
FICTION
In this unusual novel, Ezekiel Farragut, a college professor, is serving time in Falconer Prison for the murder of his hateful brother. His confinement with assorted felons liberates him, instead of dragging his down. Strong language. 1977

SUBJECTS: General

**Fall from grace.**
by Larry Collins
FICTION
Catherine Pradier's remarkable intelligence, courage, and beauty lead to her exploitation in the Allied effort to cover up the location of the D-Day invasion. Descriptions of sex, strong language and violence. 1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

**The Fall of Midas.**
by Juliet Astley
FICTION
Novel of melodrama and murder in turn-of-the-century England. Edwin Orford, a man with the Midas touch who springs from humble beginnings, uses his wealth to rule his son and his daughters. 1979, c1975

SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

**The Fallen curtain.**
by Ruth Rendell
FICTION
A collection of 11 short stories. In the title story, a game of hide-and-seek raises the curtain on a haunting memory. 1985, c1976

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**Fallon.**
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
Macon Fallon, down on his luck and itching to get west to San Francisco, devises a scheme to get rich with the unintentional help of a wagon train. 1982, c1963

SUBJECTS: Western

**False colours.**
by Georgette Heyer
FICTION
Written in a style indigenous to the period, this Regency romance tells of the
misadventures which occur when Kit unwillingly substitutes for his twin brother. 1978, c1963 Recorded

SUBJECTS: Romance

**False front.**
by Lawrence Meyer
FICTION
Paul Silver was desperate for a big story so when a phone call put him on the trail of a senator selling vital military secrets to Russia, he gambled everything on one throw of the dice. 1982 Recorded

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**The False Inspector Dew.**
by Peter Lovesey
FICTION
There appears to be only one foreseeable outcome to Alma Webster's passionate love for her dentist: the murder of his wife. The case of notorious real-life murderer Dr. Crippen provides the inspiration for their plan. 1983 Recorded

(Nightingale series) SUBJECCTS: Mystery

**Fame & fortune.**
by Kate Coscarelli
FICTION
Four women facing middle age in Beverly Hills also face major and potentially devastating changes in their well-ordered lives. Strong language and explicit descriptions of sex. 1985, c1984 Recorded

SUBJECTS: General

**A Family affair.**
by Rex Stout
FICTION
Detective Nero Wolfe's favorite waiter suspects someone is trying to kill him, and seeks refuge at Wolf's townhouse. Some strong language. 1978, c1975 Recorded

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**Family affair.**
by Mignon Good Eberhart
FICTION
Engaged to the young diplomat who is also her cousin, Sarah Favor looks forward to joining him as his wife on his first consular assignment, but Fritz is called on a secret mission without notice. 1981 Recorded

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**Family dancing.**
by David Leavitt
FICTION
A collection of 8 short stories that deal with family struggles. 1985 Recorded

SUBJECTS: General

**Family fortune.**
by Mignon Good Eberhart
FICTION
Murder and suspense in a Civil War setting. Her father dead, and two of her brothers fighting for the Union, young Lucinda is left at the mercy of her older brother, who wants to claim her inheritance. 1979 Recorded

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**Family fortunes.**
by Anne Melville
FICTION
Alexa asks her granddaughter, Asha, to jeopardize a happy marriage and successful career by having a child to carry on the line. 1985 Recorded

SUBJECTS: General

**Family linen.**
by Lee Smith
FICTION
In this rollicking comic novel the family wash is aired for all to see when four generations of the Hesses gather at the deathbed of matriarch Miss Elizabeth. 1987, c1985

(G.K. Hall large print book series) SUBJECCTS: Humor
Famous detective stories in large print.

FICTION
Here is a collection of sixteen stories by the masters of mystery. 1984

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Fannie Farmer large print cookbook.

by Fannie Merritt Farmer
TX715.F23425 1985
A selection of 520 recipes from the Fannie Farmer cookbook. 1985

(G.K. Hall large print book series)
SUBJECTS: Cookery

Fanny McBride.

by Catherine Cookson
FICTION
A widow whose family is grown takes on an interesting new job. 1973, c1959

SUBJECTS: General

The Far country.

by Nevil Shute
FICTION
Jennifer, an English doctor's daughter visiting cousins in Australia, falls in love with a Czech student who decides to accompany her when she returns to London. 1976

SUBJECTS: General

Far cry.

by Michael Stewart
FICTION
Frank Fuller believed that the roots of Jonathan's troubles lay in his past--in the dead twin brother and in his own special gift. 1986, c1984

SUBJECTS: General

Far from the madding crowd.

by Thomas Hardy
FICTION
In this late Victorian novel, a penniless girl becomes a woman of means when she inherits her uncle's farm. The plot focuses on her changing relationships with three men who court her. 1983

SUBJECTS: General

Farewell crown and goodbye king.

by Margot Bennett
FICTION
Barry, a millionaire, and his wife are trying to decide on a fashionable charity to give money to. 1961

SUBJECTS: General

Farewell, my lovely.

by Raymond Chandler
FICTION
Detective Philip Marlowe tries to solve a murder involving the California gambling scene and three potentially dangerous women. 1979, c1940

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Fargo: the sharpshooters.

by John Benteen
FICTION
The Canfield clan were raising hell in Texas. Fargo was the only man tough enough to hold his own against the whole clan. 1985, c1970

(Linford Western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

Faro's daughter.

by Georgette Heyer
FICTION
Tale set in England. A beautiful young woman who runs a faro table in her aristocratic aunt's gaming house in London is wooed by young Lord Mablethorp and his more mature cousin Ravenscar. 1971, c1941

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Farther afield.

by Miss Read
FICTION
Grounded for the summer by a broken arm and a lame ankle, Miss Read and her old friend, Amy Garfield, retreat to the island of Crete where they assess the meaning and values of marriage and of single life. 1979, c1974

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Fashion in shrouds.
by Margery Allingham
FICTION
Was Georgia Wells helping her husband's deaths all along, or was someone else making sure she got what she wanted. 1978

SUBJECTS: Mystery

A Fast gun for Judas.
by Marc Alexander
FICTION
Photographer Sayers Croft earns unwanted "blood money" and the nickname Judas when a man with a price on his head is gunned down before his camera. 1984, c1968

SUBJECTS: Western

Fatal switch.
by Ian Stuart
FICTION
A scaffold tower collapses and a man is killed. Everyone thinks it's an accident. But then other things happen. Somebody starts a rumour that Bruces company is in financial trouble. 1986, c1978

(A Lythw. y. book)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Fateful summer.
by Velda Johnston
FICTION
Emma recalls the tragic love affair of her beautiful friend Amanda and the violence that touched all their lives. 1982, c1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Father hunt.
by Rex Stout
FICTION
When her mother is killed in a hit-and-run accident, a young girl begs Nero Wolfe to help her locate a nameless father she never knew. 1983

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Father of the bride.
by Edward Streeter
FICTION
Light comedy based on the experiences of the father of the bride at a stylish wedding. 1984, c1948

SUBJECTS: Humor

Fault in the structure.
by Gladys Mitchell
FICTION
Dame Beatrice Lestrange Bradley combines forces with her secretary to solve the mysterious murder of a woman found in the cloisters of a women's college. 1979, c1977

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Favorite animal stories in large print.
FICTION
Many of these favorite tales speak of the warm and abiding friendship that exists between animals and humans, all speak of unusual bonds that develop between animals and humans. 1987

(G.K. Hall large print book series)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Favorite poems in large print.
PS583.F3
A collection of more than 260 poems all indexed by title, author and first line. 1981

SUBJECTS: Poetry

Favorite short stories in large print.
FICTION Oversize
Included in these twenty-nine stories are "Haircut", "The Secret Life of Walter Mitty", and Edgar Allen Poe's "The Murders in the Rue Morgue". 1982
SUBJECTS: Short Stories

Fear no evil.
by David C. K. Watson
RC265.6.W38A34 1986
The author's experiences as he lives with his struggle against cancer. He faces his struggle with the unfailing presence of God. 1986

SUBJECTS: Biography

Fear to tread.
by Michael Francis Gilbert
FICTION
Mr. Weatherall is an ordinary schoolmaster, but when the family of one of his pupils is threatened by gang members, he starts a one-man cleanup campaign. Though beaten and threatened, he persists and exposes a black market operation. 1981

SUBJECTS: General

The Feast of July.
by Herbert Ernest Bates
FICTION
A family of shoemakers helps a young girl betrayed by her lover. 1977, c1954

SUBJECTS: Romance

Feathers in the fire.
by Catherine Cookson
FICTION
Set in the late 1800's in a farming community in Northern England, this melodrama features the McBain family and their legless son, Amos, who is concealed in an attic. In time, Amos gains control of the farm. 1983,

SUBJECTS: General

Fellowship hymnal: with worship material and services.
by Dell Shannon
FICTION
Among Lt. Luis Mendoza's cases in "Felony at Random" is a police sergeant shot dead while sitting at home and the disappearance of a convent schoolgirl visiting the Natural History Museum. 1981, c1979

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Felony file.
by Dell Shannon
FICTION
Lt. Luis Mendoza of LAPD and his Robbery and Homicide Division take on 3 seemingly flawless robberies, 2 murders and the heist of half a million dollars from a fashionable department store. 1981, c1980

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Fenner.
by George Harmon Coxe
FICTION
Jack Fenner finds five men tied to the missing heiress he seeks. 1971

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Fenwick houses.
by Catherine Cookson
FICTION
A story of the hazardous lives of miner's families who lived in cramped and tiny cottages called Fenwick Houses. A study in several kinds of emotional conflict. 1981, c1960

SUBJECTS: General

Felony at random.
by Dell Shannon
FICTION
Among Lt. Luis Mendoza's cases in "Felony at Random" is a police sergeant shot dead while sitting at home and the disappearance of a convent schoolgirl visiting the Natural History Museum. 1981, c1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

Feathers in the fire.
by Catherine Cookson
FICTION
Set in the late 1800's in a farming community in Northern England, this melodrama features the McBain family and their legless son, Amos, who is concealed in an attic. In time, Amos gains control of the farm. 1983,
SUBJECTS: General

Fer-de-lance.
by Rex Stout
FICTION
The first of Wolfe's adventures begins when an Italian woman tries to charm Wolfe into finding her missing brother. 1981, c1962

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Ferguson rifle.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION Oversize
To forget the death of his family, Ronan Chantry, an educated man, takes his prized Ferguson rifle and goes West. He joins up with trappers and meets a beautiful girl. 1983, c1973

(Ulverscroft large print series: western)
SUBJECTS: Western

Feud at single cinch.
by Nelson Coral Nye
FICTION
Mark Connifay, done with running and gambling, works to return to cow country. 1984, c1944

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Feudists.
by Ernest Haycox
FICTION
Jim Reno finds nothing but trouble as he seeks a murderer. 1978, c1932

SUBJECTS: Western

Fever of love.
by Denise Robins
FICTION
When Ross invites her young cousin Valm to spend some time with her, Ross' weak-natured husband completes a classic triangle. 1982, c1931

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: General

A Few minutes with Andy Rooney.
by Andrew A. Rooney
PN6162.R63 1982
Collection of essays, including his commentaries on houses, hotels, chairs, New York City, war, Washington, dinner, and work. Humorous and wry work. 1982, c1981

SUBJECTS: Humor

Fields of heather.
by Alan Hunter
FICTION
In a lonely thicket of gorse near the Suffolk coast, a man lies dead: Frederick Quennell, amateur yachtsman and head of a successful local firm of printers. 1983, c1981

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Fiesta San Antonio.
by Janet Dailey
FICTION
Natalie marries Colter to give her orphaned nephew a father. Though cold at first, Colter turns out to be a different man than Natalie expected. 1984, c1977

(Nightingale)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Fifteen streets.
by Catherine Cookson
FICTION
Two children from a poor neighborhood try to escape poverty. 1975, c1952

SUBJECTS: General

Fight for the Falklands!
by John Laffin
F3031.L33 1982
Using inside knowledge and military expertise, the author tells the full, ferocious story of Britain's fight for the Falklands. 1982

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Falkland Island Conflict, 1982
Fighting caravans.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
After the death of his parents, Clint Belmet grows up fast and braves the dangers of Indian country to haul supplies over the Santa Fe trail. 1981, c1957
SUBJECTS: Western

A Fighting chance.
by Mignon Good Eberhart
FICTION
Facing certain arrest for the murder of an older man, Jim Wingate vanishes from his small Connecticut town on the eve of his wedding to Julie Farnham. 1986
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Finch's fortune.
by Mazo De La Roche
FICTION
Having come of age, Finch, the misunderstood musical genius of the family, begins to spend his inheritance from his grandmother. Alayne continues her efforts to make a place for herself in the clan life. 1973
(Chronicles of the Whiteoak family)
SUBJECTS: General

Find a crooked sixpence.
by Estelle Thompson
FICTION
A doctor in a small town comes too close to solving a murder, for someone. 1978, c1970
SUBJECTS: Romance

Finding my way.
by Borghild Margaret Dahl
HV1792.D3A28 1972
A writer and teacher who lost her sight in adulthood explains the process of re-education that was necessary to enable her to continue her life as an independent individual. 1972, c1962
SUBJECTS: Biography

The Finding of Jasper Holt.
by Grace Livingston Hill
FICTION
Jean Grayson falls in love with Jasper Holt, a wild young cowboy, who must prove his self-worth to her family. 1984
SUBJECTS: Romance

A Fine romance.
by Katrina Britt
FICTION
Dorrie couldn't feel comfortable when Burke Ramage was around--yet, in his way, he would never leave her alone. 1985, c1969
SUBJECTS: Romance

A Fine romance.
by Cynthia Propper Seton
FICTION
Physicist Gerard Winters, who is married to the admirable Kitty, the mother of his six children, finds himself briefly attracted to a beautiful young woman. Some strong language. 1980, c1978
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Finger of Saturn.
by Victor Canning
FICTION
An Englishman receives word that his beloved wife, who vanished a year before, is still alive and well. When the two meet, the husband realizes his wife is suffering from amnesia and does not know who he is. 1974, 1973
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Find a crooked sixpence.
by Estelle Thompson
FICTION
A doctor in a small town comes too close to solving a murder, for someone. 1978, c1970
SUBJECTS: Romance

Finn the wolfhound.
by Alec John Dawson
QL795.D6D38
A fine account of the relationship between dog and master and the vivid picture of ill fortune sending this wolfhound back to the wilds. 1962
SUBJECTS: Animal stories
Fiona.
by Catherine Gaskin
FICTION
Romance runs high between the voluptuous, Scottish governess for the Maxwell family in the West Indies in the 1830's and the illegitimate son, as mysteries regarding illicit slave trade and voodoo unravel. 1981, c1970
SUBJECTS: Romance

Fire Dawn.
by Virginia Coffman
FICTION
Beautiful young half-breed known by her Indian name, "Fire Dawn," marries a devious colonel, commandant of the British fort, in order to become a great lady. She soon realizes her mistake. 1980. c1977
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Fire next time.
by James Baldwin
E185.61.B195 1963
Baldwin expresses how he feels as a Black American in White America. Includes a section on the Black Muslim movement and a meeting with its leader, Elijah Muhammad. 1963
(A Keith Jennison book)
SUBJECTS: Biography

Fire on the snow.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
A story depicting the life of the serfs in Russia before they were freed. 1977, c1975
SUBJECTS: Romance

Fire song.
by Roberta Gellis
FICTION
This saga of the 13th-century reveals a harsh but exciting world. An arranged marriage brings two people together who leave their private fears behind and acknowledge their true feelings for one another. 1984
SUBJECTS: Romance

Firefox.
by Craig Thomas
FICTION
Nerve-wracking adventure, as an American pilot attempts to steal a Russian miracle plane. 1978, c1977
SUBJECTS: Adventure

First aid for your dog.
by Margaret Rothery Sheldon
SF911.S43
A beginning primer on hygiene and prevention of disease in your dog. Includes first aid for emergencies and routine maintenance. 1974
(Large type series)
SUBJECTS: Dogs-Diseases

First aid without panic.
by Joel Hartley
RC87.H297
Alphabetically arranged sequence of first aid information and instructions that are simple, unencumbered and to the point. 1975
SUBJECTS: First aid

First blood.
by Jack Warner Schaefer
FICTION
In First Blood there is the oldness of an established stage line and the traditions of the firm. This story is about a young man who found his identity through torment. 1953, c1952
(A Keith Jennison book)
SUBJECTS: Western

The First fast draw.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
Cullen Baker returns to Texas after the Civil War wanting only to raise a crop and sleep under his own roof, but the vicious leader of
a gang of carpetbaggers has different plans for Cullen and his land. Some strong language. 1979, c1965

SUBJECTS: Western

First gravedigger.
by Barbara Paul
FICTION
When Earl's old friend turns up in a suicidal mood, Earl agrees to find him a gun—in return for one last trifling favour. 1983, c1980

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: General

First Lady from Plains.
by Rosalynn Carter
E874.C434 1984b
The story of small town girl from Georgia who inspired the nation with her independence, spirit and commitment. 1984

SUBJECTS: Biography

First person rural.
by Noel Perrin
PS3531.E6773 1979
The witty and sometimes rueful observation on the problems of learning to farm on a part-time basis. 1979

SUBJECTS: Essays

The First year.
by Lucilla Andrews
FICTION
Though fellow students flirt, Rose Standing is really in love with the senior member of the surgical staff. The couple must overcome hospital etiquette to be together. 1973, c1957

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Fishers of men.
by Anita Bryant
BV4520.B696 1974
Anita Bryant and her husband describe the soul-winning ministry in which they have participated and share effective witnessing techniques. 1974, c1973

SUBJECTS: Religion

Five at 10: prime ministers' consorts since 1957.
by Diana Farr
DA590.F17F49 1986
The author has traced the backgrounds of the last five Prime Ministers' consorts, what it is like to be married to a Prime Minister and how they have coped with the pressure of their position. 1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: Biography

Five days to Salt Lake
by William Oliver Turner
FICTION
Pa Jeffers led his family all over God's country on one crazy scheme after another. When they hit gold-hungry, outlaw-rich Bannack, Pa rally went hog wild! 1985, c1966

(Linford western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Five grey geese.
by Frances Turk
FICTION
Five young Land Army girls come to an isolated village. 1980, 1944

SUBJECTS: General

Five large print mysteries from The golden ball and other stories.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
Five mystery stories from the pen of an expert. 1971

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Five little pigs.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
A young woman of wealth and social standing hires Hercule Poirot to help discover the truth behind her mother's
murder of her father, a distinguished painter.
1982, c1942

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Five windows.
by Dorothy Emily Stevenson
FICTION
David gets into trouble when he leaves the Scottish hills to seek his fortune. 1979, c1953

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Five-minute marriage.
by Joan Aiken
FICTION
In this novel Delphic Carteret struggles to support herself and her mother, discovers that an impostor has been taking her place and a large inheritance set aside for her. 1978, c1977

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

The Flame and the flower.
by Kathleen E. Woodiwiss
FICTION
The passionate romance of Heather Simmons and Captain Brandon Birmingham spans oceans and continents. Explicit descriptions of sex. 1984

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Flame trees of Thika: memories of an African childhood.
by Elspeth J. G. Huxley
PR6015.U92Z52 1983
The author describes her childhood which was spent in Africa, amongst the Kikuyu, during the years just before the First World War. 1983, c1959

SUBJECTS: Biography

Flaming irons.
by Max Brand
FICTION
A bullet whips through the air, and a friend is dead, but not before thrusting a steel box at Les Tarron, with a promise that the boy will protect its secret contents. 1984

SUBJECTS: Western

Flaming tree.
by Phyllis A. Whitney
FICTION
A boy is injured in a fall and enters a coma. After a few days of work with Kelsey Stewart, he regains consciousness seemingly desperate to tell what he witnessed before the accident. 1986, c1985

(G.K. Hall large print book series)

SUBJECTS: Mystery

A Flash of scarlet.
by Sylvia Thorpe
FICTION
From the moment young Major Bradwell rescued Imelda from her attackers the spark of love was ignited. However, her new employer was opposed to the Major's politics. 1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Fledgling.
by Elizabeth Cadell
FICTION
Ten-year-old Tory leaves her straitlaced great-aunts and their mansion to attend a boarding school in England. 1975, c1974

SUBJECTS: Romance

Fletch.
by Gregory Mcdonald
FICTION
On an undercover assignment, Fletch is asked to commit murder by a California industrialist. He accepts when he discovers the victim is to be the industrialist himself. Strong language. 1975, c1974

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Fletch won.
by Gregory Mcdonald
FICTION
Bucking for meaty assignments as a
fledgling newspaper reporter, the irrepressible Fletch seizes the chance to escape the society pages. Some strong language and some descriptions of sex. 1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Fletch, too.
by Gregory Mcdonald
FICTION
When his arrival in Africa is met with murder in the men's room, Fletch is catapulted into the search for a father he may not want to find. 1987, c1986

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Fletchers' end.
by Dorothy Emily Stevenson
FICTION
Bel Lamington and Ellis Brownlee buy Fletcher's End, a house that had belonged to the late Miss Lestrange. Her personality was so strong that it is still influencing people's lives, for good or ill. 1973, c1962

SUBJECTS: Romance

Flight of the archangel.
by Isabelle Holland
FICTION
Investigative Reporter Kit Maitland is assigned an apparently routine story; however, circumstances threaten to dig up her past. 1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: General

The Flight of the dove.
by Catherine MacArthur
FICTION
A Russian gymnast falls in love with an Englishman and hopes to tour the West so an escape can be arranged. 1982, c1980

SUBJECTS: General

The Flight of the falcon.
by Daphne Du Maurier
FICTION
Returning to his birthplace in Italy, Armino Fabbio comes to feel that he is haunted both by the spirit of his brother and the demoniacal Duke Claudio, who had victimized the people of the village. 1970, c1965

SUBJECTS: Western

The Flood.
FICTION

Dr. Palfrey and Z5 must rescue an entire village. 1977, c1956

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Floodgate.
by Alistair MacLean
FICTION
Thriller hinges on a terrorist plot to flood Holland by setting off nuclear devices to destroy key dikes unless British troops quit Ulster. 1984

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Florentine.
by Sandra Shulman
FICTION
After witnessing the massacre of her family, young Francesca masquerades as a boy and becomes an apprentice to the famous painter Ghirlandaio. 1973

SUBJECTS: General

The Flowering thorn.
by Margery Sharp
FICTION
Lesley adopted five year old Patrick Craigie on an impulse. When she finds that her responsibilities force her to give up a lot, she decides to bury herself and Patrick in a remote country cottage. 1985, c1948

SUBJECTS: Romance

Flowers for Mrs. Harris; and Mrs. Harris goes to New York.
by Paul Gallico
FICTION
Two stories about a cheerful and courageous cockney charwoman. These adventures take her to Paris and New York. 1972

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: General

Flowers from a stranger.
by Jill Murray

FICTION
No one has visited the lovely young patient in the Women's Surgical Ward until one day a tall handsome stranger arrives with a magnificent floral offering. 1987, c1967

SUBJECTS: Romance

Flowers on the grass.
by Monica Dickens
FICTION
A man turns his back on security after the death of his wife. 1945

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Flying colours.
by Cecil Scott Forester
FICTION
Hornblower, his first mate, and his servant are captured by the French and charged with piracy. They escape and return to England as heroes. 1973, c1938

SUBJECTS: Adventure

The Flying nurse.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
A chance acquaintance with the handsome Luis Vella was to prove of great value to Mandy when she found a mystery surrounding her stepfather. 1986, c1967

SUBJECTS: Romance

Flying nurse.
by Robin Miller
RT37.M55A3 1979
The story of the unique career of a young Australian girl who became a flying nurse with the Royal Flying Doctor Service. Followed by 'Sugarbird lady.' 1979, c1971

SUBJECTS: Biography

Follow your heart.
by Emilie Baker Loring
FICTION
A romance involving a teenage heiress,
confronted by several attempts on her life, and a young lawyer, disguised as a chauffeur, who tries to help her. 1982, c1963

SUBJECTS: Romance

Fonda : my life.
by Henry Fonda
PN2287.F58A33 1982
The raw truth about the boy, the man, the husband, the father who is known as Henry Fonda. He pours out his most private thoughts in this biography. 1982, c1981

SUBJECTS: Biography

A Fool for murder.
by Marian Babson
FICTION
Focuses on seventy-year-old, Sir Wilmer Creighleigh, who returns home to England after a successful American lecture tour and appalls his relatives with his new wife not yet eighteen. 1984, c1983

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Fool's apple.
by Sara Cardiff
FICTION
In a New England village, the heroine's family history of witchcraft returns to haunt her and she becomes involved in a murder. 1972, c1971

SUBJECTS: General

Fool's gold.
by Ted Wood
FICTION
Vietnam veteran Reid Bennett, one-man police force in Murphy's Harbour, Ontario, is sent to investigate the killing of Jim Prudhomme, apparently mauled by a bear. 1986

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Fool's paradise.
by Barbara Goolden
FICTION

The book portrays the relationship between Gina Mellor, her brother Maurice, and Gina's daughter Rowan. 1979, c1964

SUBJECTS: General

Foot in the grave.
by Elizabeth Ferrars
FICTION
Hosting a weekend party, Christine and Henry Findon are caught up in the murder of their gossipy housekeeper. 1979, c1973

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Footprints.
by Brooke Astor
CT275.A847A34 1981
Recounts the fascinating life of Brook Astor. She writes with wit and intelligence of her world travels and many encounters. 1981, c1980

SUBJECTS: Biography

The Footprints of Elephant Bill.
by Susan Williams
SF401.E3W53 1975
The author records memories of the years she and her husband spent in the Burma teak forests. Her husband's expertise with elephants earned him the moniker 'Elephant Bill'. 1975

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

For all but one.
by Stella March
FICTION
Belinda is the sort of person who helps others find happiness but has trouble finding her own. 1984

(A Lythway book)

SUBJECTS: Romance

For all your life.
by Emilie Baker Loring
FICTION
A dream-concealed true inheritance becomes a nightmare for a lovely career woman in this
light romance. 1977, c1952

SUBJECTS: Romance

For I have lived today.
by Alice Dwyer-Joyce
FICTION
A woman doctor, with everything to live for, finds her days are numbered. 1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

For kicks.
by Dick Francis
FICTION
A young Australian horse-breeder, hired to pose as a stable boy, smokes out the criminals who are using a seemingly undetectable method of fixing horse races. 1973, c1965

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

For love of the king.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
On the night of the Great Fire of London, King Charles rescued a Puritan maid, Philomel Drake, just as the house fell. 1984, c1960

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

For love of you.
by Kay Winchester
FICTION
Julie discovers the real reason for her father's seclusion and also finds true love. 1981, c1958

SUBJECTS: Romance

For practical reasons.
by Claudia Jameson
FICTION
Carol had been very close to her mother and stepfather. It was a terrible blow when they were killed. But Carol realised that her responsibility was to their little son Paul.

1985, c1983

(Harlequin large print series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

For special services.
by John E. Gardner
FICTION
Agent 007 teams up with an old friend's daughter to stop an international crime organization from getting control of America's killer satellite program. Some descriptions of sex. 1982

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

For the love of God.
by Janet Dailey
FICTION
Abbie Scott feels strong passion for the stranger who offers roadside aid and the feeling seems to be mutual. Is it proper to feel that way about her home town's new minister? 1984

SUBJECTS: Romance

For your eyes only.
by Ian Fleming
FICTION
Five secret occasions in the life of James Bond. 1982, c1960

(A New Portway large print book)
SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

Forbes Prairie.
by Buck Bradshaw
FICTION
The men who were hunting Jack Morgan turned out not to be the ones who wanted him dead. 1986, c1984

SUBJECTS: Western

Forbidden fiance.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
It was her mother who made Candy bring the breach of promise case. Although she was awarded enormous damages, she had to
undergo a grilling by a young counsel who obviously despised her. 1984

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Forbidden love.
by Caroline Courtney
FICTION
Though properly warned, Phyllida was instantly attracted to Hugh Abingdon and though soon separated could not forget him. Nor he her. 1984

(Nightingale)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Forbidden rapture.
by Violet Winspear
FICTION
Della Neve went on a Mediterranean cruise for a rest not romance. But on board ship, she met a devastating man of the world and found herself falling in love with him. 1984, c1973

(Atlantic)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Forbidden valley.
by Essie Summers
FICTION
Charlotte is determined to solve the mystery of her cousin’s disappearance. 1980, c1973

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Forbidden wine.
by Lynsey Stevens
FICTION
A young woman fearful of losing the nephew whose care she took over in infancy pretends to be his natural mother. 1985, c1983

(Harlequin large print)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Force 10 from Navarone.
by Alistair MacLean
FICTION
During World War II, three Allied spivs are assigned to an impossible mission in Yugoslavia. 1975, c1968

SUBJECTS: World War II-Fiction

Foreign affairs.
by Alison Lurie
FICTION
Two American professors of English are on leave in London to do research. Both indulge in affairs with unlikely persons. Some strong language and descriptions of sex. 1984

SUBJECTS: General

Forever and a day.
by Emilie Baker Loring
FICTION
A wealthy orphan and her best friend open a bookstore in New York City. She falls in love with a young man and becomes part of a mystery. 1979, c1965

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Forge of fury.
by Jack Hoffenberg
FICTION
Fort Bandolier, condemned to die on the Arizona plains, has one chance for help—Kane Boyden. 1984, c1967

SUBJECTS: Western

The Forgotten bride.
by Lillian Marsh
FICTION
Young, impoverished, with nowhere to turn, Eleanor Glyndon accepts an offer of marriage from a stranger who is trying to forget his own rejection by drinking. 1983

SUBJECTS: Romance

Forlorn river.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
A courageous loner must rescue his woman and clear his name on a trumped up charge
of cattle rustling. 1978, c1977

SUBJECTS: Western

Forsaking all others.
by Emilie Baker Loring
FICTION
Despite her success in the Broadway play, Jennifer turns her back on her career and leaves the stage for no apparent reason. 1972, c1971

SUBJECTS: Romance

Fortune at stake.
by Sally James
FICTION
Susannah and Lord Chalford's stormy relationship is further complicated by the jewels which mysteriously vanished when Julian's father died. 1987

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Fortune for a falcon.
by Catherine Darby
FICTION
Regina Falcon desires one last amorous adventure but sets off a chain of events involving treachery, deceit, and murder. 1980, c1976

SUBJECTS: Romance

Fortune's soldier.
by Dinah Lampitt
FICTION
Fortune's Soldier combines mysticism, witchery and an incredible love story as the paths of three families cross. 1987, c1985

SUBJECTS: Romance

Fortunes of love.
by Caroline Courtney
FICTION
Unlike the other ladies of Bath, Davinia refuses to be impressed by the darkly handsome and rich Duke of Strathavon. 1981, c1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

Forty is beginning.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
Miss Alice Marvin was forty and forlorn. Then she won a small prize and with almost guilty trepidation she set out on a Riviera holiday. 1984

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Foundation's edge.
by Isaac Asimov
FICTION
The first foundation, located on the planet Terminus, continues to implement the Seldon Plan for restoration of the galactic empire. However, Councilman Golan Trevize notices that the plan is working too smoothly. 1982

SUBJECTS: Science fiction

The Foundling.
by Georgette Heyer
FICTION
A sheltered young duke eludes his protectors and sets out to enjoy the robust life of Regency England. He encounters many experiences for which he had not bargained. 1983, 1948

(Ulverscroft large print series: historical romance)
SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

The Four graces.
by Dorothy Emily Stevenson
FICTION
The four graces are the daughters of the village rector. The time is World War II, the picture is of English men and women of all classes doing their bit to help keep life on an even keel. 1975, c1946

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Four Hundred.
by Stephen Sheppard
FICTION
A young Englishman's fictionalized account of how four Americans in 1872 invent a daring scheme to relieve the Bank of England of two million dollars. 1980, c1979
(Ulverscroft large print series: general fiction)
SUBJECTS: General

**The Fourth cedar.**
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
It was tradition with the Boyce women to plant a cedar when they came to live at Hathorley House. 1982, c1973

SUBJECTS: Romance

**The Fourth deadly sin.**
by Lawrence Sanders
FICTION
When saintly psychiatrist Simon Ellerbee is murdered, retired Chief of Detectives Edward Delaney takes charge of the case. Some strong language and some descriptions of sex. 1986, c1985

(G.K. Hall large print book series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

**The Fourth protocol.**
by Frederick Forsyth
FICTION
This novel concerns a Soviet plot to gain sympathy for Britain's labour party by exploiting the nuclear freeze issue. The plan is to explode a tiny nuclear bomb smuggled in pieces into England and blame the Americans. 1985, c1984

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

**The Fourth side of the triangle.**
by Ellery Queen
FICTION
Queen is called upon to find out who really killed a New York dress designer when one of the city's wealthiest families appears to be involved. 1971

(The Ulverscroft large print series)
Foxglove country.
by Linden Howard
FICTION
When a young girl's mother dies, she goes to live with her grandfather in his mysterious old home. 1983, c1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

Foxglove summer.
by Naidra Grey
FICTION
Her father unknown, her mother dead, Jaquetta's incessant need is to discover her origins. 1979, c1976

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Fraternity of the stone.
by David Morrell
FICTION
Drew MacLane is a professional assassin. As a child, he witnessed his parent's brutal deaths and rebelled against the adult world. Sickened by what he has become, he has buried himself in a remote monastic retreat. 1987, c1985

SUBJECTS: Romance

Frederica.
by Georgette Heyer
FICTION
A 37 year-old bachelor, much the man about town in Regency London, falls for a pretty woman who considers herself on the shelf at 24. The woman's two brothers and the family dog add complications. 1983, c1965

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Frederica in fashion.
by Marion Chesney
FICTION
Spunky little Frederica has a surprise in store, masquerading as a chambermaid to a dashing but devilish duke. Could it be that the master of the house will fall in love with an mere servant? 1986, c1985

(The Six sisters)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Free grass.
by Ernest Haycox
FICTION
From Texas to the Dakota territory came the thundering herds, cattle driven by countless ranchers determined to stake a claim to acres of rolling grassland. 1986, c1929

SUBJECTS: Western

Free spirit.
by Fern Michaels
FICTION
Dory Faraday loves her job. But she also loves Griff. Should she give up her career and an attractive promotion for a man? 1986, c1983

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Freedom trap.
by Desmond Bagley
FICTION
The job looked simple: all he had to do was tap the mailman on the head and walk away with a boxful of diamonds. But something went wrong. 1972

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

The French connection: the world's most crucial narcotics investigation.
by Robin Moore
HV5831.N7M63 1976
Two New York policemen of the Narcotics Bureau track down heroin smugglers from the U.S., France, and Corsica and succeed in smashing one of the biggest international operations. An actual case history. 1969

SUBJECTS: Crime

The French powder mystery.
by Ellery Queen
FICTION
A display of new furniture in a department store reveals the corpse of the owner's wife. 1980

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Frenchman.
by Velda Johnston
FICTION
Hoping to forget an unhappy love affair, Joan Creighton goes abroad with her widowed cousin, the wife of a former President. A kidnapping plan creates danger and romance for Joan. 1976

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Frenchman's creek.
by Daphne Du Maurier
FICTION
A romance of Restoration England in which fate links a lovely, daring, but bored lady, her slow witted husband, and a dashing French pirate. 1965

SUBJECTS: Romance

Frenchman's harvest.
by Emma Gayle
FICTION
Upon grandfather's death, Helen was to live in France with a guardian she had never met. Helen was determined to avoid the sentence. 1987, c1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Frenchman's kiss.
by Claudia Jameson
FICTION
When her brother fell for Lara Nekrassova and announced that he was going to marry her, Janine was more than happy. So why did Lara's brother object so strongly? 1986, c1984

(Harlequin)
SUBJECTS: Romance

A Frenzy of merchantmen.
by Brian Callison

FICTION
Brevet Cable returns to rescue a floating hydrogen bomb from an Eas. German harbour. 1977

SUBJECTS: General

Fresh from the country.
by Miss Read
FICTION
After living on a farm all her life, Anna Lacey has to adjust to the crowded, noisy conditions, to learn to handle the students, to make new friends and to fall in love. 1978, c1960

SUBJECTS: Romance

Friday the rabbi slept late.
by Harry Kemelman
FICTION
Rabbi Small is the chief suspect when the body of a woman is found strangled in the rabbi's own car. 1983

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Friday's child.
by Georgette Heyer
FICTION
Set in early 19th century England during the Regency period, this historical novel revolves around the character of Hero Wantage, her marriage to Viscount Sherringham, and their social life in London. 1977, 1944

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Friends and enemies.
by Kate Alexander
FICTION
Two people in love must put their dreams aside as they end upon opposite sides of the war. 1986, c1982

(Charnwood library)
SUBJECTS: General

The Friends of Eddie Coyle.
by George V. Higgins
FICTION
A novel about a small-time crook who tries to crash the big time by providing guns for robbers. His "friends" use him, are used by him, and everyone else is double-crossed.
1971
SUBJECTS: General

The Frightened bride.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
Kelvin Ward needs financing for a shipping venture when a stranger offers him a fortune if he marries his daughter immediately―forbidding him to see her before the wedding day. 1982, c1975
SUBJECTS: Romance

Frog in the throat.
by Elizabeth Ferrars
FICTION
Staying with friends in the English countryside, Virginia Freer is startled when her estranged husband is also invited as a guest. 1986, c1980
SUBJECTS: Mystery

From approximately coast to coast...it's the Bob and Ray show.
by Bob Elliott
PN1991.77.B6E44 1984
Fifty-two pieces representing the best of the dialogues of Bob and Ray; includes 'Wally Ballou', 'Tippy the Wonder Dog', and 'Commander Neville Putney.' 1984, c1983
SUBJECTS: Humor

From Claudia to David.
by Rose Franken
FICTION
A chapter in a marriage that is close and warm, but not without its full share of heartbreak. As David recuperates from tuberculosis in the Adirondacks, Claudia and the children join forces to help him get well. 1983
SUBJECTS: Romance

From Hell to Texas: and Diablo.
by Dwight Bruckner
FICTION
#1: Yancy Kincaid was searching for his missing brother when he ran across the notorious bandit El Condor, the man who killed Jake. #2: The story of Don Diablo, an outlaw with a passion for another man's girl. 1984, c1977
Recorded
(Atlantic)
SUBJECTS: Western

From hide and horn.
by John Thomas Edson
FICTION
The presence of two women on a cattle drive causes trouble for Dusty Fog. 1980, c1969
SUBJECTS: Western

From the High Plains.
by John Fischer
F386.F57 1979
Based on the stories and sayings of the author's kinfolk and other old-timers―"mostly true" tales checked whenever possible against the written record. 1979
Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Front page marriage.
by Jhan Robbins
PN2287.H35R6 1982b
This is the story of a marriage which proved beyond a doubt that true love does indeed exist. 1982
SUBJECTS: General

Frontier feud.
by Max Brand
FICTION
A red-haired white man reared among the Cheyennes under the name of Red Hawk confronts the Indian hating Captain.
Marston. Marston threatens the life of Red Hawk's friend. 1974, c1935

SUBJECTS: Western

Frontier lawman.
by Lee Floren
FICTION
When Texas cattle ranchers decided to drive a huge herd through Arizona sheep country, it was Deputy Bucky O'Neil's job to stand up to them. 1981, c1971

SUBJECTS: Western

Frontier steel.
by Nevada Carter
FICTION
Texan Dallas Wayne established himself as a successful rancher in Virginia City until malicious gossip turns Miss Burlette Smith of the Circle S ranch against him. Some strong language. 1983, c1981

SUBJECTS: Western

A Fugitive from love.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
Salena leaves her convent school upon the death of her step-grandmother to join her gambler-father in Monte Carlo. When she arrives she finds that he has arranged a "marriage" for her. 1985, c1978

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

The Fugitive romantic.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
It was during one sultry afternoon on the river that Claire's long engagement finally broke up. 1983, c1960

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Fugitive wife.
by Helen Baker Eastwood
FICTION
A happily married wife and mother has her world shattered when she discovers her husband is unfaithful to her. 1975

SUBJECTS: Romance

Full circle.
by Stephen Fugate
FICTION
Will's partner had been lynched and he almost tore the town apart trying to clear his friend's name. 1986

(S linford western series)
SUBJECTS: Western

Full tilt : Ireland to India with a bicycle.
by Dervla Murphy
G490.M86 1985
Dervla Murphy was given a bicycle and an atlas for her tenth birthday. Twenty-one years later she realized her ambition was to cycle to India. 1985, c1965

SUBJECTS: Travel

Fulton J. Sheen's guide to contentment.
by Fulton John Sheen
BV2350.2.S44 1967
With clarity and expertise, Archbishop Sheen combines practicality and wisdom in discussing problems relative to man's everyday experiences. 1967

SUBJECTS: Religion

The Fur person.
by May Sarton
FICTION
The saga of Tom Jones, a gentleman cat, whose decision to find just the right home proved successful, although he had to give up his rambling as Cat About Town. 1980, c1978

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Gable and Lombard.
by Warren G. Harris
PN2287.G3H3 1974b
The story of Clark Gable and Carole Lombard told with all the glitter, gossip and
tragedy that surrounded them during their reign as 'King and Queen of Hollywood.' 1974

SUBJECTS: Biography

The Gabriel hounds.
  by Mary Stewart
  FICTION
  Vacationing in the Middle East, an English girl and her cousin venture to their aunt's palace in high Lebanon where they encounter more danger than anticipated. 1972, c1967

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Gaffer Samson's luck.
  by Jill Paton Walsh
  FICTION
  Old Gaffer Samson is ill in bed in the next door cottage, and needs James to help him by finding his 'luck' - an old charm given him years before. This leads to his accepting a dangerous dare. 1987, c1984

SUBJECTS: General

Gail steps out.
  by Carol Gaye
  FICTION
  Gail's Aunt Edith wanted her to have the sober grey dress, but for once Gail rebelled against authority. It seemed to be the turning point in her hitherto humdrum life. 1976

SUBJECTS: Romance

Gallant antagonist.
  by Jessica Steele
  FICTION
  Jancis could appreciate what a headache her irrepressible friend Sophia was to her uncle Thorp Kingman—but why did Thorp have to assume that Jancis herself was tarred with the same brush? 1985, c1981

(Harlequin large print)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Gallant lady.
  by Hebe Elsna
  FICTION
  Barbara escaped the French Revolution, but must now save both a boy and her love. 1979, c1968

SUBJECTS: General

Gallop ing danger.
  by Max Brand
  FICTION
  Quiet, dreamy Lee Garrison is content with his lonely life as a fence rider until the night a dying Indian stumbles into his dugout. 1982, c1923

SUBJECTS: Western

Galloway and Sackett's Land.
  by Louis L'Amour
  FICTION
  Flagan Sackett finds himself a fugitive in the mountains with only his wits as defense against the Apache warriors and the hungry wolves stalking him. 1981, c1970

SUBJECTS: Western

The Gallows land.
  by Bill Pronzini
  FICTION
  Roy Boone, mourning for his dead wife, sets out for the Arizona wasteland, seeking a new life. Then he meets beautiful Jennifer Todd, a victim of wife abuse. 1983

SUBJECTS: Western

The Galmart affair.
  by Sheila Westall
  FICTION
  Love, murder, and conspiracy contrast with the innocent portrait being appraised. 1977, c1975

SUBJECTS: Romance

A Gamble with hearts.
  by Barbara Cartland
  FICTION
  Selina Wade was rescued from Paris and a
life of shame by Quintus Tiverton, a gambler living on his wits. 1981, c1975

SUBJECTS: Romance

Gambler in love.
by Patricia Matthews
FICTION
Historical romance about life along the Erie Canal during the early 1800s focuses on Catherine Carnahan, descended from tough, strong-willed Irish immigrants. Explicit descriptions of sex. 1985, c1984

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Gambling man.
by Catherine Cookson
FICTION
Conner, a rent collector, and his childhood sweetheart, a governess, struggle for respectability until skills at playing poker lead them to richer pastures and violence. 1978, c1975

SUBJECTS: General

Gambling on love.
by Gail Jordan
FICTION
When millionaire Garrison Marshall proposed to Penny Gaines, she promised to give up gambling forever in exchange for a life of luxury. 1987

SUBJECTS: Romance

Game in diamonds.
by Elizabeth Cadell
FICTION
The charming grandson of Lady Charlotte Merrion, though engaged to another woman, begins a delicate romance with a student visiting his grandmother’s mansion. 1976

SUBJECTS: Mystery

A Game of falcons.
by Catherine Darby
FICTION
The Falcon brothers Hal and Robin struggle for power and draw an innocent girl, and her loyal brother into the conflict. 1980, c1976

SUBJECTS: General

A Game of murder.
by Francis Durbridge
FICTION
A golfing accident seems like murder to Scotland Yard officer. 1976

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Gang that couldn’t shoot straight.
by Jimmy Breslin
FICTION
A humorous novel about the inter-family friction that exists in a Brooklyn Mafia family. 1969

SUBJECTS: Humor

The Garden of dreams.
by Sara Craven
FICTION
Lissa was very attracted to the Frenchman Paul de Gue—but still wasn’t sure if her feelings were deep enough for marriage. 1983, c1975

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Garden of Eden.
by Ernest Hemingway
FICTION
David Bourne is eager to begin his next novel after the success of his first. His beautiful new wife Catherine regards his writing as a barrier between them. 1987

(G.K. Hall large print book series)
SUBJECTS: General

Garden of malice.
by Susan Kenney
FICTION
Can a series of beautiful gardens hide evil and danger? Young professor Roz Howard was to find that out when she left Vassar to edit the diaries of a brilliant English woman.
1983

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Garden of the gods.
by Gerald Durrell
QL31.D87A33 1979
To visit Corfu with Gerald Durrell is to drink the milk of Paradise. Corfu us an island where dotty inhabitants are matched by strange beasts and rich soil. 1979, c1978

SUBJECTS: Biography

The Garment.
by Catherine Cookson
FICTION
A bad marriage changes affection to bitterness. 1977

SUBJECTS: General

The Gates of Rangitatau.
by Robyn Donald
FICTION
Brokenhearted over Greg Bradsley's treatment of her, Christabel behaved very foolishly with Alex Thomassin. 1985, c1983

SUBJECTS: Romance

Gather no moss.
by Sarah Shears
PR6069.H395S52 1978
The second volume of Shears' autobiography. This volume follows her from Holland to Switzerland, the Suez Canal to Bombay, and finally to London at the start of World War II. 1978, c1972

SUBJECTS: Biography

A Gathering of hope.
BV4832.2.G34 1984
The actress shares poems, selected psalms, prayers, lyrics, and bits of wit and wisdom that have helped her through wonderful and tragic moments in her life and career. 1984, c1983

SUBJECTS: Religion

A Gathering of old men.
by Ernest J. Gaines
FICTION
After Cajun farmer, Beau Boutan is found shot dead, a web of protection is spun around the real murderer when more than a dozen people claim to have done the shooting. 1984, c1983

SUBJECTS: General

Gay defeat.
by Denise Robins
FICTION
After a family tragedy, Delia Beringham is forced to survive on her own courage and determination. 1984, c1968

SUBJECTS: General

Gay intruder.
by Iris Bromige
FICTION
Gail goes to live with her aunt and falls in love with the mysterious Max. 1975, c1954

SUBJECTS: Romance

Gay Lord Robert.
by Jean Plaidy
FICTION
Historical romance of Robert Dudley and Elizabeth I, passionate lovers who might have married but for the existence of Robert's tragic young wife. 1974, c1955

(Shadows of the crown series)
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

Gaylord's badge.
by Richard Meade
FICTION
A sheriff suddenly faces his most dangerous enemy yet--himself. 1976, c1975

SUBJECTS: Western

The Gaynor women.
by Virginia Coffman
FICTION
In 1880's Virginia, three generations of Gaynor women compete for what they hold most dear: power, position and love. 1980, c1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Gazebo.
by Patricia Wentworth
FICTION
A selfish mother is found murdered. 1979, c1955

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Gemini man.
by Susan Kelly
FICTION
Freelance writer Liza Connors keeps company with a homicide detective. When murder occurs, she gets involved in the investigation. 1986

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Gene Kelly: A biography.
by Clive Hirschhorn
PN2287.K64H5 1985
A theater critic traces the life and career of the musical dancer, singer, actor and director, from his humble beginnings in Philadelphia to international stardom. 1985

(G.K. Hall large print book series)
SUBJECTS: Biography

The Generous heart.
by Dorothy Quentin
FICTION
Life on a beautiful Pacific island is not all sunshine and sparkle for a young governess. 1972, c1955

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Genesee diary: report from a trappist monastery.
by Henri J. M. Nouwen
BX4705.N87A33 1985
Father Nouwen spent seven months at the Abbey of Genesee. Insightful, compassionate, this diary serves as an inspiration and a challenge to those in search of themselves. 1985, c1976

SUBJECTS: Religion

Gentle awakening.
by Marianne Cole
FICTION
A recently widowed doctor who also lost her child finds herself attracted to a fellow doctor. 1983

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Gentle desperado.
by Max Brand
FICTION
Slight, soft spoken and bespectacled, 22-year-old Robert Fernald looks perfectly harmless even with a Colt automatic in hand. 1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: Western

A Gentle feuding.
by Johanna Lindsey
FICTION
When James Mackinnion comes upon a lovely lass bathing in a pool he falls in love, not knowing she is a Fergusson. The feud between the two clans threatens to keep the lovers apart. Descriptions of sex. 1984

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Gentle gunman.
by Max Brand
FICTION
A killer-thief, El Tigre was feared and hated by many, including the wealthy Senor Valdivia. Twenty years earlier El Tigre had stolen Valdivia's bride-to-be. 1984, c1952

SUBJECTS: Western

A Gentleman called James.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
During her twenty-five years of married life,
Emmeline had cherished the memory of James, the man she loved and lost—the man she could have married but didn’t. 1985

SUBJECTS: Romance

A Gentleman in love.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
The war with Napoleon won, the Earl of Hellington began another campaign—the pursuit of a pretty yet infuriating young milliner who evaded all his attempts to make her his mistress. 1986, c1979

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

George and Elizabeth: a royal marriage.
by David Duff
DA584.D8 1983
This is the private story behind the public events of a reign and a marriage; the story of shared love and support between the shy younger brother of Edward and the pretty, charming daughter of a Scottish earl. 1983

SUBJECTS: Biography

Georgina.
by Clare Darcy
FICTION
A young English lady who has been raised by her grandparents upsets them by refusing a proposal of marriage offered by a respectable young man. 1976

SUBJECTS: Romance

Gerald and Elizabeth.
by Dorothy Emily Stevenson
FICTION
Two people discover the truths of their pasts and each finds happiness. 1977, c1969

SUBJECTS: Romance

Gertrude.
by Hermann Hesse
FICTION
Originally published in 1910, this novel told in the form of a memoir deals with a composer’s relationship with two fascinating but ill-matched opera singers who get married. 1974, c1969

SUBJECTS: General

Getting away with murder?
by Anne Morice
FICTION
The idea of an approaching vacation has been mildly daunting to actress Tessa Crichton. Then they are booked in a country hotel near the site of an old unsolved murder case. 1985, c1984

(G.K. Hall)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Getting through the night: finding your way after the loss of a loved one.
by Eugenia Price
BV49052.P73 1984
A popular, inspirational writer offers consolation for anyone struggling with the loss of a loved one to natural death, desertion, divorce, suicide, or accident. 1984

SUBJECTS: Religion

Getting to know the general.
by Graham Greene
F1567.T68G73 1985
In the winter of 1976, Graham Greene was invited to Panama by Omar Torrijos, the charismatic general who had taken power in 1968. 1985, c1984

SUBJECTS: Biography

A Ghost in Monte Carlo.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
He turned away without looking at Mistral. She stood very still as if turned to stone, the blood slowly receding from her cheeks until she was paler than death, her eyes dark pools of pain. 1973

SUBJECTS: Romance

Ghost Mountain guns.
The Ghost of Fiddler's Hill.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
After a whirlwind courtship Lindy and Sir Simon Leeson were married, and it was only then that Lindy realized she knew little about her husband. 1986, c1968

SUBJECTS: Romance

Ghosts.
by Ed McBain
FICTION
The murder of the writer of a bestselling ghost story thrusts Detective Steve Carella into an investigation that is as bizarre as most cases are routine. Some strong language. 1980

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Ghostway.
by Tony Hillerman
FICTION
Jim Chee of the Navajo Tribal police in Albuquerque is warned to keep hands off an FBI investigation of the fatal shooting of Albert Gorman, found outside the hogan of the medicine man. Strong language. 1985, c1984

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Giants' bread.
by Mary Westmacott
FICTION
The love for two women and an obsession with music dominate Deyre's life. 1980, c1958

SUBJECTS: Romance

Gideon's badge.
by J. J. Marric
FICTION
Commander Gideon is sent to New York to work with the police department on the problem of international hijacking. 1980, c1966

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Gideon's day.
by J. J. Marric
FICTION
A single day's work in the life of a Detective Superintendent at Scotland Yard includes dope peddling, a child murderer, a hit and run driver, and an old woman battered to death. 1972, c1955

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Gideon's drive.
by J. J. Marric
FICTION
Commander Gideon of the Central Investigation Department keeps a close eye on several criminal cases listed on the Scotland Yard agenda and tries to keep his wife happy at the same time. 1978, c1976

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Gideon's fire.
by J. J. Marric
FICTION
Commander Gideon of Scotland Yard deals with arson, bank robbery, a fraudulent bond issue, and the rape and murder of a young woman. 1974, c1961

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Gideon's fog.
by J. J. Marric
FICTION
George Gideon of Scotland Yard solves a bizarre case involving murder and a burial in London's Hyde Park. Kidnapping, vandalism and a jewel robbery are added ingredients. 1976, c1975
Gideon's men.
by J. J. Marric
FICTION
More problems for Commander Gideon of Scotland Yard. Racial tension, murder, robbery, and petty crime present their daily problems for the police to handle. 1975, c1972

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Gideon's month.
by J. J. Marric
FICTION
As commander of the Criminal Investigation Department at Scotland Yard, Gideon handles a gang murder, wife killings, and a ring of pickpockets. 1975, c1958

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Gideon's press.
by J. J. Marric
FICTION
While on his way to work at Scotland Yard, Commander George Gideon is ordered to the office of the Commissioner of City Police where he finds that there is not only a newspaper strike but a dock strike threatening as well. 1977, c1973

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Gideon's ride.
by J. J. Marric
FICTION
Commander Gideon of Scotland Yard is challenged by a series of crimes on London's buses and subways. 1974, c1963

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Gideon's river.
by J. J. Marric
FICTION
The mystery begins with an attack on a young couple by two toughs who try to drown them in the Thames and branches into a maze of cases culminating in the planned robbery. 1973, c1968

SUBJECTS: General

A Gift for Dr. Gaskin.
by Jane Lester
FICTION
Shy and retiring, Godfrey Gaskin stayed in the quiet backwater of Chistenford until a new nurse, Lavinia Saxfield came... 1987, c1967

SUBJECTS: Romance

Gift from the sea.
by Anne Morrow Lindbergh
FICTION
Reflections on possessions, love and marriage, and solitude, which were written while Anne Lindbergh spent a quiet vacation by the sea. 1984, c1975

SUBJECTS: General

The Gift of Acabar.
by Og Mandino
FICTION
Story of a boy in a Lapland village who sent
up a giant red kite to catch a star in order to bring some light and warmth to him and his sister during a terrible storm. 1979, c1978

SUBJECTS: General

Gifts of an eagle.
by Kent Durden
QL795.B57D87 1973
The true accounting of the trials and tremendous rewards of raising an eagle, punctuated throughout with humor, warmth, and understanding. 1973, c1972

SUBJECTS: General

Gilded cage.
by Catherine George
FICTION
Emily and Luc fell wildly in love. During the following 18 months, Emily had his baby while Luc went away. When Luc returned he demanded marriage, but Emily's feelings had changed. 1985, c1983

(Harlequin large print series)
SUBJECTS: General

Gilded splendor.
by Rosalind Laker
FICTION
It is their sense of beauty which brings Thomas Chippendale and Isabella Woodleigh together. She recognizes his workmanship as genius and they fall in love. 1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Gingerbread house.
by Alice Dwyer-Joyce
FICTION
A scared little foundling seeks her identity. 1978, c1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Gipsy lover.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
Nothing exciting happened to Fay until she met Ronald Wise, a professional lover. 1984, c1973

'A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Girl.
by Catherine Cookson
FICTION
Trapped by her illegitimate birth and abused by her mistress at sixteen, the plucky heroine submits to an unhappy marriage. Somehow she survives and eventually finds her heart's desire. 1979, c1977

SUBJECTS: General

The Girl at Goldenhawk.
by Violet Winspear
FICTION
Jaine was swamped by her spectacular relatives and was accustomed to take back place to them. So when her glamorous cousin decided she did not want to marry her wealthy suitor, Jaine had to explain it to him. 1984, c1974

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Girl at White Drift.
by Rosalind Brett
FICTION
Geraldine Lake's father, a Canadian, had died and appointed Dave Farren as her guardian. Gerry apprehensive as to the sort of man he was, was determined to prove herself a worthy junior partner. 1981, c1962

SUBJECTS: Romance

A Girl called Evelyn.
by Theresa Charles
FICTION
It was a dark, wet night when Nurse Inez Raine, knowing she was late for duty, took a forbidden short cut. She collided with a stranger who clasped her to him and passionately called her "Evelyn". 1987, c1959

SUBJECTS: Romance
The G I from Montana.
by Grace Livingston Hill
FICTION
An orphaned girl takes care of her brother until he is killed. Running from the killer, she finds safety and eventually hope for a better life. 1985, c1982
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Girl from Paris.
by Joan Aiken
FICTION
The girl from Paris, Ellen Paget, is actually a member of a society family from Petworth, England, who has quite successfully earned her own living in mid-nineteenth century France as a schoolteacher. 1983
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Girl from Switzerland.
by Renee Shann
FICTION
Fascinating and unscrupulous, Natalie had all men running after her; but it was Bill Drummond, head over heels in love with Natalie himself, who realised that she wasn't all she appeared to be. 1986, c1947
SUBJECTS: Romance

Girl in a mask.
by Mary Raymond
FICTION
After a car accident, Julia Gerard wakes up unable to remember anything of the past. 1985, c1965

(Linford romance library)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Girl in a trap.
by Renee Shann
FICTION
The night before her wedding Pauline had a blazing row with her stepmother over Trevor, the man she was to marry the next day. 1984, c1957

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Girl on the heights.
by Gladys Greenaway
FICTION
A girl with a sordid slum upbringing makes a name for herself as a nightclub singer. 1980, c1968

SUBJECTS: Romance

A Girl to love.
by Betty Neels
FICTION
A man buys a young girl's home that she is about to lose and offers her a job as his housekeeper. 1984, c1982

(Harlequin)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Girl who loved Crippen.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
This is a story about a girl who fell in love with a married man. The little dentist with the kindly, courteous manner was none other than Dr. Crippen--a murderer. 1981, c1955

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Girls are missing.
by Caroline Crane
FICTION
After disappearances and grisly deaths, fear grips Cedarville. Is a maniac loose or is the killer hiding behind a mask of respectability? 1984

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Girls from the five great valleys.
by Elizabeth Savage
FICTION
Story of five teenage girls coming of age in 1934 in the cowtown-turned-college-town of Missoula, Montana. 1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

Girls in their married bliss.
by Edna O'Brien
FICTION
In this tragicomedy, disillusionment turns childhood tolerance to adult need as Kate's and Baba's lives become strangely intertwined. 1986, c1964

SUBJECTS: General

Give love the air.
by Faith Baldwin
FICTION
Lily and Jonathan Tempest are already headline news when her agent lines up a sponsor for a weekly radio show. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

Give us forever.
by Constance F. Peale
FICTION
Steven Burke loved his acting career and his freedom above all else. Independence had always come first for Sarah as well, but suddenly it was not enough. 1984, c1982

(Ulverscroft large print series : romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Glass barrier.
by Joy Petersen Packer
FICTION
Two young women growing up in South Africa experience conflicting feelings about racism, pride in their families, and love for the same man. 1980, c1961

SUBJECTS: General

The Glass flame.
by Phyllis A. Whitney
FICTION
Karen receives word that her professional arson-hunter husband has died in the Great Smoky Mountains of Tennessee shortly after writing her about his fear of being murdered. 1979, c1978

SUBJECTS: Mystery
The Glass key.
by Dashiell Hammett
FICTION
Two powerful men try to influence the outcome of an election against a background of murder, gambling, violence, and romance. 1982, c1931
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Glass palace.
by Mary Ann Gibbs
FICTION
Treated as a poor relation rather than as an adopted daughter, Tabbie accidentally finds out about her true parents when she meets a wounded soldier while a nurse in the Crimean War. 1976, 1973
(Large type series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Glendraco.
by Laura Black
FICTION
Although Kirstie attracts a flock of admirers, a shadow falls on her new life in Glendraco Castle with her protectress, Lady Darco. 1982, c1977
SUBJECTS: Romance

A Glimpse of Eden.
by Evelyn Ames
DT426.A6 1967
The author journeys to East Africa to photograph the wildlife, and writes of the impact of the beautiful wilderness and the contrast in cultures. 1967
(A Keith Jennison book)
SUBJECTS: General

A Glimpse of paradise.
by Arlene Hale
FICTION
Heather takes on the care of the younger children when her mother dies and her father abandons them. Disillusioned and weary, she doesn't even know how she feels about Shannon or any of the other men who want to marry her. 1975, c1974
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Glitter dome.
by Joseph Wambaugh
FICTION
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Glitter-dust.
by Alice Dwyer-Joyce
FICTION
Archaeologist Mitchell Allington met Elizabeth in a hospital staff room. Anthony Rickaby eventually found Elizabeth lonely and in danger. 1982, c1978
SUBJECTS: Romance

Glitz.
by Elmore Leonard
FICTION
A thriller about the world of casino gambling told with tension, tenderness, and humor. In Puerto Rico, tough Miami cop Vincent Mora meets pretty Iris Ruiz who is later found dead. Strong language and descriptions of sex. 1985
(G.K. Hall)
SUBJECTS: General

A Glorious third.
by Cynthia Propper Seton
FICTION
Celia Dupont is the mother of five daughters, who are growing up and away, and the wife of preoccupied Philip, the editor of a political weekly. Some strong language. 1980
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Glory game.

by Janet Dailey  
FICTION  
Luz Kincaid Thomas was "the girl who had everything" until her husband left her for a younger woman. At 42, Luz clings to her two teenaged children in a struggle to survive. 1985  
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Glory trail.  
by Ray Hogan  
FICTION  
A young ranch hand fulfills a dream when he accepts a job as a lawman. Unfortunately, his first assignment will be his last if he fails to escort his prisoner to jail. Strong language. 1980, c1978  
SUBJECTS: Western

The Glowing dark.  
by Miriam Macgregor  
FICTION  
When Helen Tobin arrived at New Zealand's Waitomo Cave district to take a new job in a farm quest house, she discovered that her predecessor had been found dead on the road. 1987, c1968  
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Gnomes and gardens.  
by Alan Melville  
SB455.M44 1984  
Alan Melville knows all the ups and downs of the gardener's world. He also knows how to tell a good story. 1984, c1983  
(A New Portway large print book)  
SUBJECTS: Humor

Go slowly, come back quickly.  
by David Niven  
FICTION  
The adventures of Stani Skolimowski, handsome football star, RAF pilot, war hero, stunt man, photographer, and passionate lover of actress Pandora Bryce. Strong language and descriptions of sex. 1982, c1981  
SUBJECTS: General

The Goat bag.  
by Susan Wingfield  
FICTION  
Faith Chataway volunteers to nurse at a lonely African outpost. 1972, c1965  
SUBJECTS: Romance

God at eventide.  
by Two Listeners  
BV4810.T9 1986  
Devotional diary with messages included for every day in the calendar year. 1986, c1950  
SUBJECTS: Religion

The God bit.  
by Joey Adams  
BV4596.E67A3 1975  
The stories of performers told in a deeply moving and personal way of the meaning God has in their lives and careers. 1975, c1974  
SUBJECTS: Religion

God calling : a devotional classic.  
by Two Listeners  
BV4810.T9 1968  
A classic book of daily devotions by two women who claim that the messages were channeled through them by Jesus Christ. 1968, c1953  
SUBJECTS: Religion

God can do it again.  
by Kathryn Kuhlman  
RZ401.K84 1975  
The unique personal stories of people who have experienced the remarkable ability of the woman they call the love healer, Kathryn Kuhlman. 1975, c1969  
SUBJECTS: General

God in the hard times.  
by Dale Evans Rogers  
BV4909.R64 1985  
SUBJECTS: General
Writer and former cowgirl Rogers emphasizes that God is with us in hard times and that people grow through adversity. Chapters deal with disappointment, loneliness, failure, and death. 1985, c1984

SUBJECTS: Religion

God, man, and Archie Bunker.
by Spencer Marsh
BT28.M279 1975
A West Coast clergyman looks at the popular American bigot and other characters from television’s "All in the Family." His study considers Archie’s all-too-human attitudes. 1975

SUBJECTS: Religion

Goddess of death.
by Michael Underwood
FICTION
Rosa Epton, a tough and glamorous young solicitor, takes the case of a young man she doesn’t believe because she has a soft spot for his older brother. 1984, c1982

SUBJECTS: General

Goddess of threads.
by Frances Turk
FICTION
Paul, a famous pianist, and his secretary are forced to stay in Reykjavik owing to Paul’s sudden illness. 1975, c1966

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Godfather.
by Mario Puzo
FICTION
The world and underworld of the Mafia is revealed in this novel of paradoxical terror and benovolence. Explicit descriptions of sex. Strong language. 1985, c1969

SUBJECTS: General

Godfrey: a special time remembered.
by Jill Bennett

PN2598.T42 1984
The story of Sir Godfrey Tearle’s four years with Jill Bennett and something of his remarkable life and career. 1984

(New Portway large print books)
SUBJECTS: Biography

Going home.
by Danielle Steel
FICTION
After her divorce, Gillian Forrester and her five-year-old daughter Samantha leave New York City for San Francisco. Strong language and some descriptions of sex. 1982, c1973

SUBJECTS: Romance

Going like sixty: a lighthearted look at the later years.
by Richard Willard Armour
PS3501.R55G58 1974
A lighthearted, but philosophical look at senior citizenship. The author is positive and optimistic but also realistic. 1974

SUBJECTS: Psychology

Gold comes in bricks.
by A. A. Fair
FICTION
A murder mystery solved by the Lam-Cool partnership. 1972, 1942

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Golden collar.
by Elizabeth Cadell
FICTION
An architect is sent to Portugal to purchase land for his fiance’s father, but persuading the woman who owns the land to negotiate becomes increasingly distasteful to him, especially after he meets her lovely niece. 1985, c1968

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Golden flame.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
When the beautiful Josette finally succumbed to consumption, all her adoring husband Jan had to remind him of her was their little son, Luis. 1983

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Golden Gate.
by Alistair MacLean
FICTION
A gang of terrorists hold the President of the United States and two Arab potentates for ransom on the Golden Gate bridge in San Francisco. 1977, c1976

Recorded
SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

Golden soak.
by Hammond Innes
FICTION
Once a prosperous mining director, Alec Falls is now bankrupt. Abandoned by his wife, he enters into the lives of the homesteaders, speculators, and aborigines. 1975, c1973

Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Golden songbird.
by Sheila Walsh
FICTION
A drunken challenge which results in Lucia being won by the Marquis of Mandersely was a means of escape from a man she loathed. 1984

SUBJECTS: Romance

Golden summer.
by Iris Bromige
FICTION
Jean loved Adrian, but then he died suddenly, weeks before their wedding, under clouded circumstances. Jean was determined to find answers. 1987, c1972

SUBJECTS: Romance

Golden lasso.
by Fern Michaels
FICTION
A man determines to steal a woman's heart and own her ranch by hook or by crook. 1985, c1980

(G. K. Hall large print book series)
SUBJECTS: General

The Golden unicorn.
by Phyllis A. Whitney
FICTION
A search for identity unearths facts behind a murder committed 25 years before. 1976

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Goldengrove.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Genre</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Recorded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Madge expects the usual carefree and happy summer with her cousin Paul at her grandmother's seaside home, but finds this summer to be different from all the others.</td>
<td>by Walsh Paton</td>
<td>FICTION</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldenrod.</td>
<td>by Herbert Harker</td>
<td>FICTION</td>
<td>A champion bronc rider is trampled by a horse and breaks his pelvis. Then his wife leaves him and his two young sons.</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gone to Texas.</td>
<td>by Forrest Carter</td>
<td>FICTION</td>
<td>Josey Wales survived the raiders who massacred his family and lived through the Civil War as a Confederate soldier. Then he headed for Texas to start a new life.</td>
<td>1980, c1973</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gone with the wind.</td>
<td>by Margaret Mitchell</td>
<td>FICTION</td>
<td>A romantic Civil War epic in which a ruthless Scarlet O'Hara and Rhett Butler, a war profiteer, play out their tempestuous love affair against the background of the war-torn South.</td>
<td>1964, c1936</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Gone-away man.</td>
<td>by Lucy Walker</td>
<td>FICTION</td>
<td>Lisa is drawn into a feud, in the remote Australian outback.</td>
<td>1980, c1968</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Good earth.</td>
<td>by Pearl S. Buck</td>
<td>FICTION</td>
<td>Describes the rise of a Chinese peasant from poverty to the position of a rich landowner, helped by his patient wife.</td>
<td>1958</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Good listener.</td>
<td>by Pamela Hansford Johnson</td>
<td>FICTION</td>
<td>A story of Toby Roberts, Bob Cuthbertson and Adrian Stedman, three young Englishmen with their whole futures ahead of them.</td>
<td>1976, c1975</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Good morrow.</td>
<td>by Dawn Lowe-Watson</td>
<td>FICTION</td>
<td>For Felicity, loving the family was an act of faith. The tragedy of her life is Frankie, the cherished daughter who has rejected home and all it stands for.</td>
<td>1982, c1980</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Good mother.</td>
<td>by Sue Miller</td>
<td>FICTION</td>
<td>This is the poignant story of one woman's struggle to be loyal, honest, and true to the people she loves--and to discover, what being a good mother really means.</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good night, Mr. Christopher.</td>
<td>by Patricia Tayler McIvers</td>
<td>RC280.B7M32 1975</td>
<td>A truly inspiring account of one family's love and faith in the face of their son's terminal cancer.</td>
<td>1975, c1974</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good-bye Mr. Chips.</td>
<td>by James Hilton</td>
<td>FICTION</td>
<td>A retired English schoolmaster recalls his</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
life and the three generations of boys whom
he has known and taught. 1962

SUBJECTS: General

The Goodbye look.
by Ross Macdonald
FICTION
A detective story about a stolen Florentine
gold box that the famed Archer is hired to
find. After he locates it, the first dead
corpse appears. Strong language. 1972, c1969

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Goodbye to yesterday.
by Arlene Hale
FICTION
A librarian, chosen to catalog a crusty old
millionaire's rare books, finds a mysterious
letter in one of them. 1973

SUBJECTS: General

Gorky Park.
by Martin Cruz Smith
FICTION
Three mutilated bodies are found frozen in
the middle of Moscow's Gorky Park. A
chief investigator is reluctant to get involved
in a case that interests the KGB. Strong
language. 1981

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Gospel fever: a novel about America's
most beloved TV evangelist.
by Frank Gill Slaughter
FICTION
Novel about an evangelist whose TV station
is watched by millions. 1980

SUBJECTS: General

Gossip from Thrush Green.
by Miss Read
FICTION
Dotty Harmer, the eccentric animal lover,
becomes seriously ill just as a new resident is
born, a catastrophic fire, and a quartet of
rock musicians disturb the peace. 1983, c1981

SUBJECTS: General

Gown of glory.
by Agnes Sligh Turnbull
FICTION
Newly wedded minister David Lyall and his
wife Mary come to a small Pennsylvania
town expecting to stay only a year.
Twenty-five years and three children later
they are still there. 1982, c1952

SUBJECTS: General

Graham: a day in Billy's life.
by Gerald S. Strober
BV3785.G6987 1977
Lively account of the everyday life of the
famous minister as he handles meetings,
phone calls, personal contacts, and
face-to-face confrontations with the crowds
on a podium. 1977, c1976

SUBJECTS: Biography

Grand canary.
by Archibald Joseph Cronin
FICTION
Dr. Harvey Leith sails on the S.S. Aurela
where he meets Mary Fielding and later
treats her for yellow fever. 1933

SUBJECTS: General

A Grand man.
by Catherine Cookson
FICTION
Eight-year-old Mary Ann Shaughnessy's
father is the "grand man" whom she adores
though he drinks too much. 1975, c1954

SUBJECTS: General

Grand slam.
by Ritchie Perry
FICTION
While working on a case outside the
Department, Philis experiences an attempt
on his life. 1983, c1980

(Atlantic large print series)
The Grand Sophy.
by Georgette Heyer
FICTION
Madcrap romance set in the Regency days in London with an irresistible heroine almost six-feet-tall. Because of her forth-right manner and ingenious matchmaking and organizing ability, Sophy becomes a smashing success in London. 1978, 1950
SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Grandpa and Frank.
by Janet Majerus
FICTION
To prevent her beloved and harmlessly senile grandfather from losing his Illinois farm, 12-year-old Sarah kidnaps him and heads toward Chicago to find a doctor who will certify him legally sane. Some strong language. 1978
SUBJECTS: Humor

Grapes from thorns.
by Norah Whittle
FICTION
Camilla’s journey and early days in Australia were a time of sheer horror, but freedom and happiness eventually caught up with her. 1980, c1965
SUBJECTS: General

The Grapes of paradise.
by Helena Leigh
FICTION
Proud, passionate and sensuous, Lady Jane Langley would rather run away with a penniless Irish rabble-rouser than accept her father’s choice of a husband for her. 1986
(Charwood library series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Grapes of wrath.
by John Steinbeck
FICTION
This is the story of the Depression farmers and their families driven from the dust bowl of their Oklahoma farms to the promised land of California to find work. Strong language 1967, c1939
SUBJECTS: General

The Grass is always greener over the septic tank.
by Erma Bombeck
PS3552.O59G7 1977
Bombeck’s humor is guaranteed to keep a reader laughing. 1977, c1976
SUBJECTS: Humor

The Grass is singing.
by Doris Lessing
FICTION
A desperately frustrated young woman, her failure-ridden husband, and their enigmatic black servant enact a deadly ritual of revenge and sexual torment on the plains of Africa. 1986, c1950
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Grave matters.
by Margaret Yorke
FICTION
After the second person died, Dr. Grant was convinced it was murder. 1975, c1973
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Grave mistake.
by Ngaio Marsh
FICTION
Rich, vain, hypochondriac Sybil Foster, off for a rest cure at posh Greengages is found dead, a supposed but improbable suicide. 1979, c1978
SUBJECTS: Mystery

A Grave without flowers.
by Mary McMullen
FICTION
Emily Denver, fleeing New York and the pain of a recent divorce, fully expects a carefree vacation. But her holiday becomes
an excursion into peril. Strong language. 1984, c1983

(Nightingale)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Graveyard meadow.
by Buck Bradshaw
FICTION
Luther Brown had no idea that he was never going beyond the town of Bemis. By the time he knew this, he had killed his first man, learned of a rich cache, and found friends he would never forget. 1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: Western

The Great British ghost hunt.
by Hans Holzer
BF1472.G7H64 1975
Ghost hunter Holzer takes the reader on a tour of haunted castles and ancient ruins in Great Britain. 1975

SUBJECTS: General

The Great Corinthian: a portrait of the Prince Regent.
by Doris Leslie
FICTION
The story of George, Prince of Wales, his scandalous love affairs, and the unusual marriage to Caroline of Brunswick. 1974, 1952

SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

Great discoverers in modern science.
by Patrick Pringle
TP39.P7 1968
The lives and achievements of 13 scientific discoverers of the 20th century. The emphasis is on the individuals themselves as well as their work. 1968, c1955

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Science

Great expectations.
by Charles Dickens
FICTION
Pip, a poor orphan boy, is befriended by an unknown benefactor and goes to London to live the life of a gentleman. n.d.

SUBJECTS: General

Great Granny Webster.
by Caroline Blackwood
FICTION
An uncommon novel of a zany household. 1979, c1977

SUBJECTS: General

Great house.
by Kate Thompson
FICTION
The story of the romance and sadness of a closely knit family whose loyalty to each other triumphs over all their strains and jealousies. 1972, c1955

SUBJECTS: General

The Great railway bazaar: by train through Asia.
by Paul Theroux
DS10.T43 1986
A novelist's account of a four-month trip traveling through Turkey, Iran, India, Southeast Asia, Japan, and London, his encounters with hippies, businessmen, whores, and fellow tourists. Strong language, descriptions of sex. 1986, c1975

SUBJECTS: Travel

The Great train robbery.
by Michael Crichton
FICTION
The planning and execution of a daring gold bullion theft. 1975

SUBJECTS: General

Greatest animal stories.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
Ranging in locale from the mountains of the West to the coast of Australia, included are tales of horses, lion hunting and a humpback
Greed and glory on Wall Street.
by Ken Auletta
HG5129.N5A8 1987b
A veteran journalist tells the story of the infighting and jostling for power that eventually spelled doom for the prominent Wall Street investment banking firm of Lehman Brothers. 1987

(G.K. Hall large print book series)
SUBJECTS: General

The Greedy killers.
by Edwin Radford
FICTION
Dr. Manson with the help of Supt. Jones and Inspector Kenway are called to Sussex to investigate the murder of an ex-convict recently released from jail. 1976, c1971

(A "Doctor Manson" detective story)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Greek fire.
by Winston Graham
FICTION
The 'Man of Fire' found there wasn't sufficient draught in his hiding place to burn the evidence. 1975, c1957

SUBJECTS: General

The Greek way.
by Edith Hamilton
DF77.H34 1960
A study of the Greek mind and spirit, in which the author discusses the literature, customs, philosophy, and art of this ancient civilization. 196?, c1958

(A Keith Jennison book)
SUBJECTS: Greece-History

The Green diamonds.
by Colin Robertson
FICTION
After four gem stones sit in a safety deposit box for 10 years, two are collected and a murder occurs the same night near the club of a jewel fence. 1976, c1970

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Green fields of Eden.
by Francis Clifford
FICTION
A novel about an assortment of people living on an island off the African coast. 1963

SUBJECTS: General

Green grow the dollars.
by Emma Lathen
FICTION
Wall Street detective John Putnam Thatcher becomes embroiled in a lawsuit over a new type of tomato plant. Two rival agricultural firms claim to have developed the valuable new plant. 1982

Recorded
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Green hand.
by Lillian Beckwith
FICTION
A man learns the life of a fisherman in this novel. 1971, c1967

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: General

Green mansions.
by William Henry Hudson
FICTION
A young man making his way over the Andes encounters a tribe of savage Indians, and falls in love with a mysterious being—part woman and part bird. 1944, c1916

Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Green money.
by Dorothy Emily Stevenson
FICTION
Tale of George Ferrier, a young Englishman made trustee of a large estate by a crusty old man. Ferrier's responsibilities include the
Guardianship of his flighty daughter. 1981, c1939

SUBJECTS: Romance

Green River high.
by Duncan Kyle
FICTION
Middle-aged spinster Charity Franklin, a retired Borneo missionary, enlists the aid of George Tunnicliffe in searching the rain forests of Borneo for a lost plane and a fortune in rubies. Some strong language. 1981, c1979

SUBJECTS: Adventure

The Green years.
by Archibald Joseph Cronin
FICTION
First-person narrative about Robert Shannon's youth, from his eighth year to his eighteenth. After losing his parents, he travels from Ireland to Scotland, where he begins a companionship with his great grandfather. 1973

SUBJECTS: General

Green, green, my valley now.
by Richard Llewellyn
FICTION
Irish revolutionaries, rock bands, and exorcism create havoc in the gentle traditions of Welsh life for Huw Morgan, newly returned from Argentina. Some strong language. 1978, c1975

SUBJECTS: General

Grendel.
by John Champlin Gardner
FICTION
The author has rendered an allegorical, satiric retelling of the Old English Beowulf, from the point of view of the monster, Grendel. He studies the ambition, fear, and loneliness of the human condition. 1972, c1971

SUBJECTS: General

The Grey beginning.
by Barbara Michaels
FICTION
Recovering from a breakdown that followed the sudden death of her Italian husband Bart in a car crash, Kathy Malone journeys to Florence to tell his grandmother, Contessa Morandini, of their brief marriage. 1985, c1984

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Greygallows.
by Barbara Michaels
FICTION
Heiress Lucy Cartwright is forced by her aunt to marry wealthy Baron Clare of Greygallows. She soon discovers the dreadful meaning of the curse of the Clares. 1973

SUBJECTS: Romance

A Grief observed.
by C. S. Lewis
BV4905.2.L4 1984

SUBJECTS: Biography

Gringo.
by Nelson Coral Nye
FICTION
Nobody knew what cards Walt Parras held in the dirty game going on at the Romero ranch, but the safest way to avoid a surprise was to get rid of him fast. 1985, c1969

SUBJECTS: Western

Grizzly trail.
by Gwen Moffat
FICTION
Amateur sleuth Melinda Pink, eager to explore the Rockies and willing to help with
the autumn roundup, visits her friend
Maggie Seal in Montana. Mangled corpses
begin to appear and grizzlies are blamed.
1987, c1984

(Linford mystery)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

A Grove of olives.
by Suzanne Ebel
FICTION
Philippa discovers there is a secret about
herself she is unable to fathom. 1979, c1976

(Ulverscroft large print series : romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

A Growing moon.
by Jane Arbor
FICTION
Dinah was interested in the dangerously
attractive Cesare Vidal but could she ever
seriously compete with the elegant Francia
Lagna. 1984, c1977

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Guarded heart.
by Frances Turk
FICTION
Noel and Julie met beside the lake at Milden.
He doctored her blister and forecast that in
five years' time she would be ready to be his
private nurse. 1984, c1964

SUBJECTS: Romance

by Marilyn M. Helleberg
BV4813.H38 1984
This is a book for those who want to
discover the lost contemplative dimension of
their Christian heritage. 1984, c1980

SUBJECTS: Religion

The Guilty guns.
by Lewis B. Patten
FICTION
An Indian boy is pitted against a desperate
and unknown gunman. 1981

SUBJECTS: Western

The Guilty party.
by Marie Joseph
FICTION
Emma Danton, goes to live in Lancashire
with Mervyn, her husband. They share a
house with his sister, a strange possessive
woman. 1986, c1975

SUBJECTS: Romance

A Guilty thing surprised.
by Ruth Rendell
FICTION
A glamorous woman slips away from her
husband to meet her lover—and encounters
death instead! 1981

(Her An Inspector Wexford mystery)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Gulf between.
by Marjorie Harte
FICTION
Gail, married to Jerry, still remembered
Dominic as her perfect knight even when
circumstances forced him to marry the cold
and calculating Marisa. 1983, c1969

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Gun.
by Cecil Scott Forester
FICTION
Abandoned in the retreat by the Spanish
Army from the French during the
Peninsular War, the eighteen-pounder bronze
gun weighing three tons fell into the hands
of a Spanish guerilla band. 1973

SUBJECTS: General

Gun blast.
by Steven C. Lawrence
FICTION
Sheriff Tom Slattery was aware that
Yellowstone City lay under Byron
Kenneally's thumb, and Slattery aimed to
prove that no one was above the law, not even Kenneally.  1985

SUBJECTS: Western

A Gun for Inspector West.
by John Creasey
FICTION
Scotland Yard works against time to stop a vicious vendetta.  1972, c1953

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Gun lust.
by Matt Chisholm
FICTION
Arch Kelso’s ranch was raided by the Apache, so he found a job guarding a wagon train of gold through the devastated land.  1987, c1968

(GLinford western library)  
SUBJECTS: Western

Gun man.
by Loren D. Estleman
FICTION
The story of “Killer Miller,” outlaw, lawman, and legend.  1986

SUBJECTS: Western

Gun trouble.
by William Frederick Bragg
FICTION
Flash Moran came looking for the man who had shot his friend Jack Kinnard and almost got bushwhacked himself!  1983

SUBJECTS: Western

Gun trouble in Tonto Basin.
by Romer Grey
FICTION
Young Rich Ames comes to lead the ...e of a range drifter after he participates in a gunfight that leaves two men dead.  1981, c1971

SUBJECTS: Western

Gun-down on the Rio and Gunsmoke empire.
by Jackson Cole
FICTION
#1 Gold is the root of flaming evil as gunfire lights up a Texas range. #2 “Bigjaw” Dave Haley and his crew moved in the richest range in Texas to bleed the land dry.  1985

SUBJECTS: Western

The Gunbearers.
by Harry Foster
FICTION
Three rangemen become out-laws as an act of rebellion against fate.  1979

SUBJECTS: Western

Gunfight at the O.K. Corral.
by Nelson Coral Nye
FICTION
Wyatt Earp was a heroic lawman, Doc Holliday a gambling gunman—yet they were brothers under the skin when it came to the gunfight at the O.K. corral.  1983

(Atlantic large print)  
SUBJECTS: Western

Gunfighter’s return.
by Max Brand
FICTION
Known as the Red Devil, outlaw Jim Curry holds up a stagecoach and nabs twenty thousand dollars, just the amount needed by gambler Charlie Mark, a passenger on the coach.  1980. c1922

SUBJECTS: Western

The Gunfighters.
by Lee Davis Willoughby
FICTION
As young Wes Cardigan’s star rises, Wild Bill Hickok’s declines as his incomparable skills fade and he gains one enemy too many. An enemy named McCall.  1983, c1981

SUBJECTS: Western
Gunlock.
by Wayne D. Overholser
FICTION
When his trigger-quick adopted father is gunned down defending the Box P ranch, Will vows to continue the battle. 1983?, c1956
SUBJECTS: Western

Gunmen's feud.
by Max Brand
FICTION
When Jerry Payton's father dies, the young man inherits a rundown ranch and La Paloma, a prized revolver named for its original owner. 1983, c1920
SUBJECTS: Western

Guns along the border.
by John Durham
FICTION
Arizona Rangers Clay Houser and Jeff McLean rode into the Badlands to prevent the meeting of two outlaw bands transporting contraband gold. 1982, c1981
SUBJECTS: Western

The Guns of August.
by Barbara Tuchman
D530.T8 1962
A study of the background of World War I, and the battles of Liege, Tannenberg, Hons, and others fought during the first thirty days. 1962
SUBJECTS: World War I

The Guns of Bitter Creek.
by Clay Allen
FICTION
Deputy Sheriff Toby Lippincott organizes a posse and rides into the hills for the fight of his life against the notorious McKnight gang, in an effort to recover $60,000 in a dead man's saddlebags. 1983, c1966
SUBJECTS: Western

Guns of fury.
by Ernest Haycox
FICTION
Dane Starr, alias Dan Smith wanted to close the door on his past and hang up his guns, but people wouldn't let him. Starr had to keep killing just to stay alive. 1985, c1960
(Linford western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Guns of Morgette.
by Glenn G. Boyer
FICTION
After serving time in prison for a crime he did not commit, Dolf Morgette, an aging former lawman, returns to Pinebluff hoping to live in peace. However, his enemies are determined to get him out of the way for good. 1984, c1982
SUBJECTS: Western

The Guns of Navarone.
by Alistair MacLean
FICTION
A British sabotage team is assigned to destroy Nazi arms so that a small island off the coast of Turkey can be evacuated. 1974, c1957
SUBJECTS: World War II-Fiction

Guns of Rio Conchos.
by Clair Huffaker
FICTION
After Comanches attack the McCallister ranch, Riot and Tad McCallister set out to settle the score. 1985, c1958
SUBJECTS: Western

Guns of Roaring Fork.
by William Frederick Bragg
FICTION
Calico Red and Rosemary Pickett didn't quite get along, to say the least. 1984, c1956
SUBJECTS: Western
Guns of the hunter.
by James Glenn
FICTION
Range detectives Ben Bailey and Charley Sampson strolled into Reilly's Saloon for a well-earned drink and stroll into pure trouble. 1984, c1981
SUBJECTS: Western

Guns of the Timberlands.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
Ruthless Jud Devitt wants Clay Bell's timber but he doesn't realize that Bell will fight to the death to defend his spread. 1975, c1955
SUBJECTS: Western

Guns of Wyoming.
by Lee Floren
FICTION
The sodbusters were outnumbered and outgunned, so it looked like cowman Pinto Stebbins, a crook and a killer, would gobble up the whole territory. 1987, c1952
(Atlantic large print western)
SUBJECTS: Western

Gunsmoke gambler.
by Wade Hamilton
FICTION
Matt Wilson, a gambler and drifter, intervenes in a fight between Bart Corea and the farmers he plans to drive off their land. 1983, c1977
(Atlantic large print series)
SUBJECTS: Western

Gunsmoke thunder.
by John Thomas Edson
FICTION
Dusty Fog steps in when someone tries to set the Apaches on the warpath. 1979, c1963
SUBJECTS: Western

Gwendolen.
by Clare Darcy
FICTION
In Regency England's frivolous society, rich, brusque Marquis Lyndale and Gwendolen "come to cuffs" when he seeks the hand of her beautiful meek sister, Jane, who loves another. 1979
SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Hair-triggered.
by Lewis Brant
FICTION
Range detective Chet Logan rode into Bear Creek, Kansas, in response to a letter from Zake Woodson, owner of ZW ranch, complaining of widespread rustling. 1983, c1979
SUBJECTS: Western

Gypsy & me: at home and on the road with Gypsy Rose Lee.
by Erik Lee Preminger
PN2287.L29P7 1984b
This is a remarkable story, both tragic and comic, of a woman who never stopped trying to "go on with the show." 1984
SUBJECTS: Biography

Half a treasure.
by J. Mark Bond
FICTION
When one of his Mexican mineworkers seeks his aid in the recovery of some buried treasure. Mark finds the age old lure of gold irresistible. 1984, c1969
(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: General

The Half breed.
by John Thomas Edson
FICTION
The Ysabel Kid rode as sidekick to the Rio Hondo gun wizard Dusty Fog. When his Comanche blood was roused, he was the meanest enemy a man could ever have. 1978, c1969
SUBJECTS: Western
Half the way home.
by Adam Hochschild
PN4874.H58A3 1987b
At Eagle Nest, the lyrically evoked family retreat in the Adirondacks, Adam lived in fear of his father's uncompromising demands. 1987, c1986

SUBJECTS: Biography

The Half-enchanted.
by Suzanne Ebel
FICTION
Julie finds romance is the glamour of international film-making. 1974, c1964

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Half-sisters.
by Cynthia Propper Seton
FICTION
Unrelated in temperament, Billie and Erica, half-sisters, fall in love with the same boy. A decade later they meet and talk over their past and present lives. 1980, c1974

SUBJECTS: General

Halfhyde's Island.
by Philip McCutchan
FICTION
A British lieutenant finds that taking an island for a base is complicated. 1978, c1975

SUBJECTS: General

The Hammerhead.
by Lauran Paine
FICTION
When the riders of Butte Ranch found a stage robber delirious on a lonely butte, they had no idea that a pair of federal lawmen were on the outlaw trail. 1983, c1981

SUBJECTS: Western

Hand in glove.
by Ngaio Marsh
FICTION
Lady Bantling had a talent for outrageous parties, but she never dreamed her mad treasure hunt would end in murder. 1983, c1962

(ULVERSCROFT LARGE PRINT SERIES: MYSTERY)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Hand in the glove.
by Rex Stout
FICTION
When wealthy D.L. Storrs is found hanged, some of the suspects include a 'mystic', a scientist, a reporter and a lady detective. 1986, c1937

(OK. HALL)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Hand of Mary Constable.
by Paul Gallico
FICTION
A scientist grieving over the death of his 10-year-old daughter falls prey to a pair of mediums who produce a wax hand bearing the fingerprints of the dead girl. 1976, c1964

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Hand of vengeance.
by Marc Alexander
FICTION
On reaching manhood, Saul Powers tracks his father's killers one by one to reap his revenge. 1983, c1967

SUBJECTS: General

A Handful of earth.
by Decia Hutt
FICTION
A story of romance and courage as a young couple cross the sea to a new land. 1981, c1979

SUBJECTS: General

A Handful of men.
by Robert Wilder
FICTION
A handful of men were the law in Texas--judge, jury, and executioner. 1976,
To Danielle, building tycoon Cabot Steele was the heartless monster who was responsible for the destruction of her home and the death of her aunt. She longed for revenge. 1987

The Handmaid's tale.
by Margaret Eleanor Atwood
FICTION
At the turn of the 21st century books are banned and black vans patrol the streets. Right-wing religious zealots have taken power, reducing women to a peculiar and lowly status. 1987

Hands of a stranger.
by Robert Daley
FICTION
The horror and brutality of rape comes fully home to Joe, a New York policeman, only when his wife, Mary—herself tempted by adulterous invitations—becomes a victim. 1986, c1985

The Hands of innocence.
by Jeffrey Ashford
FICTION Oversize
An escaped convict schemes to prove his innocence. 1966, c1965

Hang the cowboy high.
by Gladwell Richardson
FICTION
Will was riding an outlying camp when he received his grub rations but no tobacco.

This annoyance led him into a tangle of violence and the company of outlaws. 1956

Hang the little man.
by John Creasey
FICTION
The small, independent shopkeepers of London were being preyed upon by an organized gang. Superintendent Roger West and Dan Appleby, pathologist, move skillfully toward an explosive climax. 1976, c1963

Hanged for a sheep.
by Rosemary Gatenby
FICTION
A man cannot convince the police that he did not murder his wife. 1973

The Hanging doll murder.
by Roger Ormerod
FICTION
On the verge of retirement, Detective Inspector Richard Patton is assigned to a murder case and becomes involved with Amelia Trowbridge, the prime suspect in her husband's murder. Strong language. 1985, c1983

The Hanging tree.
by Bill Knox
FICTION
After a post office robbery, Detective Superintendent Thane's interest is centered upon the apparently innocent motorcyclist victim, shot by the raiders. 1985, c1983

Hanging woman creek.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
Pronto Pike has known plenty of trouble in his day, but none like that winter on Hanging Woman Creek. He and his partner are making things tough for the rustlers lifting Bar J cattle. 1978, c1962
SUBJECTS: Western

The Hangman's apprentice.
by Jerome Gardner
FICTION
George Maledon, the right arm of hanging Judge Isaac C. Parker, because of a heavy work-load, applied for permission to train an apprentice. The young apprentice showed an aptitude for the art of neck-stretching. 1986, c1985
(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Hangrope posse.
by Will Bradford
FICTION
Charley's smile was a mask. He could, and did, find rustlers—he could, and did, kill men. 1987, c1982
SUBJECTS: Western

Hanna and Walter: a love story.
by Hanna Kohner
D810.J4K64 1985
The authors recount their early life and love in Czechoslovakia as World War II approached. They also tell of their separation, Hanna's marriage and experiences in Nazi concentration camps. 1875, c1984
(G.K. Hall large print book series)
SUBJECTS: Biography

Hannah Fowler.
by Janice Holt Giles
FICTION
Late 18th-century Kentucky is the setting for an un glamorized story of pioneer life in which Hannah and her husband have to withstand blizzards, wolves, and Hannah's capture. 1979, c1956
SUBJECTS: General

Hannah Massey.
by Catherine Cookson
FICTION
Hannah Massey is a fiercely ambitious woman who would use anyone to gain social acceptability. Her daughter Rosie is caught between the man she loves and her mother. Strong language. 1972
(ULverscroft)
SUBJECTS: General

Happy all the time.
by Laurie Colwin
FICTION
Novel involving four pretty happy, rich, and smart young Manhattanites. The story alternates between two romances. Some strong language. 1979, c1978
SUBJECTS: Romance

Happy ever after.
by Jean Graham
FICTION
Because theirs is the stuff of which marriages are made, Candy and Chris survive the pitfalls and replace their rosy dreams of romantic bliss with firm foundations. 1987, c1959
SUBJECTS: Romance

Happy Jack.
by Max Brand
FICTION
A carefree, guitar-playing young cowhand shoots a bully in self defense and becomes a ruthless gunman. 1980, c1930
SUBJECTS: Western

Hard bargains.
by James Grady
FICTION
Private Eye John Rankin is cool, shrewd, but not cold and certainly not immune to the
fascination of a beautiful woman. 1985
SUBJECTS: General

Hard country.
by Chad Merriman
FICTION
A man seeks to get the men who hanged his father. 1975, c1968
SUBJECTS: Western

The Hard riders.
by John Thomas Edson
FICTION
Dusty Fog, the Rio Hondo gun-wizard, was the fastest draw in Texas. His men, the Floating Outfit, fought with him like brothers in the name of justice. 1977
SUBJECTS: Western

Hard road West.
by Gwen Moffat
F5952.M54 1983
An account of the author's experiences as she followed the trail taken by the American pioneers in their covered wagons. 1983
SUBJECTS: Biography

Hard summer.
by Stephen Fugate
FICTION
Ed Summer, after being framed on a robbery charge, is jailed but breaks out to reclaim his ranch and get the man who framed him. 1983, c1981
SUBJECTS: Western

Hard Texas trail.
by Matt Chisholm
FICTION
Eight Texans rescue a girl from Indians and face an outlaw gang. 1975, c1971
SUBJECTS: Western

The Hard time bunch.
by Clifton Adams
FICTION
Frank Beeler knows there are deer, bear, wolves, and mountain lions in the Indian territories when he hires himself out as guide to a hunting party of wealthy dudes. But he never figured that he would be the human prey. 1984, c1973
SUBJECTS: Western

Hardcase for hire.
by Clay Randall
FICTION
Bounty hunter Jess Henry looks for a runaway husband whose wife wanted him back. 1983
(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Western

Hardy perennials from seed.
by Roy Genders
SB434.046
A discussion of perennials, including growing from seed, sowing, making a border, and perennials for various soil types. 1974
(Large type series)
SUBJECTS: Gardening

Harlequin.
by Morris L. West
FICTION
International political thriller that pits a Swiss banker against a cunning computer expert who seeks the downfall of the banker, his family, and his world-wide banking empire. 1975, c1974
SUBJECTS: General

Harmony of hearts.
by Renee Shann
FICTION
Julian left for a three-year course of study in Rome. Faith became engaged to someone else. When he returned there was a clash of temperaments and a conflict of deeply felt emotions. 1986, c1961
SUBJECTS: Romance

**Harold.**
by Catherine Cookson
FICTION
A bright-eyed little boy called Harold explodes into Maisie's life shortly before the untimely death of her second husband, Nardy. 1987, c1985

SUBJECTS: General

**Harper's trail.**
by John Morgan
FICTION
Someone had stolen reservation cattle. The sheriff rode west to investigate and stumbled into the middle of the rustler camp. 1986, c1981

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Western

**Harriet.**
by Jilly Cooper
FICTION
Harriet Poole has an affair with 'Mr. Wrong' who leaves her brokenhearted and pregnant. She takes a job with a man as battle-scarred as she is and finds a complicated path to happiness. 1982, c1976

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

**Harriet.**
by Joan Mellows
FICTION
The story of Harriet, a young matron newly widowed after too brief a marriage. 1979

(A Regency romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

**Harry and Tonto.**
by Josh Greenfeld
FICTION
Forcibly evicted from his home, a seventy-two-year old widower abandons New York City to explore the country with his old cat, Tonto. Some strong language. 1974

SUBJECTS: Biography

**Hart : ride the wide country.**
by John Harvey
FICTION
When desperadoes hit the train carrying Wes Hart's lady and her two children, one child is killed. Hart vows the killers will pay with blood. 1987, c1981

(Charnwood library)
SUBJECTS: Western

**Hartinger's mouse.**
by Philip McCutchan
FICTION
A curious yellow-brown dust falls in scattered areas of the British Isles; and soon afterwards a strange and deadly disease has doctors and scientists completely baffled. 1978, c1970

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: General

**Harvest of desire.**
by Mary Christopher
FICTION
When Katarin Jameson returned to the land of her ancestors to run the family vineyard, she never expected to be so dazzled by the renowned womanizer, Baron von Drachensberg. 1985, c1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

**Harvest of yesterdays.**
by Gladys Bagg Taber
PS3539.A136Z52 1976b
Mrs. Taber, vividly recreates her peripatetic childhood in the southwest and Mexico, her World War I college years, and on to the present with refreshing humor and special insight. 1976

SUBJECTS: Biography

**The Hash knife outfit.**
by Zane Grey
FICTION
When Glory Traft comes to Arizona to visit her tenderfoot brother, Jim, she is innocent to the brutal ways of the West. She becomes the captive of the most dangerous killer of the Hash Knife Outfit. 1974, c1933

SUBJECTS: Western

A Haunted landscape.
by Iris Bromige
FICTION
The Romsey family had destroyed her world, and promised love as well. 1979, c1976

(Ulverscroft large print series: romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Haunting of Hill House.
by Shirley Jackson
FICTION
During his scientific investigation of the ghosts in an old abandoned house, Dr. Montague invites a young man and two women to participate in his experiments. 1969, c1959

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Hauntings : is there anybody there?.
by Norah Lofts
FICTION
A collection of short stories about ordinary people who experience a ghostly caress or a mysterious presence on a dark staircase in a seemingly ordinary house. 1975, c1974

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Haven of the heart.
by Sarah Devon
FICTION
Sally Ogden has to learn everything the hard way. She almost loses everything, including the man she loves. 1985

(Linford romance library)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Hawk : blood kin.
by William Stuart Brady
FICTION

The settlers at Rising Star wanted Hawk to clean up their town; he took their marshal’s badge and promised to do it. 1985

(Linford western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

Hawk : fool’s gold.
by William Stuart Brady
FICTION
Jared Hawk didn’t go looking for a fight, but when the Mexican called him out he killed the pistolero. The Mexican’s brother took his revenge, leaving Hawk to die. 1985, c1980

(Linford Western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

Hawk : the sudden guns.
by William Stuart Brady
FICTION
Philip Garrett hired Hawk to take him and his niece through to Los Angeles, but a pack of professional guns blocked the way. 1985, c1979

(Linford Western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Hawk and the dove.
by Anne Hampson
FICTION
If he did not marry by a certain date, Perry would lose his inheritance and the family home. Janis was alone in the world and penniless—so what had she to lose? 1986

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Haymaker.
by Elizabeth Cadell
FICTION
Neither Stapling Manor nor any of the fine family possessions of this stately home really belongs to Lady Laura, but for more than twenty years she has enjoyed them undisturbed. 1973, c1972

SUBJECTS: Romance

He began with Eve.
by Joyce Landorf
FICTION
A collection of short, novel-like portraits of fine great women of God. (Eve, Jochebed, Rahav, Abigail, Bathsheba.) 1985, c1983

SUBJECTS: General

He married a doctor.
by Faith Baldwin
FICTION
Story of a doctor torn between the responsibilities of her medical career and the demands of her marriage. 1983, c1944

SUBJECTS: Romance

He saw a hummingbird.
by Norma Lee Browning
TR140.B785B76 1979
Diabetes left photographer Russell Ogg blind and in despair at his finished career. A hummingbird changed his life and helped him resume his photography. 1979, c1978

SUBJECTS: Biography

He sets the captive free.
by Corrie Ten Boom
BR1725.T35A33 1978
Corrie ten Boom share the faith that sustained her during the agony of imprisonment in a German concentration camp. 1978, c1977

SUBJECTS: Biography

Head of the mountain.
by Ernest Haycox
FICTION
Hugh Rawson returns to the Oregon Territory to discover who had tried to shoot him in the back and to find out what was going on between his best friend and his best girl. 1978, c1951

SUBJECTS: Western

The Healer.
by Frank Gill Slaughter
FICTION
Dr. Don Carter has more than his share of troubles: his wife is unfaithful, his brother-in-law is trying to ruin him, his patient dies on the operating table, and his nurse has amnesia. 1977, c1955

SUBJECTS: General

The Healing time.
by Lucilla Andrews
FICTION
Returning to St. Martha's as a staff nurse after one year of marriage, five years of widowhood and with a lively five-year-old daughter to support would daunt any young mother. 1986, c1969

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Healing touch.
by Philip Hamilton Gibbs
FICTION
Is he merely a self-deluding egotist, dreaming that he has been chosen as an instrument of divine healing? There are times when Michael himself, beset by doubt and despair, believes this to be true. 1967?

SUBJECTS: General

A Health unto His Majesty.
by Jean Plaidy
FICTION
The story of a 17th-century English king, Charles Stuart, from the view points of his shy wife Catharine and his sensual mistress Lady Castlemaine. 1973, c1956

SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

The Heart has wings.
by Faith Baldwin
FICTION
The thrills of high-stakes aviation, politics and the affections of a handsome older man create a whirlwind of romantic adventure which may be too good to be true. 1981

SUBJECTS: Romance
Heart of gold.
by Renee Shann
FICTION
Bachelor Giles Newlyn suddenly found himself bequeathed four children and their pretty governness. The course of true love does not run smoothly. 1982, c1978
SUBJECTS: Romance

Heart of honor.
by Caroline Courtney
FICTION
Sir Andrew Grantley and Beth Merridew had a bond. But neither knew that beneath this bond lay the curse of misfortune. 1981
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Heart of Rachael.
by Kathleen Norris
FICTION
The heart of Rachael is tested first by an unhappy marriage, then by the threat of losing a happiness so precious that its disappearance seems too great a pain to bear. 1983, c1916
SUBJECTS: Romance

Heart of stone.
by Janet Dailey
FICTION
Brock Canfield is a fiery, self-willed man, determined to have his own way. Stephanie too is determined—to have Brock. 1986, c1980
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Heart of the family.
by Elizabeth Goudge
FICTION
A beloved grandmother makes her home into a sanctuary for the family. 1973, 1953
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Heart of the hunter.
by Laurens Van der Post
DT764.B8V3 1986
This book reveals the author's knowledge of African myths and customs in the portrayal of an aboriginal race of Bushmen in the remote Kalahari Desert of southwest Africa. 1986, c1961
SUBJECTS: Africa

The Heart possessed.
by Elizabeth Borton Trevino
FICTION
In San Francisco of the twenties, Margarita Baldini, grieving for her dead married lover, falls into an apparent trance in which she identifies with Saint Margaret of Cortona, who endured a similar tragedy in the thirteenth century. 1979
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Heart speaks many ways.
by Madeleine Polland
FICTION
The story of Emily McRoss is not only a portrait of the anguish of a woman who waits for the men to return from war, but also of a girl growing into a woman. 1983, c1982
(Atlantic--Gunsmoke large print series : romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Heart's desire.
by Gwyneth Cravens
FICTION
The story of two women whose powerful notions of the way life should be lived set them on a collision course. 1986
SUBJECTS: General
Heart's ease in death.
by James Fraser
FICTION
A storm exposes a coffin and destroys a family's peace. 1978, c1977

SUBJECTS: General

Heartache hospital.
by Lynne Collins
FICTION
Doctor Clive Mortimer is a fickle lover; for some Heartlake Hospital becomes Heartache Hospital. 1985

(Linford romance library)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Heartbreak surgeon.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
While looking for a companion position, Lorna picks up a hitchhiker who threatens her at gun point. Later, she meets the widow's nephew whom she is sure was the man with the gun. 1984, c1963

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Heartburn.
by Nora Ephron
FICTION
Rachel Samstat is a writer of cookbooks and seven months pregnant. She finds evidence that her husband is having an affair with their friend. Strong language and descriptions of sex. 1983

SUBJECTS: General

A Heartful of happiness.
by Carol Gaye
FICTION
Was Alison swept off her feet by Piet's good looks, his charm, his talk of the luxurious life she would lead as the wife of an apple farmer in South Africa? 1987

(A Lythway book)

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Heat of the sun.
by Maisie Birmingham
FICTION
Kate Weatherly receives a visit from a client who begs her to watch out in the near future for the death of someone the woman describes vaguely as her "beaufreere". 1987, c1976

(Linford mystery series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Heaven and Hell and the Megas factor.
by Robert Nathan
FICTION
Sophia and Buckthorne, ambassadors from Heaven and Hell respectively, are sent to Earth to find a cure for man's increasing ills. Some strong language. 1975

SUBJECTS: General

Heaven here on earth.
by Carole Mortimer
FICTION
Ryan is accused of being a golddigger when she accepts a friend's offer to use a cottage on his family estate in Yorkshire for a holiday. 1983

(Harlequin)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Heaven in your hand, and other stories.
by Norah Lofts
FICTION
A collection of short stories that vary in subject and mood. Many of them are set in England, past and present. 1959, c1958

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: General

Heaven is here.
by Lucy Walker
FICTION
A farm in Western Australia becomes home for Jeanie. 1977, c1957
SUBJECTS: Romance

Heaven is high.
by Anne Hampson
FICTION
When the kindly old owner of Marbeck Manor dies, an American heir arrives to take over. His unexpected arrival catches Kathryn Ramsey off guard after which she must prove herself to be responsible.  1980, c1966

SUBJECTS: Romance

Hell on ice.
by Ranulph Fiennes
G627.F53 1982
A superb account of a journey on the North Polar ice cap involving six people with no previous polar experience.  1982, c1979

SUBJECTS: North Pole

Hello, Anna.
by Renee Shann
FICTION
A story of the fascinating television studio; and of Pandora Applin, a country girl who took a job there out of necessity.  1984, c1960

SUBJECTS: Romance
Two naturalists, scheduled for a routine pick up from uninhabited North Rona off the Scottish West Coast, are suddenly missing. 1977. c1976

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Help the poor struggler.
by Martha Grimes
FICTION
When three children are murdered in the immediate vicinity of Dorset, Superintendent Richard Jury and his partner are assigned the task of finding the killer. 1985

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Helper.
by Catherine Marshall
BT122.M35 1979

SUBJECTS: Religion

Henrietta who?
by Catherine Aird
FICTION
Living quietly in a country village with her mother, Henrietta is confronted with the mystery of her birth when it becomes apparent that her 'mother', suddenly killed in an accident, has never borne a child. 1979, 1968

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Her death of cold.
by Ralph M. McInerny
FICTION
Stubbornly determined Father Dowling, with the help of his old friend the chief of detectives, comes up with a surprising answer to how old Mrs. Lowery came to be stuffed in her own freezer. 1979, c1977

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Her first American.
by Lore Groszmann Segal
FICTION
A middle-aged black intellectual and a twenty-one-year-old refugee from Hitler's Europe form an unforgettable partnership. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

Her own special island.
by Norah Lofts
FICTION
A Caribbean island becomes a sinister and dangerous place for a young governess. 1975, c1971

SUBJECTS: General

The Herb of grace.
by Elizabeth Goudge
FICTION
Lucilla rules her family for their own good with a despotism that some of them try to resist but never seriously resent. 1972

SUBJECTS: Romance

Hercule Poirot's early cases.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
A collection of 18 of the short stories which introduced the shrewd little Belgian detective to mystery fans all over the world. 1975, c1974

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Here comes a candle.
by Jane Aiken Hodge
FICTION
During the War of 1812 an English woman, fleeing from the man bent on her ruin, is hired by American sea captain to care for his strangely disturbed little daughter. 1978, c1967

SUBJECTS: Romance

Here I stay.
by Barbara Michaels
FICTION
After Andrea and her kid brother Jim inherit a rotting, spooky old Maryland house, Jim very nearly dies in a car crash. But they are determined to transform the house into a country inn. 1983
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Recorded

Here was a man.

by Norah Lofts

FICTION
Raleigh was the stuff of which legends are made—soldier, explorer and lover. His career was to be as eventful and vivid as the times in which he lived. 1974, c1936

(Shadows of the crown series; Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

The Heritage of the desert.

by Zane Grey

FICTION
A half-breed girl flees a Mormon colony to avoid a forced marriage, and meets a young easterner, who is in Arizona for his health. 1980

SUBJECTS: Western

Recorded

Herne the hunter: Cross-draw.

by John J. McLaglen

FICTION
The war between the Double C and the Broken Bow was a cold one. When Herne the hunter pinned on the deputy marshal’s shield all of a sudden the war got red hot...

1986, c1978

(Linford western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

Recorded

Herne the hunter: Death in gold.

by John J. McLaglen

FICTION
Herne is hired to make an exchange but greed, double-cross, and a man called Whitey Coburn complicate things. 1985, c1977

(Linford Western Library)

SUBJECTS: Western

Herne the hunter: Vigilante.

by John J. McLaglen

FICTION
When Drummond’s vigilantes go too far, Jed Herne gets fed up and then there’s war. 1986, c1979

(Linford western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

A Hero for Leanda.

by Andrew Garve

FICTION
A short cut to wealth through violent waters, illegal, but highly lucrative. That’s how Mike Conway sees his task of rescuing a Greek patriot from a remote island in the Indian Ocean. 1975, c1959

SUBJECTS: General

The Hesitant heart.

by Anne Edwards

FICTION
A tender, historic novel about the American poet, Emily Dickenson, based on research and her poems and letters. It traces Emily’s joyous and tragic love for a Massachusetts judge and friend of her father. 1974

SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

Recorded

Hester Dark.

by Emma Blair

FICTION
Everyone said that Hester was lucky to have a wealthy uncle in Scotland who was willing to take her in. But Hester’s new bright world held dark secrets, jealousies and fears.

1987, c1984

(Charnwood library)
SUBJECTS: General

The Hidden target.

by Helen MacInnes

FICTION
Before Robert Renwick of NATO’s
undercover counterterrorist organization, and Nina O'Connell, the daughter of a U.S. official, can become reacquainted, Nina becomes the pawn of terrorists. Strong language. 1981, c1980

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**The Hidden Venus.**
by Jane Wallace
FICTION
As Jude's feelings for Gilly deepened, the lovely French summer was shadowed by mysterious incidents. 1987, c1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

**Hide in plain sight.**
by Leslie Waller
HV6245.W35 1982
The startling true story of one man's courageous fight to win back his children and of his sensational vendetta against the U.S. government and the Mafia. 1982, c1976

(Atlantic large print series)
SUBJECTS: Biography

**Hide my heart.**
by Mary Raymond
FICTION
Jonty Anderson takes a job as personal assistant to a world-famous dress designer. She falls in love with the man her boss intended for herself. 1985, c1961

(Linford romance library)
SUBJECTS: Romance

**The Hiding place.**
by Corrie Ten Boom
D811.5.T427 1973
Corrie ten Boom writes of her experiences in a German concentration camp, her caring for fellow prisoners, and of the testing of her religious faith. 1973, c1971

SUBJECTS: Biography

**High citadel.**
by Desmond Bagley
FICTION
A plane carrying a former president of a South American republic is forced down by political enemies. The survivors must struggle against the elements and the terrorists to survive. 1965

SUBJECTS: General

**The High graders.**
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
Gunslinger Mike Shevlin is hired by pretty Laine Tennison to keep the miners from stealing gold ore from her mine and to challenge the cattlemen who swear to close the mine because the range waters are being poisoned. 1974, c1965

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Western

**High jinx.**
by William Frank Buckley
FICTION
The year is 1954, and a power play is taking place in Moscow to choose Stalin's successor. 1986

SUBJECTS: General

**High lawless.**
by Theodore V. Olsen
FICTION
Revenge ate away at Channing's gut as he rode mile after weary mile to find Costello and kill him. 1977

SUBJECTS: Western

**High lonesome.**
by Al Cody
FICTION
Either Kevin Jones was to wed, sight unseen, a lady arriving from back east-or be the object of a fast necktie party. 1986, c1978

SUBJECTS: Western

**High noon.**
by Ruby M. Ayres
FICTION
Two sisters, Heather and Vilette, fall in love with the same man. 1982

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

A High old time; or, How to enjoy being a woman over sixty.
by Lavinia Russ
HQ1420.R87 1972
Clever hints on avoiding boredom and increasing one's skills, income, and lust for life. The 67-year-old author humorously relates the joys of being a mother, friend, grandmother, and traveler. 1972

SUBJECTS: Conduct of life

High road to China.
by Jon Cleary
FICTION
In 1920's London, the beautiful daughter of an American tycoon receives word that her father has been kidnapped by a Chinese warlord and faces death unless she brings an ancient statue as ransom to China. Some strong language. 1977

SUBJECTS: Adventure

High stand.
by Hammond Innes
FICTION
Tom Halliday, millionaire playboy and owner of an invaluable stand of timber, changes his will and suddenly vanishes. 1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: General

The High valley.
by Jessica North
FICTION
Alison Mallory comes to a small Mexican town to recover from a broken romance. A teacher of the blind, she is hired by Don Carlos Romano to teach his blind mother and act as governess to his young and motherless son. 1973

SUBJECTS: Romance

High Valley River.
by Romer Grey
FICTION
When a dying man gasps out a desperate message to the Texas Ranger, Buck Duane is sent on a lonely mission to High Valley and discovers a plot to destroy the rancher there. 1983, c1970

SUBJECTS: Western

High water.
by Douglas Reeman
FICTION
Acquiring his own boat brought Philip joy, but also danger. 1978, c1959

SUBJECTS: Adventure

A High wind in Jamaica.
by Richard A. W. Hughes
FICTION
A hurricane razes the Thornton home in the West Indies and the children are sent to England. Word reaches the parents that the children have been captured by pirates and drowned. 1957

(A Keith Jennison book)
SUBJECTS: General

Highland interlude.
by Lucilla Andrews
FICTION
Nurse Elizabeth Wade is asked to escort three children to Glasgow where they are to stay with their Uncle Dougal, who is a doctor. 1974, c1968

SUBJECTS: Romance

Highland velvet.
by Jude Deveraux
FICTION
Her temper was hot enough to forge a conqueror's sword, her beauty, enough to inflame his desire. But Bronwyn MacArran was a proud Scot. and loathed the Englishman who led an army across her
homeland’s borders. 1985, c1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

A Highly respectable marriage.
by Sheila Walsh
FICTION
Against his better judgement, the Duke of Heron found himself irresistably drawn into Pandora Carlyon’s affairs. 1986

SUBJECTS: Romance Recorded

The Highwayman.
by Sylvia Thorpe
FICTION
A young woman suspects the man she is to marry may be in league with a notorious highwayman. 1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

Hill farm story.
by Ruth Janette Ruck
S521.R85 1966
A delightful book full of the mountain spirit of the Welsh Highlands. 1966

(Hulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Biography

Hinds’ feet on high places.
by Hannah Hurnard
BV4515.2.H96 1986
An allegory of human life portrays acceptance and triumph over evil in surrendering to the love of God. 1986, c1977

SUBJECTS: Religion

Hindsight.
by Peter Dickinson
FICTION
Now a successful mystery writer, Paul Rogers marshals his memories of prep school days in the Devon countryside, in particular, the memories of one tragic night and a sudden, violent death. 1984, c1983

(Atlantic)
SUBJECTS: Mystery Recorded

Hired guns.
by Max Brand
FICTION
When a fast-shooting outsider is brought in to settle a feud between two families, he realizes bullets are not enough. 1978, c1923

SUBJECTS: Western

His burial too.
by Catherine Aird
FICTION
A young woman returns to England to take care of her widowed father, only to find he has been murdered in the parish church. 1980, c1973

SUBJECTS: Mystery Recorded

His darling wife, Evelyn: the autobiography of Mrs. Oral Roberts.
by Evelyn Roberts
BX8495.R52A3 1977
Simply told account of Oral Roberts, the man, the husband, the father, and the minister. Mrs. Roberts includes many anecdotes about her past and her role in the evangelical movement. 1977, c1976

SUBJECTS: Biography

His last bow: some reminiscences of Sherlock Holmes.
by Arthur Conan Doyle
FICTION
A group of eight thrilling Sherlock Holmes adventures. 1977

SUBJECTS: Mystery Recorded

His shadow on the wall.
by Lyndon Snow
FICTION
A young woman has music and joy brought back into her life. 1979, c1965

SUBJECTS: General

HMS Saracen.
by Douglas Reeman
FICTION
Richard learned to love the ugly ship during the months following the Gallipoli campaign. 1977, c1965

SUBJECTS: General

Hogan's way.
by Clifton Adams
FICTION
Hogan rode Sinner, a big grulla stallion and just about the meanest horse that ever tried to hurt a man. With the job Hogan had to do that kind of horse put him in just the right mood. 1984, c1964

SUBJECTS: Western

Hold me up a little longer, Lord.
by Marjorie Holmes
BV4844.H628 1977
Collection of inspirational prayers selected from the author's popular "Woman's Day" column. Prayers focus on family life. 1977

SUBJECTS: Religion

Hold the dream.
by Barbara Taylor Bradford
FICTION
The grandchildren of aging matriarch Emma Harte scramble to curry favor with her and to lay claim to the vast family fortune. Some strong language and some descriptions of sex. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

Holiday for Inspector West.
by John Creasey
FICTION
A savage murder interrupts a family holiday. 1976

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Holiday nurse.
by Kay Winchester
FICTION
When Deborah Marley applied for the post of nurse to look after ten-year-old twins, Crispian Alderslade persuaded his aunt to engage her. 1985, c1980

(Linford romance library)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Hollow vengeance.
by Anne Morice
FICTION
Mrs. Trelawney and the locals feud over her philosophy to alter the landscape. Shortly after Tessa Crichton arrives in the neighborhood, murder occurs. 1984, c1982

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Hombre.
by Elmore Leonard
FICTION
Hombre is John Russell's story, the tale of a man caught between three cultures--Mexican, Apache, and American. 1986, c1961

SUBJECTS: General

Home at sundown.
by Lucy Walker
FICTION
Two girls are rivals on a botanical expedition to Australia. 1979, c1968

SUBJECTS: Romance

Home for the wedding.
by Elizabeth Cadell
FICTION
Stacey Marsh, who has been living in Paris, returns to her English hometown to marry. While awaiting the arrival of her French fiance, Stacey renews her relationship with a former suitor. 1973, c1971

SUBJECTS: Romance

Home in the bear's domain.
by Martha Martin
F909.M3777 1987
Martha and her prospector husband built their home in southeastern Alaska and
prospected for gold in the heart of rock-ribbed earth.  1987, c1954

SUBJECTS: Biography

A Home of her own.
  by Christine Strathern
FICTION
The story of the elegant and beautiful Liz and her love for Bill Rutherford, a young minister who is everything her former fiance Roddy Fenton is not.  1980, c1959

SUBJECTS: Romance

Home through the dark.
  by Anthea Fraser
FICTION
When Ginnie Clements fled London and her philandering actor husband, she found herself in Westhampton. She soon had an apartment, a temporary job and a mystery revolving around the little threater group she joined.  1977, c1974

SUBJECTS: Romance

Home to roost.
  by Andrew Garve
FICTION
Suspenseful account of how British film star Max Ryland, a womanizer and scoundrel, meets a violent death. Told by Walter Haines, a timid but successful author of detective novels.  1979, c1976

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Home to the valley.
  by Arlene Hale
FICTION
War widowed Nicole returns to the Apple Valley of her childhood with her young son Todd. Three ardent admirers await her: the man who has always loved her, a lawyer, and the Reverend Aldwin.  1974

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Home-coming, and other stories.
  by Bess Streeter Aldrich

FICTION
A collection of short stories portraying small town life on the midwestern prairie throughout the first half of the 20th century.  1984

SUBJECTS: General

The Homesteaders.
  by Lauran Paine
FICTION
Orphaned in her 20's, Elizabeth Bartlett fights cattle rustlers and feuding ranchers to protect her and her husband's homestead.  1986

SUBJECTS: Western

Homming.
  by Elswyth Thane
FICTION
Another addition to the author's Williamsburg series of novels concerning the lives of the Day-Spragues. It is set largely in England during "The Blitz" from 1938 to 1941, but begins and ends in Virginia.  1981, c1957

SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

Hondo.
  by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
A young woman and her small son are living on an isolated farm when Hondo appears. With an Indian attack seemingly imminent, he tries to convince them to leave.  1972, c1953

SUBJECTS: Western

Honey for tea.
  by Elizabeth Cadell
FICTION Oversize
When her sister jilts her fiancé and leaves for Spain, a woman must take her place in the Devonshire household and soon wishes to take over her sister's abandoned fiancé as well.  1985, c'961

SUBJECTS: Romance
Honeymaker's son.
by Ray Hogan
FICTION
When someone puts a bullet in Burl Honeymaker's back, his son declares war to keep the ranch. 1984, c1975
SUBJECTS: Western

Honeymoon deferred.
by Carol Gaye
FICTION
After the wedding, a young bride takes desperately ill and is rushed to the hospital instead of leaving with her new husband. When they were finally reunited, was it her imagination that Stephen's love had cooled? 1983
(A Lythway romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Honor girl.
by Grace Livingston Hill
FICTION
Elsie had won honors in everything she did. Now that her father had become a drunkard after her mother's death, she found a new mission in life. 1984, c1927
SUBJECTS: Romance

Honorable men.
by Louis Auchincloss
FICTION
Cutting portrait of Chip Benedict, a rich, successful, and socially secure heir to the family glassworks in Benedict, Connecticut. Some descriptions of sex. 1985
SUBJECTS: General

The Honourable schoolboy.
by John Le Carre
FICTION
George Smiley returns to salvage the demoralized British Secret Service. 1977
SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

Hopalong Cassidy and the eagle's brood.
by Clarence Edward Mulford
FICTION
Seven men, all leaders and good with a gun, arrive in Bulltown for various reasons. 1973, c1931
SUBJECTS: Western

Hope and faith for tough times.
by Robert Harold Schuller
BJ1611.2.S3325 1986
Hope and Faith gives you Robert Schuller's formula for "solving unsolvable problems," by virtually eliminating the word impossible from your vocabulary and thinking. 1986, c1983
SUBJECTS: Religion

Hope for tomorrow.
by Anne Weale
FICTION
Jan's marriage is threatened when a beautiful actress turns up. 1978, c1959
SUBJECTS: Romance

Hopscotch.
by Brian Garfield
FICTION
Bitter about his forced retirement from the CIA, former spy Miles Kendig decides to expose the secrets of the major powers by writing a book. Some strong language. 1986?, c1975
SUBJECTS: General

Horizon.
by Helen MacInnes
FICTION
Peter Lennox, a prisoner of World War II in
North Italy when Italy surrenders, relinquishes his plans for escape in order to serve as a liaison agent in the Tyrol. 1975, 1945

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

Hornblower in the West Indies.
by Cecil Scott Forester
FICTION
Exciting sea stories centering around an intrepid captain. 1970, c1958

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Adventure

A Horse called Mystery.
by Marjorie Reynolds
FICTION
Through his experiences with his horse and relationship with a doctor whose face has been disfigured, a crippled boy gains self-confidence. 1967, c1964

SUBJECTS: General

Horse thief trail.
by Gladwell Richardson
FICTION
Con Henderson set about finding the rustlers of his cattle with a grim determination that not even bushwhackers with kill on sight orders could discourage. 1954

SUBJECTS: Western

Horse thief trail.
by J. D. Harkleroad
FICTION
Outlaws have a death grip on a ranch and everyone in it, including ranch owner Josh Henson's beautiful sister Sage until Race Evans shows up. 1981, c1980

SUBJECTS: Western

The Horseman.
by Lauran Paine
FICTION
The Horseman is Bart Templeton, a man with a reputation for breaking and training fine horses. 1987, c1986

SUBJECTS: Western

Horsethief canyon.
by Jerry Brucker
FICTION
Tough Confederate Army veteran Slade Shelbourne had come to San Diego to race his thoroughbred stallion. But the race fell apart when the horse was stolen. 1985, c1981

(Halfor Western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

Hospital across the bridge.
by Lisa Cooper
FICTION
Having taken one look at Sister Rosemary Clare, the new theatre nurse at Birchwood Private Hospital, surgeon Russell Nicaise seems to dismiss her without giving her a chance. 1984, c1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

Hospital circles.
by Lucilla Andrews
FICTION
Romance between a nurse and her patient. One takes the relationship more seriously than the other and is bitterly disappointed when it ends. 1971, c1967

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Hospital in Buwambo.
by Anne Vinton
FICTION
Although a doctor was desperately needed, a woman was not welcome. 1977, c1957

SUBJECTS: Romance

Hospital of the heart.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
Nina, a student nurse met and fell in love with a mysterious Persian. To marry she needed permission from the hospital, which was refused. 1985, c1966
SUBJECTS: Romance

A Hospital summer.
by Lucilla Andrews
FICTION
A military hospital after Dunkirk teaches young Clare some harsh realities. 1972, c1958

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Hostage bride.
by Janet Dailey
FICTION
The ruthless entrepreneur Bickford Rutledge, head of a Kansas City firm, has always desired Tamara. When he discovers that she has "borrowed" company funds to help her invalid mother, he blackmails her into marriage. 1982, c1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Hound of death, and other stories.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
Twelve eerie short stories that deal mostly with the supernatural. Includes the famous story "The Witness for the Prosecution." 1933

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Hour awaits.
by March Cost
FICTION
During six months of 1911, an Austrian princess has a secret love affair with an English don. In 1921, returning on a family mission, she tries to recapture the joys of that earlier visit. 1974

(Ulverscroft)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Hour of gold, hour of lead.
by Anne Morrow Lindbergh
TL540.L49A4 1974
The author's thoughts and impressions during the early years of her marriage to aviator Charles Lindberght. 1974, c1973

SUBJECTS: Biography

The House of a Thousand Lanterns.
by Victoria Holt
FICTION
A marriage of convenience to an elderly man leads a housekeeper's daughter to Hong Kong and the House of a Thousand Lanterns where she finds she is unwanted and her life is in danger. 1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

The House of brass.
by Ellery Queen
FICTION
Six people are the victims of a monstrous joke, whose punch line was death! 1978, c1968

(An Ellery Queen mystery)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The House of conflict.
by Iris Bromige
FICTION
A girl arrives at home filled with fear and tension. 1974, c1953

SUBJECTS: Romance

The House of Harron.
by Vicki Page
FICTION
A new bride is unprepared for the resentment and antagonism that awaits her at her new home where a horrifying sequence of events piles one nightmare onto another. 1983, c1977

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: General

The House of Kuragin.
by Constance Heaven
FICTION
Gothic set in 1820 near St. Petersburg. A genteel, impoverished English woman accepts a position as teacher to the sickly
but lovable child of a wealthy count, and falls in love with the count's younger brother. 1973, c1972

SUBJECTS: Romance

House of many shadows.
by Barbara Michaels
FICTION
The plucky heroine of this novel witnesses frightening visions. A handsome cousin helps her to discover that the phenomena are not the result of her imagination, but are psychic manifestations of past events. 1981, c1974

SUBJECTS: Romance

House of many windows.
by Dorothy M. Cray
FICTION
Martie is middle-aged and divorced. She becomes housekeeper to a wealthy widowed mill-owner and his son. She is resentful their affluence but life holds greater surprises in store for Martie. 1985, c1966

(Ulverscroft large print series: romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The House of nightingales.
by Suzanne Ebel
FICTION
When Holly St. Martin lost her husband, she was left with a daughter of his previous marriage. Then Holly's parents-in-law decide they want to see their grand-daughter whom they have never met. 1987, c1985

SUBJECTS: Romance

The House of seven gables.
by Nathaniel Hawthorne
FICTION
This novel describes the fortunes of a decayed New England family, the Pyncheons. The interaction between family members is based upon past mistakes and misdeeds. n.d.

("A Keith Jennison book")

SUBJECTS: General

House of strangers.
by Violet Winspear
FICTION
After living quietly in the country for so long, Marny Lester loved her new job in London as secretary to an osteopath. 1975, c1963

SUBJECTS: Romance

The House of the deer.
by Dorothy Emily Stevenson
FICTION
Gerald goes to the Highlands for a vacation of deerstalking, falls in love, and gets himself waylaid by a gang of criminals. 1975, c1970

SUBJECTS: Romance

The House of the shining tide.
by Essie Summers
FICTION
Lorette had always been a nuisance to Judith. Now Judith's relief at setting Lorette off her hands was tempered by compassion for Judith's misguided fiance. 1981, c1972

SUBJECTS: Romance

House of the twelve Caesars.
by Phyllis Hastings
FICTION
Dorothy's trip to Wales to see her grandfather threatens her sanity. 1976, c1975

SUBJECTS: General

The House on Flamingo Cay.
by Anne Weale
FICTION
Angela spends an inheritance searching for a rich husband. 1980, c1977

(Ulverscroft large print)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The House on Hay Hill.
by Dorothy Eden
FICTION
A collection of short stories. In the title story young Boston-born Emily Armitage has inherited a house in London's fashionable Mayfair district. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

The House on the cliff.
by Dorothy Emily Stevenson
FICTION
A struggling young actress inherits a large country house overlooking the English Channel. At first it is difficult for her to fit into the quiet country life but soon it becomes more exciting and romantic. 1977, c1966

SUBJECTS: Romance

The House on the strand.
by Daphne Du Maurier
FICTION
A young Englishman who is visiting a friend at his old house on the Cornish coast is induced to test an hallucinogenic drug which transports him back to the 14th century. 1972, c1969

SUBJECTS: General

A House without love.
by Iris Bromige
FICTION
Andrew Courtland was determined to make his grand-daughter Jill marry the young man he had chosen for her. 1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

How can I find you, God?.
by Marjorie Holmes
BV4501.2.H568 1975
Known for her writing of prayers and conversations with God, the author shares many of her own spiritual experiences. 1975

SUBJECTS: Religion

How can the heart forget.
by Emilie Baker Loring

FICTION
Problems arise when two sisters fall in love with the same man. 1977, c1960

(An Emilie Loring romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

How green was my valley.
by Richard Llewellyn
FICTION
A novel of the Welsh mining country in which the narrator looks back to his boyhood when the mines were flourishing, and continues the family story as labor troubles come and hard times begin in the valley. 1939

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: General

How much you mean to me.
by Theresa Charles
FICTION
Press photographer Cilla Callington fell in love with and married Lyle Kerrin, knowing little about him. Then he disappeared and she realized how much he meant to her. 1987, c1966

SUBJECTS: Romance

How rich is love?.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
Luck was on Fiona's side the day she bought a sweepstakes ticket. Suddenly she is rich, she is news, and, to make things perfect, she is in love. 1986, c1957

SUBJECTS: Romance

How sleep the brave.
by Catherine Gavin
FICTION
Jacques Brunel and Mike Machand are two cousins devoted to France, their native land, but antagonistic to the opportunism of General de Gaulle. 1983, c1980

SUBJECTS: General
How to be your own best friend.
by Mildred Newman
BF637.S4N48 1975
These practicing psychoanalysts believe that everyone can help himself by learning to be aware of his own accomplishments, by having compassion for himself, and by praising himself for achievement. 1975, c1971
SUBJECTS: Psychology

How to live dangerously.
by Joan Margaret Fleming
FICTION
In this suspense novel an elderly, eccentric gentleman takes lodgers into his Oxford home and finds that one of them may be responsible for several mysterious disappearances. 1975, c1974
SUBJECTS: Mystery

How to live to be 100—or more.
by George Burns
RA777.6.186 1985
George Burns at eighty-seven recommends martinis and a simple half-hour exercise routine. He cautions against worry and stress and offers a sound diet. 1985, c1983
(G.K. Hall large print book series)
SUBJECTS: Medicine and health

How to make the rest of your life the best of your life.
by Henry M. Legler
HQ106214 1967
A book which suggests fundamental revisions of "aging" attitudes and, highlighted with quotations and anecdotes, proposes specific measures for defeating ego-deflating aspects of retirement. 1967
SUBJECTS: Psychology

The Howards of Caxley.
by Miss Read
FICTION
An English World War II veteran is the victim of a broken wartime marriage, but he slowly works towards happiness in a challenging business and another marriage. 1978, c1967
SUBJECTS: Romance

Human options.
by Norman Cousins
PN4874.C745A33 1983
Cousin's autobiography of the mind focuses on our "ability to create and exercise new options" in the face of illness or society's misdeeds, if only we will overcome our inertia, indecision, and sense of helplessness. 1983, c1981
SUBJECTS: Biography

Hungry for love.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
Araminta Sinclair gives her gambling brother her debut money to help cover part of a debt and devises a plan to get the rest by pitting her cooking skills against those of the Prince Regent's Master Chef. 1984, c1979
SUBJECTS: Romance

Hungry Hill.
by Daphne Du Maurier
FICTION
A saga of five generations of Irish life depicts the bitter feud between the proud, ambitious, land-owning Broadericks and the Donovan's, their sly, improvident, and vicious neighbors. 1984, c1943
SUBJECTS: General

Hunt the man down.
by Lewis B. Patten
FICTION
As an October blizzard rages in the old west, Mike Logan rescues the young widow he loves from being raped by the son of the country's most powerful cowman. Some strong language. 1985, c1977
SUBJECTS: Western
Hunter's green.
by Phyllis A. Whitney
FICTION
A gothic novel centering around a cryptic message about a chess game. Determined to win back her husband's love, Eve returns to his English estate where a sinister force seems to mark her for death. 1981, c1968
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Hunters and the hunted.
by Lesley Egan
FICTION
Four years ago Wayne Burgess killed his parents. A plea of insanity led to a verdict of not guilty. Now he is being released from a mental institution. He is determined to murder his wife and daughter. 1984, c1979
(Atlantic large print series)
SUBJECTS: General

A Husband for Helen.
by Sarah Devon
FICTION
Helen's only concern is the care of her children until the twins decide to find her a husband. 1985, c1966
(Linford romance library)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Hyde Park murder.
by Elliott Roosevelt
FICTION
This novel stars Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt in an investigation of Wall Street hanky-panky. Strong language. 1986, c1985
(G.K. Hall)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Hyde Place.
by Virginia Coffman
FICTION
After a long absence, 18-year old Merideth Hyde returns to San Francisco to dispose of valuable property and search for her mother who might have died in the earthquake of 1919. 1981, c1974

Hymn book.
by Kathryn Kuhlman
RZ405.K8
No one reading this book can doubt her sincerity, love, and goodness. 20 incurable cases are presented; all have regained health and happiness. 1963
SUBJECTS: Religion

I bought a mountain.
by Thomas Firbank
D811.F56 1967
Not a war book saturated in blood, but an account of rigorous training and tradition leading to memorable World War II exploits. 1967, c1951
(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Biography

I bought a star.
by Thomas Firbank
D811.F56 1967
Not a war book saturated in blood, but an account of rigorous training and tradition leading to memorable World War II exploits. 1967, c1951

I am the only running footman.
by Martha Grimes
FICTION
Drawn into what Macalvie calls "the Prophryia killings," Superintendent Jury follows the clues from the streets of London to the home of a prominent Sussex family, and on to the town of Brighton. 1987, c1986
SUBJECTS: Mystery

I believe in miracles.
by Kathryn Kuhlman
RZ405.K8
No one reading this book can doubt her sincerity, love, and goodness. 20 incurable cases are presented; all have regained health and happiness. 1963
SUBJECTS: Religion
I came to the highlands.
by Velda Johnston
FICTION
Elizabeth Logan and her widowed schoolmaster father are banished from the colony for his outspoken support of Charles Stuart 1975, c1974
SUBJECTS: Romance

I can jump puddles.
by Alan Marshall
PR6025.A649Z54 1983
Despite childhood polio, Alan Marshall enjoyed life to its fullest in early 1900's Australia. 1983, c1955
(A Lythway Book)
SUBJECTS: Biography

I come as a thief.
by Louis Auchincloss
FICTION
A lawyer with political ambitions accepts a bribe in order to help his law partner out of financial troubles. 1972
SUBJECTS: General

I flew for the Fuhrer.
by Heinz Knoke
D787.K613 1984
Heinz Knoke was one of the bravest and most skillful German fighter pilots of World War II. 1984, c1953
(A Lythway autobiography)
SUBJECTS: Biography

I have three sons.
by Mary Raymond
FICTION
To old Josh Neland his glass business was a way of life. Though his three sons disappointed him, Maggie Linton came along to help reorganize the business. 1985, c1967
(Linford romance library)
SUBJECTS: Romance

I heard my sister speak my name.
by Thomas Savage
FICTION
After the death of her sedate adoptive parents, Amy sets out to discover her roots. She finds her true family to be an American ranching dynasty from Idaho. 1978, c1977
SUBJECTS: General

I heard the owl call my name.
by Margaret Craven
FICTION
With only two years to live, a young minister is sent by his bishop into the wilds of British Columbia. There, among vanishing Indians, Mark Brian learns enough of the meaning of life not to fear death. 1974, c1973
SUBJECTS: General

I know my love.
by Catherine Gaskin
FICTION
The story of Adam Langley and the two women who love him--the plain and understanding wife he loves and the beautiful, passionate woman he desires. 1982, c1962
(Charnwood library series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

I lost everything in the post-natal depression.
by Erma Bombeck
PS3552.059I2 1984
Vignettes of daily life as seen by Erma Bombeck. Includes chapters titled "We have measles...it must be Christmas." 1984, c1973
SUBJECTS: Humor

I met a gypsy.
by Norah Lofts
FICTION
The mating of a gypsy with a Tudor lord produced a strange line of descendents. 1935
SUBJECTS: General
I met murder.
by Elizabeth Ferrars
FICTION
Whenever Felix, the light-fingered husband from whom Virginia Freer was semi-detached, reappeared in her life, it seemed that murder did too. 1987, c1985
SUBJECTS: Mystery

I never played the game.
by Howard Cosell
GV742.42.C67A35 1986
The controversial sportscaster says that he is "convinced that sports are out whack in American society, and that the emphasis of sports distorts the real values of life."
Strong language. 1986, c1985
(G.K. Hall large print book series)
SUBJECTS: Biography

I once knew an Indian woman.
by Ebbitt Cutler
E99.I7C93 1973b
The author describes the greatness of an illiterate Iroquois Indian woman she came to know during summers at a small French-Canadian resort village in the Laurentians. 1973, c1967
Recorded
SUBJECTS: Biography

I remember it well.
by Maurice Chevalier
ML420.C473A383 1972
Proud of his popularity and amazed by it all, entertainer Chevalier regales the reader with the story of his farewell tour and early retirement. 1972, c1970

SUBJECTS: Biography

I take this man.
by Emilie Baker Loring
FICTION
When twenty-three-year-old Penelope marries Donald Garth, millionaire president of the Garth airplane plant, she becomes mistress of Uplands estate. 1977, c1954
SUBJECTS: Romance

I will go barefoot all summer for you.
by Katie Letcher Lyle
FICTION
Jessie Preston runs away from home to find the first boy who kissed her; although she never reaches him, she discovers something very important on the trip. 1974, c1973
Jr & Sr High
Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

I wish this war were over.
by Diana O'Hehir
FICTION
During World War II, nineteen-year-old Helen Reynolds sets out from California to see her alcoholic mother in Washington, D.C.
Strong language. 1986, c1984
Recorded
(A New Portway large print book)
SUBJECTS: General

I'll never forget you.
by Renee Shann
FICTION
The story of two young American lieutenants falling in love with two English girls. 1983, c1945
Recorded
(Ulverscroft large print series · romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

I'll take Manhattan.
by Judith Krantz
FICTION
A drama of power, sexual obsession, betrayal, and true love played out in the sophisticated, high-stakes arena of magazine publishing. 1986

SUBJECTS: General

I'm glad you didn't take it personally.
by Jim Bouton
GV865.B69A34 1972
Former baseball pitcher Jim Bouton describes the reaction to his previous book, Ball four; he also reveals the reasons for leaving the Houston Astros and taking a
television job. 1972, c1971

SUBJECTS: Biography

I'm human—thank God!

by Robert M. McMillan
BV4501.2.M275 1974
The opportunity of a warm relationship with
God is available to everyone writes author
McMillan. 1974, c1973

SUBJECTS: Religion

I'm OK, you're OK: a practical guide to
transactional analysis.

by Thomas Anthony Harris
RC480.5.H32 1974
Harris has written the definite guide to
solving problems that face humans in the
relationships they have with one another.
1974, c1969

SUBJECTS: Psychology

Iacocca: an autobiography.

by Lee A. Iacocca
HD9710.U52125 1985
Personal story of a businessman, the son of
Italian immigrants, whose success has made
him an American legend. Strong language.
1985, c1984

(G.K. Hall large print book series)
SUBJECTS: Biography

Ice princess.

by Madeleine Ker
FICTION
Gala Fletcher, the Ice Princess, thought
Conrad Brandon was arrogant and
self-confident. There was no denying,
though, that his fire was melting her ice.
1986, c1985

(Harlequin)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Ice Station Zebra.

by Alistair MacLean
FICTION
Aboard a nuclear-powered submarine, a
British intelligence agent investigates the
mysterious destruction of a meteorolcal
station on the Arctic ice cap. 1976, c1953

(Recorded)

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Ice venture nurse.

by Lydia Balmain
FICTION
Sarah Bradford gets a job as nurse on board
the Arctic bound exploration trawler Ice
Venture. Expedition leader Dr Rathwell
wanted a male nurse. 1985, c1983

(Harlequin)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Idaho!

by Dana Fuller Ross
FICTION
Two battalions of brave cavalry troops
escort the new governor of the untamed
Idaho Territory. 1985, c1984

(Wagons West; v. 13)
SUBJECTS: Western

Idols and axle grease.

by Francis Irby Gwaltney
FICTION
The story of one boy's growing into
manhood and of the town, Charleston,
Arkansas (pop. 853—courtesy of the 1930
census). 1975, c1974

SUBJECTS: General

If chance a stranger.

by Charles Fullerton
FICTION
Michael Pritchard had no use for the
Japanese; his capture and imprisonment in
1941 only reinforced his beliefs. Then came
the miracle of escape into the heart of a
Japanese family which changed all his ideas.
1977, c1958

SUBJECTS: General

If death ever slept.
by Rex Stout  
FINCTION  
The dialogue is crisp and genial, the plot is workmanlike, and the girls pretty as Archie provides amusing companionship to Nero Wolfe.  1971, c1957  
SUBJECTS: Mystery  

If life is a bowl of cherries, what am I doing in the pits?  
by Erma Bombeck  
PS3552.059I34 1978  
If you think you have problems, take a look at life Bombeck style.  1978  
SUBJECTS: Humor  

If only they could talk.  
by James Herriot  
SF613.H44A29 1976  
SUBJECTS: Biography  

If tomorrow comes.  
by Sidney Sheldon  
FICTION  
Tracy Whitney, a sweet young thing engaged to a wealthy banker, is framed by untouchable crime lords and sent to prison. Eventually, she turns to a life of high-class crime. Strong language and explicit descriptions of sex.  1985  
SUBJECTS: General  

Illusions: the adventures of a reluctant messiah.  
by Richard Bach  
FICTION  
Richard earns a living by barnstorming and by giving three dollar rides in his old biplane. One day a mysterious pilot lands next to Richard and tells him "There are some things you do not know."  1977  
SUBJECTS: General  

Illusions of love.  
by Cynthia Freeman  
FICTION  
After twenty-five years of marriage to a near-perfect wife, wealthy Martin Roth of San Francisco runs into Jenny, the love of his youth. Strong language explicit descriptions of sex.  1985, c1984  
SUBJECTS: Romance  

The Image of Eve.  
by Jean Graham  
FICTION  
Eve Maitland realised her busy domesticated life had gone flat and knew what she needed to transform it. However, love has always been unpredictable...  1987, c1966  
SUBJECTS: Romance  

Images of love.  
by Anne Mather  
FICTION  
Tobi visits the Caribbean to reap revenge on Robert, but is surprised at what she finds.  1982  
(Atlantic large print series)  
SUBJECTS: Romance  

Images of Rose.  
by Anna Gilbert  
FICTION  
Two young sisters in 19th-century England dream their cousin Rose will come to take their dead mother's place and keep them company while their father is at sea.  1987, c1973  
SUBJECTS: Romance  

Ike & Mamie.  
by Lester David  
E836.D37 1982  
Explores the complex relationship between Mamie, the spoiled daughter of a prominent Denver family, and Ike, the genial but short-tempered son of an unsuccessful small-town Kansas diaryman.  1982, c1981  
SUBJECTS: Biography  

Images: the adventures of a reluctant...
The Immense journey.
by Loren C. Eiseley
QH368.E38 1957
In an unusual blend of scientific knowledge and imaginative vision, Loren Eiseley tells of the story of man. 1957

(A Keith Jennison Book)
SUBJECTS: History

The Immigrants.
by Howard Melvin Fast
FICTION
Ambitious Daniel Layette, whose immigrant parents are killed in the San Francisco earthquake, parleys his fishing boat into a financial empire. Some strong language and some explicit descriptions of sex. 1978, c1977

SUBJECTS: General

Imperfect chaperone.
by Catherine George
FICTION
Kit travels to Spain on holiday with her twin sisters to keep them out of mischief. However, she is the one who lands in all the trouble. 1986

SUBJECTS: Romance

Impetuous masquerade.
by Anne Mather
FICTION
Rhia impersonates her sister Val in order to help a young man recover from a tragic accident which blinds him. 1985, c1982

(Harlequin)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Importance of being sick: a Christian reflection.
by Leonard Bowman
BV4910.B68 1977
Each of us has been ill at one time or another. While most people consider themselves lucky to be well, Bowman sees an advantage to being sick. 1977, c1976

SUBJECTS: Religion

An Important family.
by Dorothy Eden
FICTION
Romantic young Kate leaves Ireland after her fiance's death and signs on as a companion to the Devenish family headed to New Zealand. After their arrival, Kate perceives a dark mystery clouding the lives of the family. 1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Imposter.
by Helen McCloy
FICTION
A woman accepts an imposter in her husband's place to get out of a psychiatric clinic. 1979, c1977

SUBJECTS: General

Impudent lady.
by Joan Smith
FICTION
Prudence Mallow, a young writer as drab as her name, becomes the toast of Regency London when her successful novels bring her into public view and into the heart of the town's dashing poet laureate. 1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

In love's own fashion.
by Arlene Hale
FICTION
Evonne was beautiful and talented enough to make it in the world of fashion and in love with Mark. Suddenly she found herself thinking more of Gary than of Mark. 1981

(An Arlene Hale romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

In my father's house.
by Ernest J. Gaines
FICTION
In a small community in the South, a confrontation occurs between the Reverend
Phillip Martin, a civil rights leader, and a
callow, unkempt, stranger, who brutally
exposes the minister's past. Strong language.
1978
SUBJECTS: General

In my father's house.
by Corrie Ten Boom
BR1725.T35A34 1976b
Memoirs by a remarkable and inspiring
woman about her early life in Holland
before World War II and some of the
unforgettable personalities of her devoutly
Christian family. 1976

SUBJECTS: Biography

In one era and out the other.
by Sam Levenson
PN2287.L433A33 1974
The comedian and former school teacher
presents a spritely collection of nostalgic
reminiscences from his background of
Jewish orthodoxy and poverty. A
combination of chuckles and helpful
homilies. 1974, c1973

SUBJECTS: Biography

In spite of thunder.
by John Dickson Carr
FICTION
Postwar Geneva is the scene for this
detective novel which centers on the
question of whether a film actress did or did
not push her fiance off a parapet at
Berchtesgaden in 1939. 1972, c1960

SUBJECTS: Mystery

In storm and in calm.
by Lucilla Andrews
FICTION
Staff Nurse Charlotte Anthony spends 4
weeks in a little hospital on the isolated Isle
of Thessa before taking up her eagerly
anticipated promotion. 1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

In the beginning.
by Isaac Asimov
BS651.A75 1981
A verse by verse analysis of the first eleven
chapters of the Book of Genesis, pointing
out where the Bible and modern scientific
knowledge agree and disagree on primeval
history. 1981

SUBJECTS: Religion

In the frame.
by Dick Francis
FICTION
In an attempt to solve a murder, likable
English artist Charles Todd, painter of
horses, finds himself involved in a dangerous
manhunt. Some strong language. 1977, c1976

SUBJECTS: Mystery

In the fullness of time.
by Avis D. Carlson
HQ1061.C347 1979
The successful eighty year-old author, an
energetic participant in civic affairs as well
as a compassionate observer of life, offers
understanding and practical advice on
coping with the problems of aging. 1979,
c1977

SUBJECTS: Medicine and health

In the hour before midnight.
by Jack Higgins
FICTION
Sean Burke and Stacey Wyatt are hired to
rescue Hoffer's stepdaughter from a Sicilian
bandit. 1978, c1969

SUBJECTS: Mystery

In the midst of death.
by Helen Luce
FICTION
When pathologist Sophie Evans goes to
Wimbury Hospital, she finds a corpse in the
postmortem room on her first day; the
corpse's identity will have a dramatic effect
on the lives of her new colleagues. 1983,
1980
In the presence of mine enemies.

by Howard Rutledge
D5557.A675R87 1974
For seven long years, Howard Rutledge was a VietCong prisoner. In this book, he testifies to the power of prayer which helped him to endure. 1974, c1973

SUBJECTS: Biography

In the shadow of the Brontes.

by Louise Brindley
FICTION
Focuses on two courageous women: shy Anne Bronte, who works for the pleasure-seeking Robinsons, and Lizzie Godolphin, servant girl to a wealthy shipyard owner. 1986

SUBJECTS: Romance

In the silence of the heart.

BX2182.2.T393 1985
Two works are in this volume. ‘In the Silence of the Heart’ is a series of meditations. ‘A chain of Love’ was published to make known the work of Mother Teresa’s three thousand sick and suffering co-workers. 1985

SUBJECTS: Religion

In the teeth of the evidence.

by Dorothy Leigh Sayers
FICTION
In the driver’s seat of the burnt-out car were the remains of a body. An accident said the widow. Murder said Lord Peter Wimsey. 1985

SUBJECTS: Mystery

In the time of lilacs.

by Hermina Black
FICTION
A missing heiress finds help in Paris. 1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

In times like these.

by Emilie Baker Loring
FICTION
Page Wilburn’s interest in a jade pendant leads her to a microfilmed government secret. 1979, c1968

SUBJECTS: Mystery

In trust to Fiona.

by Renee Shann
FICTION
A stormy romance, set in the countryside of Connemara. 1973, c1959

SUBJECTS: Romance

In tune with wedding bells.

by Grace Livingston Hill
FICTION
When a young bachelor is drawn into the life of a frightened runaway with a shocking past, he discovers a new world of unselfish love. 1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Incomparable Miss Brady.

by Sheila Walsh
FICTION
Miss Clementina Brady from Baltimore was the most unlikely of Regency belles. She found herself in the center of a complicated tangle from which she had not an idea how to extricate herself. 1982, c1980

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

The Incredible journey.

by Sheila Every Burnford
FICTION
A novel about three animals—a Labrador retriever, a Siamese cat, and an old white bull terrier—as they make their way home across 250 miles of Canadian wilderness. 1961

SUBJECTS: Animal stories
Incredible victory.
by Walter Lord
D774.M5 L67
As enemy forces sail west to seize the island, the United States struggles to break the Japanese naval code. An account of the World War II Battle of Midway. 1969, c1967
SUBJECTS: World War II

The Incredulity of Father Brown.
by Gilbert Keith Chesterton
FICTION
In the first of eight unusual cases the cherubic little priest investigates his own murder. 1984, c1926
SUBJECTS: Mystery

An Indecent obsession.
by Colleen McCullough
FICTION
In the mental ward of an Australian military hospital just after World War II, nurse Honour Langtry cares intensely for the five men now in her charge. Some strong language and some explicit descriptions of sex. 1982, c1981
SUBJECTS: General

Indemnity only.
by Sara Paretsky
FICTION
Detective V. I. Warshawsky is approached by a mysterious client who wants her to find a missing girl. Strong language. 1982
SUBJECTS: Romance

Independence!
by Dana Fuller Ross
FICTION
In 1837 a dauntless band of pioneers set out from Long Island on a mission to win the rich Oregon Territory for America. 1982, c1978
SUBJECTS: Western

The Indifferent heart.
by Alexandra Sellers
FICTION
After the death of her fiancé, Matty Beauchamp goes to Morocco as an English tutor to help her forget the past. 1982, c1981
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Inferno.
by John Creasey
FICTION
Z5 is in danger of being betrayed because of a series of fires. 1976, c1965
SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

Ingrid Bergman, my story.
by Ingrid Bergman
PN2778.B43A34 1984
Chronology of the films, plays, and television appearances of Ingrid Bergman 1984
SUBJECTS: Biography

Inherit the sun.
by Maxwell Grant
FICTION
Tells the story of a family who carve an empire out of the harsh but fruitful Australian Outback. 1981
SUBJECTS: General

The Inheritance.
by Kay Thorpe
FICTION
When sisters inherit a ranch, their disagreement over what to do with it is complicated by a man set on having it for his own. 1986
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Inheritance.
by Norah Whittle
FICTION
An unfinished sentence had whetted Lydia's
already aroused curiosity, which increased as she came to know her employer better. 1980, c1970

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Inimitable Jeeves.
by Pelham Grenville Wodehouse
FICTION
When a long-time chum of Bertie Wooster falls in love with a girl at a dance, he asks Bertie to enlist the aid of the incomparable Jeeves to smooth matters over. 1977, c1973 Recorded

SUBJECTS: Humor

Inner healing: God's great assurance.
by Theodore Elliott Dobson
BT732.5.D6 1984
Reverend Dobson examines the theological and scriptural foundations of healing and integrates these with the witness of his own life of being healed. 1984, c1978

SUBJECTS: Religion

Innocent blood.
by P. D. James
FICTION
Philippa Palfrey was adopted as a child. Her fantasy about being the illegitimate daughter of an aristocratic father ends when she learns the shocking truth about her parents. 1981, c1980 Recorded

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Innocent obsession.
by Anne Mather
FICTION
An innocent young girl is plagued by her sister's brother-in-law. 1982, c1981

(Atlantic large print series) SUBJECTS: Romance

The Innocent one.
by Carol Gaye
FICTION
For Lynn Morley it spells disaster when a rich relative dies in South Africa and leaves all his money to his step-daughter Marian. The Morleys have lived as landed gentry for years on the expectation of inheriting his wealth. 1984, c1961

(A Lythway book) SUBJECTS: Romance

The Innocents.
by Margery Sharp
FICTION
Antoinette, an untamable, unteachable retarded child, is put in the care of an elderly woman while her mother is in America. When the mother returns she finds Antoinette with new problems. 1973, c1972 Recorded

SUBJECTS: General

The Inside man.
by George Harmon Coxe
FICTION
Two men are hired to recover the ransom paid to a hijacker. 1977, c1974

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Inspector Queen's own case.
by Ellery Queen
FICTION
The attempt to kidnap the newly adopted baby of a multimillionaire brings retired inspector Richard Queen back on the trail as he recruits a senior citizens corps of retired cops to catch a killer. 1978, c1956 Recorded

(An Ellery Queen mystery) SUBJECTS: Mystery

Instrument of thy peace.
by Alan Paton
BV284.P73P73 1984
Meditations based on a prayer of St. Francis of Assisi. The author states that the book is intended "for sinners and for those who with all their hearts wish to be better, less selfish and more useful. 1984, c1982

SUBJECTS: Religion
The Intercom conspiracy.
by Eric Ambler
FICTION
A story, told in flashback, of two mellowing
Intelligence colonels representing small
anonymous countries in the NATO alliance
who cannot resist tripping up the United
States and Russia. 1974, c1969
SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

Into the heart of Borneo.
by Redmond O'Hanlon
DS646.3.O44 1986
This records search of the Borneo
rhinoceros. Much to their surprise, they
reach the Tiban massif in the very centre of
Borneo, an area unvisited by Europeans
since 192 8  1986, c1984
SUBJECTS: Borneo

Introducing the Bible.
by William Barclay
BS4752.B27 1985
Barclay leads the reader through the Old
and New Testaments and the Apocryphy
while teaching the appreciation of the
richness of the Bible. 1985, c1972
SUBJECTS: Religion

Intruders in Eden.
by Peggy Gaddis
FICTION
A young girl finds many twists in her
personal relationship when she takes a job as
assistant to the man whom she loves. 1986
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Invisible cord.
by Catherine Cookson
FICTION
Pregnancy forces Annie to marry
good-natured but slow-witted George. Her
love for her first-born son blinds Annie to
reality and finally brings tragedy on the
whole family. Some strong language. 1978,
c1975
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Invisible outlaw.
by Max Brand
FICTION
Pensteven comes West to find John
Christmas, the notorious outlaw. But
Christmas is so elusive he might be invisible,
and Pensteven undergoes numerous ordeals
before he gets what he wants—vengeance for
his father's death. 1972, 1956
SUBJECTS: Western

Invisible wife.
by Jane Arbor
FICTION
Victimized by Benno Massimo, Tania breaks
off their engagement. His brother blames
her for Benno's subsequent death and
blackmails her into marrying him. 1982,
c1981
SUBJECTS: Romance

(Atlantic large print series)

Invitation to romance.
by Olive Baxter
FICTION
Enid's voyage was a means of escape from a
demanding family and a dull engagement.
1980, c1966
SUBJECTS: Romance

Invitation to the waltz.
by Rosamond Lehmann
FICTION
Story about a seventeen-year-old English girl
in the last stages of adolescence who looks
forward to her first formal dance at a
country estate. 1979, c1932
SUBJECTS: Romance

Iris in winter.
by Elizabeth Cadell
FICTION
In order to get away from her late husband's
relatives, Caroline West comes to the little
town of High Ambo. She is immediately
taken advantage of by a cat, her sister, and her sister's fiancée. 1985, c1951

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Irish boy: a romantic biography.
by Naomi Ellington Jacob
FICTION
The true story of an Irish boy with a sweet singing voice who rose to international fame as an opera singer. 1955?

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: General

The Iron cobweb.
by Ursula Reilly Curtiss
FICTION
Elizabeth March was afraid. She didn't know of whom, hardly of what, but almost daily small, disquieting things made her feel that either she was losing her grip or that someone was seeking to destroy her. 1974, c1953

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Iron marshall.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
Young Tom Shanaghy was hardheaded and hard muscled. Back in New York, he could handle anything from a blacksmith's anvil to knuckle-and-skull street brawling. Now he was a stranger in a small Kansas town desperate for a marshal. 1979

SUBJECTS: Western

The Iron stirrup.
by Clay Allan
FICTION
At age 50, Fletcher Markley was replaced as sheriff by a younger man. When outlaws threaten Evanston again, Markley still goes after them and a gunfight ensues which some men don't come through alive. 1983, c1966

SUBJECTS: Western

The Irrational season.
by Madeleine L'Engle
BV30.L46 1984
A self-exploration through the liturgical seasons of the year that combines anecdotes, poetry, and a discussion of human relationships. Reaffirms the author's commitment to Christianity. 1984, c1977

SUBJECTS: Religion

Irregular people.
by Joyce Landorf
BV4501.2131819 1986
A Christian writer suggests how to cope spiritually with an "irregular person" in one's life. She defines an irregular person, usually a family member, as "the person in your life who really bugs you to death." 1986, c1982

SUBJECTS: Religion

An Irresistible force.
by Ann Charlton
FICTION
With a broken engagement behind her, Fairlie was in no mood to trust men, especially the overpowering Carson Tate. 1987, c1985

(Harlequin)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Island doctor.
by Claire Vernon
FICTION
After meeting three beautiful girls, Bart admits that man cannot live by work alone. 1983, c1964

SUBJECTS: Romance

Island magic.
by Elizabeth Goudge
FICTION
Rachell du Frocq succoured a stranger from the sea, saved her farm from ruin, and preserved it as a home for her husband Andre and their five exuberant children. 1972
SUBJECTS: Romance

Island of enchantment.
by Renee Shann
FICTION
Jane's romance with Don becomes complicated when she goes to Minorca. 1980, c1974

SUBJECTS: Romance

Island of mermaids.
by Iris Danbury
FICTION
Athea finds love on the romantic island of Capri. 1974, c1970

SUBJECTS: Romance

Island of mystery.
by Arlene Hale
FICTION
Writing a biography leads to more excitement than expected. 1978, c1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

Island on the hill.
by Dixie Browning
FICTION
Frances' home, bought solely with her own hard-earned income, is located on the grounds of a much larger estate. The estate is owned by maddeningly handsome Cabel McCloud. 1983, c1982

(Island stranger.
by Jean S. MacLeod
FICTION
Makedo and her family loved the comparative isolation of Millo, their Caribbean island, but since her father's death it was no longer their home. 1984, c1977

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Isle of pomegranates.
by Iris Danbury
FICTION
Felicity hopes her new job will offer hope to her brother, who is going blind. 1979, c1969

SUBJECTS: Romance

Isle of rapture.
by Serena Robbins
FICTION
Kaye and Creighton Jarvis could be safe in each other's company knowing that nothing could bring either of them to love again. But they were wrong. 1984, c1982

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

It happened in spring.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
Fay knew her romance was at an end when she saw her young stepmother in her fiance's arms. 1986

SUBJECTS: Romance

It shouldn't happen to a vet.
by James Herriot
SF613.H44A3 1976
Things shouldn't happen to a young veterinarian just beginning his practice. Somehow, when James Herriot is around, things do happen. 1976, c1972

SUBJECTS: Biography

It takes a long time to become young.
by Garson Kanin
HQ1062.K34 1978
The author attacks the youth cult and mandatory retirement. He sets forth some ideas on choosing one's own time, if any, to slow down and cites impressive examples of achievement during the mature years. 1978

Recorded
SUBJECTS: Psychology

It was the lark.
by Catherine MacArthur
FICTION
A young woman's intense first love leaves her with an adorable child and eventually leads her into a loveless but secure marriage. 1979, c1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

Recorded

The Ivy tree.
by Mary Stewart
FICTION
Northumberland is the authentic setting for this suspenseful case regarding the actual identity of the heroine. 1975, c1961

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Recorded

It's a battlefield.
by Graham Greene
FICTION
Jim Drover, an unassuming member of the Communist Party, stabbed a policeman during a demonstration because the policeman was about to hit Drover's wife Milly. 1980

SUBJECTS: General

Recorded

It's spring, my heart!
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
How Ciel conquered the barrier between herself and Dr. Piers Thorne is told in a story of passionate love, despair and hope. 1984, c1958

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Recorded

Ivanhoe.
by Walter Scott
FICTION
England during the time of Richard I is the background of this novel of chivalry. Among the characters are Robin Hood, King Richard, and Rebecca and Rowena, two beautiful women who both love Ivanhoe. 1960?

SUBJECTS: General

Recorded

Jack and the beanstalk.
by Ed McBain
FICTION
The discovery of Jack McKinney, very dead, and with Matthew Hope's business card in his wallet, was very disturbing. 1985, c1984

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Recorded

Jack Benny.
by Irving A. Fein
PN2287.B43F4 1976b
The public Jack Benny was "the stingiest man in show biz" but the private Benny was a gentle and generous man. Two volume set. 1976

SUBJECTS: Biography

Recorded

Jack Lemmon.
by Michael Freedland
PN2287.L42F7 1986
Born into a prosperous Boston family and educated at Harvard, Jack Lemmon could have received a parental subsidy, but he refused and had to struggle for parts and money. 1986, c1985

(A New Portway large print book)
SUBJECTS: Biography

Recorded

Jack Mercybright.
by Mary Emily Pearce
FICTION
Jack Mercybright came to Brown Elms Farm shortly before the turn of the century, penniless but with a fierce pride in his work. 1980, c1974

SUBJECTS: General

Recorded

Jackman's wolf.
by Ray Hogan
FICTION
Matt Rusk helps a girl and her young brother save their ranch. 1984, c1970

(Ray Hogan westerns in large print)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Jackson trail.
by Max Brand
FICTION
Jackson's name was a legend in the West--master gunman, gambler, fighter, escape artist; but more to be feared by criminals than the law. 1979

SUBJECTS: Western

Jalna.
by Mazo De La Roche
FICTION
Jalna has been the family home of the Whiteoaks since the family drifted to Canada via England from India. 1973, c1927

(Whiteoak chronicle)
SUBJECTS: General

Jamaica Inn.
by Daphne Du Maurier
FICTION
Tale of an old inn on the Cornwall moors, where Mary Yellan takes refuge after her mother's death. 1936

SUBJECTS: General

James Cagney.
by Doug Warren
PN2287.C23W37 1984
Cagney, the tough guy, could also dance; his movie roles ranged from a 1930's gangster to the unforgettable police chief in 'Ragtime.' 1984, c1983

SUBJECTS: Biography

The James Joyce murder.
by Amanda Cross
FICTION
Literate detective Kate Fansler spends the summer in the Berkshire Hills, sorting out a collection of Joycean papers and the murder of a malicious local farmer's wife. 1982

SUBJECTS: Mystery

James Stewart.
by Allen Eyles
PN2287.S68E9 1985
Steward has earned his place in movie history with unforgettable moves like 'Harvey' and 'It's a wonderful life.' 1985, c1984

SUBJECTS: Biography

Jane Eyre.
by Charlotte Bronte
FICTION
A 19th-century English novel about a plain, intelligent woman who becomes the governess at an estate; she is caught up in the mysteries of the manor and falls in love with her employer. 1961

SUBJECTS: Romance

Jane of Gowlands.
by Anne Hepple
FICTION
Jane can't marry because of memories of her childhood sweetheart. 1979, 1949

SUBJECTS: Romance

Jane Russell: my path & my detours.
by Jane Russell
PN2287.R82A34 1986
Though Russell has long been a symbol of earthy sex appeal and Hollywood glamor, here she reveals a more complex character, grounded in a sensible pragmatism and strong belief in God. Strong language. 1986

SUBJECTS: Biography

Jane Scott.
by Carol Gaye
FICTION
Jane Scott has a wide range of experiences when she takes a job with the Daily Echo on...
Fleet Street, London including an unexpected romance which tests her personal feelings and her professional integrity. 1984, c1964

(A Lythway romance) SUBJECTS: Romance

Jane Scott meets the doctor.
by Carol Gaye
FICTION
Jane meets surgeon John Everard, resigned from his profession after the daughter of the woman he was in love with dies while he’s operating on her. Though exonerated, he’s an embittered man. 1984, c1965

(A Lythway romance) SUBJECTS: Romance

Jane Scott meets the pops.
by Carol Gaye
FICTION
When a one-time successful pop star threatens to jump from a roof, several people think it’s a publicity stunt. But Jane befriends him and by so doing nearly wrecks her marriage. 1984, c1966

(A Lythway book) SUBJECTS: Romance

Jane Wyman: a biography.
by Joe Morella
PN2287.W8M67 1986 Oversize
Born Sarah Jane Fulks in 1914, Wyman met Ronald Reagan when they were contract players at Warner’s. After they were married for eight years, it was Wyman who divorced Reagan. 1986, c1985

(G.K. Hall large print book series) SUBJECTS: Biography

Jane’s house.
by Robert Kimmel Smith
FICTION
The lives of two children, Hilary and Bobby Klein, and their father, Paul, are ripped apart when their vivacious mother suddenly dies. Strong language. Explicit descriptions of sex. 1983, c1982

Recorded

SUBJECTS: General

Janet Forsythe.
by Anne Hepple
FICTION
Janet emerges as a finer person after a period of unhappiness. 1976, c1956

SUBJECTS: Romance

Jassy.
by Norah Lofts
FICTION
A strange, elusive child grows into a woman with mysterious powers. Part peasant and part gypsy, Jassy becomes the center of a drama of violent passion. 1965, c1944

Recorded

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Jealous doctor.
by Nan Herbert
FICTION
Although Valerie’s patient in the house beside the lake is an elderly lady, she finds her alert and friendly. The Doctor and the old lady’s nephew, however, contrive to complicate both their lives. 1987, c1974

SUBJECTS: Romance

Jeeves and the tie that binds.
by Pelham Grenville Wodehouse
FICTION
A British cast recreates the Wodehouse humor in adaptations of two Jeeves stories: Indian Summer of an Uncle and Jeeves takes charge. 1971

Recorded

SUBJECTS: Humor

Jerusalem Inn.
by Martha Grimes
FICTION
Several days before Christmas, Scotland Yard’s Supt. Richard Jury accidentally meets Helen Minton in a snow-covered graveyard near Newcastle. Then she is found dead. 1984
SUBJECTS: Mystery

BT2992.J47 1975
The four Gospels of Jesus rewritten in current language form a moving narrative of the life of Christ. 1973

SUBJECTS: Religion

Jet Nurse.
by Muriel Janes
FICTION
After being hurt by her future husband, Nurse Sheelagh Landers takes to the skies as a jet nurse and finds a glamorous pilot. 1986, c1971

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Jewelled daughter
by Anne Maybury
FICTION
Romantic suspense set in Hong Kong. Investigating a new acquisition for a ruthless viscountess, jewel specialist Sarah Brent meets with danger and her estranged husband. 1979, c1976

SUBJECTS: Romance

Jewelled eye.
by Douglas Clark
FICTION
Scotland Yard's, Chief Superintendent George Masters, is on a very sensitive case that must be kept secret from everyone. 1987

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Jill.
by Philip Larkin
FICTION
This story takes place in England just after the outbreak of World War II; it is a story of an adolescent coming to terms with the limitations of his social background and his false expectations of life. 1985, c1946

SUBJECTS: General

Jilted.
by Sally Wentworth
FICTION
The only reason Alexa married Scott Kelsey was to save face after his brother Mark jilted Alexa to marry her best friend. 1985, c1983

SUBJECTS: Romance

Joanna's husband and David's wife.
by Elizabeth Forsythe Hailey
FICTION
Novel about marriage unfolds through Joanna's journal, a diary filled with joy and pain. Some explicit descriptions of sex. 1986

SUBJECTS: General

Joanna: or the young Irish ladies.
by Patricia Ormsby
FICTION
When Joanna rejects her suitor, he precipitates a crisis, a duel and a threat to her happiness. 1980, c1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

Johnny Osage.
by Janice Holt Giles
FICTION
Johnny is ur...t when missionaries come to"improve" his friends, the Osage Indians. 1979, c1960

SUBJECTS: General

Jonathan Livingston Seagull.
by Richard Bach
FICTION
Refusing to conform to the life of the flock, Jonathan, a seagull, intensely desires to fly higher than any gull has ever flown. After his death he returns to teach flight to the other gulls who scorned him. 1984, c1970
At the age of 17, Joni Earekson was a victim of a diving accident that left her paralyzed from the neck down. She overcame her despair by learning to trust in God.

Jonquil.
by Denise Robins
FICTION
Only when Jonquil had married Roland Charter did she discover that his dominating passion was revenge, not love.

Jornado.
by E.R. Slade
FICTION
Clint Evans had been hunting Blake Dixon for five years, ever since Dixon had raped and killed Clint's wife.

Journey from yesterday.
by Suzanne Ebel
FICTION
A rich, spoiled girl suddenly finds herself penniless.

Journey to destiny.
by Jane Beverley
FICTION
Gayle, clever, attractive and selfpossessed, has her life clearly mapped out. But when she goes on a business trip to the Canaries, things begin to happen to make her less sure of her plans.

Jubal Cade, angel of death.
by Charles R. Pike
FICTION
Jubal stands to cash in a million or else face the fury of Stoby's ranchhand killers. So he weighs up the odds and plays to win.

Jubal Cade, ashes and blood.
by Charles R. Pike
FICTION
Jubal Cade is no stranger to violent death. But sometimes a man needs to wash the blood from his hands.
Jubal Cade, bloody Christmas.
by Charles R. Pike
FICTION
Cade the man of medicine helps the Farrins with his healing gift, but soon it will be his skill with a gun that is tested. 1983, c1981

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Western

Jubal Cade, bounty road.
by Charles R. Pike
FICTION
After the tiny religious township of Hope experiences rape, massacre and small pox, Jubal Cade brings them through and becomes their avenging angel. 1983, c1978

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Western

Jubal Cade, brand of vengeance.
by Charles R. Pike
FICTION
Jubal Cade searches for the man with a four-inch scar across his forehead. This man killed Jubal's wife. 1983, c1978

(A Lythway Book)
SUBJECTS: Western

Jubal Cade, days of blood.
by Charles R. Pike
FICTION
After the Coley boys pillage and murder in the little mountain community of Jamestown, Jubal Cade seeks revenge. 1983, c1977

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Western

Jubal Cade, death wears grey.
by Charles R. Pike
FICTION
Jubal Cade makes a promise of revenge to the last dying survivor of a bushwhacked wagon train. 1983, c1976

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Western

Jubal Cade, double cross.
by Charles R. Pike
FICTION
After Jubal Cade's wife is killed, he has a blind orphan boy thrust upon him. 1982, c1974

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Western

Jubal Cade, killer silver.
by Charles R. Pike
FICTION
The hunt for the scarfaced man who killed his wife takes him through Laredo, to the Mexican mountains where Roberto Blanco and his gang of marauders have their hideout. 1982, c1975

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Western

Jubal Cade, mourning is red.
by Charles R. Pike
FICTION
When Jubal Cade finds Gil Last, he found more than a man with his guts shot all over the trail to Blazeville 1983, c1981

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Western

Jubal Cade, spoils of war.
by Charles R. Pike
FICTION
Looking for buried treasure is the kind of errand that Jubal Cade generally leaves to fools. However, a stash of gold could be useful in hunting down Lee Kincaid. 1984, c1982

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Western

Jubal Cade, the burning man.
by Charles R. Pike
FICTION
After the Ku Klux Klan terrorizes a black couple, a reward is posted for the Klan's Grand Dragon. Bounty-hunters flood to St.
Louis, but Jubal Cade is there before them.
1976

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Western

Jubal Cade, the death pit.
by Charles R. Pike
FICTION
Jubal Cade turns avenging angel against the conquistadores and busts a Mexican slave camp open. 1983, c1979

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Western

Jubal Cade, the golden dead.
by Charles R. Pike
FICTION
Jubal Cade helps fight a band of Apache braves believed to be led by the scar faced man who killed Jubal's wife. 1982, c1979

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Western

Jubal Cade, the hungry gun.
by Charles R. Pike
FICTION
The hungry gun is a thirty calibre Spencer rifle repeater, the deadliest gun in the west. Its owner is Jubal Cade. Together they search for the scar faced man who killed Jubal's wife. 1982, c1974

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Western

Jubal Cade, the killing ground.
by Charles R. Pike
FICTION
When Jubal Cade lets his guard down, he receives near fatal gunshot wounds and discovers the blind boy he has sworn to take care of has been snatched. 1983, c1977

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Western

Jubal Cade, the killing trail.
by Charles R. Pike

FICTION
Raised in a Chicago foundling home, Jubal Cade went to England to learn medicine. He returned to his native land with a wife and a dream. 1982, c1974

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Western

Jubal Cade, the waiting game.
by Charles R. Pike
FICTION
In the seas of mud and rain in Candelas, Jubal Cade will take more lives with his Spencer than he has ever saved with his doctoring. 1984, c1982

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Western

Jubal Cade, time of the damned.
by Charles R. Pike
FICTION
Jubal Cade rides into Three Sisters, the meanest, baddest outlaw town in America, looking for the scar faced killer who owes him a debt of vengeance. 1984, c1982

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Western

Jubal Cade, vengeance hunt.
by Charles R. Pike
FICTION
Jubal Cade becomes involved in the red man's war against the buffalo killers who are ravaging the Indians' traditional hunting grounds. 1982, c1974

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Western

Jubal Sackett.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
Continues the popular saga of the Sackett clan. Jubal befriends Keokotah, a proud Kickapoo brave, and together they help shield a beautiful Natchez princess from a vengeful Indian and an unscrupulous Spanish soldier. 1986, c1985
SUBJECTS: Western

Judas country.
by Gavin Lyall
FICTION
A lively, wisecracking saga of two aging pilots battling arms smuggling and intrigue. 1977, c1975

SUBJECTS: General

Judas flight.
by Tasman Beattie
FICTION
Frank Adams a charter pilot working around the Indonesian islands is asked to transport the body of a Chinese girl. Instead of the girl, Frank finds a mutilated corpse. 1981, c1979

SUBJECTS: General

Judas flowering.
by Jane Aiken Hodge
FICTION
Mercy Phillips, newly arrived in America from England, sees her father killed by a mob while she is rescued by a romantic scion from an old Savannah family. 1977, c1976

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Judas Iscariot, traitor?.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
This account of events follows the Bible story closely, the most startling difference being the interpretation put on Judas Iscariot's actions, and particularly on the kiss of identification. 1981, c1971

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Religious fiction

The Judas kiss.
by Victoria Holt
FICTION
Pippa Ewing learns that her beloved older sister Francine has been murdered with her husband, Baron Rudolph. 1982, c1981

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Judgement of love.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
A beautiful young heiress visits her guardian's English estate. There she is introduced to his three nephews in hopes she will marry one. 1980, c1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

Judith.
by Betty Neels
FICTION
Judith takes a job as nurse to Lady Cresswell and enjoys her patient very much. However, she gets nothing but trouble from the Lady's son. 1984, c1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

Julie.
by Catherine Marshall
FICTION
A novel which draws inspiration from the life of the late author. Julie Wallace relates her family's ordeal in a flood-prone town in western Pennsylvania during the 1930s. 1985, c1984

SUBJECTS: General

June Allyson.
by June Allyson
PN2287.A54A34 1983

SUBJECTS: Biography

Jury of one.
by Mignon Good Eberhart
FICTION
Murder invades the household where Maggy Warren is preparing for her marriage to the man she has known all her life. No one is
the same any more. 1978, c1960

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Just here, doctor.
by Robert D. Clifford
R489.C54C54 1980
Comedy, pathos, drama and tragedy are the rich mixture of experiences which make up the life of a county practitioner. 1980, c1977

(Ulverscroft large print series: non-fiction)
SUBJECTS: Biography

Just impediments.
by Margaret Brayshaw
FICTION
Brought up in an Irish orphanage, Joey's one ambition was to have a home with lots of children. 1987, c1972

(Linford romance library)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Just wait till you have children of your own.
by Erma Bombeck
PS3552.059J8 1984
A humorous look at the ways of teenagers and a funny analysis of what goes on between generations. 1984, c1971

SUBJECTS: Humor

Kate: the life of Katharine Hepburn.
by Charles Higham
PN2287.H45H54 1977
After forty years, the private elusive Hepburn has authorized a writer to collect the material that is her story. 1977, c1975

SUBJECTS: Biography

Kate Hannigan.
by Catherine Cookson
FICTION
Kate uses her beauty to rise above her slum environment. Deserted by a wealthy man before the birth of her child, she falls hopelessly in love with a young doctor. 1973, c1950

SUBJECTS: Romance

Katherine Wentworth.
by Dorothy Emily Stevenson
FICTION
Scotland is the setting of this story about a young widow who finds her life complicated when her eldest child becomes heir of his grandfather, a baronet. 1972, c1964

SUBJECTS: Romance

Katherine's marriage.
by Dorothy Emily Stevenson
FICTION
While happily honeymooning in Scotland, Katherine and her second husband find themselves and the bride's children involved in many difficulties with other people. 1975, c1965

SUBJECTS: Romance

Katheryn, the wanton queen.
by Maureen Peters
FICTION
The story of a wayward girl who won the heart of Henry VIII and became his fifth wife. 1973, c1967

(Shadows of the crown series)
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

Kathleen Kennedy, her life and times.
by Lynne McTaggart
E843.K45M37 1983
Biography of a privileged young woman, the much adored kid sister Kathleen 'Kick' Kennedy, sister to John and Robert. 1983

SUBJECTS: Biography

Katie: an impertinent fairy tale.
by B. J. Chute
FICTION
Katie at age 17 decides to marry and pursues potential husbands. 1978

SUBJECTS: Mystery
Katy: a fight for life.
by Joan Collins
RD93.5.C4 1983
Katy is the moving and heart-warming story of Joan and Ron Collins' efforts to will their child back to health after she was hit by a car. 1983, c1982

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Biography

The Kean land, and other stories.
by Jack Warner Schaefer
FICTION
This book consists of the title story and ten others about the West, from its lawless beginnings up to the present times. 1974, c1960

SUBJECTS: Western

Keeper of the heart.
by Gwen Westwood
FICTION
After being jilted, Vicky accepted a job in a remote part of Africa to help her to forget all about men. 1981, c1969

SUBJECTS: Romance

The keeper of the mountain.
by Sarah Devon
FICTION
Rhoda is one of a trio of sisters trapped by the conditions of her late aunt's will. 1983, c1973

SUBJECTS: Romance

Kelly.
by Nelson Coral Nye
FICTION
Trouble was Hap Kelly's trade. He had no home, no friends, no family—just his guns and a mean reputation. 1983, c1971

(Atlantic large print series)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Kentuckians.
by Janice Holt Giles
FICTION
David Cooper, a spirited young settler on the Kentucky frontier, fights for his life, his land, and the woman he loves. 1980, c1953

SUBJECTS: General

Kessie.
by Joyce Marlow
FICTION
A moving portrayal of a determined young woman caught up in the struggle for women's emancipation in the dying years of the Edwardian era. 1986, c1985

(Charnwood library series)
SUBJECTS: General

A Key to Laurels.
by March Cost
FICTION
This is the story of Miss Caroline Lumsden from the days of her youth, through her abortive love affairs to her premature retirement from the social whirl. 1982, c1972

SUBJECTS: Mystery

A Key to many doors.
by Emilie Baker Loring
FICTION
Almost resigned to her life as a spinster nurse, Nancy impulsively proposes to diplomat artist Peter Gerad. Trapped in a "marriage of convenience," she realizes that she is falling in love with him. 1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Key to Rebecca.
by Ken Follett
FICTION
The outcome of World War II is affected when a German spy steals the British army's secret plans and sends them to Rommel. Some strong language and some explicit descriptions of sex. 1981, c1980

SUBJECTS: World War II-Fiction
The Keys of Death.
by George Sims
FICTION
It was planned as a rich man's orgy; crates of champagne, pretty girls, masked guests in period costume, and an intention to revive the Hell Fire Club. Then one of the girls saw something she shouldn't have seen. 1983, c1982

(Atlantic large print series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Keys of the kingdom.
by Archibald Joseph Cronin
FICTION
Father Francis, a Scottish priest, becomes a missionary in a remote Chinese village, where he labors for thirty-six years. His story is full of devotion, struggle, love, and adventure. 1942

SUBJECTS: General

Keystone.
by Peter Lovesey
FICTION
A period detective mystery about the early days of silent moviemaking. 1984

SUBJECTS: Mystery

KG 200.
by J. D. Gilman
FICTION
World War II suspense novel based on fact about the discovery of a top-secret German Air Force squadron cleverly disguised as Allied soldiers. Some strong language and some explicit descriptions of sex. 1978, c1977

SUBJECTS: World War II-Fiction

Kidnapped.
by Robert Louis Stevenson
FICTION
A Scottish lowlander narrates his adventures when his uncle tries to have him sent to America as a slave. Instead, he falls in with the daredevil Jacobite Alan Stewart. 1965

SUBJECTS: Adventure

Kilgaren.
by Isabelle Holland
FICTION
Upon receipt of a letter from her half-brother Jonathan, 18 year-old Barbara embarks reluctantly on a journey to her ancestral home in the West Indies. 1981, c1974

SUBJECTS: Romance

Kilkenny.
by Louis L’Amour
FICTION
When an epidemic of violence, thieving, and death begins to echo through the West, only Kilkenny had the guts to stop it. 1975, c1954

SUBJECTS: Western

Kill the toff.
by John Creasey
FICTION Oversize
The note read “The best way to disappear is to die”, but the Toff has other ideas. 1966

(A Walker mystery)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Killdeer Mountain.
by Dee Alexander Brown
FICTION
Compelling yarn that begins in the rainy dusk near a dock on the Missouri River in 1866, when a journalist boards a steamer heading upriver. Strong language. 1983

SUBJECTS: General

A Killer comes to Shiloh.
by C. H. Haseloff
FICTION
Quaker Joshua Shank is the only man strong enough to see the killer brought to justice without more bloodshed. 1985

(Linford Western library)
SUBJECTS: Western
The Killer mine.
by Hammond Innes
FICTION
A deserter is relieved to find a ship that will
smuggle him out of wartime Italy, until he
discovers that the crew is a band of
cutthroats and the captain a madman. 1979,
c1947
SUBJECTS: General

Killer's Canyon.
by Bill Knott
FICTION
Kyle Robinson pins a badge on his vest and
sets out to avenge a friend's murder. 1978,
c1977
SUBJECTS: Western

Killer's choice.
by Jeff Clinton
FICTION
Jim Hatfield had a wife, a family, and a
secret. 1982, c1964

(The Atlantic)
SUBJECTS: Western

Killer's crossing.
by Burt Arthur
FICTION
His name was Vaughn. He wore his guns
low and used them with a cold well-oiled
precision. 1987, c1953

(The Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Killer's legacy.
by Concho Bradley
FICTION
Jefferson Dunbar was hanged for killing
Deputy Sheriff Will Petrie. Then one day
the hanged man's son and the deputy's son
showed up and the sheriff had a hard time
preventing a shoot-out. 1986, c1975

SUBJECTS: Western

Killers five.
by William Hopson
FICTION
Five prominent citizens shared a deadly past.
They hired a 'gun' but they didn't know this
once an innocent mountain boy had become
a killer of men. 1986, c1963

SUBJECTS: Western

The Killers wore black.
by Marshall Grover
FICTION
Desperadoes masquerading as preachers
wore black, kept their guns out of sight and
toted Bibles. They got away with robbery
and murder, until the big man from
Cornerstone took a hand. 1987, c1971

(Linford western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Killing doll.
by Ruth Rendell
FICTION
The story focuses on a withdrawn young
Englishwoman with a large birthmark on
her face and her teenage brother, who
becomes obsessed with witchcraft. And a
neighbor convinces himself that he is
invisible. 1984

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Killing of Billy Jowett.
by Clay Randall
FICTION
Billy Jowett rode in to kill Ira Krug, the
richest man in Panhandle, for stealing his
girl and was shot down by Krug's hired
gunman. 1983

(The Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Killing of Katie Steelstock.
by Michael Francis Gilbert
FICTION
The murder of a British actress in her
hometown appears to be the act of a spurned
lover. Even as a brilliant Scotland Yard
detective presents his case, the defense
stumbles over loose ends and bodies. Some strong language. 1982

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Killing with kindness.
by Anne Morice
FICTION
An amateur detective uncovers nasty facts about a supposedly long suffering husband. 1975, c1974

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Killings at Coyote Springs.
by Lewis B. Patten
FICTION
Frank Cole, U.S. Marshall, is assigned to investigate the slaughter of a small band of defenseless Indians in revenge for the massacre of Custer and his men at Little Big Horn. Violence. 1983, c1977

SUBJECTS: Western

Killraine.
by Thorne Douglas
FICTION
Nothing can stop Killraine from going after the Lawrence gang when he discovers that Lawrence has ambushed the Rancho Bravo wagons and taken his girl Jenny as prisoner. 1980, c1974

SUBJECTS: Western

Kilrone.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
Kilrone, the Indian fighter, had need of the rawest courage and the fastest guns, if there was to be any future for him. 1973, c1966

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Western

A Kind of anger.
by Eric Ambler
FICTION
A journalist, recently released from a psychiatric ward after suicidal depression, faces the difficult assignment of researching the unsolved murder of an Iraqi politician and locating a bikini-clad witness. 1972, c1964

SUBJECTS: Mystery

A Kind of courage.
by John Harris
FICTION
The friendship between a British officer and an Arab leader of tribesmen gives their ultimately bloody confrontation a dignity totally unrelated to present-day warfare. 1976, 1972

SUBJECTS: General

The Kindled fire.
by Essie Summers
FICTION
After a separation of three years, Penny is no longer sure of Nicholas. 1977, c1969

SUBJECTS: Romance

Kindling.
by Nevil Shute
FICTION
Story of a man who accepted a challenge and discovered what it could mean to live. 1966, c1938

SUBJECTS: General

King Arthur: tales of the Round Table.
by Andrew Lang
DA1522.A7L25 1968
A retelling of the exploits of King Arthur and his knights at the court of Camelot and elsewhere in the land of the Britons. 1968

(A Keith Jennison book)
SUBJECTS: Legend

The King Bird rides.
by Max Brand
FICTION
The King Bird had always escaped the traps set for him. But now, trapped in a room, his only chance was to go outside and face the
waiting guns. 1977, c1961

SUBJECTS: Western

**King Colt.**
by Luke Short
FICTION
Lawman Johnny Hendry believes the best way to enforce the law is to not stir up trouble and to let the gunmen shoot it out among themselves. 1980, c1937

SUBJECTS: Western

**King country.**
by Margaret Way
FICTION
Colby returned to King Country, in the outback of Australia where she had spent her childhood. But now she has grown up. 1981, c1970

SUBJECTS: General

**King Fisher's road.**
by Shepard Rifkin
FICTION
Although Carson had killed in self-defense, Fisher vowed to get him. 1976

SUBJECTS: Western

**King of the castle.**
by Victoria Holt
FICTION
A plain young woman undertakes restoration of the old paintings at the Chateau Gaillard, its inscrutable master, his spoiled, motherless daughter, and some missing family jewels. 1972, c1967

SUBJECTS: Romance

**King of the Golden Valley.**
by Alan Scholefield
FICTION
Daniel learns that his grandfather set out in 1913 on the famous London to Peking automobile race, determined to defeat his rival, Hollande. 1987, c1985

SUBJECTS: Romance

**King of the range.**
by Romer Grey
FICTION
Forced to turn outlaw as a young man, Buck Duane proved himself a valuable, if dangerous, agent for the Texas Rangers. 1982, c1971

SUBJECTS: Western

**King Solomon's mines.**
by Henry Rider Haggard
FICTION
High romance and adventure in the wilds of Central Africa in search of King Solomon's gold. 1985

SUBJECTS: Adventure

**King's adversary.**
by M. Monica Beardsworth
FICTION
This novel is set against a background of unrest and violence. It covers three of the most critical years in English history when law and order broke down. 1974, c1972

(Shadows of the crown)

SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

**The King's daughter.**
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
Brought up as heir to the throne, Mary Tudor, daughter of Henry VIII and Catherine of Aragon, was plunged into the depths of despair by Henry's subsequent harsh treatment of her. 1984, c1975

(A Lythway historical novel)

SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

**The King's daughters.**
by Molly Haycraft
FICTION
An historical novel about the attempts of England's Edward I to marry off his many daughters. The youngest, Elizabeth, marries Jan of Holland whom she dislikes. 1972,
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

The King's orchard.
by Agnes Sligh Turnbull
FICTION
A historical novel based on the career of James O'Hara, an Irishman who played a leading part in the growth and development of Pittsburgh. 1983, c1963

SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

The King's pleasure.
by Norah Lofts
FICTION
A portrait of Catherine of Aragon, Henry VIII's first wife. Describes the early years of their marriage and the birth of their daughter, Mary. 1973, c1969

(Shadows of the crown series)
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

King's ransom.
by Ed McBain
FICTION
Kidnappers have mistakenly snatched the son of the King's chauffeur. Will the greedy King pay the half-million dollar ransom for someone else's child? 1986, c1959

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The King's vengeance.
by Philippa Wiat
FICTION
Disenchanted with his marriage, Henry VIII's amorous gaze fell on Lady Mary Nevill. Mary married Lord Dacre of the South. Henry would exact his revenge. 1982, c1980

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

The Kingdom by the sea: a journey around Great Britain.
by Paul Theroux
DA632.T46 1984

An account of the author's unromantic observations after a three-month "walk," which included train and bus rides, around the British coast. Some strong language. 1984

SUBJECTS: Travel

The Kiowa Plains.
by Frank Ketchum
FICTION
When a notorious half-breed Apache raids their camp and makes off with their harness mules, Jeff Hill and Ben Hurley must either recover their animals or find another line of business. 1978

SUBJECTS: Western

Kiowa trail and Killoe.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
A cattle drive through Indian country and a nineteen-year-old's first love bring trouble and adventure to a couple of cowhands. 1979, c1964

SUBJECTS: Western

Kiri: Kiri Te Kawana.
by David Fingleton
ML420.T32 F5 1986
Kiri te Kanawa grew up in a small New Zealand town. An unlikely beginning for one of the world's brightest stars of opera. 1986, c1982

SUBJECTS: Biography

Kirkland Revels.
by Victoria Holt
FICTION
Kirkland Revels, a magnificent manor house on the Yorkshire moors, hides many secrets from its latest resident, Catherine Rockwell. 1972, c1962

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Kiss Hollywood good-bye.
Writer Anita Loos recalls her Hollywood memories of the 1930's. 1975, c1974

SUBJECTS: Biography

Kiss of betrayal.
by Olive Baxter
FICTION
The unexpected arrival of George Rowell and Alison's sister during a snowstorm heralds the beginning of a series of sinister and terrifying events. 1986, c1960

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Kissing kin.
by Elswyth Thane
FICTION
World War I and the years following provide the time for the fifth novel in the series; Williamsburg, London, and the continent provide the setting. 1981, c1976

SUBJECTS: General

Kitty.
by Lena Kennedy
FICTION
A young woman grows up among the hardships and dangers of the London slums during the depression and the war. Her marriage fails and she searches for happiness. Some strong language and descriptions of sex. 1982, c1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Klondyker.
by Bill Knox
FICTION
Alleged sightings of a sea monster lead Dr. Rachel North to an investigation. 1975, c1968

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Knight's Acre.
by Norah Lofts

FICTION
In mid-15th century England, Sir Godfrey Tallboys leaves his beloved wife and children to attend a mysterious jousting tournament in Spain. 1975

SUBJECTS: General

Knights of the range.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
Holly Ripple, a young woman who has lived a sheltered life at Eastern boarding schools, becomes the sole owner of the Don Carlos Rancho. 1973, c1936

SUBJECTS: Western

Knock wood.
by Candice Bergen
The daughter of the famed Edgar Bergen, chronicles her fairy-tale life, along with its dark sides, from her childhood to the present. 1984

SUBJECTS: Biography

The Kobra manifesto.
by Adam Hall
FICTION
British secret agent Quiller ranges the globe from Phnom Penh to Brazel, one step behind Kobra, an international group of terrorists. Some strong language. 1977

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

Kon-tiki: across the Pacific by raft.
by Thor Heyerdahl
G530.T436
Relates how six hardy young Norwegians made a perilous but successful voyage from Peru to Tahiti on a raft of balsa logs. 1966?

SUBJECTS: Adventure

La comtesse.
by Joan Smith
FICTION
La Comtesse is the talk of the town. She's
gorgeous, flirtatious and involved with the Foreign Secretary—maybe even a spy. 1979, c1978

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

The Labours of Hercules.  
by Agatha Christie  
FICTION  
A visit by Dr. Burton, when the conversation dwelt on the classics, leads to the idea of a modern "Labors of Hercules." He decides to undertake twelve cases that have a special reference to the twelve labors of ancient Hercules. 1978, c1947

SUBJECTS: Mystery

LaBrava.  
by Elmore Leonard  
FICTION  
Hard-boiled detective Joe LaBrava, now working as a free-lance photographer, is introduced to a former actress now an alcoholic. Strong language and descriptions of sex. 1984, c1963

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Lace II.  
by Shirley Conran  
FICTION  
An international star stalks a handful of powerful men to discover which one is her father. One morning she mysteriously disappears in the labyrinths of Istanbul. Strong language and explicit descriptions of sex. 1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: General

Lady.  
by Thomas Tryon  
FICTION  
The life and loves of a charming, mysterious woman, as seen through the eyes of an adoring youngster in a New England town. Evokes memories of the 1930's and 1940's. 1975, c1974

SUBJECTS: General

Lady Blue.  
by Zabrina Faire  
FICTION  
When Meriel finds herself with blue hair, Lord Farr has a job for her—until she is placed on exhibition by a carnival troupe. 1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

A Lady fell in love.  
by Mary Howard  
FICTION  
Margaret was tied by marriage to a man crippled by disease. 1973

(Ulverscroft large print series)

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Lady from Yorktown.  
by Eva McDonald  
FICTION  
Story of a stonyhearted American lady and Lord Cornwallis. 1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Lady in black.  
by Anna Clarke  
FICTION  
Based on an actual event from Victorian London, this suspenseful work tells about a mysterious woman veiled in black who delivers a murder story manuscript to a publishing house. 1979, c1977

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Lady in love.  
by Renee Shann  
FICTION  
Claire Mannering was certainly a lady in love; but which man did she love? Ben, a confirmed bachelor or Shane, whose dark good looks stirred her senses. 1983

(Ulverscroft large print series : romance)

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Lady in question.
by Renee Shann
FICTION
John Pennard was only a struggling author, but he had a devastating effect on Rosalie Napier, a secretary. She was so much in love with him, but there was someone else—a society girl. 1983, c1949

(Lady Jane Grey.
by Hester W. Chapman
DA3451.D9C5 1974
The woman who sat on the throne of England for nine days is presented as strong-willed and intelligent. Long considered a puppet in Tudor politics by historians, Lady Jane Grey is portrayed as a tragic but forceful figure. 1974, c1962

(Shadows of the crown series)
SUBJECTS: Biography

Lady of quality.
by Georgette Heyer
FICTION
Centers on Annis Wychwood, twenty-nine and a hopeless spinster by all Bath society. 1977, c1972

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Lady yesterday.
by Loren D. Estleman
FICTION
Amos Walker follows a cold trail into Detroit's great jazz past to help his friend Iris, who wants to find her father a hot musician in a heyday of the Chicago jazz greats. 1987

(An Amos Walker mystery)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Ladysmead.
by Jane Gillespie
FICTION
Resigned to spinsterhood at 23, Sophia L.ckley devotes herself to her clergyman father and flighty young sister. But marriage is not a notion to abandon at the tender age of 23. 1984

SUBJECTS: Romance

Lake of silver.
by Belinda Dell
FICTION

turns to a deceiving youth. 1984

SUBJECTS: General
Clarissa was wary of going to Geneva to work for Roland Pagel. She had been told how difficult and demanding he was. But he was a dynamic man who knew what he wanted, and he wanted Clarissa. 1984, c1974

Subj: Romance

Lake Wobegon days.
by Garrison Keillor
FICTION
Autobiographical sketches with stories about the inhabitants of Lake Wobegon, an imaginary Minnesota town that cannot be found on the map. 1986, c1985

Subj: General

Land of tomorrow.
by Mons Daveson
FICTION
Nicola returns to Brisbane after a long absence. Will her future contain the enigmatic, masterful Drew Huntley? 1985, c1980

Subj: Romance

The Lancaster men.
by Janet Dailey
FICTION
After years of being on her own, Shari Southerland returns to the protective bonds of the Lancaster estate. 1982, c1981

(Nightingale)
Subj: Romance

Land below the wind.
by Agnes Newton Keith
DS646.33.K4 1969
Humorous, winning account of life in the 1930's in North Borneo by the American wife of an English official. 1969, c1939

(Nightingale)
Subj: Biography

A Land called Deseret.
by Janet Dailey
FICTION
Spoiled and scheming LaRaine decides to settle down with a rich husband. When she meets rancher Travis McCrea, she falls in love with him in spite of the fact he has no money and doesn't even seem to care for her. 1981, c1979

Subj: Romance

The Land God gave to Cain.
by Hammond Innes
FICTION
A mysterious ham-radio message from a man reportedly killed in an airplane crash sets off a search expedition in the frozen wilds of Labrador. Violence. 1972, c1958

(Ulverscroft large print series)
Subj: Mystery

Land of tomorrow.
by Mons Daveson
FICTION
Nicola returns to Brisbane after a long absence. Will her future contain the enigmatic, masterful Drew Huntley? 1985, c1980

(Linford romance library)
Subj: Romance

The Land remembers.
by Ben Logan
S521.5.W6L63 1975b
Logan tells of his cherished memories on the 260 acre farm located on a bluff in rural Wisconsin. 1975

Subj: Biography

Lando.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
After stewing for six years in a Mexican prison, Lando Sackett will stop at nothing to avenge the men who betrayed him. 1985, c1962

(Linford romance library)
Subj: Western

Landscape with violence.
by John William Wainwright
FICTION
The inhabitants of a wealthy area in rural England are held as ransom by a group of terrorists who are plotting to secure the release of one of their colleagues. Strong language and violence. 1981, c1975
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Landslide.
by Desmond Bagley
FICTION
A geologist returns to the town in British Columbia where he was the only survivor of an auto accident which left him with amnesia. 1973, c1967
SUBJECTS: General

A Lantern in her hand.
by Bess Streeter Aldrich
FICTION
The story of a pioneer woman who, as a bride, accompanied her husband to Nebraska by covered wagon and lived there for the rest of her 80 years. 1982, c1928
SUBJECTS: General

The Large type cook book.
by Avanelle S. Day
TX715.D2652
A complete cookbook for the novice cook and experienced chef. 1968
SUBJECTS: Cookery

The Lark in the meadow.
by Essie Summers
FICTION
A nurse falls in love with a New Zealand sheep farmer. 1969, c1959
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Lark shall sing.
by Elizabeth Cadell
FICTION
Five orphaned children indignantly mobilize to save the family home in the English New Forest when their oldest sister determines to sell it. 1975, c1955
SUBJECTS: General

Larramee's ranch.
by Max Brand
FICTION
Tom, a weakling with a bad leg, played a lone hand and won out. 1952
SUBJECTS: Western

Lass of silver, lad of gold.
by Catherine Darby
FICTION
Based upon the Arthurian legend, transposed to the fifteenth century, this is a tale of high chivalry and love stronger than time itself. 1985, c1982
SUBJECTS: Romance

Lassiter.
by Jack Slade
FICTION
Cross was a man who held a grudge but he never killed a man who didn't need killing. 1985, c1968
(Linford western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

Lassiter.
by Loren Zane Grey
FICTION
Lassiter's plans to ranch in Arizona are interfered with by a malevolent neighbour, his partner Devlin's mailorder bride runs off with his nephew, and Lassiter finds himself falling for a very independent lady rancher. 1985
SUBJECTS: Western

Last act.
by Jane Aiken Hodge
FICTION
Bouncy suspense tale of a young widowed singer summoned to understudy, but becomes the star. 1982, c1979
SUBJECTS: Western
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Last assassin.
by Daniel Easterman
FICTION
Randall, a CIA field agent, and a beautiful Iranian girl travel deep into Iran's inhospitable interior where they uncover the link between the crises in Washington and Mecca. 1987, c1984

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

The Last bullet.
by Nelson Coral Nye
FICTION
He left a trail of bodies as he fought his way back to track down the man who had robbed him of his inheritance. 1983, c1960

(Atlantic large print series)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Last enemy.
by Richard Hillary
D786.H5 1987
In this autobiography which has been hailed as one of the classic books on the Second World War, the author recounts the part he and his friends played in the Battle of Britain. 1987

SUBJECTS: World War II

The Last frontier.
by Alistair MacLean
FICTION
Michael was going insane, from forced injections, but he was powerless—he thought. 1976, c1959

SUBJECTS: General

Last hope ranch.
by Charles Alden Seltzer
FICTION
Ned Templin arrived at the Stanton spread peaceful-like, but beneath the calm exterior you could sense he was a man to whom gun-play was not foreign. 1985, c1951

(Linford western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

Last judgement.
by Anna Clarke
FICTION
A ninety-year-old man lies bedridden; his family watches and waits for his death. Their concern is not for him but for his private papers. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

The Last love of a king.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
Although Henry VIII married so often, his greatest love was undoubtedly the dark-eyed Kathryn Howard. Kathryn fell in love with Tom Culpepper, the King's favorite page. 1983, c1974

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

Last of the breed.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
The daring story of U.S. Air Force Magor "Joe Mack", part Sioux, part Cheyenne, and a near-Olympic calibre athlete whose experimental aircraft is shot down by the Soviets over the Bering Sea. 1986

SUBJECTS: General

The Last of the Duanes.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
The captain of the Texas Rangers, offers Buck a pardon if he will capture the notorious Cantrell. The deal has been arranged by a mysterious woman, who turns out to be Jennie, the girl Buck loves. 1983

SUBJECTS: Western

The Last of the Lorimers.
by Anne Melville
FICTION
In the 30 years which follow WWII, Alexa
and Kate, survivors of a disappearing generation of Lorimers, are forced to accept that they will have no descendants. 1983

SUBJECTS: General

The Last of the Mohicans.
by James Fenimore Cooper
FICTION
During the 1757 siege of Fort William Henry on Lake George by the French and Iroquois, two daughters of its commander set out from a neighboring fort to join their father. n.d.

SUBJECTS: General

The Last of the Plainsmen.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
The real-life legend of America’s mightiest buffalo hunter, Buffalo Jones. Fearing nothing he faced outlaws, hostile Indians, flood and fires, as well as wolves and cougars. 1982, c1976

SUBJECTS: Western

The Last Ranger.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
All of the excitement, danger and courage of frontier days are brought to life in this tale of the Zane family. 1983

SUBJECTS: Western

The Last Round-up.
by Bill Wade
FICTION
The Casper and Wyoming Cattle Company had got so big and powerful. What it couldn't buy, it took. 1986, c1985

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Last Shoot-out.
by William Hopson
FICTION
Ladino Peyron’s former outlaw chief calls in a favor. Ladino learned almost too late that

his ex-pals were getting set to put him alongside Bud in Boot Hill. 1984, c1958

(Atlantic series)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Last Showdown.
by Max Brand
FICTION
When a stagecoach is held up and an out-break of violence occurs in the little town of Christmas, the people wonder if it could be the work of the Duster, the young gunman who assured everyone he was going straight. 1976, c1929

Recorded

SUBJECTS: Western

Last Stage to Gomorrah.
by Barry Cord
FICTION
Jeff Carter, tough ex-riverboat gambler, acquires a horse ranch to help keep him away from gunfights and card games. 1984, c1966

(Linford western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

Last Stage West.
by Frank Bonham
FICTION
Railroad detective Canty and Logan joined forces to hunt down the man who had derailed a train and taken Logan's girl. 1983

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Western

Last Stand at Papago Wells.
by Louis L’Amour
FICTION
Logan Cates was a man without illusion, without wealth, place, or destination. Now he would need every deadly skill at his command as he hears the screams of the Apache war party. 1981, c1957

Recorded

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Western
Last stand at Saber River.
by Elmore Leonard
FICTION
Captain Paul Cable, a Confederate officer, was left to trudge home to his wife and children. But his home was overrun by Yankee sympathizers. 1986, c1959
SUBJECTS: Western

The Last trail.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
The story describes the inner conflict of a border man when he falls in love and tells how the horse thieves are brought to justice. 1981
SUBJECTS: Western

The Last Tudor king.
by Hester W. Chapman
DA345.C42
Edward VI, the youngest and only legitimate son of Henry VIII, succeeded the throne at age nine and died before his sixteenth birthday. 1974, c1958
(Shadows of the crown series)
SUBJECTS: Biography

Last wish.
by Betty Rollin
RC280.08R65 1986
Last Wish touches upon many delicate issues surrounding euthanasia. More than this, it pays tribute to a life richly lived, and a choice justly made. 1986, c1985
SUBJECTS: Biography

The Lasting lover.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
Janey and Neil had all the money they could possibly want; they were young, handsome and in love and the future looked settled and fair. But Janey still had a tiny doubt. 1984, c1959
(A Lythway romance)
1965

(A Keith Jennison Book)
SUBJECTS: Humor

The Laughing grave.
   by Victor Gunn
   FICTION
The lord of the manor dies in grim and mysterious circumstances, apparently slain by the terrifying sound of the Laughing Grave, which frightened him to death. 1972, c1955

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Laurel & Hardy murders.
   by Marvin Kaye
   FICTION
A much-hated comic is murdered on stage during a film-buff society's banquet. Some strong language. 1979

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Laurence, my love.
   by Denise Robins
   FICTION
Vere Rowland returns to the Great Gatehouse where her mother is housekeeper. Through local gossip she hears strange tales of hauntings. One terrifying night part of the legend comes true. 1982, c1968

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Laurian Vale.
   by Iris Bromige
   FICTION
Laurian finds love in an unlikely man. 1979, c1952

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Law at Randado.
   by Elmore Leonard
   FICTION
When a local boy becomes sheriff, the town expects him to look the other way while they lynch some cattle thieves. 1986

SUBJECTS: Western

The Law in Cottonwood.
   by Lewis B. Patten
   FICTION
The Town Council of Cottonwood, Kansas, passes a 2:00 A.M. curfew and bans the wearing of firearms. But the marshall knows he will have to enforce the new laws when the trail-weary cowboys arrive from Texas. 1982, c1978

SUBJECTS: Western

Law killer.
   by Richard Brister
   FICTION
At the age of 19, Dave Bentright killed a drunken marshall in self defense. When he got out, Harry Quartermain was the only man who would help him. Now he wanted to pay him back. 1982

(Atlantic)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Law o' the lariat.
   by Oliver Strange
   FICTION
When James Green, alias Sudden, takes on the job of marshall, he finds he has a double. 1931

SUBJECTS: Western

Lawless land.
   by Max Brand
   FICTION
Action-packed story of Harrison "Speedy"
Williams set in the wild country where the only code was the code of violence.  1984, c1983
SUBJECTS: Western

Lawman's choice.
by Ray Hogan
FICTION
Singlehandedly Matt Kollister resolves to bring the law back to Shoham if he can just stay alive long enough to do it.  1981, c1980
SUBJECTS: Western

Layers of deceit.
by Roderic Jeffries
FICTION
Several different things seemed to be connected to a death on the island which Inspector Alvarez' instincts told him was murder.  1986, c1985
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The League of frightened men.
by Rex Stout
FICTION
Linked by common guilt for a senseless injury inflicted long ago. The League of Frightened Men are being sought by a vengeful schoolmate whom only Wolfe can stop.  1981, c1963
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Leap for the sun.
by Michael Hartmann
FICTION
Dirk McGovern finds an ancient treasure in Buranda, but is arrested before he can get away.  1981, c1976
SUBJECTS: General

Leave of absence.
by Ralph M. McInerny
FICTION
Vera's marriage to Edward is torn by childlessness, discontent, and the discovery that Andrea's guest for a new theology has led her into Edward's bed.  1987
SUBJECTS: General

Leaves from the valley.
by Joanna Trollope
FICTION
When Captain Edgar Drummond learns that he is to serve in the Crimea, he takes his two sisters with him.  1983, c1980
SUBJECTS: Romance

Leaving Kansas.
by Frank Roderus
FICTION
Harrison Wilke was thoroughly sick of Kansas...even though he was in line to inherit his uncle's ranch. Harrison's world was falling apart and he reacted violently.  1984
SUBJECTS: Western

The LeBaron secret.
by Stephen Birmingham
FICTION
The present owner of Baronet vineyards is aging beauty Sari LeBaron, who pits one family member against the next in her bid for absolute control. Strong language and some explicit descriptions of sex.  1987, c1986
(G.K. Hall large print book series)
SUBJECTS: General

Led into sunlight.
by Claire Evans
FICTION
Stacy Bennett turns to the theatre to get away from the painful memories of her husband's death.  1983, c1982
(Second chance at love)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Leftover love.
by Janet Dailey
FICTION
Layne MacDonald's search for her mother leads her to a ranch in Nebraska where she falls in love with the country and then with
a man. 1985, c1984

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Legacy.
by Howard Melvin Fast
FICTION
Continues the saga of the Lavette family into the turbulent Vietnam era. The personal relationships of 40-year-old Barbara Lavette, and her crusading feminist and antiwar activities, form the central action of the novel. 1981

SUBJECTS: General

Legacy of love.
by Arlene Hale
FICTION
An inheritance brings love, but is it real? 1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Legend.
by Evelyn Anthony
FICTION
Peter desperately faces two enemies in an international intrigue. 1981, c1968

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Legend in green velvet.
by Elizabeth Peters
FICTION
A young American archeologist joins a dig in the Scottish Highlands. She gets into trouble when a street revolutionary hands her a message intended for someone else. 1976

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Legend of Lexandros.
by Anne Mather
FICTION
A young widow and her sister go to a private island to live. 1978, c1969

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Legend of Sleepy Hollow & Rip Van Winkle.
by Washington Irving
PS2067.A1 1967
Two classics of American literature. 1967

(A Keith Jennison book)
SUBJECTS: General

The Leopard hunts in darkness.
by Wilbur Smith
FICTION
Writer Craig Mellow returns to Zimbabwe to write. In reality, he has been hired for a secret mission. Strong language, explicit descriptions of sex. 1986

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

Leopard in the fold.
by Joy Petersen Packer
FICTION
Storm marries into the Morley family and clashes with the patriarch. 1969

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Lesley affair.
by Frances Turk
FICTION
Two strong people in love survive, heartbreak, tragedy and war. 1980, c1968

SUBJECTS: Romance

A Lesson in love.
by Marie-Tereese Baird
FICTION
Sarah is a 15-year-old beauty, Ashley is a painter, and their friendship grows into love despite parents and a mistress who assume that the relationship is lecherous. 1974, c1973

SUBJECTS: Romance

Lesson in love.
by Claudia Jameson
FICTION
A rich girl, who was given everything except her father's time while she was growing up,
continues to resent his inattention into adulthood. 1984, c1982

SUBJECTS: General

Let or hindrance.
by Elizabeth Lemarchand
FICTION
An innocent baby sitter is strangled to death for no apparent reason. 1979, c1973

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Let the hurricane roar.
by Rose (Wilder) Lane
FICTION
A short novel of frontier life in the Dakotas and the young couple who face the stern realities of crop failure, winter storms, separation, and loneliness with a staunch courage and steadfastness. 1961, c1933

SUBJECTS: General Recorded

Let the lion eat straw.
by Ellese Southerland
FICTION
Abeba Williams, born illegitimate in rural North Carolina, moves to Brooklyn with her mother to seek a better life. She develops a promising musical talent. 1979

SUBJECTS: General Recorded

Let us love.
by Dale Evans Rogers
BV4639.R597 1983
A compelling and passionate plea for all Christians to put their differences into perspective. 1983, c1982

SUBJECTS: Religion

Letter from Peking.
by Pearl S. Buck
FICTION
The American wife of a half-Chinese professor receives a letter from her husband in Peking saying that he has taken a Chinese wife. In her home in Vermont, Elizabeth and her son face the situation. 1957

SUBJECTS: General Recorded

Letters home.
by Harry S. Truman
E814.A4 1984b
Previously unpublished letters written to his
wife, daughter, and cousins while Truman
was traveling. The letters, sent from World
War I battlefields have a neighborly
down-to-earth quality. Strong language.
1984

SUBJECTS: Biography

Letty.
by Clare Darcy
FICTION
Lovely, headstrong Letty Montressor runs
away from an arranged marriage in Regency
London and literally bumps into rakish
Harry Tyne, disowned great-nephew of rich
Lord Aubrey. 1980

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Letty Barlow.
by Joan Mellows
FICTION
Letty enters a new world of society as
companion to a young, recently widowed
countess...and she acquires two gentlemen
friends. 1986, c1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Levanter.
by Eric Ambler
FICTION
Carrying on his family's business in the
Middle East, Michael Howell is forced
against his will to serve as an accomplice in
an anti-Israeli guerrilla strike. 1972

SUBJECTS: General

Levkas man.
by Hammond Innes
FICTION
After a long absence from Amsterdam, a
man returns only to discover that his father
left for Greece to seek the origins of man.
While there, he disappeared. 1972, c1971
(Ulverscroft)

SUBJECTS: General

Libertine in love.
by Caroline Courtney
FICTION
How will she feel when she finds out that
the marquis is out to win another bet—a
challenge to win Juliana's hand in marriage!
1986, c1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

Lie down with lions.
by Ken Follett
FICTION
With a babe in arms, two lovers attempt a
harrowing escape across an impassible
mountain peak, as KGB helicopters hover
menacingly overhead. 1986

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

The Life and adventures of Robinson
Crusoe.
by Daniel Defoe
FICTION
Crusoe runs away to sea, is shipwrecked, and
leads a solitary existence on an uninhabited
island near the Orinoco River for 24 years.
He meets the difficulties of primitive life
with ingenuity and at length finds a
companion. 1946

SUBJECTS: Adventure

Life and Mary Ann.
by Catherine Cookson
FICTION
At seventeen, Mary Ann still loves her
childhood sweetheart Corny Boyle. He goes
to America, however, apparently leaving the
field wide open for Tony, the grandson of
Mary Ann's benefactor. 1977

SUBJECTS: General

A Life of Jesus.
by Edgar J. Goodspeed
BT301.G73 1950
A reverent account of the life of Christ
based on the Gospels. 1950
Life sentences.
by Elizabeth Forsythe Hailey
FICTION
Though forty-two-year-old magazine editor Lindsay Howard has a successful career, her personal life is a series of disasters. Explicit descriptions of sex. 1983, c1982
SUBJECTS: Religion

Life with father.
by Clarence Day
FICTION
Dominating the scene is Father, fiery, outspoken, original, baffled by the waywardness of people and things, and always soothed and cajoled by Mother. 1984, c1935
SUBJECTS: Humor

Life with Rose Kennedy.
by Barbara Gibson
E843.K47G53 1986b
From the daughter of a Boston mayor to wife of Ambassador to England to mother of an American president, Rose Kennedy has maintained an authoritative role in family life. 1986
SUBJECTS: Biography

Life’s a jubilee.
by Maud Anson
CT275.A737A33 1979
Anson’s ancestors left England in 1853 to travel by wagon across unsettled American prairies. They survived and founded a town in Kansas. 1979, c1977
(Ulverscroft large print series : Non-Fiction.)
SUBJECTS: Biography

Lift up your heart.
by Fulton John Sheen
BX2350.S49 1975
Bishop Sheen analyzes the inner life of modern man and emphasizes spiritual growth as the key to happiness and peace. 1975, c1950
SUBJECTS: Religion

Light at eventide: devotions for the autumn years.
by Johan, Bp. Lunde
BV4580.L8
Devotions for the autumn years. Thirty-eight messages dealing with praying, temptation, courage, the goodness of God, keeping near to the Lord, and other concerns of older Christians. 1967
SUBJECTS: Religion

Light from one star.
by Netta Muskett
FICTION
A hasty marriage to a beautiful woman causes Dr. Belding regret. 1974, c1956
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Light heart.
by Elswyth Thane
FICTION
The coronations of Edward VII and George V provide the background for this story about two families, the Spragues and the Days. The English connections of the two families are introduced. 1981, c1975
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Light here kindled.
by Gladys Hasty Carroll
FICTION
A ninety-year-old woman, although living on an isolated Maine farm, helps the others in the story face the problems of the 1960s: Vietnam, the generation gap, new freedoms and the search for self identity. 1983, c1967
SUBJECTS: General

The Light of day.
by Eric Ambler
FICTION
A small-time con-man gets involved with an international group suspected of plotting against the Turkish regime in this Middle Eastern thriller. 1976, c1962  

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

Light of heart.
by Renee Shann
FICTION
Sue falls in love with Tony on the rebound, but finds that he is married. 1981, c1976

(A Seymour book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Light of western stars.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
A New York society girl buys a ranch in New Mexico and finds herself involved in frontier warfare and a love affair with one of the dashing cowboys she feared before she knew the ways of the West. 1985

SUBJECTS: Western

Lighthouse.
by Eugenia Price
FICTION
In the early 19th-century, Yankee James Gould, grieving for a lost love up North, moves to the south. Successful as a lumberman and contractor, he marries Janie, a loving and dutiful wife, and dreams of building a lighthouse. 1972, c1971

SUBJECTS: General

Lightning.
by Ed McBain
FICTION
A grotesque series of crimes confronts the officers of the 87th Precinct. Two women are found hanging from lampposts, then a rapist stalks an increasing number of victims. Some strong language. 1985, c1984

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Lightning strikes twice.

by Denise Robins
FICTION
An old love reappears, and brings tragedy with it. 1981, c1966

SUBJECTS: Romance

Lines and shadows.
by Joseph Wambaugh
HV8148.S32W35 1984b
Wambaugh focuses on the Border Crime Task Force, an eighteen month experiment. It was in an effort to stop gangs who mug, rape, and murder illegal Mexican aliens. Strong language. Violence. 1984

SUBJECTS: Crime

Lion in the valley.
by Elizabeth Peters
FICTION
Victorian Egyptologist, Amelia Peabody, is interrupted in her excavation of a small pyramid when a beautiful young woman charges into their camp seeking refuge. 1986

SUBJECTS: Mystery

A Lion in the way.
by Elizabeth Cadell
FICTION
The story of a widowed British music teacher in colonial Calcutta and of his bright, beautiful daughter. 1982

SUBJECTS: General

Lion of darkness.
by Melinda Cross
FICTION
Whenever Cassie heard his voice in anger, she would remember this moment and think of the lion's call in darkness. 1987, c1985

(Harlequin)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Lions walk alone.
by Susanna Firth
FICTION
Nita would never be rid of Leon Calveto or
of the buried emotions that flushed her cheeks and set her heart running at the mention of his name. 1987, c1983

SUBJECTS: Romance

Lisa Logan.
by Marie Joseph
FICTION
Angus Logan gambled away his inheritance and with no solution to his debts he ran away. Lisa and her mother were destitute. 1985, c1984

SUBJECTS: Romance

Listen for the whisperer.
by Phyllis A. Whitney
FICTION
A mystery novel in which a famous novelist searches for her mother, a Hollywood actress living in Norway who left the United States years earlier after the director of her film was found murdered. 1972

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Listen to danger.
by Dorothy Eden
FICTION
It all started with a mysterious telephone call that plunged Harriet Lacey into a suffocating atmosphere of terror. 1977, c1957

SUBJECTS: Romance

Listen to the land: a farm journal treasury.
AC5.L74
Appealing collection of 100 favorite articles from "Farm Journal," written by men and women who live and work off the land. 1978, c1977

SUBJECTS: General

The Listening eye.
by Patricia Wentworth
FICTION
Private detective Miss Maud Silver is called upon to investigate the disappearance of a group of portraits painted by a scarcely known and apparently undistinguished artist. 1981, c1957

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Listening silence.
by Marie Joseph
FICTION
A young deaf girl falls in love with an American pilot during WWII, but the war takes a grim toll of life and hope before she finally comes to terms with a destiny she had never anticipated. 1985, c1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

Listening valley.
by Dorothy Emily Stevenson
FICTION
Tonia has experienced many things, such as traveling, wealth, and a successful marriage, but only when she meets Bay Coates does she realize that she has yet to discover the joys of love. 1973

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Little adventure.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
A duke is surprisingly interested in a humble governess and her charge. 1979, c1973

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Little book of Sylvanus (died 41 A.D.).
by David Kossoff
FICTION
Relates the searchings of Sylvanus, a skeptic and lifetime civil servant in King Herod's court during the time between the Crucifixion and Pentecost. 1976, c1975

SUBJECTS: Religious fiction

Little boy lost.
by Lesley Egan
FICTION
A young man claiming to be Tommy
Traxler has appeared at the home of his wealthy widowed mother, after being kidnapped twenty years ago. Strong language. 1986

SUBJECTS: General

The Little drummer girl.
by John Le Carre
FICTION
Tough, mercurial Israeli agent Kurtz has but one purpose in life: to stop, by any means, the Palestinian guerrillas led by Khalil, who are murdering his people. Some strong language and some descriptions of sex. 1983

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

The Little flowers of Saint Francis of Assisi.
BX4700.F63E5 1986
A series of legends about Saint Francis which were collected some two hundred years after his death. 1986, c1964

SUBJECTS: Religion

A Little local murder.
by Robert Barnard
FICTION
The English village of Twytching has been selected as the subject of a radio documentary to be aired in its twin town of Twytching, Wisconsin. Villagers are agog as they vie fiercely with one another to appear on the program. 1985, c1976

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Little matron of the cottage hospital.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
Judy was desperate to keep her job as matron at a Cottage Hospital and she just learned that her mother received a prison sentence for shop lifting. 1984, c1969

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Little Victoria.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
When Princess Charlotte and her son died, the Duke of Kent was forced, by the Prince Regent, to marry and provide an heir. 1982, c1957

(A Lythway book)

SUBJECTS: Romance

Little white doves of love.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
Sent to Sarle Fark as a companion, Nolita finds the magnificent mansion frightening, the Marchioness intimidating, the Marquis overbearing, and his young daughter destined to inherit a fortune. 1984

SUBJECTS: Romance

Little women.
by Louisa May Alcott
FICTION
The story of the four March sisters: Jo, who is restless for freedom; Beth, who loves her home and family; Meg, who longs for pretty clothes; and Amy, who is absorbed in herself. 1987

SUBJECTS: General

The Little world of Don Camillo.
by Giovanni Guareschi
FICTION
In post-war Italy, a small village is the setting for the humorous ideological sparring between a priest and the Communist mayor. A satirical approach to the conflict between Christian and Communist-totalitarian dogmas. 1950

SUBJECTS: Humor

Live and let die.
by Ian Fleming
FICTION
The British secret agent, James Bond, is trailing a very large and very mean villain with much dough. Mr. Big, the pursued, is head of the Black Widow Voodoo cult and a high ranking member of MERSH. 1980,
SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

**Lives of girls & women.**
by Alice Munro
FICTION
Del Jordan, young, bright and impressionable, narrates the heartache, agony, and dreams of the inhabitants of Jubilee, including her own. Explicit descriptions of sex. 1973, c1971

SUBJECTS: General

**Living between two worlds.**
by Joel S. Goldsmith
BL624.G64 1974
Goldsmith explains how we can walk the narrow path between the material world and the inner kingdom of peace and contentment. 1974

SUBJECTS: Religion

**The Living Bible, paraphrased.**
BS550.2.T38 1975
A paraphrase of the Bible which interprets the intent of the Scriptures in everyday language. 1975, c1971

SUBJECTS: Bible

**Living simply through the day.**
by Tilden Edwards
BV4813.E36 1984
Addressing himself to our anxiety-ridden culture, Tilden Edwards reaches out to people from all traditions. 1984, c1977

SUBJECTS: Religion

**Living with the Kennedys: the Joan Kennedy story.**
by Marcia Chellis
E840.8.K35C44 1986
Joan Kennedy's friend, Chellis, describes Joan's courage in ending an unhappy marriage and in finding an identity and life of her own. 1986, c1985

(G.K. Hall large print book series)

SUBJECTS: Biography

**Living, loving & learning.**
by Leo F. Buscaglia
BD436.B872 1983
Stories and anecdotes illustrating the joys and pitfalls that the search for love entails in these troubled times. 1982

SUBJECTS: General

**Locked rooms and open doors.**
by Anne Morrow Lindbergh
TL540.L49A285 1974
Volume 3 of her autobiography. This volume traces 1933-1935, a time of spectacular success but also of painful adjustment to the kidnapping and its aftermath. 1974

SUBJECTS: Biography

**Logan's choice.**
by Frank Bonham
FICTION
The Yaquis had a special way of dealing with their enemies—and they thought Tom Logan had stolen $10,000 of their gold. 1983

(Atlantic large print)

SUBJECTS: Western

**Logan's guns.**
by Will Benton
FICTION
The pretty widow wants Harry Logan to help track down her husband's killer. Logan and his guns provide lots of surprises and a heap of trouble. 1978

SUBJECTS: Western

**London match.**
by Len Deighton
FICTION
British agent Bernard Sampson discovers evidence that there is yet another traitor at the highest level of British intelligence. Strong language and descriptions of sex. 1987, c1985
Lone star ranger.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
After killing a man in self defense, Buck Duane becomes an outlaw and a companion of criminals, gunfighters, and rustlers who live along the Texas border. 1971
SUBJECTS: Western

Loneliness: Tony Lake.
by Tony Lake
BF575.L7L34 1986
This book is designed to help anyone who has ever felt lonely. Dr. Tony Lake describes a simple and direct way why and how people become lonely and offers two way of dealing with it. 1986, c1980
SUBJECTS: Psychology

The Lonely earl.
by Vanessa Gray
FICTION
Two proud people of English position have nothing in common and no use for one another. However, when he is led into danger she risks her own life to save him. 1981, c1978
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Lonely girl.
by Edna O'Brien
FICTION
This story finds Baba and Caithleen in Dublin, living on next-to-nothing and looking for romance. 1985, c1962
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Lonely man.
by Faith Baldwin
FICTION
A young doctor with a busy practice in a small New England town mourns the death of his lovely wife. But even a busy man gets lonely—and Frances Lawson, a beautiful rich divorcee, has designs on him. 1987, c1964
SUBJECTS: Romance

Lonely on the mountain.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
The saga of the Sacketts continues as Tyre! and Tell help cousin Logan to herd cattle across the desolate Dakota plains to the goldmining country of British Columbia. 1981
SUBJECTS: Western

The Lonely shore.
by Anne Weale
FICTION
Clare chose to fall in love with a man who disliked women. 1977, c1956
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Lonely silver rain.
by John D. MacDonald
FICTION
Travis McGee, an investigator and beachbum in Florida, is having long moody thoughts on middle age and absent friends when he is persuaded by Billy Ingraham to find his stolen yacht. Strong language and descriptions of sex. 1985
(Travis McGee)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Lonely strangers.
by Charity Blackstock
FICTION
Separated from his family and beautiful wife, Coll Macdonell is an unhappy exile in Paris serving the doomed cause of Bonnie Prince Charlie. 1973, c1972
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Lonesome gods.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
Sweeping novel of the southern California frontier set in pre-Civil War times tells the
story of Johannes Verne, a young orphan raised in part by the mysterious Indians of the desert.  1984, c1983

SUBJECTS: Western

The Long chase.
   by Max Brand
   FICTION
Though Tom Keene wants to change his ways, fate decrees otherwise. He develops a terrible thirst for revenge and hits the trail in pursuit of the desperado who doublecrossed him.  1961

SUBJECTS: Western

The Long coffin.
   by Nigel Tranter
   FICTION
A Scottish engineer builds a railroad in the Bolivian jungle.  1975, c1956

SUBJECTS: General

The Long corridor.
   by Catherine Cookson
   FICTION
Two people unable to forget the past lead lives full of turmoil and resentment.  1972, c1965

SUBJECTS: General

The Long journey home.
   by Mary Raymond
   FICTION
After a short, stormy marriage, Cathy finds herself to be the owner of a large estate in England.  1985

(Linford romance library)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Long journey home.
   by Michael Francis Gilbert
   FICTION
Believed dead in a plane crash, John Gabriel Benedict is actually footloose and carefree in southern Italy until he is forced to match wits with the Mafia and a London-based conglomerate.  1986?, c1985

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Long road.
   by Netta Muskett
   FICTION
After a carefree childhood, Franzi has an unhappy youth and anticipates a loveless marriage.  1982, c1951

SUBJECTS: Romance

Long run.
   by Nelson Coral Nye
   FICTION
Will Howlett travels 1000 miles to escape his past and ends up gunslinging again.  1983

SUBJECTS: Western

The Long search.
   by John Creasey
   FICTION
Dawlish must find his wife before the police do.  1975, c1953

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Long shadows.
   by Carol Gaye
   FICTION
Miranda Sonning is in love with Dr. David Westcott, but when he asks her to marry him, she hesitates. Miranda has a secret she hopes David will never discover.  1985, c1969

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Long short cut.
   by Andrew Garve
   FICTION
England's top confidence man sets off on his biggest, wildest, and most rewarding project, involving a luscious blonde and a gullible financier.  1972, c1968

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Long storm.
   by Ernest Haycox
FICTION
A man fights to resist the Confederacy and protect his port position in the Northwest during the Civil War. 1983, c1946

SUBJECTS: General

Long summer shadows.
by Sheila Bishop

FICTION
For the plump and youthful Nell, Lucasta is a beautiful and high-spirited heroine. Nell records everything in her journal about her friend's love for Captain Frederick Delauney. 1980, c1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

A Long way to go.
by Una Rothwell

FICTION
Sue and Nicky's mother died and were grateful to accept the invitation of their uncle to visit the Australian outback. When they arrived, their uncle was dead and Rory Stevens was in charge. 1987, c1977

SUBJECTS: General

The Long winter.
by Eva Burfield

FICTION
When Kay Allen picked up a young hitch-hiker one wet night she could not foresee that he would become a menace to her life, or that she would fall in love with him. 1987, c1964

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Long, long trail.
by Max Brand

FICTION
After avenging his father's murder, Jess Dreer repeatedly eludes the law and the hangman's noose. Only Sheriff Caswell, a patient bulldog of a man, keeps up the chase. 1975, c1921

SUBJECTS: Western

The Long-shadowed forest.
by Helen Hoover
QH105.M55H6 1981
In their forest home in northern Minnesota, on the Canadian border, the author and her husband love, observe, and protect nature. 1981, c1963

SUBJECTS: Biography

The Longest day : June 6, 1944.
by Cornelius Ryan
D756.5.N6R9 1977
A reconstruction of the D-Day invasion of Europe, covering the hours before and after the invasion, the enemy the Allied forces fought, and the civilians who were caught in the battle. 1977, c1959

SUBJECTS: World War II

Longhorn.
by Cy James

FICTION
Sam Spur travels with his bay mare and Kentucky mule four days straight after killing a man. 1986, c1969

(Linford Western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

Look 'n cook cook book.
by Ida Erickson

TX715.E74 1974
A collection of recipes with the daily need of the modern cook in mind. Includes a section of diabetic recipes. 1974

SUBJECTS: Cookery

Look to the mountain.
by LeGrand Cannon Jr.

FICTION
Novel of America's first frontier recounts the lives of the daring men and courageous women who conquered the wilderness of New Hampshire and Vermont in the days before the white man settled there. 1942

SUBJECTS: General
Loom of love.
by Belinda Grey
FICTION
A young couple is in ceaseless conflict. Only when fate, in the form of Millroy's enemies intervene, is Betsy's true ambition fulfilled. 1983, c1979
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Loom of Tancred.
by Diane Pearson
FICTION
Miriam's fate becomes entwined with an ancient mansion and its master. 1974, c1967
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Lord and Mary Ann.
by Catherine Cookson
FICTION
Plucky nine-year-old Mary Ann Shaughnessy assumes responsibility for keeping her father from drinking when the family moves to a small farm and her father accepts a job. 1975, c1956
SUBJECTS: General

Lord Gilmore's bride.
by Sheila Walsh
FICTION
Lord Gilmore married Pilar to taunt another woman, but she fought for his love. 1981
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Lord God made them all.
by James Herriot
SF613.H44A34 1982
Dr. Herriot has returned from his military duty. His misadventures continue, including sheep bound for Russia and cows flying to Turkey. 1982
SUBJECTS: Biography

Lord Hornblower.
by Cecil Scott Forester
FICTION
The intrepid Commodore becomes a peer of the realm. He quells a mutiny and concludes his private war with Napoleon. 1946
(A Keith Jennison book)
SUBJECTS: General

Lord Jim: a romance.
by Joseph Conrad
FICTION
The hero of this novel is a young, untested chief mate who was disgraced by yielding to panic in a crisis. So he spends his time in a vain effort to redeem his honor in his own eyes. 1961
SUBJECTS: General

Lord of the Far Island.
by Victoria Holt
FICTION
Although Ellen is courted by wealthy, fun-loving Philip, she senses impending doom when recurring nightmares begin to haunt her. 1976, c1975
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Lord of the high valley.
by Margaret Way
FICTION
Rosanne's fiance, Robin, had been killed in a car accident entirely through his own fault; but Robin's dour stepbrother Ross insisted on blaming Rosanne. 1987, c1980
SUBJECTS: Romance

Lord Ravenscar's revenge.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
Romara Shaldon travels to London after an urgent call for help from her sister Caryl. After learning Caryl's horrifying secret, she is struck by Caryl's husband and thrown out of the house. 1984, c1978
SUBJECTS: Romance

Lords, ladies, and gentlemen: a memoir.
by Clifton Daniel
PN4784.D32A34 1985
Clifton Daniels gives us a celebrity studded memoir of his years as foreign correspondent and managing editor of the New York Times. He met celebrities and married one, Margaret Truman. 1985

SUBJECTS: Biography

The Lorimer legacy.
by Anne Melville
FICTION
It is 1895. Alexa Lorimer is 18 and bored. From her Italian mother, she has inherited a superb voice, but Margaret refuses to allow her to pursue such an unsuitable career. 1983, c1979

SUBJECTS: General

Lorimers at war.
by Anne Melville
FICTION
Lorimers at War is set in 1914 when all the young members of the Lorimer family leave one by one to go to war. 1983, c1980

SUBJECTS: General

Lost and found; an illustrated compendium of things no longer in general use.
by Robert Paul Smith
TX298.S64 1974
Drift back to a less frantic time to the days before electric gadgetry complicated life. Return to the icebox, the hatpin, and the carpetbeater. 1974, c1973

SUBJECTS: Household appliances

Lost horizon.
by James Hilton
FICTION
Four travelers are spirited away to a secret place in the mountains of Tibet where people do not age. They must decide whether to stay or return to the outside world. 1933

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: General

Lost island.
by Phyllis A. Whitney
FICTION
Lacey Ames returns to Hampton where she spent her childhood and where her youthful romance with Giles Severn ended in disappointment. 1983, c1970

Recorded
(Ulverscroft large print series, romantic suspense)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Lost lady.
by Jude Deveraux
FICTION
An innocent British beauty stumbles into the rough embrace of a handsome Virginian plantation owner, whose earthy passions set her heart ablaze. 1985

SUBJECTS: Romance

A Lost lady.
by Willa Cather
FICTION
A portrayal of moral disintegration of a lovable woman as seen through the eyes of a boy. 1985, c1923

Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

A Lost love.
by Carole Mortimer
FICTION
After Brooke thought she had lost Rafe forever, he enters her life again with his son. 1986, c1984

SUBJECTS: Romance

Lost love, last love.
by Rosemary Rodgers
FICTION
After the fiery tumult of wild adventure while going their separate ways, Steven and Virginia reunite in the ultimate marriage of lust and love. 1984, c1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Lost Madonna.
by Isabelle Holland

FICTION

In an ancient castle in Italy, young Julia Winthrop is caught up in a web of intrigue, psychic visions, and romance when she learns that her stepgrandmother has been murdered. 1982, c1981

SUBJECTS: Mystery

A Lost mine named Salvation.

by Nelson Coral Nye

FICTION

When Oberbit Johnson gets wind of the Lost Salvation Mine, he expects to feel the knife of a killer between his shoulder blades, as he wanted the mine for himself. 1984, c1968

(Atlantic large print)

SUBJECTS: Western

Lost mountain.

by Abra Taylor

FICTION

Rhys Morgan pretended to be engaged to Dell to keep his hordes of female admirers at bay. Now he was dead, but his dark influence still threatened her. 1980, c1979

(A Seymour book)

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Lost wagon train.

by Zane Grey

FICTION

In the days following the Civil War, a train of 160 wagons heads West and disappears. Twenty years later, the sole survivor of the massacre is reunited with her father who joins an Indian tribe in raids against his own people. 1978, c1936

SUBJECTS: Western

The Lost years.

by Hermina Black

FICTION

Hazel's love and life are devastated suddenly. 1976
Love and Mary Ann.
by Catherine Cookson
FICTION
An irrepressible country lass with three years of boarding school behind her begins to discover the mystery, wonder, and woes of love. 1970, c1961

SUBJECTS: Romance

Love at the helm.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
When Captain Horn is ordered to sail to Antigua to deal with American privateers attacking British ships, part of his mission is to carry the governor's beautiful fiance. 1981, c1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Love battle.
by Violet Winspear
FICTION
Wilda loves her peaceful job as maid-companion to Mrs. Demonides, and will do almost anything to keep it. Anything but allow herself to be manipulated by her employer's handsome son. 1984, c1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

Love beyond desire.
by Rachel Palmer
FICTION
Though Robin falls in love with her employer, he is determined to marry highborn Ynez in order to gain a precious jade legacy. 1983, c1980

(Ulverscroft large print series: romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Love for Dr. Penn.
by Kay Winchester
FICTION
Doctor Penn falls in love with the niece of one of his patients. 1974, c1964

SUBJECTS: Romance

Love from Linda.
by Kay Winchester
FICTION
Nurse Linda Brooke, has no premonition of the impact on her life when three casualties arrive at the hospital late one night. 1986, c1958

(Linford romance library)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Love has no secrets.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
A young girl leaves the convent to live with her mother who hopes she will marry a wealthy man. 1984, c1972

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Love holds the cards.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
Lord Wynchingham stirred restlessly; his lips moved as though he would say something. Tina pressed for one instant her hips against his hand then fled to her own chamber to sob her heart out. 1977, c1965

SUBJECTS: Romance

Love in hiding.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
When young Gretna Hayden started her stagecoach trip, she had no idea she would find both love and danger. 1980, c1959

SUBJECTS: Romance

Love in the dark.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
Because she is fat and plain and does not want to marry someone interested only in her money, Susanna runs away and takes the position of reader to Fyfe Dunblane, who has been blinded in a car accident. 1983, c1979
SUBJECTS: Romance

Love in waiting.
   by Caroline Courtney
   FICTION
Raised in a pub in Cheapside, the Countess de Courville had grown up as Camilla Fernaby. But on her eighteenth birthday, she found out she was actually the child of noble French refugees. 1982

(Nightingale)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Love is a dream.
   by Eileen Barry
   FICTION
The tale of the Lings' bid to take over the town and the fight David and the townsfolk have to stand against them provides the background to a compelling love story which ends in happiness earned by courage. 1985, c1966

SUBJECTS: Romance

Love is a star garden.
   by Stella Whitelaw
   FICTION
Liz Ritchie takes over her father's market garden while he is recuperating from a coronary. She meets Adam Grayson and mysterious accident begin to happen. 1985, c1974

SUBJECTS: Romance

Love is the honey.
   by Violet Winspear
   FICTION
At eighteen, having spent all her life in a convent, Iris ventured into the world to see what life was like. She found out with a vengeance. 1981, c1980

(Atlantic)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Love island.
   by Barbara Max
   FICTION
Leaving her fiance and career behind, Angela Blair impetuously runs off to Greece at the invitation of her good friend Stephanie. 1982, c1980

(Nightingale series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Love leaves at midnight.
   by Barbara Cartland
   FICTION
On a lark, Xenia and her look-alike cousin switch places to see how their boyfriends will react. The exchange causes numerous romantic complications. 1980, c1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

Love medicine.
   by Louise Erdrich
   FICTION
A native American poet and short-story writer, poetically fashions this novel out of the mystery, violence, and exaltation of the lives of two Chippewa families in North Dakota. Some strong language and some descriptions of sex. 1986, c1984

SUBJECTS: General

Love only once.
   by Johanna Lindsey
   FICTION
Lady Regina Ashton is kidnapped by Sir Nicholas Eden. She has been compromised and for the sake of her honor, they must marry. 1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Love play.
   by Rosemary Rogers
   FICTION
Though Sara surrenders to this hot-blooded Italian duke's shameless passion, she defiantly conquers his heart. 1984

SUBJECTS: Romance

Love story.
   by Erich Segal
FICTION
A rich Boston blue blood studying law at Harvard marries a Radcliffe music major of Italian descent against his family's wishes. Strong language. Spanish language. 1970

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Love story of nurse Julie.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
The evening after her mother’s funeral Julie went through her papers where she discovered the truth about her birth and parentage - and what she discovered was to change her whole life. 1982, c1975

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Love talker.
by Elizabeth Peters
FICTION
Laurie hears eerie music in the woods at night and sees strange flickering lights. 1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

Love to the rescue.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
Cleona Howard, the vicar's daughter is persuaded by her friend Leonie to go to London in her place and stay with Leonie's grandmother, the Dowager Duchess of Lynke. 1983, c1967

SUBJECTS: Romance

Love under fire.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
Elvina stows away on board ship of Lord Wye. Together they make their way through war ravaged Europe to England. 1960

SUBJECTS: Romance

Love unmasked.
by Caroline Courtney
FICTION

Lady Lucinda Verney is rescued from a highwayman by a masked man. She is soon in love with her mysterious rescuer. Will he reveal himself before she is forced into an arranged marriage? 1980, c1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

Love was the reason.
by Stella March
FICTION
Perry Wylde, daughter of a wealthy financier, took revenge on Graeme Moorhead for what she considered to be an unwarranted interference in her office. 1984

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Love will come.
by Sarah Devon
FICTION
A girl is promoted from third typist to boss’s secretary and also his romantic interest. 1984, c1967

(Linford romance library)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Love's a magician.
by Lilian Woodward
FICTION
After the death of her parents, Vicky Spence goes to stay with her aunt. Vicky is soon attracted to Ralph Rogers, whose friend dabbles in black magic. 1987, c1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

Love's destiny.
by Arlene Hale
FICTION
Eden found romance in the Rockies, but she couldn't forget Bob, waiting at home. 1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

Love's glittering web.
by Kate Bowe
FICTION
There was so much about a sophisticated
Italian autocrat Amy didn't like, but she learned you don't have to like a man to fall in love with him. 1984, c1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

Love's sweet charity.
by Eva Zumwalt
FICTION
Lionel and his sister Helena were caught up in the social whirl in London. Lionel tried to keep Helena and Waverly apart but their love was stronger then he realized. 1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

Lionel and his sister Helena were caught up in the social whirl in London. Lionel tried to keep Helena and Waverly apart but their love was stronger then he realized. 1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

Love's sweet surrender.
by Arlene Hale
FICTION
A beautiful young photographer with a broken heart returns home to rebuild her career. However, romantic problems continue. 1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

Love's sweet ways.
by Carol Hamilton Dyke
FICTION
When Donna Sinclair arrived to take possession of Hungerfield House, left to her by her grandfather, she found a stranger there... 1985, c1979

(Seymour large print romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Love, let me not hunger.
by Paul Gallico
FICTION
A small family circus touring Spain faces a flood, a tornado, and a fire, and must struggle to keep themselves and their animals alive. 1974, c1963

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Adventure

The Loved and the feared.
by Violet Winspear
FICTION

Although her English heart is alive to all the beauty and romance of Italy, Donna Lovelace doesn't expect to fall in love. One night a handsome stranger disarms her totally. 1983, c1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

Lover in blue.
by Aimee Duvall
FICTION
After Maggie Sullivan's divorce, she found escape in her career as an efficiency expert. That is, until she was assigned to investigate the police department. 1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

Lover in pursuit.
by Stephanie James
FICTION
Six months in the tropics had changed Renya from a cool career woman to a tawny tigress who had come to her senses. She was ready for a blazing affair. 1984, c1982

(Seymour large print romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

A Lover scorned.
by Isabelle Holland
FICTION
Another female priest is brutally murdered in nearby Central Park. Rev. Claire Aldington is convinced that her fiance is concealing information from her, including his temporary whereabouts. 1987, c1986

SUBJECTS: Mystery

A Lover's victory.
by Caroline Courtney
FICTION
Sir Edward Fairmount, determined to marry off his daughter Valeria to Perry Adaire, takes the unwilling girl to Vienna where the young officer's regiment is stationed. 1982, c1981

SUBJECTS: Romance
Lovers all untrue.
by Norah Lofts
FICTION
Papa Draper, elegant, prosperous, and repressive, raises his two daughters, spirited Marion and meek Ellen to care for him in his old age, but they are unwilling. 1975, c1970
SUBJECTS: Mystery
Recorded

The Lovers and other stories.
by Pearl S. Buck
FICTION
Seven short stories in American settings of several decades ago. Themes generally deal with career women who face romantic love and crises at different stages in life. 1977
SUBJECTS: General
Recorded

Lovers’ reunion.
by Arlene Hale
FICTION
After a year's separation, Barbara’s reunion with Jerry was puzzling. 1979
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Loves of a virgin princess.
by Ursula Bhom
FICTION
Elizabeth lost her father when she was very young but she was old enough to recognize all that it meant. 1984, c1968
(A Lythway historical novel)
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

Lovesong.
by Valerie Sherwood
FICTION
Beautiful, reckless Carolina Lightfoot is involved in a stormy love affair with her buccaneer lover, the infamous Kells. Some descriptions of sex. 1987, c1985
(G.K. Hall large print book series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Lovey, a very special child.
by Mary MacCracken
RJ505.M54M3 1976b
Eight year-old Hannah Rosnic had a reputation for being withdrawn and possibly retarded. But upon meeting her, Mary McCracken knew she must help this child. 1979
SUBJECTS: Biography

Loving.
by Danielle Steel
FICTION
The lovely nineteen-year-old daughter of a successful but imprudent author has everything her father’s money can buy. After he dies, she samples four husbands in search of love she has never known. 1981, c1980
SUBJECTS: Romance
Recorded

Loving and giving.
by Denise Robins
FICTION
Juliet had to learn the meaning of pain before she learned about love. 1981, c1965
SUBJECTS: Romance

Loving each other: the challenge of human relationships.
by Leo F. Buscaglia
BF575L8E867 1985
A renowned author and lecturer addresses the intricacies and hurdles of relationships. He suggests alternatives to difficult situations and describes loving behavior. 1985, c1984
SUBJECTS: Psychology
Recorded

Lucia’s progress.
by Edward F. Benson
FICTION
A great comic creation, Miss Mapp of Tilling, and the snobbish Mrs. Emmeline Lucas of Rischodme, in Elizabethan England. 1979, 1935
SUBJECTS: Romance
Luciano's luck.
by Jack Higgins
FICTION
General Eisenhower releases ganster Lucky Luciano from prison on the condition that he convince the "capo" of the Sicilian Mafia to support the Allied invasion of Italy. Strong language and violence. 1982, c1981
SUBJECTS: World War II-Fiction

by Leo P. Kelley
FICTION
Nearly three years have passed since outlaws killed Luke's brother. He has one murderer left to find. His quest for revenge comes to an end but not as he imagined. 1984
SUBJECTS: Western

by Leo P. Kelley
FICTION
Luke Sutton's deadly quest to avenge his brother's death leads him into a range war between the great King Ranch and Mexican bandits. 1983, c1982
SUBJECTS: Western

by Leo P. Kelley
FICTION
The hunt to avenge his brother's death takes him to the Black Hills of Dakota. With two left to find, one escapes and he tracks the other to the Little Big Horn. 1983, c1982
SUBJECTS: Western

by Leo P. Kelley
FICTION
After his brother is killed and he's framed for his death, Luke Sutton swears he would get the four men responsible, even if it meant becoming an outlaw. 1983, c1981
SUBJECTS: Western

Lure of the outlaw trail.
by Giles A. Lutz
FICTION
An odyssey into the bleak Wyoming no man's land which pits brother against brother. 1983, c1979
SUBJECTS: Western

Lydia.
by Clare Darcy
FICTION
An impetuous young beauty from Louisiana arrives in regency London with her family at the height of the season and announces her intention to marry for wealth and position. 1978, c1973
SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Lyn's second love.
by Helen Baker Eastwood
FICTION
For the sake of her baby son, Lyn determines to stake her claim with her late husband's family, unaware of the hatred she will rouse or the love she will ultimately win. 1976
SUBJECTS: Romance

Lynch law.
by Concho Bradley
FICTION
Deputy U.S. Marshal Phil Gleeson was a tough, hard, but fair man who did not frighten easily—even when he stood alone. 1982, c1964
SUBJECTS: Western

Lynch town.
by John Kilgore
FICTION
Sheriff Jim Connor tries to save a 19 year-old-boy from a hanging. 1972, c1967
SUBJECTS: Western

Lynching at Broken Butte.
FICTION
On his way to Yuma to pick up a prisoner, August Cragg, a United States Marshall, stops at Broken Butte for the night. An attempt is made on his life, and he decides to stay and investigate. 1983, c1974

SUBJECTS: Western

The Lynmara legacy.
by Catherine Gaskin
FICTION
Romantic family saga set in America and England around World War II. Nicole Rainard’s life changes from poverty to luxury when she discovers the secret of her mother’s past. 1983, c1975

Recorded

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Mad hatter mystery.
by John Dickson Carr
FICTION
A crazed hat thief on the rampage amuses all London with his outrageous pranks. The laughter soon turns to horror when a corpse in a top hat is found at the Tower of London. 1933

Recorded

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Mad Hatter’s holiday.
by Peter Lovesey
FICTION
A doctor’s wife disappears after a gruesome murder is committed. 1977, c1973

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Mad is the heart.
by Denise Robins
FICTION
A schoolgirl falls in love with her guardian. 1963

SUBJECTS: Romance

Madam, will you talk?.
by Mary Stewart
FICTION
An attractive English widow on vacation in France becomes friends with a 13-year-old boy who seems to be guarding a troublesome secret. In her efforts to help the boy, she becomes involved in strange adventures. 1955

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Madame Bovary.
by Gustave Flaubert
FICTION
Married to a dull doctor, Emma Bovary seeks the excitement and happiness she expected from life by taking lovers and spending money extravagantly only to be disappointed and in debt. 1969

SUBJECTS: General

Madame Sarah.
by Cornelia Otis Skinner
PN2638.B5S55 1966a
A biography of the famous actress which includes information on French theater of the 19th century and comments on the social scene and public figures, written by an actress. 1966

(A Keith Jennison book)
SUBJECTS: Biography

Maddon’s Rock.
by Hammond Innes
FICTION
Over a year after the Trikkala was listed as sunk, she radios an S.O.S. as she batters her way towards the Hebrides through gale swept waters. 1971, c1947

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: General

Madman’s Bend.
by Arthur William Upfield
FICTION
Inspector Bonaparte must look for a murderer as the river floods. 1977, c1963

SUBJECTS: Mystery
Madselin.
by Norah Lofts
FICTION
This novel recreates England in 1066, after the invasion of the Normans. Madselin's husband, Eitel, and her kin have been killed by the soldiers of Rolf, the king's armorer, who now owns Eitel's property. 1971, c1968

SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

Maggie Rowan.
by Catherine Cookson
FICTION
Story of neighboring families in a poor mining town. 1977

SUBJECTS: General

Maggie-now.
by Betty Smith
FICTION
When Maggie was 16, her mother died. She must care for her father and small brother. 1982, c1958

SUBJECTS: Romance

A Magic place.
by Iris Bromige
FICTION
A young man is the one disturbing element in France's new job. 1978, c1971

SUBJECTS: Romance

Magnificent obsession.
by Lloyd C. Douglas
FICTION
The secret of the late and famous Dr. Hudson's success is newly interpreted Christian teaching which is put into practice by his successor, a young brain specialist. 1972, c1932

SUBJECTS: General

The Magnificent spinster.
by May Sarton
FICTION
This story becomes a complex "double fiction" through which we experience both Cam's struggles and triumphs and the dominant story of Jane Reid. 1987

(G.K. Hall large print book series)

Maigret and the apparition.
by Georges Simenon
FICTION
Inspector Lognon, dubbed "Inspector Hapless," has a close brush with death when he investigates suspicious activities in an elegant mansion. 1977

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Maigret and the gangsters.
by Georges Simenon
FICTION
Chief Inspector Jules Maigret of the Paris Crime Squad reluctantly helps the hapless Detective Lognon discover the identity of a body dumped from a passing car. 1987

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Maigret and the man on the bench.
by Georges Simenon
FICTION
Inspector Maigret unravels the case of a man stabbed to death in an alley. The murdered man was frequently seen sitting on a bench on a Paris boulevard. 1976, c1975

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Majesty: Elizabeth II and the House of Windsor.
by Robert Lacey
DA590.L28 1977
Lacey discusses the personal and political significance of such matters as Edward VIII's abdication, Margaret's marital problems, and Elizabeth's own courtship and marriage. 1977

SUBJECTS: Biography

Majesty's Rancho.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
After his horse stars in a movie, a young cowboy leaves Hollywood in disgust for a new life in Arizona. He finds work on a ranch only to discover it belongs to the family of his Hollywood girlfriend. 1982, c1938

SUBJECTS: Western

Make a joyful noise unto the Lord!
by Jesse Jackson
ML3930.J2J2 1974b
A biography of the famous black gospel singer who hoped to break down some of the barriers between black and white people. 1974

SUBJECTS: Biography

Make-believe.
by Elizabeth Goudge
FICTION
The story of the du Frocq family: four girls, a boy, their father and mother and their pet animals. 1980, c1949

SUBJECTS: Romance

Make-shift marriage.
by Marjorie Lewty
FICTION
A man on the rebound asks his secretary to marry him. 1984, c1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

Making life more livable: simple adaptations for the homes of blind and visually impaired older people.
by Irving R. Dickman
HV1597.5.D498 1983
In a question-answer format, the author offers suggestions and options for the older person who has deteriorating vision and lives at home. 1983

SUBJECTS: Medicine and health

The Making of a gunman.
by Max Brand
FICTION
Behind his mask of stupidity, Tommy Mayo was an expert gunman who gave up his inheritance to follow a trail of danger where a fast gun would mean the difference between life and death. 1983

SUBJECTS: Western

Making wines at home.
by Jack Levett
TP5482.L38 1974
How to turn various items into 'nectar of the gods.' 1974

(Large type series)
SUBJECTS: Cookery

Making your own preserves.
by Robin Howe
TX612.J3H68 1974
Simple instructions on how to change the summer's harvest into preserves to be enjoyed next winter. 1974

SUBJECTS: Cookery

The Mallen girl.
by Catherine Cookson
FICTION
Barbara, the totally deaf and very spoiled ward of Miss Brigmore, is jealous of her rival, Sarah, and pushes her into a pit bristling with sharp, rusted machinery. 1981, c1973

SUBJECTS: General

The Mallen litter.
by Catherine Cookson
FICTION
A chance reference to the triplet sons of Dan and Barbara Bensham as "the Mallen litter" creates a bitter resentment in Barbara that is to have far reaching consequences. 1981, c1974

SUBJECTS: General

The Mallen streak.
by Catherine Cookson
FICTION
All of Thomas Mallen's sons were illegitimate except for one. All inherited a flash of white hair down the left temple known as the Mallen Streak. 1981, c1973

SUBJECTS: General

Mallion's pride.
by Carola Salisbury
FICTION
Joanna Goodacre is transported to the Trevallion estate in Jamaica as a companion to old Mrs. Trevallion. 1977, c1975

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Maltese falcon.
by Dashiell Hammett
FICTION
In searching for the murderer of his partner, Sam Spade runs afoul of the police and several characters all in search of a mysterious statuette. 1982, c1957

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Mama's bank account.
by Kathryn Forbes
FICTION
In these warmly sentimental, cheerful sketches of life in a Norwegian-American family, the various members have their small adventures, but Mama always emerges as the heroine. 1943

SUBJECTS: Humor

The Mammoth hunters.
by Jean M. Auel
FICTION
Set in the challenging terrain of Ice Age Europe, Ayla finds herself torn between her strong feelings for Ranec and her powerful love for the wildly jealous and unsure Jondalar. 1985

(Earth's children)
SUBJECTS: General

A Man apart.
by Jane Donnelly
FICTION
Wealthy, attractive Libby Mason must choose between Ian Blaney and an "outsider" Adam Roscoe. 1982, c1968

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Man at Kambala.
by Kay Thorpe
FICTION
Sara lived with her father at Kambala in Kenya and was accustomed to do as she pleased there until Steve York came in to take charge in her father's absence. 1984, c1973

(Linford romance library)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Man called noon.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
A hoard of gold is buried somewhere on the Davidge spread, and a lot of people including a greedy judge and a ruthless woman with a team of hired guns are ready to kill for it. 1985

SUBJECTS: Western

A Man called Peter: the story of Peter Marshall.
by Catherine Marshall
BX9225.M352M3 1975
Biography of the Presbyterian minister and senate chaplain whose sermons and prayers were noted for their pungent metaphors and vigorous faith. 1975, 1952

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Biography

The Man from Laramie.
by Thomas Theodore Flynn
FICTION
After his younger brother is killed, Lockhart tracks down the cunning trader who sold modern rifles to the red men. 1955
The Man from Mustang.
by Max Brand
FICTION
The legendary Jim Silver hunts down the unknown killer of his young friend, with only part of a name written in blood to guide him. When he finds the man, it is only to discover that he has been drawn into a vicious plot. 1979

SUBJECTS: Western

The Man from outback.
by Lucy Walker
FICTION
An English girl travels to a remote part of Australia. 1974, c1964

SUBJECTS: Western

The Man from Plains: the mind and spirit of Jimmy Carter.
by David Kucharsky
E873.K82 1977
Analysis of the character of Jimmy Carter. Discusses his evangelical religion and the type of moral leadership American people can expect from Carter as president. 1977, c1976

SUBJECTS: Biography

The Man from Rio Grande.
by Lloyd Madison
FICTION
When the fight started the hot heads learned they had laughed too soon at Pete Channing, the man from the Rio Grande. 1987, c1956

(Linford western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

Man from Savage Creek.
by Max Brand
FICTION
Because he has to have the big-chested stallion at any cost, Ever Winton makes a bargain with a notorious gunman. 1978

SUBJECTS: Western

The Man from Skibbereen.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
Crispin Mayo leaves Ireland for the American West to seek his fortune, but runs afoul of a band of renegade outlaws. 1973, c1972

SUBJECTS: Western

The Man from the broken hills.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
Milo Talon, descended from the bold Sacketts and the ambitious Talons, rides the range hunting a man who betrayed a trust with his family. On the trail he runs into cattle rustling in Texas and a near range war. 1976, c1975

SUBJECTS: Western

The Man from the wilderness.
by Max Brand
FICTION
Fortune-hunter and gambler Winsor Terence Glanvil loses a tidy sum and believes that his luck has turned when rich Louise Carney promises to marry him. While attempting to elope with Louise, a would-be suitor stops the marriage. 1982, c1953

SUBJECTS: Western

The Man from Tucson.
by Claude Cassady
FICTION
When is stranger from Tucson is murdered in his mountain camp, inhabitants of Beaverton, Colorado face an epidemic of gun trouble. 1978

SUBJECTS: Western

The Man in command.
by Anne Weale
FICTION
A secretary assumes the responsibility for some orphan children. 1973, c1968
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Man in the brown suit.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
Pretty Anne Bedingfeld witnesses the death of a man when he falls on the tracks at a London tube station. She also observes a man in a brown suit who examines the body and drops a piece of paper as he hurries away. 1984, c1924

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Man in the gray flannel suit.
by Sloan Wilson
FICTION
After the war, Tom Rath traded olive drab for gray flannel and heroism for anonymity. 1985, c1955

SUBJECTS: General

Man in the saddle.
by Ernest Haycox
FICTION
When Owen Merritt lost his girl to Isham, the richest man outside of Broken Buttes, most people thought Merritt a fool for giving up his woman without a fight. 1982, c1966

SUBJECTS: Western

A Man like Brady.
by Joyce Dingwell
FICTION
Honor is talked into marriage by Brady Yardley in order to save Ochre Dunes. 1982, c1981

(Atlantic)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Man of glass.
by Donald Zochert
FICTION
There is a "man of glass" killing the former war-time comrades he betrayed—and Nick Caine has to find him before he gets them all. 1981

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Man on the mountain.
by Gladys Hasty Carroll
FICTION
Set in the 21st century, where citizens are strictly segregated according to age, this is the story of what happens when two children are miraculously led to Old State where only those past retirement age live. 1982, c1969

SUBJECTS: General

Man outgunned.
by Lewis B. Patten
FICTION
At a Fourth of July picnic in Placita, Colorado, six escaped convicts ride into town, gun down four people, wipe out the bank, and capture a sixteen-year-old girl. Strong language. 1979

SUBJECTS: Western

The Man she married.
by Violet Winspear
FICTION
Although Glenda had married the formidable Malraux d’Ath under false pretences, it had been with best of intentions—loyalty to the woman who had been a mother to her. 1984, c1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Man who cried.
by Catherine Cookson
FICTION
Set in England during the Great Depression and World War II, this novel tells of Abel Mason who is unhappily married to a shrewish woman. 1980, c1979

SUBJECTS: General

The Man who liked couscous.
by Jane Wallace
FICTION
Caroline, on holiday in the south-west of France, met an American called Bud. Bud's car breaks down and Caroline goes for help. When she returns, Bud and the car have disappeared. 1987, c1976

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Man who made the devil glad.
by Donald McCaig
FICTION
Ex sheriff, Cub Hamill is on an unofficial investigation of the murder of a small-time criminal. The leads begin to implicate State Trooper Jack Nicely. 1987, c1986

SUBJECTS: General

by Antonia Ridge
PR6068.I284Ma 1976
The life story of Redoute whose name is entwined with the subject of his paintings—roses. 1976

SUBJECTS: Biography

The Man with granite eyes.
by Jean M. Long
FICTION
Lindsey had come to England for a holiday, but unexpected circumstances led her to take a job as housekeeper to the author, Simon Kirby. From the beginning they had an abrasive effect on one another. 1987, c1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Man with the golden gun.
by Ian Fleming
FICTION
James Bond is brainwashed by Soviet captors into becoming the tool of the K.G.B. to perpetrate an act of treachery against the British secret service. Some strong language, some violence, and some explicit descriptions of sex. 1980, c1965

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

The Man without a face.
by Isabelle Holland
FICTION
A fatherless fourteen-year-old boy develops an unusual relationship with the man living near his summer home who helps him prepare his entrance exams to boarding school. 1973, c1972

SUBJECTS: General

Man without a gun.
by Ray Hogan
FICTION
Dow Slater finds that a man without a gun is a conspicuous target. 1982, c1974

SUBJECTS: Western

Man's estate.
by Nigel Tranter
FICTION
John succeeded to an empty title, a dishonoured name, and a derelict property. 1977, c1946

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Man, woman, and child.
by Erich Segal
FICTION
A perfect marriage suddenly is threatened by events from the past. Professor Beckwith of MIT, happily married and the father of two, finds that he is also the father of a little French boy. Some strong language. 1980

SUBJECTS: General

Mandala.
by Pearl S. Buck
FICTION
In this novel of present-day India, Prince Jagut has lost most of his wealth and royal titles but can never give up his responsibility to his people. 1973, c1970

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Mandarin cypher.
by Adam Hall
A British secret agent tangles with Chinese spies. 1975

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

Mandevilla.  
by Kate Thompson  
FICTION  
Family loyalty is important to the Derain family. When Mandevilla, daughter of a previous generation's black sheep turns up, she is quickly absorbed into the family. 1972, c1958

SUBJECTS: General

Manhattan masquerade.  
by Joanna Scott  
FICTION  
Samantha Lorrimer is tired of fighting off the advances of her overzealous bosses. So, when she takes on a new job, she hides her beauty behind a prim, spinsterish disguise. 1982, c1981

(Nightingale series)  
SUBJECTS: Romance

Mann of the medical wing.  
by Anne Durham  
FICTION  
Maurice Mann, the serious young RMO at St. Mary's Hospital, found it more than a little embarrassing to have his irrepressible young sister Felicity as a student nurse in the same hospital. 1986, c1968

(Linford romance library)  
SUBJECTS: Romance

Mansion for my love.  
by Robyn Donald  
FICTION  
A plain girl is proposed to by a handsome, rich man. Of course, she accepts but she receives a dreadful shock on her wedding day. 1985, c1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

Many a human heart.  
by Lyndon Snow  
FICTION  
The problems of Helen Storm, fifty-eight and newly widowed, are as poignant in their way as those of her grandchildren. 1980, c1976

SUBJECTS: General

Many waters.  
by Pamela Street  
FICTION  
This novel is set against the background of the Second World War. As members of the Red Cross Kathy Mason and her sister May Lodge take on much of the responsibility for turning the Hall at Wilmhampton into a convalescent home. 1987, c1985

SUBJECTS: General

A Many-splendoured thing.  
by Suyin, Han  
CT1828.H3A33 1971  
Post World-War II China and Hong Kong provide contrasting settings for the poignant story of a Eurasian doctor who falls in love with and English newspaperman. 1971, c1952  
Recorded

(Ulverscroft large print series)  
SUBJECTS: Biography

Mara Simba: the African lion.  
by Roger A. Caras  
FICTION  
Mara Simba tells the story of a single African lion from birth to death and gives a detailed comprehension of the lions and the vast African savannah of which they are a part. 1987, c1985

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Maracaibo mission.  
by Francis van Wyck Mason  
FICTION  
Colonel North has to find and destroy a smuggled sabotage machine high in the Andes mountains. 1966
SUBJECTS: General

Marauder.
by C. H. Haseloff
FICTION
One lone woman thundered out of the war scarred hills to defend her home, to strike back against the raiders, to become the woman they called Marauder... 1987, c1982

(Linford western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

Marazan.
by Nevil Shute
FICTION
All the drama and romance of flying is found in this story of the early days of passenger aviation. 1987

(Charnwood library series)
SUBJECTS: General

Marblehead.
by Joan Thompson
FICTION
When 18 year-old Abigail's behavior with Burton Madison borders on the scandalous, her parents ship her off to stay with Aunt Belle in Marblehead. What she fears is the worst becomes the most beautiful experience. 1979, c1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

Mariana.
by Monica Dickens
FICTION
This is the story of a heroine named Mary and of the years that lead up to the crises of her life. 1973

SUBJECTS: General

The Mark of the crescent : a department of Z adventure.
by John Creasey
FICTION
The Department Z men fight a drug plague. 1977

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Markings.
by Dag Hammarskjold
D839.7.H3A313 1976
Ignoring his political career in Sweden and the UN, Hammarskjold's journal reflects the private thoughts of a man attempting to face the world with warmth and integrity. 1976, c1964

SUBJECTS: Biography

Marlborough's unfair lady.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
The story of the fight to rule and of the woman who, for so many years, held the reins of power. 1984, c1965

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Marriage agreement.
by Margaret MacWilliams
FICTION
The brash and wealthy American Samuel Templeton offers his daughter and fortune to the impoverished Duke of Atherton. 1981, c1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

Marriage and Mary Ann.
by Catherine Cookson
FICTION
Mary Ann Shaughnessy, the irrepressible child of Tyneside, is to marry Corny Boyle, her childhood sweetheart, in five weeks. Everything should be lovely, but... 1979, c1964

SUBJECTS: General

The Marriage bed.
by Constance Beresford-Howe
FICTION
Anne Graham, a brilliant biology major, is by choice staying home to take care of her two toddlers. Her husband deserts her, but Anne's witty and ironic optimism transforms her situation into a happy ending. Strong
SUBJECTS: General

The Marriage chest.
by Dorothy Eden
FICTION
Young Emily Bowman is delighted to visit Spain and teach her cousin's granddaughter to play the piano, until she becomes involved in a terrifying, deadly chain of events. 1979, c1965

SUBJECTS: Romance

Marriage in heaven.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
A naive girl, fresh from a convent education, has trouble assessing her guardian. 1980, c1943

SUBJECTS: Romance

Marriage of Leonora.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
Leonora Knox and Dale Graham met at a cocktail party which they both hated. So like two conspirators they slipped away for a run in his car. 1984

(A Lythway romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Marriage without love.
by Anne Neville
FICTION
If he is not to lose the house he loves, good looking, wealthy Robert Stafford should marry. The girl he sets his sights on, refuses him. 1985, c1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

Marry in haste.
by Jane Aiken Hodge
FICTION
After agreeing to a marriage in name only, a young French refugee falls in love with her handsome, enigmatic English husband.

When he is sent to Lisbon on a diplomatic mission, she discovers that he is really a spy. 1979, c1961

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Marrying kind.
by Elizabeth Cadell
FICTION
Neither Jess Seton, impulsive, impatient, and besieged by men, nor her easy going old-fashioned sister Laura are the marrying type. Their happy, independent lives are jolted when their father gets himself into trouble. 1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

Marsanne.
by Virginia Coffman
FICTION
Contrasts elegant Regency England with the turbulence of France on the eve of Napoleon Bonaparte's return from Elba. 1980, c1976

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

The Marshal.
by Lauran Paine
FICTION
When lean, professional Jack Padgett replaces an ineffectual sheriff many are impressed but some suspect his motives. 1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: Western

Marshal of Gunsmoke.
by Chester Allen
FICTION
Dunlap showed his fangs and in the fracas Virgil Ames, the town Marshal, was backshot Justice Colt, his bluff, called, took up the Marshal's badge. 1987, c1953

SUBJECTS: Western

Marshall from Dodge City.
by Charles Walters
FICTION
Saga of the life and times of Bat Masterson.  
1960

SUBJECTS: Western

Marshwood.

by Monica Heath

FICTION

When young and beautiful Kimberly Clayton's parents died, the only heritage they left her was a crown-shaped diamond brooch and a name - Marshwood! 1987, c1977

SUBJECTS: General

Mary Ann and Bill.

by Catherine Cookson

FICTION

The concluding story about indomitable Mary Ann Shaughnessy of Tyneside, now a proper wife and mother of scrappy twins. 1983, c1967

SUBJECTS: General

Mary Ann's angels.

by Catherine Cookson

FICTION

Eight years have passed since Mary Ann Shaughnessy married her childhood sweetheart, Corny Boyle. They are now the proud but bewildered parents of six-year-old twins. 1979, c1965

SUBJECTS: General

Mary II, Queen of England.

by Hester W. Chapman

DA462.A3C47

Historians give conflicting opinions about this queen. She's been described as bigoted and beautiful, she's been reviled and revered. Chapman lets the reader decide. 1974, c1953

SUBJECTS: Biography

Mary Lou: creating an Olympic champion.

by Mary Lou Retton

GV460.2.R47A35 1986b

Mary Lou Retton tells her story of the hard work and loneliness that make a champion.
South Pacific after Joel kills his evil brother and flees his ancestral home, Mateland Castle. 1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Massacre at Fall Creek.
by Jessamyn West
FICTION
Five white men, in an explosive move, brutally murder nine peaceful Indians—men, women, and children. Centers on the killing, the tense trials, and the moving aftermath. Violence. 1975

SUBJECTS: General

The Master fiddler.
by Janet Dailey
FICTION
The story of a young girl who runs away from home and finds herself in trouble with a capital T. 1983, c1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Master of Jalna.
by Mazo De La Roche
FICTION
Renny attempts to carry on the family traditions after the death of his grandfather, and faces a financial crisis in his effort to keep the estate intact. 1973, c1933

SUBJECTS: General

Master of Morley.
by Kay Thorpe
FICTION
A young woman in love with her distant cousin; she accepts his proposal of marriage even though he makes it clear all he wants is a son. 1985, c1983

(Harlequin large print)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Master of Ransome.
by Lucy Walker
FICTION
Sara Brent came to work for Clifford Camden. Then he sent her as temporary secretary to his cousin Gregory, master of Ransome station. 1983, c1958

SUBJECTS: Romance

Master of Saramanca.
by Mary Wibberley
FICTION
Jane travelled to the island of Saramanca to meet the father she has never known. But Gavin Grant disappeared. 1983, c1973

(Atlantic)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Master of Tawhai.
by Essie Summers
FICTION
A rich girl trying to avoid gold-diggers falls in love with a man who thinks she is one. 1976, c1959

SUBJECTS: Romance

Master of the game.
by Sidney Sheldon
FICTION
Family saga of the Blackwell dynasty; the scene shifts from the diamond fields of South Africa to Paris, New York, and England. Some strong language and explicit descriptions of sex. 1983, c1982

SUBJECTS: General

Matagorda.
by Louis L’Amour
FICTION
The cowboy comes to Matagorda looking for a herd to drive to Kansas, but finds instead a town caught in a blood feud where every man is forced to join or die choosing. 1973, c1967

(Atlantic)
SUBJECTS: Western

Match race.
by Fred Grove
FICTION
Three men riding from town to town cleverly match and trade race horses to their advantage. 1984, c1982

SUBJECTS: Western

Matched pearls.
by Grace Livingston Hill
FICTION
A wealthy and cynical woman finally learns the true meaning of love. 1981, c1933

SUBJECTS: Romance

Matchmaker nurse.
by Betty Beaty
FICTION
When Nurse Hester Stanton recognizes the new orthopaedic consultant James Jarvis as the man who broke her older sister's heart, she vows she'll not let it happen again. 1986, c1984

(Harlequin)
SUBJECTS: Romance

A Matter of conscience.
by Palma Harcourt
FICTION
Keith Dayton, occasional secret agent, becomes involved with intelligence services of several countries and the projected murder of a group of Britons. Who could wish to kill them? 1987, c1986

SUBJECTS: Mystery

A Matter of marriage.
by Renee Shann
FICTION
Sara and Polly vacation at a Swiss resort and handle their romances much differently. 1983, c1949

SUBJECTS: Romance

by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
Four men are important in Garnet's life—to each she owes the deepest affection, but through each she comes to experience bitterness and grief. 1983

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: General

The Mature mind.
by Harry Allan Overstreet
BF161O9 1959
A psychological study of maturity and its significance in everyday life. The author reviews the forces that shape people—economics, politics, family life, education, and religion. 1959

Recorded
SUBJECTS: Psychology

The Maverick Queen.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
Linc Bradway finds himself smack in the middle of a fierce range war as he heads for Wyoming to clear up the mystery of the death of his partner. 1983, c1950

Recorded
SUBJECTS: Western

Maverick showdown.
by William Frederick Bragg
FICTION
'Silver Jack' Steele was a law-man and a maverick; that's why they called on him to bring in the vicious King Koll. 1982

(Atlantic)
SUBJECTS: Western

Max.
by Howard Melvin Fast
FICTION
Novel set at the turn of the century tells of the tycoons who created and built the motion picture industry in New York City. Some strong language and some explicit descriptions of sex. 1983, c1982

Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Max Brand's best western stories.
by Max Brand
FICTION
A collection of five stories and a short novel that include some of Brand's most unforgettable characters. 1986, c1985

Recorded
(G.K. Hall large print book series)
SUBJECTS: Western

McAllister and Cheyenne death.
by Matt Chisholm
FICTION
Not even the Stars and Stripes flying over the Cheyenne's camp could save them from packs of hunting soldiers. 1985, c1982

(Linford Western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

McAllister and quarry.
by Matt Chisholm
FICTION
Week in and week out McAllister remorselessly followed his quarry. 1985, c1981

(Linford Western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

McAllister and the Spanish Gold.
by Matt Chisholm
FICTION
On the run from the law, McAllister was hired to guard a bunch of gold-crazy treasure-seekers. 1985, c1981

(Linford Western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

McAllister in Die hard.
by Matt Chisholm
FICTION
When Brennan goes to Black Horse to kill, the lucky Sheriff McAllister makes him nervous. 1985, c1982

(Linford Western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

McAllister in Fire-brand.
by Matt Chisholm
FICTION
There were a good many hard cases who wanted to know and ready to go to any lengths to get their hands on the gold. McAllister intended to stop them. 1985

(Linford Western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

McAllister never surrenders.
by Matt Chisholm
FICTION
McAllister dared to use the open range claimed by the powerful cattle barons. Now he must pay the price. 1985, c1982

(Linford Western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

McAllister on the Comanche crossing.
by Matt Chisholm
FICTION
McAllister, a handful of men, and 3,000 cattle challenge distance, thirst and Indians. 1985, c1981

(Linford Western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Meadows of Tallon.
by Estelle Thompson
FICTION
The recent death of Lavinia's uncle brings her the shocking news that he was not truly her uncle and that she is without home, family, and possessions. Her only link to the past is a 15th-century Italian ring. 1976, c1974

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The McG. ci ring.
by Nicole St. John
FICTION
The recent death of Lavinia's uncle brings her the shocking news that he was not truly her uncle and that she is without home, family, and possessions. Her only link to the past is a 15th-century Italian ring. 1978, c1975

Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Meet Candy.
by Renee Shann
FICTION
A young girl set on a career falls in love with a man who swept her off her feet.
1983, c1960

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Meet me at the Melba.

by Bronte Woodard
FICTION
A charming story of love and hard work.
1978, c1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

Meet me in Monte Carlo.

by Denise Robins
FICTION
Sylvia didn't know when she left London that she was about to be plunged into a ring of jewel thieves of which handsome Henri was the criminal mastermind. 1983, c1955

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Meet Thomas Jefferson.

by Marvin Barrett
E332.79.83
A brief biography of the man who was an inventor, a diplomat, a revolutionary, and the third President of the United States. 1967

(Step-up books)
SUBJECTS: Biography

Meeting at midnight.

by Flora Kidd
FICTION
By the terms of Dugald's stepfather's will, if Dugald and Elizabeth married they would jointly inherit all his considerable property; if not there would be nothing. 1984, c1981

(Harlequin)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Melbury Square.

by Dorothy Eden
FICTION
The life and loves of the beautiful, self-indulgent Maud Lucie, who is pampered and controlled by her artist father. 1980, c1970

(Recorded)

Melinda.

by Caroline Arnett
FICTION
She came to Regency England from America, supposedly to find a rich husband. 1980

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

The Melodeon.

by Glendon Fred Swarthout
FICTION
Fictionalized memories of childhood on a Michigan farm, and especially one Christmas when the boy and his grandfather attempt to bring a beautiful old melodeon to the local church. 1978, c1977

(Recorded)

SUBJECTS: General

The Melting man.

by Victor Canning
FICTION
A young girl loses her memory, a Mercedes, and Rex Carver is involved. 1972, c1968

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Memoirs of a coarse zoo keeper.

by George Jacobs
QL31.J3A34 1984
This book presents nature in the raw—varied and fascinating, sometimes cruel and tragic, but certainly never dreary. 1984

SUBJECTS: Biography

The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes.

by Arthur Conan Doyle
FICTION
A follow-up to the adventures of Sherlock Holmes, this volume contains 11 stories less familiar than those found in the first book.
The Memorial Hall murder.

by Jane Langton

FICTION

When a bomb explodes at Harvard, everyone assumes the body found in the debris is that of the popular music professor. The dead teacher is actually buried alive beneath Memorial Hall. 1986, c1978

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Memory of Old Jack.

by Wendell Berry

FICTION

In a small Kentucky town, 92-year-old Jack Beechum, moves slowly through his last day of life. 1974

SUBJECTS: General

The Men from El Paso.

by Tom Martin

FICTION

The Rangers appeared in the west Texas town in response to complaints about a rustling syndicate. When Cleve went after outlaws he didn't consider the dangers. 1987, c1977

(A Lythway book)

SUBJECTS: Western

The Men in her death.

by Anne Morice

FICTION

An independent young American heiress, Sandy Thurloe, leaves the London flat she shares with her boyfriend, takes the underground, and disappears. 1983, c1981

(A Lythway book)

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Menace within.

by Ursula Reilly Curtiss

FICTION

Babysitting at her aunt's house, Amanda and her charge are put into jeopardy when a murderer in a secret shelter under the house decides she must be eliminated. 1983

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Menagerie.

by Catherine Cookson

FICTION

A mining family is held together by the pride and strength of the mother. 1974, c1958

SUBJECTS: General

Menfreya.

by Victoria Holt

FICTION

A poor little rich girl with one leg shorter than the other marries and moves to Menfreya, a fortress-like mansion on the Cornish coast, where mystery ensues. 1970, c1966

(Ulverscroft large print series)

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Merchant of Venice.

by William Shakespeare

PR2825.A2K54 1966

A comic drama about a Jewish money lender, a shylock, who agrees to loan the protagonist money only if he places the "pound of flesh" closest to his heart as collateral. 1966

(A Keith Jennison book)

SUBJECTS: General

The Merciless ladies.

by Winston Graham

FICTION

Journalist Bill Grant tells the story of his best chum, talented Paul Stafford, who comes from a poor family and finds easy success as a portrait painter. 1980, c1979

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Meritocrats.

by William Haggard
FICTION
Russia and America both set about acquiring ANNE (Advanced Non-Nuclear Explosive) by methods which Colonel Charles Russell of the Security Executive could have predicted. 1987

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

Merlin's keep.
by Madeleine Brent
FICTION
A young halfcaste girl born and reared in Tibet escapes from the Himalayas to Merlin's Keep, a great house in England. She finds an unpleasant prophecy coming true when a mysterious man reveals secrets of her parentage. 1978, c1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Merriam-Webster dictionary for large print users.
PE1625.M4 1977
At last, a dictionary of English for large print users. 1977, c1975

SUBJECTS: Dictionaries

The Merriam-Webster thesaurus for large print users.
PE1491.M48
The book to help readers and writers find synonyms and antonyms in the English language. 1978

SUBJECTS: Dictionaries

Merry-go-round.
by Joyce Thompson
FICTION
A disillusioned young mathematician is left an inheritance of an old carousel in Oregon. 1983, c1982

SUBJECTS: General

Mesquite Jenkins.
by Clarence Edward Mulford
FICTION
The death of Tobe Ricketts and the manner of it made a stir in the little town of Desert Wells. 1973, c1928

SUBJECTS: Western

Mesquite marauders; and, Outlaw hell.
by Jackson Cole
FICTION
Two shorter novels; 'Mesquite marauders' is about a cattle drive; 'Outlaw hell' is the story of a murder and a man's search for evidence. 1980, c1938

SUBJECTS: Western

Message from Absalom.
by Anne Armstrong Thompson
FICTION
A woman must deliver the message of a CIA agent gunned down. 1977, c1975

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

The Middle window.
by Elizabeth Goudge
FICTION
The Highlands of Scotland and Skye are the background against which is drawn the romance of three people so linked together that time is powerless to separate them either from each other or their home. 1972, c1935

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Midnight lover.
by Charlotte Lamb
FICTION
Leonie thought her father was dead. Then she learned that he was alive and in Africa. She had to find him and trouble. 1984, c1982

(Harlequin)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Midnight match.
by Zabrina Faire
FICTION
Carola married a dying man who had saved
her, but then he recovered!  1979

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Midnight whispers.
by Patricia Matthews
FICTION
After being traumatized, April trusts only the voice on the other end of the telephone—a man who hypnotizes her and gives her a false identity.  1984, c1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

Midsummer masque.
by Jill Tattersall
FICTION
A lovely young orphan accepts a position as companion to a tyrannical old woman and moves to her estate, the scene of two murders three years before.  1980, c1972

SUBJECTS: Romance

A Midsummer night's dream.
by William Shakespeare
PR2827.A2C3 1965
A comedy of lovers and fairy revels set in the woods of Athens. With the complexity of three separate plots, this dramatic farce is complete with spells and enchantments. 1965

(A Keith Jennison book)
SUBJECTS: General

Midsummer's eve.
by Philippa Carr
FICTION
One midsummer's eve, young Annora and her brother Jacco witness a nightmarish ritual at which Annora learns a dark secret about Rolf Hanson whom she has idolised. 1987, c1986

(Charnwood library series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Military hospital nurse.
by Barbara Newman
FICTION

Nurse Sophie tries to capture the attention of a doctor who's had it with women. 1983, c1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Millionaire's daughter.
by Dorothy Eden
FICTION
Cristabel Spencer, the beautiful young daughter of a rich American, is sent to London where she captivates a young aristocrat, the Earl of Monkshood. When their marriage fails, she turns to a gifted artist. 1975, c1974

SUBJECTS: Romance

Milo Talon.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
To Milo Talon there is nothing finer than drifting the far, lonesome country. But times are lean and Talon hires out for a job that suddenly has him hog-tied to trouble. 1981

SUBJECTS: Western

Mine eyes have seen the glory.
by Anita Bryant
ML420.B84 A3 1976
Anita Bryant's success story began in a small town in Oklahoma. She went on to perform at the White House and as part of the crusades of Billy Graham and Oral Roberts. 1976

SUBJECTS: Biography

Minerva.
by Marion Chesney
FICTION
Minerva, the oldest of six marriageable sisters, is elected by her father, an impoverished vicar, to rescue the family fortune. Some descriptions of sex. 1985, c1982

(Charnwood library series)
SUBJECTS: General
The Minerva stone.  
by Anne Maybury  
FICTION  
Sarah Rhodes' marriage appears to be failing.  1984, c1968  
Recorded  
(Ulverscroft large print series)  
SUBJECTS: Romance

Minotaur country.  
by Helen McCloy  
FICTION  
As a campaign worker, Tash becomes involved in power politics, romance, and murder in this suspense novel.  1979, c1975  
Recorded  
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Minotaur garden.  
by Lewis Hosegood  
FICTION  
Pippa's quiet stay at the villa turns into frightening intrigue.  1973, c1972  
SUBJECTS: General

The Miracle.  
by Irving Wallace  
FICTION  
When the Virgin Mary appeared before Bernadette in the grotto at Lourdes in 1858, she whispered three secrets. The third secret was a promise to return and perform a miracle cure. Strong language and descriptions of sex.  1985  
Recorded  
SUBJECTS: General

The Miracle of love.  
by Charles L. Allen  
FICTION  
"First book of Corinthians, chapter thirteen"  1973, c1972  
SUBJECTS: Religion

Mirage on the horizon.  
by Ursula Bloom  
FICTION  
A woman is a successful writer despite an unworkable marriage and a tragic accident.  1984, c1974

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Mirror crack'd from side to side.  
by Agatha Christie  
FICTION  
Miss Marple solves a murder at Gossington Hall.  1966  
Recorded  
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Miss Buncle's book.  
by Dorothy Emily Stevenson  
FICTION  
In this gentle English satire, Miss Buncle decides to write a book based on her neighbors' lives and eccentricities without considering the possible consequences of its publication.  1982, c1934  
Recorded  
SUBJECTS: Romance

Miss Buncle, married.  
by Dorothy Emily Stevenson  
FICTION  
In the first story, set in rural England, Miss Buncle irritates all her neighbors by writing a book about them. In the second, now the wife of a publisher, she compounds the damage by writing still another book.  1982, c1936  
Recorded  
SUBJECTS: Romance

Miss Clare remembers.  
by Miss Read  
FICTION  
Miss Clare has spent her entire life in the English village of Fairacre, most of it as a schoolteacher. She recalls the happy and tragic events in her life.  1962  
Recorded  
SUBJECTS: Romance

Miss Cordelia Harling.  
by Darrell Husted  
FICTION  
A very proper young lady is exposed to some scandalous goings-on.  1980, c1978
Miss Harriet Townshend.
by Kathleen Norris
FICTION
Red-haired and Irish Miss Harriet Townshend is willing to fall in love. Her friend Coralia almost marries the wrong man—the one with whom Harriet finally falls in love. 1982

Miss Nobody from nowhere.
by Elizabeth Ashton
FICTION
She had no idea who she was or where she came from—only that she had been in an accident somewhere in the remote north-west of India and that Clive Stratton had rescued her. 1985, c1975

Miss Read's country cooking: or, To cut a cabbage-leaf.
by Dora Jessie Saint
TX717.S34
Not just recipes, but also bits of cooking related information are included in this book. Charts explaining British and American measurements are given. 1975

Miss Seeton sings.
by Heron Carvic
FICTION
Bumbling Miss Seeton, the amusing English spinster detective, attempts to find out who is forging British currency and threatening to ruin the Bank of England. 1973

Miss Silver comes to stay.
by Patricia Wentworth
FICTION
Miss Silver does not find peace when she goes visiting. 1977, c1951

Miss Tallulah Bankhead.
by Lee Israel
PN2287.B17I8 1972b
A portrait of the actress, drawn from the
memories of her theatrical friends and sister Eugenia. 1972

SUBJECTS: Biography

Miss Willie.
by Janice Holt Giles
FICTION
The new school teacher from Texas tries to reform the people of a small Kentucky town until she falls in love with a young man who changes her attitude. 1984, c1971

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Missing man.
by Hillary Waugh
FICTION
An unidentified girl is murdered, on the beach of a small Connecticut resort town. Police Chief Fred C. Fellows and Detective Sergeant Sidney Wilks piece together leads. 1984, c1964

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Mission in Tunis.
by Jacques Pendower
FICTION
A beautiful counterspy faces danger on an espionage assignment for the French government. 1971, c1958

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

Mississippi.
by Dana Fuller Ross
FICTION
Toby Holt's new mission draws him perilously close to the West's most powerful criminal mastermind, as outlaws and gentlemen struggle for control. Descriptions of violence and sex. 1986, c1985

(Wagons West; v. 15)
SUBJECTS: Western

Missouri.
by Dana Fuller Ross
FICTION
The majestic steamboats of the Missouri River offer a glamorous way west for pioneers and traders, gamblers and thieves, proper young ladies and dance hall girls. Some descriptions of sex. 1985, c1984

(A Mist in Glen Torran.
by Amanda Doyle
FICTION
When a young girl's fiance dies just before the wedding, the deceased man's mother tries to pair her up with the younger brother. 1984, c1969

(Ulverscroft large print series: romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Mister Roberts.
by Thomas Heggen
FICTION
A World War II story about the crew of a cargo ship in the Pacific—their boredom, devotion to a noble first lieutenant, and hatred for a rigidly disciplinarian captain. 1946

SUBJECTS: World War II-Fiction

Mistletoe and holly.
by Janet Dailey
FICTION
Though Leslie is expecting a quiet New England Christmas at her aunt's, Tagg Williams and his daughter Holly provide an infectious holiday atmosphere she enjoys in spite of herself. 1983, c1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

Mistral's daughter.
by Judith Krantz
FICTION
Captivating portrayal of Julien Mistral, a devoted bohemian French artist, and his life and loves. Some explicit descriptions of sex and some strong language. 1984, c1983
Mistress Jane Seymour.
by Frances B. Clark
FICTION Oversize
Fictional biography of Henry VIII's third wife. 1973, c1967

(Shadows of the crown)
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

Mistress of Melllyn.
by Victoria Holt
FICTION
Martha Leigh, a young English governess, takes charge of the motherless child of the handsome, enigmatic master of a sinister Cornwall mansion. She discovers that the mother was murdered. 1969, c1960

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Mistresses of mystery: two centuries of suspense stories by the gentle sex.
by Seon Manley
FICTION
A collection of nine suspense stories all written by women. 1973

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Mists of fear.
by John Creasey
FICTION
Dr. Palfrey works to solve a mystery that threatens the survival of mankind. 1973, c1955

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Mists of love.
by Ruby M. Ayres
FICTION
When Isabella Bright's parents died, she was offered a home in London with her eccentric Aunt Lucinda. She found friends but fell in love with a man who would cause her untold heartache. 1980

(Seymour large print books)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Mixed blessing.
by Helen Van Slyke
FICTION
Portrays a gentle and courageous young woman, the child of a racially mixed marriage, who is torn between her passion for the one man she desperately loves and loyalty to her family. 1983, c1975

SUBJECTS: Romance

Mixed doubles.
by Meredith Kingston
FICTION
Two friends burned in previous relationships fall in love with each other. Can they learn to trust again? 1983, c1982

(Second chance at love)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Moby Dick; or, the whale
by Herman Melville
FICTION
19th-century American allegory about Captain Ahab and the great white whale. 1967?

SUBJECTS: Adventure

The Modigliani scandal.
by Ken Follett
FICTION
Light-hearted crime caper centers on the search for a lost Modigliani painting, purportedly created while the artist was high on hashish. Strong language and explicit descriptions of sex. 1986, c1976

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Monday in summer.
by Lucy Walker
FICTION
Denny who is very sympathetic to people in trouble, takes in a young boy wanted for murder. 1982, c1961

SUBJECTS: Romance

Monday the rabbi took off.
by Harry Kemelman
FICTION
When young Rabbi Small's contract is not renewed, he goes to Israel for three months. There he discovers his replacement's sib is suspected of terrorism. 1978, c1972

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Monday's child.
by Mollie Hardwick
FICTION
Poor, uneducated but blessed with beauty, Laura Diamond gains easy access to high society. But the glitter and the gaiety are a sham. 1984, c1981

( Ulverscroft large print series : romance) SUBJECTS: Romance

Money to burn.
by Elizabeth Cadell
FICTION
Leigh's visit to his aunt turns out to be more than he expected. 1975

SUBJECTS: General

Monk's Hollow.
by John Marsh
FICTION
Visitors at Mrs. Pentland's old house suspect it is haunted by a malevolent spirit which threatens not only her life but their own safety as well. 1971, c1968

( Ulverscroft large print series) SUBJECTS: General

The Montmartre murders.
by Richard Grayson
FICTION
A shady art dealer is murdered and the plot begins to focus on three paintings by a minor artist who had recently died. 1987, c1982

( Linford mystery series) SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Moon and sixpence.
by William S. Maugham
FICTION
The life of Gauguin was the inspiration for this story of a London stockbroker who became interested in painting. Abandoning business, family, and conventional life, he settled in Tahiti and devoted himself to his art. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

Moon city.
by Alexandra Thomas
FICTION
Natalie Monro, a bright young Fleet Street journalist, realises she could be onto the story of a lifetime when a famous film star flies to London. 1987, c1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Moon flower.
by Phyllis A. Whitney
FICTION
An American atomic scientist spending a year in Japan writes his wife for a divorce. She tries to save her marriage and her husband from the hold a Japanese family has on him because of his guilty feelings about Hiroshima. 1978, c1958

SUBJECTS: General

The Moon in a bucket.
by Mary Ann Gibbs
FICTION
It is 1872, when there was a distinct line drawn between the men and young ladies--should or should not marry. Debbie and Vince were from different classes but blinded by their love for one another. 1972

SUBJECTS: Romance

Moon over Morocco.
by Hermina Black
FICTION
Because they were both lonely, Cintra and the rich Mrs. Bertram, who employed her, got on well. 1983, c1951
SUBJECTS: General

Moon over the Alps.
by Essie Summers
FICTION
Penny took a job on a remote backcountry sheep station in the New Zealand Alps hoping to forget the memory of Charles. 1978, c1960

SUBJECTS: Romance

Moon witch.
by Anne Mather
FICTION
Orphaned after her grandfather's death, Sara Robins eventually falls in love with her new guardian. 1982, c1970

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Moon's a balloon.
by David Niven
PN2598.N5A292 1976
These memoirs of the popular English actor tell of his expulsion from school for a practical joke and his progress to Sandhurst and the Mayfair set before entering acting. 1976

SUBJECTS: Biography

The Moon-spinners.
by Mary Stewart
FICTION
Vacationing in Crete, an English girl stumbles into a mystery when she finds a young Englishman imprisoned in a hut. 1968, c1962

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Moondrift.
by Anne Mather
FICTION
It was ten years since the disastrous ending of Jordan's teenage romance with Rhys Williams. Now Rhys was coming back to her Caribbean island home. 1987

SUBJECTS: General

Moonshine: a life in pursuit of white liquor.
by Alec Wilkinson
HJ5057.W55 1986
This unusual drama illuminates the art and history of illegal distilling in America. It is an animated crash-course in the stratagems of finding and apprehending bootleggers. 1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: Bootleggers

The Moonstone.
by Wilkie Collins
FICTION
First published in 1868, this suspense novel concerns the disasters encountered by the owners of the Moonstone—a enormous diamond that was originally stolen from a Buddhist temple. 1965?

SUBJECTS: Mystery

A Morbid taste for bones: a Mediaeval Whodunnit.
by Ellis Peters
FICTION
Brother Cadfael of the Benedictine monastery of Shrewsbury has to deal with his superiors when they become obsessed
with the notion of acquiring the bones of an obscure saint from a Welsh village. 1981

SUBJECTS: Mystery

More than all.
by Marjorie Warby
FICTION
A dream house is spoiled when a new house is built next to it. 1979, c1975

SUBJECTS: Romance

More travels in a donkey trap.
by Daisy Baker
CT788.B244A36
Daisy Baker, and her indomitable donkey Darkie take a holiday, a few days journey into the English countryside in search of a lost cat. 1976

SUBJECTS: Biography

More work for the undertaker.
by Margery Allingham
FICTION
A charmingly decadent family, two undertakers, and a bank manager are among the characters who contribute to the humor and to the murders of this tale. 1978, c1949

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Moreton’s kingdom.
by Jean S. MacLeod
FICTION
When Katherine agreed to take a small ‘tug of love’ child to Scotland, out of reach of his father, it was because she believed the mother’s version of the situation. 1985, c1981

SUBJECTS: General

Morgan’s passing.
by Anne Tyler
FICTION
Morgan is a husband and father with no real identity in life. His personality is that of someone who is constantly passing through leaving his mark on those whose lives he touches. 1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

Morgette in the Yukon.
by Glenn G. Boyer
FICTION
Fastshooting Dolf Morgette trails Rudy Dwan, the killer of his friend Harvey Perrent, to Alaska. 1983

SUBJECTS: Western

Morgette on the Barbary Coast.
by Glenn G. Boyer
FICTION
After losing his wife and infant son, Dolf Morgette take a job with Will Alexander to protect his legitimate gambling houses from establishment thugs. 1985

SUBJECTS: Western

Morning at Jalna.
by Mazo De La Roche
FICTION
Adeline, mother of four, finds her Canadian household involved with a Southern family who are members of a secret Confederate resistance movement in the American Civil War. 1972, c1960

(Whiteoak chronicle)
SUBJECTS: General

A Morning moon.
by Paula Reibel
FICTION
Mindel and her dashing, scholarly husband Avrum are forced into divorce by a family quarrel. Avrum flees to America leaving Mindel and their infant son. Strong language and descriptions of sex. 1987, c1984

(Charnwood library series)
SUBJECTS: General

Mortal stakes.
by Robert B. Parker
FICTION
Private investigator Spenser, who loves the good life, food, and women, is hired to
determine if Red Sox pitcher Marty Rabb is fixing games. Strong language. 1976, c1975

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Morwenna.
by Anne Goring
FICTION
A half-wild penniless girl is orphaned when her father is accidentally ridden down and killed by young Maxwell Thurlow. Taken in by the Thurlow family she is educated and brought up as companion to Maxwell's half-sister. 1978, c1976

SUBJECTS: Romance

A Most romantic city.
by Mary Ann Gibbs
FICTION
Victorian romance in which rich widower Charles Pitborough offers marriage to sensible Cecily in exchange for caring for his child and his mansion. 1978, c1976

SUBJECTS: Romance

Most secret.
by Nevil Shute
FICTION
It was in 1941 that a daring plan for a night raid on the German occupied coast grew out of a chance meeting of three young officers. 1985

(Charnwood library series)
SUBJECTS: World War II-Fiction

Mostly murder.
by Sydney Smith
FICTION
Autobiography of one of the greatest authorities ever on forensic medicine. 1985, c1959

(Charnwood library series)
SUBJECTS: Biography

The Moth.
by Catherine Cookson
FICTION

Robert Bradley explored the Durham countryside. There he encountered the ethereal girl-child whose odd ways and nocturnal wanderings had led to her being known locally as 'Thorman's Moth'. 1987, c1986

(Charnwood library)
SUBJECTS: General

The Mother hunt.
by Rex Stout
FICTION
The detective leaves his 34th Street house to find the mother of a baby left on a doorstep. 1986, c1963

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Mother Teresa: the early years.
by David Porter
BX 4406.5.Z8P67 1986
This is a remarkable story, though it shatters no myths nor does it contain earth-shaking revelations. It is simply and truly the story of the making of a child of God. 1986

SUBJECTS: Biography

Motherhood, the second oldest profession.
by Erma Bombeck
HQ759.B64 1983
Forty-two amusing, sometimes inspirational vignettes about motherhood and the various sizes, shapes, and moods that mothers come in. 1984, c1983

SUBJECTS: Humor

The Mottled lizard.
by Elspeth Huxley
PR6015.U92Z53 1983
Sequel to 'Flame Trees of Thika'. Continues the Huxley family's return to Kenya after World War II. 1983, c1962

SUBJECTS: Biography

Mountain guns.
by Max Brand
FICTION
Confident with his guns and fists, Peter Messenger is out of his element when he is sent out West to track down another man's enemy, a crafty Blackfoot medicine man. 1987, c1930

(G.K. Hall large print book series)
SUBJECTS: Western

Mountain riders.
by Max Brand
FICTION
To return a favor, Tom Derry helped Christian escape from jail and became a hunted man. Silvertip showed him his mistake. 1982

SUBJECTS: Western

The Mountain Valley war.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
Holed up in a cabin in the Idaho hills, Trent wasn't looking for trouble but trouble came looking for him. 1979, 1978

SUBJECTS: Western

The Mountains have a secret.
by Arthur William Upfield
FICTION
Two pretty girls disappear while on a hike. 1975, c1952

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Mouse that saved the West.
by Leonard Wibberley
FICTION
The tiny Duchy of Grand Fenwick, which lies in a fold in the Alps, saves the world from disaster. Now the Duchy's most extraordinary achievement is the defeat of OPEC and the happy solution to the world's oil crisis. 1982, c1981

SUBJECTS: General

In the quiet village of Lymstock everyone seems to be receiving mysterious, threatening letters. When suicide and murder follow, the police begin their investigation. 1970, c1943

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Mozart.
by Marcia Davenport
ML410.M9D18 1956a
Born to a bookbinder's son and a court official's daughter, little Wolferl became one of the best known composers in musical history. 1956

SUBJECTS: Biography

Mr. Fred.
by John Buxton Hilton
FICTION
Kathy secretly encountered the mysterious Mr Fred who was being hidden on her father's farm. Surely it couldn't be true that this kindly man is a pervert and a murderer? 1984, c1983

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Mr. Jacobson's war.
by Richard Hammer
FICTION
The narrator recalls the summer of 1946, when his ninety-year-old grandfather--a Jewish don quixote--appeared unannounced on the doorstep. 1981

SUBJECTS: General

Mr. Jones, meet the Master : sermons and prayers of Peter Marshall.
by Peter Marshall
BX9178.M363M5 1973
Evangelical messages addressed to the clerk, motorman, housewife, and student--to the man Dr. Marshall preferred to call "Mr. Jones." 1973, c1950

SUBJECTS: Religion

Mr. Laurel and Mr. Hardy.
This reveals that Oliver Hardy considered himself merely the straight man, for the real inspiration behind the plots, the jokes and the impeccable comic timing of their films was Stan Laurel. 1986, c1976

SUBJECTS: Biography

**Mr. Rodriguez.**
by Mary Howard
FICTION
Iris goes from a broken marriage to a charming philanderer. 1980, c1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

**Mr. Roosevelt's steamboat.**
by Mary Helen Dohan
F353.D57 1982
The New Orleans, a steamboat, set out on her maiden voyage in October 1811. The only passengers were 44-year-old Nicholas Roosevelt, his 20-year-old wife Lydia and their young daughter. 1982, c1981

SUBJECTS: History

**Mr. Sermon.**
by Ronald Frederick Delderfield
FICTION
A mousey, henpecked English husband and schoolmaster cuts loose from home and job and begins to enjoy life. He finds there are a number of things he can do well. 1972, c1963

SUBJECTS: General

**Mr. Tasker's gods.**
by Theodore Francis Powys
FICTION
A tale involving some pigs, a young man thought to be half-witted, and the black sheep in a family. 1979

SUBJECTS: General

**Mrs. Cooper's boardinghouse.**
by Joan Lindau

FICTION
In Missouri one summer during World War II, ten-year-old Kat takes a job at Mrs. Cooper's boardinghouse to earn enough money to see the World Series. 1980, c1972

SUBJECTS: Humor

**Mrs. Harris goes to Moscow.**
by Paul Gallico
FICTION
On a tour to Moscow, Mrs. Harris and her friend set out on a mission of love to reunite her English employer and his long-lost Russian fiance. 1981, c1974

SUBJECTS: General

**Mrs. Harris, M.P.**
by Paul Gallico
FICTION
After watching a politician on T.V., a charwoman is persuaded that she should stand for Parliament. 1981, c1965

SUBJECTS: General

**Mrs. Pollifax and the Hong Kong Buddha.**
by Dorothy Gilman
FICTION
Married for ten months now to Cyrus Reed, Mrs. Pollifax is contacted by Bishop of the CIA who lures her away on assignment to Hong Kong in hopes of reestablishing contact with Sheng Ti. 1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**Mrs. Tim carries on.**
by Dorothy Emily Stevenson
FICTION
In reality, Mrs. Tim's life is complicated by the evidence of a country at war and throughout her record is the resolution to carry on sanely. 1979

SUBJECTS: General

**Mrs. Tim Christie.**
by Dorothy Emily Stevenson
FICTION

(New Portway large print)
SUBJECTS: General
An amusing novel about six months in the life of a British Highlander officer's wife. 1979

SUBJECTS: General

Mrs. Tim flies home.
by Dorothy Emily Stevenson
FICTION
Leaving her husband in Kenya, Mrs. Tim flies back to England to spend the summer with their children. Though she anticipates a quiet visit, Mrs. Tim becomes involved with fellow passengers. 1979, c1952

SUBJECTS: General

Mrs. Tim gets a job.
by Dorothy Emily Stevenson
FICTION
The postwar days of World War II find Tim in Egypt with his regiment and Mrs. Tim at home. With the children away at school she has time on her hands and a crisis to meet. 1979, c1973

SUBJECTS: General

Muckle Annie.
by Jan Webster
FICTION
Poor, uneducated Annie McIlvanny follows her Highland love Hector to Canada by bride ship. She finds Hector and they strike gold. 1987, c1985

SUBJECTS: General

Mule-train.
by Clint O'Connor
FICTION
A town eagerly awaiting the arrival of a mule train is stunned into immobility when it realizes what its purpose is. 1982, c1978

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: General

The Muleskinner.
by Robert MacLeod
FICTION
In the godforsaken desert country, a gang of cut-throat killers load their guns to lay a trap as certain as death for muleskinner Ben Davis. But rawboned Davis is a wild heller who doesn't take anything from anybody. Strong language. 1976

SUBJECTS: Western

Murder against the grain.
by Emma Lathen
FICTION
When an agreement is finally reached for the U.S.S.R. to buy American wheat, somebody presents forged documents to the Sloan Guaranty Trust and makes off with a check for $985,000. 1986, c1967

(A New Portway large print book)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

A Murder arranged.
by Judson Philips
FICTION
A judge is brutally murdered. There's a strong but wholly circumstantial case against his young protege Tim Ryan who is charged and found guilty. 1981, c1978

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Murder at the FBI.
by Margaret Truman
FICTION
A victim is found on the firing rage as two hundred tourists gape in disbelief. To the embarrassment of the agency, the corpse is identified as an FBI agent. 1983

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Murder being once done.
by Ruth Rendell
FICTION
Inspector Wexford investigates the murder of a young girl with the only clue being the murder weapon—her own silk scarf tied round her neck. 1985, c1972

SUBJECTS: Mystery
Murder by bequest.
by Rae Foley
FICTION
A killer strikes twice in an old run-down Brownstone House. 1978, c1974
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Murder by the mile.
by Martin Russell
FICTION
A new highway through the Highlands leads to sabotage and murder. 1980, c1975
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Murder comes first.
by Frances L. D. Lockridge
FICTION
Mr. and Mrs. North are called in when a woman falls dead after her first sip of tea with the telltale odor of peach pits. 1986, c1951
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Murder in E minor.
by Robert Goldsborough
FICTION
A young girl's uncle is killed and the chief suspect is his niece's boyfriend. Nero Wolfe is called in to investigate. 1986
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Murder in Georgetown.
by Margaret Truman
FICTION
Upon discovering skeletons in several closets on Capitol Hill, Potamos resolves to rattle a few. What shady deals have transpired among the nation's almighty leaders? 1987, c1986
(G.K. Hall large print book series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Murder in Mesopotamia.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
Hercule Poirot, the lively Belgian detective, becomes involved in some Middle East archaeological explorations in solving the mysterious death of a woman in a room which no murderer could possibly enter. 1969
Recorded
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Murder in Moscow.
by Andrew Garve
FICTION
The solution of a murder in complicated by interference of the secret police. 1974, c1951
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Murder in outline.
by Anne Morice
FICTION
When a death occurs at Waterside, a private school for girls, Tessa Crichton does some investigating herself. 1983, c1979
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Murder in the mews.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
Guy Fawkes night--a perfect night for murder, as Inspector Japp remarked to Hercule Poirot. Someone agrees with him. Next morning, young Mrs. Allen was found dead in her mews house. 1986, c1937
(Ulverscroft)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Murder in the Smithsonian.
by Margaret Truman
FICTION
Pulitzer Prize-winning historian Dr. Lewis Tunney is keynoting a Smithsonian exhibition. But before he can deliver his address, Tunney is stabbed with a sword that once belonged to Thomas Jefferson. 1983
Recorded
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Murder in the Supreme Court.
by Margaret Truman
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FICTION</th>
<th>SUBJECTS: Mystery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The chief clerk to the Chief Justice is slain in the Chief Justice's chair with a perfectly placed bullet. Some strong language. 1983, c1982</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Murder in the tower.  by Jean Plaidy</td>
<td>Murder is easy.  by Agatha Christie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beautiful Frances Howard, who comes to the court of James I with the single intention of gaining her heart's desire at any cost, proves the undoing of many men. 1974, c1964</td>
<td><strong>FICTION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murder in the White House.  by Margaret Truman</td>
<td>Murder is suggested.  by Frances L. D. Lockridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When Secretary of State Blaine is murdered in the Lincoln Sitting Room of the White House, President Webster orders Special Counsel Fairchild to coordinate efforts to solve the case. Fairchild's digging turns up alarming secrets. 1980</td>
<td><strong>FICTION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murder in waiting.  by Mignon Good Eberhart</td>
<td>Murder must wait.  by Arthur William Upfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retired Judge Barty is murdered. The list of suspects appears endless because numerous people in the village were worried there would be something about them in his memoirs. 1978, c1973</td>
<td><strong>FICTION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murder is a pendulum.  by Cyril Joyce</td>
<td>The Murder of a shopping bag lady.  by Brian Kates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A crooked index finger squeezes the trigger and - in the middle of the busy High Street of a normally peaceful market town - a young man dies. 1987, c1983</td>
<td><strong>FICTION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A Lythway book)</td>
<td>The Murder of Miranda.  by Margaret Millar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Miranda Shaw, a wealthy widow, and Grady Keaton, head lifeguard at the posh Penguin Beach Club, disappear. The hunt for their whereabouts begins when some of Miranda's jewelry show up at an auction. 1980, c1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>SUBJECTS: Mystery</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Murder of Roger Ackroyd.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
Roger Ackroyd is murdered one night under particularly perplexing circumstances. Suspicion centers on his stepson who had good motives. 1972, c1926

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Murder on Capitol Hill.
by Margaret Truman
FICTION
Senate Majority leader Cale Caldwell turns up at a party in his honor with an ice pick planted in his chest. 1981

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Murder on the links.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
Millionaire P.T. Renauld summons detective Hercule Poirot to his estate. When the detective arrives, he finds that the millionaire has been brutally murdered on his private golf course. 1977, c1923

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Murder on the Matterhorn.
by Glyn Carr
FICTION
A mystery involving alpinists and a holiday in Switzerland. 1969?, 1951

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Murder on the Orient Express.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
A believable conspiracy is enlivened by a description of the Taurus Express, one of seven trains of the fabulous Orient Express. 1934

SUBJECTS: Mystery

A Murder or three.
by Laurie Mantell

FICTION
Within a matter of weeks, in the town of Lower Hutt, New Zealand there are three murders similarly bizarre in method: the victim is in each case strangled with panty-hose. 1986, c1980

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Murder post-dated.
by Anne Morice
FICTION
A rural house party results in one woman turning up murdered, another woman dying of suffocation in a suspicious house fire, and a third wandering around claiming amnesia. 1985, c1983

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Murder R.F.D.
by Leslie Stephan
FICTION
The police chief of a small Massachusetts town sends Sergeant Dave Putnam to investigate vandalism and obscene letters at the old farm at Rocky Meadows. Strong language. 1979

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Murder sails at midnight.
by Marian Babson
FICTION
A killer sails with four wealthy women. 1977

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Murder unprompted.
by Simon Brett
FICTION
Stage actor and amateur sleuth Charles Paris investigates the murder of the leading actor during the opening night of a London play. The prime suspect is the murdered actor's understudy. 1983, c1982

(Nightingale)

SUBJECTS: Mystery
Murder within murder.
by Frances L. D. Lockridge
FICTION
Mr. and Mrs. North hire Amelia Gipson to do research into some still unsolved murders. Amelia is soon found dead at a desk in the New York Public Library. 1985

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Murder's out of tune.
by Sara Woods
FICTION
Barrister Maitland is asked to defend a Yorkshire actor accused of hiring an assassin to shoot his wife from whom he has been estranged for seven years. 1986, c1984

(G.K. Hall)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Murderer is a fox.
by Ellery Queen
FICTION
An emotionally disturbed war hero is convinced he is a killer like his father who was accused of murdering his mother many years ago. Ellery Queen proves that his father was innocent. 1977, c1973

(An Ellery Queen mystery)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Murders anonymous.
by Elizabeth Ferrars
FICTION
Matthew Tierney leaves London for the seaside home of his sister and her husband after the murder of his wife Kate. 1979, c1977

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Murdock's law.
by Loren D. Estleman
FICTION
Lawman Page Murdock is on the trail of an outlaw when he suddenly finds himself accepting the job of sheriff in a small Montana town. A range war complicates matters. 1984, c1982

SUBJECTS: Western

Murphy must have been a mother!
by Teresa Bloomingdale
HQ555.N2B55 1983
The author, a mother of ten, deals with subjects as how teenagers get out of doing the dishes; how husbands make a fuss over their own illnesses and the intimidating effect of parent-teacher conferences. 1983, c1982

SUBJECTS: Humor

The Musgraves.
by Dorothy Emily Stevenson
FICTION
When the Musgraves move from a large mansion to a smaller and more convenient house, each member of the family adjusts differently. 1985, c1960

SUBJECTS: General

Music in the hills.
by Dorothy Emily Stevenson
FICTION
Happily married to a most charming wife, Jock Johnstone regretted only that there were no children to succeed him. 1976, c1950

SUBJECTS: General

Music in winter.
by Suzanne Ebel
FICTION
Roz, an impulsive girl, is assistant Stage Manager at the Old Comedy, a Victorian theatre. There she meets Tom Burrell, a laconic journalist. 1981, c1975

SUBJECTS: Romance

Mustang man.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
The tough cowboy is tenderhearted about ladies in distress, so he takes time to rescue a woman even when being chased by a posse. But then he has to shoot his way out of her
clutches. 1977, c1966

SUBJECTS: Western

Mutiny on the Bounty.
by Charles Bernard Nordhoff
FICTION
Based on an actual 18th-century mutiny, this is the story of sailors rebelling against the brutal life on an English ship and their subsequent flight to the South Sea Islands.
1960, c1932

(A Keith Jennison book.)
SUBJECTS: General

My America, your America.
by Lawrence Welk
ML422.W33A28 1977
Popular orchestra leader expresses his faith in the human race and reflects on his life, trials, and successes. 1977, c1976

SUBJECTS: Biography

My Antonia.
by Willa Cather
FICTION
A lawyer recalls his Nebraska boyhood and the immigrant girl who was a strong influence on his life.
1986, c1918

SUBJECTS: General

My bones will keep.
by Gladys Mitchell
FICTION
Laura sees a man killed in an Edinburgh street by a car, and believes it was no accident but that he was pushed. 1977, c1962

SUBJECTS: Mystery

My brilliant career.
by Miles Franklin
FICTION
Set in the rural Australia near the turn of the century, this novel concerns Sybilla Melvyn, an intelligent, feisty, young woman who struggles against convention and the constraints of marriage. 1987, c1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

My dearest love.
by Emilie Baker Loring
FICTION
After the death of her scientist father, Beth...
Gilbert became the ward of a handsome young Manhattan socialite, Chris Bradford. After a tour of Europe, Beth comes home to find she is now in love with her guardian. 1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

My enemy the Queen.
by Victoria Holt
FICTION
Fictional account of the conflicts between Elizabeth I and willful Lettice Devereaux. Lettice stole the Earl of Leicester away from her and became the mother of the Queen's favorite, the handsome young Essex. 1978

SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

My family and other animals.
by Gerald Durrell
QH151.D8 1968
This book is soaked in the sunshine of Corfu where the author lived as a boy with his family and other animals. 1968

(A Viking large type book)
SUBJECTS: Biography

My friend Annie.
by Jane Duncan
FICTION
Janet was still at school when she realised what Annie's profession was. Their paths were to cross in various parts of the world on some significant occasions. 1983, c1964

SUBJECTS: General

My friend Flicka.
by Mary O'Hara
FICTION
Family life on the ranch, the Wyoming landscape, and a boy's devotion to the care and training of his colt, Flicka, are portrayed. 1941, c1960

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

My friend Flora.
by Jane Duncan
FICTION
Janet tries to improve the lot of poor, patient Flora. 1974, c1962

SUBJECTS: General

My friend Madame Zora.
by Jane Duncan
FICTION
Madame Zora, the mysterious clairvoyant, involves Janet and her husband twice in a series of events, uncanny, semi-tragic, or just plain hilarious. 1985, c1963

SUBJECTS: General

My friend Martha's aunt.
by Jane Duncan
FICTION
The aunt of one of her American friends comes to visit Janet Sandison on the Caribbean island of St. Jago. Together they explore the island. 1983, c1962

SUBJECTS: General

My friend my father.
by Jane Duncan
FICTION
The story begins with Janet's childhood at Reachfar; as she grows up her relationship with her father changes from a childish awe to a source of great strength to both of them. 1972, c1966

SUBJECTS: General

My friend Rose.
by Jane Duncan
FICTION
Janet becomes governess to problem child Dee Andrews. Dee's stepmother, Rose, reveals herself to be a woman with many faces—some not so pleasant. 1984, c1964

SUBJECTS: General

My friend Sandy.
by Jane Duncan
FICTION
Janet’s latest friend, Sandy, the 8-year-old grandson of Sir Ian, possesses a sunny disposition and the gift of being on hand at the most convenient and inconvenient moments. 1983, c1961

SUBJECTS: General

My friend the swallow.
by Jane Duncan
FICTION
Twice Alexander is restored to health when he develops a relationship with a young girl who becomes like the daughter he never had. 1985, c1970

SUBJECTS: General

My friend, Cousin Emmie.
by Jane Duncan
FICTION
A shipboard entanglement causes trouble for the Alexanders. 1978, c1964

SUBJECTS: Romance

My friend, the professor.
by Lucilla Andrews
FICTION
A young nurse falls in love with an older man. 1969, c1960

SUBJECTS: Romance

My friends the hungry generation.
by Jane Duncan
FICTION
Janet returns to Scotland with young Roddy Maclean, whose parents were killed in the earthquake. They are welcomed in her brother’s home except for the children who are hostile. 1986, c1968

SUBJECTS: General

My friends, George and Tom.
by Jane Duncan
FICTION
After the death of her husband, Janet Sandison returns to her childhood village in the Scottish Highlands and sets up housekeeping with her elderly Uncle George and his friend Tom Forbes. 1977, c1976

SUBJECTS: Romance

My heart is yours.
by Carol Gaye
FICTION
As they set off for their honeymoon in the sunny South of France, Helen could hardly believe that she, a girl of no social importance, should have married the rich Barry Jordan. 1986, c1946

SUBJECTS: Romance

My lady of Cleves.
by Margaret Campbell Barnes
FICTION
Fictionalized biography of Anne of Cleves, Henry VIII’s fourth wife. 1973, c1946

(Shadows of the crown series)
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

My lady of the chimney corner.
by Alexander Irvine
FICTION
A story of love and poverty in Irish peasant life. 1981

SUBJECTS: General

My laugh comes last.
by James Hadley Chase
FICTION
An enemy from the past reappears to get revenge by robbing the bank and destroying it and Brannigan. 1980, c1977

SUBJECTS: Mystery

My life and prophecies.
by Jeane Dixon
BF1283.D48A3 1971
A seeress describes her function as a channel between God and 20th-century man, and lists her seven separate methods of prophecy. 1971, c1969

SUBJECTS: Biography

Recorded
**My love! My little queen!**

by Ursula Bloom  
FICTION  
This is the story of the nine-day Queen, Lady Jane Grey. She had been told she would be a queen and rose from the gutter only to return to it.  1985, c1961  
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

**My mother's keeper.**

by Barbara Davis Hyman  
PN2287.D32H9 1986  
Sparing neither compassion nor judgement, B.D. Hyman paints a candid portrait of Davis as a domineering parent, failed wife, tyrannical grandmother and temperamental star.  1986, c1985  
(G.K. Hall large print book series)  
SUBJECTS: Biography

**My religion.**

by Helen Adams Keller  
BX8721.K35 1979  
This celebrated deaf-blind woman recounts her early problems and describes how she gained the inner resources to overcome her handicaps and lead a full life.  1979, c1960  
SUBJECTS: Biography

**My sister Eileen.**

by Ruth McKenney  
PS3525.A25573Z5 1938  
Readers may scoff, but my book is true says McKenney. My sister and I really did spend a summer in a deserted monastery in Columbus, Ohio and other crazy things!  1938  
(A Keith Jennison book)  
SUBJECTS: Biography

**My true love.**

by Denise Robins  
FICTION  
Quiet Lyn Taylor is an orphan without a future, living in London. One find day, wealthy and attractive Noel Folliott draws Lyn into a world of enchantment and love.  1986, c1953  
SUBJECTS: Romance

**My uncle Silas.**

by Herbert Ernest Bates  
FICTION  
Fourteen short stories present a lively portrait of the narrator's ninety-three-year-old great-uncle Silas, a charming old gent.  1986  
Recorded

**My utmost for His Highest : selections for every day.**

by Oswald Chambers  
BV4253.C46 1927  
Inspirational readings for every day of the year, based upon scriptural texts. These read'ings come chiefly from lectures given by the author, a Scottish evangelist, at an English Bible college.  1927  
Recorded

**My wife Melissa.**

by Francis Durbridge  
FICTION  
Two strange phone calls figure in a murder.  1977, c1967  
(Ulverscroft large print)  
SUBJECTS: Romance

**Myself my enemy.**

by Jean Plaidy  
FICTION  
First volume in the Queens of England series. This story is told from the point of view of Henriette Marie, daughter of Henri IV of France and wife of Charles I of England.  1984  
Recorded

**Myself when young : the shaping of a writer.**

by Daphne Du Maurier  
PR6007.U47Z52 1978
At the age of seventy, Daphne Du Maurier looks back on her first love, her adolescence in Paris, and the rest of the twenty-two years that comprise her early career. 1978, c1977

SUBJECTS: Biography

The Mysterious affair at Styles.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
This mystery concerns the murder of a wealthy woman and Hercule Poirot's efforts to wade through numerous red herrings before finding the real culprit. 1976, c1920

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Mysterious maid-servant.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
A wounded Earl falls in love with his nurse. 1981, c1977

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

The Mysterious Mr. Quin.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
A lonely manor, a shot in the night, and a woman's screams are invitations for Harley Quin to arrive on the scene. The trail of his quarry leads through a maze of passion, blackmail, and murder. 1977, c1930

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Mysterious rider.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
Columbine feels she must obey the wishes of the dying rancher who raised her and marry his ne'er-do-well son, even though her heart lies with another Colorado cowboy. 1986

SUBJECTS: Western

Mystery Mile.
by Margery Allingham
FICTION
Mr. Campion protects a judge threatened with murder. 1975

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Mystery of Swordfish Reef.
by Arthur William Upfield
FICTION
Inspector Bonaparte solves a murder at sea. 1972

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Mystery of the red triangle.
by Wilbur C. Tuttle
FICTION
There was trouble in Cherokee: first a horse thief was killed and a red triangle drawn in blood near the scene. 1984

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Mystic adventures of Roxie Stoner.
by Berry Morgan
FICTION
Roxie narrates her own story; in so doing, she reveals an open heart and boundless faith. Bound up with her own life are the stories of the people she meets in her journeyings. 1974

SUBJECTS: General

Mythology.
by Edith Hamilton
BL310.H3 1942
Greek, Roman, and Norse myths retold, as nearly as possible, in the words of the poet or poets who told each story best. 1942

SUBJECTS: Mythology

The Naked battle.
by Barbara Cartland
FIC110N
After sailing to South America with her father, a gun-selling profiteer, Lucilla meets the magnetic rebel leader Bolivar and rescues a handsome mysterious Spanish officer from death. 1982, c1978

SUBJECTS: Romance
The Name of Annabel Lee.
by Julian Symons
FICTION
Shy Professor Dudley Potter is roused from a life dedicated to the study of seventeenth century poets by a young woman, Annabel Lee. Strong language and descriptions of sex. 1984, c1983
(A New Portway large print book)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Name of the rose.
by Umberto Eco
FICTION
A string of murders in a medieval Italian monastery brings Brother William onto the scene to rout both the infidels and the perpetrator of the crimes. All of this revolves around secrets hidden in the abbey library. 1984, c1983
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Nantucket diet murders.
by Virginia Rich
FICTION
What begins as a health kick takes a dangerous turn when a couple of "accidental" deaths occur. Mrs. Potter begins to wonder if there might be a sinister connection to the diet guru. 1985
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Natalie: a memoir by her sister.
by Lana Wood
PN2287.W59W66 1986
Essentially a dual biography, the author candidly tells her own story as well as Natalie's. She reveals the hazards of stardom and the difficulties of love and marriage in the spotlight. Strong language. 1986, c1984
(A New Portway large print book)
SUBJECTS: Biography

National Velvet.
by Enid Bagnold
FICTION
Having won a piebald horse in a raffle, Velvet Brown conceives the idea of riding it herself in the Grand National horse race. 1949
SUBJECTS: General

A Natural year.
by Grace Firth
SB455.F53 1973
Grace Firth gives zodiacal and practical hints for every month on gardening, preserving, bread baking, winemaking, and many other pursuits that man has followed through the centuries. 1973, c1972
SUBJECTS: General

Nebraska.
by Dana Fuller Ross
FICTION
Saga of the first wagon train west toward Oregon begins in Independence, Missouri, and ends when the five hundred brave pioneers reach the great plains of Nebraska. 1982, c1978
SUBJECTS: Western

Necessary losses.
by Judith Viorst
BF575.D35V56 1986b
This book emphasizes the loves, illusions, dependencies and impossible expectations that all of us have to give up in order to grow. 1986
SUBJECTS: Psychology

A Necessary woman.
by Helen Van Slyke
FICTION
Mary Morgan, a talk show host, is saddled with a weak but loving husband. She meets an Australian widower whom she hopes will make her dreams come true. Strong language. 1981, c1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

Neither five nor three.
by Helen MacInnes
FICTION
Strange events plunge Rona Metford, a magazine editor, into a violent conspriacy and expose a sweeping infiltration of the magazine. 1987, c1951

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Nemesis.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
Miss Marple receives a letter from a wealthy businessman whom she knew briefly and whose death she has recently read about. His letter gives the code word "Nemesis". 1976, c1971

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Nerve.
by Dick Francis
FICTION
Skullduggery among the riders in the steeplechase races in England focuses on Rob Finn, one of the best young jockeys. 1978, c1964

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Nethergate.
by Norah Lofts
FICTION
Escaping the French Revolution, a young woman flees to the splendid home of her cousin. But Lady Rosaleen is not eager to have the beautiful young woman as a house guest. 1973

SUBJECTS: General

Nevada.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
"Nevada" was the only name by which the girl knew him; she would never have guessed that his reputation as a gunman was second only to that of Billy the Kid. 1979, c1928

SUBJECTS: Western

Nevadal.
by Dana Fuller Ross
FICTION
General LeLand Blake is charged with transporting a wagon train of silver from Nevada's Comstock Lode to New York. Blake must outwit and outshoot Confederate saboteurs and cunning British agents. 1982, c1981

(Wagons West ; v. 8)
SUBJECTS: Western

Never call it losing.
by Dorothy Eden
FICTION
A historical novel of the infamous love affair between the Irish statesman and a married woman. Revealed in a divorce action in 1890, the resulting scandal led to his political ruin. 1981, c1963

SUBJECTS: Romance

Never cry wolf.
by Farley Mowat
QL795.W8M68 1963
Light-hearted account of the author's experiences as a young biologist tracking a wolf family in a desolate, sub-Arctic area. 1963

(A Keith Jennison book)
SUBJECTS: Biography

Never look back.
by Denise Robins
FICTION
When Tim was crippled in an accident and not expected to live, Penny accepted his proposal of marriage to make him happy.
But Tim recovered. 1983, c1944

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Never look back.
by Mignon Good Eberhart
FICTION
Maggy returns from a trip to find her penthouse a place of terror. 1978, c1951

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Never say good-bye.
by Carol Gaye
FICTION
Why did Trevor Arkwright, ace racing motorist, announce at the height of his fame he was leaving the track for good? 1984, c1962

(A Lythway romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Never say never.
by Claudia Jameson
FICTION
"You're not my type," the dynamic Adam Francis had assured Jane Winters at their first meeting—but that statement wasn't borne out by his relentless pursuit of her! 1985

SUBJECTS: Romance

Never trust a stranger.
by Kay Thorpe
FICTION
Womanizer Logan Telford persuades Gemma, a young and struggling actress to play the part of his fiancee for Robert Powell, Logan's 'ex' girl-friend's husband. 1985, c1983

(Harlequin)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Never turn back.
by Jane Donnelly
FICTION
A young heiress finds her new country estate already occupied by a handsome young man. 1975, c1970

SUBJECTS: Romance

The New boy.
by Doreen Tovey
PR6039.O75N4 1980
The Tovey's Siamese cat Solomon died, leaving the family wondering if he could be replaced. Enter Solomon Secundus, quite a cat in his own right. 1980, c1970

( New Portway large print)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

New doctor at Northmoor.
by Anne Durham
FICTION
It was curious but somehow or other, even before he started his new job at Northmoor Hospital, Dr. Mark Bayfield had managed to get on the wrong side of every member of the Kinglake family. 1986, c1968

(Linford romance library)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The New girl friend : and other stories of suspense.
by Ruth Rendell
FICTION
A collection of 11 short mysteries. Each story, written with spine-chilling subtlety, shows how easily innocent thoughts and actions give way to deadly events. 1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: Mystery

New girl in town.
by Faith Baldwin
FICTION
Maggie arrives from Hawaii determined to make a new life for herself in the wonderful New England house that Aunt Hattie bequeathed to her. One of her first new friends is Matt Comstock, the most eligible bachelor in town. 1975

SUBJECTS: Romance
A New joy.
by Colleen Townsend Evans
BT382.E55 1974
The author, a former actress now married to
a minister, presents a version of the
Beatitudes in her own words which she
hopes will be useful as a guide to more
joyful living for the modern woman. 1973
SUBJECTS: Religion

The New kids say the darndest thing
by Arthur Gordon Linkletter
PN6328.C5L47 1979
Art Linkletter's collection of the
spontaneous and hilarious comments
children made on his popular radio and TV
show, "Art Linkletter's House Party."
Illustrated by Charles M. Schulz 1979, c1978
SUBJECTS: Humor

A New kind of country.
by Dorothy Gilman
PS3557.I433Z47 1979
After putting her sons in college, Dorothy
Gilman vowed to seek an escape from
suburban New York City. She found it on
the coast of Nova Scotia. 1979, c1978
SUBJECTS: Biography

New moon rising.
by Eugenia Price
FICTION
Horace Gould, dismissed from Yale for his
part in a student rebellion, returns to the
family plantation at St. Simon's Island,
Georgia just before the Civil War, and
becomes concerned about slavery. 1973,
c1969
SUBJECTS: General

The New Mrs Rainer.
by Eva Burfield
FICTION
Margaret Dewar married Peter Rainier who
was a widower with a seventeen-year-old
daughter. Jenny was no ordinary teenager
and was capable of malice Margaret had not
imagined. 1987, c1967
SUBJECTS: Romance

The New Sister Theatre.
by Lucilla Andrews
FICTION
Margaret Lindsey is crushed when Joe de
Winter breaks off their engagement
apparently for an attractive hospital
pathologist. 1975, c1964
SUBJECTS: Romance

The New year.
by Pearl S. Buck
FICTION
Kim, the half-Korean twelve-year-old son of
Christopher Winters, is brought to this
country and taken in by Chris and his
understanding wife. He causes a stir when
he introduces him at a New Year's Eve
party. 1970, c1968
SUBJECTS: General

A New York dance.
by Donald E. Westlake
FICTION
Jerry Manelli, hustler on the run, is in New
York hot on the trail of a priest, a
thousand-year-old, two-foot-tall, ugly,
missapen, dancing Aztec priest. 1981, c1976
(Ulverscroft large print series: Mystery)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The New York Times large type cookbook.
by Jean Hewitt
TX715.H5742
300 recipes ranging from guacamole to
peanut butter pie have been taken from the
New York Times. Each recipe is printed in
large type on a single page. 1968
SUBJECTS: Cookery

Next of kin.
by Gladys Hasty Carroll
FICTION
Larry Sturtevant arrives with his girlfriend to live in his grandfather's crumbling farmhouse in rural Maine. 1982, c1974

SUBJECTS: General

The Next one to die.
by Victor Gunn
FICTION
On the trail of murder, Cromwell and Lister arrive to find the ancestral home of the Earl of Ellsworth in panic. The dreaded Executioner had been seen—a phantom figure which heralds the death of an Ellsworth heir. 1973, c1959

(The Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Nice bloke.
by Catherine Cookson
FICTION
Because of a moment's foolishness, Harry Blenheim, the 'nice bloke' whom everyone respected, had initiated a chain of events which split his family and ruined his career. 1975, c1969

SUBJECTS: General

The Night branders.
by Walt Coburn
FICTION
Tom Stroud put away his badge when he crossed into Mexico to find the murderer of his father and kid brother. 1985

SUBJECTS: Western

Night ferry to death.
by Patricia Moyes
FICTION
Chief Superintendent Henry Tibbett and his wife Emmy look forward to a relaxing journey home on the ferry. All the cabins have been booked so they sleep in a saloon along with others. In the morning a man is found stabbed. 1987, c1985

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Night hunters.
by John Miles
FICTION
Ruth Baxter comes to a small Oklahoma town seeking information about her family, particularly her great uncle who lived there many years before. She discovers the truth with the help of a young male librarian. 1973

SUBJECTS: General

Night journey.
by Winston Graham
FICTION
Drafted into the British espionage system for a special mission, the narrator, a novice with extraordinary capabilities, has serious doubts about the missions chances. 1979, c1966

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

Night judgement at Sinos.
by Jack Higgins
FICTION
Adventurer Jack Savage will do anything for money until he falls in love with a beautiful woman who becomes a pawn in a deadly game of international intrigue. Some strong language and some violence. 1978, c1970

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Night lives on
by Walter Lord
G530.T6L56 1986b
This is the tragic story of the luxury liner Titanic's first and last voyage. 1986

SUBJECTS: Titanic

Night nurse at Nassingham's.
by Quenna Tilbury
FICTION
Christine Thorby won't allow herself to fall in love even after two different men fall in love with her. 1986, c1963

(Linford romance library)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Night of the cotillion.
by Janet Dailey
FICTION
Amanda believes in romance, the institution of marriage, and happy endings. Jarod mocks her ideas and calls her a sentimental fool. 1983, c1976

SUBJECTS: Romance

Night of the fox.
by Jack Higgins
FICTION
The most extraordinary - and secret - episodes of World War Two: a mission to rescue, from the hands of the Germans, a man who knows the time and place of D-day. 1987, c1986

SUBJECTS: World War II-Fiction

Night of the letter.
by Dorothy Eden
FICTION
The Templar curse was just a half-forgotten legend, to everyone but Brigit Templar Gaye. 1976, c1955

SUBJECTS: General

Night of the mistral.
by Juliet Armstrong
FICTION
Catherine falls in love with Andre de Gasquet who shows no interest in her and is even engaged to another woman. 1980, c1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Night of the party.
by Iris Bromige
FICTION
Lucy's elderly employer does not approve of her romance with his grandson. 1978, c1976

(Neverscroft large print series : romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Night on the mountain.
by Flora Kidd
FICTION
Caroline Porter had been shattered by her beloved brother Jeremy's tragic death in a climbing accident. Using an alien, she visited the Lake District where it happened. 1983

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: General

The Night riders.
by Russ Thompson
FICTION
With the girl's life at stake Marshal McDonald has to tread a wary step and keep a cool trigger-finger before he can bring three desperate men to justice. 1983, c1964

SUBJECTS: Western

The Night she died.
by Dorothy Simpson
FICTION
Detective Inspector Luke Thanet delves into the murder of pretty Julie Holmes. His investigation uncovers the story of a disturbed young woman who may have witnessed an unsolved murder as an infant. 1982, c1981

(Nightingale)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Night the gods smiled.
by Eric Wright
FICTION
Bored with his routine tasks, Inspector Salter of the Toronto police finally receives an exciting assignment when told to investigate the murder of an English professor. Some strong language and descriptions of sex. 1984, c1983

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Night they burned the mountain.
by Thomas Anthony Dooley
RA390.U3D63 1960a
"Dr. America," as he was called by the people
of Laos, relates his experiences in setting up, staffing and equipping a hospital in the northwest corner of that country, only six miles from the Chinese border. 1960

(A Keith Jennison book)
SUBJECTS: Biography

The Night they killed Joss Varran.
by George Bellairs
FICTION
Events had made Joss Varron a hunted man. His murder presented a picturesque case for Inspector Knell. 1972, c1970

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

A Night to remember.
by Walter Lord
G530.T6L6 1966b
The story of what happened on April 15, 1912, when the Titanic sank below the waters of the North Atlantic and the last of the survivors were taken aboard the rescue vessels. 1966, c1955
Jr & Sr Hi
SUBJECTS: Titanic

The Night voyagers: you and your dreams.
by Sybil Leek
BF1078.L45 1976
Learn what dreams are, how they affect our lives, and what they mean. 1976, c1975

SUBJECTS: Psychology

Night way.
by Janet Dailey
FICTION
Half Navaho, Hawk Faulkner wars with a half-brother over his rights and over women. 1984

SUBJECTS: General

Night without end.
by Alistair MacLean
FICTION
An airliner makes a forced landing on the Greenland ice cap. Dr. Peter Mason and other members of an International Geophysical Year team set out to rescue the surviving passengers. 1959

(Ulverscroft)
SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

A Nightingale once sang.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
Rebecca was a companion to Miss Hamilton, a dour old lady. One night Rebecca found a stranger resting in the wood shed and she would never forget him. 1984, c1958

(A Lythway romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Nightstar.
by Fern Michaels
FICTION
A young girl is pulled from obscurity and plunged into the exciting world of modeling. 1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

Nightwork.
by Irwin Shaw
FICTION
A former charter pilot reduced to working in a shabby New York hotel finds $100,000 along with a dead body in the corridor. Strong language. Some explicit descriptions of sex. 1976, c1975

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Nine coaches waiting.
by Mary Stewart
FICTION
As governess to the orphaned Comte de Valmy, Linda Martin finds that her pupil is the object of a murder plot involving his crippled uncle and the latter's son, whom Linda loves. 1973, c1958

(Ulverscroft)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Nine lives.
Lesley Saunders was the only child of a prosperous Midland Draper. Her mother, who died when Lesley was born, had adored her pet cat and strangely enough, her baby had green, almost feline eyes.

SUBJECTS: Romance

Nine o'clock tide.
by Mignon Good Eberhart
FICTION
Meade Havlock had been living a happy life when everything fell apart. Her father died leaving her penniless. She then agreed to marry a prominent philanthropist. 1979

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Nine women.
by Shirley Ann Grau
FICTION
Here in nine wonderfully various, richly textured stories, are the most telling moments in the lives of nine women. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

No alternative.
by Margaret Way
FICTION
Kyle Endfield was a man of ruthless ambition, totally committed to power-which was why his marriage to Lynda had to end; she had left him before he could destroy her utterly. 1984, 1983

SUBJECTS: General

No body.
by Nancy Pickard
FICTION
Jenny Cain, director of the Civic Foundation, dispenses large sums of money to worthy causes. When a mud slide reveals the disappearance of 133 of the town's ancestors in the cemetery, Jenny promises to help. 1987, c1986

SUBJECTS: Mystery

No comebacks : collected short stories.
by Frederick Forsyth
FICTION
Deception, blackmail, murder, and revenge are the themes of these chilling short stories that move from London to Dublin, and from the island of Mauritius to the coast of Spain. 1983, c1982

SUBJECTS: Mystery

No cure for death.
by Max Allan Collins
FICTION
At the local bus station, ex-cop Mallory of Port City, Iowa, defends a blonde stranger when she is accosted by a fierce, one-eyed man. She is later found dead. Some strong language and some descriptions of sex. 1984, c1983

SUBJECTS: Mystery

No darkness for love.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
A girl must decide between a wealthy man and a poor artist. 1974

SUBJECTS: Romance

No gentle persuasion.
by Kay Thorpe
FICTION
Laren Devlin had only one thought in her head when she confronted Nick Brent-saving her father from jail. 1986, c1984

(Harlequin)
SUBJECTS: Romance

No highway.
by Nevil Shute
FICTION
A new British airliner is flying into certain disaster high above the icy Atlantic. 1985, c1948

(Charnwood library series)
No holds barred.
by Jessica Steele
FICTION
Though Zare is suspicious of Laine's relationship with his brother Cristo, it is Zare to whom Laine is attracted. 1986, c1984

(Harlequin)
SUBJECTS: Romance

No law and order.
by Ernest Haycox
FICTION
Jeff was a killer and a fugitive so the gold rush suited him. 1977, c1942

SUBJECTS: Western

No love lost.
by Helen Van Slyke
FICTION
Romantic novel captures the conflicts of the modern woman as it probes into the lives of three generations of Thresher women: Sara, Pauline, and Lindsay. Some strong language. 1982, c1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

No love lost: two stories of suspense.
by Margery Allingham
FICTION
"The Patient at Peacocks Hall" tells of the young woman doctor who fights to save the life of her rival. "Safer than love" is set in a preparatory school. 1978, 1954

SUBJECTS: Mystery

No man is an island.
by Thomas Merton
BX23502.M4494 1986
A series of spiritual reflections, which are, in the author's words, "simpler, more fundamental, and more detailed" than his previous volume, Seeds of contemplation. 1986, c1955

SUBJECTS: Religion

No more dying then.
by Ruth Rendell
FICTION
While investigating a kidnapping and possible murder, a red car, a chance remark and a woman's name finally lead Wexford to the truth. 1984, c1971

SUBJECTS: Mystery

No other love.
by Mary Lyons
FICTION
The last person Olivia had expected to see was Raoul de Varennes, the man who had jilted her five years ago. 1986

(Harlequin)
SUBJECTS: Romance

No price too high.
by Madeleine Polland
FICTION
An earthquake in Chile makes major changes in the life of Isabella Frost, the most beautiful girl at Miss Catchpole's Select Finishing School for Young Ladies in Brighton. 1985

(Charnwood library series)
Recorded
SUBJECTS: Romance

No private heaven.
by Faith Baldwin
FICTION
At home, Abby Wallace is merely one among many treasures. When Abby agrees to marry Barry Lambert, her father determines to get her back. 1986

SUBJECTS: General

No room for loneliness.
by Leila Mackinlay
FICTION
Amelia finds love in conflict with her career as a furniture buyer. 1975, c1965

SUBJECTS: Romance
No room in his life.
by Nicola West
FICTION
Stranded in Yugoslavia with no money, Alex Daley hadn't any alternative to accepting the help of the overbearing Kinnan Macrae. But what was he up to? 1985, c1983

SUBJECTS: General

No through road.
by Frances Turk
FICTION
Times change and the once proud manor houses bearing individual's names have gone by the wayside leaving only a need to inform vehicles of "No Through Road". 1976

SUBJECTS: General

No time for love.
by Emilie Baker Loring
FICTION
Investigating a jewel theft that had clouded her family's good name, Julie is drawn into a world of international intrigue where she meets and falls in love with Mark. He has "no time for love." 1977, c1970

SUBJECTS: Romance

No time for love.
by Lori Herter
FICTION
A young woman achieves her dream and wins the coveted seat of second violinist with the Chicago Philharmonic. 1981, c1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

No time for romance.
by Lucilla Andrews
PR605L.N4654Z47 1979
Romance author Andrews recounts her experiences as nurse in war torn London. She says "I was there and I made notes." 1979, c1977

(Ulverscroft large print series: non-fiction)
SUBJECTS: Biography

No time for tears.
by Cynthia Freeman
FICTION
A courageous Jewish girl escapes Russia, experiences the violence of early Palestine, and finally sails to America, determined to make a fortune in diamonds and buy her family's freedom. 1982, c1981

Recorded

SUBJECTS: Romance

No word from Winifred.
by Amanda Cross
FICTION
"Charlie" Lucas hopes to write a biography of English author Charlotte Stanton, whose drily feminist classical novels are seeing a revival years after her death. 1986

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The no-gun fighter.
by Nelson Coral Nye
FICTION
Smiling Smith bought an isolated ranch in the badlands and hung his guns up—but the Big Three syndicate wanted his land and would stop at nothing to get it. 1982

SUBJECTS: Western

The noble one.
by Denise Robins
FICTION
Dana had a deep affection for the animals that roamed the hills, particularly the majestic stag she called The Noble One. Somebody was trying to kill the stag and Dana was determined to fight for its survival. 1984, c1957

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Noble savage.
by Violet Winspear
FICTION
Quiet, shy Alter Garret interested the Spanish grandee, Conde. So much so that in a short time he asked her to marry him but
only as a mother for the baby boy in his care. 1983, c1974

(Atlantic)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Nobody ever died of old age.
by Sharon R. Curtin
HV1461.C87 1973
A young writer laments 20th-century American attitudes towards the elderly, arguing that senior citizens should be regarded as promising and productive elements of society. 1973, c1972

SUBJECTS: Aging

Nobody likes Trina.
by Phyllis A. Whitney
FICTION
Through Trina, a retarded girl, Sandy learns that love of nature entails respect for all living things including man. 1973, c1972

SUBJECTS: General

None dare call it treason.
by Catherine Gavin
FICTION
The year is 1942, Paris lies at the proud feet of her conquerors. Jack and Polly discover that being on the right side of the war also means being on the wrong side of the law. 1983, c1967

SUBJECTS: General

The Nonesuch.
by Georgette Heyer
FICTION
The most talked-about bachelor in London society inherits a Yorkshire estate, a legacy which changes his life and leads him to choose a most unlikely bride.

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

The Noonday devil.
by Ursula Reilly Curtiss
FICTION
Andrew Sentry learns that his brother Nick was murdered by one of his own companions and sets out to solve the mystery. 1974, c1951

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Nor any dawn.
by Netta Muskett
FICTION
Romance appears unexpectedly to a woman trapped in a loveless marriage. 1980, c1932

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Normandie affair.
by Elizabeth Villars
FICTION
The most luxurious ocean liner ever built figures prominently in this story of a crossing that changes the lives of a group of passengers in 1935. 1983, c1982

SUBJECTS: General

North from Rome.
by Helen MacInnes
FICTION
A young American stumbles onto a vicious underworld syndicate in Rome and gets caught up in a sinister web of murder, espionage, and international intrigue. 1974, c1958

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

North of Capricorn.
by Margaret Way
FICTION
Although Caroline and her father had hardly been on the best of terms, he had left her a house in tropical Queensland, and it seemed as good a place as any to go and start a new life. 1981

SUBJECTS: General

North Sea nurse.
by Lilian Woodward
FICTION
This is a novel of strong passions played against a background of gale force winds
and turbulent seas with, over all, the menace of a jealous woman who will stop at nothing to win the man she desires. 1985, c1975

(Atlantic large print - A Seymour large print romance)

SUBJECTS: Romance

North star.
by Hammond Innes
FICTION
On the run from the police, trade union agitators, and his own past, Mike Randall leaves for the Shetland islands and contracts to sail a trawler for an oil-drilling rig.
Strong language. 1977, c1974

SUBJECTS: Mystery

North to Montana.
by Steven C. Lawrence
FICTION
One man, driven by greed and lust for power, set out to destroy Slattery and steal everything he had—including his woman. 1985

SUBJECTS: Western

North to the rails.
by Louis L’Amour
FICTION
A peaceable Easterner who refuses to wear a gun goes West to buy cattle. The gunslingers take him for an easy victim but soon discover that he’s a man to be reckoned with. 1975, c1971

SUBJECTS: Western

North-west by south.
by Nancy Cato
FICTION
The novel of the life of one of the great heroes of Arctic exploration and the woman who shared in his great dream and his ultimate tragedy. 1987, c1965

(CHarnwood library series)

SUBJECTS: General

The Northern light.
by Archibald Joseph Cronin
FICTION
A small town newspaper editor refuses to be bought out by a rich competitor. 1958

SUBJECTS: General

A Northern saga: a novel of men and women at war.
by Steven C. Lawrence
FICTION
This is the emotion-searing story of the heroic men who manned the liberty ships during W.W. II—their loves, rivalries, fears and their sacrifices. 1987

SUBJECTS: World War II-Fiction

Northern sunset.
by Penny Jordan
FICTION
Ever since her brother had been mentally crippled by an accident on an oil-rig, Catriona had hated oilmen and all their doings. 1984, c1982

SUBJECTS: General

Not a penny more, not a penny less.
by Jeffrey Archer
FICTION
A wily American swindler cons four unsuspecting investigators into speculating in a fake British offshore drilling company. Some strong language. 1978, c1976

SUBJECTS: General

Not by appointment.
by Essie Summers
FICTION
A chance job brings peace to Jocelyn, but a jealous woman shatters it. 1977, c1976

SUBJECTS: Romance

Not dead, only resting.
by Simon Brett
FICTION
Actor Charles Paris, currently out of work,
takes a job decorating a flat over a fashionable actors' restaurant in London. Then he discovers the mutilated body of the restaurant owner's lover. 1985, c1984

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Not far enough.
by Margaret Pargeter
FICTION
Linsey's marriage to Jarvis Parridine had not lasted much longer than the honeymoon. 1984, c1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

Not I, but Christ.
by Corrie Ten Boom
BV45012.T38413 1986
A collection of spiritual messages first delivered over Trans World Radio in the late 1960s by a Dutch Christian who called herself a "tramp for the Lord." 1986, c1984

SUBJECTS: Religion

Not there, Doctor.
by Robert D. Clifford
R489.C56A36 1980
A book full of odd characters written with a bubbling warmth and rare love of humanity. Details how Dr. Clifford deals with the assortment of patients and complaints in and out of his office. 1980, c1978

SUBJECTS: Biography

Not wisely but too well.
by Renee Shann
FICTION
Sally Haynes had been in love with Tony Winters since her school days. But it was her closest friend, Hilary, whom he married. 1981, c1970

(A Seymour Boo...,
SUBJECTS: Romance

Notched guns.
by William Hopson
FICTION

The rich cattle country was invaded by rustlers with itchy trigger fingers-and when the going got rough, only Big Matt had guts enough to pack his six-guns and go on the road in answer to their challenge. 1985

SUBJECTS: Western

Nothing is impossible with God.
by Kathryn Kuhlman
BT732.5.K83 1975
Consists of first-person accounts of men and women whose lives were changed during Miss Kuhlman's Miracle Services. 1975

SUBJECTS: Faith cure

Nothing is the number when you die.
by Joan Margaret Fleming
FICTION
A young Turkish scholar goes to England to solve a murder. 1972, c1965

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Nothing quite like it.
by Ian Wallace
ML420.W173A29 1983
Continuation of Ian Wallace's autobiography. His career has been one of extraordinary variety - opera, musicals, revue and straight plays. 1983, c1982

(A New Portway Large Print Book)
SUBJECTS: Biography

Now and forever.
by Danielle Steel
FICTION
Writer Ian Clarke and his beautiful, successful wife, Jessica, who owns a boutique, run into serious difficulties in their seven-year-old idyllic marriage. Strong language and some descriptions of sex. 1982, c1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

Now dead is any man.
by Pierre Audemars
FICTION
The discovery of a murdered body in the River Seine brings M. Pinaud into conflict with Conrad Roche, the rich and ruthless financier. 1982, c1978

SUBJECTS: Mystery

A Nun in the closet.
by Dorothy Gilman
FICTION
When the Sisters claim a large estate left to their order, they find a murder victim in the house and shelter a Mafia accountant by dressing him up as "Sister Ursula." 1975

SUBJECTS: Humor

The Nun's story.
by Kathryn Cavarly Hulme
FICTION
Based on a true story, this novel concerns a nun's struggle with her faith while serving as a missionary in Africa. Eventually she realizes that she must make a decision regarding her vocation. 1956

(A Keith Jennison book)
SUBJECTS: General

Nurse at Whispering Pines.
by Elizabeth Petty
FICTION
Being jilted by Dr. Adrian White leaves Storm Grayson without the heart to continue her nursing career. 1983, c1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

Nurse Bryony.
by Rhona Trezise
FICTION
'I've heard the doctor in charge is a tyrant...' Nurse Bryony Sellers remarks to a handsome stranger. The stranger turns out to be her new boss, and he is not amused! 1986

(Harlequin)
SUBJECTS: Romance

A Nurse called Liza.
by Ursula Bloom

FICTION
Liza falls in love with handsome surgeon Julius Bradley but takes a nursing position in Gibraltar. When her childhood sweetheart comes to Gibraltar on his honeymoon and Julius also arrives there, the real love story begins. 1982, c1973

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Nurse errant.
by Lucilla Andrews
FICTION
A hospital romance, involving a nurse, a doctor, and an architect. 1968, c1961

SUBJECTS: Romance

Nurse for the season.
by Pauline Ash
FICTION
Of the dozen extra nurses hired to help during the busy summer season, only beautiful, blonde Sally Anderson appealed to casualty officer Garth Ladbury. 1986, c1970

(Linford romance library)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Nurse from Killarney.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
This is the story of Norah who came from beautiful, misty Killarney to lose herself in her work in a maternity hospital. 1983, c1963

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Nurse in Paris.
by Renee Shann
FICTION
Nurse Sara Farriday must choose between two young men who are both in love with her and she with them. 1984, c1964

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Nurse in the house.
by Linda Curzon
**FICTION**
Romance spiced with danger faces Gail when she accompanies a patient back to England. 1980, c1968

SUBJECTS: Romance

**Nurse in the Orient.**
by Marjorie Harte
**FICTION**
Love and danger become part of a nurse's life when she goes to Bangkok. 1979, c1962

SUBJECTS: Romance

**Nurse incognito.**
by Nancy Bell
**FICTION**
When Lisa picks up a man on a lonely stretch of road, she little realises what is in store. 1987, c1972

SUBJECTS: General

**Nurse Jean's strange case.**
by Arlene Hale
**FICTION**
The reclusive and frightened world of Webb House begins to engulf a nurse. 1980, c1970

SUBJECTS: Romance

**Nurse Katie of Presswood.**
by Jill Murray
**FICTION**
When the owner of an historic house rents rooms to make ends meet, a nurse, a teacher and a journalist jump at the chance to live there. 1986, c1966

(Linford romance library)
SUBJECTS: Romance

**Nurse Lyle of Wayne's Ward.**
by Kathleen Treves
**FICTION**
It was hot in Wayne's Ward, they were understaffed, and the shrilling of the ambulance bells was a fairly usual sound in the old, congested town. 1980, c1966

(A Seymour book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

**Nurse Nicole's decision.**
by Arlene Hale
**FICTION**
Nurse Nicole must decide between three men, her fiance, Mark, a mysterious ranch manager, and the nephew of an old friend. 1981, c1965

SUBJECTS: Romance

**Nurse of all work.**
by Jane Arbor
**FICTION**
Sue Nightingale, accused of jilting her fiance, becomes the target of hurtful criticism and gossip when he's killed in an accident. 1984, c1962

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: General

**Nurse of the islands.**
by B. J. Banfill
**FICTION**
The story of a young nurse on an island isolated from the outside world every winter by ice and in a community which accepted poverty and tragedy as everyday burdens. 1974, c1965

SUBJECTS: Biography

**Nurse on Bodmin moor.**
by Ursula Bloom
**FICTION**
Illness forces Esther out of training at the big London hospital. She takes a job as companion to authoress, Susan Stein and enters a strangely contaminated world. 1984, c1970

(A Lythway romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

**Nurse on call.**
by Leonie Craig
**FICTION**
Sister Kate Stevins seems fated to walk into the life of the arrogant consultant Mr. Marcus Kilairn. If only she could walk out so easily!  1986, c1983

SUBJECTS: Romance

Nurse on leave.
   by Arlene Hale
   FICTION
Paulette is vacationing when the hotel doctor asks her to help in taking care of a handsome accident victim.  1981, c1965

SUBJECTS: Romance

Nurse Polly's promise.
   by Kathleen Treves
   FICTION
A casually given promise to her grandmother now becomes serious.  1979

SUBJECTS: General

Nurse Rhona's romance.
   by Anne Vinton
   FICTION
Rhona was glad to have her nursing career to fall back on when her romance with Dr. Alex Denham crashed to disaster.  1984, c1966

SUBJECTS: Romance

Nurse Rona came to Rothmere.
   by Louise Ellis
   FICTION
Heather had always loved David Martin but she couldn't compete with the rich and glamorous Elizabeth Chayle who was going to marry him. The arrival of student nurse Rona Rigby suddenly changed everything.  1986, c1969

(Lindford romance library)

SUBJECTS: Romance

Nurse Smith, cook.
   by Joyce Dingwell
   FICTION
Nurse Fiona Smith poses as a cook in order to be near her nephew while he travels to live with his estranged father.  1984, c1968

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Nurse who fell in love.
   by Mary Essex
   FICTION
Lucy, a nurse, worked for Hugh Davies, the great surgeon. She may not have known it, but she fell in love with him, despite his already being married.  1985, c1972

SUBJECTS: Romance

Nurse with a dream.
   by Peggy Gaddis
   FICTION
Kyria and David kept postponing their marriage because of responsibilities to their families. Then two wealthy playboys entered her life. Could Kyria resist?  1963, c1985

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Nurse's story.
   by Carol Gino
   FICTION
Viewing the nurse primarily as the patient's advocate rather than as "the handmaiden of the doctor," Gino favors assigning a patient to one specific nurse. Strong language and some descriptions of sex.  1986, c1983

SUBJECTS: Romance

O pioneers.
   by Willa Cather
   FICTION
A novel about the difficulties faced by Swedes, Bohemians, and French in their struggle to tame the stubborn Nebraska prairie.  1986, 1941

SUBJECTS: General

An Obscure grave.
   by Sara Woods
   FICTION
Did reclusive Oliver truly suffocate his little
cousin? Because Oliver stands to inherit a huge fortune, lawyer-sleuth Anthony Maitland smells something fishy, and comes up with an inspired idea to solve the case. 1987, c1985

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Oceola kid.
by Clay Randall
FICTION
When Tragg came to Oceola to protect a dead friend's half-Indian wife, a ruthless gang of hooded men called the Whitecaps thought they could drive Tragg out—but they were dead wrong. 1982

(Atlantic large print series)
SUBJECTS: General

Octavia.
by Jilly Cooper
FICTION
Octavia is a scheming beauty who uses anything and anyone to pursue dreams. 1982, c1977

SUBJECTS: General

October men.
by Anthony Price
FICTION
An intellectual British agent suddenly slips away to Italy with his family; is he just fed up or is he going to defect? 1984, c1973

SUBJECTS: General

Odds against.
by Dick Francis
FICTION
In this story, a crippled ex-jockey turns professional investigator. He attempts to frustrate business interests which are using unprincipled methods to buy up racetracks and turn them into housing developments. 1975, c1965

(Recorded)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Odessa file.
by Frederick Forsyth
FICTION
A young German reporter reads the diary of a Jewish prisoner of a concentration camp and attempts to penetrate ODESSA, an organization that protects former SS officers from discovery and retribution. 1973, c1972

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

Of diamonds and diplomats.
by Letitia Baldrige
FICTION
The author recalls her working life as social secretary for the American Embassy in Paris and later for Clare Booth Luce in Rome, publicity director for Tiffany's, and social secretary to Jacqueline Kennedy. 1968

SUBJECTS: Biography

Of mice and men.
by John Steinbeck
FICTION
Lennie, strong but feeble-minded, and George, his responsible friend, are two itinerant laborers during the depression who dream of owning their own farm. 1968, c1965

SUBJECTS: General

Of passion born.
by Suzanne Simms
FICTION
Professor Chelsie McBride was no stranger to passion, but when it was introduced to her in the person of Drew Bradford, she realized she'd only been studying love by the book. 1984, c1982

(Seymour large print romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Oh! to be in England.
by Herbert Ernest Bates
FICTION
The Larkins are a family of junk-dealers living in the heart of Kent. Paying no taxes and consequently living in splendid
affluence, they are also blessed with good looks, good appetites and good thirsts. 1971, c1963

SUBJECTS: General

Oh, Susannah.
by Kate Wilhelm
FICTION
Susannah finds her pilot husband has several other wives and in trying to escape, she is hit by a car and loses her memory. 1983, c1982

SUBJECTS: General

Oklahoma crude.
by Marc Norman
FICTION
With the help of her father and a down-and-out itinerant worker, a woman fights to save her small piece of Oklahoma land and bring in her own oil well. 1973

SUBJECTS: General

The Old Adam.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
The ebb and flow of life and love seen through the eyes of the village patriarch. 1981, c1967

(A Seymour book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

An Old captivity.
by Nevil Shute
FICTION
A pilot accustomed to flying in the north country is hired by an Oxford archaeologist and his daughter to lead an expedition to Greenland. 1970, c1940

(Ulverscroft large print)
SUBJECTS: General

The Old Colts.
by Glendon Fred Swarthout
FICTION
The old Colts have long been hung up by gunslinging pals Bat Masterson and Wyatt Earp. When aging Wyatt has money problems, the partners are back in business. 1985

SUBJECTS: Western

The Old die young.
by Richard Lockridge
FICTION
Lieutenant Nathan Shapiro is promptly on the scene when a veteran actor is poisoned during a birthday party given by the cast of his play. 1980

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Old elm tree.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
The old elm tree at Timberly, the family mansion, was special to Rosemary as she grew up. Though she falls in love with a married man, eventually her dreams come true. 1982, c1974

(A Lythway romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Old fox deceiv'd.
by Martha Grimes
FICTION
Inspector Richard Jury of Scotland Yard is completely baffled by a mystery in a tiny Yorkshire fishing village with a history of bad blood and undiscovered murders. 1982

Recorded
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Old girl.
by Joshua Gidding
FICTION
Urbane restaurant critic Peter Lorditch obligingly arranges for the third marriage of his eccentric grandmother to a charming gentleman many years her junior. Some strong language. 1981

SUBJECTS: General

Old Kyle's boy.
by Frank Roderus
When he was just a boy, Cyrus Tellow found his father and brother hanged as rustlers by a mob of vigilante’s. Now the full-grown Cyrus was back. 1981

SUBJECTS: Western

Old love’s domain.
by Iris Bromige
FICTION
A triple tragedy drives Laura to take refuge in a dream world of long ago at Mellony Park. 1985, c1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Old Patagonian express: by train through the Americas.
by Paul Theroux
E27.2.T47 1986
Account of a two-month rail journey from the author’s parents’ house in Medford, Massachusetts through Mexico and Central America to the southern tip of South America, the remote and barren Patagonia. Strong language. 1986, c1979

SUBJECTS: Travel

The Old priory.
by Norah Lofts
FICTION
This story begins with Arthur Tresize, lusty sailor turned country squire, who defies the curse that haunts the Old Priory and sires a dynasty in its shadows. 1982, c1981

SUBJECTS: General

Oliver’s story.
by Erich Segal
FICTION
Two years after the death of his wife Jenny, Oliver Barrett III is still unable to come to terms with his guilt and grief. One day while jogging he meets a woman who attracts and mystifies him. Some strong language. 1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

Ominous star.
by Rae Foley
FICTION
When an elderly rare book dealer is found murdered, a woman he is captivated by, and who works at a bookshop he frequents, is the natural suspect. 1978, c1971

SUBJECTS: Mystery

On call.
by Elizabeth Harrison
FICTION
A young man with everything going for him risks it all when he helps a girl on drugs. 1984, c1974

SUBJECTS: General

On camera: my 10,000 hours on television.
by Hugh Downs
PN1992.4.D6A29 1986
This is a delightful memoir of Hugh Down’s four decades in broadcasting. Down’s curiosity off camera has led him to pursue interests as a pilot, race-car driver, sailor, and explorer. 1986

SUBJECTS: Biography

On reflection.
by Helen Hayes
PN2287.H35A32 1968
Autobiography of Helen Hayes - filled with the memories of family, theater personalities and intense spiritual struggles. 1968

SUBJECTS: Biography

On the Black Hill.
by Bruce Chatwin
FICTION

The Old rectory.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
Anna was determined to live her own life in spite of her parents. 1979, c1973

SUBJECTS: Romance

Two years after the death of his wife Jenny, Oliver Barrett III is still unable to come to terms with his guilt and grief. One day while jogging he meets a woman who attracts and mystifies him. Some strong language. 1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

Ominous star.
by Rae Foley
FICTION
When an elderly rare book dealer is found murdered, a woman he is captivated by, and who works at a bookshop he frequents, is the natural suspect. 1978, c1971

SUBJECTS: Mystery

On call.
by Elizabeth Harrison
FICTION
A young man with everything going for him risks it all when he helps a girl on drugs. 1984, c1974

SUBJECTS: General

On camera: my 10,000 hours on television.
by Hugh Downs
PN1992.4.D6A29 1986
This is a delightful memoir of Hugh Down’s four decades in broadcasting. Down’s curiosity off camera has led him to pursue interests as a pilot, race-car driver, sailor, and explorer. 1986

SUBJECTS: Biography

On reflection.
by Helen Hayes
PN2287.H35A32 1968
Autobiography of Helen Hayes - filled with the memories of family, theater personalities and intense spiritual struggles. 1968

SUBJECTS: Biography

On the Black Hill.
by Bruce Chatwin
FICTION
Compassionate novel about Lewis and Benjamin Jones, eighty-year-old bachelor identical twins, who farm property with the green fields of England on one side and the black hills of Wales on the other. Descriptions of sex. 1982

SUBJECTS: General

On the night of the seventh moon.
by Victoria Holt
FICTION
Ten years after her secret marriage to an aristocrat, an English woman returns to the Black Forest on a tragic quest which began on the night of the seventh moon. 1972

SUBJECTS: Mystery

On the road with Charles Kuralt.
by Charles Kuralt
E169.02.K869 1985b
A collection of television interviews by the popular CBS reporter who roamed the United States searching for unusual stories. 1985

SUBJECTS: United States-Social life and customs

On the trail of four.
by Max Brand
FICTION
The story begins in a small prospector's shack in the California mountains. There Hugo Ames finds old Truck Janvers dying of gunshot wounds. 1985, c1953

SUBJECTS: Western

On the trail of the Tumbling T.
by Clarence Edward Mulford
FICTION
Bob Corson's old friend Nueces takes on a job two men have already fallen down on. 1973, c1935

SUBJECTS: Western

On wings of eagles.
by Ken Follett

E183.8.I55F64 1984
Account of the suspense and excitement surrounding the realease of two Dallas-based corporation executives from prison and their escape from Iran. Some strong language 1984, c1983

SUBJECTS: Iranian Hostage Crisis, 1979-1981

Once for all time.
by Betty Neels
FICTION
When tragedy struck Clotilde, it was Doctor James Thackery, whom she hardly knew, who took over, doing everything he could to help. 1986

(Harlequin)

On the road with Charles Kuralt.

SUBJECTS: Romance

Once in a lifetime.
by Danielle Steel
FICTION
Internationally acclaimed author Daphne Fields lies in an intensive care unit after being struck by a car on Christmas Eve. Flashbacks reveal the tragedies in her life. Descriptions of sex. 1983, c1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

Once upon a time.
by Gloria Vanderbilt
N6537.V33A2 1985a
Memoir of the dramatic events of Gloria Vanderbilt's earliest years from the notorious custody trial to her seventeenth year. Reveals a sophisticated world of privilege, power, and self-indulgence. 1985

SUBJECTS: Biography

One across, two down.
by Ruth Rendell
FICTION
The story of three people whose fondest wishes come true—with totally unexpected results. 1983, c1971

SUBJECTS: General
One day at a time.
by Pat Seed
RC280.A2S43 1979
Story of a woman, who faced with cancer, stripped away the fear and hush-hush attached to it. With her common sense and natural gaiety, she inspires and helps others to live life to the fullest. 1979

SUBJECTS: Biography

One day we'll be happy.
by Renee Shann
FICTION
Catherine's three grown children complicate her romance. 1978, c1972

SUBJECTS: Romance

One dragon too many.
by Louise Field Cooper
FICTION
The two grandmothers arrive to take care of the children so that their parents can be alone to repair their shaky marriage. A double kidnapping occurs and it is the children who resolve the nightmare. 1978, c1970

SUBJECTS: General

One love too many.
by Carol Gaye
FICTION
A girl with a less than perfect past falls in love with a man and is asked to marry him. 1983

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

One man and his dog.
by Anthony Richardson
QL795.D6R5 1966
The story of a french Air Force gunner shot down over Germany during World War II. Recounts his journey back to the French line with the motherless pup he found and their life together after the war. 1966, c1960

(Ulverscroft large print series)

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

One more bridge to cross.
by Arlene Hale
FICTION
Looking for a quiet, carefree summer by the sea, Sara instead finds romance and a fast-moving mystery involving her boss and an eligible bachelor. 1976, c1975

SUBJECTS: Romance

One more spring.
by Robert Nathan
FICTION
Involves a poor but ambitious violinist and an antique dealer who loses everything in the financial chaos except a few belongings and a huge bed. 1933

(A Keith Jennison book)
SUBJECTS: General

One more Sunday.
by John D. MacDonald
FICTION
A complex novel about the legacy of an influential and charismatic television preacher, Rev. John Tinker Meadows, a man in the high-stakes, high-profit business of saving souls. Strong language and explicit descriptions of sex. 1984

SUBJECTS: Mystery

One more time.
by Carol Burnett
PN2287.B85A3 1987
One More Time began as Carol Burnett's letter to her three daughters and grew into a rich and moving memoir of Carol's life from early childhood to her first taste of stardom. 1987, c1986

SUBJECTS: Biography

One night's deception.
by Kathryn Mallory
FICTION
Even when the Frenchman suspiciously disappeared the next morning— with a priceless
Matisse she'd been guarding—Natasha couldn't forget the rush of ecstasy that had flowed between them. 1984, c1983

(Seymour large print romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

One o'clock at the Gotham.
by Rae Foley
FICTION
An heiress marries an unknown, with explosive results. 1978, c1974

SUBJECTS: General

One of the boys.
by Janet Dailey
FICTION
A young television camera technician falls in love with her chauvenistic boss who has no use for her in either capacity. 1983

SUBJECTS: Romance

One of us must die.
by Anna Clarke
FICTION
Dr. Dorothy Laver and her husband live together in great unhappiness in their beautiful Hampstead home, their lives bedevilled by the loss of their baby daughter fifteen years earlier. 1983, c1978

SUBJECTS: Mystery

One pair of hands.
by Monica Dickens
DA5664.D5
The author gives a light-hearted account of her adventures as a cook in the catering business in Great Britain. 1967?

SUBJECTS: Biography

One special rose.
by Sue Peters
FICTION
Pip loved her job as a florist and her boss, but he obviously loved Stella Garvey. 1982, c1976

(Atlantic large print series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

One summer.
by Ruby M. Ayres
FICTION
Gina meets Jim and, for her, it's love at first sight. But can their relationship survive her past? 1983

SUBJECTS: Romance

One to live with.
by Ruby M. Ayres
FICTION
Georgie was afraid her life with Roger was going to be dull till she met Peter Bland. Peter considered everyone should have two wives—or husbands—one to play with and one to live with. 1982

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: General

One way to Venice.
by Jane Aiken Hodge
FICTION
A young English woman goes to Venice after receiving mysterious calls to look for her crippled son who was put up for adoption at the urging of her husband. 1978, c1974

SUBJECTS: Romance

One who kisses.
by Marjorie Lewty
FICTION
Piran St. Just marries Polly West in order to keep his little nephew Jules from going back to his unloving mother. 1985, c1983

(Harlequin)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The One who kisses.
by Lucy Walker
FICTION
Kate Osborne met Hal Weston in Sydney and became engaged. When she went to visit his family, he was different; he seemed
selfish and cruel. 1986, c1954

SUBJECTS: Romance

One woman's Arctic.
by Sheila Every Burnford
E99.E7B92 1976
Account of the author's summer visits to the small Eskimo settlement of Pond Inlet and her adventures hunting whale, riding dog sleds, and assisting on an archaeological dig. 1976, c1972

SUBJECTS: Biography

One, two, buckle my shoe.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
Hercule Poirot visits his dentist and a few hours later the dentist is found dead. 1973, c1941

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Onedin line: the Eigh seas.
by Cyril Abraham
FICTION
James and Anne Onedin begin to enjoy the fruits of their earlier struggles now that a public company has been launched for the construction of the first steamship of the Onedin Line. But success always has its enemies. 1979, c1975

SUBJECTS: Adventure

The Onedin line: the iron ships.
by Cyril Abraham
FICTION
James Onedin, Victorian-Liverpool shipping magnate in partnership with Albert Frazer, can now concentrate on his ambitious plan of a great iron steam-driven ship which will make their fortune. But scandal could ruin the family. 1979, c1974

SUBJECTS: Adventure

The Onedin line: the shipmaster.
by Cyril Abraham
FICTION
James Onedin is a single-minded opportunist in Britain in 1860. He worships his ships and schemes and gambles with them to lay the foundations of the shipping empire he dreams of—the Onedin Line. 1978, c1972

SUBJECTS: Adventure

Only earth and sky last forever.
by Nathaniel Benchley
FICTION
Dark Elk wants only to live free, to prove his manhood, and to win Lashuka for his wife. After the whites invade the Black Hills, however, Dark Elk has no other choice but to join Crazy Horse in Battle. 1973, c1972

SUBJECTS: General

Opal.
by Pamela Bennetts
FICTION
Edward, the Earl of Kynston, comes into Opal's life and neither can conceal their desire for each other and she becomes his mistress despite his forthcoming marriage. 1987

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

The Open window.
by Netta Muskett
FICTION
Look-a-likes Anne and Lady Gillian trade places for a week to add excitement to their lives. 1983, 1930

(Ulverscroft large print series: romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Or was he pushed.
by Richard Lockridge
FICTION
On a hot summer day, wealthy advertising executive Frank Bradley went out of his twelfth-floor office to his death. Did he jump? fall? or was he pushed? 1981, c1975

SUBJECTS: Mystery
The Orchid tree.
by Virginia Coffman
FICTION
Tracie, the independent daughter of Akua Island's largest landowner, is stunned when her father's fiancee commits suicide on the eve of their wedding. Some strong language. 1987, c1984

SUBJECTS: Romance

Ordeal by innocence.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
A mystery which deals with the solving of a 2-year-old murder that had been thought satisfactorily cleared up. 1958

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Ordeal of Jason Ord.
by Lewis B. Patten
FICTION
After running away from his tyrannical father, Jason is accused of murdering a man who had befriended him. 1979

SUBJECTS: Western

Ordinary people.
by Judith Guest
FICTION
Compassionate novel about quilt-ridden seventeen-year-old Conrad Jarrett who returns home from a stay in a mental institution after he attempts suicide. Strong language and explicit descriptions of sex. 1981

SUBJECTS: General

The Oregon trail.
by Francis Parkman
F592.P284
An account of the author's experiences during the early days of the West. He writes of big game hunts, encounters with Indians, and camp life on the trail. 196?

(A Keith Jennison book)
SUBJECTS: Frontier and pioneer life

Oregon!
by Dana Fuller Ross
FICTION Oversize
Wagon master Whip Holt is wanted by two women—his wife, who is courted by Englishmen and Russians, and the wife of the supreme commander of American forces in the Oregon Territory. 1982, c1980

SUBJECTS: Western

Orphan train.
by James Magnuson
FICTION
Children's Aid Society transports thousands of abandoned, destitute children from New York to the Midwest in the 1860's. 1979, c1978

SUBJECTS: General

The Other.
by Thomas Tryon
FICTION
There has been a series of bizarre events surrounding the once well-to-do Perry family whose men have all died violently. The deaths seem linked to Niles and Holland, twelve-year-old twins. 1971

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Other David.
by Carolyn Coker
FICTION
A beautiful, young American art historian serving an apprenticeship in Florence discovers what she believes to be a Michelangelo portrait of the young man who posed for the famous statue David. 1914

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Other man.
by Francis Durbridge
FICTION
A highly respected schoolmaster seems to be obstructing justice. 1977

SUBJECTS: Mystery
The Other shoe.
by Mary McMullen
FICTION
Clare Herne is accused of murdering her Aunt Lelia who has plans to marry much younger man, a man who would deprive Clare of her inheritance. 1982, c1981
(Nightingale series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Other side of Tenko.
by Len L. Baynes
D805.J3B19 1987
Captured in 1942, during the fall of Singapore, Len Baynes was to spend the next three and a half years in Japanese prison camps. 1987, c1984
(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: World War II

The Other side of the canyon.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
Laramie fights to save a beautiful woman, avenges the death of his friend, brings in a woman accused of murder and faces hostile Indians in a desert town. But no matter what the threat is, his quick wit and quicker guns save the day. 1981
SUBJECTS: Western

Otto of the Silver Hand.
by Howard Pyle
FICTION
The gentle son of a medieval German robber baron, raised in the thoughtful quiet of a monastery, returns to his father's castle and, despite great suffering and blood-feuds, grows to honor and manhood. 1971
Jr & Sr High
SUBJECTS: General

Our best years.
by Helen Hayes
HQ1064.U5H34 19Mb
The eighty-three-year-old actress offers her thoughts on a variety of subjects including nursing homes, sexuality, diet, and house plants. 1984
Recorded

Our hearts were young and gay.
by Cornelia Otis Skinner
PS3537.K533O8 1969
The sparkling account of the trip to Europe by starry-eyed Emily and equally unworldly Cornelia. 1969?, c1944
(The Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: General

Our John Willie.
by Catherine Cookson
FICTION
Motherless Davy Halladay accepts the responsibility of providing for his 10-year-old, deaf-mute brother when they escape a mine cave-in that kills their father. 1975, c1974
Recorded

Our Kate : Catherine Cookson.
by Catherine Cookson
PR6053.0525Z5 1975
The story of the author's mother, who despite her faults is a warm and lovable figure. 1975, c1969
SUBJECTS: Biography

Our town : a play in three acts.
by Thornton Wilder
PS3545.1345A19 1966
Story covering three periods in the history of a placid New Hampshire town. 1966
SUBJECTS: General

Out of a blue sky.
by Renee Shann
FICTION
Celia, daughter of widowed newspaper proprietor John Wright, is in love with Cliff Pierce, a journalist on a rival paper. Celia's father insists she cannot become engaged until she is twenty. 1987, c1969
Out of Africa; and, Shadows on the grass.
by Isak Dinesen
DT433.54.D56 1986
An account of the author's life on a Kenya coffee plantation, of the natives and their festivals, of big game, and of Lulu, the gazelle who came to live at the farm. 1986

(G.K. Hall large print book series)
SUBJECTS: Biography

Out of solitude : three meditations on the Christian life.
by Henri J. M. Nouwen
BX2182.2.N67 1986
The author reflects on the lonely places in our lives and realizes that without the lonely places our actions quickly become empty gestures. 1986

SUBJECTS: Meditations

Out of the blackout.
by Robert Barnard
FICTION
Simon Thorn, a young Oxford student, returns to London years after the traumatic 1941 air raid evacuation that left him homeless. He has no identification, few belongings, and no memory of his earlier life. 1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: General

Out of the dark.
by Norah Lofts
FICTION
A young English girl is accused of murdering her stepbrother, but she is later acquitted. Haunted by the death nonetheless, she leaves home and assumes a new name, along with new problems. 1972

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Out of the past.
by Patricia Wentworth
FICTION
Murder interrupts the fun at a seaside party. 1974, c1955

(Ulverscroft large print)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Out of the wild.
by Mike Tomkies
QL791.T54 1987
Mike Tomkies has spent the last twelve of his nineteen years in the wilderness in the Scottish Highlands. In his home he has looked after numerous animals and birds. 1987, c1985

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Out on a limb.
by Shirley MacLaine
PN2287.M18A 33 1984
An account of the actress's spiritual journey. Concerned with the occult and reincarnation, MacLaine explores such areas as karma, the astral plane, free will, and the soul. 1984, c1983

Recorded

SUBJECTS: Biography

The Outback man.
by Amanda Doyle
FICTION
Things looked brighter when Lou found a job as housekeeper on a large sheep station in the middle of the vast outback. 1982, c1966

SUBJECTS: Romance

Outcast gun.
by Giles A. Lutz
FICTION
Jim Quade couldn't stand to see innocent people pushed around, and when the MacLendons took after an old man and his daughter, he stepped in. 1982

Recorded

(Atlantic large print series)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Outlaw.
by Max Brand
FICTION
A young outlaw determined to go straight is forced to put his guns back on for the toughest fight of his life. 1984, c1933

SUBJECTS: Western

Outlaw breed.
by Max Brand
FICTION
Young Phil Slader was the son of an outlaw and everyone said he'd go bad...even Magurder, the man who had shot Jack Slader and then raised his son. 1976, c1926

SUBJECTS: Western

Outlaw loot.
by Paul Evan Lehman
FICTION
The Overland freight was robbed, and John Cody, the driver, vanished along with the gold. So when the stages out of Concho were ambushed, the yell went up for Cody's blood. 1985, c1956

(Atlantic)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Outlaw of Buffalo Flat.
by Max Brand
FICTION
Harry Dalancey rode through the hills on his mighty gray horse, overpowering his victims like the hawk that was his emblem. Behind this disguise was Ching Wo, a Chinese man with an intense hatred for whites. 1975, c1930

SUBJECTS: Western

Outlaws three.
by Peter Field
FICTION
When Pat took his stolen money back at gunpoint, he didn't know he would end up trying to solve a killing and protect a widow. 1977, c1933

(His A Powder Valley western)
SUBJECTS: Western

Outlaws; and Lynch law.
by William Stuart Brady
FICTION
#1 After the Civil War, McLain goes to Texas to start a new life. #2 When Mary Koch is raped and killed, the killers don't count on John T. McLain coming after them. 1984, c1981

SUBJECTS: Western

The Outrageous lady.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
Young Lady Roysdon lives for adventure indulging in pranks and practical jokes among the young nobles until she falls in love with a highwayman. 1985, c1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Outrider.
by Luke Short
FICTION
As a trouble shooter for the Lieutenant Governor, cowboy Will tangles with greedy mine owners, corrupt politicians, and murderers. 1973, c1972

SUBJECTS: Western

Outsider in Amsterdam.
by Janwillem Van de Wetering
FICTION
Two Dutch detectives must solve the mysterious murder of a shady restaurant owner. Suspects include the victim's mad mother, his beautiful wife, and the "outsider," an ex-cop from New Guinea. 1976, c1975

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Over on the dry side.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
Chantry comes home to a murdered brother, a couple of squatters, and the Mowatt gang looking for his brother's buried treasure. 1976, c1975
SUBJECTS: Western

Over the gate; and Fairacre festival.

by Miss Read

FICTION

The English village of Fairacre is the scene of entertaining small incidents, narrated by various characters to the perceptive and kindly school teacher. 1979, c1964

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Overloaded ark.

by Gerald Durrell

QL62.D85 1953

The delightful account of two naturalists collecting animals in the Cameroon rain forests, including a chimp named Chumley and a water shrew known as "the fossil that bit." 1953

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Pagan adversary.

by Sara Craven

FICTION

Harriet and Alex vie for custody of their little orphaned nephew, Nicky. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

Pagan lover.

by Anne Hampson

FICTION

On her wedding day, Tara was abducted by the masterful Leon Petrides, dragged off to Greece and forced to marry him. 1985, c1980

(Linford romance library)

SUBJECTS: Romance

Paint me rainbows.

by Fern Michaels

FICTION

Jill Barton had been jilted at the alter. Then Logan Matthews captures Jill's heart when he paints her image. 1982, c1981

(Nightingale series)

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Painted caves.

by Kate Thompson

FICTION

Against the backgrounds of the city of Rome and the vitality of Africa, the dawn of love takes place in a young artist's heart. 1978, c1965

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Painted veil.

by William S. Maugham

FICTION

Detected in an affair with the assistant colonial secretary of Hong Kong, Kitty is forced by her bacteriologist husband to accompany him into the heart of a cholera epidemic. 1974, c1925

SUBJECTS: General

A Pair of desert-wellies.

by Sylvia Sherry

FICTION

What Rocky doesn't need is the trouble which that early evening encounter in the back streets of Liverpool will cause him. 1987, c1985

SUBJECTS: General

A Pair of deuces.

by John Henry Reese

FICTION

Jefferson Hewitt, detective of the Old West, searches for a vicious killer in the Arizona Territory, who disappeared into the stark wilderness after robbing a company bonded by Hewitt's firm. Some strong language. 1981, c1978

(A Double D western)

SUBJECTS: Western

Pale rider.

by Alan Dean Foster

FICTION

Carbon Canyon is just like any other gold-rush camp in California—until the miners become victims of brutal attacks by ruthless corporation gunmen. Then a
stranger rides in to challenge the gunmen's
greed and guns.  1987, c1985

SUBJECTS: Western

A Palm for Mrs. Pollifax.
by Dorothy Gilman
FICTION
Mrs. Pollifax is off to a Swiss health spa to
track down a missing package of plutonium
but her adventure really begins when she
meets Robin, a young jewel thief.  1983,
c1973

(Nightingale series)
SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

Palomino.
by Danielle Steel
FICTION
A dazzling New York advertising executive
flees to a California dude ranch after being
ditched by her husband. Samantha does
more than just forget, she falls madly in
love. Some strong language and some explicit descriptions of sex.  1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

Paper lion.
by George Plimpton
GV939.P3A3 1969
After becoming a last-string quarterback for
the Detroit Lions, writer Plimpton reveals
details of their activities, styles of individuals
and coaches, in-game tensions, and off-hours
carousing.  1969, c1966

SUBJECTS: Biography

The Parasites.
by Daphne Du Maurier
FICTION
Story of three brothers and sisters, each with
a minor gift inherited from talented parents,
and each somehow satisfied with falling
short of true creative achievement.  1983,
c1949

SUBJECTS: General

Parker Pyne investigates.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
Personal. Are you Happy? If Not, Consult
Mr. Parker Pyne, 17 Richmond Street. In
response to this advertisement in The Times
a weird cross-section of society found its
way to Mr. Parker Pyne's offices.  1978, c1934

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Parson's house.
by Elizabeth Cadell
FICTION
Divorced, Jeanne Brisson returns with her
four-year-old twin daughters to Parson's
House, a retreat on the English coast that
she had visited happily ten years earlier.  1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

Partisans.
by Alistair MacLean
FICTION
Tito's Yugoslav partisans battle the royalists
who wish to see the monarchy restored. As
the Germans plan to attack the partisans, a
royalist major travels from Italy to
Yugoslavia on a treacherous mission.  1983

SUBJECTS: General

Partner for the doctor.
by Jill Murray
FICTION
The story of a year in the house of Dr.
Derek Drydon and the way his fiance and
niece handle their misconception of a G.P.'s
way of life.  1985

(Linford romance library)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Partners.
by Louis Auchincloss
FICTION
A portrait of Becky Ehninger, son of a rich
mother and socially ambitious father, and his
success as a senior partner in a prestigious
New York law firm.  1974
FICTION
A sympathetic yet humorous picture of Victorian life. Mary enters into a bad marriage to escape Mama and forsakes her one chance at true love, only to discover that her husband is even more unfaithful. 1982, c1936

Passionate impostor.
by Elizabeth Graham
FICTION
When her job fell through, Natalie fled to her father's ranch—only to find that her father had just died and that the hostile Cal Hendricks was in charge. 1987, c1981

Passionate involvement.
by Lilian Peake
FICTION
Sarne considers Tamsin a frivolous rich girl and doesn't trust or respect her. And Tamsin is not at liberty to tell him the truth. 1984, c1977

Passionate pursuit.
by Flora Kidd
FICTION
Samantha's father-in-law was ill and she wanted to see him. Samantha and Craig were separated for two years and she wasn't too pleased to see him there. 1986

Passionate silence.
by Nicole Monet
FICTION
From the moment dashing marine biologist Blake Demorest strode into her life, Kathy belonged to him body and soul. But time and again she was abandoned for his mistress, the sea. 1984, c1983
Passionate stranger.
by Flora Kidd
FICTION
Years ago, Janos Vaszary broke Sara's heart. Can the future offer any greater happiness than the past? 1986, c1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Password is courage.
by John Castle
D627.G3C27 1982
Charles Coward captured in 1940, carried guns and dynamite for Polish secret agents, 'traded' in dead bodies and organised the escapes of some four hundred prisoners from Auschwitz. 1982

SUBJECTS: World War II

Past forgetting.
by Christine Strathern
FICTION
Clare took care of her family at the Manse, but dreamed of a past love. 1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Past tense of love.
by Elizabeth Cade ll
FICTION
An intricate plot climaxes in a French coastal town where a woman has been sent by her employer to deliver a book and a message to an attractive, 45-year-old woman. 1974, c1970

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Patchwork man.
by David Harper
FICTION
After witnessing the murder of an adversary, the Justice Department persuades Bill Kirby to go underground, giving him the training, a name and the documents to start a fresh life in a new state. 1975

SUBJECTS: General

Patients in my care.
by Bridget Ristori
RT.R66A3 1971
The story of a nurse trained in New Zealand. After nursing with the American Frontier Service in Kentucky, she becomes matron in a West Indies hospital. She later assists her husband, a doctor, in Australia. 1971, c1967

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Biography

Patrick Butler for the defence.
by John Dickson Carr
FICTION
A knife from Hugh Prentice's desk is found in the back of a client claiming to be Abu of Ispahan. 1956

Recorded

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Patriot game.
by George V. Higgins
FICTION
Peter Riordan, a gritty federal agent, is in Boston trying to prevent rather than solve a murder. Along the way he must take on ruthless men who are smuggling arms and play the role of a crafty politician. Strong language. 1982

Recorded

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Patriot's dream.
by Barbara Michaels
FICTION
When young Janice Wilde spends the summer with her elderly aunt and uncle in a
restored house in Williamsburg, she begins to dream of Jonathan, who lived two hundred years before. 1979, c1976

SUBJECTS: Romance

_The Patriots._
by Vivian Stuart
FICTION
The inmates of the Norfolk Island penal settlement are being transferred to the dreaded Port Arthur Prison in Tasmania. Red Broome is puzzled when he is ordered to give passage to two young Cadogans, on board his frigate. 1987, c1985

(The Australians ; v.8)
SUBJECTS: General

_The Pavilion at Monkshood._
by Anne Maybury
FICTION
Gothic novel about a vulnerable young woman who suspects that her lover is dallying nightly with her beautiful cousin in an isolated pavilion on the estate. 1985, c1965

SUBJECTS: Romance

_Pay dirt and other whispering sands stories._
by Erle Stanley Gardner
FICTION
Nine western stories first published in "Argosy" magazine in the 1930s. The fast-paced adventures by the master storyteller are narrated by a rugged character, a philosophical prospector named Bob Zane. 1983

SUBJECTS: Western

_Payment for the piper._
by Frances Murray
FICTION
Hannah Lindsay defies her family and sails alone from mid-nineteenth century Scotland to New Zealand in search of her brother. 1987, c1983

SUBJECTS: General

_The Peace keeper._
by Ray Hogan
FICTION
When a former lawman and bounty hunter is asked to replace the dead marshal, he finds himself caught between reckless cowboys and feuding townspeople. 1987, c1985

SUBJECTS: Western

_Peace of mind._
by Joshua, Loth Liebman
BF636.L47 1967
A rabbi shares his insight into the human personality and discusses results of psychological and scientific research concerning the capabilities of man. 1946

SUBJECTS: Psychology

_Peace with God._
by Billy Graham
BT77.G78 1986
Dr. Graham points the way to authentic personal peace in a world in crisis. 1986, c1984

SUBJECTS: Religion

_Peacemaker : $1,000 death._
by William Stuart Brady
FICTION
The warriors of the Comanche nation ringed Garrison, while inside the town, McLain was sitting on $1,000 in stolen money and an outlaw called Hondo John Montrose. 1985, c1984

SUBJECTS: Western

(Pinford Western library)
McLain had nothing left in Missouri. The Civil War had taught him the art of killing, and now he followed the rebel guerrilla trail south to Texas. 1985, c1981

After a young girl is kidnapped, her mother killed and her father left for dead, John T. McLain is determined the girl won't get savaged. 1986, c1984

McLain seemed to be the only man to stand between the Commanche vengeance war and the white men who wanted their holocaust. 1986, c1983

Abigail’s visit to Duncraw is threatening from the beginning. Why was Sir Humphrey reluctant to show her the house? Were there really thefts and disappearances? Why was the room next to Abigail’s kept locked? 1979, c1978

Based on a Mexican folktale, this is the story of the great pearl found by a poor fisherman, the sorrow it brought to his family, and how it was lost again. 1947, c1945

The story of Pearl Starr, daughter of the notorious Belle Starr. A portrait of passion and violent loss in old Texas. 1985

These thirty-nine Christmas stories from around the world will lift your holiday spirits high and rouse fond memories of Christmases past. 1986

Earl Peckham is a writer so erudite that even his conversation needs translating, and with few fans and even less income, he wishes to find a patron to support his literary habit. 1987, c1986

Abigail’s visit to Duncraw is threatening from the beginning. Why was Sir
The story of the Pembroke family who for three generations fought and bled to produce only the best racehorses. 1983, c1981

SUBJECTS: General

Pendragon, late of Prince Albert's own.
   by Robert Trevelyan
   FICTION
   A swashbuckling spy story that provides a vivid picture of Victorian London. One of the few British officers to survive the Charge of the Light Brigade returns to London as a wounded hero. Some strong language. 1978, c1975

SUBJECTS: General

Penny dreadful.
   by Susan Moody
   FICTION
   When Max Maunciple, a novelist feared for his vitriolic pen, dies from an apparent surfeit of gin, only Penny suspects that his death may not be from natural causes. 1987, c1984

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Penny plain.
   by O. Douglas
   FICTION
   A story of everyday life in a small Scottish town. 1974

SUBJECTS: General

The Penthouse.
   by Elleston Trevor
   FICTION
   Trapped in her apartment by a psychopath obsessed with love for her, Tina St Clair, the young and beautiful heiress to a banking fortune, faces reality. 1986, c1983

SUBJECTS: Mystery

People of darkness.
   by Tony Hillerman
   FICTION
   Thriller set in contemporary New Mexico draws Sgt. Jim Chee, of the Navajo Tribal Police, into his rich Indian heritage. He investigates the theft of a box of trinkets. 1984

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Perchance to dream.
   by Ursula Bloom
   FICTION
   The house where Ronald Hayes once lived, brings back unwanted memories of his life with his second wife and the psychic voices she used to hear. He also remembers his first wife, his only true love. 1982, c1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

Perfect fools.
   by Edith Pinero Green
   FICTION
   Dearborn V. Pinch, the septuagenarian, irascible, and self-confident amateur detective, steals into Cuba to rescue his ne'er-do-well son, who has been accused of murder. 1982

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Perfect happiness.
   by Penelope Lively
   FICTION
   A witty, elegant novel about two best friends, also sisters-in-law, who attempt to affirm lives made fragile by loss. Frances is still numb eight months after the sudden death of her husband. Some strong language. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

Perfect order.
   by Kate Coscarelli
   Recorded

SUBJECTS: General
FICTION
Perfect order follows two affluent Los Angeles women who quietly disappear from sight and resurface in New York City, complete with new identities. 1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: General

A Perfect stranger.
by Danielle Steel
FICTION
Raphaela loves her aging husband dearly and grieves that a stroke has incapacitated him. Almost against her will she falls in love. Some strong language and some descriptions of sex. 1982, c1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

Peril at End House.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
Though Hercule Poirot has plenty of suspects for three near-fatal attempts on the life of Miss Nick Buckley, none of them seems to have a motive. Poirot must find a motive quickly if he is to foil the would-be killer. 1978, c1973

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Peril rides the Pecos; and Lost river loot.
by Jackson Cole
FICTION
#1 Ranger Jim Hatfield rode into Culberson County on the Texas range and discovered hell on earth. #2 A lot of men weren't sleeping at night when Duff Probus and his gang busted jail. 1981, c1966

SUBJECTS: Western

Perilous rock.
by Shirley Murrell
FICTION
The first Eddystone Lighthouse was the creation of Henry Winstanley, he lived for it and died with it. 1978

SUBJECTS: General

The Perilous spring of Morris Seidman.
by Elick Moll
FICTION
Retired from the garment business that he has turned over to his son, Morris is bored and lonely until he becomes involved in rescuing his nephew from the clutches of a topiess waitress. 1973

SUBJECTS: General

The Persian price.
by Evelyn Anthony
FICTION
Taken hostage and held for ransom by Arab terrorists, Eileen Field, wife of a ruthless oil tycoon, falls deeply in love with the leader of her captors. Some strong language. 1976, c1975

SUBJECTS: Romance

Persons unknown.
by Gwen Moffat
FICTION
After a nasty fall, Roderick thinks someone tried to kill him. 1979, c1978

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Persuasion.
by Jane Austen
FICTION
At 27 a woman regrets that she refused to marry the navy captain she loved at 19, and when she and her father are forced to rent their family home and move to Bath, she meets her former love again. 1979

SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

Peter's pence.
by Jon Cleary
FICTION
The Irish Republican Army plots carefully to steal Vatican treasures for ransom but the scheme goes awry, forcing the terrorists to kidnap the Pope. 1974

SUBJECTS: General
The Pew group.
by Anthony Oliver
FICTION
Antiques dealer Rupert Corder dies in a fall on a staircase, his plunge facilitated by his bored wife's impulsive foot. She then involves herself in his business and finds that someone believes his antiques are worth killing for. 1987

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Phantom warrior.
by Fred Grove
FICTION
Frontier officer Lieutenant Ewing Mackay commands a group of Tonto Apache scouts in search of the great Apache warrior, Victoria, scourge of the Southwest. But unexpected events jeopardize his plans. 1982, c1981

SUBJECTS: Western

Photo finish.
by Ngaio Marsh
FICTION
Chief Superintendent Roderick Alleyn of Scotland Yard and artist wife Troy are both invited to the New Zealand paradise-island estate of tycoon Montague Reece and his platonic mistress, legendary opera star Sommita. 1981, c1962

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Picnic at Hanging Rock.
by Lady Joan Weigall Lindsay
FICTION
Based on a true incident, the story of a governess and three girls who disappeared while on a Valentine's Day picnic with friends in 1900. Only one of them was ever seen again. 1983, c1967

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Pieces of my mind.
by Andrew A. Rooney
PN6162.R633 1985

Essays taken from the author's syndicated newspaper columns. With wry wit and a sense of the ridiculous, Rooney discusses the small annoyances, pleasures, frustrations, and paradoxes visited upon Everyman U.S.A. 1985, c1984

(G.K. Hall large print book series)
SUBJECTS: Humor

Pied Piper.
by Nevil Shute
FICTION
An elderly man helps two children to safety in WWII. 1971, c1942

SUBJECTS: General

Pigeon feathers, and other stories.
by John Updike
FICTION
The themes of this collection of humorous and ironic tales about America today include youth, marriage, and family life. 1971, c1962

SUBJECTS: General

Pilgrim.
by Ray Hogan
FICTION
It started out as a good deed, but now John Rutledge was in up to his neck. He was going to fight for Hetty Judson to keep her land—with his own bullets or his blood. 1983, c1980

SUBJECTS: Western

The Pilgrim kill.
by Jay Hill Potter
FICTION
A dying man whispered the name 'Sonny' and that was the first clue Pilgrim had. He had more than just a paid lawman's stake in this job and the trail was a trail of vengeance as well as justice. 1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: Western

Pilgrim's inn.
by Elizabeth Goudge
FICTION
At the end of World War II, Grandmother Lucilla, still charming at eighty-six, remains the dominant figure of the Eliot family. 1984, c1948

SUBJECTS: General

The Pilgrim's progress.
by John Bunyan
PR3330.A1
A classic story of man's progress through life to heaven and hell. 1967?

SUBJECTS: Literature

Pilgrim's Rest.
by Patricia Wentworth
FICTION
In the last few months, when the Pilgrim family scorned an old superstition and tried to sell the house, there had been a series of very deadly "accidents". 1983, c1948

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Pillar Mountain.
by Max Brand
FICTION
A boy comes to manhood on wild Pillar mountain. 1979

SUBJECTS: Western

Pilot's point.
by Leila Mackinlay
FICTION
This tale centers around the development of Pilot's Point, a small fishing village, rather behind the times. 1987, c1949

SUBJECTS: General

The Pine Cone Ranch.
by John Hunt
FICTION
Someone bushwhacked the forman of the Pine Cone Cow outfit and it appeared to be murder without reason. But there was a reason, an involved and bitter one. 1987, c1985

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Western

Pistol law.
by Paul Evan Lehman
FICTION
Lance Jones came back to Mustang for just one thing—revenge! 1985, c1950

(Linford western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

Pistolman.
by Steve Frizee
FICTION
Everyone had heard of Clay Arbuckle's reputation that followed him through the Dakota badlands, but Clay wanted to forget. 1985, c1952

(Linford western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

A Place called Paradise.
by Essie Summers
FICTION
A girl's search for her father leads to romance. 1974, c1967

SUBJECTS: Romance

Place for Claire.
by Dorothy M. Cray
FICTION
Claire inherits a small legacy, gives up her teaching job and buys a small cottage in the Lake District for independence and a change of pace. However, she doesn't enjoy her new life as she thought she would. 1985, c1964

SUBJECTS: Romance

A Place for everyone.
by Anne Betteridge
FICTION
The stories in this collection are concerned in one way or another with the relationship between people and places. 1980, c1977
SUBJECTS: General

The Place of stones.
  by Constance Heaven
FICTION
A novel of Emma and her father caught up in Napoleon's France. 1975

SUBJECTS: Romance

Place of stones.
  by Ruth Janette Ruck
S457.S5R8 1961
Story of how the author came to live in the mountains of Snowdonia and learned to run a farm and make a living by the traditional means of a Welsh hill farmer. 1961

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Biography

A Place to hide.
  by Evelyn Anthony
FICTION
A stirring tale of political intrigue and terrorism, of a family tragically torn between love and loyalty. 1987

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Plague of silence.
  by John Creasey
FICTION
An organization threatens world domination, using the forces of nature. 1973, c1958

SUBJECTS: General

Plains song.
  by Wright Morris
FICTION
The poignant story of three generations of Nebraska farm women raised on the middle western plains and dominated by the example of the resolute, hard-working Cora Atkins. 1981, c1980

SUBJECTS: General

Plant propagation.
  by Harry George Witham Fogg
SB406.7.F63
Outlines the many methods of increasing plants which can be carried out by the average amateur gardner. 1974

(Large type series)
SUBJECTS: Plant propagation

Plantation moon.
  by Gloria Bevan
FICTION
Having never really known her father, Nicky couldn't grieve when he died--especially when she learned that he had left her a half share in his plantation on Maloa. 1983

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: General

A Plate of red herrings.
  by Richard Lockridge
FICTION
A business merger and subsequent staff humiliation lead to murder involving the assistant district attorney and a young girl. 1985, c1968

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Play a lone hand.
  by Luke Short
FICTION
A drifter must take a crooked dirty job or face the consequences of being a loner with no horse or gun in this western. 1977, c1950

SUBJECTS: Western

The Player on the other side.
  by Ellery Queen
FICTION
An unknown "Y" types out detailed instructions and the murderer acts upon them. Ellery and his father come to the aid of the victims, four eccentric cousins inhabiting an old Manhattan mansion. 1978, c1963

(An Ellery Queen mystery)
SUBJECTS: Mystery
Playing for keeps.
by Brooke Hastings
FICTION
Nikki Warren answers an ad as a joke, but the man wasn't joking. He wants a pretty young woman to have his baby. 1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

Playing house.
by Gerald Nachman
PN6231.M3N3 1979
The author's uncannily accurate, often hilarious observations on the eternal war between the sexes, otherwise known as marriage. 1979, c1978

SUBJECTS: General

Please don't eat the daisies.
by Jean Kerr
PS3521.E744Z5 1960
The author's bouncing bestseller about the perils and pitfalls of motherhood, wifehood and other assorted hazards that one faces. 1960, c1957

SUBJECTS: General

Please pass the guilt.
by Rex Stout
FICTION
Involves the explosion of a bomb in the office of a potential candidate for the presidency of a large firm. The bomb kills another man and no one is sure who the actual victim was to have been. 1974, c1973

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Plight of Pamela Pollworth.
by Margaret Sebastian
FICTION
When her family moved to Regency London, they simply had to have a French chef--and young Pamela was to find one. 1982, c1980

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Plot it yourself.
by Rex Stout
FICTION
A succession of charges of plagiarism against writers and publishing houses indicates there is evidence beyond blackmail. 1984, c1959

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Plot that thickened.
by Pelham Grenville Wodehouse
FICTION
A Hollywood tycoon, his overbearing wife, and a varied cast are involved in this comedy of errors and manners set in London and the English countryside. 1973

SUBJECTS: Humor

The Plum thicket.
by Janice Holt Giles
FICTION
A grandmother returns to the dusty Arkansas town where she spent her most unforgettable summer with her own grandparents in the early 1900's. 1984

SUBJECTS: General

The Plunderers.
by L. P. Holmes
FICTION
During a drought, bad men plot to foreclose mortgages and gain control of Clearwater Basin, but the good men of the community struggle to overcome them. 1978, c1957

SUBJECTS: Western
The Poacher.
by Herbert Ernest Bates
FICTION
This powerful, evocative novel tells the story of Luke Bishop, a poor but proud and quick-witted man who lived most of his life as a notorious poacher. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

Pocket billiards with cue tips.
by Edward D. Knuchell
GV891.K56 1974
Using his first hand experience as a guide, the author has written a clear, informative handbook for those who really want to learn how to play pocket billiards. 1974, c1970

SUBJECTS: Billiards

A Pocket full of rye.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
When a man is poisoned in his office, Miss Marple does the detecting. 1983, c1964

SUBJECTS: Mystery

A Pocketful of rye.
by Archibald Joseph Cronin
FICTION
A young British doctor weary of working with the poor, secures a pleasant job for himself in a Swiss clinic. To the clinic comes widowed Cathy, his first love, with her ill son Daniel. 1972

SUBJECTS: General

Poinciana.
by Phyllis A. Whitney
FICTION
Shy, timid Sharon Hollis, daughter of a famous international chanteuse and her glamorous manager, agrees to marry wealthy sixty-year-old Ross Logan when her parents are killed in a Belfast bombing. Spanish language. 1981

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Poison oracle.
by Peter Dickinson
FICTION
When greed for oil from a small medieval kingdom begins to trouble the Arabs and primitive Marshmen, a British psycholinguist, his experimental chimpanzee, and a young terrorist are caught up in the turmoil. 1984, c1974

(Atlantic)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Poland.
by James A. Michener
FICTION
This fictional re-creation of the history of Poland spans from the 1200s to the 1980s. It is the story of three families from the village of Bukowo. 1984, c1983

SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

Police at the funeral.
by Margery Allingham
FICTION
From an unlikely cast of characters, Campion must pick the star in a bizarre drama of murder that is turning the ancient home of the Farraday family into a chamber of horrors. 1972, c1931

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Policewoman.
by Dorothy Uhnak
HV8023.U35 1982
The story of one woman's education in the fight against crime, her adventures and those of her companions. In spite of the violence all around her, she never loses her humanity. 1982, c1963

SUBJECTS: Biography

Polly.
by Betty Neels
FICTION
After falling searingly in love with her employer, Professor Sam Gervis who is already engaged, Polly quietly drops out of
sight, to avoid torturing herself day in and day out. 1986, c1984

SUBJECTS: Romance

Polly - my wonderful mother.
by Barbara Cartland
CT788.C3 1985
The story of Polly Cartland's life is a love story: the enchanted love of a young girl that deepens into the love of a woman, before modulating into lasting love of a mother. 1985, c1956

SUBJECTS: Biography

Pool of the pink lilies.
by Joyce Dingwell
FICTION
Greer had always loved and protected her young, frail sister, Holly. 1975, c1970

SUBJECTS: General

Poor relation.
by Lyndon Snow
FICTION
Amy's position in her rich relative's household was little better than a servant, then she is forced to leave. 1979, c1968

SUBJECTS: General

The Portland murders.
by Charles Larson
FICTION
Hollywood producer Nils Blixen is called back to his hometown of Portland, Oregon, as a witness when a former high-school flamé is accused of a thirty-year-old murder. 1985, c1983

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Portofino love.
by Marjorie Vernon
FICTION
A secretary in love with her married boss loses him when tragedy strikes. 1979, c1973

SUBJECTS: Romance

Portrait of a married woman.
by Sally Mandel
FICTION
The story of a marriage and the story of a love affair—a vivid portrayal of a contemporary woman. 1986

SUBJECTS: Romance

Portrait of a president : John F. Kennedy in profile.
by William Manchester
E842.M3 1967
An attempt to understand and explain a highly complex individual. The study covers roughly April 1961-April 1962. 1962, c1967

(A Keith Jennison book)
SUBJECTS: Biography

Portrait of a woman.
by Vicki Page
FICTION
Joadie is totally unprepared for Spencer Redmayne's news that his wife died six months previously in somewhat mysterious circumstances. 1985, c1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

Portrait of Jennie.
by Robert Nathan
FICTION
Coming into his life when he is forlornly poor and his art is at a standstill, a young girl is able to inspire an artist so that he becomes famous. Even after she is gone, her image is his guiding force. 1939

Jr & Sr High
Recorded
(A Keith Jennison book)
SUBJECTS: General

Portrait of Sarah.
by Hermina Black
FICTION
Danger and trouble follow Sarah in spite of an artist's help. 1980, c1967

SUBJECTS: Romance
A Portrait of the artist as a young man.
by James Joyce
FICTION
Largely autobiographical novel portrays the Irish childhood, adolescence, and early manhood of Stephen Dedalus. Stephen's growing self-awareness as an artist forces him to reject the narrow world in which he has been brought up. c1916

SUBJECTS: General

Posse from hell.
by Clair Huffaker
FICTION
Posse from Hell, the folks called them: seven young men in pursuit of a gang of bandits and their hostages. 1984, c1958

SUBJECTS: Western

Posse from Poison Creek.
by Lewis B. Patten
FICTION
A county sheriff in Colorado rides into a bank robbery and witnesses a little girl being trampled to death by the horses of three men making their getaway. 1979

SUBJECTS: Western

Possessions.
by Judith Michael
FICTION
Craig Fraser vanishes after ten years of marriage, leaving his wife Katherine with two children, a heavy mortgage, and no job. Strong language and descriptions of sex. 1984

SUBJECTS: General

The Post at Gundooee.
by Amanda Doyle
FICTION
A girl takes a new job in the back country of Australia. 1973, c1970

SUBJECTS: Romance

Post mortem.
by Harry Carmichael
FICTION
An insurance company decides to investigate a singer's death. 1978, c1965

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Postern of fate.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
Tommy and Tuppence Beresford, new residents of a charming old dream house, find a chilling message about the murder of a former resident stuck in a book. 1974, c1973

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Pound foolish.
by Renee Shann
FICTION
Henry and Lorna Seymour are happy people but poor money managers. When they happen on to good, high-paying positions, their new-found affluence effects their previously stable marriage. 1980, c1973

SUBJECTS: Romance

Powder Valley plunder.
by Peter Field
FICTION
A rancher, accused of murder, gets help from friends. 1977, c1960

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Powder Valley vengeance.
by Peter Field
FICTION
A trio of friends go after a gang of killers with guns blazing. 1977, c1943

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Powdersmoke feud.
by William MacLeod Raine
FICTION
A man shoots the rancher who tried to kill his unarmed friend Pete; then stole a horse and rode up into the hills to lead the hunt
away from his companions. 1978, c1945

SUBJECTS: Western

Powdersmoke payoff.
by Al Cody
FICTION
When Jeb returned, Hallie had married a ruthless land-grabber. But Jeb wanted her back, even if it meant fighting another war! 1985

SUBJECTS: Western

The Power of positive thinking.
by Norman Vincent Peale
BV4908.5.P42 1984
Dr. Peale discusses how to unlearn a negative pattern of living and establish a positive one, and lists his method for breaking the worry habit, his formula for attaining peace of mind. 1984, c1956

SUBJECTS: Philosophy

The Practice of the presence of God.
by of the Resurrection, Brother Lawrence
BX2349.L3813 1985
This book, a spiritual classic, consists of conversations, letters, and maxims on how we should live with the idea of cultivating the sense of God's presence in the soul. 1985, c1974

SUBJECTS: Religion

Practice what you preach.
by Edward Vernon
R489.V47A36 1987
Dr. Vernon writes about his first year as a general practitioner in an English Midlands town. 1987, c1978

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Biography

The Prairie fighter.
by Claude Cassady
FICTION
Jud Parker clawed his way to wealth and power in the far west with only the time it took to mould lesser men to his desires. 1983, c1963

SUBJECTS: General

Prayer and personal religion.
by John B. Coburn
BV2102.C8 1985
This book is a kind of map or guidebook to the foreign land of prayer. 1985

SUBJECTS: Prayer

A Prayer for the ship.
by Douglas Reeman
FICTION
This is the story of the Royal Naval Light Coastal Forces, who nightly took the war into the enemy's territory against overwhelming odds and a well-prepared foe. 1975, c1958

SUBJECTS: World War II-Fiction

Prayers & promises for every day from the Living Bible.
by Corrie Ten Boom
BV4811.T425 1985
Highly devotional book offering 365 prayers coupled with God's promises, all quoted from the Living Bible. 1985

SUBJECTS: Prayer

Prelude to terror.
by Helen MacInnes
FICTION
An art expert goes to Vienna on a secret mission to buy a valuable painting for a Texas millionaire. Two of the Texan's aides have killed the painting's owner and plan to steal the painting. 1978

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Recorded

Prelude to yesterday.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
The night before the wedding Julia found an anonymous letter on the doormat. 'Don't marry him,' it said. 'You know nothing
about him, and you'll only live to regret it.' 
1982, c1961

SUBJECTS: Romance

Prescription for Melissa.
by Alice Dwyer-Joyce
FICTION
Story of Catriona's growing up, and of her evil stepsister, Melissa. 1980, c1974

SUBJECTS: Romance

Presidential lottery.
by James A. Michener
JK529.M5 1969 Oversize
Michener, who himself ran for election in 1968, has experienced firsthand the inequities of the electoral college system for choosing America's presidents. 1969 Recorded

SUBJECTS: Politics

The Pretty horse-breakers.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
Candida, gentle and unsophisticated, enters the world of the Pretty Horse-Breakers and meets the famous Lord Manville, nicknamed the Heart-breaker. 1983, c1971

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Pretty ones.
by Dorothy Eden
FICTION
Emma thought that nothing could upset her first dreamy days of marriage. But then she began to hear the whispers and unpleasant rumours. 1977, c1957

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Pride.
by Judith Saxton
FICTION
The story of Tina Ross, a Norfolk girl whose love for Edward Neyler sets a course of conflicting loyalties that will take her halfway across the world. 1983, c1981

(Ulverscroft large print series: general fiction)

SUBJECTS: General

Pride and prejudice.
by Jane Austen
FICTION
A late 18th-century English novel centering on five marriageable sisters, particularly the rather non-conformist Elizabeth. 1963 Recorded

SUBJECTS: Romance

Pride of Blewburton.
by Ricki Pattison
FICTION
Kerry Dexter, a promising jockey, fell during a race and cut short her career. Dominic Russell watched with admiration as she tried to build a new life. 1986, c1984

SUBJECTS: General

The Pride of the peacock.
by Victoria Holt
FICTION
A tale about Jessica Clavering whose unique inheritance compels her to marry an opal mining executive, whom she dislikes. In Australia she encounters evil surrounding a rare opal and discovers her growing love for her husband. 1977, c1976 Recorded

SUBJECTS: Romance

Pride's castle.
by Frank Yerby
FICTION
Ruthless Pride Dawson rose from poverty to the financial empire of 19th-century robber baron by marrying a rich heiress, but he couldn't forget the poor Irish immigrant girl he had always loved. 1983, c1949 Recorded

SUBJECTS: General

The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie.
by Muriel Spark
FICTION
A character study of the remarkable Miss Brodie, a middle-aged school teacher in
Edinburgh. Also a portrait of adolescence, and its innocent curiosity about life and sex. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

Prince Charles.
by Helen Cathcart
DA591.A33C37 1981
A portrait which presents Prince Charles as only his family and close friends know him - with his endearing sense of comedy and high sense of duty. 1981, c1976

SUBJECTS: Biography

Prince of darkness.
by Barbara Michaels
FICTION
A man who believes his brother was driven to suicide by a woman's 'ailous treatment comes to the woman's home, bent on revenge, only to discover she is being blackmailed and is involved in devil-worship and spiritialism. 1987, c1969

SUBJECTS: General

Princess Daisy.
by Judith Krantz
FICTION
Daisy, the daughter of a White Russian prince and an American film star, grows up with a long-kept secret that follows her throughout her life. Strong language and explicit descriptions of sex. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

Princess Grace.
by Sarah Bradford
DC943.G7B73 1984 b
Traces her life from her Irish-Catholic origins in Philadelphia to her movie-making successes, Hollywood romances, royal marriage, and life as Princess Grace. 1984

SUBJECTS: Biography

The Princess of Celle.
by Jean Plaidy
FICTION
After a forced marriage, Sophia Dorothea is condemned to lifelong exile charged with adultery. 1974, c1967

(Shadows of the crown series)
SUBJECTS: General

The Print petticoat.
by Lucilla Andrews
FICTION
After leaving a job for a new life, Joanna becomes ill. 1971 c1954

SUBJECTS: Romance

Private affairs.
by Judith Michael
FICTION
Elizabeth and Matt Lovell find that their journalistic success is threatening to their happiness. 1986

SUBJECTS: General

A Private life.
by Cynthia Propper Seton
FICTION
Fanny Foote, a modern, sophisticated young writer for a feminist magazine is assigned to do a story about her notorious Aunt Carrie, a lesbian who runs an inn in France for artists and intellectuals. 1982

SUBJECTS: General

Prizzi's family.
by Richard Condon
FICTION
Prizzi's Family is on the fast track to Brooklyn, home turf of the most powerful underworld family in America, whose crime franchises bring in billions of tax free dollars from gambling, narcotics, pornography, and extortion. 1987, c1986

SUBJECTS: General

The problems of Dr. A.
by Elizabeth Seifert
FICTION
A fine surgeon has to find out the truth about his wife. 1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

Prodigal gunfighter.
by Lewis B. Patten
FICTION
When gunfighter Slade Teplin returns home to tiny Cottonwood Springs, the townspeople do not prepare a friendly reception. They wonder uneasily why Slade is coming back after all these years. 1982, c1966

SUBJECTS: Western

Profiles in courage.
by John Fitzgerald Kennedy
E176.K43 1964c
While the then Senator Kennedy convalesced in 1954 and 1955 from the effects of war wounds, he wrote these dramatic profiles of Americans who took difficult and courageous stands at crucial moments in public life. 1964

(A Keith Jennison book)
SUBJECTS: Biography

The Promise.
by Danielle Steel
FICTION
Michael and Nancy are two young lovers who are determined to marry despite the objections of Michael's strong-willed mother. They are put to a test of their promise to never say good-bye. Strong language. 1983, c1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Promise.
by Chaim Potok
FICTION
Two young Jewish men become adults as one studies for the rabbinate and the other, from a strict orthodox family, trains to be a psychologist. 1969

SUBJECTS: General

The Promise of the morning.
by Grace Goodwin
FICTION
Jan's responsibilities constantly clash with those of Robert, her fiance, and she wonders if she will adjust to the somewhat restricted life marriage with him could bring? 1987, c1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

Promise of tomorrow.
by Arlene Hale
FICTION
The aged proprietor of a Florida hotel and her granddaughter Wynne resist the changes of a land boom. Then Wynne finds herself in love with a stranger whose role in the upheaval is a mystery. 1977, c1973

SUBJECTS: Romance

Promised land.
by Robert B. Parker
FICTION
Private eye Spenser and his companion Susan Silverman are embroiled in a search for a runaway wife in summertime Cape Cod. Strong language. 1977, c1976

SUBJECTS: Romance

Promises.
by Catherine Gaskin
FICTION
While driving his carriage through Leeds one evening in 1900, Jack Pollock runs down an abandoned three-year-old child. Jack takes her to his Yorkshire country mansion to be raised with his own children. 1983, c1982

(Charnwood library)
SUBJECTS: General

A Property in Cyprus.
by Robert MacLeod
FICTION
Intrigue, violence and distrust complicate the settling of an estate. 1978, c1970
SUBJECTS: General

The Prophet.
by Kahlil Gibran
PS3513.I25P7 1986
Cadenced and vibrant with feeling, the words of the author bring to one's ears the majestic rhythm of Ecclesiastes. 1986, c1923

SUBJECTS: General

A Prophet in his own country.
by Jess Stearn
BF1027.C3S72 1974b
The psychic's early manhood in Kentucky, when he performed medical cures with a brash, young skeptical doctor named Wesley Ketchum. He discovered that in hypnotic trance he could diagnose ailments. 1974

SUBJECTS: Biography

A Prospect of flowers.
by Andrew Young
OK306.Y69 1986
Compelled by an obsessional desire to see rare plants with his own eyes, Andrew Young undergoes many adventures on "wild flower chases". 1986, c1945

SUBJECTS: Science

The Proud ones.
by Verne Athanas
FICTION
A tale of wild cattle-trail towns and of men who lived by their guns. 1975, 1953

SUBJECTS: Western

The Provencal summer.
by Suzanne Ebel
FICTION
Meredith goes to Provence, as a secretary, to solve a puzzle. 1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Proving gun.
by Ray Hogan
FICTION
When the daughter of the town's leading citizens are kidnapped and Sheriff Luke Jones is shot by the kidnappers, young Deputy Tom Sutton gets the unwelcome challenge of proving he can handle the situation. Some strong language. 1980

SUBJECTS: Western

The Proving trail.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
Young Kearney McRaven has plenty of courage, but tracking his father's killer is almost too much for him, especially since he is being trailed by mysterious gunmen in long black coats. 1980, c1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

Public smiles, private tears.
by Helen Van Slyke
FICTION
Beverly Thyson, a modern career woman before her time, rises through the world of New York fashion merchandising of the 1940s and 1950s to become a dynamic business executive. Some descriptions of sex and some strong language. 1982

SUBJECTS: Western

Puppet on a chain.
by Alistair MacLean
FICTION
The London chief of Interpol is sent to Amsterdam to collect narcotics information that cannot be forwarded by diplomatic pouch. Upon arrival, he sees the messenger shot down. 1971, c1969

SUBJECTS: Romance

Pure as the lily.
by Catherine Cookson
FICTION
Mary weds the nice, old, rich shopkeeper Ben by whom she is pregnant. Her marriage is serene until an air raid kills Ben and one of their two children. 1976, c1972

SUBJECTS: Mystery

(Ulverscroft)
SUBJECTS: General

A Purple place for dying.
by John D. MacDonald
FICTION
Detective Travis McGee is thinking about taking the case of a potential client, a provocative rich woman, when she is gunned down beside him without even finishing her story. Strong language. 1984, c1964

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Pursuit.
by Lewis B. Patten
FICTION
Four tough strangers ride into Buffalo Wallow early one morning and force the helpless stationmaster, Casey Day, to wave in the stagecoach carrying $150,000 and the future of the line. 1981, c1957

SUBJECTS: Western

The Pursuit of holiness.
by Jerry Bridges
BT767.B83 1985
This pursuit is a joint venture between God and the Christian. The author seeks to set forth God's provision for our holiness, stressing our responsibility for achieving it. 1985, c1978

SUBJECTS: Religion

Q clearance.
by Peter Benchley
FICTION
Burnham's low-key existence in the White House is thrust into high gear, as inept Soviet spy Foster Pym uses his luscious daughter Eva to elicit secrets Burnham doesn't even know he knows. 1987, c1986

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

Q's legacy.
by Helene Hanff
PS3515.A4853Z473 1986
A writer's appreciation to her mentor, whom she never knew except on the printed page. 1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: Biography

Quarrel with murder.
by John Creasey
FICTION
A baseball bat had been used to murder Raymond Denton. Oddly enough, Sarah Mellison had been seen only the previous night fooling around with the bats. 1977, c1951

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Quartet in autumn.
by Barbara Pym
FICTION
Novel explores the lives of four elderly people working in the same London office and provides portraits of these lonely, oddly special, and brave people on the verge of compulsory retirement. 1979, c1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Queen and Lord M.
by Jean Plaidy
FICTION
Fictionalized biography of Queen Victoria of England from the time she ascends the throne at 18 through a variety of family, romantic, and political problems until she meets and marries Prince Albert. 1975, c1973

(The shadows of the crown series)
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

The Queen and the gypsy.
by Constance Heaven
FICTION
A historical romance dealing with the death of the wife of a Queen's favorite suitor. 1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

A Queen for the Regent.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
The Prince Regent was a spend-thrift, a handsome Lothario, a player of practical jokes, and a profligate. He fell in love with a woman who was the exact opposite of himself. 1983, c1971

SUBJECTS: Romance

**Queen Lucia.**

by Edward F. Benson

FICTION

Lucia's supremacy as the social and cultural queen of an English village is challenged when one friend discovers an Indian guru and begins yoga lessons. 1987, c1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

**The Queen's life and her twenty-five years of monarchy.**

by Graham Fisher

DA590.F84 1977

Written to commemorate the Silver Jubilee of Queen Elizabeth II. Attempts a portrait of the Queen as a monarch. 1977, c1976

SUBJECTS: Biography

**The Queen's ward.**

by Hebe Elsna

FICTION

A strong-willed girl escapes a forced marriage. 1980, c1967

SUBJECTS: Romance

**A Question of time.**

by Helen McCloy

FICTION

Nothing had prepared the household for the moment when death struck. 1971

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**The Question of Max.**

by Amanda Cross

FICTION

Witty professor Kate Fansler unravels the mysterious deaths of a celebrated English novelist and a graduate student, but not before implicating her colleague Max Reston. Strong language. 1977, c1976

SUBJECTS: Romance

**The Question of Max.**

SUBJECTS: Romance

**The Queen of hearts.**

by Joan Rees

FICTION

After five miserable years of marriage, Louise fell in love with the handsome Italian poet, Vittorio Alferi. This novel tells the story of their romance. 1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

**The Queen's husband.**

by Jean Plaidy

FICTION

Fictionalized biography portrays the private lives and public deeds of Queen Victoria and Prince Albert, the younger son of a German duke, in a tale of royal romance. Evokes the tender affection the couple shared. 1975, c1973

SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

**The Quick and the dead.**

by Louis L'Amour

FICTION

Con Vallian stops at a stranger's campfire and finds himself guiding a family of newcomers across the prairie. He helps them fight a pack of rustlers, a lion, and some Huron Indians. 1974, c1973

SUBJECTS: Western

**Quick trigger country.**
Turkey Red grew up a nameless orphan then hooked up with Curly Bill Graham's outlaw crew and made a name for himself in a hurry. 1985, c1955

SUBJECTS: Western

Quick-fire hombre.
by Nelson Coral Nye
FICTION
They call 'Blur' Ankrom king of the corpseakers but he doesn't want the title or the reputation that goes with it. 1983

SUBJECTS: Western

The Quicksilver pool.
by Phyllis A. Whitney
FICTION
A romantic suspense tale that begins with the loveless marriage of a wounded Union officer and the Southern girl who nurses him and eases the tragic and mysterious loss of his first wife. 1981, c1955

SUBJECTS: Romance

Recorded

The Quiet heart.
by Rose Franken
FICTION
A German bride brings tragedy into a placid French family. 1975?

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Quiet hills.
by Iris Bromige
FICTION
Two young women find careers while on a holiday. 1980, c1967

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Quiet village.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
Danger showed Anna she was not alone; love and understanding followed. 1979, c1975

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Quiet wards.
by Lucilla Andrews
FICTION
This story describes the emotional problems that beset a young nurse who is in love with a famous surgeon. Surprise is held in store for the reader till the last moment. 1974, 1956

SUBJECTS: Romance

Quincannon.
by Bill Pronzini
FICTION
Quincannon drank to numb his conscience: back in Virginia he had accidently shot and killed a young, pregnant woman. 1985

SUBJECTS: Western

The R document.
by Irving Wallace
FICTION
A political novel of law and order and a conspiracy to destroy the Bill of Rights. Some strong language. Some explicit descriptions of sex. 1976

SUBJECTS: General

Recorded

Radiance.
by Anne Maybury
FICTION
A beautiful young model marries the Contessa's son who is dominated by his mother. Asserting her independence, she becomes involved in a clash of wills with the Contessa. 1981, c1979

SUBJECTS: Gothic Romance

Recorded

Radigan.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
When beautiful Angelina Foley came up from Texas with three thousand head of...
cattle, an outfit of hardcase gunhands, and an old Spanish grant to Radigan's land, he knew he was in for the fight of his life.

1976, c1958

Recording

(The Ulverscroft large print series)

SUBJECTS: Western

A Raft of swords.

by Duncan Kyle

FICTION

A 'Raft of Swords' takes the reader on a tightrope journey through the underworld of international intrigue. 1973

SUBJECTS: General

Ragan's law.

by Ray Hogan

FICTION

When young ranch hand Dan Ragan promises to deliver thirty thousand dollars to a dying stranger's wife, he finds himself in mortal danger from treacherous outlaws after the fortune. 1984, c1980

SUBJECTS: Western

A Ragged plot.

by Richard Barth

FICTION

Margaret Binton, a cigarette-smoking elderly widow from Manhattan's Upper West Side, is helping a new friend, Luiz, and a group of teenagers plant a garden in a vacant lot when somebody murders the gentle man. 1981

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Raging of the deep.

by Alfred Draper

FICTION

Grey Seal, the rusty, scruffy coal-burning Grimsby trawler is caught up in the bloody invasion of the island and the evacuation of the defeated British and Commonwealth troops. 1987, c1985

SUBJECTS: World War II-Fiction

The Raging torrent.

by Graham Fisher

FICTION

Fiction based on fact. 'The Raging Torrent' depicts ordinary men and women, British and American, caught in a situation of desperate crisis caused by a giant tidal wave. 1982, c1980

SUBJECTS: General

Ragtime.

by E.L. Doctorow

FICTION

Imaginative, highly individualistic recreation of early 20th-century America that blends history with fiction to achieve what appears to be a true story. Explicit descriptions of sex. 1975

SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

Raiders of Spanish Peaks.

by Zane Grey

FICTION

An Eastern family buys an abandoned military post in the West only to find that warfare continues between ranchers and rustlers. 1985

SUBJECTS: Western

Raiders of the Rimrock.

by Luke Short

FICTION

A man must clear himself of a false murder charge. 1971

SUBJECTS: Western

Rainblast.

by Martin Russell

FICTION

An investigative reporter is muzzled the threshold of the greatest expose' of his career. 1983, c1982

SUBJECTS: Mystery
The Rainbow trail.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
A great rock slide sealed three people in a
canyon. John Sheppard, guided by a Navajo,
Nas Ta Beza, attempted to free them. 1979
SUBJECTS: Western

Ralph Dacrec.
by Anne Stevenson
FICTION
Story of love, search for identity, and a long
conflict with an enemy. 1977
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Raincrow.
by Jane Gilmore Rushing
FICTION
A divorced college professor returns for the
summer to the Texas farm of her birth
hoping to recapture the peaceful years she
once shared with her mother and
grandmother. Her college drop-out son
wants to farm the land. 1978, c1977
SUBJECTS: Romance

Ramrod.
by Walt Coburn
FICTION
Hod Cutter was the most feared man on the
range. There was one man that was not
afraid: Tom Barlow, a gunslinger with an icy
smile. 1987, c1958
SUBJECTS: Western

Raining cats and donkeys.
by Doreen Tovey
PR6039.O75R3 1982
Solomon takes a dislike to the adopted stray
Sheba and there is the problem of the
donkey Annabel's increasing girth. 1982,
c1967
(A New Portway large print book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Random death.

The Rainmaker of Deadman.
by Lloyd Madison
FICTION
Cy dealt himself a hand in the fight for
water and the right to live. He had the
Comanche, Bravo, on his side—to say nothing
of Ciapepe—the-rain-maker. 1987, c1957
(Linford western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

Ramrod vengeance.
by Nelson Coral Nye
FICTION
Dakota Tune was ramrodding Larinda
McClain's small spread and trying to forget
his own outfit that he'd lost. The syndicate
set him up for a sheriff-killing and he had to
leave the territory fast. 1982, c1946
SUBJECTS: Western

The Rancher needs a wife.
by Celine Conway
FICTION
A housekeeper is convinced that the
Canadian rancher needs a wife. 1962
SUBJECTS: Romance

Ramchera.
by George Flynn
FICTION
When Johnny Blue and Concho Silva took
the bounty trail after some horse thieves,
what they stumbled into was a band of
renegade Sioux off the reservation being led
by a white outlaw named Stanhope. 1979
SUBJECTS: Western

Rally to kill.
by Bill Knox
FICTION
A killer is ready to strike again at a
midnight rally-car race. 1977, c1975
(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery
It is a dreary California winter and Detective Delia Riordan of the Glendale Police Department feels plagued - not only by the grim season, but by a wave of crime spreading throughout the city. 1982

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Random island.
by Alex Stuart
FICTION
After an unhappy love affair and the death of her father, Nurse Samarinda Lazenby, a qualified surgeon at a London hospital wished to start a new life. 1985, c1967

SUBJECTS: Romance

Random winds.
by Belva Plain
FICTION
Three-generation saga of the Ferrell Family. Focuses on a proud country doctor; his brilliant neurosurgeon son nearly brought to ruin by love for a woman; and his flamboyant, unconventional granddaughter. Some strong language. 1981, c1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

Range justice.
by Paul Evan Lehman
FICTION
To find the killer of his father and brother, Brent Hollister joined the outlaw gang he thought shielded the murderer. 1987

SUBJECTS: Western

Range law.
by Russ Thompson
FICTION
When a pair of middle-aged Montanans, ‘J.B.’ Brewster and Henry Poole, rode into Horse Valley over an old Indian Trail, they had in mind getting their horses re-shod. 1982, c1976

SUBJECTS: Western

The Rangeland avenger.
by Max Brand
FICTION
Unable to endure his pain and thirst, Hal gave up hope and shot himself. His former companions invent a story of accidental death to cover their guilt. But none could escape the wrath of Hal’s older brother, Riley. 1986, c1922

SUBJECTS: Western

The Raptors.
by Ray Hogan
FICTION
Deputy Sheriff Ben Houston was riding across the plains of Kansas. Somewhere ahead rode a gang of three outlaws who had robbed, raped, and murdered their way from Montana through Wyoming and Colorado. 1985, c1979

SUBJECTS: Western

Rascal, a memoir of a better era.
by Sterling North
PS3527.O585Z5 1963
Rascal is more than just a pet raccoon. He became a furry companion for a motherless boy. 1963

(A Keith Jennison book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Rat race.
by Dick Francis
FICTION
A pilot ferries jockeys and owners to race
tracks around England. One day at a
refueling stop in a strange airport, the plane
blows up while pilot and passengers are in
the lounge. 1974, c1970

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Ravelston affair.
by Elizabeth Harrison
FICTION
Hugh Ravelston, a young medical registrar,
his world crumble at his feet because of
one mistake. 1982, c1969

SUBJECTS: General

Raven's revenge.
by Donald MacKenzie
FICTION
Ex-Scotland Yard Inspector Raven's old
enemy George Drake finishes his prison
stretch for accepting bribes from drug
dealers. Strong language. 1984, c1982

(Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Ravenburn.
by Laura Black
FICTION
In 19th-century Scotland, 18-year-old Katie
Irvine is treated like a stepchild since the
death of her father, Lord Ravenburn. She
has few clothes, little society, and only the
outdoors and books as companions. 1980,
c1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

Reawhile justice.
by Max Brand
FICTION
Traces the adventures and misadventures of
nimblefingered Reata, a young rogue, who is
equally skilled at picking pockets and using
a lariat. 1984

SUBJECTS: Western

The Rawhiders.
by Ray Hogan

FICTION
When the outlaws shoot a man in cold blood
and threaten his pretty daughter with worse.
Buckman and his six-guns decide to take a
stand. 1986, c1985

(G.K. Hall)
SUBJECTS: Western

Reaching for the stars.
by Lucy Walker
FICTION
On a visit to England, the Australian Mrs.
Franklin met Great-Aunt Cassie's glamorous
niece. She thought she would be perfect for
her nephew and invited them to visit.
Complications arose, Aunt Cassie had two
nieces. 1981, c1964

SUBJECTS: Romance

Reaching out : the three movements of the
spiritual life.
by Henri J. M. Nouwen
FICTION
A priest reflects on reaching out to our
innermost self, to our fellow human beings,
and ultimately, to God. 1985, c1975

SUBJECTS: Religion

Rebecca.
by Daphne Du Maurier
FICTION
Rebecca, the glamorous mistress of a great
English estate, died eight months before
Maxim de Winter brought a young and
frightened second wife to live there.
German language. 1938

(Ulverscroft large print)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Rebel doctor.
by Elizabeth Seifert
FICTION
A novel of modern medical dynasty, full of
love, scandal, heartbreak, and courage. 1979

SUBJECTS: Romance
Rebel in love.
by Lilian Peake
FICTION
Lex Moran felt the local school in his village should be closed due to economic reasons. But Katrine, the schoolteacher, felt passionately that the school should be saved. 1986, c1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

Rebel's return.
by Edwin Booth
FICTION
All those years in a yankee prison Nate Hammond dreamed of going home. When he did, he found a nightmare. 1982, c1981

SUBJECTS: Western

A Recipe for murder.
by Jeffrey Ashford
FICTION
It wasn’t a happy marriage, but Kevin Scott had managed to come to terms with it. When Avis’ car washed ashore after it had crashed into the sea, Scott was caught up in a web of deceit and brutal murder. 1982, c1980

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Reckless lady.
by Rae Foley
FICTION
Kay Spaulding’s death reveals a strange tale. 1977, c1973

SUBJECTS: Mystery

A Reckoning.
by May Sarton
FICTION
When Laura Spelman learns that she is dying, she looks on this last illness as a journey during which she must reckon up her life; give up the nonessential, and concentrate on what she calls “the real connections.” 1985

SUBJECTS: General

A Reckoning at Arrowhead.
by W.W. Southard
FICTION
Kincaid made up his mind: there’d be peace in this brutal stretch of New Mexico one day soon—even if that meant he’d have to reckon with every gunman in it. 1985, c1983

SUBJECTS: Western

The Red badge of courage.
by Stephen Crane
FICTION
The Civil War provides a testing ground for a young farm boy. 1964

SUBJECTS: General

The Red box.
by Rex Stout
FICTION
A beautiful model who should have been watching her figure never dreamed that one little piece of candy could kill her. 1981, c1965

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Red grass.
by Carter Travis Young
FICTION
Tale of revenge in the old West centers on two beautiful women on opposite sides of a range war, and Cullom Blaine, a man out to avenge his wife’s killers. 1981, c1976

SUBJECTS: Western

Red harvest.
by Dashiell Hammett
FICTION
A hard-boiled detective arrives in a corrupt mining town and finds the newspaper editor who hired him has been murdered. 1983, c1929

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Red lamp.
by Mary Roberts Rinehart
FICTION
There were quite a few people who remembered Professor Porter's absurd statement regarding the circle enclosing a triangle. The symbol turns up beside the bodies of the slain sheep. 1984, c1925

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Red Mountain.
by Will Comstock
FICTION
When mining czar Gus Jacobs set his kill-crazy claim jumpers on the small mine owners, Clint Evan's uncle called for help. 1983, c1981

(Atlantic)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Red pony.
by John Steinbeck
FICTION
A boy matures as his experiences with horses, an old ranchhand, and the birth of a colt teach him about the interconnections between life and death. 1966, c1933

SUBJECTS: General

The Red rockingbird.
by Ann Marlowe
FICTION
Addie Forrester returns to the tiny Provencal village after several years' absence; she discovers disturbing changes are taking place. 1987, c1984

(G.K. Hall large print book series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Red roses from the doctor.
by Sonia Deane
FICTION
Anna Kendal and Miles Wentworth, both doctors in London hospitals, find that after five years their marriage is beginning to fail. They decide to move to separate practices to think things over. 1980, c1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

Red runs the Rio; and, Bugles on the Bighorn.
by Jackson Cole
FICTION
#1 Ranger Jim Hatfield fights the killer hordes who terrorize the chaparral along the Rio. #2 Bob Pryor, the Rio Kid, heads off a deadly cargo of arms from white renegades. 1982, c1938

SUBJECTS: Western

Red runs the river.
by Lewis B. Patten
FICTION
Hunting down the men who killed his family involves a Kansas homesteader in joining an army disciplinary squad against the Cheyennes. A Western about the late 1860s. 1983, c1970

Recorded
SUBJECTS: Western

Red sky at night.
by John Barrington
SF375.32.B37A37 1986
John Barrington is a shepherd to over 750 Blackface ewes who graze 2000 acres of some of Britain's most beautiful hills overlooking Loch Katrine in Pertshire. 1986

SUBJECTS: Biography

Red sky at night.
by Jane Aiken Hodge
FICTION
In early nineteenth-century England fiery, beautiful Kate and her mother lose their house and land to an American cousin. They take positions as governess and housekeeper in rakish Lord Hawth's home. 1980, c1978

(Ulverscroft large print)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Reflections on the Psalms.
by C. S. Lewis
BS1433.i.4 1985
The professor of Medieval and Renaissance English Literature at Cambridge University writes on various concepts of the Old Testament, such as death, nature, and truth. 1985, c1958

SUBJECTS: Religion

Reflex.
by Dick Francis
FICTION
Aging jockey Philip Nore, a loner abandoned by his unwed junkie mother, decides to quit the track and make photography a profession instead of a hobby. Strong language. 1981

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Regency buck.
by Georgette Heyer
FICTION
Miss Traverner, a young Regency England heiress, and her brother Peregrine travel from Yorkshire to London to meet their guardian. A number of surprising events occur. 1981, c1935

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Regina.
by Clare Darcy
FICTION
An elegant young widow in Regency England meets the handsome, sardonic Lord Wrexml and realizes she will have difficulty trying to keep her seventeen-year-old cousin from marrying him. 1977, c1976

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Reilly's luck.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
On a cold, snowy night when Val Darrant was four years old, he was hustled away on a buckboard to be abandoned. But he did not die; he met Willy Reilly-a gambler, and the best rifle shot in the West. 1976, c1970

(Atlantic large print series)

SUBJECTS: Western

Relentless gun.
by Giles A. Lutz
FICTION
Dave Enders goes after the killer, Blanco, but doesn't realize he's after the wrong man. 1982, c1958

(Atlantic large print series)

SUBJECTS: Western

The Relentless tide.
by Jill Murray
FICTION
Nurse Marie Blane's stepbrother was a tower of strength when her mother and new husband were killed. But her stepbrother seemed to have more than one name. 1984, c1979

(Linford romance library)

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Reluctant nurse.
by Cathy Linton
FICTION
Jennie Talbot fell in love with George Stannard, a houseman at St. Lawrence's. So to be near him she became a nurse. 1987, c1975

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Reluctant orphan.
by Sara Seale
FICTION
Julian married an orphan so he could mould her, but he hadn't counted on Janet. 1979, c1975

SUBJECTS: Romance

Reluctant outlaw.
by Mark Falcon
FICTION
Hay Bassett's gang had outwitted the law for many years, then Denver Branch and a red headed youth, who turned out to be a girl, joined up. She was more then Bassett bargained for. 1983, c1979
SUBJECTS: Western

Reluctant paragon.
by Catherine George
FICTION
Eleanor runs into trouble when her beloved boss retires and his son James returns to take over. 1984, c1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Reluctant partner.
by John Durham
FICTION
A blacksmith reluctantly forms a partnership with an outlaw to please his wife-only to find himself in imminent danger of losing not only his spouse, but his life as well. 1978

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Reluctant relative.
by Jessica Steele
FICTION
Alandra Todd was honouring her mother's deathbed wish by going to visit her estranged family's home. 1986, c1983

(Harlequin large print series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Remedy for love.
by Flora Kidd
FICTION
Simon Rigg takes up residence at the family home of Riggholm and lets everyone know he wants to be left alone. Will Susan listen? 1983

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Remembering Louise.
by Anna Gilbert
FICTION
In Victorian England, Hester is cloistered in her widowed father's home, which is also a jeweler's shop. Semi-betrothed to a priggish seminarian, she dreams of a cozy future as a housewife. 1980, c1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

Remembrance.
by Danielle Steel
FICTION
An Italian-born princess marries a wealthy army officer after World War II. She endures a hateful mother-in-law until the Korean conflict makes her a widow. 1984, c1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

Recorded

Renaissance man.
by Stephanie James
FICTION
Rare-book dealer, Alina Corey, decided to live like the heroine of her favorite Renaissance book. It worked until Jared Troy appeared in the flesh. 1984, c1982

(Seymour large print romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Rendezvous with danger.
by Margaret Pemberton
FICTION
When Susan's car is stolen by the assassins of a German minister, her life takes on the horror of a nightmare. 1980, c1974

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Renegade.
by Donald Clayton Porter
FICTION
Renno, born white and raised to be a Seneca warrior, finds himself facing a new type of battle at the court of the King and Queen of England. 1983, c1980

(White Indian series ; bk. 2)
SUBJECTS: General

Renegade gambler.
by Lee Floren
FICTION
Matt Wilson was a gambler, always on the move. But when he learned his brother was
dead...murdered...Matt Wilson rode to Cinchring for justice. 1979, c1961

SUBJECTS: Western

The Renegade gun.
by Ray Hogan
FICTION
John Cameron returns home to Wolf Springs after serving a prison sentence, having been framed by Sid Mason, a greedy cattle baron. 1983, c1982

SUBJECTS: Western

Renegade ramrod.
by Leslie Ernenwein
FICTION
Clay Quantrelle rode into Tailholt looking for peace and quiet, but the acrid smell of gunsmoke dogged his every step. 1987, c1950

(Atlantic large print western)
SUBJECTS: Western

Renno.
by Donald Clayton Porter
FICTION
The great White Indian, Renno, strives to persevere the peace on the American Frontier. 1983, c1981

(The White Indian series)
SUBJECTS: General

Renny's daughter.
by Mazo De La Roche
FICTION
Concerns Renny's 18-year-old daughter Adeline, her trip to Ireland, and her first frustrated romance. 1973, c1951

SUBJECTS: General

Replay.
by Ken Grimwood
FICTION
Jeff Winston, at 43, he's trapped in a lifeless marriage and a dead-end job. Until he has a sudden fatal heart attack and awakens in his 18-year-old body in 1963, with his memories of the next 25 years intact. 1987

SUBJECTS: Fantasy

Restless heart.
by Denise Robins
FICTION
Julia had to face herself squarely when she fell out of love with her husband. 1980, c1954

SUBJECTS: Romance

Retreat with honor.
by Josephine Lawrence
FICTION
When Melinda Drew, an outspoken and likeable widow of 51, decides to retire from her work in a Law office, she is persuaded to take on the supervision of Homesite, a model retirement community. 1973

SUBJECTS: General

Return engagement.
by Kay Robbins
FICTION
Sparks flew whenever the fiery actress, Tara Collins, and producer Devlin Bradley came near each other during rehearsal. No one dreamed they had once been engaged. 1983, c1982

(Second chance at love)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Return journey.
by Ronald Frederick Delderfield
FICTION
Pip Stuart returns to a small English resort after an absence of 30 years, and recalls the early loves of his life. 1974, c1967

SUBJECTS: General

Return journey.
by Ruby M. Ayres
FICTION
Rocky Chandler's infectious smile and undisguised enthusiasm seemed to rub off on everyone except Richard Wheeler, who
knew the tragic secret that lay hidden beneath her happy exterior. 1982, c1939

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Return match.
by Elizabeth Cadell
FICTION
Back from Brazil to work in London, international playboy Nigel Pressley finds that Rona, his mother's goddaughter, is an ugly duckling turned swan. 1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

Return of a fighter.
by Ernest Haycox
FICTION
When Hugh Kingmead returns to Sun Ford after eight years of running, he is ready to try, once again, to prove his innocence in the murder of wealthy rancher Colonel Ansel Starrett. 1977, c1929

Recorded
SUBJECTS: Western

Return of Claudia.
by Rose Franken
FICTION
Claudia and David take a 3 month holiday in Europe meeting old and new friends. Then it is home once more to the United States, and the prospects of moving into a new house. 1983, c1956

(Ulverscroft large print series : romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Return of Haym Salomon.
by Leo Calvin Rosten
FICTION
This is a collection of stories previously published in the New Yorker and Harper's magazines which present the fun-loving Hyman Kaplan, his fellow students, and their teacher. 1966, c1959

Recorded
SUBJECTS: Humor

The Return of Morgette.
by Glenn G. Boyer
FICTION
Legendary gunfighter Dolf Morgette returns home to Pinebluff, Idaho for his son's wedding. 1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: Western

The Return of Sherlock Holmes.
by Arthur Conan Doyle
FICTION
Thirteen adventures of the redoubtable amateur detective and his frequently baffled colleague, Dr. Watson. 1960, c1905

Recorded
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Return of the native.
by Thomas Hardy
FICTION
Egdon Heath, a barren place of somber colors, is the setting for the story of wilfull exotic Eustacia who disrupts the lives of Clym Yeobright, the returning "native," his mother, and his gentle cousin. 196-

Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Return of the Texan.
by Burt Arthur
FICTION
In the middle of a battle between cattlemen and homesteaders, Johnny Canavan falls in love with another man's wife. 1985, c1956

(Linford Western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

Return to happiness.
by Renee Shann
FICTION
When a young girl is widowed after a short married life, her own doubts and her mother-in-law's get in the way when David Maxwell comes along. 1982

(Ulverscroft large print series : romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Return to Jalna.
by Mazo De La Roche
FICTION
Tenth in the series about the Whiteoaks of Jalna. This episode begins during World War II, and shows the brothers coming home from the war and settling down, soon with children of their own. 1973, c1948

SUBJECTS: General

Return to King’s Mere.
by Leslie Lance
FICTION
A number of people are eager to inherit an estate. 1976, c1967

(The Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Return to Phantom Hill.
by Wayne Barton
FICTION
The Civil war may be over, but West Texas is still full of ex-Confederates with no use for Yankees. Steve Merritt returns to Fort Phantom Hill to start ranching with his buddy, who has now disappeared. 1987, c1983

SUBJECTS: Western

Return to Silbersee.
by Jane Arbor
FICTION
Planning to return to England, Juliet decides to stay in Silbersee instead when tycoon Karl Adler tries to take things over. 1984, c1978

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Return to Thrush Green.
by Miss Read
FICTION
A glimpse of English village life. Joan and Edward Young have spent a happy decade in the honey-colored Cotswold stone cottage that everyone agrees is the prettiest in the village of Thrush Green. 1980, c1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

Return trips: stories.
by Alice Adams
FICTION
Here are 15 stories, all revolve around "return trips" made by women—to some memory or scene from the past, or to new places where fresh experiences or new relationships await them. 1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: Fantasy

Reunion in San Jose.
by Marshall Grover
FICTION
Robbie Rigg struck gold and became a wealthy mine-owner. Now he could afford to hire the Lone Star Hellions to find his four runaway children. 1987

(Linford western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

Revenge rider; and Long Roper.
by Jim Wilmeth
FICTION
#1: Gurt, a drifter, killed a few rustlers. The rest of the gang branded him and left him to die. Gurt survived and went on a killing spree. #2: Rance Long Roper, while recovering stolen horses, was ambushed twice. 1983

SUBJECTS: Western

Reward of love.
by Quenna Tilbury
FICTION
According to the late Mrs. Merrick’s will Caroline was to inherit a small legacy in return for doing some special jobs. 1986, c1974

(Linford romance library)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Rex: an autobiography.
by Rex Harrison
Memoir by the British stage and screen actor that briefly touches upon his early years and concentrates on his acting career. He
discreetly tells of his marriages and relates some mild gossip about other stars.  1975, c1974

SUBJECTS: Biography

**A Rhapsody of love.**
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
The Earl of Ulverston had a poor opinion of women until the music loving Orelia triumphed over fears and danger to sweep them both into a rhapsody of wild magical delight.  1975, c1985

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

**The Rhino stayed for breakfast.**
by Rowena Lee
DT433.52.B37 1975
The day-to-day experiences of a young couple living in Kenya. Despite the Mau Mau terror, daily life continues to have its light side.  1975, c1958

SUBJECTS: Biography

**Ribbons in her hair.**
by Lucy Walker
FICTION
Laura Montgomery, said her family, was born with a silver spoon in her mouth and ribbons in her hair. Laura had no trouble finding admirers in the cities of Western Australia. But her heart was still in Ireland.  1981, c1972

(Ulverscroft large print series: romance)  
SUBJECTS: Romance

**The Rich and the righteous.**
by Helen Van Slyke
FICTION
The chairmanship of a giant corporation is up for grabs. Behind each of the men contending for the position is a woman—wife, mistress, or daughter—who holds the cards in the high-stake game. Some strong language.  1983, c1971

SUBJECTS: Romance

**The Rich get it all.**
by Fran Huston
FICTION
Nicole Sweet, private eye, takes a murder case involving two powerful families.  1974, c1973

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**Richard Whittington, London's mayor.**
by Gwynedd Sudworth
DA317.8.W45S8 1977
Dick Whittington, born in fourteenth century England, was mayor of London four times and earned the respect of the less fortunate.  1977

SUBJECTS: Biography

**Richard's way.**
by Kate Thompson
FICTION
Richard, a handsome and intriguing young man with distinct gifts as an artist, is just at the age of discovering his true interests. 1978, c1965

(Ulverscroft large print series: romance)  
SUBJECTS: Romance

**Ride a crooked trail.**
by Lewis B. Patten
FICTION
The story of young Jason Willard in search of the three vicious killers who murdered his parents.  1983, c1976

SUBJECTS: Western

**Ride a tall horse.**
by Lewis B. Patten
FICTION
Deputy Marshal McCabe leaves for Tucson and decides to leave Jason Cole, who is only 18 and dependable, in charge. Jason proves himself worthy of a badge by bringing a bandit to justice.  1981, c1980

SUBJECTS: Western
Ride a white dolphin.
by Anne Maybury
FICTION
Whan a woman stays with her new husband's aunt in Venice while he is away, a number of near-fatal accidents make her suspect that her husband wants her dead.
1983, c1971
(Ulverscroft)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Ride down the wind.
by Wayne Barton
FICTION
After Jess Favor makes it possible for Chiricahua scout Nantahe to escape, blood is shed and he wonders if he did the right thing.
1985
SUBJECTS: Western

Ride out and die.
by Frank Chester Robertson
FICTION
Hank hated to see innocent folks suffer at the hands of unscrupulous relatives, so he got involved.
1976
SUBJECTS: Western

Ride south!
by C. H. Haseloff
FICTION
When Indians killed her husband and took her children, Leah Harte rode south to vengeance.
1985
(Linford western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

Ride the Blue Riband.
by Rosalind Laker
FICTION
Secrets lurked behind Rushmere's charming facade and nearby estates. In search for answers Tansy has to gamble with her life...and almost loses.
1980, c1977
SUBJECTS: Romance

Ride the dark trail.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
Logan Sackett comes to the rescue of his elderly aunt living alone on a ranch and threatened by a tough gang of cowboys.
1972
Recorded
SUBJECTS: Western

Ride the man down.
by Luke Short
FICTION
With owner Phil Evarts's death, the Hatchet spread is up for grabs. Seventy thousand acres of range is a lot of loot, and Bide Marriner is determined to have it all--the grass and water and the power that comes with it.
1981, c1942
Recorded
SUBJECTS: Western

Ride the river.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
Fabulous Echo Sackett, aunt of the Sackett brothers and an exceptional woman for the 1840s, is called back to the Tennessee mountain country to claim the family inheritance.
1984, c1983
Recorded
SUBJECTS: Western

Ride the thunder.
by Janet Dailey
FICTION
A glamorous New York socialite on a hunting party out West meets a rugged stranger whose fiery touch sparks her passion. Some strong language.
1984
Recorded
SUBJECTS: Romance

Ride the wild trail.
by Max Brand
FICTION
Don Grier was a young boy when he set out through the wilderness with a brutal and vindictive taskmaster. Two months later Don had the toughness and fighting skills of a man.
1983
SUBJECTS: Western

Ride the wind.
   by Yvonne Whittal
FICTION
Steve Beaumont described Loren as a 'walking disaster', and Loren realised that it would be more of a disaster if she allowed herself to become involved with him. 1986, c1983

(Harlequin large print)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Rider of Lost Creek.
   by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
When Mort Davis sees the big spreads fencing out his piece of grass and barbed wire biting into the Live Oak Country, he calls in Kilkenny. Kilkenny is poison in a gun battle and leaves no more trail than a ghost. 1979, c1976

SUBJECTS: Western

Rider of the high hills.
   by Max Brand
FICTION
Determined to go straight despite his crooked past, Reata is tricked into helping to recover a cache of gold a band of outlaws had stolen from a bank in Jumping Creek. 1978, c1977

SUBJECTS: Western

A Rider of the high mesa.
   by Ernest Haycox
FICTION
Leaving his barren parched farm, a cowboy searches for gold in the nearby hills and finds trouble. 1978

SUBJECTS: Western

Riders in the dusk.
   by Frank Bosworth
FICTION
Lieve Wyatt's father Henry had found a solution to starving out on his homestead--he sold fresh, strong horses to fugitive outlaws. 1986, c1982

SUBJECTS: Western

Riders of the purple sage.
   by Zane Grey
FICTION
A story of hairbreadth escapes from villainous Mormons in southwestern Utah in 1871. 1979

SUBJECTS: Western

Riding tough.
   by Jim Busbee
FICTION
The story of John Colter and his bloody encounters with the vicious Blackfeet, his love for an Indian maiden, and his long, hard journey to the hot sulphur springs. 1985

(Linford western library)

Rim of the desert.
   by Ernest Haycox
FICTION
A tough cowboy rides into a prairie town where the peace is soon shattered by a blood feud between cattlemen and homesteaders. 1978, c1969

SUBJECTS: Western

Rim of the range.
   by Al Cody
FICTION
On the verge of bankruptcy, his boss asked Johnny to consider starting up a sheep operation. The decision was Johnny's, but before he could make up his mind a bullet almost ended his problems. 1985

SUBJECTS: Western

Rimrock vengeance.
   by Al Cody
FICTION
Curt and Keogh go on an undercover mission to find the cattle rustlers who were wiping out the rancher's herds. 1984

(Atlantic)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Ring.
by Danielle Steel
FICTION
Supposedly based on an actual incident in the author's own family, this novel tells of a rich German woman, the breathtaking beauty Kasandra von Gotthard, who falls in love with a Jewish writer, Dolf Stern. Some strong language. 1981, c1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

A Ring for a fortune.
by Lilian Peake
FICTION
Before she could inherit her grandfather's fortune, Jasmine had to be married and she must marry a man she had proposed to. 1987

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Ring for Jeeves.
by Pelham Grenville Wodehouse
FICTION
William Egerton Bamfylde Ossingham Belfry takes up a new career as a bookmaker with the support of a wary Jeeves, until he runs into some financial difficulties. 1975

SUBJECTS: Humor

Ring for nurse.
by Renee Shann
FICTION
A nurse and doctor secretly engaged must put up with the hospital gossip about him and the Matron's lovely secretary. 1983, c1958

SUBJECTS: Romance

Ring o' Roses.
by Lucilla Andrews
FICTION
Cathy Maitland returns to the place of her childhood to be a bridesmaid in her friend Ruth's wedding. Seeing Ruth's brother Joss again brings back old memories and sparks new feelings. 1975, c1972

SUBJECTS: Romance

Ring of bright water.
by Gavin Maxwell
QH141.M3 1960
Gavin Maxwell writes of his remote home on the northwestern Scottish coast. It was there he brought his pet otter Mijbel to share his home and life. 1960

(Ulverscroft large print edition series)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Rio D'Oro.
by Nigel Tranter
FICTION
A newspaper reporter learns of a search for Inca gold. 1955

SUBJECTS: Western

Rio Grande riptide.
by Roe Richmond
FICTION
A ruthless preacher is behind a series of brutal murders and rustlings along the Mexican border. 1982, c1980

(Atlantic large print series)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Rio Hondo kid.
by John Thomas Edson
FICTION
The hired gunmen make big mistakes when they take insignificant looking individuals for granted. Especially the Rio Hondo gun wizard, Dusty Fog. 1978, c1968

SUBJECTS: Western

Ripoff.
by Arthur Maling
FICTION
Thriller about security analyst Brockton Potter who receives anonymous telephone calls informing him that $23 million is missing from one of the accounts he handles. 1976

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Rising of the moon.
by Gladys Mitchell
FICTION
Introducing Dame Beatrice Adela Lestrange Bradley, who teams up with two small boys to investigate a series of grisly murders in their Thameside town. 1986

SUBJECTS: Mystery

River lady.
by Jude Deveraux
FICTION
In a chance encounter on Virginia's riverfront, Leah, a beautiful waif, unwittingly captured the one man she had always loved! 1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: Romance

River lodge.
by Elizabeth Cadell
FICTION
When Ruth and Roger Mallard inherit a large house but with no money to keep it up, they decide to turn it into a superior guest-house. 1983

SUBJECTS: Romance

The River of diamonds.
by Geoffrey Jenkins
FICTION
A daring expedition is planned to recover diamonds off the African Coast. 1972, c1964

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: General

River of dreams.
by Gay Courter
FICTION
Focuses on willful Margaret Claiborne, educated in a New Orleans convent, who makes a disastrous marriage with the dashing but disloyal brother of her Brazilian friend. Some descriptions of sex. 1984

SUBJECTS: Romance

A River runs through it, and other stories.
by Norman F. Maclean
FICTION
Collection of entertaining autobiographical stories of the American West in the thirties. Recreates the men and boys who manned the logging camps in Montana, and fond memories of the art of fly fishing. Some strong language. 1976

SUBJECTS: General

River voices.
by Suzanne Ebel
FICTION
Sophie, who feels herself to be English, is horrified when her Hungarian father sends for her. To remain in England, Sophie helplessly consents to a 'marriage of convenience'. 1985, c1976

(Ulverscroft large print series: romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Rivers of time.
by Jean Barlow Hudson
FICTION
Tale of adventure and love when a woman suddenly recovers her memory after emerging from the African jungle. 1980, c1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

Rivers west.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
Jean Talon, a young shipbuilder, leaves Quebec hoping to find work in Pittsburgh. Aboard a steamboat he meets a lovely young woman headed for the Louisina Territory. 1975
**Road from Singapore.**

by Diana Norman
HV9346.D6N64
This is the story of an ordinary Royal Air Force corporal based in Singapore. He survived to tell of the horrors of a Japanese prison camp. 1974, c1970

SUBJECTS: Biography

**The Road less traveled.**

by Morgan Scott Peck
BF637.54P43 1985
A practicing psychiatrist suggests ways in which recognizing and resolving our problems can move us toward greater understanding of both ourselves and others. 1985

SUBJECTS: Psychology

**The Road to many a wonder.**

by David Wagoner
FICTION
A rags-to-riches romance that relates the westward journey of 20-year-old Ike Bender and his child bride during the Pikes Peak Gold Rush of 1859. 1976, c1974

SUBJECTS: General

**The Road to Paradise Island.**

by Victoria Holt
FICTION
An indomitable nineteenth-century English heroine, Annalice Mallory, discovers the overgrown burial plot of an ancestor named Ann Alice Mallory. She also finds her namesake’s journal, along with a puzzling map. 1986

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**The Road of revelation.**

by Norah Lofts
FICTION
Kevin Furmage was a visionary, whose burning obsession was to make a mark upon the world by blazing a new route to California over the mountains. 1977, c1941

SUBJECTS: General

**Road to the coast.**

by John Harris
FICTION
Unusual qualities gradually emerge from Harry Ash when he is put in the position to rescue a ship and its passengers. 1977, c1959

SUBJECTS: General

**The Roast of the town.**

by Alice Chetwynd Ley
FICTION
Georgina had to prove she could entice Dr. Graham and then jilt him at will, but she didn’t count on the whims of passion. 1978, c1968

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

**Robbers’ roost.**

by Zane Grey
FICTION
In the 1870’s, a battle takes place between rival outlaw gangs at Robbers’ Roost, a perfect hideout in a canyon in no-man’s-land. Only one man, a beautiful girl, and a fortune in hard cash survive the shootout. 1980

SUBJECTS: Western

**Robert Kennedy: a memoir.**

by Jack Newfield
E840.8.K4N4 1970 Oversize
A chronicle and analysis of the politics and character of Robert F. Kennedy between the assassination in Dallas and Robert’s own death in Los Angeles. 1970, c1969

SUBJECTS: Biography

**Rochester’s wife.**

by Dorothy Emily Stevenson
FICTION
In Minfield, the Rochesters were looked on as the ideal married couple. Why did Kit feel that something was terribly wrong with
both their lives and their marriage? 1983

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Rock gardening.
by A.G. Puttock
SB459.P87
A book on selection of rocks, plants, where to plant and how to keep your rock garden alive and intact. 1974?

(Large type series)
SUBJECTS: Rock gardens

Rock Pine.
by Netta Muskett
FICTION
A young girl marries above her station and must face the opposition of her husband's relations. She must also meet the challenge of Stella, who had known him more than well. 1982, c1952

SUBJECTS: Romance

Rockfire.
by Catherine Dillon
FICTION
Abby went to Kimberley in the 1800's to search for her father. 1978, c1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Rocks remain.
by Gavin Maxwell
CT828.M29A3 1976
The author tells of the troubles of living with otters as pets. Continues Ring of bright water. 1976

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Rogue.
by Janet Dailey
FICTION
Holt Mallory perceives destructive power in the beauty of Diana Somers. Though their relationship starts in conflict, an understanding grows between them. 1985, c1980

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

Rogue mustang.
by Max Brand
FICTION
Paradise Al, gunman and drifter, is used to winning at cards and guns, but he's new to the game of love. Nevertheless, he takes on the challenge of training a man-killing mustang to win the heart of the sheriff's daughter. 1985

Recorded

(G.K. Hall large print book series)
SUBJECTS: Western

Rogue River feud.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
Keven Bell returns from the war with a bum eye, an iron jaw, and a sun-spot on his brain. He then finds his mother is dead, his fiancee refuses to see him, and his best friend Garry, is a lazy, rum-guzzling riverman. 1983, c1949

Recorded

(Ulverscroft large print series: western)
SUBJECTS: Western

Rogue's covenant.
by Sylvia Thorpe
FICTION
A proper young lady of Georgian times is drawn into a threatening romance. 1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

Role of honor.
by John E. Gardner
FICTION
After being drummed out of the service, James Bond is up for hire, and the world's intelligence agencies compete for his services. Descriptions of sex. 1985, c1984

Recorded

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

Rolissa.
by Jane Lovelace
FICTION
Lovely orphan-heiress Lady Rolissa
Amberly goes to London to meet Carson
Talmadge, the Earl of Ondridge, who is the family’s choice for Rolissa’s bridegroom.  
1985

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Roman.  
by Douglas C. Jones  
FICTION  
In 1865, Roman Hasford sets out in the world, journeying west during one of the most thrilling periods of American history.  
1987, c1986

SUBJECTS: General

The Roman hat mystery.  
by Ellery Queen  
FICTION  
The evidence of an on-stage murder points toward a blackmail plot against the lead actor. But this solution is much too neat to satisfy Ellery Queen.  
1981, c1969

SUBJECTS: Mystery

(Ulverscroft large print series: mystery)

The Roman spring of Mrs. Stone.  
by Tennessee Williams  
FICTION  
Mrs. Stone, recently widowed settles in Rome. Her quiet life becomes much more interesting after she is introduced to the young, handsome, but expensive Paolo.  
1986

SUBJECTS: Romance

Romance and nurse Margaret.  
by Sheila Burns  
FICTION  
Margaret, weary of her commanding new Matron, suddenly went into the country to work for a woman writer, Fenella Davis, whom the world considered a trifle mad.  
1985, c1972

SUBJECTS: Romance

Romance for Nurse Hudson.  
by Nan Herbert  
FICTION  
Penelope Hudson takes a post as Staff Nurse in the local hospital. She finds that Dr. Roger Wykeham still treats her as the little girl next door.  
1987, c1976

SUBJECTS: Romance

Romance in G minor.  
by Bess Streeter Aldrich  
FICTION  
A collection of short stories portraying small town life on the midwestern prairies throughout the first half of the 20th century.  
1984

SUBJECTS: General

The Romance of Charles Dickens.  
by Ursula Bloom  
FICTION  
At the age of 19, penniless Charles Dickens fell in love with Maria Beadnell, the daughter of an affluent banker. Though she marries another, years later her romance with Charles blossoms again.  
1983, c1960

SUBJECTS: Romance

(The Lythway book)

The Romance of Dr. Dinah.  
by Mary Essex  
FICTION  
When Dinah came to the big London hospital to train to be a doctor, she was captivated by Mark Terry, a fellow student. But Mark was no more than a flirt.  
1985, c1967

SUBJECTS: Romance

Romance of summer.  
by Ursula Bloom  
FICTION  
When Dickie breaks his engagement to Jenny, in pursuit of money and a greater career, Jenny travels to Happy Isle for a holiday. For a time, she finds peace and rest. She also finds Dickie.  
1984, c1959

SUBJECTS: Romance

(A Lythway book)
**The Romantic Frenchman.**
by Mary Ann Gibbs
FICTION
A gentle young matron with five children has a charming French lieutenant come into her life unexpectedly. 1978, c1967

SUBJECTS: Romance

**Romantic intruder.**
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
When Kay Graham and Tony Felstone met, they fell madly in love. Tony had an affair before with Sylvia who was now a menace. 1986

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

**Romantic lady.**
by Sylvia Thorpe
FICTION
Relief from a depressing life leads into a dangerous predicament. Then Caroline decides to lend a hand. 1979, c1960

SUBJECTS: Romance

**The Romantic rivals.**
by Caroline Courtney
FICTION
Venetia set out to solve a mystery on her own and D’Arcy was stunned by her assertiveness and exasperated by her stubborn persistence—yet he would help her because they shared a common dream. 1982, c1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

**The Romany rebel.**
by Zabrina Faire
FICTION
Easter and an unorthodox lover upset Lord Roxbrough’s plans. 1980, c1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

**Ronne and Nancy: a very special love story.**
by Bill Adler
E877.A65 1986

SUBJECTS: Biography

**A Room with dark mirrors.**
by Velda Johnston
FICTION
A recently divorced airline stewardess doubts her sanity after a strange handsome man with a gun threatens to kidnap her on a Paris street. Her former husband helps her elude the pursuers. 1976, c1975

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**Rooney.**
by Catherine Cookson
FICTION
Joseph Rooney Smith, a Corporation dustman, was unmarried and happy except for his landlady’s attempts to mother or marry him. Then he moved to Ma Ho-letts home and this time his problems were different. 1975

SUBJECTS: General

**Roots.**
by Alex Haley
E185.97.H24A33 1979
Historical novel about the author’s family from its roots in eighteenth-century Africa to slavery in Virginia. Continues with the family’s resettlement in Tennessee following the Civil War. 1979, c1976

SUBJECTS: Biography

**A Rope-in case.**
by Lillian Beckwith
DA880.H4B448
Life in the Hebrides is difficult but interesting. Lillian Beckwith tells about the people and the life of this distant locale. 1972, c1968

SUBJECTS: Biography
Rose: my life in service.
  by Rosina Harrison
DA574.A8H37 1981
Lady Astor's personal maid recalls her 35 years of service to one of England's most aristocratic and famous families. 1981, c1975
SUBJECTS: Biography

The Rose and the yew tree.
  by Mary Westmacott
FICTION
Story of a strange relationship that develops between an aristocrat and an opportunist. 1978, c1947
SUBJECTS: Romance

A Rose for virtue.
  by Norah Lofts
FICTION
A historical novel in which Hortense tells of her devotion to her stepfather, her unhappy marriage to his brother, her love affair with one of his officers, and changes in her life after Waterloo. 1972, c1971
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

A Rose in the heather.
  by Suzanne Ebel
FICTION
Sorrel's life is completely changed when her wealthy father dies bankrupt. 1980, c1978
SUBJECTS: Romance

Rosebud.
  by Paul Bonnecarrere
FICTION
Two members of the Fedayin, acting under orders from the Palestinian Liberation Movement, hijack a plane and demand the release of the Munich Olympic killers. 1981, c1974
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Rosemary for Stratford-on-Avon.
  by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
As a child, Ursula Bloom lived near Stratford-on-Avon, and in this book recalls those days and the people that populated the town before the place was commercialized. 1983, c1966
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Rosemary tree.
  by Elizabeth Goudge
FICTION
The story of a vicar, his wife and their three children. Also living with them is Harriet, an arthritic former housekeeper. When Michael comes to them from the outside world, his failures are put into perspective. 1983

Roses for Christmas.
  by Betty Neels
FICTION
Though she never cared for Fulk van Hensum before, Eleanor feels prickly every time she thinks of his fiancee, the pretty little Imogen. 1985, c1975

(Rosevean.
  by Iris Bromige
FICTION
Ann becomes a companion to a lively 18 year old to forget a tragic accident. 1979, c1962
SUBJECTS: Romance

Rosy is my relative.
  by Gerald Durrell
FICTION
This novel is based on a true incident of the 19th-century about a man who unexpectedly inherits an elephant who is amiable, well trained, and addicted to strong drink. 1977, c1968
SUBJECTS: General

Rough diamond.
by Brooke Hastings
FICTION
It is hard for Dani Ronsard to realize that her father's death has left her an extremely wealthy woman. Now she owns a major league baseball team and is feeling an incredible attraction toward the pitcher. 1983, c1982

(Nightingale series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

A Rough music.
by Barbara Bennett
FICTION
A man marries and dreams of the sons he will have to help with the farm but he is fated to be surrounded by women whose influences mar his life from childhood on. 1981, c1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

Rough strife.
by Lynne Sharon Schwartz
FICTION
Conflict and commitment keep Ivan and Caroline's marriage in a state of growth, and they finally realize that they belong together. 1982, c1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

Rough weather.
by Iris Bromige
FICTION
An heiress is left penniless, to make her own way. 1977, c1972

SUBJECTS: Romance

Roughshod.
by Thomas W. Shaw
FICTION
Two Texas brothers who fought on opposite sides in the Civil War are now united by a new war. To hold their family land against a murderous gang of bluecoated scalaways, they must choose between vengeance and the law. 1982

SUBJECTS: Western

The Round dozen.
by Elizabeth Cadell
FICTION
In London, a rich bachelor is tracking down a priceless family heirloom missing since 1702. His sleuthing leads him into the rural countryside where he meets a Cambridgeshire secretary. 1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Round-up.
by Clarence Edward Mulford
FICTION
Bob Corson, owner of the JC ranch and sheriff of Cactus County, suspect a case of cattle rustling. 1973, c1933

SUBJECTS: Western

Royal flush: the story of Minette.
by Margaret E. F. Irwin
FICTION

(Shadows of the crown series)
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

Royal punishment.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
When they are captured by Brigands and Clotilda's virtue is threatened, only the Marquis can save her from them, and a loveless, horrifying marriage. 1985, c1984

SUBJECTS: Romance

Royal summons.
by Elizabeth Cadell
FICTION
Plain Nell Berg from Arizona arrives in England to inspect the estate she has inherited from her mother's English family.
She meets handsome young Hallam Grant, and after a two week courtship, they marry.
1973, c1972

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Rubber band.
by Rex Stout
FICTION
When detective Nero Wolfe takes the case of a woman accused of stealing from her bosses, he turns up multiple murder, devilish alibis, and a warrant for his own arrest.
1981, c1964

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Rule Britannia.
by Daphne Du Maurier
FICTION
A satirical novel, set in the near future, after England has left the Common Market and joined with the United States in a union called USUK. 1973, c1972

SUBJECTS: General

The Rules of marriage.
by Sheila Bishop
FICTION
A plunge into an affair threatens a happy marriage. 1980, c1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

Run from heartache.
by Brenda Trent
FICTION
A girl loses her memory in a car accident and becomes so well adjusted in her new life she never wants to remember her past. 1983, c1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

Run, Sara, run.
by Anne Worboys
FICTION
Sara Tindall seems among the most fortunate of people. But her life is darkened by a terrible shadow. 1984, c1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

Runaway bride.
by Jane Aiken Hodge
FICTION
To avoid marrying an odious fortune hunter, heiress Jennifer Purchas runs away and takes a position as companion to the duchess of Lewes. The duchess's grandson shows that she is the object of his affection. 1980, c1975

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Runaway heart.
by Arlene Hale
FICTION
Larissa moves to another state to forget, but trouble follows. 1977, c1971

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Runaway heiress.
by Stella March
FICTION
Lady Sarah Manverson, found herself, at the age of nineteen, under the guardianship of her mother's cousin until she married or reached the age of twenty-three, when she would inherit her mother's money. 1985, c1980

(Seymour large print romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Runner in the street.
by James Grady
FICTION
John Rankin, street-wise private eye with connections 'n both underworld and upper-crust Washington society, is called in to investigate murder. 1984

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Running blind.
by Desmond Bagley
FICTION
When a British intelligence agent tries to deliver a mysterious electronic component to
an unknown pickup man, an attempt is made on his life. Some strong language. 1976, c1970

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

The Running gun.
by Robert MacLeod
FICTION
In Spanish Wells, Joe Dyer whipped the town bully and made an enemy of the sheriff. 1981, c1969

SUBJECTS: Western

Running the good race.
by Anita Bryant
BV4501.2.B8 1977
Author Bryant and her husband, Bob Green, relate their discoveries that began when the whole family jogged together. 1977, c1976

SUBJECTS: Biography

The Running tide.
by Audrey Curling
FICTION
Emma Morley thinks that the bottom of her world has dropped out when her husband, Reg, takes her to live in a caravan at the riverside community. 1987, c1963

SUBJECTS: Romance

Running wild.
by Antony Trew
FICTION
When Andre Bretsmar and his girl-friend run foul of the South African security police it seems just another case of the anti-apartheid struggle. 1984, c1982

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Russian spring.
by Dennis Jones
FICTION
Suspended between his love for Russia and his hatred of Soviet Policy is Andrei Mikhailov, the nephew of the new General Secretary and a KGB counterintelligence officer. 1985

SUBJECTS: Adventure

The Rustle of bamboo.
by Celine Conway
FICTION
A hospital romance set on an island near the Burma coast. 1976, c1957

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Rustlers of Pecos County.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
A novel of adventure, action, and romance set in Texas. Follows two rangers who attempt to clean out the ruthless rustlers who infiltrate the Texas Rangers. 1980

SUBJECTS: Western

Rustlers' valley.
by Clarence Edward Mulford
FICTION
Jed Hollister, after being framed for a bank robbery, works to clear his name. 1973, c1924

SUBJECTS: Western

Rusty irons.
by Dan Cushman
FICTION
Stories in diary form of growing up on the range, from the rolling prairies of Montana to the Pacific Northwest. 1984

SUBJECTS: General

Sabrina.
by Madeleine Polland
FICTION
Sabrina is in love with Gerrard, but her mother has other ideas--she wants her to be nun! 1981, c1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Sachem.
by Donald Clayton Porter
FICTION
Renno, though born of white parents, becomes acting leader of the Seneca while his wife and Ghonka travel to England to once again plead for help. But Renno's position is threatened by French schemers and devious Spaniards. 1983, c1981
(The White Indian series ; bk. 4) Subject: General

Sackett.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
The older Sackett brother, a drifter, discovers a vein of gold and all the problems that go with it. 1974, c1961
Recorded
Subjects: Western

The Sackett brand; and The Lonely men.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
Forty gunslingers from the Lazy A Ranch plan to hang Tell Sackett if they can catch him, but the rest of the Sacketts, politicians, outlaws, cattlemen, bankers, and tinkers, come to Tell's rescue. 1980, c1965
Recorded
Subjects: Western

The Sacred journey.
by Frederick Buechner
Bx9225.B768A37 1984
A Presbyterian minister and popular novelist reflects on key moments of the first half of his life, from childhood memories to his decision to enter a theological seminary. 1984, c1982
Subjects: Biography

Sad cypress.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
Amid a battle over the dead aunt's fortune, detective Hercule Poirot investigates the secret pasts of all possible suspects. 1965, c1933
Recorded
Subjects: Mystery

The Sad variety.
by Nicholas Blake
FICTION
Professor Wragby's invention solving the anti-missile problem is being sought by the enemy and Nigal Strangeways spends his Christmas holiday protecting the professor. 1973, c1964
Recorded
Subjects: General

Saddle and ride.
by Ernest Haycox
FICTION
A man on the trail of revenge rides after a gang of rustlers, his chances of survival only one in a million. 1978, c1967
Recorded
Subjects: Western

Saddle bow slim.
by Nelson Coral Nye
FICTION
Whit Brand made two mistakes—he reported finding a corpse to the crooked sheriff, and he ran afoul of Curly Bill Graham. 1982, c1948
Subjects: Western

Saddle by starlight.
by Luke Short
FICTION
Sam Holley is left to face the land-grabbers and their gunslingers, all alone. 1977, c1952
Subjects: Western

Sadie.
by Marcelle Bernstein
FICTION
Sadie rises from a poor Jewish childhood in turn-of-the-century Manchester to a place in London society. 1987, c1983
Subjects: General

Sadie Shapiro in Miami.
by Robert Kimmel Smith
FICTION
Cheerful Sadie, now in her early seventies and married to Sam Beck, becomes implicated in a building scandal involving millions of dollars for a new project for senior citizens. 1978, c1977

**SUBJECTS:** General

**Sadie Shapiro's knitting book.**
by Robert Kimmel Smith
FICTION
Sadie Shapiro sends her knitting patterns to a third-rate, male-dominated publishing house. Inevitably, the book falls to the one female editor. 1973

**SUBJECTS:** General

**Sadie Shapiro, matchmaker.**
by Robert Kimmel Smith
FICTION
Happily married now for the second time, Sadie takes on three clients when a dear friend and professional matchmaker dies and bequeaths Sadie her role. They are a wealthy divorcee, a pathetic widow, and a woman sculptor. 1980, c1979

**SUBJECTS:** General

**The Safe bridge.**
by Frances Parkinson Keyes
FICTION
The passionate story of a beautiful woman who loved one man and married another. 1972, c1935

**SUBJECTS:** Romance

**Safe journey home.**
by Elisabeth Hargreaves
FICTION
Dealing with the problems of two intelligent women, each for a different reason faced with a period of enforced separation from her husband, this book reflects a civilized, humane compassionate view of life. 1985, c1958

(ULverscroft large print series: romance)

**SUBJECTS:** Romance

**Sagebrush sleuth.**
by John Thomas Edson
FICTION
Outlaws were running Arizona, so when the Rangers were chosen they needed to be a special breed of man and handy with a gun. 1986

(Linford western library)

**SUBJECTS:** Western

**The Saginaw Hills.**
by Frank Kimball
FICTION
Sheriff Bob Nolan arrived at the ranch, looking for a murderer whose description fitted the new comer called Bronson, and that was when the trouble started. 1986, c1981

(Lythway book)

**SUBJECTS:** Western

**The Saint around the world.**
by Leslie Charteris
FICTION
Six detective stories about the Saint also include the long-suffering Inspector Claud Eustace Teal. Tells of the affair of the patient playboy, the talented husband, the reluctant nudist, and the love-lorn sheikh. 1970

**SUBJECTS:** Mystery

**The Saint in Miami.**
by Leslie Charteris
FICTION
The Saint, answering a call for help from Justine Gilbeek, arrives at a bungalow in Miami to find that Justine and her father are missing. Then a tanker explodes, beginning a series of breath-taking adventures. 1973, c1941

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Saint in New York.
by Leslie Charteris
FICTION
Not even the combined efforts of the New York and London police could prevent the Saint from being a friendly nuisance when the scent of danger was in his nostrils. 1978, c1935

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Saint on guard.
by Leslie Charteris
FICTION
In the first story, the Saint is out to smash the black market for iridium used in war production. In the second, he is lead to uncover a Nazi sabotage organization operating in the U.S. 1972

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Saint overboard.
by Leslie Charteris
FICTION
The Saint at his swashbuckling best dives deep into trouble. Can the happy highwayman successfully raid Davy Jones' locker and salvage his reputation? 1976

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Salamanca drum.
by Dorothy Eden
FICTION
Follows the lives of the Duncastle family from the 1890's to the beginning of World War II. Centers on powerful Matilda Duncastle who tries to instill a fighting spirit in her children and grandchildren. 1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

Salt is leaving.
by John Boynton Priestley
FICTION
A doctor investigates the disappearance of a middle-aged bookseller and a girl in urgent need of drugs. In the face of threats and indifference of the police, he reaches a startling and macabre conclusion. 1975, c1966

SUBJECTS: General

The Salt line.
by Elizabeth Spencer
FICTION
A tale of the Mississippi Gulf Coast in the aftermath of hurricane Camille. Arnie Carrington, one-time college professor and former activist, becomes involved in the restoration of community property. Some strong language. 1984

SUBJECTS: General

Samantha.
by Dorothy Eden
FICTION
Was the dark-haired adventurer from the West Indies really Blane Mallow, the missing heir to the Mallow Estates? And who was the mysterious Samantha? 1980, c1960

SUBJECTS: Romance

San Andreas.
by Alistair MacLean
FICTION
World War II sea adventure about an unarmed British hospital ship, the San
Andreas, filled with wounded people, medics, and nurses. The crew becomes concerned that saboteurs may be aboard. Some strong language. 1986, c1984

SUBJECTS: World War II-Fiction

Sanctuary.
by Barbara Goolden
FICTION
Sally, a newly orphaned 16-year-old, leaves her convent boarding school to live with her twin cousins Jessica and Benedict. When the outside world confuses her, she begins to long for the tranquility of the convent. 1981, c1980

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: General

The Sanctuary sparrow.
by Ellis Peters
FICTION
In 1140 A.D., Brother Cadfael, gardener to the Benedictine monastery of Shrewsbury, encounters sudden drama when a young man is pursued by a lynching mob. 1985, c1983

(ULverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Sandals for my feet.
by Phyllis Hastings
FICTION
Lee Lindrige becomes the object of the attention of a rich eccentric. 1973, c1960

(ULverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: General

Sandstone.
by Robert Rhode
FICTION
Chased by a posse for bank robbery, former saloon owner Elizabeth Castle enlists the aid of lonely cowhand Seth March to help her see that justice is done. 1983, c1982

SUBJECTS: Western

The Santa Ana Wind.

by Helen Van Slyke
FICTION
Virginia Barlow believes that her marriage to a dashing young doctor will answer all her prayers, but she is wrong. His family's hostility intimidates her. 1982, c1974

SUBJECTS: Romance

Sarah Morris remembers.
by Dorothy Emily Stevenson
FICTION
With the help of her Diary Sarah Morris tries to make a pattern of the lives of her family and friends. 1978, c1967

SUBJECTS: Romance

Sarah's cottage.
by Dorothy Emily Stevenson
FICTION
Charles embarks on his autobiography, yet increasingly it is not books but life itself which engrosses him and Sarah. 1979, c1968

SUBJECTS: Romance

Saratoga season.
by Margaret MacWilliams
FICTION
Saratoga season brings high-spirited Abigail Worth into her favorite milieu of thoroughbreds and horse racing. 1981, c1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

Saratoga trunk.
by Edna Ferber
FICTION
Life in New Orleans and Saratoga in the 1880's, as seen through the lives of Clint Maroon, a former cowboy who becomes a millionaire, and Clio, the aristocratic woman who marries him. 1981, c1941

SUBJECTS: General

The Satan bug.
by Alistair MacLean
FICTION
The Mordon Laboratory security officer is
found murdered, and the satan bug, a strain of toxin so deadly that the release of one teaspoon can annihilate mankind, is missing. 1972, c1962

(Saturday city.
by Jan Webster
FICTION
This family saga carries the lives of Kate Kilgour's children and grandchildren through the years 1880-1918. The Flemings, Balfours and Kilgours interrelate in love and bitterness. 1981, c1979

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Savage day.
by Jack Higgins
FICTION
Simon Vaughan's real mission is to recover for the British government half a million in bullion daringly hijacked and hidden by an aging leader of the I.R.A. 1985, c1972

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

The Savage earth.
by Helga Moray
FICTION
The love story of Katie and Paul set in South Africa while the Dutch fight the native tribes on one hand and the English on the other. 1984, c1968

SUBJECTS: Romance

A Savage place.
by Frank Gill Slaughter
FICTION
A young doctor returns to his home town as chief surgeon of a new hospital. 1971, c1964

A Savage sanctuary.
by Jane Donnelly
FICTION

Because of her last-minute nerves before her wedding, Anna takes refuge on a tiny island where she had spent many happy, childhood holidays. 1982, c1979

(Savannah purchase.
by Jane Aiken Hodge
FICTION
A woman who is married in name only asks her look-alike cousin to substitute for her when she leaves to see Napoleon on St. Helena. 1978, c1971

SUBJECTS: Romance

Saving the Queen.
by William Frank Buckley
FICTION
The CIA recruits and trains young Blackford Oakes to ferret out a spy who is passing nuclear secrets. His first mission takes him to Europe and then to England. Strong language, explicit descriptions of sex. 1976

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

Savo.
by Richard F. Newcomb
D774.S318N4 1980
The U.S. task force was caught unawares by a Japanese group of cruisers and destroyers when four heavy cruisers were sunk in forty minutes and over 1,000 men lost. 1980, c1961

SUBJECTS: World War II

Saxon's folly.
by Hebe Elsna
FICTION
Tale of a companion-secretary of the ill-treated Princess Caroline. 1979, c1966

SUBJECTS: General

Sayonara.
by James A. Michener
FICTION
An American Air Corps major, engaged to a
general's daughter, meets and sets up
housekeeping with a beautiful Japanese girl.
1981, c1954
SUBJECTS: General

The Scapegoat.
by Mary Lee Settle
FICTION
The story of one tragic day in a West
Virginia mining town in 1912. A strike at
the mine has gone on without incident for a
month until the daughter of the owner
commits an unthinking act. Strong language.
1981, c1980
SUBJECTS: Romance

Scared to death.
by Anne Morice
FICTION
Rich, miser' Edna Mortimer swears that a
woman dressed in her clothes is hounding
her, but the complaint is dismissed as a
hallucination. Some strong language. 1978,
c1977
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Scarface.
by Lauran Paine
FICTION
Federal marshals wanted Scarface Frank
Jasper for other murders, local cowmen
wanted to lynch him then and there— and
Sheriff Ben Hadly was right in the middle.
1987, c1981

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Scarlet domino.
by Sylvia Thorpe
FICTION
Proud young Antonia is forced to marry
roguish Geraint to keep him out of prison;
then, they fall in love. 1980, c1970

SUBJECTS: Romance

Scarlet heels.
by Netta Muskett
FICTION
With all the passion of her freshly-awakened
spirit, Jena adored and lived for her Lauri.
Soon he promised, she would bear his name.
1981, c1940
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Scarlet hills.
by Harry Beck
FICTION
The Scarlet Hills should have protected Bert
Bryan's ranch, but they didn't keep out cattle
thieves. After some trouble, the sheriff's
investigation uncovers a deadly plot which
threatens Bryan's lands and family. 1984,
c1981
SUBJECTS: Western

The Scarlet letter.
by Nathaniel Hawthorne
FICTION
Hester Prynne is sentenced to wear the
scarlet letter "A" for adultery, for bearing a
child out of wedlock in this novel set in
Puritan New England. 1966

SUBJECTS: General

The Scarlet saddle.
by Mason Macrae
FICTION
When young Weston Day inherited the
biggest ranch in Skull Valley, he also
inherited an outsize load of trouble. 1986

(Linford western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

Scattered seed.
by Maisie Mosco
FICTION
In this novel of love and war the Sandbergs,
children of an ancient faith trapped between
ritual and rebellion, dare to break the rules.
1986, c1980

SUBJECTS: General
The Scattergun men.
by Concho Bradley
FICTION
Atop a forlorn hill in ten inches of flake-snow, Little Bob and Ned Bowman fought it out with guns. A man died in the ghostly silence of blood-stained snow. 1986, c1967

SUBJECTS: Western

Scent of cloves.
by Norah Lofts
FICTION
Orphaned as a infant while Cromwell's men were raiding Ireland, Julia is adopted by a Dutch sea captain. After his death she is sent to the Dutch East Indies to marry the son of a wealthy planter who is mentally deranged. 1974, c1958

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Scent of death.
by Emma Page
FICTION
The girl in the green coat was searching for her sister Helen. An unexpected legacy could not be paid until both girls were accounted for, and she was hot on the scent. 1987, c1985

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Scent of the sea.
by Geoffrey Jenkins
FICTION
A sea captain risks his life and ship to solve a mystery. 1974, c1971

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Scent of water.
by Elizabeth Goudge
FICTION
A middle-aged businesswoman retires to a country home left her by her eccentric cousin whom she never met. Seeking answers to her problems, she helps her neighbors to solve theirs. 1969, c1963

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Sceptre and the rose.
by Doris Leslie
FICTION
All the splendid frivolity of Charles II's court is conjured in this story of the King's marriage to Catherine of Braganza, whom he called his 'little rose'. 1974, c1967

(Shadows of the crown series)
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

The Schoolmaster.
by William John Burley
FICTION
When history teacher Arthur Milton's wife leaves him for another man and that man is found murdered, Arthur becomes the prime suspect. A wise, patient policeman unravels the mystery. 1984, c1977

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Science and common sense.
by James Bryant Conant
Q175.C64 1951b
In a free society each citizen to some degree is involved in scientific decisions and needs some appreciation of the methods of science. 1951

(A Keith Jennison book)
SUBJECTS: Science

The Scorpio man.
by Claudia Jameson
FICTION
Cherry's husband had been killed three years ago, but now she'd been offered a challenging job in London. She could feel only antipathy towards the chairman of the company and the feeling was mutual. 1986, c1984

(Harlequin)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Scoundrel time.
by Lillian Hellman

SUBJECTS: Romance
An author and playwright relates the effects of the witch-hunting, blacklisting McCarthy years. Strong language. 1977, c1976

SUBJECTS: Biography

Scrap; and, Dog of the storm.
by Ernest Dudley
PR6062.Y38 1986
Scrap—was brought up from a squalling bundle of fur, by Colin Burton. And so began a remarkable bond between man and wildcat. Dog of the Storm—is a moving story of a shepherd's dedication to a misfit sheepdog. 1986

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Scream at the sea.
by Christopher Murphy
FICTION
On the scene appear some strangers and Seamus Squire is in danger. Are they persecutors from his past, still keen to destroy him? 1985, c1981

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Screwtape letters: Screwtape proposes a toast.
by C. S. Lewis
BR125.L67 1961
A shrewd old devil, Screwtape, writes letters of encouragement from Hell to a less experienced devil who is on earth hunting for those susceptible to temptation. 1961

SUBJECTS: Religion

Scruffy; a diversion.
by Paul Gallico
FICTION
Because of a legend that Britain will lose Gibraltar if its ape population dwindles, English officials try desperately to find "Scruffy" an ape mate, in this farce set during World War II. 1975

SUBJECTS: General

Scruples.
by Judith Krantz
FICTION

SUBJECTS: General

The Sea around us.
by Rachel L. Carson
GC21.C3 1961
An eminent marine biologist reveals the science and poetry of the sea from its primeval beginnings billions of years ago to scientific probings of its tantalizing mysteries. 1961

(A Keith Jennison book)

SUBJECTS: Science

Sea edge.
by Weldon Phillip Keller
BV4832.2.K415 1986
The author shares his love of the sea through his ability to draw spiritual lessons from nature. This will transport the reader from the confusion of city life to a spiritual walk by the sea. 1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: Religion

The Sea for breakfast.
by Lillian Beckwith
PR6003.L28354 1968
After living in the Hebrides for three years, Miss Beckwith bought a place of her own. 1968, c1961

SUBJECTS: Biography

Sea fret.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
Neal Jeaves had some of his parents' strangeness and though he grew up to become a famous author, he was handicapped by a deformed foot, which
excluded him from many joys. 1986

SUBJECTS: Romance

**Sea Gypsy.**

*by Fern Michaels*

**FICTION**

Cathy Bissette returns to Pamlico Sound for peace and quiet, rest from the chaos of New York City. But when Jared Parsons sails in on Sea Gypsy, she knows right away that he will complicate her life. 1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

**Sea Jade.**

*by Phyllis A. Whitney*

**FICTION**

A gothic novel set in New England during the clipper-ship era. Murder, violence, secret messages, and frustrated passion surround Miranda Heath as she attempts to solve the mystery of an ill-fated ship. 1977, c1964

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**The Sea of Grass.**

*by Conrad Richter*

**FICTION**

Set in the old Southwest and spanning 20 years, the story of a delicate woman who leaves her husband and children and their big cattle ranch to return to the city. 1964, c1936

SUBJECTS: General

**Sea of Zanj.**

*by Roumelia Lane*

**FICTION**

A teacher finds herself out of her depth on an exotic island. 1977, c1969

SUBJECTS: Romance

**Sea to shining sea: people, travels, places.**

*by Berton Roueche*

**G465.R68 1987**

From the little-known corners of America to the cosmopolitan shores of Italy, France, and Denmark, these eighteen narratives will provoke restless stirrings in travel lovers. 1987, c1985

(G.K. Hall large print book series)

SUBJECTS: Travel

**The Sea Waif.**

*by Anne Weale*

**FICTION**

Sara and her guardian are strongly linked together by their past. 1977, c1967

SUBJECTS: Romance

**The Sea-Wolf.**

*by Jack London*

**FICTION**

After being shipwrecked, Humphrey Van Weyden is forced to become a sailor aboard a seal-hunting vessel in exchange for his rescue. 1967?, c1931

SUBJECTS: General

**Seafire.**

*by Bill Knox*

**FICTION**

A research ship investigates a deadly peril on the ocean floor. 1974, c1970

SUBJECTS: General

**A Seal Called Andre.**

*by Harry Goodridge*

**QL795.S43G66 1976**

Andre and Harry met in Penobscot Bay one lovely day. They formed a most unusual bond between man and animal. 1976, c1975

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

**Seal Morning.**

*by Rowena Farre*

**QL737.P6F3 1957**

This is the true story of Lora, a seal, and many other animals. It is the story too, of human beings in unusual surroundings of 'mouth music' and legends, and of magic spells. 1957

SUBJECTS: Animal stories
The Searching heart.
by Anne Shore
FICTION
Can a girl fall in love with a man's photograph—and expect him to live up to her fantasy? 1983, c1980

(A Candlelight romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Season of forgetfulness.
by Essie Summers
FICTION
To get away from the hurt of seeing her ex-fiance married to another girl, Valancy had gone off to work as secretary to Godfrey Carmichael, who had also experienced a breakup. 1985, c1983

(Harlequin)
SUBJECTS: Romance

A Season of goodwill.
by Elizabeth Walter
FICTION
For Emily North the Christmas visit is a tiresome obligation, only made bearable by the hope of rekindling a love affair that would spell disaster for the Norths. 1987, c1986

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Season of love.
by Arlene Hale
FICTION
An artist becomes involved with smuggling and kidnapping. 1977, c1971

SUBJECTS: Romance

A Season of mists.
by Sarah Woodhouse
FICTION
Bored by the circumscribed life of an 18th-century spinster, Ann Mathick welcomes the inheritance of her uncle's dilapidated country estate as just the challenge she needs to invigorate her life. 1985, 1984

(Charnwood library series)

Season of mists.
by Anne Mather
FICTION
Abby is forced to raise Matthew alone when her husband is convinced the boy is not his son. 1985

(Harlequin)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Season of passion.
by Danielle Steel
FICTION
As the young wife of pro football star Tom Harper, Kate lives in the fast-moving world of big money and glamour and the thrilling passion of first love. Strong language and some descriptions of sex. 1982, c1979

Recorded

Season of vengeance.
by W.W. Southard
FICTION
A peaceful New Mexico rancher's life is shattered when he finds his wife dying in the dust, shot by a mysterious gunman. After he buries her, he picks up his rifle and sets out across desert and mountains to find the killer. 1982, c1981

Recorded

SUBJECTS: Western

Seasons of the heart.
by Cynthia Freeman
FICTION
A San Francisco shop girl and a handsome, young lawyer wed despite family opposition. When trouble sets in, they hold their marriage together for their troubled daughter, Eve. 1986

SUBJECTS: General

Seawitch.
by Alistair MacLean
FICTION
Ten men controlling much of the world's oil plot the elimination of billionaire Lord Worth, who has made a fabulously rich strike and threatens to destroy the world market. Some strong language. 1978, c1977

SUBJECTS: General

Second chance.
by Joyce Dingwell
FICTION
For 5 years Tricia enjoyed her job as secretary at Second Chance, a boys home near Sydney. Then a strict disciplinarian became principal and everything changed. 1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

Second chance at love.
by Zara Holman
FICTION
Sister Hana Dean had left her post at a London teaching hospital because of an unhappy love affair. 1986

SUBJECTS: Romance

Second generation.
by Howard Melvin Fast
FICTION
The second novel about the San Francisco family of ambitious Dan Layette encores their lives and fortunes from the depression to the close of World War II. Some strong language. 1979, c1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

Second harvest.
by Erin Ross
FICTION
The fields of Kia Ora were all that remained of Alex's turbulent past, and Lindsey was bound to honor her husband's memory by taking an active part in the New Zealand vineyard. 1984, c1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

Second heaven.

by Judith Guest
FICTION
Deals with a moving interlude in the lives of Michael Atwood, a recently divorced attorney; Cat Hclzman, a client of Atwoods, also divorced; and Gale Murphy, 16 and in need of support. Strong language and descriptions of sex. 1983, c1982

SUBJECTS: General

Second spring.
by Roumelia Lane
FICTION
Lydia wasn't altogether sorry when a friend virtually forced her to go off to Majorca for a restful holiday. But what was the use of falling in love with the enigmatic Luis Auelino when Florinda got there first? 1985, c1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Second time.
by Janet Dailey
FICTION
After her 11-yr loveless marriage is dissolved, Dawn Lord is approached by Slater McBride, the man she had denied so long ago. 1983, c1982

(Nightingale)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Second victory.
by Morris L. West
FICTION
A major is sent to command the military occupation of Austrian town. 1971, c1958

(Ulverscroft)
SUBJECTS: General

Second wedding.
by Carol Gaye
FICTION
Joyce, chief assistant at the local library, marries after a whirlwind courtship. After year away she returns to the library. What happened to that starry-eyed happiness? 1983, c1960
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Secret armour.
    by Lucilla Andrews
    FICTION
A nurse falls in love with one of her patients. 1975, c1956

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Secret fear.
    by Barbara Cartland
    FICTION
When the Marquis returned to the Meridale Castle, his life was threatened and it was Arabella who found not only the cause of the secret fear, but also love for herself. 1982, c1970

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Secret fire.
    by Violet Winspear
    FICTION
Because he wanted to regain custody of his young daughter, Jourdan Lanier had asked Melly to marry him, and she agreed. 1986

(Harlequin)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Secret for a nightingale.
    by Victoria Holt
    FICTION
Closely guarding her dark secret, Susanna travels to the Middle East and the Crimean War, where she begins a new life as a nurse, working beside the legendary Florence Nightingale. 1987, c1986

SUBJECTS: General

The Secret kingdom.
    by Pat Robertson
    BT94.R5 1986
A secret kingdom-an invisible world of the Spirit called the Kingdom of God-exists. Robertson outlines the 8 laws that govern this secret kingdom. 1986, c1982

SUBJECTS: Religion

The Secret of chimneys.
    by Agatha Christie
    FICTION
Letters written in code are sought by a number of people with various intentions—all of them wanting to find the fortune in jewels described in the letters. 1983, c1925

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Secret room of Morgate House.
    by Elissa Grandower
    FICTION
Orphaned young seamstress travels West to live with a well-to-do uncle, brassy step-mother and handsome step-cousin in an isolated mansion. She soon becomes aware of a locked room and an ominous howling. 1978, c1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

See my shining palace.
    by Lyndon Snow
    FICTION
The story of sisters who both choose careers during the Edwardian era—a time when girls were expected to stay at home until they married. 1979, c1971

SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

See you later alligator.
    by William Frank Buckley
    FICTION
In the aftermath of the Bay of Pigs disaster,
President Kennedy asks superspy Blackford Oakes of the CIA to go to Cuba on a secret mission, "Operation Alligator." Some strong language and some descriptions of sex. 1985

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

The Seed and the sower.
by Laurens Van der Post
FICTION
Description of how the sustained violence of warfare affects the mind of an English officer. 1963

SUBJECTS: General

Seems like yesterday.
by Ann Buchwald
PS3503.U1828Z6 1981
Her and his versions of love in Paris, a romantic lark that, despite misgivings and misadventures, led to a secure and happy marriage. At first, religion appeared to be a stumbling block in this union. 1981, c1980

SUBJECTS: Biography

Seen by candlelight.
by Anne Mather
FICTION
Although Karen Fraser had been divorced by her husband Paul two years ago, she found herself forced into his company again. 1987, c1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

Selected fairy tales.
by Andrew Lang
FICTION
A collection of 14 fairytales including Rapunzel, The Brown Bear of Norway and Snow-White and Rose-Red. 1963

SUBJECTS: General

Selected stories and poems.
by Edgar Allan Poe
FICTION
Contains all the best and most frequently read works of a master writer. Contains 10 short stories and 12 poems including The Pit and the Pendulum and the Raven. 1967

(A Keith Jennison book)
SUBJECTS: General

Send a gunboat.
by Douglas Reeman
FICTION
An old ship is sent to evacuate British escapees from Communist China. 1975, c1960

SUBJECTS: General

Send Superintendent West.
by John Creasey
FICTION
The ten-year-old son of an American diplomat must be found promptly. 1970, c1965

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Sentimental journey.
by Stella March
FICTION
Barbara returns to the home in which she lived for many years before it is pulled down to make way for a luxury hotel. 1981

(A Seymour Book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Sentimental spy.
by Alice Chetwynd Ley
FICTION
Elizabeth Thorn's quiet life is upset by the appearance of a former lover who fails to recognize her, a foreign spy, a package of secret documents that everyone seems to want and a threatening courier. 1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

Separate cabins.
by Janet Dailey
FICTION
Two strangers with the same surname are assigned to the same cabin on a vacation cruise. 1984, c1983
SUBJECTS: Romance

A Separate peace.
by John Knowles
FICTION
The rivalry in the friendship of two roommates at a New Hampshire boarding school during the summer session of 1942 is dramatized by a crippling accident which leads to further tragedy. 1966, c1959

SUBJECTS: General

The Sergeant Major's daughter.
by Sheila Walsh
FICTION
Orphaned and impoverished Felicity uses her wits, wiles, and beauty to find happiness. 1981, c1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Serpent and the staff.
by Frank Yerby
FICTION
A young man fights to exchange the poverty and degradation of his New Orleans birthplace for the wealth and position that the life of a physician offers. 1978, 1958

SUBJECTS: General

Set to partners.
by Patricia Ormsby
FICTION
The Earl of Clandon decides it is time to seek a wife, but is thwarted in his pursuit and finds himself an unwilling accomplice in helping a young lady to break off an unsuitable engagement. 1980, c1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

Seven days in May.
by Fletcher Knebel
FICTION
A political novel set in Washington, D.C. in the late 1970's involving a military plot to take over the government, and the President's attempts to prove that the plot exists and to foil it. 1967, c1962

SUBJECTS: General

The Seven per cent solution.
by Nicholas Meyer
FICTION
A spoof of the Sherlock Holmes myth which begins with the supposed discovery of a new tale by Dr. Watson, set down while he is an old man in a nursing home. 1977, c1974

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Seven storey mountain.
by Thomas Merton
BX4705.M542A3 1985
A poet and Trappist monk tells how he grew up with no faith, was converted, and discovered a fulfilling life in the monastery. 1985, c1948

SUBJECTS: Biography

Seven tears for Apollo.
by Phyllis A. Whitney
FICTION
A recent widow gets a job as secretary to a travel-writer and soon becomes suspicious of her new employer's associates. She then learns that somewhere she holds the clue to the hiding place of a stolen marble head. 1980, c1963

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Seven ways from sundown.
by Clair Huffaker
FICTION
Sundown Smith is just a young greenhorn when he's sent to find Jim Flood and bring him back alive. Some strong language. 1982, c1960

SUBJECTS: Western

The Seventeenth stair.
by Barbara Paul
FICTION
The new mistress of an enormous chateau faces the reality of childhood terrors. 1975,
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Seventh station.
by Ralph M. McInerny
FICTION
A priest is a reluctant detective when a man is killed. 1979

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Severing line.
by Sara Cardiff
FICTION
A New York fashion model spends the winter in Vermont recuperating from a bout of hepatitis and renewing her acquaintance with a former lover. The convalescence turns into a terrifying adventure. 1975, c1974

SUBJECTS: Romance

Sew a fine seam.
by Mary Howard
FICTION
A young seamstress is determined to have a career. 1973, c1954

(SEymour large print series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Shadow.
by Antony Melville-Ross
FICTION
Shadow, a British submarine in the Second World War, attacks and is attacked by enemy submarines as well as surface craft. 1987, c1984

SUBJECTS: World War II-Fiction

Shadow of a star.
by Mary Raymond
FICTION
Julie Weston was Lara Lancaster's living double and was persuaded to impersonate Lara not only for one occasion but involving Lara's tangled private life. 1987, c1963

SUBJECTS: Romance

Shadow of betrayal.
by Nicole Monet
FICTION
Diana Moreland tried to hate Joshua Cambridge, her dead sister's husband—especially now that he had returned to claim his son, the child Diana had raised all alone. 1984, c1983

(Seymour large print romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Shadow of suspicion.
by Emilie Baker Loring
FICTION
After Julie Ames has several close calls, she begins to suspect her rescuer. 1982, c1955

SUBJECTS: Romance

Shadow of the leopard.
by Michael Hartmann
FICTION
Journalist Ben Dryden's life is put in considerable danger as he frantically tries to assimilate past and present in this story of the spirit of Africa. 1981, c1978

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Shadow of the Lynx.
by Victoria Holt
FICTION
Set in 19th-century England and Australia. Young Nora Tasmasin travels to Australia to join the household of her recently deceased father's friend, a handsome man obsessed with a desire for wealth. 1972, c1971

SUBJECTS: Romance
Shadow of the mountain.
by Pamela Lind
FICTION
Shelley Grant had vowed to run her small mining company alone, but Deke Jordan had rights that were not to be ignored. 1984, c1983

(Seymour large print romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Shadow on the trail.
by Zane Gre.
FICTION
In the days of the frontier West, it was not unusual for desperadoes and fugitives from justice to seemingly disappear from the face of the earth. One such man returned to reestablish himself in a law-abiding society. 1987, c1946

(G.K. Hall large print book series)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Shadow riders.
by Louis L’Amour
FICTION
Dal and Mac Traven are on the trail of a band of raiders who hold captive their sister and Dal’s girlfriend. 1983, c1982

SUBJECTS: Western

The Shadow wife.
by Dorothy Eden
FICTION
Louise Amberfey, an impulsive English girl traveling in Majorca, meets and after a whirlwind courtship, marries Otto Winther, a charming Danish widower. 1976, c1968

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Shadowed spring.
by Carola Salisbury
FICTION
Clarissa Herbert arrives in Paris from England and finds herself unexpectedly part of a diplomatic mission. 1981, c1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

Shadows in the afternoon.
by Robert Tyler Stevens
FICTION
Edward and Katrina meet in the south of France and become friends. When someone tries to kill them on the road, an incredible truth is revealed. 1985, c1983

SUBJECTS: Romance

Shadows in the fire.
by Eva Dane
FICTION
A set of East African antiques are in danger of being stolen from the Cape Town Museum. 1986

SUBJECTS: Romance

Shadows on the rock.
by Willa Cather
FICTION
A series of anecdotes which depict the life in the homes, marketplace, churches, convents, and gardens of French Quebec at the end of the seventeenth century. 1983, c1931

SUBJECTS: General

Shadows on the tor.
by Susan Brand
FICTION
A beautiful young American sculptress comes to a picturesque Scottish village to recover from a disastrous love affair. 1978, c1977

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Shake hands forever.
by Ruth Rendell
FICTION
When Robert’s second wife is murdered, an Inspector sets out on his own to find the killer. 1978

SUBJECTS: Mystery
Shalako.
  by Louis L’Amour
  FICTION
Shalako, a loner and a gambler riding down from the Sierra Madre, meets a band of travelers desperately in need of help to get through treacherous Apache country. 1973, c1962

SUBJECTS: Western

Shane.
  by Jack Warner Schaefer
  FICTION
A story of Wyoming in 1889, when homesteaders were battling with the cattlemen, as told by Bob Starrett, a 15-year-old boy. This is also about Shane, who rode into the valley and the hearts of the Starrett family. 1965, c1949

(Ulverscroft)
SUBJECTS: Western

Shanna.
  by Kathleen E. Woodiwiss
  FICTION
In eighteenth century London, beautiful and passionate Shanna must marry by her twenty-first birthday. Her father arranges a marriage of convenience with a condemned prisoner. Some explicit descriptions of sex. 1984, c1977

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Shannahan’s feud.
  by Al Cody
  FICTION
Shannahan just wanted to live his life in peace. But when he found an old friend bush hacked and dying, and heard his story, he didn’t feel very peaceful. 1987

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Western

Shannon’s way.
  by Archibald Joseph Cronin
  FICTION
Though a doctor in his early twenties puts his dedication to medical research above everything, he still faces many obstacles, including some of his own making. 1972, c1948

SUBJECTS: General

Share your tomorrows.
  by Sherry Dee
  FICTION
From the ruined wedding to a moonlit tropical beach Treva tried to flee Brock’s caresses and the pounding of her heart. 1984, c1983

SUBJECTS: Romance

Shatter the sky.
  by Denise Robins
  FICTION
Karey Marsden’s fiance, Noel, died a few days before their wedding so she turned to her father’s partner, Dr. Ralph Chesney. Then she had to face further grief when her father died. 1983

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

She had what it takes.
  by Ursula Bloom
  FICTION
When Ethel Taylor’s novel was accepted by a respected publisher, she was surprised and delighted. This is the entertaining story of a country spinster who sought fame but achieved notoriety. 1986

SUBJECTS: Romance

A Sheaf of memories.
  by Renee Shann
  FICTION
After a young couple falls on hard times in 1931, the wife thinks they should both take up writing to support themselves. 1984, c1967

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance
The Sheik.
by Edith Maude Hull
FICTION
A naive, tomboy takes off across the desert thinking she can take care of herself until she looks into the cruel face of her captor—Ahmed Ben Hassan—'The Sheik.'
1982, c1919

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Sheik’s captive.
by Violet Winspear
FICTION
'If you save a life, you own it,' the sheik told Diane—and he had saved her life. He took her to his tent with no means of getting away until or unless he allowed it. 1980, c1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

A Sheltering tree.
by Iris Bromige
FICTION
Jennifer leaves her home after a tragic automobile accident. 1980, c1970

SUBJECTS: Romance

Shepherd of Guadeloupe.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
Cliff Forrest returned from World War I with wounds that gave him only a few months to live. He found his family ruined financially and forced from their ranch. 1975, c1950

SUBJECTS: Western

The Shepherd of the hills.
by Harold Bell Wright
FICTION
A sentimental and religious tale of the Ozark country. The main characters are two mountaineers, old Matt and young Matt, a girl named Sammy, and Jim Lane who is young Matt's rival for Sammy's hand. 1982, c1907

SUBJECTS: Western

Shepherd's purse.
by Renee Shann
FICTION
Lavinia Richmond decides to leave her husband, Owen, although she loves him, to prevent her children being upset by their quarrels. 1983

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Sheriff and the panhandle murders.
by Doris R. Meredith
FICTION
Both Sheriff Charles Matthews and the entire town are stunned when a shiftless good ol' boy and a pretty teenage Mexican girl are found brutally murdered. 1984

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Sheriff of Tombstone.
by Todhunter Ballard
FICTION
John Savage, a prosperous, well-respected cattle rancher, is also the sheriff. He often finds it necessary to take matters into his own hands. 1977

SUBJECTS: Western

Sheriff's deputy.
by Frank Chester Robertson
FICTION
After selling his ranch to Lee Benson, Otto Beck loses his position as political boss of the county. 1985

(Linford western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

Sherlock Holmes' greatest cases.
by Arthur Conan Doyle
FICTION
The Hound of the Baskervilles and six short stories, all voted the "best" by the elite Baker Street Irregulars, make up this volume. 1966
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Shetland summer.
by Audrie Manley-Tucker
FICTION
Serena takes the job in the Shetlands as housekeeper to Rowan McNair, to get away from Andrew—a married man albeit none too happily. 1982, c1973

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Shining years.
by Emilie Baker Loring
FICTION
A beautiful widow with a small son comes to stay with her brother-in-law at his castle-like home in Connecticut. While there, she is attracted to a handsome major. 1972

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Ship.
by Cecil Scott Forester
FICTION
Story of a courageous crew on a British cruiser in World War II. 1972, c1943

A Ship of the line.
by Cecil Scott Forester
FICTION
In this adventure story, Captain Hornblower and his ship join the forces blockading the Spanish coast. 1971, c1938

SUBJECTS: World War II-Fiction

The Shivering sands.
by Victoria Holt
FICTION
Caroline Verlaine becomes a music teacher to three young ladies at Lovat Stacy. But she is more interested in finding out what happened to her sister, who disappeared. 1973, c1969

SUBJECTS: General

The Sholtie burn.
by Frances Paige
FICTION
When Maeve Muldoon, daughter of an Irish landowner, elopes with her father's groom in 1851, she little realises that she is to spend most of her youth in poverty as the wife of a miner in the lowlands of Scotland. 1987, c1986

SUBJECTS: Humor

Shoot low, boys—they're ridin' Shetland ponies: in search of true grit.
by Lewis Grizzard
PN6162.G784 1987
The author has searched the U.S. of A. for the meaning of what John Wayne fans call "true grit." And he's found it, right in your own backyard. 1987, c1985

SUBJECTS: Adventure

The Shootist.
A spirited gunfighter dying of cancer finds comfort with a widow but keeps his guns handy to ward off enemies. 1975

SUBJECTS: Western

FICTION

The Shootout trail; and, the land pirates.
by Jackson Cole

#1 Ranger Jim Hatfield takes on Doc Sayers' gang and fights them right down to the final murderous shootout. #2 Only one man stood between Bladon Scott and his take over of Jefferson, Texas—Ranger Jim Hatfield. 1981

SUBJECTS: Western

FICTION

The Short guns of Texas.
by A. A. Andrews

A story about Texas pistoleers who come to Kansas and must choose between their bond as Texans or the law of the land. 1982, c1965

SUBJECTS: General

FICTION

The Short weeks of summer.
by Elisabeth Hargreaves

To parents living in the West Indies, the short weeks of summer are when their children return from school in England. This story traces the pattern of three families and their problems. 1982, c1962

SUBJECTS: Western

Romance

FICTION

Shotgun gap.
by William Frederick Bragg

Bill Blade had lots of luck—all bad. When he was asked to help settle a dispute over mixed brands, he welcomed the money, but ran into more trouble than it was worth. 1984, c1981

(Atlantic large print series)

SUBJECTS: Western

FICTION

A young man nursing hate must outwit an incredulous judge and the deadliest gunmen money can hire before he avenges his father's death. 1985, c1976

SUBJECTS: Western

Showboat.
by Edna Fert

A story about the lives and fortunes of a family on a Mississippi River showboat in the late 19th century. It traces the fortunes of one daughter as she marries a gambler and leaves the troupe, and of the daughter who becomes a singer. 1981

SUBJECTS: General

Showdown at Yellow Butte.
by Louis L'Amour

Tom Kedrick is hired as the ramrod of Alton Burwick's outfit to clear the land of squatters during the land grab at Yellow Butte. Instead he ends up taking the side of the squatters to prevent a bloodbath. 1977, c1953

SUBJECTS: Western

Showdown in Sonora.
by Gordon D. Shirreffs

A young killer runs across Apache country to get away from two separate posses and a bounty hunter. 1986, c1969

(Sublinford western library)

SUBJECTS: Western

Shroud for a nightingale.
by P. D. James

Involves the murder of a student nurse in a nursing college in England. The other nursing students, mostly women, become the suspects. 1982, c1971
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Shroud of silence.
  by Nancy Buckingham
  FICTION
  A speech therapist exposes herself to terrible danger to help a little girl. 1980, c1970

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Shrouded walls.
  by Susan Howatch
  FICTION
  To avoid becoming a governess young Marianne, illegitimate daughter of a wealthy Englishman, agrees to marry Axel who needs an English wife in order to inherit the family fortune. 1977, c1968

SUBJECTS: Romance

Siege in the sun.
  by Dorothy Eden
  FICTION
  The siege of Mafeking in the Boer War at the turn of the last Century as seen through the eyes of the women and children who were reluctant prisoners in the hot dusty frontier town for seven long months. 1977, c1967

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Siege of the Villa Lipp.
  by Eric Ambler
  FICTION
  A charming rogue and swindler, Paul Friman, is trapped in a Riviera villa by professor Krom who plans to expose his blackmail schemes unless he cooperates with the professor's study of the perfect criminal. Strong language. 1978, c1977

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Siege of White Deer Park.
  by Colin Dann
  FICTION
  The peace of White Deer Park nature reserve is threatened by a mysterious predator, so silent, so stealthy, so cunning and efficient that it kills again and again—undetected. 1987, c1985

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Sierra gold; and Death and Jack Shade.
  by William Stuart Brady
  FICTION
  #1 Jared Hawk had killers and other problems awaiting him but planned to settle his debts his own way. #2 Jack was a notorious killer and a likely target for Jared Hawk. Hawk set a trap with $5,000 and only one outcome: death! 1984, c1982

(Ulverscroft large print series: western)
SUBJECTS: Western

A Sigh on the breeze.
  by Miriam Macgregor
  FICTION
  Geraldine asked Julie to come to her house where she lived with her housekeeper and the latter's retarded son. As she rang the bell, Julie thought she heard a rustling in the trees... 1986, c1968

SUBJECTS: Romance

Signal rock range.
  by John Durham
  FICTION
  Elkhart town constable Tom Bourne also served as range detective for the local cowmen's association, and when a stage was robbed north of town, he tried to figure out a couple of things that troubled him. 1987, c1977

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Western

Silas Marner.
  by George Eliot
  FICTION
  When an embittered weaver is robbed of his gold, he finds by chance a yellow-haired child who delights him and becomes his treasure. Also intertwined is the story of the
local squire and his two sons. 1967?

SUBJECTS: General

The Silence of the north.
   by Olive A. Fredrickson
   F1078.F717 1978
Now in her seventies, the author tells of growing up in the wilderness of northwestern Canada, of her marriage to a trapper, as a young widow with three children, and of her struggle for survival in the woods. 1978, c1972

SUBJECTS: Biography

A Silence with voices.
   by Catherine Carfax
   FICTION
An aged tycoon vows vengeance on the lawless family. 1971, c1969

SUBJECTS: General

The Silent pool.
   by Patricia Wentworth
   FICTION
Attempts on her life were only the prelude to murders. 1979, c1956

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Silent scream.
   by Michael Collins
   FICTION
A snapshot of a beautiful blonde introduces Dan Fortune, the one-armed private detective of New York's Chelsea district, to the most dangerous case of his career. 1984, c1973

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Silent song.
   by Lucilla Andrews
   FICTION
The man who had helped Anne when her husband was killed on their honeymoon reappears. 1980, c1973

(Ulverscroft large print series: romance)

SUBJECTS: Romance

Silent witness.
   by Margaret Yorke
   FICTION
A blizzard intensifies the tension in an Austrian hotel, and murder ensues. 1976, c1972

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Silhouette in scarlet.
   by Elizabeth Peters
   FICTION
An enigmatic invitation lures museum curator Vicky Bliss from her prestigious job in Munich to an uncertain future in Stockholm. 1985

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Silken trap.
   by Charlotte Lamb
   FICTION
Claire loves Nick as he loves her. But his job as newsman in the world's trouble spots causes her untold agony. She is determined not to endure the same torture her mother suffered from her father's dangerous job. 1986, c1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

Silver canyon.
   by Louis L'Amour
   FICTION
A gunfighter drifts into a dusty western town and immediately falls in love with a beautiful woman. His love forces him to choose sides in a deadly range war in which his lady's father is one of the contenders. 1983

SUBJECTS: Western

The Silver casket.
   by Patricia Lake
   FICTION
Laura loved Tom Farrell so much, but he was married. The beautiful Amanda Delvaux was content to be Tom's girl-friend.
Why couldn't Laura be like that?  1985, c1982

(Harlequin)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Silver desert.
by Ernest Haycox
FICTION
Tom Sebastian was willing to risk everything he had—his property, the woman he loved, his life—to keep the Barrier Ranch going.  1985

SUBJECTS: Western

The Silver dolphin.
by Anne Weale
FICTION
An orphaned girl is rescued by a sea captain.  1975, c1963

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Silver dolphin.
by Velda Johnston
FICTION
In the Long Island whaling village of Sag Harbor in the first half of the 19th century, spirited, red-haired Fiona MacWain, daughter of an indentured Scottish immigrant, is determined not to spend her life as a servant.  1980, c1979

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Silver flame.
by Margaret Pargeter
FICTION
A young woman loses both her husband and her memory when she survives an air crash.  1986, c1983

(Harlequin large print series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Silver girl.
by Mary Raymond
FICTION
David Hamilton and Gil Seymour fight for control of Darvier's which is more than a shop. It's a very rich, glossy way of life.  1985

(Linford romance library)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Silver ring.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
The Princess Marie d'Este longed from childhood to take the veil—to wear the silver Ring of Marriage to the church.  1984

(A Lythway historical novel)
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

Silver rock.
by Luke Short
FICTION
Tully Gibbs survived war, prison camp, and fighting for his life. He became a hard man. When Gibbs discovered rich ore in an old silver mine shaft, he thought nothing could stop him from attaining wealth and power.  1984

SUBJECTS: Western

Silver rose.
by David A. Kaufelt
FICTION
Rennie Jablonski, beautiful young daughter of Germany's most famous Jewish newspaper publisher, returns to Berlin from Paris to bring her father out. Caught in a Gestapo web, she masquerades as a cabaret singer.  1982

SUBJECTS: World War II-Fiction

Silver wings, Santiago blue.
by Janet Dailey
FICTION
Novel about the wartime experiences and romantic entanglement of four WASPs (Women Airforce Service Pilots) assigned to stateside duty during World War II. Some strong language and some descriptions of sex.  1984

SUBJECTS: World War II-Fiction
Silverhill.
by Phyllis A. Whitney
FICTION
A modern gothic novel set in an old New England mansion where a woman arrives to give her mother's dying message to her aunt, finds the whole family dominated by the grandmother. 1979, c1967
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Silvertip's roundup.
by Max Brand
FICTION
A safe cracker teams up with Jim Silver to catch the outlaw genius. 1978, c1943
SUBJECTS: Western

Silvertip's search.
by Max Brand
FICTION
The legendary Arizona John Silver, known as Silvertip, agrees to find Judge Brender's rebellious young son who has joined a band of outlaws led by Christian, Silvertip's arch foe. 1980, c1945
SUBJECTS: Western

Silvertip's trap.
by Max Brand
FICTION
Bill Naylor had been an outlaw all his adult life—and poor. Now he had a chance to earn the wealth he had been seeking but his friend wouldn't die. 1981
SUBJECTS: Western

Simon's night.
by Jon Hassler
FICTION
A retired professor, aged 76, begins to retire from life, then changes his mind. 1979
SUBJECTS: General

Simple cooking for the epicure.
by Jean Hamilton Campbell
TX715.C189 1960
If you are already a good cook, this book will intrigue you. If you lack confidence, this book reassures you. 196-?, c1949
(A Keith Jennison book)
SUBJECTS: Cookery

Simple gifts.
by Joanne Greenberg
FICTION
Surviving through a combination of thrift, moonshine and illegal hunting, the Fleuris are persuaded by a government agent to maintain their ranch in its authentic 1880s condition. 1987, c1986
SUBJECTS: General

Simple's Uncle Sam.
by Langston Hughes
PS3515.U274S6 1965a
Jesse B. Semple relates his wit and wisdom on typical situations, especially on black-white relationships. 1965
(A Keith Jennison Book)
SUBJECTS: General

The Sin flood.
by Shirley Murrell
FICTION
Judith Raven prayed that the sinflood would wash away the secret that she had carried with her for almost a lifetime. 1978, c1954
SUBJECTS: General

The Sin of Cynara.
by Violet Winspear
FICTION
Teri was not Carol's child but her sister Cynara's—although Carol's husband Vincenzo was his father. Carol was determined to do her best for Teri because she looked upon him as her own. 1986, c1976
(Linford romance library)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Sin was mine.
by Denise Robins
FICTION
Christopher's beautiful wife Rose is already too involved in her decorating career, and the seeds of tragedy are already lurking behind the loving facade of the marriage. 1982, c1964

SUBJECTS: Romance

Sing as we go.
by Gracie Fields
ML420.F46A3 1981
A popular British entertainer's memoirs in which she recalls her childhood in her family of Lancashire mill workers and praises her mother who gave her support and encouragement. 1981, c1960

(A New Portway large print book)
SUBJECTS: Biography

The Singing of the nightingale.
by Marjorie Warby
FICTION
Sarah had to solve a mystery before committing her love. 1977, c1972

(Ulverscroft)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Single action.
by Nelson Coral Nye
FICTION
Eighteen-year-old Pearly Adams was pulled out of a shooting scrape and given a job with the new Arizona Rangers pushing a pen. Then a feud started and Pearly figured he could prove his worth. 1984

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Western

A Single light.
by Maia Wojciechowska
FICTION
A deaf and dumb girl growing up in a small Spanish village finds in the church a priceless statue of the Christ Child which becomes the one thing that will not reject her affection. 1969

(Sioux autumn.
by Bruce Thomas
FICTION
After two men are killed by arrows and livestock disappears, Sheriff Hotchkiss and John Eustace set out to solve the mystery. 1979

SUBJECTS: Western

Sirocco.
by Anne Mather
FICTION
A girl doubts her romantic choice, and is thrown together with another man by her father who needs help from him. 1986, c1983

(Harlequin large print series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Sister.
by Irene Heywood Jones
FICTION
Irene Haywood Jones has drawn on 18 years' experience in nursing to produce this vivid portrait of a Sister at work. 1983, c1982

SUBJECTS: General
Sister at St. Catherine's.
   by Hermina Black
   FICTION
   An episode in her past threatens Jean's happiness.  1979, c1969

SUBJECTS: Romance

Sister in charge.
   by Judith Worthy
   FICTION
   Nurse Dilyse Davies has quite a shock when her godmother dies and leaves her a nursing home she ran for many years.  1984, c1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

Sister Jackie.
   by Cathy Linton
   FICTION
   When beautiful, high-spirited Jackie Cole broke off her engagement, a whole host of admirers were soon flocking round again. But she was disillusioned with men.  1986, c1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

Sister Stephanie's ward.
   by Helen Upshall
   FICTION
   Not content with her hectic job running the women's surgical ward at Thames Vale Hospital Sister Stephanie Driscoll gets involved in the Christmas pantomime, too. 1987, c1984

(Harlequin)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Sister to a stranger.
   by Ursula Bloom
   FICTION
   Debbie's first love affair ended when Freddy, a young medical student, jilted her, and to make matters worse, she was knocked out by a sinister stranger she found by the dangerous drugs cupboard.  1985, c1971

SUBJECTS: Romance

Sister to Meryl.
   by Nerina Hilliard
   FICTION
   A woman makes a deal with the man who is breaking up her sister Meryl's marriage. 1984, c1976

(Atlantic large print series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Sitka.
   by Louis L'Amour
   FICTION
   Jean LeBarge fought his way from the swampland of the Susquehanna to the civilized world of Washington politics and Imperial Russia and played an important role in the mighty struggle for Alaska.  1980, c1957

SUBJECTS: Western

The Sittaford mystery.
   by Agatha Christie
   FICTION
   Six members of the small community of Sittaford are indulging in a harmless afternoon seance of table-turning when a murder is foretold with frightening accuracy. 1973, c1931

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Six fools and a fairy.
   by Ursula Bloom
   FICTION
   Six men meet at Bennini's as they have many times before, to keep a pact made at Cambridge. Yet this meeting is different. 1984

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Six for heaven.
   by Lucy Walker
   FICTION
   Having to leave their rectory home after his death, her mother buys a boarding house to provide a home and living for Theodora and her three sisters. We follow their lives from
childhood to young womanhood. 1981, c1969
SUBJECTS: Romance

Six impossible things.
by Elizabeth Cadell
FICTION
Nicholas Wayne finds it hard to believe impossible things: to believe he could forget Estelle Dryden who went to America 10 years ago or that his sister could leave for Rome a child and return a woman. 1976, c1961
SUBJECTS: Romance

Six-gun country.
by Max Brand
FICTION
Lee Porfilo broke out of prison and made for the mountain he knew so well. It was bad enough being on the run for a crime he did not commit, but worse yet, somebody was robbing stagecoaches and shooting people in his name! 1981
SUBJECTS: Western

The Sixth wife.
by Jean Plaidy
FICTION
An historical novel about the tempestuous marriage of Henry VIII and his sixth wife Katharine Parr. 1974, c1953
(Shadow of the crown series)
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

Skeleton staff.
by Elizabeth Ferrars
FICTION
Two women tread a path of mystery and terror in Madeira. 1973, c1969
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Skeletons in the closet.
by Elizabeth Linington
FICTION
As a sergeant in the Los Angeles Police Department, Ivor Maddox knows how it feels to have his hands full. His wife, Sue, also a detective on the force, is expecting a baby. 1983
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Skinwalkers.
by Tony Hillerman
FICTION
This book teams up Lt. Joe Leaphorn and Officer Jim Chee of the Navajo Tribal Police in an investigation that leads into the dark world of Navajo witchcraft. 1986
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Skull beneath the skin.
by P. D. James
FICTION
Private-eye Cordelia Gray is hired to act as a bodyguard for bitchy actress Clarissa Lisle, who has been receiving death threats with quotes from sixteenth and seventeenth century dramatists. 1983, c1982
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Sky-liners.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
The two Sackett brothers run into Black Fetchen's gang in town and a feud develops. The Sacketts are good fighters, but they must contend with the best gunslingers in the country. 1986
SUBJECTS: Western

Skye.
by Lauran Paine
FICTION
Frank Cutler Sam Morton and an old Arapahoe Indian named Plume find their way to a young woman's ranch who wants to keep her operation running smooth and trouble-free. 1986, c1984
SUBJECTS: Western

Skye Cameron.
by Phyllis A. Whitney

FICTION

Romance, suspense, and intrigue in New Orleans of 1880. Skye Cameron, daughter of a Scottish father and a Creole mother, considers herself plain until she meets Justin Law. 1978, c1957

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Recorded

Slater’s book.

by James Wyckoff

FICTION

Western tale of the great Wyoming plains. Slater leads the homesteaders, small stock owners, and cowboys against the harassment of cattlemen who are trying to oust the new settlers. 1977

SUBJECTS: Western

Recorded

Slaughter’s way.

by John Thomas Edson

FICTION

Slaughter’s way is the way a medium-sized Texas rancher looked at life and handled its problems. He said exactly what he meant, and did what he said he would do. 1983, c1965

(Ulverscroft large print series: western)

SUBJECTS: Western

Recorded

Slave woman.

by Denise Robins

FICTION

Jan wanted to be more than just another possession to a man whose cruelty and indifference had long since taken over from the first flush of marriage. 1982, c1961

SUBJECTS: Romance

Recorded

Slay-ride.

by Dick Francis

FICTION

David Cleveland, official investigator for the English Jockey Club, is sent to Norway to look into the disappearance of a British jockey. 1975, c1973

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Recorded

Slayground.

by Richard Stark

FICTION

After robbing an armored truck, the getaway driver takes the corner too fast, leaving himself and Grofield unconscious and Parker alone with $73,000, and sirens getting closer. 1985, c1971

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Recorded

Sleep in the woods.

by Dorothy Eden

FICTION

Set in 19th-century New Zealand, this is the story of beautiful Briar Johnson and her adventures as she goes from servant to lady of the estate of Saul Whitmore. It involves romance, intrigue, and adventure. 1980, c1960

SUBJECTS: Romance

Recorded

Sleep is for the rich.

by Donald MacKenzie

FICTION

A penniless former thief takes his young daughter on a Swiss jewel caper. He faces a double threat, a double cross, and a kidnapping. 1972, c1971

(Midnight novel of suspense)

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Recorded

Sleeping beauty.

by Ross Macdonald

FICTION

Lew Archer is on the trail of a young heiress last seen on a California beach, angrily clutching an oil-drenched sea bird after a disastrous oil spill. 1973

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Recorded

The Sleeping bride.

by Dorothy Eden

FICTION

When glamorous Aurora disappeared on the eve of her wedding, her sisters thrown
into turmoil and mystery. Who was the vicious person who was trying to poison their lives? 1975, c1959

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Sleeping desire.
by Charlotte Lamb
FICTION
Alex didn't seem to realise that the pain and hurt of the past year had made Sara grow up into a confident woman...but was she so sure of not wanting Alex? 1987, c1985

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Sleeping fire.
by Daphne Clair
FICTION
When a new boss takes over on a ladies' magazine, the editor and the boss' daughter vie for his attention. 1984, c1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

A Sleeping life.
by Ruth Rendell
FICTION
An expensive leather wallet with no identification is the only clue Chief Inspector Wexford finds in his investigation of the vicious stabbing murder of a woman in an English village. 1979, c1978

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Sleeping mountain.
by John Harris
FICTION
The story of Tom Patch, an easy-going English artist who resides in an Italian island town—a community shadowed by a long quiescent volcano. 1976, c1958

SUBJECTS: General

Sleeping murder: Miss Marple's last case.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
In her last case, Miss Marple warns a charming young couple from New Zealand not to pry into the details of an old murder, but they are determined to solve the macabre puzzle. 1978, c1976

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Sleeping tiger.
by Rosamunde Pilcher
FICTION
A romantic tale about a quiet, sensible woman ready to marry a quiet, sensible man until a face from her past appears on a book-jacket. Suddenly she departs for a Spanish island to search for a man thought to be dead. 1977, c1967

SUBJECTS: Romance

Slight mourning.
by Catherine Aird
FICTION
A tidily plotted and ends-neatly-knotted tale of a dinner party for eight guests who survive the host. The widow takes to her room for a solo stretch of mourning or second thoughts. 1975

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Slinky Jane.
by Catherine Cookson
FICTION
She arrived one morning in a decrepit old car. The men couldn't stop thinking about her, and the women wouldn't stop talking about her. And her effect on young Peter Puddeton was quite unforeseen. 1977, c1959

SUBJECTS: General

The Slipperdown chant.
by Jennifer Rigg
FICTION
Beautiful Lady Dorothea's widowed mother, an impoverished and widowed countess, contrives her daughter's engagement to a wealthy Lord. The scheme soon goes awry and murder threatens Dorothea. 1978, c1977

SUBJECTS: Gothic Romance
The slippery step.
by Rae Foley
FICTION
A murdered man has three names and the police must unravel the mystery. 1979, c1977
SUBJECTS: Mystery

A Slither of silk.
by Wynne May
FICTION
Arriving in South Africa to marry Russell Prentice after a whirlwind holiday romance, Karyn was, to say the least, taken aback to learn that he had walked out on her. 1985, c1972
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Slow awakening.
by Catherine Marchant
FICTION
In rural England of 1850, Kirston McGregor, a spirited orphan of mysterious origin, is rescued by a servant of the wealthy Knutsson family after a flood sweeps the countryside. 1978, c1976
SUBJECTS: Romance

Small blessings.
bv4832.2.s5233 1978
by Celestine Sibley
Frequently funny, poignant collection of observations by a journalist who celebrates the everyday "thankfuls" that life offers. She develops the theme that it takes practice to appreciate and be grateful for them. 1978, c1977
SUBJECTS: Religion

The Small Texan.
by John Thomas Edson
FICTION
A Texan of the classic mould—except that Dusty stood a mere five feet six inches, but when the chips were down the small Texan stood the tallest of them all. 1983, c1969
(Ulverscroft large print series: western)
SUBJECTS: Western

A Small town.
by Shelby Hearon
FICTION
A story of Venice, Missouri, which begins in the childhood of Alma van der Linden, a doctor's daughter. Typical small town scandals are exposed. 1986, c1985
SUBJECTS: General

Small town girl.
by Tilly Armstrong
FICTION
Jessica Gilchrist had worked at Tolworthys, the large department store, since she left school, so it was quite a shock to find out one day that they were to be taken over by a large company run by the Shale family. 1984
SUBJECTS: Romance

A Small town in Germany.
by John Le Carre
FICTION
Intrigue develops when an employee of the British Embassy at Bonn absconds with a top secret file. An aggressive investigator is called in to retrieve the papers and reestablish political security. 1968
SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

The Small woman.
by Alan Burgess
bv3427.a9b8 1973
Gladys Aylward, a London parlor maid determined to become a missionary in China, travels across Siberia to Northwest China. She becomes involved with prison riots and leads 100 homeless people to safety. 1973, c1969
(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Biography

Small world...long gone.
by Avis D. Carlson

Avis Carlson, now in her eighties, gives us an intimate look at a life style vastly different than anything we know today. She brings to life an era of hard work, but also a time of hope and enjoyment. 1979

SUBJECTS: Biography

*Smash the wild bunch.*

by Giles A. Lutz
FICTION
Evett Nix, chief marshal of Oklahoma, launches one final desperate plan to round up the notorious Bill Doolin and his deadly gang, the Wild Bunch. He locates Doolin in a dusty prairie town where their troubles begin. 1982

SUBJECTS: Western

*Smiling desperado.*

by Max Brand
FICTION
All men avoided Bill Lancaster—a fast man with his fists and his guns, a bully and a braggart; but Dan Cadigan fought him to the ground and Lancaster got away only because he slugged Dan with his gun. 1985, c1952

SUBJECTS: Western

*The Smoke and the fire.*

by Essie Summers
FICTION
Six months was long enough to change many of Dinah's ideas. 1964

SUBJECTS: Romance

*Smoke detector.*

by Eric Wright
FICTION
Inspector Charlie Salter of the Toronto police is assigned to investigate the arson-related death of antique dealer Cyril Drecker and comes up with a surprising solution. Some strong language and some descriptions of sex. 1985, c1984

(G. K. Hall large print book series)

SUBJECTS: Mystery

*Smokescreen.*

by Dick Francis
FICTION
The friend of a world-famous actor asks him to go to Africa to investigate the losing streak her race horses are having. 1973, c1972

SUBJECTS: Mystery

*Smokescreen.*

by Anne Mather
FICTION
A woman is left rich and powerful after the death of her tycoon husband. 1985, c1982

(Harlequin)
SUBJECTS: Romance

*Smokey River.*

by Lee Floren
FICTION
Ralph had to choose between loyalty and honor in a range war. 1980, c1954

SUBJECTS: Western

*Smoky valley.*

by Donald Hamilton
FICTION
Old Man Wilkinson and his bully wanted John Parrish's land. First they tried to burn him out—then they tried to kill him. But Parrish was not a man to run. 1985, c1954

(Ulverscroft large print series : western)
SUBJECTS: Western

*Smouldering fire.*

by Dorothy Emily Stevenson
FICTION
In the romantic atmosphere of loch, mountain and ruined castle, A score of characters with vivid and arresting personalities are thrown together. 1983

SUBJECTS: Romance

*The Smuggled heart.*
FICTION
Handsome Lord Chard becomes involved with a smuggling gang--and love. 1979, c1959
SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Snake track.
by Frank Bonham
FICTION
When a wealthy rancher refuses a cowboy permission to marry his daughter, the cowboy decides on revenge and returns with a herd of prize cattle and a plan to take over both the rancher's grazing land and his daughter. 1983
(Atlantic)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Snare of the hunter.
by Helen MacInnes
FICTION
Irina Kusak, daughter of a Czech patriot whose whereabouts are unknown, flees across the border into Austria to find her father. Her flight becomes a death trap as all those helping her along the way are killed. 1975, c1974

The Snatch.
by Bruce Graeme
FICTION
Detective Sergeant Mather's wife disappears and he risks dismissal to work on her case. 1981, c1976

The Snow must return.
by Denise Robins
FICTION
A companion tries to protect a lovely young heiress from adventurers. 1976, c1971

The Snow tiger.
by Desmond Bagley
FICTION
An avalanche planned by two disgruntled brothers near a gold mine in New Zealand takes its deadly toll. 1976

So Big.
by Edna Ferber
FICTION
A farm woman's indomitable spirit and quick response to beauty are unquenched by years of hardship--all for the sake of her son. 1981, c1924

So disdained.
by Nevil Shute
FICTION
Moran finds himself trapped between two loyalties as treason and intrigue lead him to a desperate chase across Europe. 1971, c1928

So little cause for Caroline.
by Eric Bercovici
FICTION
Down and out ex-cop Harold Shilling is hired to find the missing gambling czar's wife; he locates her easily enough--just in time to see her fall from a rooftop. 1983, c1981

So long until tomorrow: from Quaker Hill to Kathmandu.
by Lowell Thomas
CT275.T554A35 1978
This volume covers from the World War II era to the present. Highlights are his trips to Tibet to meet the Dalai Lame, to central Siberia, and to the South Pole. 

**Recorded**

SUBJECTS: Biography

**So long, see you tomorrow.**

by William Maxwell

FICTION

The narrator looks back fifty years to the 1920's when he was an adolescent in a small Midwestern town and observed the events of a sensational murder case. Strong language. 

1980

SUBJECTS: General

**So much blood.**

by Simon Brett

FICTION

Likable Charles Paris, an actor and director who never became a star, goes to the Edinburgh Festival to put on a one-man play based on the life of Thomas Hood. 

1985, c1976

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**So young, so fair.**

by Elizabeth Seifert

FICTION

A nurse who served her country in World War II succumbs to the charms of a patient—an infatuation with consequences no one could imagine. 

1986, c1947

SUBJECTS: Romance

**Soft velvet night.**

by Anne Hampson

FICTION

Although Shivonne had no intention of vying for Kurt's attention, she finds herself unexpectedly, desperately in love with her mysterious employer. 

1986, c1983

SUBJECTS: Romance

**A Soldier's legacy.**

by Heinrich Boll

FICTION

It is 1943, and a German division is stretched along the coast of Normandy, part of the Atlantic line of defense against invasion. 

1985

SUBJECTS: World War II-Fiction

**Solstice.**

by Joyce Carol Oates

FICTION

Monica and Sheila meet. Drawn to each other they become friends, arriving at last at a near-fatal obsession with each other. 

1985

SUBJECTS: General

**Sombrero.**

by William Colt MacDonald

FICTION

Ex-Border Ranger Johnny Donne answered George Aldrich's advertisement in the El Paso paper, but before Aldrich can explain his enterprise, he is murdered and Johnny becomes the prime suspect. 

1980, 1940

SUBJECTS: Western

**Some achieve greatness.**

by Frank Arthur Swinnerton

FICTION

A fine old fashioned novel concerned with the choices we make in life. 

1977, c1976

SUBJECTS: Gothic Romance

**Some brief folly.**

by Patricia Veryan

FICTION

In this Regency novel, a landslide near Bath introduces a London beauty to the infamous Garret Hawkhurst, a dangerous libertine said to have caused the deaths of his own wife and child. 

1982, c1981

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**Some buried Caesar.**

by Rex Stout

FICTION

Nero Wolfe leaves his New York kitchen
and orchid conservatory to solve a mystery in an upstate community of wealthy cattle breeders. 1982, c1967

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Some lie and some die.
by Ruth Rendell
FICTION
Two detectives investigate a brutal killing discovered during a pop-music festival. The usually staid town is invaded by hippies, flower children, and a rock idol. 1984

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Some lovely islands.
by Leslie Thomas
DA668.T48
The story of the author's journeys to the little islands around Britain and Ireland. 1968

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Travel

Some merry adventures of Robin Hood of great renown in Nottinghamshire.
by Howard Pyle
FICTION
A collection of short stories about the well-known Robin Hood and his merry men. 1967?

(A Keith Jennison book)
SUBJECTS: General

Some predators are male.
by Miles Tripp
FICTION
Neil Pensom lived alone and had no close relationships. But someone seemed intent on driving him insane by creating bizarre situations around him. 1987, c1985

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Some women won't wait.
by Erle Stanley Gardner
FICTION
Bertha Cool and Donald Lamm investigate a client's ugly past. 1977, c1953

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Somebody's sister.
by Derek Marlowe
FICTION
A young girl's life comes to a tragic end one morning when her car crashes into the girders of the Golden Gate Bridge, except that it isn't her car and she's too young to drive. 1975, c1974

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Someday the rabbi will leave.
by Harry Kemelman
FICTION
Rabbi David Small refuses to officiate at a mixed marriage even after receiving a hefty raise in pay. Personal matters begin to tangle with local politics and Rabbi Small suspects a frame-up. 1985

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Someone in the house.
by Barbara Michaels
FICTION
Anne has no fear of centuries-old Grayhaven Manor, where she is spending the summer—until a door closes softly while she is in the house alone. Some strong language. 1982, c1981

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Someone is watching.
by Penelope Field
FICTION
A once-inviting piece of family history begins to form the jigsaw puzzle of a nightmare. 1977, c1976

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Someone waiting.
by Anne Maybury
FICTION
Despite the series of unexplained accidents that befall her, Leonie insists on prying into
the old case of her guardian's death. 1983, c1961

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Something beautiful for God: Mother Teresa of Calcutta.
by Malcolm Muggeridge
BX4406.5.Z8M8 1984
This is about Mother Teresa and the Missionaries of Charity, the religious order she has instituted. It describes how they live, work and worship God together. 1984, c1971

SUBJECTS: Biography

Something more.
by Catherine Marshall
BV4501.2.M3643 1975
The author offers both sound and inspiring help for family estrangements—parents from children, wives from husbands and guides her reader toward a joyful new life of affirmative experiences. 1975, c1974

SUBJECTS: Religion

Something of value.
by Nancy Bell
FICTION
It would seem that the light-hearted Nicholases of this world have all the luck—like the love of Lee for instance. 1987, c1970

SUBJECTS: Romance

Something special.
by Barbara Bartholomew
FICTION
Journalism graduate student, Trudy McClung, protests when her year long assignment to achieve her graduate degree is to interview local church pastors to find out how they feel about the work. 1984

SUBJECTS: Romance

Something to make us happy.
by Linda Crawford
FICTION

After her husband's death, Isobel moves her family to Hollywood. 1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

Something wicked.
by Elizabeth Ferrars
FICTION
Andrew Basnett, a retired professor of botany, took his nephew's cottage in a quiet Oxfordshire village for the winter. But he didn't expect to find himself living opposite a woman reputed to have killed her husband. 1985, c1983

(Ulverscroft large print series: mystery)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Son of a wanted man.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
Mike Bastian must take over the reins of his father's outlaw gang. Soon he finds himself caught between the jealousy of other gang members, the growing love he feels for an innocent girl, and the relentless pursuit of two lawmen. 1984

SUBJECTS: Western

The Song of India.
by Mozelle Richardson
FICTION
Contemporary gothic tale of a Midwestern woman who marries an Indian rajah. Murder, human sacrifices, princely families, curses, kidnapings, drugs and harems all have a part in the exotic setting. 1975

SUBJECTS: General

A Song of sixpence.
by Archibald Joseph Cronin
FICTION
As a Catholic outcast in a predominantly Protestant Scottish community, young Laurence Carroll feels secure in the loving bonds of his family. When his father dies, life becomes a struggle for Laurence. 1970, c1964

Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

The Song of the siren.
by Philippa Carr
FICTION
During the Jacobite rebellion in England, beautiful, passionate Carlotta Andersby flees to France with her fugitive lover. 1981, c1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Songless wood.
by Lyndon Snow
FICTION
A 28 year-old fashion designer feels no man could love her because of the unsightly scar she carries from an accident. Then Pierre came into her life—and he was different! 1985

SUBJECTS: Western

The Sonora Plains.
by Jim Slaughter
FICTION
On the day homesteader Charley Bowman rode into Chugwater, Colorado, a lanky, quiet-eyed stranger with a tied-down .45 on his right hip also arrived in town. 1986, c1965

(A Lythway book)

Soon she must die.
by Anna Clarke
FICTION
Rosamond Morgan, a rich young girl dying of leukemia, is the target of greed and murder. 1984, c1983

SUBJECTS: Biography

The Sorrowing wind.
by Mary Emily Pearce
FICTION
Tom and Betony find that emotions stronger than love, as they understand it, govern the shape of their lives. 1980, c1975

(Ulverscroft large print series : general fiction)
SUBJECTS: General

Soul catcher.
by Frank Herbert
FICTION
To avenge his sister's rape and suicide, an American Indian graduate student kidnaps the 13-year-old son of the new Undersecretary of State. His plan is to make a sacrificial victim of the boy. 1974, c1972

SUBJECTS: General

The Soundless scream.
by Sarah Kemp
FICTION
Sally Baxter begins a journey through the south of France, where she spent her convent school childhood, to help uncover why the psychiatrist who had been delving so diligently into her past was killed. 1983, c1967

(A Lythway book)

South by Java Head.
by Alistair MacLean
FICTION
Amid a group of people leaving Singapore in World War II as the Japanese advance, is a retired British brigadier general who is carrying secret information. 1978, c1958

SUBJECTS: General

South Island stowaway.
by Essie Summers
FICTION
Julia's arrival at the sheep farm caused
trouble for Adam. 1978, c1971

SUBJECTS: Romance

South of Rio Grande.
by Max Brand
FICTION
Two men search for a Mexican outlaw. 1974, c1930

SUBJECTS: Western

South to forget.
by Essie Summers
FICTION
Mary Rose goes to New Zealand to forget
an unhappy love affair. 1972, c1963

SUBJECTS: Romance

Southern women.
by Lois Battle
FICTION
When Cordy's marriage to a former football
player disintegrates, she flees Chicago with
her young daughter for the comforts of
home in Savannah. Strong language and
descriptions of sex. 1985, c1984

SUBJECTS: General

The Southwest corner.
by Mildred Walker
FICTION
Satisfying story of an 83 year-old woman's
triumph over adversity. 1951

SUBJECTS: General

Southwest drifter.
by Gordon D. Shirreffs
FICTION
Wes Yardigan receives a life and death
proposition, and after signing on wishes he'd
taken his chances on the desert. 1986

(Linford western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Spanish cape mystery.
by Ellery Queen

FICTION
The moment Ellery Queen unwrapped the
long black opera cloak from Marco's nude
corpse, he knew the naked truth would be
even nastier. Every guest at the isolated
mansion on Spanish Cape had a shameful tie
with Marco. 1982, c1935

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Spanish Garden.
by Rowena Lee
FICTION
Lorna visits Spain and finds an unbelievably
different life. 1976, c1962

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Spanish gardener.
by Archibald Joseph Cronin
FICTION
Harrington Brande lavished all his love on
his semi-invalid son who is watched over by
a young Spanish gardener. The father's
possessiveness creates tragedy. 1950

SUBJECTS: General

The Spanish summer.
by Mary Howard
FICTION
Family story with two adorable and
impossible boys. 1980, c1977

(Ulverscroft large print series : romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Sparkling cyanide.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
In a luxurious hotel, six people gather for
dinner in honor of their friend who died at
that very table exactly a year before. 1978, c1945

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Speak no evil.
by Mignon Warner
FICTION
Rendell Pym, convicted murderer, is
supposed to be dead; then why are the victims of recent murders people who helped put him away? 1985

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Speak to me of love.
   by Dorothy Eden
   FICTION
A tradesman's daughter weds William Overton, a handsome, lazy, and unfaithful aristocrat. As he openly pursues his pleasures, Bea takes over as the powerful head of Bonnington's department store. 1973, c1972

SUBJECTS: Romance

Speaker of Mandarin.
   by Ruth Rendell
   FICTION
Odd things begin to happen to Chief Inspector Wexford on a tour in China on a police-related matter. He keeps himself going by drinking so much green tea that he begins to think he is having hallucinations. 1983

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Special deliverance.
   by Alexander Fullerton
   FICTION
In May 1982, at the height of the Falklands war, a burnt-out British helicopter was discovered in Chile. Was this evidence of an aborted secret raid on Argentina? 1987, c1986

(Scharnwood library series)
SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

The Spectator bird.
   by Wallace Earle Stegner
   FICTION
Psychological novel revolves around seventy-year-old literary agent Joe Alston. Bemused and alarmed by the infirmities of age, he reexamines his past by reading an old diary. 1977, c1976

SUBJECTS: General

Speedy.
   by Max Brand
   FICTION
Speedy had never done a day's work in his life—but he had managed to survive by his native wit. 1985, c1957

SUBJECTS: Western

Spider webs.
   by Margaret Millar
   FICTION
This is a courtroom drama and psychological thriller centering around the trial of Cully King, the black captain of a luxury yacht, for the murder of a woman he had brought aboard ship. 1987

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Spindrift.
   by Phyllis A. Whitney
   FICTION
Determined to learn the cause of her father's death, Christy returns to the family estate to confront her domineering mother-in-law in this Gothic suspense novel. 1975

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Spirit of the border.
   by Zane Grey
   FICTION
Wetzel the Avenger, whom the Indians called the Wind of Death, wages a lone war to free the border of marauders. 1983, c1923

SUBJECTS: Western

A Splash of red.
   by Antonia Fraser
   FICTION
Jemima Shore, having borrowed Chloe Fontaine's apartment for some peace and quiet, finds neither when Chloe's stabbed body turns up in the bedroom. The number one suspect is Chloe's former lover. Some strong language. 1982, c1981
A Splinter of Glass.
by John Creasey
FICTION
Superintendent West pursues a gang of gold thieves. 1975, c1972

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Split.
by Richard Stark
FICTION
The biggest football game of the year is the charity match when all the seats are paid for in cash. Parker and six 'colleagues' decide to help themselves to this money. 1987, c1966

Spig Muslin.
by Elmore Leonard
FICTION
Bryan Hurd, Detroit homicide detective, tracks an all but invisible assassin from gritty Motown to posh Miami to prevent him from executing his ultimate coup. A hard-boiled story told with deadpan humor. Strong language. 1986, c1981

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Spoilers.
by Desmond Bagley
FICTION
A wealthy young girl dies from a heroin overdose legally administered by a doctor working with drug addicts. The enraged father enlists the doctor's help in uncovering the source. Strong language and violence. 1973, c1969

SUBJECTS: General

A Sprig of Sea Lavender.
by John R. L. Anderson
FICTION
A sprig of sea lavender is the clue that solves a mystery. 1979, c1978

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Spring Always Comes.
by Emilie Baker Loring
FICTION
Vivacious Connie Wyndham returns to Stony Brook to attend to her father's estate. When her brother is threatened with blackmail, Connie turns to a former love for help and sets a course for disaster. 1979, c1966

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Spring at the Winged Horse.
by Ted Willis
FICTION
At the beginning of this novel, Rosie Carr is an orphan, penniless and helpless. At the end of it she is a young woman—pregnant but unmarried and still penniless. 1985, c1983

SUBJECTS: General

Spring magic.
by Dorothy Emily Stevenson
FICTION
Frances has a sudden chance to escape her unhappy life. 1974, c1941

SUBJECTS: Romance

Spring Moon: a novel of China.
by Bette Bao Lord
FICTION
Begins in the fifth year of the reign of the Emperor Kuang Hsu, 1892, in the courtyards of the House of Chang in Soochow. There the slave girl of the child Spring Moon achieves a terrible revenge against the clan. 1981

SUBJECTS: Western

Spring will come again.
by Sylvia Thorpe
FICTION
An evil cousin threatens the life and happiness of Charity in 17th-century England. 1978

SUBJECTS: Western

The Spy who came in from the cold.
by John Le Carre
FICTION
After the last British agent behind the Iron Curtain has been killed by an East German agent, the British send a secret agent, posing as a defector, to trap the East German and destroy him. 1976

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

Square deal Sanderson.
by Charles Alden Seltzer
FICTION
An ambush on the Double A ranch calls for courage and wisdom. 1973, c1922

SUBJECTS: Western

The Square shooter.
by Walt Coburn
FICTION
Boone didn't know his own real name or where he came from. Only Jawbone, who'd raised him, knew who he was. 1985

SUBJECTS: Western

Squatters rights.
by Frank Chester Robertson
FICTION
After doing time as a young man, Hugh Mallory takes over Rocking A Ranch and meets Julia Vardis, young, slender and defenceless in a world of ruthless men. 1956

(Linford Western library)

SUBJECTS: Western

Squaw Mountain massacre.
by Doyle Trent
FICTION
Accused of killing an old prospector to learn the location of his Squaw Mountain gold mine, McCrea is about to hang for murder. But he won't die easy... 1987, c1985

SUBJECTS: Western

Stagecoach station 2, Laredo.
by Hank Mitchum
FICTION
In the 1870s, the town of Laredo, Texas comes alive as spectators gather to view the impending hanging of Bart Campion—Texas's most feared outlaw. 1983

(stagecoach series)
SUBJECTS: Western

Stagecoach station 3, Cheyenne.
by Hank Mitchum
FICTION
In August 1868, the Wells Fargo stage speeds along the dusty Great Plains for Cheyenne, Wyoming. In it are six passengers and a secret cargo of gold. 1983

(stagecoach series)
SUBJECTS: Western

Stagecoach station 4, Tombstone.
by Hank Mitchum
FICTION
In 1881, former detective Dan Stockard must find out who is raiding silver bullion from the Tombstone mines. 1983

(stagecoach series)
SUBJECTS: Western

Stairs of sand.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
A western set in the desert of southern California, where men fight for the use of waterholes. 1983, c1928

SUBJECTS: Western

Stalker.
by Liza Cody
FICTION
Anna Lee was an agent for Bierly Security's. Tracking a bad debtor took Anna to a seedy district of London, then to Exmoor—a strange and dangerous world where love and death seemed mixed. 1986, c1984

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Stalking point.
by Duncan Kyle
FICTION
In the raging storm smaller vessels could not keep pace with the battleship Prince of Wales. In Canada three men were waiting to strike the blow that could win the war for Germany. 1984, c1981

SUBJECTS: World War II-Fiction

Stamping ground.
by Loren D. Estleman
FICTION
Deputy Marshal Page Murdock goes on a thankless assignment into the far reaches of Northern Dakota Territory. 1985, c1980

SUBJECTS: Western

Stands a Calder man.
by Janet Dailey
FICTION
When homesteaders flock to Montana to seize their share of the American dream and, incidentally, to cramp the Calders' style, Webb finds the only woman he ever wanted. 1983

RECORDED

SUBJECTS: Romance

Star of the Sea.
by Linda Haldeman
FICTION
Catholic miracle story set in Frenchmen's Bay, Mississippi, in 1950. Ten-year-old boarder Guinevere Simpson arrives at Our Lady, Star of the Sea convent school when her rich, alcoholic mother takes off for a rest-cure. 1978

RECORDED

SUBJECTS: General

Starfire.
by Arlene Morgan
FICTION
A handsome lawyer moves to her tiny town and changes Peggy's life. 1981, c1974

SUBJECTS: Romance
Starlight rider.
by Ernest Haycox
FICTION
Hugh Tracy swears to get revenge on the bushwacker who shot him and on the land-grabbing Tade Shadrow who wants Tracy’s ranch. 1985, c1933
SUBJECTS: Western

Starrbelow.
by Christianna Brand
FICTION
A Venetian beauty is accused of the murder of her friend and she must fight to clear her name when the society in which she had flourished scorns her. 1984, c1958
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Stars are fire.
by Marjorie Warby
FICTION
A secretary at a boys’ school is torn between an old passion and security. 1981, c1973
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Stars are my children.
by Phyllis Hastings
FICTION
Arthur Balmer rises from the slums of 18th century London. 1974, c1970
SUBJECTS: General

Stars in my heart.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
Gisella escaped into a romantic, sparkling world-fraught with menace. 1979, c1957
SUBJECTS: Romance

Stars over Sentosa.
by Belinda Deil
FICTION
Annabel's new job sounded absolutely delightful—to act as governess and companion to two wealthy teenage girls in Singapore, and gradually introduce them to a more Western way of life. 1984
SUBJECTS: Romance

Starting over.
by Lynsey Stevens
FICTION
A young woman loses her husband and baby in a car accident and it leaves her badly scarred. Eighteen months later she feels it's too soon to get involved in a new relationship. 1984, c1982
(Harlequin large print)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The State of Stony Lonesome.
by Jessamyn West
FICTION
Ginerva Chalmers, a lovely, romantic young girl in her teens is the oldest of three children in a closely knit family. The story focuses on Ginerva’s secret love for her handsome uncle Zen. 1985, c1984
Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

The State vs. Elinor Norton.
by Mary Roberts Rinehart
FICTION
On trial for the murder, beautiful and proud Elinor Norton never takes the stand. The story is recounted by the man who has loved her all his life. 1981, c1934
Recorded
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Stay but till tomorrow.
by Iris Bromige
FICTION
A young charming girl falls in love with a man who only has "affection" for her but loves her sister. 1981, c1946
SUBJECTS: Romance

Stay until tomorrow.
by Anne Maybury
FICTION
When Anna travels from Delhi to meet Martin's family before their marriage,
expecting warm embraces she was clutched by terror instead. 1985, c1961

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Steele heart.
  by Jocelyn Day
  FICTION
After rejecting him before her marriage, a young divorcée must fight to regain the love of the man she wants. 1983, c1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

Stengel: his life and times.
  by Robert W. Creamer
  GV865.S8C73 1984b
Creamer, a "Sports Illustrated" writer, presents numerous facets of the "Ole Perfesser," melding them into a picture of an unexpectedly complex and subtle human being. Some strong language. 1984

SUBJECTS: Biography

The Stepdaughter.
  by Iris Bromige
  FICTION
A family rallies around when a romance is blighted. 1980, c1966

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Stepford wives.
  by Ira Levin
  FICTION
A city couple moves to the suburbs with their two children to escape the stress of urban life but the wife gets more than she bargained for. 1973, c1972

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Steve Train's ordeal.
  by Max Brand
  FICTION
Steve Train's ordeal begins when someone in a Mexican village recognizes him. With a small fortune in his pocket, Steve finds himself being pursued by several people. 1982, c1924

SUBJECTS: Western

Still glides the stream.
  by Dorothy Emily Stevenson
  FICTION
Returning home after twelve years, Will tries to solve the riddle of a friend's last letter. 1976, c1959

SUBJECTS: Romance

Still missing.
  by Beth Richardson Gutcheon
  FICTION
When her six-year-old son is kidnapped, Susan Selky begins a year-long ordeal of agony as the police, the news media, and friends take an interest in finding the missing boy. Strong language and explicit descriptions of sex. 1981

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Still storm.
  by Francoise Sagan
  FICTION
When aristocratic, orphaned beauty Flora de Margelasse returns to live in her ancestral chateau at Angouleme, she falls tragically in love with celebrated peasant poet Gildas Caussinade. 1987

(G.K. Hall large print book series)

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Stillmeadow road.
  by Gladys Bagg Taber
  PS3539.A136Z474 1984b
Stillmeadow Road leads to the author's farmhouse. This book relates the days and seasons spent with family, friends, and animals at Stillmeadow. 1984, c1962

SUBJECTS: Biography

Sting of the honeybee.
  by Frank Parrish
  FICTION
Dan Mallett finds himself up against a terrifying new enemy from the city, ruthless
Eddie Birch, who wants to regain the house his father owned fifty years ago. With the aid of a comely lady groom, Dan succeeds in thwarting him. 1930, c1978

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Stitch in time.
by John Gould
PS3513.O852S7 1985
A collection of essays about life in small coastal Maine villages. 1985

SUBJECTS: Humor

A Stitch in time.
by Emma Lathen
FICTION
A satirical expose of hospital malpractices in the guise of a detective story. 1986, c1968

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Stone baby.
by Ben Healey
FICTION
Art forgers attempt to sell a fake to some American Mafiosi. 1974, c1973

SUBJECTS: General

The Stone bull.
by Phyllis A. Whitney
FICTION
A resort hotel in the Catskill mountains owned by a cranky family is the moody setting for Jenny Vaughn's investigation into her sister's suicide or possible murder. 1977

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Stone maiden.
by Velda Johnston
FICTION
A romantic suspense story of a young woman haunted by questions of her real identity. Her compulsive search leads her into a dangerous mystery of long-hidden Nazi treasure. 1981, c1980

SUBJECTS: Western

Stonewall Brigade.
by Frank Gill Slaughter
FICTION
Chronicles the lives of a young Confederate medical officer in the American Civil War and Arminta, the Cherokee woman he hopes to marry, who is caught up with the fate of her people. 1986

SUBJECTS: General

The Stonewall ladies.
by Elizabeth O'Neill Verner
FICTION
The story of five women living in a home for ladies in reduced circumstances. 1984, c1963

SUBJECTS: General

Storm cycle.
by Margaret Pargeter
FICTION
After a couple has spent most of their lives disliking each other, she suddenly falls in love with him. 1984, c1982

(Harlequin large print)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Storm in the village.
by Miss Read
FICTION
The threat of a housing project makes the villagers defend their way of life. 1979, c1964

SUBJECTS: Romance

Storm on the range.
by Max Brand
FICTION
Tommy Fernald is known as a gutless sheepherder. But when a dead man arises to accuse him of murder, he has to become Mount Grifton's most feared gunfighter. 1983, c1931

SUBJECTS: Western
Storm passage.
by Kay Thorpe
FICTION
A young man asks a woman, hopelessly in love with him, to marry him and take care of his little girl. 1983, c1977
(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Storm warning.
by Jack Higgins
FICTION
Suspenseful World War II novel about a three-masted, nineteenth-century sailing vessel, the Deutschland, that slips out of a Brazilian port with twenty-two men and five nuns bound for Germany. Some strong language 1977, c1976
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Stormtide.
by Bill Knox
FICTION
The drowning death of a young girl begins a feud between island fishermen and shark-catchers off the coast of Scotland, a situation which intensifies when a skipper is found dead on board a wrecked fishing boat. 1975, c1972
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Stormy affair.
by Margaret Mayo
FICTION
Who did Hamed Ben Slouma think he was, spoiling Amber's holiday by whisking her off to his house and announcing that he was going to marry her? 1981
(A Seymour book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Stormy sea of love.
by Arlene Hale
FICTION
A social director of a popular resort has to choose between two men. 1981
(An Arlene Hale romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Stormy the way.
by Anne Hampson
FICTION
When Tara had to attend the wedding of an ex-fiancé who jilted her, she hires a handsome Greek to pretend to be her fiancé, just for a few hours... 1983, c1973
SUBJECTS: Romance

Stormy vigil.
by Elizabeth Graham
FICTION
Journalist Sally Brown's assignment was to interview a lighthouse keeper. Things change when she is marooned in the lighthouse with an irresistible professor from the university. 1984
SUBJECTS: Romance

Stormy weather.
by Sandra Clark
FICTION
Pagan was doing very well with her flourishing sailing school in the Lake District—until the advent of the mysterious Leale de Laszlo. 1985, c1983
SUBJECTS: General

The Storrington papers.
by Dorothy Eden
FICTION
Sarah, a young English divorcée, is hired by paralyzed Major Charles Storrington to live in his great Victorian house and ghost-write the family history. 1979, c1978
Recorded
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Story Bible.
by Pearl S. Buck
BS550.2.B76 1984
A retelling of the stories of the Old and New Testaments. 1984
Recorded
The Story of a whim.
by Grace Livingston Hill
FICTION
Hazel Winship and some friends send an organ, a Bible and some Sunday school material to an unknown girl named Christie, who is actually a wild young farmer. 1985

Strange meeting.
by Denise Robins
FICTION
A young woman on the rebound is attracted to her brooding employer and drawn to his little girl who needs a mother. 1984, c1952

Strained relations.
by Alison Cairns
FICTION
In the close-knit Cornish village of Treskellan no family was more close-knit than the Quinns. It is through Toby Wilde's eyes that the Quinns are first portrayed when Caroline Quinn disappears. 1987, c1983

Strange as a dream.
by Flora Kidd
FICTION
A job as a children's nurse in the Scottish Highlands has its problems. 1977, c1968

Strange rapture.
by Denise Robins
FICTION
Olive Amberly takes a lover while her rich, elderly husband is away, and Sara keeps quiet. 1980, c1933

Strange secrets.
by Virginia Coffman
FICTION
Claudia, a new bride, was ecstatically happy as she sailed to join her husband in their exotic Hawaiian home. Then she began to hear rumors. 1985, c1966

Strange news from another star and other tales.
by Hermann Hesse
FICTION
First published in 1919, this collection contains eight allegorical, simple tale of dream worlds permeated by mystery and the unknown. 1973, c1972

A Strange patient for Sister Smith.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
Piers Templeton had escaped from the mental home on the hill, but Sue discovered this only after she had fallen in love with him. 1984, c1963

Strange loyalty of Dr. Carlisle.
by Elizabeth Seifert
FICTION
A doctor married to a psychotic woman begins to see signs of neurotic behavior in their daughter after his wife dies. 1986, c1952
FICTION
The job turned out to be a very tough assignment indeed for a couple of cowboys. Lew and Pete found death waiting in every shadow, behind every friendly smile. 1985, c1929

SUBJECTS: Western

A Stranger and afraid.
by Elizabeth Ferrars
FICTION
A friend is accused of murder and Holly is afraid. 1974, c1971

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Stranger at the wedding.
by Frances Lynch
FICTION
Tale of murder, mistaken identity, and sinister intrigues involve twin sisters Caroline and Katherine Furneau who move from London to the Italian countryside. They prove their courage and loyalty to each other in the face of danger. 1978

Recorded
SUBJECTS: Western

Stranger at Wildings.
by Madeleine Brent
FICTION
A spirited young woman, who at birth was secretly exchanged in her crib with another child, searches for roots by creating a new life for herself with a touring circus. 1977, c1975

Recorded
SUBJECTS: Gothic Romance

Stranger from the Tonto.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
Young cowboy Kent Wingfield rides into the scorching desert with an old prospector, looking for gold. But on his deathbed he tells Kent that he was once an outlaw and asks Kent to settle an old score for him. 1978

Recorded
SUBJECTS: Western

Stranger in Apache Basin.
by Ray Hogan
FICTION
Dan Selkirk was on a cattle-buying errand and was carrying a belt stuffed with greenbacks. The bank had just been robbed and Dan knew he was in trouble. 1986

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Western

Stranger in Dodge.
by Robert Bell
FICTION
You find yourself on a railroad bank with a suitcase, a hurt head, and no memory of who you are. 1983

SUBJECTS: Western

A Stranger in paradise.
by Lewis Cox
FICTION
A debt collector finds love in the Sahara. 1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

Stranger is watching.
by Mary Higgins Clark
FICTION
As the young man mistakenly convicted of murdering Steve's wife is about to be executed, Steve's asthmatic six-year-old son is kidnapped—possibly by the real murderer. Some strong language. 1978

Recorded
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Stranger on the beach.
by Lilian Peake
FICTION
Anna fell in love with a man she knew very little about and he wasn't going to tell her... 1984, c1979

(Atlantic large print series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

A Stranger and afraid.
Stranger within the gates.
   by Grace Livingston Hill
   FICTION
   A young girl's happy marriage has to stand the threat of a cold and calculating sister-in-law. 1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

Stranger's forest.
   by Pamela Hill
   FICTION
   A young Scot, planning to grow a unique forest, marries a girl for her land. 1984, c1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

Stranger, tread light.
   by Jean Muier
   FICTION
   Prudence's hosts in Mexico City try to find her a date for a dance. In desperation, Ed picks up a good looking stranger at a bar who charms Prudence, but leads her to mystery and murder. 1971

(A Red badge novel of suspense)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Strangers among the dead.
   by George Bellairs
   FICTION
   A six year old disappearance is presented to Scotland Yard. 1975, c1966

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Strathgallant.
   by Laura Black
   FICTION
   Indomitable Countess Selina announces that her ward, seventeen-year-old Perdita, will inherit the estate of Strathgallant if she marries one of her four handsome cousins. 1982, c1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

Strawberry roan.
   by Nelson Coral Nye
   FICTION
   Ranch manager, Price, was determined to protect his bosses ranch and match wits-and guns-with anyone who got in his way. 1982

(Silver star westerns)
SUBJECTS: Western

Streets of death.
   by Dell Shannon
   FICTION
   Luis Mendoza of the Robbery and Homicide Division of the LAPD must deal with an active professional life, 4-year-old twins and an expectant wife. 1980, c1976

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Strength of love.
   by Sarah Devon
   FICTION
   Elizabeth Amery takes a much needed job as secretary to Gerald Henderfield. Though their relationship is stormy at first, they discover a deep and lasting love. 1985, c1976

(Linford romance library)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Strength to love.
   by Martin Luther King
   BX6452.K5 1984
   Sermons by the black pastor who has dedicated his life to civil rights. Three of them were written in Georgia prisons, and all express Dr. King's Christianity. 1984, c1963

Recorded
SUBJECTS: Religion

Strictly speaking : will America be the death of English?.
   by Edwin Newman
   PE2808.N4 1975
   A newsman focuses a wary eye on what he believes to be the sorry stat of the English language as a reflection of the state of society. 1975, c1974

SUBJECTS: United States-Social Life and customs
String too short to be saved.
by Donald Hall
PS3515.A3152Z.527 1980
The author recounts his summers spend with his grandfather. Summers were never dull when grandfather told stories. 1980, c1979

SUBJECTS: Biography

The Strode Venturer.
by Hammond Innes
FICTION
The story of a clandestine business voyage between London and an island paradise. Five frightened company directors allow personal problems to interfere with their work, and the repercussions are felt by the islanders. 1972, c1965

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Strolling players.
by Alice Dwyer-Joyce
FICTION
A famous actor comes to the Highlands of Scotland and meets his destiny. 1980, c1975

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Strong heart.
by Denise Robins
FICTION
Rose wonders if a lasting marriage can be built on infatuation. 1980, c1965

SUBJECTS: Romance

Strong medicine.
by Arthur Hailey
FICTION
Celia Jordan, president of a male dominated, conservative pharmaceutical firm, battles the greed and unethical conduct of various members of the firm. Some strong language and some explicit descriptions of sex. 1985, c1984

SUBJECTS: General

Strong poison.
by Dorothy Leigh Sayers
FICTION
When Harriet Vane, a mystery writer, is accused of murdering her lover, the inimitable Lord Peter Wimsey proves her innocence and falls in love with her. 1958

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Strong shall live.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
Collection of short stories about the struggle between good and evil in the outlaw-studded West. 1986

SUBJECTS: Western

A Study in scarlet and the sign of four.
by Arthur Conan Doyle
FICTION
Sherlock Holmes tackles a gruesome mystery that begins with the murder of a girl and her lover in Utah, spreads to the capital cities of Europe, and reaches a fatal climax in England. 1960?

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Substitute doctor.
by Jean McConnell
FICTION
Dr. Peter Cooper seemed attracted to Linda but only as a pretty girl. Linda wanted to stay on as a partner but could she ever be accepted as a real doctor? 1985

SUBJECTS: Romance

Subway to Samarkand.
by John R. Humphreys
FICTION
A desperate middle-aged man is forced back on his dreams. 1978, c1977

SUBJECTS: General

Such a nice girl!
by Carol Gaye
FICTION
A young girl tires of taking care of her uncle and goes to London to seek her fortune. 1983

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Such interesting people.
by Margaret Culkin Banning
FICTION
De Soto, North Carolina, is a lovely, quiet town nestled among the mountains. Its peace and beauty attract a flood of new residents seeking a break with today's hectic pace. 1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

Such pretty toys.
by S.F.X. Dean
FICTION
From her hospital bed, Barbara persists on Neil to try to find out who had hidden the tiny, lethal explosive in the jack-in-the-box she had sent to her husband for an April Fool joke. 1985, c1982

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Sudden death.
by William X. Kienzle
FICTION
When aging football star Hank "The Hun" Hunsinger is murdered, there is no lack of suspects. A dirty player on and off the field, Hunsinger was exceedingly unpopular. Strong language and some explicit descriptions of sex. 1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Sugarbird.
by Kate Thompson
FICTION
Richard Derain, the family pet, the "sugarbird", already showing signs of his talent as an artist, exerts his own special charm. 1973

SUBJECTS: Romance

Sugarbird lady.
by Robin Miller
RT37.M55 1981
This is the sequel to 'Flying Nurse.' The book was compiled by Robin's husband Dr. Harold Dicks. 1981, c1980

SUBJECTS: Biography

Suicide clause.
by Harry Carmichael
FICTION
Did Pauline solve her problem by committing suicide? 1979, c1966

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Sullivan's reef.
by Anne Weale
FICTION
Charlotte tries to find out the secret of a shunned island. 1980, c1970

SUBJECTS: Romance

Summer at Fairacre.
by Miss Read
FICTION
Against a sunny background, village activities go on. 1986, c1984

SUBJECTS: Romance

Summer at Temple Quentin.
by Winifred Mantle
FICTION
Henrietta Osborne's life is influenced by the disappearance of valuable books from a private library at which her grandfather worked. 1981, c1967

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

A Summer bird-cage.
by Margaret Drabble
FICTION
This novel shows the attempts at adjustment taken by two sisters; one beautiful and enigmatic, the other chatty, high-spirited, introspective, crazy-mixed-up, and entirely
delightful. 1982, c1962

SUBJECTS: Romance

Summer every day.
by Jane Arbor
FICTION
Laurel looks forward to running her friend's kennels for the summer, but Blanche Anthony seems to be willing to do anything to wreck Laurel's work. 1982, c1976

(Atlantic large print series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Summer lightning.
by Judith Richards
FICTION
Irrepressible, redhaired, six-year-old Terrell, son of the harried manager of a Florida farm workers' camp, continually plays hooky from school. The outbreak of World War II changes all their lives. 1978

SUBJECTS: General

Summer of the raven.
by Sara Craven
FICTION
By the terms of her father's will, Rowan and her stepmother Antonia were stuck with each other unless Antonia were to remarry. Antonia planned to marry Carne Moitland, the only man Rowan wanted. 1983, c1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

Summer of the red wolf.
by Morris L. West
FICTION
Red Wolf, a rugged soldier of fortune, makes friends with a writer who comes to the Island to escape from the problems of civilization. 1972, v1971

SUBJECTS: General

A Summer scandal.
by Elisabeth Kyle
FICTION
Neil is disturbed when his nephew is introduced to Rose Gourlay and falls in love with her. Here is a real danger for Neil's comfortable existence in his nephew's house. 1982, c1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

Summer tangle.
by Tilly Armstrong
FICTION
Fran Eddy courageously saves a little boy from drowning in the sea and accepts his grandfather's gratitude. She visits their villa which has an obvious mystery surrounding it. 1985, c1983

SUBJECTS: Romance

A Summer to decide.
by Carol Gaye
FICTION
Vicky doesn't know why Alex doesn't ask her to marry him when he seemed to love her as much as she loved him. She couldn't keep Robin hanging on forever. 1977, c1959

SUBJECTS: Romance

Summer's end.
by Danielle Steel
FICTION
After a lonely twenty-year marriage between Deanna and her French husband Marc cools, she retreats to her painting and their only child. Deanna meets a gallery owner named Ben, and the two fall in love. 1981, c1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

Summerhills.
by Dorothy Emily Stevenson
FICTION
Against the background of Scottish moors--and a flying visit to Rome--these and other characters come vigorously to life and work out their problems. 1980, c1956

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Sun and Catriona.
by Rosemary Pollock
Catriona agrees to work as companion to the half-sister of the forceful and unpredictable Most Noble Count Vilhena in Malta. 1984, c1981

(Atlantic large print) SUBJECETS: Romance

Sundance: death dance.
by Peter McCurtin
FICTION
Wealthy cattleman Brian Athlone promised Sundance a generous reward if the halfbreed could find Athlone's daughter Laurie, who had been abducted by Indians. 1983, c1979

(Ulverscroft large print series) SUBJECETS: Western

Sundance: death in the lava.
by John Benteen
FICTION
When the wagon train is captured with its cargo of gold, Sundance swears nothing will stand in his way of recovering it. 1985, c1971

(Linford western library) SUBJECETS: Western

Sundance: overkill.
by John Benteen
FICTION
A wealthy banker offered Sundance $10,000 to rescue his daughter who was kidnapped by the Cheyenne. Sundance became a moving target for both the U.S. Cavalry and his own blood brothers. 1985, c1972

(Linford western library) SUBJECETS: Western

Sundance: silent enemy.
by John Benteen
FICTION
When both the Indians and the U.S. Cavalry are victimized by one crazed Cheyenne, they call on the halfbreed Sundance. 1985, c1977

(Linford western library) SUBJECETS: Western

Sundance: trail drive; and, the Hunters.
by Peter McCurtin
FICTION
#1: With money he earned as a professional fighting man, Sundance buys a trail herd in Texas. #2: Big game hunter Edward Manning tires of stalking his four-legged prey and sets his sights on a fellow human being—Sundance himself! 1984

(Ulverscroft large print series: western) SUBJECETS: Western

Sunday the rabbi stayed home.
by Harry Kemelman
FICTION
Rabbi David Small becomes a little weary of the politics, dissension, and factionalism of his congregation, and slightly disconcerted about the idea of a "swinging" Passover Service. 1977, c1969 Recorded

SUBJECETS: Mystery

Sundog.
by Jim Harrison
FICTION
The story of Robert Corvus, a builder of bridges and dams, for whom sitting still is an unpardonable waste of life. 1984

SUBJECETS: General

Sundown.
by Buck Lyon
FICTION
A stage-company gunguard named Doc Sunday was ridden down in 'ne centre of Brittstville's main roadway by bullying Muleshoe cowboys. 1982, c1978

(A Lythway book) SUBJECETS: Western

Sundown Jim.
by Ernest Haycox
FICTION
A wounded prisoner half-dead from flogging escapes to the mountains in the middle of winter and must battle wolves, starvation,
and loneliness to stay alive. 1982, c1938

SUBJECTS: Western

The Sundown trail.
by Marc Alexander
FICTION
Nathan Knight was a boy with no past and less future. He learns bounty hunting from Hannibai Reno and catches the most wanted man in the South-West. 1983, c1968

SUBJECTS: Western

The Sunfarers.
by Rowena Lee
FICTION
An Islamic mansion, a five star hotel and a charming little villa are linked together by the fate of five people. 1975, c1967

SUBJECTS: Romance

Sunset cloud.
by Anne Hampson
FICTION
Holidaying in the Lake District, Shelley found herself pitchforked into an incredible situation which resulted in her being married and widowed within a few hours, and the owner of a rambling mansion. 1983, c1976

SUBJECTS: Romance

Sunset Pass.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
Trueman Rock, gunfighter-turned-businessman, returns to his old town to find that an avaricious cattle baron is making life difficult for everyone. He discovers that force is required in order to deal with the man. 1973, c1931

SUBJECTS: Western

Sup with the devil.
by Sara Craven
FICTION
Although it had actually been Blair Devereux's uncle who had been instrumental in destroying her father's health, Courtney hated Blair just as much as if he had done it all himself. 1985, c1983

SUBJECTS: Romance

Superior women.
by Alice Adams
FICTION
Follows the lives of five women, from their first meeting during Radcliffe freshman orientation week in 1943, through their college years, and on to the rest of their lives up to 1983. Some strong language and some descriptions of sex. 1984

SUBJECTS: General

Surgeon at sea.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
To get away from a bad situation Jean took a job as doctor on a cruising vessel. Here she met Gilbert Horner and visited strange new ports. 1981, c1969

SUBJECTS: Romance

A Surgeon called Amanda.
by Elizabeth Harrison
FICTION
A young surgeon must decide between the marriage she longed for and the senior post she had at last been offered. 1983, c1982

(A Lythway book)

SUBJECTS: Romance

Surgeon in love.
by Celia Laurence
FICTION
A widower with a difficult daughter fell in love with Sister Sandra Curzon. 1984

SUBJECTS: Romance

Surgeon's call.
by Elizabeth Harrison
FICTION
Michael had always thought of Jane as his younger sister; but when a climbing accident
ends his surgical career, she's the only one who seems to help him. 1985, c1973

(Linford romance library)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Surgeon's dilemma.
by Mary Howard
FICTION
A young nurse falls in love with an older surgeon who has other commitments. 1983, c1961

(Ulverscroft large print series : romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

A Surgeon's life.
by Elizabeth Harrison
FICTION
Leo, a young surgeon, demands high standards from his medical team and his girl friends. 1984, c1983

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Surgeon's second wife.
by Kay Winchester
FICTION
Senior Surgeon Nicholas Kent and his late wife, a pathologist, were brought together by mutual interest in their work rather than passion. So when he bumped into young, gay, and petite, Venny Marson, he was more than disturbed. 1984, c1963

(Linford romance library)
SUBJECTS: Romance

A Surgeon's sweetheart.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
After two unhappy love affairs, nurse Margaret Vane throws herself into her work. 1981, c1966

SUBJECTS: Romance

Surprise attack.
by Jack Bonner
FICTION
The three Bowlin brothers agreed to drive two hundred Texas cattle through Indian country. It was foolhardy, but they needed the money. 1986, c1981

SUBJECTS: Western

Surprise ending.
by Elinor Stanton
FICTION
Molly Paine compensated for the pain of her divorce by working hard as an editor for a prestigious publisher. 1983, c1982

(Second chance at love)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Surprised by joy : the shape of my early life.
by C. S. Lewis
BV4935.L43A3 1986
The author, an atheist in his early years, traces a long involved road through nature, spiritualism, and philosophy before becoming a convert to Christianity. Provides a treatment of homosexuality in English schools. 1986, c1955

SUBJECTS: Religion

Survive the savage sea.
by Dougal Robertson
G530.L8615R62 1974
The author relates his family's nightmare voyage in the Pacific Ocean when their boat was attacked and sunk by killer whales. He describes their frantic search for food and water, and their will to survive. 1974, c1973

Recorded

SUBJECTS: Biography

Susan.
by Lena Kennedy
FICTION
A lucky encounter sends a girl with a sordid background to Devon and a respectable job, but her past catches up with her and threatens her newfound happiness. 1985, c1984

(Charnwood library series)
SUBJECTS: General

Susan's story.
by Susan Hampshire
PN2598.H25A3 1982
She achieved success as an actress, despite the overwhelming burden of dyslexia. 1982, c1981

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Biography

Suspect.
by B. M. Gill
FICTION
The husband of a woman crippled during an operation is suspect in a string of hospital staff deaths. 1982, c1981

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Swan River story.
by Phyllis Hastings
FICTION
A tale of pioneer days in Australia. A shipload of women immigrants, the unwanted commodity of a society not yet geared to the acceptance of the skilled woman worker. 1968

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: General

Swan song.
by Edmund Crispin
FICTION
Professor Fen runs into his old friend Adam, the leading tenor with a touring opera company. Two singers meet violent ends and Adam's girlfriend starts to receive threats. 1987, c1947

(Linford mystery series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Sweet and deadly.
by Freny Olbrich
FICTION
Bombay detective Frank Desouza confronts a gang of heroin-smugglers who are linked in a lethal combination with a hired killer. 1982, c1979

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Sweet and low.
by Emma Lathen
FICTION
When a cocoa buyer is murdered and a broker is stabbed on the floor of the Cocoa Exchange, Thatcher of the Sloan Guaranty Trust discovers conflicting interests in the world of the chocolate industry and ferrets out the criminal. 1975, c1974

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Sweet and twenty.
by Joan Smith
FICTION
Sara Monteith, beautiful and none too bright, had reached that age where a young lady in Regency times had better be married. 1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

A Sweet bait of money.
by Clayton Fox
FICTION
First there is a letter from a brother presumed dead in a car crash a year earlier. Then, caught up in the middle of a Latin American revolution, the dead brother's mystery grows darker. 1987, c1977

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Sweet Cassandra.
by Denise Robins
FICTION
Practical Cass and creative Kevin seemed set for happiness until the steamy, beautiful Natasha came along. 1979, c1970

SUBJECTS: Romance

Sweet compulsion.
by Victoria Woolf
FICTION
‘Kids need play space, not office towers!’—that’s what the protest banners
proclaimed. Marcy Campion was determined to turn Aunt Thomasina's old Victorian house into a community centre and playground. 1983, c1979

(Atlantic large print - A Seymour large print romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Sweet impulse.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
Before long Jennifer learns what it is to be in love, experiencing the heartache as well as the ecstasy that this emotion brings. 1985

SUBJECTS: Romance

Sweet promised land.
by Robert Laxalt
E184.B15L3
Memoir of a Basque sheepherder. 1957

SUBJECTS: Biography

Sweet punishment.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
Lady Diana sets out to teach Ian a lesson in love. 1979, c1931

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

The Sweet surrender.
by Rose Burghley
FICTION
When a handsome, worldly man is plagued by adoring women, he hires a girl who dislikes him to be his secretary and ward off his many admirers. But the plan backfires. 1983, c1959

(Atlantic)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Sweet tempest.
by Helen Bianchin
FICTION
When a busy vet needed help with his surgery he hired Jake Stanton who wasn't exactly favored by the old vet's daughter, Stephanie. 1986, c1984

SUBJECTS: Romance

Sweet vengeance.
by Laurey Bright
FICTION
Larissa broke her engagement to Tristan because of his authoritarian ways and her own inexperience. Bent on revenge for being humiliated, Tristan doesn't realize Larissa is still in love with him. 1982

(Nightingale)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Sweet victory.
by Jena Hunt
FICTION
Amber Larson is now a widow and must rebuild her life. She seeks out coach Mitch Sone to help her niece, but soon finds that her feeling toward him is far from professional. 1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

Sweetheart: the story of Mary Pickford.
by Robert Windeler
PN2287.P5W5 1974b
She became known as 'America's sweetheart'. She was the first big movie star in motion picture history, but it wasn't all glamor. 1974, c1973

SUBJECTS: Biography

Swiftwater.
by Paul Annixter
FICTION
Against an authentic background which conveys the beauty, magic, and danger of life in the wilderness, the story develops of the lonely struggle of a man and his son to realize the dream of a lifetime. 1950

Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

The Swimming pool.
by Mary Roberts Rinehart
FICTION
A luxurious house, a socialite family, and an unknown body lead to other complications before detective Terrence O'Brien unveils the criminal. 1981, c1952

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Swing of youth.
by Denise Robins
FICTION
Robina Frayne had a lot to learn about life. Living a boring existence in the country, she fell prey to the first man who offered to 'take her away from all this'. 1984, c1930

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Swing, swing together.
by Peter Lovesey
FICTION
The police seek a young girl's help in identifying a trio of murderers. 1977, c1976

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Swings and roundabouts.
by Angela Douglas
PN2598&D677A37 1985
Angela Douglas tells of her joy in finding success as an actress and of her helpless love for a very married man. 1985, c1983

SUBJECTS: Biography

A Sword for the Baron.
by John Creasey
FICTION
John Mannering, burglar turned antique dealer, is shown a Mogul sword and asked to find its missing partner. 1981, c1963

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Sylvester : or the wicked uncle.
by Georgette Heyer
FICTION
Set in regency England, this romantic tale is about a wealthy, arrogant, and handsome Duke and the only girl in the whole country who seems to dislike him. 1976, c1954

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

The Sympathetic surgeon.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
Ann, a nurse, was caught shoplifting and brought before the manager Adam Thorpe. Adam's brother Hugh was a surgeon and Ann was becoming deeply attracted to him. 1985, c1968

SUBJECTS: Romance

Taggart.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
Chased by the deadliest lawman in the West, Taggart was running for his life through the heart of Apache country. He thought nothing could ever detain him—until he met a girl with pure raw gold. 1979, c1959

SUBJECTS: Western

Taj Mahal : shrine of desire.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
The Shah Jahan built a miraculous shrine in memory of his wife whom he deeply loved. 1983, c1972

SUBJECTS: Romance

Take any bride.
by Juliet Gray
FICTION
Russell married Serena for the sake of his inheritance. Knowing he felt nothing for her, Serena soon regretted the impulse which had led her to marrying him. 1980, c1962

(A Seymour Book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Taken at the flood.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
When Gordon Cloade died without making a will, his kith and kin were in a tizzy as his wealth belonged to his young wife Rosaleen.
1971, c1948

(Ulverscroft)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Taking men.
by Anne Hepple
FICTION
Priscilla inherits a village shop, but she must keep it from the Maitlands. 1979, c1940

SUBJECTS: General

The Tale of Beatrix Potter.
by Margaret Lane
PR6031.O72Z6 1972
The life story of the woman who created the children's classic tale 'Peter Rabbit.' 1972

(The Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Biography

A Tale of two cities.
by Charles Dickens
FICTION
Two men, who bear a strong physical resemblance to each other, love the same woman. The sacrifice of one, Sydney Carton, is the climax of this story set in London and Paris during the French Revolution. 1960

SUBJECTS: General

A Talent for trouble.
by Thomas W. Shaw
FICTION
Bill Campbell is a loner but when the people of Tombstone call for his help in tracking down silver bandits, he responds. 1983

SUBJECTS: Western

Tales from a country practice.
by Arthur Jackson
R729.S5G4J23 1987
A set of stories from a young G.P., whose practice in a charming but dilapidated manor house in East Anglia is as full of weird and wonderful characters as the adjoining lake is full of wildfowl. 1987, c1986

SUBJECTS: Biography

Tales of the south Pacific.
by James A. Michener
FICTION
Composed of sketches describing the strain and boredom, the careful planning and heroic action, the color and beauty of the islands, and all that made up life for Navy personnel in the Pacific during the critical days of World War II. 1947 Recorded

SUBJECTS: General

Tales of Wells Fargo: new western stories.
by Frank Gruber
FICTION
Stories of the Wells Fargo undercover detectives who drove the bullion-laden coaches on the outlaw-ridden trails. 1958

SUBJECTS: Western

The Talisman.
by Cecily Crowe
FICTION
Romantic suspense set in a castle hotel in the Scottish highlands where Susan Maclarkie has come to regain her strength after the car crash that killed her husband. All goes well, then strange accidents begin to occur. 1986

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Talisman ring.
by Georgette Heyer
FICTION
Romantic adventure story of England in the 1790s. An unsolved murder mystery, a band
of smugglers, and a lost ring are intricably mixed with the love affairs of a pretty young French girl and her English cousins. 1974, 1936

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Talk of the town.
by Joan Smith
FICTION
When a former belle of many balls decides to write her memoirs, she puts London society in an uproar. Friends, lovers, and even the Prince Regent, readopt the woman, hoping to buy her off with favors. 1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

Tall in the saddle.
by Chuck Martin
FICTION
A showdown was inevitable, but not before money-hungry men resorted to murders that the little mountain town of Rainbow would never forget! 1986, c1958

SUBJECTS: Western

The Tall stranger.
by Dorothy Emily Stevenson
FICTION
A fortune teller warns Barbie of a tall stranger. 1976, c1957

SUBJECTS: Romance

Tallant for trouble.
by Andrew York
FICTION
Police Commissioner Munroe Tallant of Grand Flamingo is a giant black man as brilliant as he is brawny. Tallant is having a tough time solving his problems with two felonies. Some strong language. 1978, c1977

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Talon.
by Antony Melville-Ross
FICTION
This is a story about British submarines and the officers and men who sailed in them during the second World War. 1987, c1983

SUBJECTS: World War II-Fiction

Tamarind seed.
by Evelyn Anthony
FICTION
After an unsuccessful love affair, a young widow escapes to Barbados and is soon attracted to a Russian intelligence agent. The romance causes suspicion in the Russian spy system. Explicit descriptions of sex. 1978, 1971

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Taming a seahorse.
by Robert B. Parker
FICTION
April Kyle, a pretty teenage hooker, is laboring for real love she says. Too bad her passion for a slick character named Rambeaux all but blinds her to the fact that he's pimping for a whole streetful of girls. 1987, c1986

(G.K. Hall large print book series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Taming of Annabelle.
by Marion Chesney
FICTION
Annabelle, the second marriageable daughter of fox-hunting vicar Armitage, fancies herself in love with the intended husband of her older sister, and she sets out to steal him away. 1985, c1983

(The Six sisters)
SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Tangle in sunshine.
by Rosalind Brett
FICTION
An absorbing romance with the magical background of West Africa. 1976, c1957

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Tangled web.
Hays, Kansas, is a peaceful little town, mostly because deputy marshal Rowry Saxton likes it that way. He has problems enough with an invalid father and a younger brother who runs with the meanest gang in town. 1984, c1983

SUBJECTS: Western

The Tangled wood.
by Iris Bromige
FICTION
When Great-Uncle Arthur saw Alison go through a bad patch he impulsively bequeathed her his collection of books, some money and the use of his Sussex cottage at a peppercorn rent. 1981, c1969

SUBJECTS: Romance

Tanner.
by Lauran Paine
FICTION
Tanner goes after Indians who have been stealing cattle from the Rafter T Ranch. 1984, c1983

SUBJECTS: Western

Tapioca for tea: memories of a Kentish childhood.
by Sarah Shears
PR6069.H3955k.Z5 1978
Set in World War I and immediately afterwards, Sara Shear's book evokes a world which has almost disappeared. 1978

SUBJECTS: Biography

Tar baby.
by Toni Morrison
FICTION
A fugitive black man, Son, invades the West Indian home of a retired millionaire, creating havoc in racial and human terms among both the black and white members of the household. 1981

SUBJECTS: General

Tara.
by Jane Blackmore
FICTION
Aspiring editor Tara Deane has been asked by her attractive managing Director Fabian Shaw, to find out why their best selling author seems unable to finish his latest novel. 1987, c1985

(Atlantic large print romance)

SUBJECTS: Romance

Tara's healing.
by Janice Holt Giles
FICTION
A neurotic, disillusioned doctor finds a new way of life among the simple, courageous Kentucky mountain people. 1986, c1951

SUBJECTS: General

Target for terror.
by Thomas C. H. Jacobs
FICTION
In the mad rush of a news agency office, Mike Seton sought to forget Rosalie, the wife who had deserted him. 196-?, c1961

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Taste of proof.
by Bill Knox
FICTION
Thane and Moss investigate the safe-raiding at a liqueur warehouse which eventually mushrooms into murder and a problem with Her Majesty's Customs and Excise. 1978, c1965

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Tattooed man.
by Thomas C. H. Jacobs
FICTION
The recovery of top secret documents makes a master spy story. 1971, c1961

(Ulverscroft large print series)

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage
Technicians of death.
by Tony Williamson
FICTION
In this stirring story set against the background of the Orient, ruthless characters race to a denouement of shattering violence. 1981, c1978

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Tefuga : a novel of suspense.
by Peter Dickinson
FICTION
Tefuga is a book of vividly contrasting worlds - Nigeria under colonial rule and Nigeria today as it touches upon corruption to a military coup. 1986, c1986

SUBJECTS: General

Tell me my name.
by Mary Carter
FICTION
A 17-year-old girl who calls herself Alexandra enters the lives of Professor Porter McPhail, his wife Emily, and their family of three sons, and claims that Emily is her mother. 1976, c1975

SUBJECTS: General

The Tempestuous petticoat.
by Mary Ann Gibbs
FICTION
Martha must deal with her arrogant grandfather to protect her family. 1979, c1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Ten-day queen.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
When he named his cousin Lady Jane Grey as his heir, the boy-king Edward VI left her not a crown but a cross. 1983, c1972

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

The Ten-year gap.
by Clare Breton-Smith
FICTION
Six school friends, meeting after ten years, reinforce each other. 1981

(A Seymour Book)
SUBJECTS: General

The Tender heart.
by Hazel Fisher
FICTION
When the brilliant young surgeon takes an interest in her, Juliet convinces herself that he is just being kind, until he proves that doctors' are dedicated. 1987

SUBJECTS: Romance

Tender is the storm.
by Johanna Lindsey
FICTION
New York heiress Sharisse Hammond goes west as a mail-order bride to escape the marriage her father has planned for her. Strong language, some violence, and explicit descriptions of sex. 1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Tender leaves.
by Essie Summers
FICTION
Maria had never known her father—and didn't particularly regret the fact. However, she did have a lot of curiosity about him and wanted to go to New Zealand to see if she could find any trace of him. 1984, c1980

(Ulverscroft large print series : romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Tender prey.
by Patricia F. C. Roberts
FICTION
Mary James answers a lonely-hearts ad and marries the man three weeks later. Then he vanishes, taking her younger sister with him. 1984, c1983

SUBJECTS: Mystery
Tender trust.
by Kathleen Treves
FICTION
A vivacious children's nurse loves her work at Roxfield General Hospital and lives with her grandmother and sister who take care of children at home. 1986, c1963

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Tenth commandment.
by Lawrence Sanders
FICTION
Joshua Bigg, the short chief investigator for an offbeat law firm, finds that the link between one client's apparent suicide and the disappearance of another is a widow-loving lay minister, Reverend Knurr. 1981, c1980

Recorded

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Tenth life.
by Richard Lockridge
FICTION
When Inspector Heimrich takes his ailing Great Dane to the animal hospital, he finds the handsome veterinarian sprawled on the floor and a syringe beside his dead body. 1979, c1977

Recorded

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Terms of endearment.
by Larry McMurtry
FICTION
Aurora Greenway, a captivating and demanding widow of 49, nags her married daughter but devotes most of her time to her married suitors. Strong language and explicit descriptions of sex. 1984, c1975

Recorded

SUBJECTS: General

Terms of surrender.
by Janet Dailey
FICTION
Angie Hall had been married to Deke Blakwood years before. Seeing him again revived in Angie intense feelings of antagonism and desire. 1985, c1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Tervor : the return of Dr. Palfrey.
by John Creasey
FICTION Oversize
Featuring Dr. Palfrey, director of the international crime-fighting organization. 1966

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Terror in the sun.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
Once in the tent, Bucena knew she need not be afraid because she was held close against Iain's heart. There, very quietly she began to warn him of the ambush. 1986, c1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Test of love.
by Jean Ure
FICTION
When Nurse Kelly Andrews is jilted by Dominic, she throws herself into her work till Michael, shrouded in mystery, comes into her life and she learns to love again. 1983, c1968

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Texan.
by John Thomas Edson
FICTION
When the gunplay started, there were five Texans in the thick of it. When the gunsmoke cleared, they were the ones still on their feet. 1981, c1968

Recorded

(Ulverscroft large print: Western)
SUBJECTS: Western

Texan fast gun.
by Nevada Carter
FICTION
In the lawless borderland there was no more dreaded enemy than the pistolero. 1985, c1963
SUBJECTS: Western

Texas fever.
by William Frederick Bragg
FICTION
Young Johnny Shafto and his partner, old Brazos Bill, run into trouble when they try to earn a living coralling wild horses. 1983

(Atlantic large print series)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Texas gun.
by Nelson Coral Nye
FICTION
The U.S. Forestry Service wanted trouble stirred up between the beef riders and the mutton punchers for they figured it would force Congress to give them what they were after. 1983

(Remembered)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Texas gun.
by Leslie Ernenwein
FICTION
Lew Troop owned a temper and a gun that were enough to tear the cattle country apart. 1986, c1951

SUBJECTS: Western

Texas spurs.
by Johanas L. Bouma
FICTION
Someone had murdered Mark's best friend and blasted his herd. He forgot all about living a life of peace and set out on a killing spree of vengeance! 1986

SUBJECTS: Western

Texas vengeance.
by Paul Evan Lehman
FICTION
On the range a handful of Cameron's fellow Texans gathered and waited for the land grabbers backed by Melbourne's army to come for their homes - and when the killers arrived, they found Texas guns ready to cut them down. 1987

SUBJECTS: Western

Texas!
by Dana Fuller Ross
FICTION
In the 1840s a band of stalwart volunteers from Oregon make the treacherous journey through Mexican territory to lead a wagon train to the Texas frontier. 1982, c1980

Recorded
SUBJECTS: Western

Thank you, Jeeves.
by Pelham Grenville Wodehouse
FICTION
Although Bertie's cottage burns down, that's the least of his problems. As usual he pulls through with the help of Jeeves. 1976

Recorded
SUBJECTS: Humor

That enchantress.
by Doris Leslie
FICTION
The Dutchess of Marlborough finds she has a rival for the favor of Queen Anne. 1974, 1950

(Shadows of the crown series)
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

That woman.
by Helga Moray
FICTION
When war breaks out between England and France, Laura, a beautiful, young society girl, determines to spy for her country. 1986, c1983

(Ulverscroft large print)
SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

That year at the office.
by Rosemary Timperley
FICTION
Five people all working in the same office suddenly fall in love with unsuitable people. They seem to "catch" love, as if it were an
infectious illness, leaving devastation in its wake. 1984, c1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Thawing of Mara.
by Janet Dailey
FICTION
Because of the way her father had treated her mother, Mara hated him—and had carried her hatred and mistrust to include all other men as well. 1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

Their evil ways.
by John William Wainwright
FICTION
Less than 50 pounds in the pot and Sammy had made a bad call. Nobody was going to retire to some tax haven with 50 pounds. But Sammy's partner had a temper and the smack he gave Sammy happened to prove lethal. 1984, c1983

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Theodora.
by Caroline Arnett
FICTION
Theodora inherits Ardsley Hall, but with amazing conditions attached. 1979

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Theodore Roosevelt and the politics of power.
by G. Wallace Chessman
E757.C55 1976
In this fascinating biography, author Chessman reveals how Roosevelt's career shed light on the nation's problems as it made the transition from 19th to 20th century. 1976, c1969

SUBJECTS: Biography

Theophilus North.
by Thornton Wilder
FICTION
An old-fashioned tale set in 1926 in the plush summer resort of Newport, Rhode Island. Theophilus, a 29-year-old French tutor, gets involved in some dangerous, tender, and hilarious adventures. 1974, c1973

SUBJECTS: Adventure

There is a season.
by Barbara Bennett
FICTION
Leaving their home when the local squire encloses the Common Waste, Hester and her husband Matthew set out for Sheffield. 1982, c1976

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

There is always love.
by Emilie Baker Loring
FICTION
Pretty and popular Linda Bourne is always surrounded by romance and excitement. But only one special man is worthy of her love when he helps Linda thwart a spectacular jewel theft. 1983, c1940

SUBJECTS: Romance

There really was a Hollywood.
by Janet Leigh
PN2287.L35A36 1985
The film actress recounts the events of her life, focusing primarily on the 1950s and early 1960s—the years of her career development and marriage to Tony Curtis. 1985

SUBJECTS: Biography

There'll be another spring.
by Carol Gaye
FICTION
A young girl travels to Ireland for a respite where an Irish doctor falls in love with her too. 1983, c1963

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance
There's always love.
by Delia Foster
FICTION
Claire Derwent and her sister Avril inherit an old country house called Monk's Rest, and by the terms of their grandmother's will must live there for two years or the house will be sold. 1985, c1967

(Seymour large print romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

These old shades.
by Georgette Heyer
FICTION
The Duke of Avon rescues a young French waif from the clutches of a brutal relative and takes the lad to become his page without realizing the handsome creature is really a girl. A Regency novel of love and surprise. 1977, c1926

(Seymour large print romance)
SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

These thousand hills.
by A. B. Guthrie
FICTION
Lat Evans leaves his Oregon home to join a cattle drive headed for Montana. There he decides to stay and get a ranch of his own. His adventures, his love for a parlor house girl, and his marriage to respectable Joyce are told. 1984, c1956

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Western

They came to Baghdad.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
When Victoria Jone's boyfriend leaves London for a cultural conference in Baghdad, she decides to follow him. Once there, she becomes involved in a spy and counter-spy operation. 1951

(Seymour large print mystery)
SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

They do it with mirrors.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
Two hundred juvenile delinquents were no problem at all for Miss Marple—at least not compared with the half dozen members of a wealthy family who were intimately connected with murder. 1952

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Thief river.
by Nelson Coral Nye
FICTION
In an Arizona setting sheepmen oppose cowmen, with a few oil interests and a dash of romance thrown in. 1986, c1951

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Western

Thieves' brand.
by Giles A. Lutz
FICTION
Lila Jenkins was a distraction but deputy Bud Carson had to choose his priorities—because the gunslingers weren't going to wait. 1984, c1981

SUBJECTS: Western

The Thin man.
by Dashiell Hammett
FICTION
This classic detective story of the 1930's introduces the famous sleuth Nick Charles and his wife Nora. 1981, c1934

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Thinking of you: word-gifts of love and hope for older people.
by Lucille E. Hein
PN6081.H35
A selection of comments about life and the world of growing older. 1969

SUBJECTS: Meditations

Thinner than water.
by Elizabeth Ferrars
FICTION
An estranged couple is asked to witness a friend's second marriage and find themselves
involved in murder, corruption and burglary. 1983, c1981

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Third deadly sin.
by Lawrence Sanders
FICTION
Edward X. Delaney, retired New York Police Department chief of detective, stalks a murderer whom he believes to be a bizarre psychopath. Strong language, violence, and some explicit descriptions of sex. 1982, c1981

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Third George.
by Jean Plaidy
FICTION
The reign of George III, his dutiful marriage, and family scandals. 1974, c1969

SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

Third girl.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
A young girl who can't remember committing a murder finds herself with a compelling motive and blood-stained knife. 1966

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Third passenger.
by Caroline Crane
FICTION
Seemingly unrelated events come together to create an ominous atmosphere of tension as a little boy is injured in a car crash and a young girl is shot in a holdup. 1984

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Third person rural: further essays of a sometime farmer.
by Noel Perrin
SS215.V5P473 1983
Perrin's reports on the fine art of country living give his readers a problem to ponder: how to stay in town once you've read his writings. 1983

SUBJECTS: Farm life

Thirteen days: a memoir of the Cuban missile crisis.
by Robert F. Kennedy
E18381R9K45
An inside account of the Russo-American communications and the exhausting efforts of the President and his advisors to avoid war during an international crisis. 1969

SUBJECTS: Biography

The Thirteen problems.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
Thirteen tales of crime matched by Miss Marple's expert detection. 1968, c1932

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Thirteenth child.
by Antonia Ridge
FICTION
A tragic story of a Welsh soldier who secretly married a Queen. 1978, c1962

SUBJECTS: Romance

Thirty dirty lies about old.
by Hugh Downs
HQ1061.D68 1979b
Television personality writes about the myths which surround growing old. Downs skips such platitudes as "You're only as old as you feel," and offers facts and examples to dispel thirty misconceptions about aging. 1979, c1978

SUBJECTS: General

The Thirty-nine steps.
by John Buchan
FICTION
Richard is pursued by spies after his neighbor was murdered for a secret. 1967

SUBJECTS: Mystery
This Calder range.
by Janet Dailey
FICTION
Romance of a determined young rancher and the beautiful but practical bride who rides beside him to the Montana range. Old grudges and debts follow the settlers into the new land. Some explicit descriptions of sex. 1983

SUBJECTS: Romance

This Calder sky.
by Janet Dailey
FICTION
The great Calder Empire stretches across the Montana plains as far as the eye can see. Everyone knows a Calder will take the reins of power and carry the name to new glories. 1982, c1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

This dragon of desire.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
Spring in Cornwall, and the Dragon House was open at last, after long years of shuttered desolation. There would be new life in the quiet fishing village. 1986

SUBJECTS: Romance

This family of women.
by Richard Peck
FICTION
Six related stories follow four generations of remarkable women from the 1850s Gold Rush through London of the Gay Nineties and the San Francisco of earthquake days to Europe during two world wars. 1983

SUBJECTS: General

This I believe.
by Lawrence Welk
ML422.W33A29 1980
At seventy-six, the popular band leader exults in his fulfilled life based on self-discipline, rugged individualism, faith in God, and a belief in the young. 1980, c1979

SUBJECTS: Biography

This is my song: a biography of Petula Clark.
by Andrea Kon
ML420.C5 1984
Petula Clark first hit the spotlight at age ten and became an international star. This book tells of her story behind the smile. 1984, c1983

(A New Portway Large Print Book)
SUBJECTS: Biography

This old Bill.
by Loren D. Estleman
FICTION
Fictionalized biography of William ("Buffalo Bill") Cody beginning with Cody's first trail experiences at age eleven. Estleman fills in the details of the roughrider's event-filled life. 1984

SUBJECTS: Biography

This rough magic.
by Mary Stewart
FICTION
When Lucy visits the island of Corfu, considered by some to have been the setting for "The Tempest," she finds a retired Shakespearean actor, a friendly dolphin, and a great deal of sinister adventure. 1964

SUBJECTS: Mystery

This side of heaven.
by Emma Blair
FICTION
When she was sixteen, Sheila Beattie knew exactly what her future would be. But now she was to discover that there is nothing certain but change. 1987, c1985

(Cha riverwood library series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

This stranger, my son: a mother's story.
by Louise Wilson
RC514.W49 1968
They have four wonderful children. But Terry, the eldest, was a bit difficult. Then he was diagnosed as schizophrenic. 1968

SUBJECTS: Biography

This time and always.
by Kay Winchester
FICTION
Jill Adams was reeling with grief because of what had happened to her love affair with Robert Orville when she stumbled into Brett Cunningham. 1985, c1976

(Atlantic large print - A Seymour large print romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

This was tomorrow.
by Elswyth Thane
FICTION
The time is the 1930's and the fortunes and love affairs of the Day-Sprague family and their English cousins provide the main action. 1981, c1951

SUBJECTS: Romance

This woman wanted.
by Rae Foley
FICTION
A chilling story of a desperate woman, hiding from the police who suspect her of murdering her husband. She knows that if she tells them he is still alive his best friend will carry out a threat to kill her. 1979, c1971

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Thorn birds.
by Colleen McCullough
FICTION

SUBJECTS: Romance

Those fragile years.
by Rose Franken
FICTION
The sequel to From Claudia to David involves them in troubles and tragedies, but by this time Claudia is mature enough to face reality. The story of her triumphs over adversity is replete with sentimentality and detail. 1983

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Those funny kids!
LA23.T47 1978
True life stories by children sent to the comedian by grade school teachers. One first grader, when asked to name Columbus' three ships, replied: "The Nina, the Pinta, and the Toyota." 1978, c1975

SUBJECTS: Humor

A Thousand summers.
by Garson Kanin
FICTION
The owner of the Edgartown pharmacy on Martha's Vineyard in 1927 removes a cinder from a young woman's eye, a kindness which leads them to a lasting but illicit love. Explicit descriptions of sex. 1974, c1973

SUBJECTS: Romance

Three act tragedy.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
A three-act tragedy with a mysterious death in every act and it was Hercule Poirot's keen mind alone that presented the reasonable commonsense theory that linked these crimes together. 1975, c1934

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Three anniversaries.
by Kathleen Treves
FICTION
Stacie and Janine marry because it's expected of them. A story of what happens to people in marriage when trials and tribulations occur and basic love and
Three came home.
by Agnes Newton Keith
D805.B6K4 1975
Compassionate portrayal of the three dreadful years the author, her husband, and their small son spent as internees, though treated by the Japanese as prisoners, during World War II. 1975, c1948
SUBJECTS: World War II

The Three daughters of Madame Liang.
by Pearl S. Buck
FICTION
The story of China is portrayed through the eyes of a Shanghai restaurant owner, Madame Liang. She sends her three daughters to America to be educated and they become torn between China and America. 1973, c1969
SUBJECTS: General

Three doctors.
by Celia Laurence
FICTION
The story of two brothers and two sisters working in a group practice. Drama arises after Gillian's daughter is born and Gillian is very ill. 1984, c1970
SUBJECTS: General

Three men in a boat.
by Jerome Klapka Jerome
FICTION
Three friends, deciding they need a holiday, take their philosophical dog, Montmorency, and sail the Thames. Victims of rain, mud, middle-aged aches and pains and the bottle, their antics will make you laugh out loud. 1970?
SUBJECTS: Humor

Three motives for murder.
by Roy Winsor
FICTION
A professor, turned detective, sets out to trap a killer. 1978, c1976
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Three nurses.
by Louise Ellis
FICTION
The three of them—Ann, Barbara and Cathleen - fellow-students, all had good reasons for doubting that they would ever succeed as nurses. 1987, c1968
SUBJECTS: General

Three on the trail.
by Max Brand
FICTION
Beautiful Louise Asporey asks Jim Geraldi, a crooked gambler and gunman with a heart of gold, to find her father, a wealthy mine owner who has escaped from prison. 1985
SUBJECTS: Western

Three singles to adventure.
by Gerald Durrell
QL62.D86 1973
Travel with Durrell to South America, meet a sakiwinki and learn to rope a galloping anteater. 1973
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Three sons.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
The tensions, joys and heart-breaks of Carolyn Spinx, James Hinde and their three sons. 1983, c1946
SUBJECTS: Romance

Three steps forward, two steps back: persevering through pressure.
by Charles R. Swindoll
BV4647.P45S94 1985
A Protestant pastor offers practical ways to cope with the stresses of modern life.
through perseverance and a mature
understanding of what the Bible says about
adversity in Christian living. 1985, c1980

SUBJECTS: Religion

Three women in the house.
by Estelle Thompson
FICTION
On her marriage to Brett, a friend warned
Paula that living in the same house as Brett's
mother could create problems; but it is
Brett's first wife, who really caused the
problems. 1979, c1973

SUBJECTS: Romance

Throw wide the door.
by Emilie Baker Loring
FICTION
Elinor fell in love with Steve, but was not
sure she could trust him. 1979, c1961

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Thunder heights.
by Phyllis A. Whitney
FICTION
In this gothic romance, when orphaned
Camilla King visits her dying grandfather,
who founded Thunder Heights on the banks
of the Hudson River, she does not know she
is about to become the mistress of his huge
estate. 1976

SUBJECTS: Romance

Thunder Moon.
by Max Brand
FICTION
Thunder Moon was raised as the foster son
of a great and powerful Indian leader but he
had begun life as a white child. Now he
faced great adventures that would make him
a legend among his adopted people. 1983

SUBJECTS: Western

Thunder Moon strikes.
by Max Brand
FICTION

The mighty Cheyenne warrior Thunder
Moon becomes William Sutton, the
acknowledged heir of his true father,
Colonel Sutton, a wealthy landowner. 1983,
c1982

SUBJECTS: Western

Thunder Moon's challenge.
by Max Brand
FICTION
Kidnapped as an infant by the Cheyenne
chief Old December, Thunder Moon has
been raised as an Indian. Thunder Moon
can now see that his place should be among
his own people. 1983, c1982

SUBJECTS: Western

Thunder mountain.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
Three brothers prospecting in Idaho find
gold in Thunder Mountain. A gold rush
following the discovery brings treachery and
terror to the little mountain town. 1982,
c1983

SUBJECTS: Western

Thunder on the right.
by Mary Stewart
FICTION
Romantic mystery set at a remote convent
near the Franco-Spanish border where
Jennifer Silver goes to spend a few weeks
with her widowed cousin. She is told upon
arriving that her cousin has died in an
automobile crash. 1969, c1957

(Ulverscroft large print)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Thunder to the West.
by Al Cody
FICTION
Curt O'Dion came out of nowhere to seize
control of the Quirk ranch, then to destroy
the rival, Slash Y ranch. 1984, c1964

SUBJECTS: Western
Thunderball.
by Ian Fleming
FICTION
James Bond takes on SPECTRE, a ruthless terrorist organization blackmailling the world with nukes ready to explode. Bond has his hands full with SPECTRE and his arms full of a beauty who offers lethal love Italian style. 1982, c1961
(A New Portway large print book)
SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

The Thundering herd.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
Depicts the days when the buffalo ranged the Texas plains and the Comanche was the white man’s subtlest enemy. 1981, c1925
SUBJECTS: Western

Thursday the rabbi walked out.
by Harry Kemelman
FICTION
Barnards Crossing’s Chief of police turns to Rabbi David Small for assistance in solving the murder of a much-feared millionaire anti-Semite. Some strong language. 1979, c1978
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Thursday’s child.
by Helen Forrester
FICTION
Peggie Delaney was a Lancashire girl and Ajit Singh was a charming young Indian student, shortly to return to his homeland and an arranged marriage. They fell in love but knew the future wouldn’t be easy. 1987, c1959
SUBJECTS: Romance

Thursday’s child.
by Faith Baldwin
FICTION
A novel set in the gracious small village in New England where Sara Foster comes to live with her aristocratic grandmother. Sara takes a job at a friend’s bookshop. 1976
SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Thursday’s children.
by Rumer Godden
FICTION
The nursery rhyme says that “Thursday’s child has far to go,” and the saying could not be more apt for Doone Penney, sixth and youngest child of a London greengrocer and his starstruck wife. 1985, c1984
SUBJECTS: General

Thurston House.
by Danielle Steel
FICTION
Jeremiah Thurston, owner of the first and largest quicksilver mines in Napa Valley, finds the woman he wants to marry in Atlanta and builds her the most magnificent mansion San Francisco has ever seen. Some descriptions of sex. 1983
SUBJECTS: Romance

Thy brother’s wife.
by Andrew M. Greeley
FICTION
Two brothers, the sons of an Irish-American tycoon, love the same woman. The younger son is a guilt-ridden priest and his brother is a ruthless senator aspiring to the presidency. Strong language and descriptions of sex. 1982
SUBJECTS: General

The Tick of death.
by Peter Lovesey
FICTION
Sergeant Cribb and Constable Thackeray are deeply concerned about a series of bomb blasts in London in 1884. When one occurs within Scotland Yard itself, Thackeray is suspected of conspiring with the anarchists. 1977, c1974
SUBJECTS: Mystery
Ticket of destiny.
   by Ivy Pres.on
   FICTION
When Patricia Lingard spends her lunch money on an Art Union ticket, her friend, Lisa, pays for her lunch. Patricia in return promises Lisa a holiday in Australia if she wins. 1987, c1969

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Tide of life.
   by Catherine Cookson
   FICTION
When the kindly man she intends to marry is murdered, Emily Kennedy takes a job as housekeeper to provide for herself and her ailing younger sister. Some strong language. 1983, c1976

SUBJECTS: General

Tides of love.
   by Patricia Matthews
   FICTION
Lovely Marianna is caught between her love for gentle Phillip and her passion for a forceful sea captain. Explicit descriptions of sex, strong language. 1987, c1981

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Tied up in tinsel.
   by Ngaio Marsh
   FICTION
An English manor house on the moors becomes the setting for eerie happenings and a murder during a Christmas party. Attending the festivities are a number of unusual suspects including a staff of ex-murderers. 1972

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Tiger is my brother.
   by Robert Elgin
   QL31.E49A34 1983
As a zoo director, Robert Elgin developed the technique of "affection - training" to handle his animals. 1983, c1980

SUBJECTS: Biography

Tiger man.
   by Penny Jordan
   FICTION
Jago Marsh marched into the local radio station where Storm Templeton worked, with orders to take it over and knock it into shape. 1984, c1981

SUBJECTS: General

The Tightrope men.
   by Desmond Bagley
   FICTION
A man wakes up in a hotel with the face, possessions, and identity of a stranger. 1973

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

Till Armageddon: a perspective on suffering.
   by Billy Graham
   BT732.7.G7 1983
The author traces human suffering from its origins in Genesis to the events that will bring suffering to an end as prophesied in the Book of Revelation. He presents pain in all its aspects. 1983, c1981

SUBJECTS: Religion

Tilly Trotter.
   by Catherine Cookson
   FICTION
Though satisfied living a quiet life with her grandparents, times lay ahead that would change Tilly into a young woman of innate courage and fortitude. 1981, c1980

SUBJECTS: General

Tilly Trotter widowed.
   by Catherine Cookson
   FICTION
Tilly Trotter had married Matthew Sopwith and sailed with him for Texas and a new life. Three years later she returns to Liverpool, a young widow, convinced she will never love again. 1983, c1982
SUBJECTS: General

Tim.
by Colleen McCullough
FICTION
A wealthy spinster in her 40's believes she needs neither friends nor love. When she meets a 25-year-old unskilled laborer, she discovers this isn't so. Explicit descriptions of sex. 1974

SUBJECTS: Romance

Time and the hour.
by Faith Baldwin
FICTION
Recently divorced, a young artist rents a studio in little Oxford where she becomes involved in the life of the townspeople and with a handsome architect. 1974

SUBJECTS: Romance

Time bomb.
by James D. Atwater
FICTION
During an IRA bombing aimed at London monuments, the fight narrows down between two dedicated men; the bomb-builder and a retired demolitions expert who struggles to foil him. Some strong language. 1978, c1977

SUBJECTS: Mystery

by Patricia Daniels Cornwell
BX6495.G666C67 1985
Biography of the famous evangelist's wife relating her childhood in China, meeting Billy at Wheaton, marriage, and motherhood. 1985

SUBJECTS: Biography

A Time for us.
by Arlene Hale
FICTION
Corliss never stops believing in or loving the man who had first captivated her as a girl.

As a brash young man, he promised that there would be a time for their love. 1977, c1972

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Time of the dragon.
by Dorothy Eden
FICTION
This novel follows the fortunes of a British importer's family in Peking during the Boxer Rebellion in 1899. 1976, c1975

SUBJECTS: General

Time of the lilac.
by Renee Shann
FICTION
A poignant romance of a blind woman in London. 1976, c1963

SUBJECTS: Romance

Time to forget.
by Kerry Allyne
FICTION
There had always been a feud between the Taylors and the McNamaras. So how was it that Shari Taylor found herself having to pretend to be interested in Roman McNamara? 1986, c1984

SUBJECTS: Romance

Time to go.
by Renee Shann
FICTION
The story of Virginia Landor who gave birth to the son of her lover reportedly killed during the war. After success as a novelist and happy peaceful years with her son, fate brought back the man she had lost. 1981, c1938

SUBJECTS: Romance

Time to kill.
by Colin Robertson
FICTION
The case of Linda Brockton's murder provides the police with suspects ranging...
from an ailing over-sensitive teenager to
Oswald Cortice, a tycoon highly respected in
big business circles. 1961
(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Tin can tree.
by Anne Tyler
FICTION
A novel following the few days after the
death of a little girl, exploring the effects on
her older brother, on her mother who
neglects the boy in her grief, and on their
neighbors. 1984
SUBJECTS: General

The Tin god of Twisted River.
by Wilbur C. Tuttle
FICTION
Two men are shot at by ranchers when
mistaken for rustlers. They survive and join
in the search for the real rustlers. 1984
(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Western

Tinker, tailor, soldier, spy.
by John Le Carre
FICTION
In London, at the highest level of British
intelligence, it has become evident that a
double agent has been implanted, perhaps by
Moscow Centre. It becomes George Smiley's
job to ferret out the "mole." 1974
SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

Tisa.
by Helga Moray
FICTION
The year is 1560, the place is Stamboul. The
story of Tisa Milas, a strange mixture of
Christian purity and Oriental deviltry and
intrigue. 1985, 1952
SUBJECTS: General

Tisha: a young teacher in Alaska.
by Anne Hobbs

LA2317.H59A37 1973
Ann Hobbs, a nineteen-year-old girl who
went to teach in a one-room schoolhouse in
the former gold-rush settlement in Chicken,
Alaska. Tisha is the Indian children's
pronunciation of "teacher." 1978, c1976
Recorded

SUBJECTS: Biography

The Titan.
by Fred Mustard Stewart
FICTION
A family saga and historical panorama that
stars a low-born man whose goal in life is to
amass unlimited wealth and power. Some
strong language and some explicit
descriptions of sex. 1985
Recorded

SUBJECTS: General

To a God unknown.
by John Steinbeck
FICTION
Novel centering around a family's
emigration to California. 1974, 1935

SUBJECTS: General

To catch a rainbow.
by Estelle Thompson
FICTION
Elizabeth and Robert Walden bring their
two children to Queensland, Australia, in
1869 in search of gold. Shortly after their
son's death, his alcoholic doctor is murdered.
Did Robert kill him for revenge as everyone
thinks? 1981, c1979
Recorded

SUBJECTS: Romance

To catch a unicorn.
by Sara Seale
FICTION
A gentle young woman is thrust into a
turbulent household. 1977, c1964

SUBJECTS: Romance

To die a little.
by Hamilton Jobson
FICTION


When Tom Hannaford saves John Bryant from drowning, Bryant becomes his willing accomplice in many of his ventures. However, as time goes by, Bryant begins to question Hannaford's motives. 1981, c1978

SUBJECTS: Mystery

To God be the glory.
BR1700.2T6 1984
An inspiring testimony of living faith from two famous Christian personalities-Carrie ten Boom and Billy Graham. 1984, c1977

SUBJECTS: Religion

To help you through the hurting: a Marjorie Holmes treasury.
by Marjorie Holmes
BV4905.2.H59 1985
Inspirational reflections to help comfort and heal human hurting, especially "the greatest hurt of all," the less of a loved one. 1985

SUBJECTS: Religion

To Jerusalem and back.
by Saul Bellow
D5107.4.B37 1977
With wit and charm the 1976 Nobel Prize Winner records the journey he and his wife made to Israel in 1975. Novelistic portraits of Prime Minister Rabin, Isaac Stern, Israeli poets, and Arab newspaper editor are included. 1977, c1976

SUBJECTS: Biography

To kill a mockingbird.
by Harper Lee
FICTION
Novel of two children growing up in Alabama during the 1930's. 1960

(A Keith Jennison Book)
SUBJECTS: General

To kill a witch.
by Bill Knox
FICTION

The murder of a young divorcee involves witchcraft. 1976

SUBJECTS: Mystery

To love a stranger.
by Barbara Paul
FICTION
In the 1870s, Beth Stewart travels alone from Scotland to a lonely hamlet in Norway, where her mother was born. Though a beautiful place, strangers are not welcome—and someone is most anxious for Beth to leave. 1980, c1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

To love again.
by Danielle Steel
FICTION
Isabella and Amadeo, the darlings of international society, rule the House of San Gregorio, the most respected name in Rome couture. Nothing outshines their love for one another. Strong language. 1981, c1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

To love and to honor.
by Emilie Baker Loring
FICTION
Impetuous young Cindy Clinton signed a marriage contract with a man she had never met in order to save her father's business. 1977, c1950

SUBJECTS: Mystery

To make an underworld.
by Joan Margaret Fleming
FICTION
Disarmed by the presence of a young girl locked in his retirement cottage in Cornwall, Robert Cravenhead is further shattered to learn that the police have a record of her rape and murder. 1977

SUBJECTS: Mystery

To mend a heart.
by Elizabeth Harrison
FICTION
Heart surgeons mend hearts in the operating room and break them in their personal life. 1982, c1977

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

To race the wind.
by Harold Krents
HV1792.K7A3 1974
The autobiography of an irrepressible blind young man who was the inspiration for the Broadway play "Butterflies Are Free". Krents graduated from Harvard Law School with honors. 1974, c1972

SUBJECTS: Biography

To rule the night.
by James Benson Irwin
TL789.85.178A3 1974
A private look at a public hero as the astronaut relates both his scientific and spiritual odyssey on the Apollo 15 flight. 1974, c1973

SUBJECTS: Biography

To see a fine lady.
by Norah Lofts
FICTION
Araminta was an incredibly beautiful young dairy maid whose world was bonded by farm fields, hard work, little food and even less money. Being ambitious, she was determined to make a better life for herself. 1978, c1946

SUBJECTS: Romance

To tame a land.
by Louis L’Amour
FICTION
When Liza was stolen from him, Rye hunted his final victim. 1976, 1955

SUBJECTS: Western

To the Far Blue Mountains.
by Louis L’Amour
FICTION
Barnabas Sackett sails from England on the voyage to the New world where a pretty girl is waiting to marry him. Once there, he sets off for the Far Blue Mountains of Virginia, fighting Indians and other perils along the way. 1977, c1976

SUBJECTS: Western

To the frontier.
by Geoffrey Moorhouse
DS377.M64 1986
Geoffrey Moorhouse spent three months travelling through Sind, Baluchistan and the Punjab, his final destination being the Hindu Kush mountains in the North-West Frontier Province of Pakistan. 1986, c1984

SUBJECTS: Travel

To the harbor light.
by Henry Beetle Hough
PS3515.075933Z52 1976b
In a captivating account of his seventy-ninth year, the author takes us through the seasons on Martha’s Vineyard and through the delightful pathways of his mind. 1976

SUBJECTS: Biography

To the last man.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
Many years before, a Texan had stolen the heart of a girl already promised to another man. The betrayal sparks a smoldering hatred that explodes into a war that makes the Tonto Basin run red with blood. 1978

SUBJECTS: Western

To walk the night.
by William Milligan Sloane
FICTION
Solving the mystery of a death involves supernatural complications. 1964, c1939

(A Keith Jennison book)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Tobo : one woman’s escape.
A Toe on the ladder.
   by Molly Weir
   PN2598.W26A33 1979
Molly Weir bears witness to the truth that it takes a deal of preparation to become an overnight discovery. 1979, c1973

(Tome new Porncway large print)
SUBJECTS: Biography

The Toll-gate.
   by Georgette Heyer
   FICTION
After the glory of Waterloo, a handsome, young captain of the Dragoons leaves the army to escape boredom, and is immediately plunged into more exciting hazards than he anticipated. 1969, c1954

SUBJECTS: Romance

Tom's girl.
   by Marjorie Warby
   FICTION
It is a shock to Val when Barry Tregarthen, the impoverished heir to Tregarthen Hall, tells her that he plans to marry Sharon Brown, a wealthy widow. 1987, c1976

SUBJECTS: Romance

Tomahawk.
   by Donald Clayton Porter
   FICTION
Ja-gonh, son of the valiant Iroquois Sachem, has sworn an oath of blood: there will be no escape for the murderer of his beloved grandfather Ghonka. He will face his most challenging test of courage. 1983, c1982

(Tome White Indian)
SUBJECTS: General

Tomorrow will be better.
   by Betty Smith
   FICTION
Despite the poverty of her life in Brooklyn and the sorrows of her marriage, Margy clings to her hope that her dreams will be realized and to her faith that "tomorrow will be better." 1982, c1948

SUBJECTS: Romance

Tomorrow's miracle.
   by Frank Gill Slaughter
   FICTION
A doctor is pitched into a violent confrontation with his own past in a jungle hospital. 1978, c1962

SUBJECTS: General

Too hot to handle.
   by Sarah Holland
   FICTION
When Linda had a chance to meet a world-famous singer she drug her friend
Kate along. The meeting turned Kates
world--and her heart--upside down! 1984,
c1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

Too late! Too late!
by Joan Margaret Fleming
FICTION
After his mother's death in America,
Thomas Nateby-Dyce inherits her money, a
fabulous moonstone, and roguish Nokomis, a
half-American Indian who makes her mark
on nineteenth-century London society. 1977,
c1975

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Too many clients.
by Rex Stout
FICTION
When a businessman is murdered, Nero
Wolfe is called into the case by three
different people. First he must unravel the
motives behind his clients' requests. 1983,
c1960

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Too many doctors.
by Cathy Linton
FICTION
After her husband died Sylvia Jones tried to
bury herself in her work. But senior
registrar John Sears and Dr. Dave Willmott
were in pursuit. 1987, c1975

SUBJECTS: Romance

Too tough to die.
by Gordon D. Shireffs
FICTION
Lodestar, a boisterous, bustling, wild young
town, had been totally abandoned over a
decade ago when the silver mines failed.
Now it was a ghost town--but it guarded a
fortune in silver. 1985, c1964

SUBJECTS: Western

Topper: a ribald adventure.
by Thorne Smith
FICTION
The boring but highly respectable life of
banker Cosmo Topper is turned upside down
when a pair of rowdy ghosts decide to amuse
themselves at his expense and include him in
their raffish pranks and adventures. 1985,
c1926

SUBJECTS: Humor

Torture trail.
by Max Brand
FICTION
Bill the Dogman is a cruel breeder who is
determined to create a breed of dogs which
could survive the Arctic weather. Strong
language and violence. 1986, c1960

SUBJECTS: General

The Total woman.
by Marabel Morgan
HQ734.M827 1975
A young, pretty anti-feminist gives advice
and assignments to put the sizzle back in a
marriage. Primarily for old-fashioned wives. 1975, c1973

SUBJECTS: Philosophy

Touch and go.
by Cyril Northcote Parkinson
FICTION
The sea-going adventures of Captian
Richard Delancey, who secures a
commission in the Royal Navy in 1790.
Delancey takes command of a sloop
protecting convoys in the Mediterranean. 1978

SUBJECTS: General

Touch not the cat.
by Mary Stewart
FICTION
Gothic tale about a phantom lover, an
ancestral home, a father's strange dying
words, and a spirited young Englishwoman
with the "gift," who discovers that her lover
may be her father's killer. 1976
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Touch of death.
by John Creasey
FICTION
Palfrey, of Z5, must track down a vicious fanatic. 1977, c1954

SUBJECTS: Mystery

A Touch of infinity: thirteen new stories of fantasy and science fiction.
by Howard Melvin Fast
FICTION

SUBJECTS: Science fiction

A Touch of the devil.
by Anne Weale
FICTION
Bianca discovers that her new love does not have marriage in mind. 1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Touch of the earth.
by Jean Hersey
QH105.N8H46 1984
A very personal journal of day-to-day living. The Touch of the Earth is about the quality of life and the threads that make life rich and meaningful. 1984, c1981

SUBJECTS: General

Toucn the wind.
by Janet Dailey
FICTION
Sheila elopes to Mexico with her gold-digger boyfriend. When their car breaks down and bandits kill her husband, the ruthless leader takes her as his prisoner and mistress. 1985, c1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

Tough minded faith for tender hearted people.
by Robert Harold Schuller
BV4637.S33 1985
The founder of the Crystal Cathedral offers 366 messages exploring many aspects of faith in action. These messages will enable readers to leap from self-doubt to self-fulfillment through faith. 1985, c1983

(G.K. Hall large print book series)

SUBJECTS: Religion

A Tough one to lose.
by Tony Kenrick
FICTION
A 747 jet with 360 people on board is hijacked by a gang asking for $25 million ransom. The plan is foolproof until Bill Verecker steps in with his outlandish strategies. 1972

SUBJECTS: General

Tough saddle.
by L. P. Holmes
FICTION
Link Asbell goes up against the killers alone when his friends are bushwacked. 1978, c1959

SUBJECTS: Western

Tough times never last, but tough people do.
by Robert Harold Schuller
BJ1611.2.S33 1984
The founder of the famed Crystal Cathedral tells how to build a positive self-image and release your powers of self-actualization, no matter how tough the times are. 1984, c1983

SUBJECTS: Psychology

Towards zero.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
When a wealthy heiress is murdered, Superintendent Battle begins an investigation that leads to many dead ends before he realizes that a vital clue has gone
unnoticed. 1972, c1944
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Tower of Babel.
by Morris L. West
FICTION
Beginning with a mine explosion, this novel tells of a few days in the lives of major characters as they create and react to the tensions of the Middle East during the period just before the Six-Day War. 1986, c1968

(Charnwood library series)
SUBJECTS: General

A Town called Yellowdog.
by John Thomas Edson
FICTION
In his fury, Dusty Fog renamed a town. 1977, c1966

SUBJECTS: Western

A Town like Alice.
by Nevil Shute
FICTION
A young Englishwoman, taken prisoner of war in Malaya by the Japanese, is befriended by an Australian soldier, also a prisoner of war, who risks his life to help her. 1976, c1950

SUBJECTS: General

Trace elements.
by Kathryn Lasky Knight
FICTION
Two men die under mysteriously identical circumstances. One leaves a wife and son determined to learn the truth. 1986

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Track of a killer.
by Stephen Overholser
FICTION
The Circle R is owned by a tough old rancher named Jess Rawls and managed by Clay. It is turned upside down by the sudden arrival of Annie, a distant relative of the "Old Man," from the East. Strong language. 1984, c1982

SUBJECTS: Western

Track of the hunter.
by Lewis B. Patten
FICTION
Bess Latham traveled two hundred miles to the sun-baked Arizona town of Adobe Wells to find the truth about the violence that had taken her man and to avenge his treacherous death. 1981

SUBJECTS: Western

Track of the snake.
by Gene Shelton
FICTION
Clay Pearson had more enemies than he could handle like Brett De Havilland, whose dangerous Snake Track Outfit had gained control of the Cross L in Clay's absence. 1987, c1979

(Linford western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

Tracy and Hepburn.
by Garson Kanin
PN2287.T7K27 1972
The author draws on 30 years of friendship with Tracy and Hepburn to reveal personal facets of the film stars' long friendship and his relationship with them, particularly Hepburn. 1972, c1971

SUBJECTS: Biography

A Tradition of pride.
by Janet Dailey
FICTION
Lora Alexander's marriage to Trevor was a mockery from the beginning. While divorce is a taboo in her family, the man she finds for comfort won't have anything to do with married women. 1985, c1982

SUBJECTS: Romance
The Tragedy of Hamlet, Prince of Denmark.
by William Shakespeare
PR2807.A2K45 1967
A tragic drama about a young prince attempting to avenge his father's murder. His uncle has seduced Hamlet's mother, killed his father, and usurped his claim to the crown. 1967
SUBJECTS: Literature

The Tragedy of Julius Caesar.
by William Shakespeare
PR2808.A2K6 1966
Julius Caeser was almost certainly written sometime in 1599, and staged in the autumn of that year. 1966
(A Keith Jennison book)
SUBJECTS: Literature

The Tragedy of Macbeth.
by William Shakespeare
PR2823.A2K6 1966
The tragedy of the Scottish thane who becomes obsessed with the desire for power and, spurred on by his wife, murders Duncan, his king, in order to become king himself. 1966
(A Keith Jennison book)
SUBJECTS: Literature

The Tragedy of Romeo and Juliet.
by William Shakespeare
PR2831.A2K5 1966
Romeo and Juliet is not only Shakespeare's first assured success as a writer of tragedy, but it is also the first important English play whose subject is the tragic fate of young loves. 1966
(A Keith Jennison book)
SUBJECTS: Literature

Trago.
by Frank Bonham
FICTION
The land rush was about to begin and the Oklahoma range would be filled with settlers and fences. But not if Trago could help it. 1983
(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Trail driver.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
The story of the 1871 cattle drive from Texas to Kansas. 1978
Recorded
SUBJECTS: Western

Trail dust: Hopalong Cassidy and the Bar 20 with the trail herd.
by Clarence Edward Mulford
FICTION
To Red Connors, any episode concerning the earlier life and activities of his friend Hopalong Cassidy was set apart in value and sentiment from all other things. 1973, c1934
SUBJECTS: Western

A Trail of ashes.
by Marian Babson
FICTION
After the tragic accident that takes her husband's life, Rosemary Blake leaves her English village and moves to New England. It is discovered that a series of fires are no accidents. 1985, c1984
(G.K. Hall large print book series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Trail of deceit.
by Wilbur C. Tuttle
FICTION
Hashknife Hartley and Sleepy Stevens find trouble again, this time in Keno. Hashknife is shot and the pair respond to their instinct for detective work—and survival—and uncover a vicious plot. 1985
SUBJECTS: Western

The Trail of fear.
by Matt Chisholm
FICTION
He was alone and he was a coward. But something he couldn't define had filled him with iron. He was out-numbered, but he would never back down. 1986, c1968

(Linford western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Trail of the Apache Kid.
by Lewis B. Patten
FICTION
The Apache Kid, a vicious young killer, escapes from jail and kidnaps the lovely wife of the Indian scout who sent him up. Some strong language. 1980, c1979

SUBJECTS: Western

Trail partners.
by Max Brand
FICTION
The tale of a gentle fighter named "Slope" Dugan, a barroom brawler named Blondy, and a kid on the run named Red, who had enough savvy for the three of them. 1986, c1932

SUBJECTS: Western

Trail smoke.
by Ernest Haycox
FICTION
Buck Surratt joins the sheepmen in a vicious range war. 1974, c1936

SUBJECTS: Western

The Trail to San Triste.
by Max Brand
FICTION
Joe Simon enlists the help of the Kid, a hot-tempered young drifter, to undertake a daring trip to San Triste. The Kid must persuade the people of the Mexican town that he is the long-lost heir to a great treasure. 1985, c1924

(G.K. Hall)
SUBJECTS: Western

Trailing glory.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
Best friends fall in love with the same woman and when one asks her to marry him, the other moves to Canada to get out of his way. 1983, c1940

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

 Trails of rage.
by Todhunter Ballard
FICTION
Captain Jack Price of the Union Army arrives out west to find that deadly attacks on stagecoach stations have been made by Confederate soldiers disguised as Indians. 1976, c1975

(Southern Illinois University)
SUBJECTS: Western

Tramp for the Lord.
by Corrie Ten Boom
BR1725.T35A37 1974b
The story of a remarkable middle-aged Dutch woman who opened her home as a hiding place for persecuted Jews and was later interred in a Nazi concentration camp.
SUBJECTS: Biography

Travels in a donkey trap.
by Daisy Baker
CT788.B244A37 1975
Daisy Baker, at 76, fulfills her lifelong dream of owning a donkey and cart. Ending her days of confinement at her cottage, she tells of her travels and memories from these outings. 1975, c1974

SUBJECTS: Biography

1975, c1974
Recorded

Travels with Charley in search of America.
by John Steinbeck
E169.S82 1986
A comment on America of the early 1960's from the American writer's tour across the country in a camper with Charley and his poodle. A journey taken to refresh his contact with his country. 1986, c1962

SUBJECTS: Travel

1986, c1962
Recorded

Travels with my aunt.
by Graham Greene
FICTION
At his mother's funeral, a sheltered bachelor becomes reacquainted with a one-time disreputable aunt. They complement one another well, and take off on a series of adventures. 1986, c1969

SUBJECTS: General

1986, c1969
Recorded

Treacherous road.
by Simon Harvester
FICTION Oversize
Silk gets involved with a woman in Cairo who could be his downfall. 1967, c1966

SUBJECTS: Mystery

1967, c1966

Treasure mountain.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
When the Sackett brothers went hunting a million dollars in gold and traces of their father who disappeared years before, they never expected to run into trouble or gunsmoke. 1973, c1972

SUBJECTS: Western

The Treasure of the Sierra Madre.
by Bruno Traven
FICTION
The treasure which you think not worth taking trouble and pains to find, this one alone is the real treasure you are longing for all your life. 1968, c1963

SUBJECTS: General

Treasure trail.
by Van W. Tilford
FICTION
Remingt’n was a hard-case, and he hadn't been in town a whole day when he had to prove it in a knife-and-gun fight. 1982, c1981

(Atlantic large print series)
SUBJECTS: Western

1982, c1981

The Treasure upstairs.
by Margaret Powell
TX649.1368A34 1986
After her marriage and the birth of her children, Margaret returned to work-this time taking on a very different role. She became a char, a daily—a treasure. 1986, c1970

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Biography

1986, c1970

A Treasury of humor in large print.
PN6157.T7 1985
The authors, from Oliver Wendell Holmes to Fran Lebowitz, represent the classic and the modern in American humor and celebrate both past and present wit. 1985

(G.K. Hall large print book series)
SUBJECTS: Humor

1985

The Treble chance murder.
by Victor Gunn
FICTION
Chief Inspector Cromwell is spending a fishing vacation in Kent when one of the
locals is found dead in the village pond after winning a cash prize in Sherwood’s Treble Chance. 1977, c1958

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**A Tree grows in Brooklyn.**
by Betty Smith
FICTION
A novel about an Irish-American girl’s childhood and youth, her struggles with poverty, and her work to get an education, set in the midst of Brooklyn tenement life in the early 1900’s. 1982, c1943

SUBJECTS: General

**The Tree of death.**
by Marcia Muller
FICTION
Elena Olivardez, an art museum curator, uncovers a ring that is using the museum as a front for illicit art dealing. 1986?, 1983

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**The Tree of hands.**
by Ruth Rendell
FICTION
In London, successful novelist and unwed mother Benet Archdale is raising a two-year-old son when her erratic mother arrives from Spain for a visit. Strong language and some explicit descriptions of sex. 1985

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**The Trees.**
by Conrad Richter
FICTION
The story of the first family to cross the river into Southern Ohio and settle in the land of virgin forest, whose tall trees shape their various destinies. 1940

SUBJECTS: General

**Tremayne's wife.**
by Charlotte Hunt
FICTION
Fern's unselfish love helps her newly widowed employer and his children solve their mystery and find happiness. 1983, c1974

SUBJECTS: Romance

**The Trembling hills.**
by Norman A. Fox
FICTION
A murder blows the lid off a feud between a landowner and ranchers. 1972, c1962

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**The Trembling hills.**
by Phyllis A. Whitney
FICTION
When a young woman comes to live in a San Francisco mansion in 1908 she is caught up in the romance and intrigue of the old house. 1980, c1956

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**The Trial at Apache Junction.**
by Lewis B. Patten
FICTION
Only hours before the hanging, the sheriff fights to stop an execution he believes is wrong, even though his stand will cost him his job and even his life. 1981

SUBJECTS: Western

**The Trial of Charles I.**
by Cicely Veronica Wedgwood
DA396.A22W4 1974
King Charles 1st was brought to trial by his own people, under his title as King--an act which defied tradition and seemed to many a blasphemy against a divinely appointed sovereign. 1974, c1964

(The shadow of the crown series)
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

**The Trial of Judas Wiley.**
by Lewis B. Patten
FICTION
The murder victim identifies Judas Wiley as
her assailant before she dies; the town is terrified because the hated Wiley clan will not stand by and let one of their own hang. 1984, c1972

SUBJECTS: Western

Trials, tears and triumph.
by Dale Evans Rogers 
BR1725.R63A324 1977
With warmth and humor the popular entertainer describes the rewards and difficulties on her personal travels singing and giving witness to her Christian faith. 1977

SUBJECTS: Biography

A Tribute to Fred Astaire.
by Peter Carrick 
GV1785.A83C37 1985
Peter Carrick has carefully documented the career of this unique and monumental talent. He has also brought out the personal side of this intensely private and self-effacing man. 1985, c1984

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Biography

Trick or treat.
by Caroline Crane 
FICTION
When his eight-year-old daughter Patty is killed--apparently by poisoned candy on Halloween--Brian Lonergan, overcome by grief, vows he will find the murderer. But the investigation is hampered by a terrible secret his wife harbors. 1984

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Trigger fast.
by John Thomas Edson 
FICTION
Three men stop Mallick from running all others out. 1978, c1969

SUBJECTS: Western

Trigger talk.
by Jett Black 
FICTION
When his boss is killed by outlaws, Rodney Rayner and three ranchhands decide to track him down. At first they only want justice then they discover the bounty money. 1984, c1979

SUBJECTS: Western

by David Alan Stockman 
HC106.8.S75 1986b
Stockman offers a devastating view of how the special interests of the few can blind political leaders to the best interests of a nation. 1987, c1986

(G.K. Hall large print book series)
SUBJECTS: Politics

The Trodden paths.
by Jacqueline Gilbert 
FICTION
After Imogen discovers Nat with the glamorous Zoe Williams, it's three years before she has contact with him again--and still Zoe is very much in the picture. Will Imogen be able to cope with the situation? 1984, c1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

Tropical Eden.
by Kerry Allyne 
FICTION
Devon Matthews loved her island home on the Great Barrier Reef of Australia. So when her father announced he might be selling it, she was dismayed--especially as she found the prospective buyer rude. 1986, c1984

SUBJECTS: Romance

Tropical tempest.
by Flora Kidd 
FICTION
After the sudden death of her husband, Lori went to the Caribbean to work. There she
met Rick, mysterious and too attractive for his own good. 1985, c1983

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Trouble at Aquitaine.
by Nancy Livingston
FICTION
The castle of Aquitaine is now converted by Colonel and Mrs. Willoughby into a health clinic. However, it isn't healthy for some patients. 1987, c1985

(Atlantic large print mystery)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Trouble at Topaz.
by Frank Chester Robertson
FICTION
Within hours after Tim became sheriff of Topaz, he knew there was a man who could lay bare his secret, wreck his career and maybe leave him on the wrong end of a rope. 1975, c1960

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Western

Trouble country.
by Luke Short
FICTION
Sam finds that he has to sell out or face his own brother's guns to clear his name. 1977, c1976

SUBJECTS: Western

Trouble for Lucia.
by Edward F. Benson
FICTION
Pitted against her arch-rival, Miss Mapp, Lucia, the mayor-elect of Tilling, sets tea cups trembling as she wages war in gardens and drawing rooms. 1980, c1939

SUBJECTS: Romance

Trouble in Timberline.
by Max Brand
FICTION
Barney Dwyer has found ways to make a pack of enemies, and one violent confrontation starts a long and bloody war. 1985, c1984

SUBJECTS: Western

Trouble kid.
by Max Brand
FICTION
Old Man Newbold had made a fortune in lumber, cows, and gold dust, but spent it on high living. When he died, his son, who had been raised soft and high, was left without a cent. 1981, c1959

(Recorded)
SUBJECTS: Western

Trouble rides tall.
by William Hopson
FICTION
Not only were the wild Comanches under old Too-Many-Horses rampaging through the country side, scalping as they went but those who had gone off to fight in Civil War were returning to find their lands in other hands. 1985

SUBJECTS: Western

Trouble shooter.
by Ernest Haycox
FICTION
Faced with attacks by the bloodthirsty Sioux, bands of vicious outlaws and men whose hunger for power could only thrive from his destruction, Frank Peace takes on the business of war. 1981

SUBJECTS: Western

The Truant bride.
by Sara Seale
FICTION
Matilda ran away to decide about marriage. 1978, c1966

SUBJECTS: Romance

True grit.
by Charles Portis
FICTION
Fifty years afterward, a woman tells how, as a girl of 14, she, a federal marshall, and a Texas Ranger tracked her father's murderer from Arkansas into Indian territory. 1968

SUBJECTS: Adventure

The True joy of positive living.
by Norman Vincent Peale
BX9543.P4A37 1986
Drawing on his sixty years of working with people, the author cites the extraordinary individuals who have shaped his life and thinking. Filled with hundreds of true stories and biographical sketches. 1986, c1984

SUBJECTS: Biography

Tucker.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
When Shell Tucker begins to pursue the gunslingers who have stolen the gold and left his father to die he is a boy. At the end of the bloody trail he has become a legend and a man. 1979

SUBJECTS: Western

The Tudor rose.
by Margaret Campbell Barnes
FICTION
Tale of the princess Elizabeth of York, wife of Henry VII and mother of Henry VIII. 1973

(Shadows of the crown series)
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

Tuesday the rabbi saw red.
by Harry Kemelman
FICTION
Rabbi Small is happy with his part-time teaching job at a small college until a nasty colleague is killed by a bust of Homer. 1974, c1973

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Tumbleweed.

by Janwillem Van de Wetering
FICTION
De Gier and Grijpstra, detectives on the Amsterdam police force, investigate the murder of a high-class prostitute on a canal houseboat. 1978, c1976

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Tune of time.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
Vicky escaped her dull, conventional home to chaperone a headstrong 16-year-old. But she was too difficult to handle and Vicky was dismissed. 1984, c1970

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Turn around.
by Giles A. Lutz
FICTION
When a shady mayor decides to confiscate the land under Chase Dalton's saddle shop, Dalton understands that his life is in danger whether he plays town drunk or respectable citizen. Some strong language. 1985

SUBJECTS: Western

The Turn of the screw.
by Henry James
FICTION
A somewhat neurotic new governess is convinced her two beautiful young pupils are subject to the evil influence of two ghosts, a former steward of the estate and a former governess. 1967?

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Turquoise mask.
by Phyllis A. Whitney
FICTION
Amanda Austin comes to Santa Fe to learn the truth about her mother who died mysteriously when Amanda was only five and to face the fiery Spanish blood of her ancestors, the Cordovas. 1974

Recorded
SUBJECTS: Mystery

**Tuscan harvest.**
by Vernon Bartlett
DG975.L81B3 1977
Sequel to ‘Tuscan Retreat.’ The author writes admiringly of his retirement and the Italian peasants who work on his farm. 1977

SUBJECTS: Biography

**Tuscan Retreat.**
by Vernon Bartlett
DG975.L81B3 1976
Vernon Bartlett looks forward to retirement. He describes the search for his new house and his new life. 1976, c1964

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**The Twelve deaths of Christmas.**
by Marian Babson
FICTION
A Christmas killer with penchant for carving knives transfixes London and presents the police with a seemingly insoluble case. 1981, c1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

**Twelve horses and the hangman's noose.**
by Gladys Mitchell
FICTION
A stable owner is killed by his own horse, but Dame Beatrice finds more than that to it. 1977, c1956

SUBJECTS: Western

**Twice have I loved.**
by Denise Robins
FICTION
Etta is attracted to two men who both fall for other women. 1982, c1973

SUBJECTS: Romance

**Twilight for the gods.**
by Ernest Kellogg Gann
FICTION
The story of the last voyage of the barquentine Cannibal, sailing from the South Seas port of Suva for Mexico. It is 1927 and the Cannibal carries a cargo of copra and six passengers. 1977, 1956

(Records)

(Ulverscroft large print series)

**Twin of fire.**
by Jude Deveraux
FICTION
Twin of Fire is the bright and beautiful Blair Chandler. In her hometown of Chandler, Colorado, only her beauty is appreciated. 1986

SUBJECTS: Romance

**Twin of ice.**
by Jude Deveraux
FICTION
Twin of Ice was what they called Houston Chandler. She knew that her lady-like demeanor and willingness to observe all the proper etiquette made her seem remote and untouchable. 1986

SUBJECTS: Western

**Twin sombreros.**
by Zane Grey
FICTION
Range rider Brazos Keene stops at the Twin Sombreros Ranch on his way to visit his home in Texas. When he discovers that his host stole the ranch and killed the owner, he finds himself arrested for murder the next day. 1983, c1941

(Records)

**A Twist in the silk.**
by Zoe Cass
FICTION
Louise, a restorer of ancient tapestries, meets more than the treasures she anticipated in the town house of Madame Laroche. 1983, c1980
SUBJECTS: Romance

A Twist of sand.
by Geoffrey Jenkins
FICTION
Geoffrey Peace, ex-naval commander of wartime submarines, is blackmailed into taking a small party through the hazards of the Skeleton Coast where charting a ship's position is every skipper's nightmare. 1974, c1959

The Twisted road.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
Felicity's love of writing prompts her to take a job as secretary to Lydia Tern, a famous authoress. 1984, c1975

The Two bishops.
by Agnes Sligh Turnbull
FICTION
Old-fashioned love story that focuses on the irrepressible beauty, Cissie, a talented pianist, who enters into the lives of recently retired Bishop Ware and his handsome successor Bishop Armstrong. 1980

The Two doctors and a girl.
by Elizabeth Seifert
FICTION
A young surgical assistant is accused of murder, and doesn't know where to turn for help. 1978

The Two doctors, two loves.
by Elizabeth Seifert
FICTION
Two outstanding surgeons who turn out to be half-brothers meet for the first time in the hospital. Though they become friends, their relationship is strained to the breaking point. 1983, c1982

Two dozen red roses.
by Rosemary Hammond
FICTION
To describe Sloan Sheridan as a womaniser was putting it mildly; it was part of Sarah's job as his secretary to send two dozen red roses as a farewell to his numerous girl-friends. 1986, c1984

The Two faces of Doctor Collier.
by Elizabeth Seifert
FICTION
A doctor's wife pretends not to see his "other" life. 1976, c1973

The Two farms.
by Mary Emily Pearce
FICTION
Set in the rural splendour of Gloucestershire in 1842, this is a story of two farms; Godsakes and Peele, one rich and one poor. 1987, c1985

Two for Inspector West.
by John Creasey
FICTION
Two murders in a cliff top cottage almost leave to West's demise. 1979, c1955

Two for the price of one.
by Tony Kenrick
FICTION
Three men attempt to rob the Chase Manhattan Bank with the help of a commandeered nuclear destroyer. 1974
Two from Galilee: a love story.
by Marjorie Holmes
FICTION
A fictional portrayal of the lives of Mary and Joseph, emphasizing their human qualities and everyday problems. 1973, c1972
SUBJECTS: Religion

Two guns for Texas and Tin-star target.
by Jackson Cole
FICTION
#1: Ranger Jim Hatfield investigates the 5 riders who rode up to check out Jim Dane's Lazy K Ranch at night. #2: The news flashed through Texas. Jim Hatfield had been gunned down by a cunning bushwacker. 1982
SUBJECTS: Western

Two loves.
by Renee Shann
FICTION
Celia Draycott had been with the W.A.A.F. for two years. She thought of little else but her fiance David. But David got himself engaged to another girl. 1984
(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Two Mrs. Abbotts.
by Dorothy Emily Stevenson
FICTION
Barbara Buncle is one of the Mrs. Abbotts. The other is her niece. 1983
(Ulverscroft large print series: romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Two pools in a field.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
There were two pools in the field of the farm where Robin was born. He was the son of a strict farmer and a gypsy love-child. 1981, c1967
(A Lythway book)

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Two Queen Annes.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
This is the story of two of Henry VIII's six queens, two women totally unalike in their lives and their fates. 1983, c1971
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

Two ways of loving.
by Hermina Black
FICTION
Petroella Danvers and her father run a hecr : Bond St. Gallery in London. Some art fraws take her father abroad at a moment's notice. 1983, c1981
SUBJECTS: Romance

Two-faced.
by Bruce Graeme
FICTION
A wealthy sheikh is driven from his homeland to London. When an unidentifiable corpse is discovered, Mather investigates. 1981, c1977
(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Tyler's row.
by Miss Read
FICTION
A middle-aged couple purchases a small block of four row houses in the village of Fairacre, planning to convert them into one beautiful house for their retirement years. 1973, c1972
SUBJECTS: Romance

The U.P. trail.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
Depicts the heroic struggle and perseverance involved in the construction and completion of the Union Pacific Railroad. 1982, c1918
Recorded
SUBJECTS: Western
The Ultimate family: the making of the Royal House of Windsor.
by John Pearson
DA566.9.A1 1987
With a wealth of original insight and research the author pays credit to the central character of the story: Queen Elizabeth II, whose qualities have made her reign such an extraordinary triumph. 1987, c1986

(Charnwood library series)
SUBJECTS: Biography

Ultimatum.
by Antony Trew
FICTION
A nuclear device concealed somewhere in London, will be detonated within 72 hours unless Britain and the U.S. accede unequivocally to the demand for an independent Palestine. 1987, c1986

1984, c1976
SUBJECTS: General

The Ulverscroft large print song book.
ML54.8.U48
A collection of songs in large print. 1974

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Music

The Unbaited trap.
by Catherine Cookson
FICTION
Story of a lonely man, held apart from people because of his tragic past. 1972, c1966

SUBJECTS: General

The Unbeaten.
by Giles A. Lutz
FICTION
A strong man with a sense of fair play, and an equally powerful but ruthless man, meet in a confrontation under a searing Nevada sun. 1985

SUBJECTS: Western

Uncoffin'd clay.
by Gladys Mitchell
FICTION
The little town of Strode Hillary is upset when a wealthy Arab buys the nearby country estate. Close calls and murder follow. 1982, c1980

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Undarkening green.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
A lonely child creates an imaginary friend that keeps her company till she falls in love. 1984, c1959

(A Lythway romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

An Undefended city.
by Sophie Weston
FICTION
Olivia, an heiress, was very timid and had been bullied all her life. So when Luis Escobart suggested she marry him, she obediently accepted. 1984, c1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

Under a raging sky.
by Daniel Carney
FICTION
Patrick Sillitoe's, a raw young Englishman, found himself trapped as a menial clerk in a huge company. But then he met a wild-looking man who hypnotised him into longing for the touch of gold. 1983, c1980

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: General

Under Gemini.
by Rosamunde Pilcher
FICTION
Flora and Rose, identical twins separated from birth, meet 20 years later. Rose convinces Flora to act as her stand-in for a visit to her fiance's grandmother, and Flora finds intrigue, suspense, and romance on the journey. 1978, c1976

Recorded
Under the apple tree.
by Dan Wakefield
FICTION
Artie Garber is ten years old when Pearl Harbor is attacked. Not old enough to fight like his big brother Roy. Artie's duty is to watch for aircraft and spies but most important is Roy's girl friend. 1983
SUBJECTS: Romance

Under the Sweetwater rim.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
200 miles west of Fort Laramie, Indians attack another wagon train. One wagon carrying the major's daughter, a dashing cavalry officer and $60,000 in gold mysteriously escapes. 1974, c1971
SUBJECTS: Western

Undercover girl.
by Carole Halston
FICTION
A reporter working undercover falls in love with a wealthy playboy and risks losing everything in telling the truth. 1982
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Underground man.
by Ross Macdonald
FICTION
Detective Lew Archer searches for a young boy who has apparently been kidnapped by a disturbed couple, possibly high on drugs. 1971
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Uneasy love.
by Iris Muriel Fresson
FICTION
When Troy Felland's uncle dies leaving her all his possessions, it enables her to realize her dream of running an Animal Rescue Centre. Through this she meets Lec Cramwell, a mystery man. 1987, c1984
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Unfinished clue.
by Georgette Heyer
FICTION
No one wept for General Sir Authur Billington-Smith when he died. No one mourned his passing, but during the weekend preceding the murder he had given everyone in his family cause if not justification to wish him dead. 1972
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Unforgotten.
by Laura Conway
FICTION
Writing a biography of an ancestor gives Ann insight into her own life. 1980, c1967
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Unique world of women...in Bible times and now..
by Eugenia Price
BS575.P7 1974
The sketches of "unheard-of" Bible women develop their personalities and tie their dilemmas to the dilemmas of women today, helping them better understand and accept life. 1974, c1969
SUBJECTS: Religion

An Unkindness of ravens.
by Ruth Rendell
FICTION
Inspector Wexford's investigation points to a number of suspects. The victim was guilty of financial misdeeds, a bigamist and a philanderer. Strong language and explicit descriptions of sex. 1986, c1985
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Unknown Ajax.
Unreasonable doubt.
by Elizabeth Ferrars
FICTION
A murder and the theft of a valuable coin collection disturbs a hitherto peaceful community. 1980, c1958

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Unlawful occasions.
by Henry Cecil
FICTION
Mrs. Verney was the attractive wife of the tenant of the flat above Brian Culsworth Q.C.'s chambers in the Temple, but when she came to ask his advice he did not expect to become involved in her affairs. 1977, c1962

SUBJECTS: Mystery

An Unlessoned girl.
by Margaret K. A. Maddocks
PR6025.A353Z474 1982
Novelist Margaret Maddocks doesn't remember the troubles of her youth. When she regards the past, she is left with an abiding sense of fun and laughter. 1982, c1977

(A Lythway autobiography)
SUBJECTS: Biography

Unnatural causes.
by P. D. James
FICTION
When a famous mystery writer's mutilated corpse is found in a drifting dinghy, ripples of horror spread among his bizarre circle of friends. Some strong language. 1980, c1967

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Unpredictable bride.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
The Earl of Meridan makes a rash wager at the card tables and got more then he bargained for with the tomboyish Lucinda. 1978

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance
SUBJECTS: Mystery

**Until we met.**
by Anne Weale
FICTION
A cabaret star tries to convince Charles of her real self. 1980, c1961

SUBJECTS: Romance

**Unto the fourth generation.**
by Pamela Street
FICTION
Although unhappily married and unsuited to motherhood, she carries on, until nearing the age of fifty, she leaves her husband and starts out on her own. She then realises that she has only herself to fall back on. 1987

SUBJECTS: General

**An Unwilling guest.**
by Grace Livingston Hill
FICTION
Evelyn Rutherford, a modern city girl, was appalled at the prospect of spending the summer in a small Ohio town caring for her sick aunt. 1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

**Up a family tree.**
by Teresa Bloomingdale
HQ555.N2B56 1982
Shares the ups and downs of living with children, offering humorous perceptions on how to survive a large family. 1982, c1981

SUBJECTS: Drama

**Up from grief.**
by Bernadine Kreis
BJ1487.K7 1984
Directly and without sentiment, this book explores what happens to us when someone close dies. Realistic workable ways of dealing with grief are presented. 1984, c1969

SUBJECTS: Psychology

**Uphill: a personal story.**

by Eleanor McGovern
E840.8.M338A38 1975
In a blend of candid memoirs and commentary, the wife of a former South Dakota senator relates the experiences that brought her to an understanding of her own womanhood. 1975, c1974

SUBJECTS: Biography

**The Upstairs room.**
by Johanna Reiss
D810.J4R42 1973
A Dutch Jewish girl describes the two-and-one-half years she spent in hiding in the upstairs bedroom of a farmer's house during World War II. Some strong language. 1972

SUBJECTS: World War II

**Upstairs, downstairs.**
by John Hawkesworth
FICTION
Based on the popular television series, this novel relates the lives and loves of the Bellamy household during the early part of twentieth century England. 1976, c1971

SUBJECTS: General

**Utah Blaine.**
by Louis L’Amour
FICTION
A legend with the gun, big Utah Blain comes to fight the greedy ranchers of Red Creek who are after his friend’s rich land. 1976, c19.1

SUBJECTS: Western

**The Valdez marriage.**
by Violet Winspear
FICTION
Darcy feels guilty when Ramon is left paralyzed after an accident in her car. Ramon’s arrogant brother summons Darcy to his Spanish estate and expects her to marry Ramon. 1985, c1978

SUBJECTS: Romance
SUBJECTS: Romance

Valdoro's mistress.
   by Evelyn Stewart Armstrong
   FICTION
   A Spanish bride finds intrigue and violence in 19th century South America. 1978, c1976

SUBJECTS: Romance

Valediction.
   by Robert B. Parker
   FICTION
   Private Investigator Spenser undergoes a transformation when difficulties arise with his love life. Hired to rescue a woman dancer allegedly kidnapped by a religious cult, he finds her and murder. Strong language. 1984

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Valhalla exchange.
   by Harry Patterson
   FICTION
   American war hero General Canning, one of the VIP's being held prisoner for surrender bargaining by Martin Bormann, also tries to persuade the German Commander to surrender to the Allies. Some strong language. 1977, c1976

SUBJECTS: World War II-Fiction

The Valiant bugles.
   by Gordon D. Shirreffs
   FICTION
   Captain Holt Downey vowed to kill the Apache known as "The Butcher", the savage who had murdered Downey's brother and subjected his fiance to a fate worse than death. 1985, c1962

(Linford western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

Valley of delight.
   by Margaret Malcolm
   FICTION
   Kay inherits her aunt Clare's estate, but realizes after her arrival that her aunt's right-hand man should have been the recipient. 1980, c1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Valley of fear.
   by Arthur Conan Doyle
   FICTION
   Sherlock Holmes grapples with the criminal mastermind Professor Moriarty to solve a foul murder that takes place in a Sussex manor house. 1978

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Valley of horses.
   by Jean M. Auel
   FICTION
   Ice Age heroine Ayla sets out on her own odyssey of discovery away from the nurturing adoptive family and friends of the clan. She finally reaches the Valley of Horses. Explicit descriptions of sex. 1983, c1982

(Recorded

Subjects General

Valley of lagoons.
   by Kerry Allyne
   FICTION
   After being jilted, Nicole is offered a job in Western Australia--a perfect place to get away from memories of her unhappy love affair. 1984, c1982

(Harlequin)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Valley of wild horses.
   by Zane Grey
   FICTION
   Young Panhandle Smith seeks his fortune in
a canyon, where hundreds of stampeding wild horses represent the prize of a lifetime. 1972, c1927

SUBJECTS: Western

Valley thieves.
by Max Brand
FICTION
Although the deadliest outlaws in the west were chasing Silvertip, he was the hardest man alive to catch. After Barry Christian steals Silvertip's mighty horse and faithful wolf, they meet with guns drawn. 1981

SUBJECTS: Western

The Vanishing American.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
A novel of the tragedy and glory of an entire race, set against the background of the old west. 1981

SUBJECTS: Western

Vanishing ladies.
by Ed McBain
FICTION
Phil Colby, a detective, finds a red-haired hooker and a pool of blood in his motel room, and Ann, his fiancee, disappears without a trace. 1985

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Vaquero guns; and, Gun fight at deep river
by Jackson Cole
FICTION
#1 Across the Texas range, marauding bands of vaquero outlaws blazed a trail of death. #2 The Double Dot I ranch wasn't up for sale. But someone was aiming to grab it. 1982

SUBJECTS: Western

Variable winds at Jalna.
by Mazo De La Roche
FICTION

In this episode of the family saga, Renny's daughter, the young Adeline, plans to marry her Irish lover, much to her father's displeasure. Meg and Finch find new loves and old Nicholas dies leaving various legacies. 1973, c1955

(Whiteoak chronicle)

SUBJECTS: General

The Varleigh medallion.
by Sylvia Thorpe
FICTION
A young woman takes charge of her once destitute family when her little brother receives a legacy. 1980, c1979

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Velvet angel.
by Jude Deveraux
FICTION
She was a Chatworth; her handsome captor, a hated Montgomery. By the honor of her family name she vowed never to surrender. 1985

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Velvet promise.
by Jude Deveraux
FICTION
In the 1500s, all of England joins in the celebration of Judith's splendid marriage to Gavin Montgomery. However, Gavin's heart beats for another woman. 1984

SUBJECTS: Romance

Velvet song.
by Jude Deveraux
FICTION
After her father dies and she has no one to protect her in 16th century England, Alexandria Blackett makes the most of her slight frame and disguises herself as a boy. 1984

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Vendor of sweets.
by R. K. Narayan
FICTION
Get in India, the story of an elderly candlemaker and follower of Gandhi, whose life of meditation and tranquility is disrupted by the return of his son from America. The son's ideas threaten to revolutionize the village. 1969, c1967
SUBJECTS: General

Venetia.
by Georgette Heyer
FICTION
Beautiful Venetia manages the family estate and takes care of her younger brother who is lame while her older brother is with the army occupying Europe after the fall of Waterloo. 1978, c1958
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Venetian affair.
by Helen MacInnes
FICTION
An American newspaperman, en route for a holiday in Paris, accidently exchanges raincoats with a fellow passenger and Communist agent, and becomes involved in a plot to assassinate Charles de Gaulle. 1987, c1963
SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

Venetian bird.
by Victor Canning
FICTION
Edward Mercer, a private detective, is hired to trace Gian Uccello. He stumbles into a complicated plot of political assassination to which Uccello is the key. 1985, c1951
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Venetian mask.
by Colin Robertson
FICTION
Trouble sniffs at Vicky McBain's heels when he undertakes a very secret mission concerning a stolen Italian painting. 1971

Vengeance valley.
by Luke Short
FICTION
An explosive, fast moving western, in which a man's fierce loyalty to a coward makes him a target for killer's guns. 1975
SUBJECTS: Western

Venus with pistol.
by Gavin Lyall
FICTION
An art smuggler and legitimate dealer of antique guns is collecting in Europe when one art expert is murdered and it seems that he is next in line. 1975, c1969
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Verdict of thirteen: a Detection Club anthology.
FICTION
An anthology of mystery stories by 13 members of Britain's prestigious Detection Club. The stories have one theme in common—the jury, in either a literal or metaphorical sense. 1981, c1978
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Vermilion.
by Phyllis A. Whitney
FICTION
Lindsay Phillips, a New York fashion designer, receives an anonymous letter suggesting that her sister had a hand in their father's death. 1982, c1981
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Vespucci papers.
by Ben Healey
FICTION
Harcourt d'Espinal, a courtly art dealer who specializes in forgeries, plans to steal a recently discovered Botticelli painting. 1972
SUBJECTS: History, art
SUBJECTS: General

**The Vet has nine lives.**
by Alex Duncan
SF615.D86
Veterinarian Michael Morton's adventures with six dachshunds, a pub-crawling Airedale, and Russians who enter a horse in the Ascot race. 1962

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

**Vet in a spin.**
by James Herriot
SF613.H44
Young Dr. Herriot, veterinarian and pilot trainee, flies into rough weather in his quest for wings. 1978, c1977

SUBJECTS: Biography

**Vet in green pastures.**
by Hugh Lasgarn
SF613.L3L3 1986
Humor and tragedy blend in this book that recounts Lasgarn's veterinary practice on the Welsh borders. 1986

SUBJECTS: Biography

**The Vicar of Wakefield.**
by Oliver Goldsmith
FICTION
Written in 1776, this pastoral novel is narrated by Charles Primrose, an unworldly, generous, and kindly vicar. He relates the misfortunes which befall when he and his family are forced to move to humbler dwellings. 1967?

SUBJECTS: General

**Victoire.**
by Clare Darcy
FICTION
A Regency London novel in which innocent young Victoire is forced by her uncle to participate in the blackmail of Lord Tarn. Tarn is kidnapped and then rescued by Victoire. 1978

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

**Victoria in the wings.**
by Jean Plaidy
FICTION
The early years of Victoria, the only legitimate heir to the throne. 1974, c1972

SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

**Victorian vinaigrette.**
by Ursula Bloom
DA550.B55 1982
Ded we 'know better' about things than our Victorian ancestors? Author Ursula Bloom is not so sure. 1982, c1956

(A Lythway book)

SUBJECTS: General

**Victory for Victoria.**
by Betty Neels
FICTION
The attractive Dutch doctor obviously admires Victoria at her job, but why does she seem to have no effect at all on his heart? 1985, c1983

(Harlequin large print)

SUBJECTS: Romance

**The View from prospect.**
by Geoffrey Morgan
FICTION
The story of the Jones family from the 30's till after WWII. When father Jones loses his job, they become caretakers of a dilapidated country house in Suffolk. 1982, c1980

SUBJECTS: General

**Victims.**
by James Grant
FICTION
Jack Thornton's mother was the victim of a mugging and when the two young thugs who assaulted her went free, he determined to bring them to justice. 1981, c1980

SUBJECTS: Mystery
Viking song.
by Jean S. MacLeod
FICTION
Rowena Marshall was in Norway to make up her mind about marrying the charming Sigmund Thune, and to meet his family. 1979, c1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

Villa of flowers.
by Mary Raymond
FICTION
Pippa Severn answers a newspaper advertisement for an Italian speaking secretary and finds herself working for a film star and his actress wife. 1985, c1976

(Linford romance library)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Village affairs.
by Miss Read
FICTION
The closing of the school forces Miss Read into an agonizing decision. 1980, c1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

Village centenary.
by Miss Read
FICTION
Plans for the centenary of the Fairacre school, which admitted its first pupil in 1880, involve not only its self-sufficient headmistress but all the villagers, young, old, present, and past. 1982, c1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

Village school.
by Miss Read
FICTION
The headmistress of a two-room school in the small English village of Fairacre describes the events of her year with perception, humor, and charity. 1976

SUBJECTS: Romance

Village diary.

The Virginian: A Horseman of the Plains.
by Owen Wister
FICTION
The headmistress of a school in a small English village relates developments in her life in rural England, especially the arrival of a retired male teacher and the villagers' hope for a romance. 1977, c1957

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Vines of Yarrabee.
by Dorothy Eden
FICTION
An Australian plantation owner brings an aristocratic Englishwoman back as his wife. 1980, c1968

SUBJECTS: Romance

A Violation.
by Charlotte Lamb
FICTION
Clare has it all—a glamorous advertising job in London and a handsome boyfriend. Ironically, fate intervenes with a nightmare—a senseless rape that traumatizes Clare and the people closest to her. Some descriptions of sex. 1987, c1983

SUBJECTS: General

Violent maverick.
by Walt Coburn
FICTION
A Western about a cowboy who discovers that his new ranch is located between the territory of a feared bandito and the outlaw's most bitter enemy. 1985, c1956

SUBJECTS: Western

Violetta.
by Anne Duffield
FICTION
A holiday for an American girl leads to the offer of an exotic future. 1972, c1960

SUBJECTS: Romance
FICTION
Known as the Virginian, the handsome, rough Wyoming cowboy finally convinces Molly, the New England schoolteacher, that violence is sometimes necessary to bring law and order to the frontier community. 1929
Recorded

A Visit to Marchmont.
by Frances Turk
FICTION
Returning home to Ireland, Diarmid discovered he is badly needed. 1977

Vittoria Cottage.
by Dorothy Emily Stevenson
FICTION
A stranger plays havoc with Caroline's peaceful life. 1977, c1949

The Vivero letter.
by Desmond Bagley
FICTION
A brother's murder changes an uneventful life. 1976, c1968

A Voice in the darkness.
by Margaret James
FICTION
A story of strange disappearances, insanity, and communication with the dead during the late 1800's. 1979

A Voice of the crab.
by Charlotte Jay
FICTION
On a remote tropical island in Papua-New Guinea, tension in the spreading atmosphere of doom and disaster exaggerates their differences which are finally overwhelmed in a horrifying confrontation with the bizarre native cult. 1975, c1974

The Voice of the dolls.
by Dorothy Eden
FICTION
Sarah was glad to become Jennie's governess for the winter. Sarah was first lured into the Foster household when she heard the little girl mimicking the voices of her dolls. 1977, c1950

Voices in summer.
by Rosamunde Pilcher
FICTION
Laura, married to Alec, an older divorce, feels alienated from the people and events of her husband's past, especially his daughter and longtime friends. 1984

Voices on the wind.
by Evelyn Anthony
FICTION
Katharine Alfurd, a widow living in a Sussex village, is approached by Paul Roulier to help look for Nazi war criminals. 1985

A Vote for love.
by Arlene Hale
FICTION
Sharon, a successful photographer, must choose between the two men in her life. 1981, c1977

SUBJECTS: Western

SUBJECTS: Mystery

SUBJECTS: General

SUBJECTS: Romance

SUBJECTS: Romance

SUBJECTS: General

SUBJECTS: Romance

SUBJECTS: General

SUBJECTS: Romance
Voyage of the Secret Duchess.
by Florence Hurd
FICTION
It had begun as a voyage of adventure - a trip to exotic China and the South Pacific aboard the sailing ship THE SECRET DUCHESS. But for beautiful Charlotte Hayworth it soon became an excursion into horror. 1987, c1975

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Wabash factor.
by E.V. Cunningham
FICTION
Investigating the deaths of two presidential candidates - one American, one Israeli - in New York restaurants, Harry Golding and his wife Fran uncover a series of seemingly unrelated murders. 1986

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Waco rides in.
by John Thomas Edson
FICTION
A Texan serves as an Arizona Ranger, with cold courage and a lightning draw. 1977, c1969

SUBJECTS: Western

Waco's debt.
by John Thomas Edson
FICTION
Waco swore to hunt down the killer of Sam Catlan and his sons. 1978, c1968

SUBJECTS: Western

A Wager for love.
by Caroline Courtney
FICTION
A rake marries on a bet and loses his heart. 1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

Wagons to Backsight.
by John Thomas Edson

FICTION
Dusty Fog and his companions rescue a wagon train. 1979

SUBJECTS: Western

Wait for tomorrow.
by Denise Robins
FICTION
After Charlotte discovers hidden letters behind a broken mirror, she is faced with a past which threatens everything she holds dear. 1983, c1967

SUBJECTS: Romance

Wait for what will come.
by Barbara Michaels
FICTION
To a huge, spooky house on the Cornish coast comes a young American woman, the last survivor of the Tregellas family, and the inheritor not only of the property but of what appears to be a frightful family curse. 1979, c1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Waiting game.
by Elizabeth Cadell
FICTION
Laura Mirren, a widow in the English hamlet of Downpass, reconciles herself to the return of an old love, James Hargreaves, who jilted her twenty years before. 1986

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Waiting sands.
by Susan Howatch
FICTION
Rachel Lord senses impending disaster at a birthday celebration at Roshven. The setting is perfect for the dark, handsome Daniel Carey, who both attracts and frightens her. 1977, c1966

SUBJECTS: Romance

Walk into the wind.
by Jane Arbor
FICTION
Craig told Adair ‘if you’ve a head full of starry-eyed notions about the “romance” of the desert, you need, disillusioning on that’. But Adair was not going to accept defeat as easily as that! 1985

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Walking drum.
by Louis L’Amour
FICTION
In 12th-century Brittany, young Mathurin Kerbouchard, escaping from the evil baron who has plundered the estate, is forced into galley slavery. 1984

SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

Walk gently this good Earth.
by Margaret Craven
FICTION
Old-fashioned saga of the rugged independent Westcott family and the simplicity of their lives in the wilds of the Pacific Northwest to their ranching days on Montana from before World War II up to the 1970s. 1978, c1977

SUBJECTS: General

Walk in the Paradise Garden.
by Anne Maybury
FICTION
A woman follows the man she is thinking of marrying to a Greek island. Once there, she is attracted to a writer whose sister has died in a mysterious accident. 1983, c1972

SUBJECTS: General
Wanderer of the wasteland.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
In a saloon brawl, Adam Larey had shot and killed his brother; now he had to run. 1986, c1922

SUBJECTS: Western

Wanderlust.
by Danielle Steel
FICTION
From a wrenching reunion with Charles to a war zone in North Africa, Audrey's will to live makes her a survivor. 1987, c1986

(G.K. Hall large print book series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Wanton.
by Rosemary Rogers
FICTION
Fresh from a Boston finishing school, Trista alternately loves and despises the macho man who most stirs her passions. Some violence, strong language and explicit descriptions of sex. 1986, c1985

(G.K. Hall)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The War bride.
by Heinz G. Konsalik
FICTION
Medical student Helmut Wegener lies mortally wounded in a Russian field hospital. Recently married by proxy, he has never seen his bride. He makes his friend, Peter Haslick, promise to take over his identity. 1983

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: General

War brides.
by Lois Battle
FICTION
Three Australian war brides arrive in post-World War II America to rejoin their husbands, whom they barely know. Some strong language. 1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

War chief.
by Donald Clayton Porter
FICTION
A continuation of the story of Renno, a man born white but raised as an Indian, who blazed a trail of hard-won peace and legendary valor. 1983, c1980

(The White Indian series; bk. 3)
SUBJECTS: General

War in Val d'Orcia.
by Iris Origo
D763.I82O746 1984b
This is the story of civilians caught in the middle of war. In 1943 with Mussolini stripped of his power, the new Italian government signed an armistice with the Allies. 1984

SUBJECTS: World War II

War on the Cimarron.
by Luke Short
FICTION
Frank takes on the Army, the Indians and an outfit of killers. 1977, c1940

SUBJECTS: Western

War party.
by Max Brand
FICTION
Unable to face the tortures of a warrior's initiation, Rusty Sabin, who is white, is branded a coward by his adopted Cheyenne tribe. Rusty sets out on a dangerous trail to vindicate himself. 1986, c1934

SUBJECTS: Western

The War wagon.
by Clair Huffaker
FICTION
The War Wagon promised a fortune in gold to any man brave enough or fool enough to ambush the famous stagecoach. 1984
SUBJECTS: Western

Warpath.
by Mike Anderson
FICTION
Warpath is the story of four people whose lives have been battered by the savagery of the West. In the cauldron of an Indian war, these four are thrown together. 1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: Western

Warrior Creek.
by L. P. Holmes
FICTION
A range war looms between the Long Seven and Slash 88 over the Latter ranch’s brutal treatment of a local Indian tribe. Hugh Cormack, foreman at the Long Seven, learns that his rival wants to appropriate Indian land. 1978, c1960

SUBJECTS: Western

The Warrior’s path.
by Louis L’Amour
FICTION
The Sacketts are strong men who seek peace in the savage wilderness, but that peace is challenged when rival Indian tribes threaten war, and ruthless white men, hoping to exploit the tensions, kidnap a settler’s beautiful daughter. 1981

SUBJECTS: Western

Warwyck’s choice.
by Rosalind Laker
FICTION
In 1884, Nicolette Radcliffe and Tom Warwyck, both young heirs from noble English families, fall desperately in love. But their love is thwarted by a bitter rivalry that stands to rock their ancestral ties. 1983, c1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

Warwyck’s woman.
by Rosalind Laker

FICTION
Daniel Warwyck bought himself a wife. After many months of this marriage of convenience, he realized that he’d received more than he’d bargained for. 1983, c1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

Washington!
by Dana Fuller Ross
FICTION
At the close of the Civil War, wounded hero Toby Hall rides west to claim a homestead on the vast timberlands of Washington. Awaiting him are shrewd, ruthless profiteers and two beautiful women. 1983, c1982

(Wagons West; v.9)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Waste remains.
by Judith Cook
FICTION
The body of a young journalist is found on a Suffolk beach, close to land owned by the Ministry of Defence. 1985, c1984

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Watch for me on the mountain.
by Forrest Carter
FICTION
Novelized life of Geronimo, the great Apache chief, based on Indian oral history. The author is storyteller in council to the Cherokee Nations. Some strong language. Some explicit descriptions of sex. 1982, c1978

SUBJECTS: Western

Watch the wall, my darling.
by Jane Aiken Hodge
FICTION
When a young American girl visits her English grandfather, she discovers that her cousin Ross is a smuggler and secret agent in danger from both Napoleon and the British. She becomes engaged to Ross to please her grandfather. 1974, c1966

(ULverscroft large print)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Water war.
  by Marc Alexander
  FICTION
  After a long drought and a strategic dam built by Boss King, Lee and Ethan Royle can only watch as their cattle die and King's thrive. Only a single spark was needed to set off the water war. 1983, c1966

SUBJECTS: Western

The Watersplash.
  by Patricia Wentworth
  FICTION
  A tranquil village explodes with passion. 1976

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Watson's apology.
  by Beryl Bainbridge
  FICTION
  This is the story of the destructive twenty-year union of a scholarly British cleric and his dour, desperately unhappy wife. Some strong language, violence, and descriptions of sex. 1986, c1984

Waxwork.
  by Peter Lovesey
  FICTION
  In the 1880's, Detective Sgt. Cribb of Scotland Yard methodically investigates the case of a proper Victorian lady who has admitted to poisoning her photographer husband's assistant because she was being blackmailed. 1978

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Way of the lawless.
  by Max Brand
  FICTION
  In just a few hours, a quiet young blacksmith becomes the most hunted outlaw on the range. He is pursued by a famous deputy marshal from whom no one had ever escaped. 1979

SUBJECTS: Western

  by Martin Bell
  FICTION
  Includes stories, songs, and poems based on Christian parables. 1984, c1970

SUBJECTS: Religion

The Way to dusty death.
  by Alistair MacLean
  FICTION
  A race driver fights to uncover the plot behind multiple murders. 1973

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Way to paradise.
  by Frances Stephens
  FICTION
  Joanne had lived in the shadow of a scandal about her dead father. She fell in love but was betrayed. 1987, c1974

SUBJECTS: General

The Way we used to be.
  by Jan Tempest
  FICTION
  Leonie marries a vet and her mother's continual "help" and financial assistance causes it trouble. 1985, c1965

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Way west.
  by A. B. Guthrie
  FICTION
  Tale of the men and women who made the westward trek. "On to Oregon" was the cry of the pioneer wagon trains on the Oregon Trail in the 1840s. 1985

SUBJECTS: Western

A Wayside tavern.
  by Norah Lofts
FICTION

Historical novel pursues the family fortunes of the descendants of Paulus, a Roman centurian, stationed in Britain and former slave Gilda. 1982, c1980

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

The Wayward Jilt.
by Margaret Stewart Taylor
FICTION
A young widow reads a play, "The Wayward Jilt", which a friend may produce and recognizes herself as the leading female character. 1980, c1974

(A Seymour book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

We didn't have much, but we sure had plenty.
by Sherry Thomas
HQ1320.T56 1982
From her own experience as the owner and operator of a sheep ranch, the author became curious about the lives of other country women, especially those older than herself. 1982

SUBJECTS: Biography

We have all gone away.
by Curtis Harnack
FICTION
The story of a youth spent without feat during the Great Depression by a writer who was born one of seven in the Iowa farmhouse handbuilt by his grandfather. 1973

SUBJECTS: General

We have always lived in the castle.
by Shirley Jackson
FICTION
A frightening story narrated by a childlike girl of 18, who lives with her senile uncle and older sister Constance, who was acquitted of the poisoning of the rest of the family. 1968, c1962

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Weary range.
by Luke Short
FICTION
A man suspected of cattle rustling tries to clear his name. 1972

SUBJECTS: Western

A Weasel in my meatsafe.
by Phil Drabble
QL751.D7 1980
As an only child and living on the edge of the industrial Black Country, the author spent his childhood wandering over the spoilbanks of worked-out coal-mines, seeking bird nests, and catching butterflies. 1980, c1977

SUBJECTS: Biography

Web of silk.
by Yvonne Whittal
FICTION
Carl Ziegler and Morgan Field were very attracted to each other but Carl was emphatic that the last thing he wanted was a commitment. 1985, c1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

Wedding at Blue River.
by Dorothy Quentin
FICTION
After Jane Lesley agrees to marry Australian Steve Forrest, she begins to have doubts which eventually are replaced by confusion and bewilderment. 1980, c1968

SUBJECTS: Romance

Wedding of the year.
by Anne Weale
FICTION
Savanna was a beautiful, successful model and her forth-coming marriage to Jago Kindersley, the wildly attractive millionaire, was certainly going to be the wedding of the year. 1984, c1982
SUBJECTS: Romance

Wednesday the rabbi got wet.
by Harry Kemelman
FICTION
In a small New England town, Rabbi David Small becomes involved in the mysterious death of an old man with many enemies and the predicament of a young druggist facing a murder rap. Some strong language. 1976

SUBJECTS: Mystery

A Weekend in the garden.
by Lucilla Andrews
FICTION
This story of one hot, hectic weekend in the hospital puts staff, patients, visitors—and love—under a microscope. 1982, c1981

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Weep no more, my lady.
by Mickey Deans
ML420.G253D4 1972b
Judy Garland’s last husband remembers the life, the legends, and the mystique of this popular entertainer. 1972

SUBJECTS: Biography

Wendy Craie’s Nanny.
by Jean Bowden
FICTION
When Barbara Gray steps out of a divorce court and into a world emerging from the ruins of the First World War, she has no money, and no job; just a lot of determination and an overwhelming love of children. 1982, c1981

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: General

Were I a stranger.
by Mary Craig
FICTION
Sydney had to move fast to prove that she hadn’t killed her husband. 1979, c1978

SUBJECTS: Western

West of Omaha.
by Les Wayne
FICTION
Clee Lodestone came back to marry his girl Lila but, before they could settle down, he had to head a big cattle drive to save his foster-father’s spread. 1982, c1981

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Western

West of the hill.
by Gladys Hasty Car
FICTION
Young Molly, raised among the fishing folk, has a chance to move “West of the Hill” when she marries farmer Brad Hartwell. 1982, c1946

SUBJECTS: General

West of the Pecos.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
At the end of the Civil War Lambeth Templeton returns from service in the Confederate Army to find his east Texas plantation in ruins. He decides to seek a new fortune in the vast and unknown western rangelands. 1978

SUBJECTS: Western

West of the rimrock.
by Wayne D. Overholser
FICTION
Murdo Morgan had been just a boy when he
helped his father bury his brothers, but sixteen years later he wanted revenge. 1983

SUBJECTS: Western

West with the night.
by Beryl Markham
DT365.75.M3M3 1986
Beryl Markham, the first person to fly the Atlantic solo from east to west, grew up on a farm in East Africa and invented big-game hunting by air. 1985, c1984

SUBJECTS: Biography

Western man.
by Janet Dailey
FICTION
Now a mature young woman and wise to Ridge Halliday's games, Sharon has conquered her infatuation. Or has she? 1984, c1983

SUBJECTS: Romance

Western Union.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
This historical novel depicts the hardships and adventures involved in the establishment of telegraph communication in the West. 1982, c1939

SUBJECTS: Western

The Westerner.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
A spoiled Eastern girl who needs help in Reno turns to Phil Cameron, a lanky cowboy who is soft-spoken but hard as nails. 1980, c1977

SUBJECTS: Western

Westward the tide.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
An urgently whispered message in an empty stable warns Matt to steer clear of the wagon train heading for the rich pasture of the Big Horns where the gold was. 1977

SUBJECTS: Western

Westward the women : an anthology of western stories by women.
FICTION
Twelve stories spanning 80 years of women's writing about the West. Tales range from Willa Cather's early frontier classic "On the Divide" to the haunting "Yellow Woman" by contemporary American Indian writer Leslie Silko. 1984

SUBJECTS: Western

What my heart wants to tell.
by Verna Mae Slone
F457.K55587 1979b
Vignettes of the author's forebears and ingenuous remembrances of her childhood in turn-of-the-century Appalachia. The loving account is a tribute to her father, a diminutive man of large stature. 1979

SUBJECTS: Western

What then is love.
by Emilie Baker Loring
FICTION
Patricia Langston lives with her doting father, a respected judge and wealthy widower. When he is accused of taking a bribe, Pat vows to clear his name. 1977, c1956

SUBJECTS: Mystery

What's bred in the bone.
by Robertson Davies
FICTION
Francis Cornish endures a lonely childhood, becomes a respected art appraiser and collector, and eventually is drawn into art forgery during World War II. Strong language and descriptions of sex. 1987, c1985

(G.K. Hall large print book series)
SUBJECTS: General

The Wheel turns.
by Elizabeth Lemarchand

FICTION

Scotland Yard's Chief-Superintendent Tom Pollard and sidekick Gregory Toye are called on to solve the death of Laura, who is the illegitimate half-sister of wealthy widower Basil Railsdon. 1985

When a woman doctor loves.
by Ursula Bloom

FICTION

This is a story of tangled romantic situations and of a woman who falls in love with two men. 1983, c1969

When all you've wanted isn't enough.
by Harold S. Kushner

BD435.K874 1987

This is a book about how to love and to give love, and how to live a life that truly matters to oneself and others. 1987

When birds do sing.
by Flora Kidd

FICTION

Lindsay develops problems of her own when she returns to help her mother. 1976, c1970

When eight bells toll.
by Alistair MacLean

FICTION

High adventure off the coast of Scotland involving a British Secret Service agent and a gang of clever hi-jackers. 1973, c1966

When in Greece.
by Emma Lathen

A novel about the Sloan Guaranty Trust, a thirty-million dollar hydroelectric project in the mountains of Greece, and a military camp. 1972, c1969

SUBJECTS: Mystery

When love awaits.
by Johanna Lindsey

FICTION

Beautiful Lady Leonie's world is shattered when the infamous Lord Ralfe of Crewel lays claim to her lands—and to her exquisite body as well. 1987, c1986

SUBJECTS: Romance

When love returns.
by Arlene Hale

FICTION

In this romance, a young woman is challenged by running a real estate business until she meets a new man and has her life complicated by the return of an old flame. 1977, c1970

SUBJECTS: Romance

When the enemy is tired.
by Russell Braddon

FICTION

A soldier tries to resist brainwashing by the Chinese Communists. 1969

SUBJECTS: General

Where eagles dare.
by Alistair MacLean

FICTION

The harrowing exploits of double and triple agents during World War II, as they infiltrate Gestapo headquarters in a snowbound castle in the Alps. 1969, c1967

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

Where He leads.
by Dale Evans Rogers
A vivid and moving account of the popular author's spiritual journey from Europe to the Holy Land. 1975, c1974

SUBJECTS: Biography

Where mountains wait.
by Fran Wilson
FICTION
Hensley Travis has a good job, a nice apartment, and a wonderful man in her life. But when her brother dies, she gives it all up and moves to Montana to work for her brother's friend. 1981, c1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

Where pigeons go to die.
by R. Wright Campbell
FICTION
Portrayal of the relationship uniting a ten-year-old boy, his beloved grandfather, and the gallant racing pigeon fighting its way home to them against all odds. Includes the habits of homing pigeons. 1979

SUBJECTS: General

Where the heart is.
by Arlene Hale
FICTION
Sondra returns to claim her inheritance despite the unanswered questions. 1977, c1974

SUBJECTS: Romance

Where the long grass blows.
by Louis L'Amour
FICTION
The owner of a splendid Appaloosa gelding, a fine California saddle of hand-tooled leather, a .44 Winchester rifle and two .44 colts, Bill Canavan decides he wants a well-watered ranch in good stock country. 1978

SUBJECTS: Western

Where there's a will.

by Rex Stout
FICTION
When Noel Hawthorne dies not one but two widows surface. 1982, c1940

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Where two ways met.
by Grace Livingston Hill
FICTION
A returned veteran must make a dramatic decision if he is to know true love. 1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

While Reagan slept.
by Art Buchwald
PS3503.U1828W48 1984
A collection of Buchwald's columns which include observations on topics ranging from jelly beans to the MX missile. 1984, c1983

SUBJECTS: Humor

While you're here, doctor....
by Robert Russell
FICTION
This story entertains us with the predicaments and problems of Steven's own family life as well as of his patients and partners. 1987, c1985

SUBJECTS: General

The Whip.
by Luke Short
FICTION
Will Gannon takes on the job of division superintendent for the Midland Stage Company to put the stage service into decent working order. Maydet, former agent, and his men are determined to hold on to their power. 1980

SUBJECTS: Western

The Whip.
by Catherine Cookson
FICTION
Emma is the orphaned daughter of an English farm girl and a wandering Spanish...
carnival performer. She becomes a fiery woman skilled at performing with whips—her father's only legacy. Strong language. 1984, c1983

(The Whip hand.)
by Victor Canning
FICTION
A private detective follows a beautiful German girl into danger. 1977

SUBJECTS: Mystery

 Whisper in the dark.
by Anne Maybury
FICTION
After her husband's death, fear became Olivia's constant companion as she fought for her life. 1983, c1961

SUBJECTS: Romance

 Whisper my name.
by Fer., Michaels
FICTION
Samantha and Christian get into a lovers' battle over a disputed will. 1984

SUBJECTS: Romance

 Whisper who dares.
by Terence Strong
FICTION
It is 1976 and Ulster is not a pretty place. An "AS Sabre team takes on a mission so dangerous and so daring that you will scarcely believe it. 1983, c1982

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

 Whisper wind.
by Sondra Stanford
FICTION
The dramatic story of the rekindling of a romance years after it has been violently extinguished. 1982, c1981

(Nightingale series)

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Whispering echo.
by Miriam Macgregor
FICTION
After her father died, Lynn's mother returned to her people in England. For twenty years, the Roswood homestead stood empty. When Lynn returned, the open hostility she received came as a shock. 1987, c1969

SUBJECTS: Romance

 Whispering gate.
by Mary Wibberley
FICTION
The hand of fate seemed to guide Anrea into Marco Leoni's life. Marco persuaded her to pose as his uncle's long-lost granddaughter. 1985, c1976

SUBJECTS: General

Whispering sands.
by Erle Stanley Gardner
FICTION
Several of these stories involve seasoned prospector Bob Zane, who occasionally leaves the desert but always returns for another adventure. In his quest for gold he shoots kidnappers, claim-jumpers, and mining-payroll thieves. 1982, c1981

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

Whistle for the crows.
by Dorothy Eden
FICTION
To Cathleen, ghosting the history of a poverty-stricken Irish family at Loughneath Castle, the main interest seemed to lie in the private lives of the present members of the tribe. 1977, c1962

SUBJECTS: Romance

 Whistler's lane.
by Anthea Fraser
FICTION
Sophie travels to Pendlemere to care for her
injured aunt. For centuries the locale of witchcraft legends, Pendlemere is recognized by Sophie from an earlier era. 1976, c1975

SUBJECTS: Romance

A White bird flying.
by Bess Streeter Aldrich
FICTION
Laura Deal attends the University of Nebraska, dreaming of a literary career, but in the end recognizes the stronger claim of love. 1983, c1931

SUBJECTS: Romance

White Fang.
by Jack London
FICTION
A wolf-dog, rescued from danger and tamed by a kind master, redeems his brute nature by defending his master's family against an escaped convict. 1967?

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

White for danger.
by David Stevens
FICTION
Canadian explorer, Logan Adams, searches for a mirage-like city in Antarctica only to realize the lives of his companions are in great danger. 1983, c1979

SUBJECTS: General

White goats and black bees.
by Donald Grant
SS22173G7 1978
Personal reminiscences of life in rural Ireland. 1978, c1973

SUBJECTS: Biography

White heat.
by Pamela Kent
FICTION
Karin is shipwrecked on a desert island with Kent Willowy, who has little time for women in general and Kate in particular. 1983

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Romance

White horses over France.
by Robin Hanbury-Tenison
DC29.3H15W44 1987
The story of how the first Camargue horses set foot on British soil in the late summer of 1984. 1987, c1985

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

White Indian.
by Donald Clayton Porter
FICTION
Vol. 1 in the Colonization of America series, this is the story of Renno, born among white men and raised among the Seneca Indians, and Deborah, the beautiful Englishwoman who became his woman. 1983, c1979

(Recorded)
(The White Indian series ; bk. 1)
SUBJECTS: General

The White pavilion.
by Velda Johnston
FICTION
Jennifer receives an invitation to visit her aunt, who owns a small island off the coast of Florida. When her aunt is murdered, Jennifer searches for clues to the killer. 1974, c1973

(Recorded)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

White river, brown river: a record-making kayak journey down the Amazon.
by Alan Holman
GV776.3.A63H65 1987
From one of its turbulent headwaters in the Andes foothills almost 4,000 miles to its Atlantic mouth, Alan Holman encountered remote Peruvian Indian settlements. 1987, c1985

SUBJECTS: Adventure

The White robin.
by Miss Read
FICTION
This story begins with the appearance of an albino robin that enchants both children and adult villagers. National reports by a local ornithologist add to the wave of excitement. 1980, c1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

The White South.
by Hammond Innes
FICTION
A great whaling factory ship meets with disaster and 500 men face an agonising death in the frozen wastes of the Antarctic. 1971

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: General

White stallion, red mare.
by John Thomas Edson
FICTION
The white stallion and the red mare (alias Ysabel Kid and Calamity Jane) were in a tough spot. Both their weapons were lining, and the Kid's life hung in a very delicate balance. 1982, c1970

(Ulverscroft large print series: western)
SUBJECTS: Western

The White Wolf.
by Max Brand
FICTION
A dog, raised by wolves, confronts his former master. 1980, c1926

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Whiteoak brothers.
by Mazo De La Roche
FICTION
Matriarch Adeline has reached her ninety-eighth year and her grandson Renny is head of the Jalna household. The family has made an unfortunate investment in a fake gold mine. 1973, c1954

(Whiteoak chronicle)
SUBJECTS: General

Whiteoak harvest.

by Mazo De La Roche
FICTION
Renny and Alayne Whiteoak reach a marital crisis with tragic undertones. An old uncle returns to Jalna and later, young Wakefield, after a stay at a monastery, comes home. 1973, c1936

(Whiteoak chronicle)
SUBJECTS: General

Whiteoak heritage.
by Mazo De La Roche
FICTION
The fortunes of the Whiteoak family following World War I. Renny returns from the war to find Meg, his one time love, still unforgiving and Eden, his brother, involved with an older woman. 1973, c1940

(Whiteoak chronicle)
SUBJECTS: General

Whitewater.
by Bill Knox
FICTION
Into the prosperous lobster fishing base of Port MacFarlane off the Scottish west coast comes the cruiser Marlin with the traditional wedding flag flying. However, it soon becomes the signal for murder and violence. 1978

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Who am I, God?.
by Marjorie Holmes
BV4844.H64 1978
Plain-spoken, human prayers covering the joys, tragedies, and complex relationships that beset the modern female. 1978, c1971

SUBJECTS: Religion

Who goes home?.
by Elizabeth Lemarchand
FICTION
Martin Anstey is the heir to the title of Anstey's farm, where his uncle Paul has lived for years. He little imagines that he will be precipitating the discovery of a cache...
of heroin and the finding of a skeleton. 1987, c1986

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Who guards the prince?.
by Reginald Hill
FICTION
Prince Arthur is in love with the daughter of a politically powerful Irish-American family who loathe everything connected with the Brits. 1983

(Atlantic large print)
SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

Who owns America?.
by Walter J. Hickel
E855.H5 1972
A political memoir by the former Secretary of the Interior and Governor of Alaska. This is a firsthand review of his efforts to achieve a better environment. 1972, c1971

SUBJECTS: Politics

Who says so?.
by Paula Hendrich
FICTION
A girl loses her best friend, an imaginary creature, at the end of a fun-filled summer but gains a new flesh-and-blood friend who seems very familiar. 1973, c1972

SUBJECTS: General

Who will deliver us? : the present power of the death of Christ.
by Paul F. M. Zahl
BT265.2.Z33 1984
Drawing on the classic teaching of the Atonement as presented by St. Paul and other Christian thinkers, Paul Zahl unfolds its meaning for this generation. 1984

SUBJECTS: Religion

Why didn't they ask Evans?.
by Agatha Christie
FICTION
A man was found at the bottom of a cliff by a golfer looking for his ball. Still breathing but unconscious, the man suddenly opened his eyes and spoke quite distinctly, "Why didn't they ask Evans?" Seconds later he was dead! 1974, c1934

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Wicked guardian.
by Vanessa Gray
FICTION
A young girl rebels against the strict standards set by her arrogant and insufferable guardian. 1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Wicked marquis.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
Orelia is saved from the unwelcome attentions of two young men by a handsome gentleman who then claims a kiss for his services. 1983, c1973

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Wide and dark.
by Netta Muskett
FICTION
A couple with a seemingly perfect marriage lives a pretentious lie. 1981, c1954

SUBJECTS: Romance

Wide is the water.
by Jane Aiken Hodge
FICTION
Newlyweds Mercy of England and Hart Purchis of Georgia are separated before a proper honeymoon by postwar urgency. Hart sails off as a privateer, only to be interned by the British as a spy. 1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Widening gyre.
by Robert B. Parker
FICTION
As a U.S. Senate candidate, Meade Alexander's main liability isn't his politics
but his wife, Ronni. 1984, c1983

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Widow and the wastrel.
by Janet Dailey
FICTION
Elizabeth was seventeen and about to marry Jeremy when his brother Jed set off to live abroad. Now she was a widow and Jed returned. All her earlier feelings of inexperience came flooding back. 1984, c1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Widow of Windsor.
by Jean Plaidy
FICTION
After the death of Albert, Queen Victoria must meet the demands of her position alone. 1975, c1974

(The Shadows of the crown series)
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

The Widow’s cruise.
by Nicholas Blake
FICTION
Nigel Strangeways and Clare Massinger go on a summer cruise in the Grecian Isles. The curiously assorted passengers include a disturbing widow, neurotic sister, and a precocious child named Primrose. 1978, c1959

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Widow’s might.
by Rosamond Fitzroy
FICTION
Mrs. Hannah Cross attempts to bring a Cultural Centre to the rural County of Mallamshire. 1982, c1980

SUBJECTS: Western

Wild freedom.
by Max Brand
FICTION
Tom Parks is a boy when his father dies on their mountain journey, leaving him alone in the wilderness. He manages to survive, but, he shuns any contact with people. 1982, c1981

SUBJECTS: Western
Wild Horse Mesa.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
Horse-wrangler Chane Weymer heads for the rugged canyons of Utah to find Panquitch, a beautiful wild stallion. He runs into Bent Mannerube, who captures and sells wild horses but brutally abuses them. 1981, c1929
SUBJECTS: Western

The Wild hunt of Hagworthy.
by Penelope Lively
FICTION
Rumour says that the Wild Hunt has been heard again—ghost hounds and antlered horsemen—brought back by the revival of the Horn Dance. 1987, c1971
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Wild island.
by Antonia Fraser
FICTION
Jemima Shore arrives at Inverness station for a Highland holiday, but is instead plunged into the strange world of the aristocratic Beauregard family, with its tensions, jealousy, and violence. 1979
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Wild mountain thyme.
by Rosamunde Pilcher
FICTION
Victoria Bradshaw considers herself in love with a successful but caddish playwright who pops in on her life. He reappears with a two year old son and she consents to vacation with them. 1981, c1978
SUBJECTS: Romance

Wild pitch.
by A. B. Guthrie
FICTION
A cattle rancher is shot. Chick Charleston, a sheriff with no previous experience in this kind of case, is aided by his 17-year-old sidekick, an amateur detective and pitcher for the Midbury baseball team. 1973
SUBJECTS: Mystery

A Wild sweet magic.
by Suzanne Simms
FICTION
Seared by passion, shaken by the knowledge that she'd been manipulated by a master, Kit forgot all the rules, determined to win this battle for love. 1984, c1983
(Atlantic)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Wildcat's claim to fame.
by Jeff Clinton
FICTION
Redheaded, rowdy, Wildcat O'Shea was finally going to do something good—escort his favorite Western writer on a tour of Redrock. 1983
(Atlantic)
SUBJECTS: Western

Wildcat's revenge.
by Jeff Clinton
FICTION
Wildcat O'Shea was big, redheaded, playful and known as the scourge of Redrock, Texas. 1983
SUBJECTS: Western

Wildcatter's woman.
by Janet Darcy
FICTION
Vanessa is successful after her divorce from her wildcatter husband, Race. Can she resist his capture again? 1982
(Nightingale)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Wildfire encounter.
by Helen Bianchin
FICTION
Because she couldn't bear to see her widowed mother turned out of the home
that meant so much to her, Sara had been forced to marry a man she knew nothing about. 1984, c1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Wilful heart.
by Lynne Col'ins
FICTION
Dominic Kilgarren and Fiona shared an inheritance of an estate but they disliked each other intensely. 1980, c1960

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Will of God.
by Leslie Dixon Weatherhead
BT96.W42 1986
To understand the will of God is to discover peace, and lose fear and confusion. This book can change your life. 1986, c1972

SUBJECTS: Religion

The Will of Magda Townsend.
by Margaret Culkin Banning
FICTION
An 80-year-old novelist examines the struggles and accomplishments of her past. As a girl she is converted to Roman Catholicism, married a charming drunk, survived a divorce, and happily remarried. 1974

SUBJECTS: Romance

Will's boy : a memoir.
by Wright Morris
PS3525.M836Wi 1981b
The author recreates his early life in the Midwest, from his motherless childhood to a memorable trip to California. 1981

SUBJECTS: Biography

Willard Scott's The joy of living.
by Willard Scott
QC858.S37A35 1983
Scott tells his story, not one of rags to riches, but a chronicle of friends and family, of lucky breaks and boners, all charged with a zest for savoring the ride. 1983, c1982

SUBJECTS: Biography

The Wind at morning.
by James Vance Marshall
FICTION
An odyssey of a round-the-world voyage based on a page from Magellan's diary. The journey began in the autumn of 1519 with 177 men and five ships. 1974, c1973

SUBJECTS: General

The Wind cannot read.
by Richard Lakin Mason
FICTION
Michael, a British airman, is sent to learn Japanese from Miss Wei, and so begins an idyllic interlude in his wartorn life. 1976

SUBJECTS: Romance

Wind on the heath.
by Naomi Ellington Jacob
FICTION
A beautiful and subtle relationship develops between Liz Tancred and Michael Anderson. However foolish and iil-judged it may seem, they are in love. 1979

SUBJECTS: Romance

Winding stair.
by Douglas C. Jones
FICTION
A story of savage violence and inflexible justice on the edge of the Southwest's last great Indian territory. A young, wide-eyed lawyer comes from St. Louis to assist the U.S. Prosecutor. Some strong language. 1981, c1979

SUBJECTS: General

Windmills of the gods.
by Sidney Sheldon
FICTION
This is the story of a woman trapped by an international conspiracy. The action races from the President's Oval office to the
shadowy dangers of Bucharest. 1987

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

Window box gardening.
by Roy Genders
SB419.G46
Everything you need to know about starting a window box garden. 1974

(Large type series)
SUBJECTS: Gardening

Window on the square.
by Phyllis A. Whitney
FICTION
Meegan Kincaid is hired as a companion to moody nine-year-old Jeremy. Meegan discovers that Jeremy is supposed to have shot his father and that his mother married the dead husband's brother. 1978, c1962

SUBJECTS: Mystery

A Window over the sink.
by Peg Bracken
TX140.B7A38 1981b
With wit, affection and humor, Peg Bracken recalls a time when a five cent candy bar was a fistful and sex was not a spectator sport. 1981

SUBJECTS: Biography

Winds of evil.
by Arthur William Upfield
FICTION
Two stranglings almost go unsolved. 1977, c1937

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Winds of love.
by Agnes Sligh Turnbull
FICTION
Katherine Davenport's happiness and security are shattered when her husband David falls in love with his secretary and asks for a divorce. 1982, c1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

Winds of morning.
by Laurie Marath
FICTION
Though Jennifer and Steven fight their attraction for each other, tragedy brings them together. 1982, c1981

(Second chance at love)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Winds of summer.
by Arlene Hale
FICTION
Sociology teacher Fleur Lansing learns that her sister has become seriously involved with an older man known for his unsavory reputation. She returns home to her family in Gold Rush City, a thriving Wild West tourist attraction. 1980, c1976

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Wine of astonishment.
by Rachel MacKenzie
FICTION
When their dominating mother dies, Martha and Esther find their lives taking on new meaning. One falls in love with a married man and the other with their bachelor pastor. 1974

SUBJECTS: Romance

Wings above the Diamantina.
by Arthur William Upfield
FICTION
Inspector Napoleon Bonaparte turns to the unearthly powers of an ancient tribal Chieftain and seer to outwit a conspiracy and save a life. 1977, c1936

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Winds of love.
by Barbara Cartland
FICTION
Lord Ravenscar has in his hands the life of a man with whom Amanda is deeply in love—and the only way to save her lover's life is to accept the man she loathes. 1982,
c1962

SUBJECTS: Regency Romance

Wings of the Falcon.
by Barbara Michaels
FICTION
After the death of her father, Francesca travels to Italy to join the aristocratic Italian family of her long-dead mother. There she unravels the identity of the Falcon and finds romance. 1982, c1977

SUBJECTS: Romance

Winners: a love story.
by Donna Ball
FICTION
Two singles skaters, Tamara Moore and Lee Ogder, are both training for the U.S. Divisional Championships when their coach urges them to switch over to pairs competition. Some strong language. 1985, c1982

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Whaling of Barbara Worth.
by Harold Bell Wright
FICTION
A western romance in which the marriage of the adopted daughter of the leading citizen of a Colorado River town is threatened by the mystery of her birth. 1983, c1911

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Winnowing winds.
by Ann Marlowe
FICTION
Deirdre takes a job teaching in an alpine resort, in order to forget the tragic deaths of her father and brother. 1981, c1977

(Ulverscroft large print series.)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Winter and rough weather.
by Dorothy Emily Stevenson
FICTION

A warm story of the Scottish border. 1973, c1951

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Romance

Winter drift.
by Carter Travis Young
FICTION
David Garrison rescued a girl from a wagon train destroyed by Comanches eight years ago. Now he learns that rancher Virgil Pryor considers her his personal property. 1982, c1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

Winter grass.
by Richard Shaw Wheeler
FICTION
In the 1880's Montana cattle rancher Quin Putnam is one of the first to fence in grassland with barbed wire which results in a war with his neighbors. 1984, c1983

SUBJECTS: General

Winter in the blood.
by James Welch
FICTION
Earthy account of a young Indian's identity crisis brought on by the deaths of his father and his brother. Lyrically captures the empty world of the reservation in Montana. Strong language and explicit descriptions of sex. 1975

SUBJECTS: General

Winter in Thrush Green.
by Miss Read
FICTION
The Christmas season in an English village is captured in this novel about the lives of the town's inhabitants. 1976

SUBJECTS: Romance

Winter kill.
by C. William Harrison
FICTION
When Van Cleve went after Emmett Clelling in a snowstorm, it looked like Clelling didn’t have a chance. That’s what he wanted Van Cleve to think! 1984, c1968

(The Atlantic large print series)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Winter people.
by Phyllis A. Whitney
FICTION
A man who is inspired by a woman's blonde beauty resumes his career as an artist, but she discovers at the family estate that he is haunted by the evil past of the house and is strangely possessed by his twin sister. 1980, c1969

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Wintersbride.
by Sara Seale
FICTION
A successful surgeon unexpectedly marries again. 1974, c1961

SUBJECTS: Romance

Winterwood.
by Dorothy Eden
FICTION
Hired as a companion for the invalid daughter of the wealthy Meryons, Lavinia thinks she has found a sanctuary at the English estate. But there is a struggle for Lady Tameson's fortune and threats on Lavinia's life. 1978, c1967

SUBJECTS: Romance

Wipe away the tears.
by Patricia Lake
FICTION
Jassey's stepfather was trying to persuade her to marry Rene Moreau. But then she met and fell in love with Max Bellmer. 1984, c1982

(Harlequin)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Wisdom of Father Brown.
by Gilbert Keith Chesterton
FICTION
Twelve entertaining stories take amateur detective Father Brown from London to Italy and France. He gets involved with bandits, treason, murder, and an American crime-detection machine. 1978

(Lythway classics of crime and detection)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Wisdom of love.
by Clare Breton-Smith
FICTION
Norma had come to the farmhouse overlooking the African valley as a bewildered, unhappy child and its beauty had comforted her, just as Leonard's calm love had helped to soothe away her grief. 1979, c1961

SUBJECTS: Romance

A Witchdance in Bavaria.
by Robert MacLeod
FICTION
Jonathan Gaunt finds himself caught in a trap created for another man. 1977, c1975

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Witching hour.
by Sara Craven
FICTION
Morgana and her mother are forced to give up their home. When distant cousin Lyle Pentreath inherits it, things get even worse. 1984, c1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

With a delicate air.
by Pearl S. Buck
FICTION
Stories demonstrating the author's perceptive understanding of the Eastern people. 1961

SUBJECTS: General

With a merry heart.
by Janet Gillespie
BX9225.G49A34 1977
Chronicles a happier time when the author
was growing into adulthood in the peaceful
era of the Model T, the yellow ice wagon,
and trolley cars. 1977, c1976

SUBJECTS: Biography

With love from Dr. Lucien.
by Pauline Ash
FICTION
To the Bollington family there was only one
possible career—medicine. But Christine, the
baby of the family hated the thought of
nursing. 1987, c1966

SUBJECTS: Romance

With open hands.
by Henri J. M. Nouwen
BV210.2.N68 1984
A deeply spiritual book on prayer that grew
out of the question "What is it that I find in
prayer?" 1984, c1972

SUBJECTS: Religion

With the wind to the West.
by Jurgen Petschell
DD261.2.P7413 1984
The story of the unbelievable balloon flight
of two East German families from behind
the Iron Curtain to freedom. 1984, c1981

SUBJECTS: Biography

With this ring.
by Emilie Baker Loring
FICTION
A man from the past complicates Cynthia's
new found love. 1977, c1959

(An Emilie Loring romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

With this ring.
by Leona Blair
FICTION
A beautiful Philadelphia debutante is
passionately in love with the handsome
young banker she marries, but Wall Street is
his passion. Some strong language and some
descriptions of sex. 1984

SUBJECTS: General

Witness at large.
by Mignon Good Eberhart
FICTION
Murder comes to Sahib's private island.
1978, c1966

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Wizard's daughter.
by Barbara Michaels
FICTION
In Victorian England, lovely but destitute
Marianne Ransom accepts an invitation to
visit the stately home of Honoria, dowager
e of Devenbrook. Honoria swears that
Marianne is the daughter of the famous
psychic David Holmes. 1981, c1980

SUBJECTS: Romance

Wobble to death.
by Peter Lovesey
FICTION
The sudden death of a leading contestant in
a 6-day free-style walking or "wobble" race in
Victorian London brings Sergeant Cripp and
Constable Thackeray of the newly formed
detective branch to the scene. 1977

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Wolf streak.
by Richard Brister
FICTION
Lane Mcrill came back to Mobeetic Basin
to claim the share of the ranch his
half-brother cheated him out of. When lured
into a trap, his own guns were ready. 1982,
c1958

(Atlantic)
SUBJECTS: Western

The Wolf tracker and other stories.
by Zane Grey
FICTION
The author of many westerns explores the strange emotional attachment between the hunter and his prey. Hunters track oxen in the frozen plains of Canada, hunt lions in western mountains, and go whaling in Australia. 1984
SUBJECTS: General

The Woman at the well.
by Dale Evans Rogers
BR1725.R63A33 1973
Well-known entertainer and television star uses a passage from the Gospel of John for this study of her own confusion, tragedy, enlightenment, and lasting faith. 1973, c1970
SUBJECTS: Biography

The Woman doctor.
by Ursula Bloom
FICTION
Anna had problems as a woman doctor when such a career was not usual. 1979
SUBJECTS: Romance

A Woman of independent means.
by Elizabeth Forsythe Hailey
FICTION
Portrait of a twentieth-century Texas-bred lady drawn from the letters she wrote from childhood to old age. Luxury, travel, tragedy, and love touch the life of this outspoken woman. 1979
SUBJECTS: General

Woman on the roof.
by Mignon Good Eberhart
FICTION
Young Sue marries Marcus after his first wife is killed by a mysterious fall from their luxurious penthouse terrace. Then Marcus dies the same way, and Sue comes to realize she is the next victim. 1978, c1967
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Woman said yes.
by Jessamyn West
PS3545.E8315Z518 1976
Jessamyn West's account of a young woman declared beyond hope because of tuberculosis and of a mature woman whose beloved sister is ill with cancer. 1976
SUBJECTS: Biography

A Woman's place : an anthology of short stories.
by L. M. Schulman
FICTION
A collection of 10 short stories by well-known women authors each revealing a different aspect of woman's effort to define herself. 1974
SUBJECTS: Short stories

Women in white.
by Frank Gill Slaughter
FICTION
A revealing picture of a vast metropolitan hospital, the life-and-death dramas, and the complex lives of the powerful people who run it. Explicit descriptions of sex. 1986, c1974
SUBJECTS: General

Women of courage.
by Margaret Truman
CT3260.T79 1978
Brief biographies emphasizing the courage of 12 women both famous and little-known in United States history. 1978, c1976
SUBJECTS: Biography
**Women who seek.**
by Denise Robins
FICTION
After two rocky relationships, along comes the temperamental Nicolas, and Eve fell in love for the last time, but her love walks hand in hand with tragedy. 1982

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

**The Wonder of Comfort.**
by Phyllis Hobe
BV4905.2.W66 1986
Through her inspiring selections of prose and poetry, Phyllis Hobe takes the reader on a spiritual journey from need to fulfillment. 1986

SUBJECTS: Religion

**Woof!**
by Allan Ahlberg
FICTION
When Eric turns into a dog—the adventures he has with his best friend, and their joint efforts to puzzle out the reason for his transformation—makes a very funny and entirely believable book. 1987, c1986

SUBJECTS: General

**Words of Certitude.**
by Pope John Paul II
BX2185.J6413 1984
An inspiring collection of insights from the sermons, talks, articles, and books on Pope John Paul II. 1984

SUBJECTS: Religion

**Words to love by.**
by Mother Teresa
BX2182.2.T398 1984
In her own words, Mother Teresa offers the simple basis of her spirituality. 1984, c1983

SUBJECTS: Religion

**A World Beyond.**
by Ruth Montgomery
BF1311.F8M58 1972
The author tells of her contacts with famous people in the "world beyond," such as John F. Kennedy, Robert Kennedy, Karl Marx, Marilyn Monroe, and George Washington. 1972, c1971

SUBJECTS: Biography

**A World of Profit.**
by Louis Auchincloss
FICTION
The Shallcross family leads a comfortable existence, cushioned by an old family name, a solid bank account, and a venerable homestead. Then Judge Shallcross sells the family estate. 1968

SUBJECTS: General

**The World's my University.**
by Jim Ingram
G464.I55 1977
Poverty, loneliness, an unhappy home, and a defective hop seem to limit a boy's prospects. But Jim Ingram never allowed them to stop him from achieving his goals. 1977, c1965

SUBJECTS: Biography

**The Wreck of the Mary Deare.**
by Hammond Innes
FICTION
A war-scarred freighter, apparently unmanned, mysteriously appears in the English Channel. Investigation unfolds a stormy tale of conspiracy, murder, and heroism. 1969, c1956

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

**Wreckers Must Breathe.**
by Hammond Innes
FICTION
A story of espionage, violence, and the claustrophobic stress of life under the sea. 1940

(Ulverscroft large print series)
SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage
**Wuthering heights.**
by Emily Jane Bronte
FICTION
This is about Heathcliff, a foundling raised in the Earnshaw home who passionately loves Catherine and dedicates his life to the realization of that love and revenge on those who oppose him. 196?

SUBJECTS: General

**Wyatt’s hurricane.**
by Desmond Bagley
FICTION
A scientist flies into the eye of a hurricane to make observations, but the naval base on a Caribbean island discounts his storm warnings, as does the island’s dictator. 1972, c1966

SUBJECTS: General

**The Wycherly woman.**
by Ross Macdonald
FICTION
Set in the San Francisco Bay area, this novel is another of the author’s continuing stories of the fascinating and changing society of his native state of California. Explicit descriptions of sex. Strong language. 1984

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**Wychwood.**
by Nicole St. John
FICTION
Two American sisters must solve an ancestral mystery. 1979, c1976

SUBJECTS: General

**Wycliffe and the four jacks.**
by William John Burley
FICTION
David Cleeve’s past is catching up with him. Warning messages are being sent to him which follow with a murder, but not his. 1987, c1985

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**Wyoming.**
by Zane Grey
FICTION
There hadn’t been any pistol-totin’ cattle rustlers in New York City but there were plenty in Wyoming, and Andrew had to learn to deal with them fast. 1980

SUBJECTS: Western

**Wyoming!**
by Dana Fuller Ross
FICTION
This third book of Wagons West series has men, women, and children depending on wagon scout Whip Holt, but two women who want him ride side by side complicate the journey to Wyoming. 1982, c1979

SUBJECTS: Western

**Yankee stranger.**
by Elswyth Thane
FICTION
A teenager falls in love with a handsome young Northerner who has come to Williamsburg as a correspondent. Her grandmother aids and abets the lovers during the difficult years of the Civil War. 1981, c1944

SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

**Yeager : an autobiography.**
by Chuck Yeager
TL540.Y4A38 1986
Born in the hills of West Virginia, Chuck Yeager first became known for his abilities as a fighter pilot during World War II. He also became the nation’s premier test pilot. Strong language. 1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: Biography

**Year’s happy ending.**
by Betty Neels
FICTION
When Professor Gideon Beaufort proposed that Deborah Farley become not only a
substitute mother for his daughter, but a surrogate wife for himself, she thought she could cope with a platonic relationship. 1986, c1984

SUBJECTS: Romance

Yellow-flower moon.
by Jean Hager
FICTION
Attorney Maria Susan Hawk returns to the butte-dotted prairie of Osage County to help her grandmother hang on to what was left of Hawk ranch. 1981

SUBJECTS: Romance

A Yeoman farmer's son.
by Harold St. G. Cramp
DA670.L5C73 1986
A closely observed account of a Leicestershire farm family living in England of the 1920's. 1986, c1985

(Ulverscroft large print)
SUBJECTS: Biography

Yesterday came suddenly.
by Maynah Lewis
FICTION
Edward Ratcliffe had everything a man could desire. But life had not been as kind to the woman he loved years before. When she appeals to him to help her son, he feels trapped. 1985, c1975

(Seymour large print romance)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Yesterday rider.
by Ray Hogan
FICTION
After returning to Cougar Crossing, former lawman Riley Cord finds the new town marshal the prisoner of a band of outlaws. Only Riley, a brave girl, and a handful of men stand up to the gunslingers. 1978, c1976

SUBJECTS: Western

Yesterday's island.
by Anne Weale
FICTION
Just when she had lost her job and couldn't really think what to do next, Caroline's mind had been made up for her by an unexpected legacy - a half share in a house on picturesque Nantucket Island. 1985, c1983

SUBJECTS: Romance

Yesterday's shadow.
by Helen Bianchin
FICTION
Three years ago Natalie had left her husband and he had never known that later she had had his child. But now he knew and was threatening to take the little girl away from her. 1986, c1984

SUBJECTS: Romance

Yesterday's spy.
by Len Deighton
FICTION
Steve Champion, a retired British spy who served with the French resistance, is suspected of stealing a nuclear device from the French for the Palestine Liberation Organization. 1977, c1975

SUBJECTS: Spy, espionage

You and I and yesterday.
by Marjorie Holmes
PS3515.O4457Z528 1974
The author captures the charm of a by-gone era, a time when America knew its neighbors. 1974, c1973

SUBJECTS: Biography

You bet your life.
by Stuart M. Kaminsky
FICTION
Hollywood sleuth Toby Peters attempts to clear the name of Chico Marx, who is accused of owing a huge gambling debt to the Chicago underworld. Some strong language. 1980

SUBJECTS: Mystery

You and I and yesterday.
by Marjorie Holmes
PS3515.O4457Z528 1974
The author captures the charm of a by-gone era, a time when America knew its neighbors. 1974, c1973

SUBJECTS: Biography

You bet your life.
by Stuart M. Kaminsky
FICTION
Hollywood sleuth Toby Peters attempts to clear the name of Chico Marx, who is accused of owing a huge gambling debt to the Chicago underworld. Some strong language. 1980

SUBJECTS: Mystery
You can fool all of the people all the time.
by Art Buchwald
PS3503.U1828Y6 1986
The humorist pokes fun at politics and politicians and society in general. He exposes the secrets of the Great Loophole Industry for tax evaders and suggests how to sidestep EFA regulations. 1986, c1985

SUBJECTS: Humor

You won't let me Finnish.
by Joan Margaret Fleming
FICTION
When a young man is found at the foot of the Embassy steps, wounded and incoherent, Ambassador Toda takes him in. 1977, c1973

SUBJECTS: Mystery

You'll marry my choice!
by Christine Lawson
FICTION
Sally Merridew knew that the lighthouse was her heritage but she hated the solitude and loneliness to which her watchful father subjected her. 1986, c1967

(Linford romance library)
SUBJECTS: Romance

You'll never be bored.
by Diana Cooper
PR6053.O546C55 1986
Diana Cooper, a twin, was an epileptic and therefore unable to attend school. It was important that she be kept occupied--and she loved animals. 1986, c1965

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Biography

You're never too old to die.
by Arthur D. Goldstein
FICTION
When some of his new-found friends at the Golden Valley Senior Citizen's Center become upset about the supposed murder of their own, they recruit Max to find out who the culprit is. 1977, c1974

SUBJECTS: Humor

You're never too young.
by Lawrence Welk
ML422.W33A33 1982
The popular television bandleader tells how rewarding the "golden years" of life can be. He describes his expanding range of activities since reaching the age of sixty-five.
SUBJECTS: Biography

You've got to have gold.
by Eunice Buckley
FICTION
Saga of Elissa, from childhood in London to mature womanhood in a Swiss hotel. 1977, c1972

SUBJECTS: Romance

The Young and lonely king.
by Jane Lane
FICTION
Prince Charles was ill starred from the first. This beginning forged the character of the man who became King Charles I, destined to go through life invariably overshadowed by tragic events. 1974, c1969

(Shadows of the crown series)
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

Young Bess.
by Margaret E. F. Irwin
FICTION
Set amid the whirl of sixteenth-century English court life, historical fiction based on the childhood and young adulthood of Queen Elizabeth. 1974, c1944

(Shadows of the crown series)
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

Young Doctor Goddard.
by Elizabeth Harrison
FICTION
Philippa is torn between two sorts of loving care, between home and hospital, and gradually, between two men... 1982, c1978

(A Lythway book)
SUBJECTS: Romance

The Young doctors downstairs.
by Lucilla Andrews
FICTION
A nurse loses her heart after her life is saved. 1967, c1963

SUBJECTS: Romance

A Young lady of fashion.
by Mary Ann Gibbs
FICTION
Two suitors force Lucinda to choose between security and excitement. 1980, c1978

SUBJECTS: Romance

Young man, I think you're dying.
by Joan Margaret Fleming
FICTION
Joe becomes involved with a good friend and bad influence. 1977, c1970

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Young Renny.
by Mazo De La Roche
FICTION
In this novel of the Jalna series, Renny Whiteoak, the head of the Jalna household, is depicted as a boy whose impatience with an Irish cousin creates some amusing incidents for the household. 1973, c1935

(Whiteoak chronicle)
SUBJECTS: General

The Young romantic.
by Iris Bromige
FICTION
Melanie's decision to leave London for the country leads to romance. 1979, c1964

SUBJECTS: Romance

Your God is too small.
by John Bertram Phillips
BT101.P56 1986
The author examines, in his own unique style, those current ideas about God which are inadequate and misleading. 1986

SUBJECTS: Religion

Your heart and how to live with it.
by Lawrence E. Lamb
RC672.L34 1969
Advice can how to improve your health and keep your heart working. 1969

(A Viking largetype book)
SUBJECTS: Medicine and health

**Yukon gold.**
by William D. Blankenship
FICTION
Brian Bonner, a hard-drinking Mountie, joins claims stakes with sassy lawyer Hannah Young. They hit it big outside of Dawson, and Brian hunts down killers who are robbing prospectors. Strong language and descriptions of sex. 1980, c1977

SUBJECTS: Adventure

**Yuma.**
by Russell Smith
FICTION
Yuma was a full-blooded Indian, torn between his heritage and the cruelty of the white man's world. 1985

(Linford western library)
SUBJECTS: Western

**Z for Zachariah.**
by Robert C. O'Brien
FICTION
Seemingly the only person left alive after the holocaust of a war, a young girl is relieved to see a man arrive into her valley. But then she realizes that he is a tyrant and she must somehow escape. 1976, c1974

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**Zaleski's percentage.**
by Donald MacKenzie
FICTION
An ex-commando has both Scotland Yard and a master criminal after him. 1974

SUBJECTS: Mystery

**Zane Grey's Buck Duane: the rider of distant trails.**
by Romer Grey
FICTION
Duane continues to answer the call of Captain MacNelly as he takes on outlaws who are terrorizing ranches and towns in the tough Texas cattle country. 1983

(Ulverscroft large print series: western)
SUBJECTS: Western

**Zane Grey's Laramie Nelson: the lawless land.**
by Romer Grey
FICTION
Laramie confronts an outlaw chief called "Emperor of the Nations", performs a top-secret mission for President Ulysses S. Grant, and tangles with a gang of blockaders who aim to start a range war! 1982

(Ulverscroft large print series: western)
SUBJECTS: Western

**Zane Grey's Yaqui: siege at Forlorn River.**
by Romer Grey
FICTION
A dying man's last request sends Yaqui, a stoic Indian warrior, into lethal action. The woman he loves is in peril and the implacable warrior vows to wreak vengeance! 1982

SUBJECTS: Western

**A Zoo in my luggage.**
by Gerald Durrell
QL62.D87 1977
An account of the author-naturalist's obstacles and triumphs collecting rare wildlife in the British Cameroons and then finding a home for his zoo in suburban Bournemouth in England. 1977, 1960

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

**Zuckerman unbound.**
by Philip Roth
FICTION
Nathan Zuckerman has published his fourth book, an aggressive, comically erotic and obviously autobiographical novel entitled "Carnovsky." He instantly becomes a notorious celebrity.
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The Outlaw of Buffalo Flat
Pillar Mountain
The Rangeland avenger
Ridgeline justice
Ride the wild trail
Rider of the high hills
Rogue mustang
Shotgun law
Silvertip's roundup
Silvertip's search
Silvertip's trap
Six-gun country
Smiling desperado
South of Rio Grande
Speedy
Steve Train's ordeal
Storm on the range
The Stranger
Three on the trail
Thunder Moon
Thunder Moon strikes
Thunder Moon's challenge
Torture trail
Trail partners
The Trail to San Triste
Trouble in Timberline
Trouble kid
Valley thieves
War party
Way of the lawless
The White Wolf
Wild freedom

Brand, Susan
Shadows on the tor

Brandon, Sheila
The Doctor of Downlands

Brant, Lewis
Hair-triggered

Brayshaw, Margaret
Just impediments

Brennan, Elizabeth
Am I my brother's keeper?

Brennan, Will
Cowman's vengeance

Brent, Madeleine
The Capricorn stone
Merlin's keep
Moonraker's bride
Stranger at Wildings

Breslin, Jimmy
The Gang that couldn't shoot straight

Breton-Smith, Clare
The Ten-year gap
The Wisdom of love

Brett, Rosalind
The Girl at White Drift
Tangle in sunshine

Brett, Simon
Dead romantic
Murder unprompted
Not dead, only resting
So much blood

Bridges, Jerry
The Pursuit of holiness

Brierley, David
Cold war

Bright, Freda
Decisions

Bright, Laurey
Sweet vengeance

Brindley, Louise

In the shadow of the Brontes

Brink, Carol Ryrie
Buffalo coat

Brister, Richard
Law killer
The Wolf streak

Britt, Katrina
A Fine romance

Bromige, Iris
Alex and the Raynhams
An April girl
The Bend in the river
The broken bough
The Challenge of spring
Come love, come hope
Diana comes home
A Distant song
Gay intruder
Golden summer
A Haunted landscape
The House of conflict
A House without love
Laurian Vale
A Magic place
The Night of the party
Old love's domain
The Quiet hills
Rosevean
Rough weather
A Sheltering tree
Stay but till tomorrow
The Stepdaughter
The Tangled wood
The Young romantic

Bronte, Charlotte
Jane Eyre

Bronte, Emily Jane
Wuthering heights

Broome, Susannah
The Amulet of fortune
Brown, Dee Alexander
   Killdeer Mountain

Brown, Joe David
   Addie Pray

Browning, Dixie
   Island on the hill

Browning, Norma Lee
   He saw a hummingbird

Brucker, Jerry
   Horsethief canyon

Bruckner, Dwight
   From hell to Texas : and Diablo

Bryant, Anita
   Amazing grace
   Fishers of men
   Mine eyes have seen the glory
   Running the good race

Bryant, Will
   Blue Russell

Buchan, John
   The Thirty-nine steps

Buchwald, Ann
   Seems like yesterday

Buchwald, Art
   While Reagan slept
   You can fool all of the people all the time

Buck, Pearl S.
   East and West : stories
   The Exile
   The Good earth
   Letter from Peking
   The Lovers and other stories
   Mandala
   The New year
   Pearl S. Buck's book of Christmas
   The Story Bible
   The Three daughters of Madame Liang
   With a delicate air

Buckingham, Nancy
   Shroud of silence

Buckley, Eunice
   You've got to have gold

Buckley, William Frank
   High jinx
   Saving the Queen
   See you later alligator

Budd, Mavis
   Dust to dust

Buechner, Frederick
   The Alpha: bet of grace
   The Sacred journey

Bunyan, John
   The Pilgrim's progress

Burchardt, Bill
   Black marshal

Burchell, Mary
   Damaged angel

Burfield, Eva
   The Long winter
   The New Mrs Rainer

Burgess, Alan
   Daylight must come
   The Small woman

Burghley, Rose
   Bride of Alaine
   The Sweet surrender

Burley, William John
   The Schoolmaster
   Wycliffe and the four jacks

Burnett, Carol
One more time

**Burnford, Sheila Every**
- Bel Ria
- The Incredible journey
- One woman's Arctic

**Burns, George**
- Dear George: advice & answers from America's leading expert on everything from A to B
- Dr. Burns' Prescription for happiness
- How to live to be 100—or more

**Burns, Sheila**
- Romance and nurse Margaret

**Busbee, Jim**
- Riding tough

**Buscaglia, Leo F.**
- Bus 9 to paradise: a loving voyage
- Living, loving & learning
- Loving each other: the challenge of human relationships

**Caddie**
- Caddie

**Cadell, Elizabeth**
- Any two can play
- The Blue sky of spring
- Canary yellow
- The Cuckoo in spring
- Deck with flowers
- The Empty nest
- The Fledgling
- The Fox from his lair
- Game in diamonds
- The Golden collar
- The Haymaker
- Home for the wedding
- Honey for tea
- Iris in winter
- The Lark shall sing
- A Lion in the way
- The Marrying kind
- Money to burn

**Parson's house**
- The Past tense of love
- Return match
- River lodge
- The Round dozen
- Royal summons
- Six impossible things
- The Waiting game

**Cahill, Lawrence W.**
- Cacti and succulents

**Cain, James Mallahan**
- Double indemnity

**Cairns, Alison**
- Strained relations

**Caldwell, John**
- Desperate voyage

**Caldwell, Taylor**
- Answer as a man

**Callahan, Steven**
- Adrift: seventy-six days lost at sea

**Callahan, Brian**
- A Frenzy of merchantmen

**Campbell, Jean Hamilton**
- Simple cooking for the epicure

**Campbell, R. Wright**
- Circus Couronne
- Where pigeons go to die

**Camuti, Louis J.**
- All my patients are under the bed

**Canning, Victor**
- Black flamingo
- The Crimson chalice
- The Doomsday carrier
- The Finger of Saturn
- The Melting man
- Venetian bird
- The Whip hand
Cannon Jr., Le Grand
Look to the mountain

Capote, Truman
Breakfast at Tiffany's

Caras, Roger A.
Mara Simba: the African lion

Cardiff, Sara
Fool's apple
The Severing line

Carfax, Catherine
A Silence with voices

Carlson, Avis D.
In the fullness of time
Small world...long gone

Carmichael, Harry
Post mortem
Suicide clause

Carney, Daniel
Under a raging sky

Carr, Glyn
A Corpse at Camp Two
Murder on the Matterhorn

Carr, John Dickson
In spite of thunder
The Mad hatter mystery
Patrick Butler for the defence

Carr, Margaret
Blindman's bluff
Daggers drawn

Carr, Philippa
The Adulteress
Midsummer's eve
The Song of the siren

Carrick, Peter
A Tribute to Fred Astaire

Carroll, Gladys Hasty
As the earth turns
Come with me home
The Light here kindled
Man on the mountain
Next of kin
West of the hill

Carroll, Martin
Begotten murder

Carson, Rachel L.
The Sea around us

Carter, Forrest
Gone to Texas
Watch for me on the mountain

Carter, Lillian
Away from home: letters to my family

Carter, Mary
Tell me my name

Carter, Nevada
Frontier steel
Texan fast gun

Carter, Rosalynn
First Lady from Plains

Carter, Rosemary
Adam's bride
Another life
Bush doctor
Daredevil
My darling spitfire

Cartland, Barbara
Armour against love
Barbara Cartland's etiquette for love and romance
The Bitter winds of love
The Complacent wife
Count the stars
Cupid rides pillion
Five little pigs
Hercule Poirot's early cases
The Hound of death, and other stories
The Labours of Hercules
The Man in the brown suit
The Mirror crack'd from side to side
Miss Marple: the complete short stories
The Moving finger
Murder in Mesopotamia
Murder in the mews
Murder is easy
The Murder of Roger Ackroyd
The Murder on the links
Murder on the Orient Express
The Mysterious affair at Styles
The Mysterious Mr. Quin
Nemesis
One, two, buckle my shoe
Ordeal by innocence
Parker Pyne investigates
Peril at End House
A Pocket full of rye
Postern of fate
Sad cypress
The Secret of chimneys
The Sittaford mystery
Sleeping murder: Miss Marple's last case
Sparkling cyanide
Taken at the flood
They came to Baghdad
They do it with mirrors
Third girl
The Thirteen problems
Three act tragedy
Towards zero
Why didn't they ask Evans?

Clark, Douglas
Jewelled eye

Clark, Frances B.
Mistress Jane Seymour

Clark, Mary Higgins
The Cradle will fall
A Stranger is watching

Clark, Sandra
Stormy weather

Clarke, Anna
The Deathless and the dead
The Lady in black
Last judgement
One of us must die
Soon she must die

Clarke, Colin
Clash by night

Cleary, Jon
Back of Sunset
The Beaufort Sisters
High road to China
Peter's pence

Clemens, Samuel Langhorne
Editorial wild oats

Clifford, Francis
The Green fields of Eden

Clifford, Robert D.
Just here, doctor
Not there, Doctor

Clinton, Jeff
Killer's choice
Wildcat's claim to fame
Wildcat's revenge

Christopher, Mary
Harvest of desire

Chute, B. J.
Katie: an impertinent fairy tale

Clair, Daphne
Dark remembrance
The Sleeping fire

Clark, Badger
Singleton
Coburn, John B.
   Prayer and personal religion

Coburn, Walt
   Branded
   The Night branders
   Ramrod
   The Square shooter
   Violent maverick

Cody, Al
   Deadman's gold
   The Heart of Texas
   High lonesome
   Powdersmoke payoff
   Rim of the range
   Rimrock vengeance
   Shannahan's feud
   Thunder to the West

Cody, Liza
   Dupe
   Stalker

Coffman, Virginia
   The Alpine coach
   Dark winds
   Dinah Faire
   Fire Dawn
   The Gaynor women
   Hyde Place
   Marsanne
   The Orchid tree
   Strange secrets

Coker, Carolyn
   The Other David

Cole, Jackson
   Gun-down on the Rio and Gunsmoke empire
   Mesquite marauders; and, Outlaw hell
   Peril rides the Pecos; and Lost river loot
   Red runs the Rio; and, Bugles on the Bighorn
   Shootout trail; and, the land pirates
   Two guns for Texas and Tin-star target
   Vaquero guns; and, Gun fight at deep river

Cole, Marianne
   Gentle awakening

Colin, Ann
   A Different class of doctor
   Doctor Jamie

Collins, Joan
   Katy: a fight for life

Collins, Larry
   Fall from grace

Collins, Lynne
   A Dream for nurse Tessa
   Heartache hospital
   The Wilful heart

Collins, Max Allan
   No cure for death

Collins, Michael
   Blue death
   The Silent scream

Collins, Wilkie
   The Moonstone

Colson, Charles W.
   Born again

Colt, Clem
   Quick trigger country

Colwin, Laurie
   Another marvelous thing
   Happy all the time

Comstock, Will
   Red Mountain

Conant, James Bryant
   Science and common sense
Condon, Richard  
Prizzi's family

Conrad, Joseph  
Lord Jim: a romance

Conran, Shirley  
Lace II

Considine, Shaun  
Barbra Streisand: the woman, the myth, the music

Converse, Jane  
Alias Miss Saunders, R.N

Conway, Celine  
The Rancher needs a wife  
The Rustle of bamboo

Conway, Laura  
Heiress apparent  
The Unforgotten

Cook, Judith  
The Waste remains

Cookson, Catherine  
The Blind miller  
The Devil and Mary Ann  
A Dinner of herbs  
The Dwelling place  
Fanny McBride  
Feathers in the fire  
Fenwick houses  
The Fifteen streets  
The Gambling man  
The Garment  
The Girl  
A Grand man  
Hannah Massey  
Harold  
The Invisible cord  
Kate Hannigan  
Life and Mary Ann  
The Long corridor  
The Lord and Mary Ann  
Love and Mary Ann

Maggie Rowan  
The Mallen girl  
The Mallen litter  
The Mallea streak  
The Man who cried  
Marriage and Mary Ann  
Mary Ann and Bill  
Mary Ann's angels  
The Menagerie  
The Moth  
The Nice bloke  
Our John Willie  
Our Kate: Catherine Cookson  
Pure as the lily  
Rooney  
Slinky Jane  
The Tide of life  
Tilly Trotter  
Tilly Trotter widowed  
The Unbaited trap  
The Whip

Cooper, Diana  
You'll never be bored

Cooper, James Fenimore  
The Last of the Mohicans

Cooper, Jilly  
Bella  
Emily  
Harriet  
Octavia

Cooper, Lisa  
Hospital across the bridge

Cooper, Louise Field  
Breakaway  
One dragon too many

Corbo, Margarete Sigl  
Arnie, the darling starling

Cord, Barry  
Last stage to Gomorrah

Cordell, Alexander
The Bright Cantonese

Cork, Dorothy
Barefoot bride

Cornwell, John
Earth to earth

Cornwell, Patricia Daniels
A Time for remembering: the story of Ruth Bell Graham

Coscarelli, Kate
Fame & fortune
Perfect order

Cosell, Howard
I never played the game

Cost, March
The Hour awaits
A Key to Laurels

Courter, Gay
River of dreams

Courtney, Caroline
The Courier of love
Dangerous engagement
The Daring heart
Destiny's Duchess
Duchess in disguise
Forbidden love
Fortunes of love
Heart of honor
Libertine in love
Love in waiting
Love unmasked
A Lover's victory
The Romantic rivals
A Wager for love

Cousins, Norman
The Celebration of life
Human options

Cox, Lewis
A Stranger in paradise

Cox, William Robert
Bigger than Texas

Coxe, George Harmon
Fenner
The Inside man

Craig, Leonie
Nurse on call

Craig, Mary
Were he a stranger

Cramp, Harold St. G.
A Yeoman farmer's son

Crane, Caroline
The Girls are missing
The Third passenger
Trick or treat
Wife found slain

Crane, Stephen
The Red badge of courage

Craven, Margaret
Again calls the owl
I heard the owl call my name
Walk gently this good Earth

Craven, Sara
Act of betrayal
Dark paradise
The Garden of dreams
Pagan adversary
Summer of the raven
Sup with the devil
Witching hour

Cravens, Gwyneth
Heart's desire

Crawford, Linda
Something to make us happy

Cray, Dorothy M.
House of many windows
Place for Claire

Creamer, Robert W.
Stengel: his life and times

Creasey, John
Bad for the Baron
The Baron and the Chinese puzzle
The Black spiders
A Blast of trumpets
Death by night
Death in the trees
The Drought
The Flood
A Gun for Inspector West
Hang the little man
Holiday for Inspector West
The Inferno
Kill the toff
The Long search
The Mark of the crescent: a department of Z adventure
The Mists of fear
The Plague of silence
Quarrel with murder
Send Superintendent West
A Splinter of glass
Sport for the Baron
A Sword for the Baron
The Terror: the return of Dr. Palfrey
The Touch of death
Two for Inspector West

Creaton, David
Beasts and babies

Crichton, Michael
The Great train robbery

Crispin, Edmund
Swan song

Cronin, Archibald Joseph
Grand canary
The Green years
The Keys of the kingdom
The Northern light
A Pocketful of rye
Shannon's way

A Song of sixpence
The Spanish gardener

Cross, Amanda
Death in a tenured position
The James Joyce murder
No word from Winifred
The Question of Max

Cross, Melinda
Lion of darkness

Crowe, Cecily
Bloodrose House
The Talisman

Cunningham, E.V.
The Case of the kidnapped angel
The Case of the murdered Mackenzie
The Case of the poisoned eclairs
The Case of the sliding pool
The Wabash factor

Curling, Audrey
The Running tide

Curtin, Sharon R.
Nobody ever died of old age

Curtiss, Ursula Reilly
The Deadly climate
Death of a crow
Dog in the manger
The Iron cobweb
The Menace within
The Noonday devil
Widow's web

Curzon, Linda
Nurse in the house

Cushman, Dan
Rusty irons

Cussler, Clive
Cyclops

Cutler, Ebbitt
I once knew an Indian woman

Dahl, Borghild Margaret
Finding my way

Dailey, Janet
The Best way to lose
Bluegrass king
Boss man from Ogallala
Dakota dreamin’
Dangerous masquerade
Fiesta San Antonio
For the love of God
Foxfire light
The Glory game
Heart of stone
The Hostage bride
The Lancaster men
A Land called Deseret
Leftover love
The Master fiddler
Mistletoe and holly
Night of the cotillion
Night way
One of the boys
Ride the thunder
The Rogue
The Second time
Separate cabins
Silver wings, Santiago blue
Stands a Calder man
Terms of surrender
The Thawing of Mara
This Calder range
This Calder sky
Touch the wind
A Tradition of pride
Western man
The Widow and the wastrel
Wild and wonderful
Wildcatter’s woman

Daley, Robert
Hands of a stranger

Dalmas, Herbert
Exit screaming

Damore, Leo

The Crime of Dorothy Sheridan

Danbury, Iris
The Amethyst meadows
Chateau of pines
Island of mermaids
Isle of pomegranates

Dane, Eva
Shadows in the fire

Daniel, Clifton
Lords, ladies, and gentlemen: a memoir

Daniels, Philip
Alibi of guilt

Dann, Colin
The Siege of White Deer Park

Darby, Catherine
Child of the flesh
Fortune for a falcon
A Game of falcons
Lass of silver, lad of gold

Darcy, Clare
Allegra
Caroline and Julia
Cecily
Cressida
Eugenia
Georgina
Gwendolen
Lady Pamela
Letty
Lydia
Regina
Victoire

Dart, Iris Rainer
Beaches

Davenport, Marcia
Mozart

Daveson, Mons
Land of tomorrow
David, Lester
Ike & Mamie

Davies, Andrew
Conrad's war

Davies, Robertson
What's bred in the bone

Davis, Dorothy W.
Cooking for two

Davis, Julia
African interlude

Dawson, Alec John
Finn the wolfhound

Day, Avanelle S.
The Large type cook book

Day, Clarence
Life with father

Day, Doris
Doris Day : her own story

Day, Jocelyn
The Steele heart

De Camp, Lyon Sprague
Tales beyond time : from fantasy to science fiction

De La Roche, Mazo
The Building of Jalna
Centenary at Jalna
Finch's fortune
Jalna
Mary Wakefield
The Master of Jalna
Morning at Jalna
Renny's daughter
Return to Jalna
Variable winds at Jalna
Wakefield's course
Whiteoak brothers

Whiteoak harvest
Whiteoak heritage
Young Renny

De Vries, Peter
Peckham's marbles

Dean, S.F.X.
Such pretty toys

Deane, Sonia
Red roses from the doctor

Deans, Mickey
Weep no more, my lady

Dee, Sherry
Share your tomorrows

Defoe, Daniel
The Life and adventures of Robinson Crusoe

Deighton, Len
London match
Yesterday's spy

Delderfield, Ronald Frederick
Charlie, come home
Mr. Sermon
Return journey

Dell, Belinda
Lake of silver
Stars over Sentosa

Dempsey, Jack
Dempsey

Deveraux, Jude
Casa grande
Counterfeit lady
Highland velvet
Lost lady
River lady
Twin of fire
Twin of ice
Velvet angel
The Velvet promise
Velvet song

Devine, Dominic M.
Devil at your elbow

Devon, Anne
Defiant mistress

Devon, Sarah
Bridehaven
Dr. Thornton's hazard
Haven of the heart
A Husband for Helen
The keeper of the mountain
Love will come
The Strength of love

Di Donato, Georgia
Woman of justice

Dickens, Charles
A Christmas carol
Great expectations
A Tale of two cities

Dickens, Monica
Flowers on the grass
Mariana
One pair of hands

Dickinson, Peter
Hindsight
The Poison oracle
Tefuga: a novel of suspense

Dickman, Irving R.
Making life more livable: simple adaptations for the homes of blind and visually impaired older people

Dillon, Catherine
Rockfire

Dillon, Eilis
Death at Crane's Court

Dinesen, Isak
Out of Africa; and, Shadows on the grass

Dingwell, Joyce
The Angry man
A Man like Brady
Nurse Smith, cook
Pool of the pink lilies
Second chance

Dixon, Jeane
My life and prophecies

Dixon, Rhonda
Corrie's cat ring

Dobson, Christopher
The Cruellest night

Dobson, Theodore Elliott
Inner healing: God's great assurance

Doctorow, E.L.
Ragtime

Dohan, Mary Helen
Mr. Roosevelt's steamboat

Dolson, Hildegarde
Beauty sleep
A Dying fall

Donahue, Phil
Donahue, my own story

Donald, Robyn
Dilemma in paradise
A Durable fire
The Gates of Rangitatau
Mansion for my love

Donnelly, Jane
Behind a closed door
A Man apart
Never turn back
A Savage sanctuary

Dooley, Thomas Anthony
The Night they burned the mountain
Douglas, Angela
   Swings and roundabouts

Douglas, Lloyd C.
   Doctor Hudson's secret journal
   Magnificent obsession

Douglas, O.
   Penny plain

Douglas, Thorne
   Killraine

Dow, Dorothy
   Eleanor Roosevelt, an eager spirit

Downs, Hugh
   On camera: my 10,000 hours on television
   Thirty dirty lies about old

Doyle, Amanda
   A Mist in Glen Torran
   The Outback man
   The Post at Gundooce

Doyle, Arthur Conan
   His last bow: some reminiscences of Sherlock Holmes
   The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes
   The Return of Sherlock Holmes
   Sherlock Holmes' greatest cases
   A Study in scarlet and the sign of four
   The Valley of fear

Drabble, Margaret
   A Summer bird-cage

Drabble, Phil
   A Weasel in my meatsafe

Draper, Alfred
   The Raging of the deep

Drew, Eleanor
   Burn all your bridges

Drummond, Emma
   The Burning land

Drury, Michael
   The Adventure of spiritual healing

Du Maurier, Daphne
   Don't look now
   The Flight of the falcon
   Frenchman's creek
   The House on the strand
   Hungry Hill
   Jamaica Inn
   My cousin Rachel
   Myself when young: the shaping of a writer
   The Parasites
   Rebecca
   Rule Britannia

Dudley, Ernest
   Scrap; and, Dog of the storm

Duff, David
   George and Elizabeth: a royal marriage

Duffield, Anne
   Violetta

Duncan, Alex
   The Vet has nine lives

Duncan, Jane
   My friend Annie
   My friend Flora
   My friend Madame Zora
   My friend Martha's aunt
   My friend my father
   My friend Rose
   My friend Sandy
   My friend the swallow
   My friend, Cousin Emmie
   My friends the hungry generation
   My friends, George and Tom

Dunmore, Spencer
   Collision
Durant, Cheryl
Bittersweet in Bern

Durbridge, Francis
Dead to the world
A Game of murder
My wife Melissa
The Other man
Paul Temple and the Margo mystery

Durden, Kent
Flight to freedom
Gifts of an eagle

Durham, Anne
Mann of the medical wing
New doctor at Northmoor

Durham, John
The Border guns
Guns along the border
The Reluctant partner
Signal rock range

Durham, Marilyn
Dutch uncle

Durrell, Gerald
Beasts in my belfry
Catch me a colobus
The Drunken forest
The Garden of the gods
My family and other animals
The Overloaded ark
Rosy is my relative
Three singles to adventure
A Zoo in my luggage

Duvall, Aimee
Lover in blue

Dwyer-Joyce, Alice
The Banshee tide
Cry the soft rain
Danny Boy
The Diamond cage
Doctor Ross of Harton
For I have lived today
The Gingerbread house
The Glitter-dust
The Moonlit way
Prescription for Melissa
The Strolling players

Dyke, Carol Hamilton
Love's sweet ways

Eareckson, Joni
Joni

Eastern, Daniel
The Last assassin

Eastwood, Helen Baker
Fugitive wife
Lyn's second love
The Pledge of honour

Ebel, Suzanne
Dear Kate
A Grove of olives
The Half-enchanted
The House of nightingales
Journey from yesterday
Music in winter
The Provencal summer
River voices
A Rose in the heather

Eberhart, Mignon Good
Alpine condo crossfire
Call after midnight
Family affair
Family fortune
A Fighting chance
Jury of one
Murder in waiting
Never look back
Nine o'clock tide
Witness at large
Woman on the roof

Echols, Allan K.
Dead man's range

Eco, Umberto
The Name of the Rose

Eden, Dorothy
Afternoon for lizards
An Afternoon walk
The American heiress
Bella
The Bird in the chimney
Bride by candlelight
Cat's prey
Crow hollow
Deadly travellers
Death is a red rose
The House on Hay Hill
An Important family
Listen to danger
The Marriage chest
Melbury Square
The Millionaire's daughter
Never call it loving
Night of the letter
The Pretty ones
The Salamanca drum
Samantha
The Shadow wife
Siege in the sun
Sleep in the woods
The Sleeping bride
Speak to me of love
The Storrington papers
The Time of the dragon
The Vines of Yarrabee
The Voice of the dolls
Waiting for Willa
Whistle for the crows
Winterwood

Edgar, Josephine
Duchess

Edson, John Thomas
The Bad bunch
The Cow thieves
Doc Leroy, M. D
From hide and horn
Gunsmoke thunder
The Half breed
The Hard riders
The Peacemakers

The Rio Hondo kid
Sagebrush sleuth
Slaughter's way
The Small Texan
The Texan
A Town called Yellowdog
Trigger fast
Waco rides in
Waco's debt
Wagons to Backsight
White stallion, red mare

Edwards, Anne
The Hesitant heart

Edwards, Tilden
Living simply through the day

Egan, Lesley
The Hunters and the hunted
Little boy lost
Random death

Egleton, Clive
A Different drummer

Eiseley, Loren C.
The Immense journey

Elgin, Robert
The Tiger is my brother

Eliot, George
Silas Marner

Elliott, Bob
From approximately coast to coast...it's the Bob and Ray show

Ellis, Louise
Nurse Rona came to Rothmere
Three nurses

Elsna, Hebe
Beyond reasonable doubt
The Brimming cup
Gallant lady
The Queen's ward
Saxon's folly

Emerson, Ralph Waldo
Essays

Ephron, Nora
Heartburn

Erdrich, Louise
Love medicine

Erickson, Ida
Look 'n cook cook book

Ernenwein, Leslie
Renegade ramrod
The Texas gun

Essex, Mary
The Nurse who fell in love
The Romance of Dr. Dinah

Estleman, Loren D.
Aces & eights
Every brilliant eye
Gun man
Lady yesterday
Murdock's law
Stamping ground
This old Bill

Evans, Anthony
Aquariums

Evans, Claire
Led into sunlight

Evans, Colleen Townsend
A New joy

Eyles, Allen
James Stewart

Fair, A. A.
Gold comes in bricks

Faire, Zabrina

Lady Blue
The Midnight match
The Romany rebel

Falcon, Mark
Reluctant outlaw

Farmer, Fannie Merritt
The Fannie Farmer large print cookbook

Farnes, Eleanor
The Amaranth flower
The Constant heart
The Doctor's circle

Farr, Diana
Five at 10 : prime ministers' consorts since 1957

Farre, Rowena
Seal morning

Fast, Howard Melvin
April morning
The Establishment
The Immigrants
The Legacy
Max
Second generation
A Touch of infinity : thirteen new stories of fantasy and science fiction

Fein, Irving A.
Jack Benny

Fellows, Catherine
Entanglement

Ferber, Edna
Cimarron
Saratoga trunk
Show boat
So Big
Ferguson, Frances
Echoes of love

Ferrars, Elizabeth
Alive and dead
Blood flies upwards
Drowned rat
Experiment with death
Foot in the grave
Frog in the throat
I met murder
Murders anonymous
Skeleton staff
Something wicked
A Stranger and afraid
Thinner than water
Unreasonable doubt

Field, Penelope
Someone is watching

Field, Peter
Cougar Canyon
Outlaws three
Powder Valley plunder
Powder Valley vengeance

Fielding, Daphne Vivian
The Duchess of Jermyn Street

Fields, Gracie
Sing as we go

Fiennes, Ranulph
Hell on ice

Fingleton, David
Kiri: Kiri Te Kawana

Finkelstein, Miriam
Domestic affairs

Firbank, Thomas
I bought a mountain
I bought a star

Firth, Grace
A Natural year

Firth, Susanna
Lions walk alone

Fischer, John
From the High Plains

Fisher, Graham
The Queen's life and her twenty-five years of monarchy
The Raging torrent

Fisher, Hazel
The Tender heart

Fitzroy, Rosamond
The Widow's might

Flaubert, Gustave
Madame Bovary

Fleming, Ian
For your eyes only
Live and let die
The Man with the golden gun
Thunderball

Fleming, Joan Margaret
Be a good boy
Every inch a lady
How to live dangerously
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<td>Kilgaren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Lost Madonna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A Lover scorned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Man without a face</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holland, Lillie</td>
<td>After the harvest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holland, Sarah</td>
<td>The Devil's mistress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Too hot to handle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holman, Alan</td>
<td>White river, brown river: a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>record-making kayak journey down the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amazon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holman, Zara</td>
<td>Second chance at love</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holmes, L. P.</td>
<td>The Plunderers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tough saddle
Warrior Creek

**Holmes, Marjorie**
Hold me up a little longer, Lord
How can I find you, God?
Love and laughter
To help you through the hurting: a
Marjorie Holmes treasury
Two from Galilee: a love story
Who am I, God?
You and I and yesterday

**Holt, Victoria**
Bride of Pendorric
The Curse of the kings
The Demon lover
The Devil on horse back
The House of a Thousand Lanterns
The Judas kiss
King of the castle
Kirkland Revels
Lord of the Far Island
The Mask of the enchantress
Menfreya
Mistress of Mellyn
My enemy the Queen
On the night of the seventh moon
The Pride of the peacock
The Road to Paradise Island
Secret for a nightingale
The Secret woman
The Shadow of the Lynx
The Shivering sands
The Spring of the tiger

**Holzer, Hans**
The Great British ghost hunt

**Hoover, Helen**
The Long-shadowed forest

**Hope, Bob**
Confessions of a hooker

**Hopson, William**
Born savage
Bullet-brand empire
Desert rampage

**Killers five**
The Last shoot-out
Notched guns
Tombstone stage
Trouble rides tall

**Horan, James David**
Action tonight

**Hosegood, Lewis**
The Minotaur garden

**Hough, Henry Beetle**
To the harbor light

**Howard, Linden**
Foxglove country

**Howard, Mary**
A Lady fell in love
Mr. Rodriguez
Sew a fine seam
The Spanish summer
Surgeon's dilemma

**Howatch, Susan**
April's grave
Call in the night
The Dark shore
The Shrouded walls
The Waiting sands

**Howe, Muriel**
The Affair at Falconers

**Howe, Robin**
Making your own preserves

**Hudson, Jean Barlow**
Rivers of time

**Hudson, William Henry**
Green mansions

**Huffaker, Clair**
Badge for a gunfighter
Cowboy
The Cowboy and the cossack
Guns of Rio Conchos
Posse from hell
Seven ways from sundown
The War wagon

Hughes, Langston
Simple's Uncle Sam

Hughes, Richard A. W.
A High wind in Jamaica

Hull, Edith Maude
The Sheik

Hulme, Kathryn Cavarly
The Nun's story

Humphreys, John R.
Subway to Samarkand

Hunsburger, H. Edward
Crossfire

Hunt, Charlotte
Tremayne's wife

Hunt, Jena
Sweet victory

Hunt, John
Cannonball canyon
The Pine Cone Ranch

Hunter, Alan
Fields of heather

Hunter, Elizabeth
The Bonds of matrimony

Hunter, Evan
The Blackboard jungle

Hurd, Florence
Voyage of the Secret Duchess

Hurnard, Hannah
Hinds' feet on high places

Husted, Darrell
A Country girl
Courting
Miss Cordelia Harling

Huston, Fran
The Rich get it all

Hutt, Decia
A Handful of earth

Huttmann, Barbara
Code blue : a nurse's true-life story

Huxley, Elspeth J. G.
The Flame trees of Thika : memories of an African childhood

Huxley, Elspeth
The Mottled lizard

Hyman, Barbara Davis
My mother's keeper

Iacocca, Lee A.
Iacocca : an autobiography

Ibbotson, Eva
A Company of swans

Ingram, Jim
The World's my university

Innes, Hammond
The Angry mountain
Atlantic fury
Blue ice
Campbell's kingdom
Golden soak
High stand
The Killer mine
The Land God gave to Cain
Levkas man
Maddon's Rock
North star
The Strange land
The Strode Venturer
The White South
The Wreck of the Mary Deare
Wreckers must breathe

Innes, Jean
Enchanted island

Innes, Michael
The Ampersand papers
The Appleby file

Irvine, Alexander
My lady of the chimney corner

Irving, Washington
The Legend of Sleepy Hollow & Rip Van Winkle

Irwin, James Benson
To rule the night

Irwin, Margaret E. F.
Elizabeth and the Prince of Spain
Elizabeth, captive princess
Royal flush: the story of Minette
Young Bess

Israel, Lee
Miss Tallulah Bankhead

Jackson, Arthur
Tales from a country practice

Jackson, Basil
Crooked flight

Jackson, Eileen
Autumn lace

Jackson, Jesse
Make a joyful noise unto the Lord!

Jackson, Shirley
The Haunting of Hill House
We have always lived in the castle

Jacob, Naomi Ellington
The Irish boy: a romantic biography
Wind on the heath

Jacobs, George
Memoirs of a coarse zoo keeper

Jacobs, Thomas C. H.
Let him stay dead
Target for terror
The Tattooed man

Jacquemard, Yves
The Eleventh little Indian

Jaffe, Rona
After the reunion
Class reunion

James, Clive
Unreliable memoirs

James, Cy
Longhorn
Trail west

James, Henry
The Turn of the screw

James, Margaret
A Voice in the darkness

James, P. D.
The Black tower
Innocent blood
Shroud for a nightingale
The Skull beneath the skin
Unnatural causes
An Unsuitable job for a woman

James, Sally
Fortune at stake

James, Stephanie
Corporate affair
Lover in pursuit
Renaissance man
Jameson, Claudia
For practical reasons
The Frenchman's kiss
Lesson in love
Never say never
The Scorpio man

Jamieson, Robert H.
Exercises for the elderly

Janes, Muriel
Jet Nurse

Jay, Charlotte
The Voice of the crab

Jeffries, Roderic
Layer of deceit
Unseemly end

Jenkins, Geoffrey
The River of diamonds
Scent of the sea
A Twist of sand

Jerome, Jerome Klapka
Three men in a boat

Jewett, Sarah Orne
The Country of the pointed firs and other stories

Jobson, Hamilton
To die: a little

Joffo, Joseph
A Bag of marbles

John Paul II, Pope
Words of certitude

Johnson, Pamela Hansford
The Good listener

Johnston, Velda
The Crystal cat

Deveron Hall
The Fateful summer
The Frenchman
I came to the highlands
A Room with dark mirrors
The Silver dolphin
The Stone maiden
The White pavilion

Jones, Dennis
Russian spring

Jones, Douglas C.
Arrest Sitting Bull
Roman
Winding stair

Jones, Irene Heywood
Sister

Jordan, Gail
Gambling on love

Jordan, Penny
Falcon's prey
Northern sunset
Tiger man

Joseph, Marie
The Guilty party
Lisa Logan
The Listening silence

Joyce, Cyril
Murder is a pendulum

Joyce, James
A Portrait of the artist as a young man

Kallen, Lucille
C.B. Greenfield: a little madness
C.B. Greenfield: no lady in the house
C.B. Greenfield: the piano bird

Kaminsky, Stuart M.
Bullet for a star
You bet your life
Kanin, Garson
It takes a long time to become young
A Thousand summers
Tracy and Hepburn

Kantor, MacKinlay
The Voice of Bugle Ann

Kates, Brian
The Murder of a shopping bag lady

Kaufelt, David A.
Silver rose

Kay, Ann
Hebridean nurse

Kaye, M. M.
Death in Berlin
Death in Cyprus
Death in Kashmir
Death in the Andamans
Death in Zanzibar

Kaye, Marvin
The Laurel & Hardy murders

Kazan, Elia
America, America

Keillor, Garrison
Lake Wobegon days

Keith, Agnes Newton
Bare feet in the palace
Land below the wind
Three came home

Keller, Helen Adams
My religion

Keller, Weldon Phillip
Sea edge

Kelley, Kitty
Elizabeth Taylor, the last star

Kelley, Leo P.
Luke Sutton, avenger
Luke Sutton, gunfighter
Luke Sutton, Indian fighter
Luke Sutton, outlaw

Kelly, Susan
The Gemini man

Kelman, Charles D.
Cataracts: what you must know about them

Kemelman, Harry
Friday the rabbi slept late
Monday the rabbi took off
Someday the rabbi will leave
Sunday the rabbi stayed home
Thursday the rabbi walked out
Tuesday the rabbi saw red
Wednesday the rabbi got wet

Kemp, Sarah
The Soundless scream

Kennedy, John Fitzgerald
Profiles in courage

Kennedy, Lena
Kitty
Susan

Kennedy, Robert F.
Thirteen days: a memoir of the Cuban missile crisis

Kenney, Susan
Garden of malice

Kenrick, Tony
A Tough one to lose
Two for the price of one

Kent, Alexander
Colours aloft!

Kent, Pamela
Beloved enemies
White heat

Ker, Madeleine
Ice princess

Kerr, Jean
Please don’t eat the daisies

Kerr, M.E.
Dinky Hocker shoots smack

Kerry, Stephen Seamus
Doctor Sahib

Ketchum, Frank
The Kiowa Plains

Keyes, Frances Parkinson
Dinner at Antoine’s
The Safe bridge

Kidd, Flora
Beyond control
Bride for a captain
Desperate desire
Meeting at midnight
Night on the mountain
Passionate pursuit
Passionate stranger
Remedy for love
Strange as a dream
Tropical tempest
When birds do sing

Kidd, Russ
Borrowed badge

Kienzle, William X.
Death wears a red hat
Sudden death

Kilgore, John
Lynch town

Kimball, Frank
The Saginaw Hills

King, Martin Luther
Daddy King: an autobiography
Strength to love

King-Smith, Dick
The Fox busters

Kingston, Meredith
Aloha, yesterday
Mixed doubles

Kipling, Rudyard
Captains courageous

Knebel, Fletcher
Seven days in May

Knight, Kathryn Lasky
Trace elements

Knoke, Heinz
I flew for the Fuhrer

Knott, Bill
Killer’s Canyon

Knowles, John
A Separate peace

Knox, Bill
Children of the mist
Deadline for a dream
Death department
The Deep fall
The Hanging tree
Hellspout
The Klondyker
Rally to kill
Seafire
Stormtide
The Taste of proof
To kill a witch
Whitewater

Knuchell, Edward D.
Pocket billiards with cue tips

Kohner, Hanna
Hanna and Walter: a love story
Kon, Andrea
This is my song: a biography of Petula Clark

Konsalik, Heinz G.
The War bride

Kossoff, David
The Book of witnesses
The Little book of Sylvanus (died 41 A.D.)

Krantz, Judith
I'll take Manhattan
Mistral's daughter
Princess Daisy
Scruples

Kreis, Bernadine
Up from grief

Krents, Harold
To race the wind

Kucharsky, David
The Man from Plains: the mind and spirit of Jimmy Carter

Kuhlman, Kathryn
God can do it again
I believe in miracles
Nothing is impossible with God

Kuralt, Charles
On the road with Charles Kuralt

Kushner, Harold S.
When all you've wanted isn't enough

Kyle, Duncan
Green River high
A Raft of swords
Stalking point

Kyle, Elisabeth
The Burning hill
Down the water
A Summer scandal

L'Amour, Louis
Bendigo Shafter
Borden chantry
Brionne
The Broken gun
Buckskin Run
The Burning hills and Kid rodelo
The Californios
Callaghan
Catlow
Chaney
The Cherokee trail
Comstock Lode
Conagher
Crossfire trail
Dark Canyon
The Daybreakers
Down the long hills
The Empty land
Fair blows the wind
Fallon
The Ferguson rifle
The First fast draw
Flint
Galloway and Sackett's Land
Guns of the Timberlands
Hanging woman creek
Heller with a gun
The High grader
Hondo
The Iron marshall
Jubal Sackett
Kilkenny
Kilrone
Kiowa trail and Killoe
Lando
Last of the breed
Last stand at Papago Wells
Lonely on the mountain
The Lonesome gods
The Man called noon
The Man from Skibbereen
The Man from the broken hills
Matagora
Milo Talon
The Mountain Valley war
Mustang man
North to the rails
Over on the dry side
Passin' through
The Proving trail
The Quick and the dead
Radigan
Reilly's luck
Ride the dark trail
Ride the river
The Rider of Lost Creek
Rivers west
Sackett
The Sackett brand; and The Lonely men
The Shadow riders
Shalako
Showdown at Yellow Butte
Silver canyon
Sitka
The Sky-liners
Son of a wanted man
The Strong shall live
Taggart
To tame a land
To the Far Blue Mountains
Treasure mountain
Tucker
Under the Sweetwater rim
Utah Blaine
The Walking drum
The Warrior's path
Westward the tide
Where the long grass blows

L'Engle, Madeleine
   The Irrational season

Lacey, Robert
   Majesty: Elizabeth II and the House of Windsor

Laffin, John
   Fight for the Falklands!

Lake, Patricia
   The Silver casket
   Wipe away the tears

Lake, Tony
   Loneliness: Tony Lake

Laker, Rosalind
   Claudine's daughter
   Gilded splendour
   Ride the Blue Riband
   Warwyck's choice
   Warwyck's woman

Lamb, Charlotte
   Midnight lover
   The Silken trap
   Sleeping desire
   A Violation

Lamb, Lawrence E.
   Your heart and how to live with it

Lamp, C. O.
   Distant love, lasting love

Lampitt, Dinah
   Fortune's soldier

Lancaster, Sheila
   Dark sweet wanton

Lance, Leslie
   Cousins by courtesy
   Doctor in the snow
   Return to King's Mere

Landorf, Joyce
   He began with Eve
   Irregular people

Lane, Carl Daniel
   Black tide

Lane, Jane
   A Call of trumpets
   The Young and lonely king

Lane, Margaret
   The Tale of Beatrix Potter

Lane, Rose (Wilder)
   Let the hurricane roar

Lane, Roumelia
   Sea of Zanj
Second spring

Lang, Andrew
King Arthur: tales of the Round Table
Selected fairy tales

Langton, Jane
The Memorial Hall murder

Lapierre, Dominique
The City of Joy

Larkin, Philip
A Girl in winter
Jill

Larson, Charles
The Portland murders

Lasgarn, Hugh
Vet in green pastures

Lathen, Emma
Green grow the dollars
Murder against the grain
A Stitch in time
Sweet and low
When in Greece

Laurence, Celia
Doctor betrayed
Doctor Meredith
Doctor's nurse
Surgeon in love
Three doctors

Laurence, Margaret
The Diviners

Lavalle, David
Event 1000

Lawrence, Josephine
Retreat with honor

Lawrence, Steven C.
Brand of a Texan
Day of the Comancheros
Gun blast
North to Montana
A Northern saga: a novel of men and women at war

Lawson, Christine
You'll marry my choice!

Laxalt, Robert
Sweet promised land

Le Carre, John
The Honourable schoolboy
The Little drummer girl
A Small town in Germany
The Spy who came in from the cold
Tinker, tailor, soldier, spy

Le Guin, Ursula K.
The Eye of the heron

Leaton, Anne
Pearl

Leavitt, David
Family dancing

Leblanc, Maurice
The Confessions of Arsene Lupin

Lecomber, Brian
Dead weight

Lee, Harper
To kill a mockingbird

Lee, Rowena
The Catalyst
The Rhino stayed for breakfast
The Spanish Garden
The Sunfarers

Leek, Sybil
The Night voyagers: you and your dreams
Legler, Henry M.
How to make the rest of your life the best of your life

Lehman, Paul Evan
Bandit in black
Brother of the kid
Outlaw loot
Pistol law
Range justice
Texas vengeance

Lehmann, Rosamond
Invitation to the waltz

Leigh, Helena
The Grapes of paradise

Leigh, Janet
There really was a Hollywood

Lemarchand, Elizabeth
The Affacombe affair
Buried in the past
Cyanide with compliments
Death of an old girl
Death on doomsday
Let or hindrance
The Wheel turns
Who goes home?

Leonard, Elmore
The Bounty hunters
Glitz
Hombre
La Brava
Last stand at Saber River
The Law at Randado
Split images

Leslie, Doris
The Great Corinthian: a portrait of the Prince Regent
The Sceptre and the rose
That enchantress

Leslie, Robert Franklin

Lessing, Doris
The Grass is singing

Lester, Jane
Dr. Brent's broken journey
A Gift for Dr. Gaskin

Levenson, Sam
Everything but money
In one era and out the other
You can say that again, Sam!

Levett, Jack
Making wines at home

Levin, Ira
The Stepford wives

Lewis, C. S.
A Grief observed
Reflections on the Psalms
The Screwtape letters: Screwtape proposes a toast
Surprised by joy: the shape of my early life

Lewis, Maynah
Yesterday came suddenly

Lewty, Marjorie
Makeshift marriage
One who kisses

Ley, Alice Chetwynd
The Beau and the bluestocking
Beloved Diana
The Clandestine betrothal
The Roast of the town
The Sentimental spy

Liebman, Joshua, Loth
Peace of mind

Lind, Pamela
Shadow of the mountain
Lindau, Joan
Mrs. Cooper’s boardinghouse

Lindbergh, Anne Morrow
Bring me a unicorn
Gift from the sea
Hour of gold, hour of lead
Locked rooms and open doors

Lindsay, Lady Joan Weigall
Picnic at Hanging Rock

Lindsay, Paula
The Bonds of love

Lindsay, Rachel
Mask of gold

Lindsey, Johanna
Brave the wild wind
A Gentle feuding
Love only once
Tender is the storm
When love awaits

Linington, Elizabeth
Skeletons in the closet

Linkletter, Arthur Gordon
The New kids say the darndest things!

Linton, Cathy
The Reluctant nurse
Sister Jackie
Too many doctors

Littell, Robert
The Defection of A. J. Lewinter

Lively, Penelope
Perfect happiness
The Wild hunt of Hagworthy

Livingston, Nancy
The Trouble at Aquitaine

Llewellyn, Richard
Green, green, my valley now
How green was my valley

Lloyd-Jones, Buster
The Animals came in one by one

Lockridge, Frances L. D.
Murder comes first
Murder is suggested
Murder within murder

Lockridge, Richard
The Old die young
Or was he pushed
A Plate of red herrings
The Tenth life

Lofts, Norah
The Brittle glass
Charlotte
The Claw
Crown of aloes
The Day of the butterfly
Hauntings: is there anybody there?
Heaven in your hand, and other stories
Her own special island
Here was a man
I met a gypsy
Jassy
The King’s pleasure
Knight’s Acre
Lady living alone
Lovers all untrue
Madselin
Nethergate
The Old priory
Out of the dark
The Road to revelation
A Rose for virtue
Scent of cloves
To see a fine lady
A Wayside tavern

Logan, Ben
The Land remembers
London, Jack
The Call of the wild
The Sea-wolf
White Fang

Long, Jean M.
The Man with granite eyes

Longstreet, Stephen
The Pembroke colors

Longus
Daphnis and Chloe

Loomis, Noel
Bonanza

Loos, Anita
Kiss Hollywood good-by

Loraine, Philip
Death wishes

Lord, Bette Bao
Spring Moon: a novel of China

Lord, Walter
Incredible victory
The Night lives on
A Night to remember

Lorin, Amii
Candleglow

Loring, Emilie Baker
Beckoning trails
Bright skies
Follow your heart
For all your life
Forever and a day
Forsaking all others
How can the heart forget
I take this man
In times like these
A Key to many doors
My dearest love
No time for love
The Shadow of suspicion
The Shining years
Spring always comes
There is always love
Throw wide the door
To love and to honor
What then is love
With this ring

Lovelace, Jane
Rolissa

Lovesey, Peter
Abracadaver
A Case of spirits
The False Inspector Dew
Keystone
Mad Hatter's holiday
Swing, swing together
The Tick of death
Waxwork
Wobble to death

Lowe-Watson, Dawn
The Good morrow

Lowell, J. R.
Daughter of darkness

Luce, Helen
In the midst of death

Ludlum, Robert
The Bourne supremacy

Lunde, Johan, Bp.
Light at eventide: devotions for the autumn years

Lurie, Alison
Foreign affairs

Lutz, Giles A.
Blood feud
Lure of the outlaw trail
Outcast gun
Relentless gun
Smash the wild bunch
The Tangled web
Thieves' brand
The Turn around
The Unbeaten

Lyall, Gavin
  Judas country
  Shooting script
  Venus with pistol

Lyle, Katie Letcher
  I will go barefoot all summer for you

Lynch, Frances
  Stranger at the wedding

Lyon, Buck
  Sundown

Lyons, Mary
  Caribbean confusion
  No other love

MacArthur, Catherine
  The Flight of the dove
  It was the lark

MacCracken, Mary
  Lovey, a very special child

MacDonald, Betty (Bard)
  The Egg and I

MacDonald, John D.
  Cinnamon skin
  A Deadly shade of gold
  The Deep blue good-by
  The Dreadful lemon sky
  Dress her in indigo
  The Girl in the plain brown wrapper
  The Lonely silver rain
  One more Sunday
  A Purple place for dying

MacDonald, Ross
  The Goodbye look
  Sleeping beauty
  The Underground man

MacDonald, William Colt
  Battle at three cross
  Destination danger
  Sombrero
  Tombstone for a troubleshooter

Macgregor, Miriam
  The Glowing dark
  A Sigh on the breeze
  The Whispering echo

MacInnes, Helen
  Agent in place
  Assignment in Brittany
  Cloak of darkness
  Decision at Delphi
  The Hidden target
  Horizon
  Neither five nor three
  North from Rome
  Prelude to terror
  The Snare of the hunter
  The Venetian affair

Mackay, Amanda
  Death on the Eno

MacKenzie, Donald
  Raven's revenge
  Sleep is for the rich
  Zaleski's percentage

MacKenzie, Rachel
  The Wine of astonishment

Mackinlay, Leila
  No room for loneliness
  Pilot's point

MacLaine, Shirley
  Dancing in the light
  Out on a limb
  You can get there from here

MacLean, Alistair
  Bear Island
Breakheart Pass  
Caravan to Vaccarés  
Floodgate  
Force 10 from Navarone  
The Golden Gate  
The Golden rendezvous  
The Guns of Navarone  
Ice Station Zebra  
The Last frontier  
Night without end  
Partisans  
Puppet on a chain  
San Andreas  
The Satan bug  
Seawitch  
South by Java Head  
The Way to dusty death  
When eight bells toll  
Where eagles dare

Maclean, Norman F.  
A River runs through it, and other stories

MacLeod, Jean S.  
Adam’s wife  
Island stranger  
Moreton’s kingdom  
Viking song

MacLeod, Robert  
All other perils  
Ambush at Junction Rock  
The Californio  
Dragonship  
The Muleskinner  
A Property in Cyprus  
The Running gun  
A Witchdance in Bavaria

Macrae, Mason  
The Distant hills  
The Scarlet saddle

MacVicar, Angus  
Bees in my bonnet

MacWilliams, Margaret  
The Marriage agreement  
Saratoga season

Maddock, Margaret K. A.  
An Unlessoned girl

Madison, Lloyd  
The Man from Rio Grande  
The Rainmaker of Deadman

Magnuson, James  
Orphan train

Mahy, Margaret  
The Catalogue of the universe

Majerus, Janet  
Grandpa and Frank

Malcolm, Margaret  
Valley of delight

Maling, Arthur  
Bent man  
Ripoff

Mallory, Kathryn  
One night’s deception

Manchester, William  
Portrait of a president : John F. Kennedy in profile

Mandel, Sally  
Portrait of a married woman

Mandelbaum, Bernard  
Add life to your years

Mandino, Og  
The Gift of Acabar

Manley, Seon  
Mistresses of mystery : two centuries of suspense stories by the gentle sex

Manley-Tucker, Audrie  
Shetland summer
Mantell, Laurie  
A Murder or three

Mantle, Winifred  
Summer at Temple Quentin

Marasco, Robert  
Burnt offerings

Marath, Laurie  
Winds of morning

March, Stella  
Barrier to love
Because of yesterday
For all but one
Love was the reason
The Runaway heiress
Sentimental journey

Marchant, Catherine  
Miss Martha Mary Crawford
The Slow awakening

Markham, Beryl  
West with the night

Markstein, George  
Chance awakening

Marlow, Joyce  
Kessie

Marlowe, Ann  
The Red rockingbird
The Winnowing winds

Marlowe, Derek  
Nancy Astor
Somebody's sister

Marquand, John P.  
The Late George Apley

Marric, J. J.  
Gideon's badge
Gideon's day

Gideon's drive
Gideon's fire
Gideon's fog
Gideon's men
Gideon's month
Gideon's press
Gideon's ride
Gideon's river
Gideon's week
Gideon's wrath

Marsh, John  
Monk's Hollow

Marsh, Lillian  
The Forgotten bride

Marsh, Ngaio  
Black as he's painted
Colour scheme
Death and the dancing footman
Grave mistake
Hand in glove
Photo finish
Tied up in tinsel

Marsh, Spencer  
God, man, and Archie Bunker

Marsh, Valerie  
Dark obsession

Marshall, Alan  
I can jump puddles

Marshall, Catherine  
Adventures in prayer
Beyond our selves
The Helper
Julie
A Man called Peter : the story of Peter Marshall
Something more

Marshall, James Vance  
The Wind at morning

Marshall, Joanne
The Peacock bed

Marshall, Peter
Mr. Jones, meet the Master: sermons and prayers of Peter Marshall

Martin, Chuck
The Deputies from Hell
Tall in the saddle

Martin, Martha
Home in the bear's domain

Martin, Tom
The Men from El Paso

Mason, Francis van Wyck
The Deadly orbit mission
Maracaibo mission

Mason, Richard Lakin
The Wind cannot read

Mather, Anne
Beware the beast
Captive destiny
Come the vintage
An Elusive desire
Images of love
Impetuous masquerade
Innocent obsession
The Legend of Lexandros
Moon witch
Moondrift
Season of mists
Seen by candlelight
Sirocco
Smokescreen

Matthews, Patricia
Dancer of dreams
Embers of dawn
Empire
Enchanted
Gambler in love
Midnight whispers
Tides of love

Maugham, William S.
The Moon and sixpence
The Painted veil

Max, Barbara
Love island

Maxwell, Gavin
Ring of bright water
The Rocks remain

Maxwell, William
So long, see you tomorrow

May, Wynne
A Slither of silk

Maybury, Anne
The Brides of Bellenmore
The Jewelled daughter

The Minerva stone
The Pavilion at Monkshood
Radiance
Ride a white dolphin
Someone waiting
Stay until tomorrow
Walk in the Paradise Garden
Whisper in the dark

Mayhew, Elizabeth
The Dark mountain

Mayo, Margaret
Afraid to love
Stormy affair

McBain, Ed
The Con man
Eight black horses
Ghosts
Jack and the beanstalk
King's ransom
Lady killer
Lightning
Vanishing ladies

McCabe, John
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mellows, Joan</td>
<td>False front</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harriet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letty Barlow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melville, Alan</td>
<td>Gnomes and gardens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melville, Anne</td>
<td>Family fortunes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last of the Lorimers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Lorimer legacy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorimers at war</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melville, Herman</td>
<td>Billy Budd, foretopman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moby Dick; or, the whale</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melville, Jennie</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confessions of a hooker</td>
<td>The Cradle will fall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Confessions of Arsene Lupin</td>
<td>Cranford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conrad's war</td>
<td>The Crash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death takes a wife</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death wears a red hat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death wishes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death's clenched fist</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death-line</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Deathless and the dead</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debbie to the rescue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision at Delphi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision for Nurse Lewis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decisions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deck with flowers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Deep</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Deep blue good-by</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Deep fall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Deer Leap</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Defection of A. J. Lewinter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Defector</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defiant mistress</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deirdre and Desire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Demetrio line</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Demon in my view</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Demon lover</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dempsey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Deputies from Hell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Deputy sheriff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desert gold</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desert of the damned</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Desert of wheat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desert rampage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Deserter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design for enchantment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desire has no mercy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desperadoes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desperate defiance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desperate desire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desperate voyage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destination danger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destination unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destiny of death</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destiny's Duchess</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Destroyers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destry rides again</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detour to destiny</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deuce</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deveron Hall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Devil and Mary Ann</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devil at your elbow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Devil on horse back</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Devil was handsome</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devil within</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Devil's advocate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devil's cub</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Devil's darling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Devil's daughter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devil's due</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devil's fire, love's revenge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devil's harvest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Devil's hole</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Devil's mistress</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Devil's pawn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Devil's saddle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Devil's trail</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devoted friends</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey decimated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Diamond cage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamonds bid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana comes home</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana the huntress</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diary of a yuppie</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Diary of private prayer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Diddakoi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Different class of doctor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Different drummer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dilemma in duct</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dilemma in paradise</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dinah Faire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dinky Hocker shoots smack</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dinner at Antoine's</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dinner at the Homesick Restaurant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Dinner of herbs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Dirty duck</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dishonest woman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Distaff factor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Distant hills</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distant love, lasting love</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Distant song</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Distant summer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distrust her shadow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dive in the sun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Diviners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doc Leroy, M. D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor and lover</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor at large</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor betrayed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor called David</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor called Harry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor delightful</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Doctor disagrees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor divine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Dude ranger
The Duke of Windsor
Dumb witness
The Dune witch
Dupe
A Durable fire
The Durango Kid
During the reign of the Queen of Persia
Dust to dust
The Dutch shoe mystery
Dutch uncle
The Dwelling place
A Dying fall

Each new day
The Eagle has landed
Eagle in the sky
Eagle Pass
An Eagle swooped
Earth to earth
Earwax
East and West: stories
East of desolation
East of the sun
Echo in the valley
Echoes from the past
Echoes of love
Ecstasy
Eden burning
Edge of glass
Edinburgh excursion
Editorial wild oats
Edwardian day-dream
Edwina alone
The Egg and I
Eight black horses
The Eighth day
The Eighth nurse
Eleanor Jowitt, antiques
Eleanor Roosevelt, an eager spirit
Elephant Bill
Elephants can remember
The Eleventh little Indian
The Elixir
Eliza Stanhope
Elizabeth and the Prince of Spain
Elizabeth Taylor, the last star
Elizabeth, captive princess
Ellery Queen’s champions of mystery

Ellery Queen’s circumstantial evidence
Ellery Queen’s lost ladies
Ellery Queen’s lost men
Ellery Queen’s maze of mysteries
Ellery Queen’s secrets of mystery
Ellis Island
An Elusive desire
The Elusive Earl
The Elusive heart
The Elusive marriage
The Elusive Mrs. Pollifax
Elvis and me
Embers of dawn
Emerald
Emergency call
Emergency nurse
Emerson’s hideout
Emily
Emily Davis
Emily of New Moon
Emma and Co.
Emma and I
Empire
The Empty house
The Empty land
The Empty nest
Enchanted
Enchanted desert
Enchanted island
Enchantment; a pastoral
The End of senility
End of the tracks
End-game
The Endless game
Endless night
The Endless steppe: growing up in Siberia
The Enduring hills
The Enemy within
The English air
Enough
Entanglement
Enter my jungle
An Episode of sparrows
Episode of the wandering knife
Erle Stanley Gardner’s The amazing adventures of Lester Leith
The Eros affair
Escapade
Escape
Escape to love
Escape to romance
Essays
The Establishment
Ethan Frome
Eugenia
Event 1000
Ever after
Evergreen
Every brilliant eye
Every good desire
Every inch a lady
Every man a king
Everyone needs a rainbow
Everything but money
Evil under the sun
Excellence, can we be equal and excellent too?
Exercises for the elderly
The Exile
Exit screaming
Experiment with death
Exploit of death
The Explosion of love
The Eye of a serpent
An Eye of the fleet
The Eye of the heron
Lye of the needle
Eyes at my feet
Eyes of the hawk
False front
The False Inspector Dew
Fame & fortune
A Family affair
Family affair
Family dancing
Family fortune
Family fortunes
Family linen
Famous detective stories in large print
The Fannie Farmer large print cookbook
Fanny McBride
The Far country
Far cry
Far from the madding crowd
Farewell crown and goodbye king
Farewell, my lovely
Fargo: the sharpshooters
Faro's daughter
Farther afield
The Fashion in shrouds
A Fast gun for Judas
Fatal switch
The Fateful summer
The Father hunt
Father of the bride
Fault in the structure
Favorite animal stories in large print
Favorite poems in large print
Favorite short stories in large print
Fear no evil
Fear to tread
The Feast of July
The Feast of Sara
Feathers in the fire
Fellowship hymnal: with worship material and services.
Felony at random
Felony file
Fenner
Fenwick houses
Fer-de-lance
The Ferguson rifle
Feud at single cinch
The Feudists
Fever of love
A Few minutes with Andy Rooney
Fields of heather
Fiesta San Antonio
The Fifteen streets
Flight for the Falklands!
Fighting caravans
A Fighting chance
Finch's fortune
Find a crooked sixpence
Finding my way
The Finding of Jasper Holt
A Fine romance
A Fine romance
The Finger of Saturn
Finn the wolfhound
Fiona
Fire Dawn
The Fire next time
Fire on the snow
Fire song
Firefox
First aid for your dog
First aid without panic
First blood
The First fast draw
First gravedigger
First Lady from Plains
First person rural
The First year
Fishers of men
Five at 10: prime ministers' consorts since 1957
Five days to Salt Lake
The Five grey geese
Five large print mysteries from The golden ball and other stories
Five little pigs
Five windows
The Five-minute marriage
The Flame and the flower
The Flame trees of Thika: memories of an African childhood
Flaming irons
Flaming tree
A Flash of scarlet
The Fledgling
Fletch
Fletch won
Fletch, too
Fletchers' end
Flight of the archangel
The Flight of the dove
The Flight of the falcon
The Flight of the falcon
Flight to freedom
Flight to happiness
Flint
The Flood
Floodgate
The Florentine
The Flowering thorn
Flowers for Mrs. Harris; and Mrs. Harris goes to New York
Flowers from a stranger
Flowers on the grass
Flying colours
The Flying nurse
Flying nurse
Follow your heart
Fonda: my life
A Fool for murder
Fool's apple
Fool's gold
Fool's paradise
Foot in the grave
Footprints
The Footprints of Elephant Bill
For all but one
For all your life
For I have lived today
For kicks
For love of the king
For love of you
For practical reasons
For special services
For the love of God
For your eyes only
Forbes Prairie
Forbidden fiancé
Forbidden love
Forbidden rapture
The Forbidden valley
Forbidden wine
Force 10 from Navarone
Foreign affairs
Forever and a day
Forge of fury
The Forgotten bride
Forlorn river
Forsaking all others
Fortune at stake
Fortune for a falcon
Fortune's soldier
Fortunes of love
Forty is beginning
Foundation's edge
The Foundling
The Four graces
The Four Hundred
The Fourth cedar
The Fourth deadly sin
The Fourth protocol
The Fourth side of the triangle
Fourth Street East
The Fox busters
The Fox from his lair
Foxfire
Foxfire light
Foxglove country
Foxglove summer
The Fraternity of the stone
Frederica
Frederica in fashion
Free grass
Free spirit
The Freedom trap
The French connection: the world's most crucial narcotics investigation
The French powder mystery
The Frenchman
Frenchman's creek
Frenchman's harvest
The Frenchman's kiss
A Frenzy of merchantmen
Fresh from the country
Friday the rabbi slept late
Friday's child
Friends and enemies
The Friends of Eddie Coyle
The Frightened bride
Frog in the throat
From approximately coast to coast...it's the Bob and Ray show
From Claudia to David
From hell to Texas: and Diablo
From hide and horn
From the High Plains
Front page marriage
Frontier feud
Frontier lawman
Frontier steel
A Fugitive from love
The Fugitive romantic
Fugitive wife
Full circle
Full tilt: Ireland to India with a bicycle
Fulton J. Sheen's guide to contentment
The Fur person
G
Gable and Lombard
The Gabriel hounds
Gaffer Samson's luck
Gail steps out
Gallant antagonist
Gallant lady
Galloping danger
Galloway and Sackett's Land
The Gallows land
The Galmart affair
A Gamble with hearts
Gambler in love
The Gambling man
Gambling on love
Game in diamonds
A Game of falcons
A Game of murder
The Gang that couldn't shoot straight
The Garden of dreams
The Garden of Eden
Garden of malice
The Garden of the gods
The Garment
The Gates of Rangitatau
Gather no moss
A Gathering of hope
A Gathering of old men
Gay defeat
Gay intruder
Gay Lord Robert
Gaylord's badge
The Gaynor women
The Gazebo
The Gemini man
Gene Kelly: a biography
The Generous heart
The Genesee diary: report from a trappist monastery
Gentle awakening
The Gentle desperado
A Gentle feuding
The Gentle gunman
A Gentleman called James
A Gentleman in love
George and Elizabeth: a royal marriage
Gc Alma
Gerald and Elizabeth
Gertrude
Getting away with murder?
Getting through the night: finding your way after the loss of a loved one
Getting to know the general
A Ghost in Monte Carlo
Ghost Mountain guns
The Ghost of Fiddler's Hill
Giants' bread
Gideon's badge
Gideon's day
Gideon's drive
Gideon's fire
Gideon's fog
Gideon's men
Gideon's month
Gideon's press
Gideon's ride
Gideon's river
Gideon's week
Gideon's wrath
A Gift for Dr. Gaskin
Gift from the sea
The Gift of Acabar
Gifts of an eagle
Gilded cage
Gilded splendour
The Gingerbread house
The Gipsy lover
The Girl
The Girl at Goldenhawk
The Girl at White Drift
A Girl called Evelyn
The Girl from Montana
The Girl from Paris
The Girl from Switzerland
Girl in a mask
Girl in a trap
The Girl in his garden
The Girl in the plain brown wrapper
A Girl in winter
A Girl like that
The Girl next door
Girl on the heights
A Girl to love
The Girl who loved Crippen
The Girls are missing
The Girls from the five great valleys
Girls in their married bliss
Give love the air
Give us forever
The Glass barrier
The Glass flame
The Glass key
The Glass palace
Glendraco
A Glimpse of Eden
A Glimpse of paradise
The Glitter dome
The Glitter-dust
Glitz
A Glorious third
The Glory game
The Glory trail
The Glowing dark
Gnomes and gardens
Go slowly, come back quickly
The Goat bag
God at eventide
The God bit
God calling: a devotional classic
God can do it again
God in the hard times
God, man, and Archie Bunker
Goddess of death
Goddess of threads
The Godfather
Godfrey: a special time remembered
Going home
Going like sixty: a lighthearted look at the later years
Gold comes in bricks
The Golden collar
The Golden flame
The Golden Gate
The Golden gondola
The Golden keel
Golden lasso
The Golden rendezvous
Golden soak
Golden songbird
Golden summer
The Golden unicorn
Goldengrove
Goldengrove
Goldenrod
Gone to Texas
Gone with the wind
The Gone-away man
The Good earth
The Good listener
The Good morrow
The Good mother
Good night, Mr. Christopher
Good-bye Mr. Chips.
The Goodbye look
Goodbye to yesterday
Gorky Park
Gospel fever: a novel about America's most beloved TV evangelist
Gossip from Thrush Green
Gown of glory
Graham: a day in Billy's life
Grand canary
A Grand man
Grand slam
The Grand Sophy
Grandpa and Frank
Grapes from thorns
The Grapes of paradise
The Grapes of wrath
The Grass is always greener over the septic tank
The Grass is singing
Grave matters
Grave mistake
A Grave without flowers
Graveyard meadow
The Great British ghost hunt
The Great Corinthian: a portrait of the Prince Regent
Great discoverers in modern science
Great expectations
Great Granny Webster
Great house
The Great railway bazaar: by train through Asia
The Great train robbery
Greatest animal stories
Greed and glory on Wall Street
The Greedy killers
Greek fire
The Greek way
The Green diamonds
The Green fields of Eden
Green grow the dollars
Green hand
Green mansions
Green money
Green River high
The Green years
Green, green, my valley now
Grendel
The Grey beginning
Greygallows
A Grief observed
Gringo
Grizzly trail
A Grove of olives
A Growing moon
The Guarded heart
A Guide to Christian meditation
The Guilty guns
The Guilty party
A Guilty thing surprised
The Gulf between
The Gun
Gun blast
A Gun for Inspector West
Gun lust
Gun man
Gun trouble
Gun trouble in Tonto Basin
Gun-down on the Rio and Gunsmoke empire
The Gunbearers
Gunfight at the O.K. Corral
Gunfighter's return
The Gunfighters
Gunlock
Gunmen's feud
Guns along the border
The Guns of August
The Guns of Bitter Creek
Guns of fury
The Guns of Morgette
The Guns of Navarone
Guns of Rio Conchos
Guns of Roaring Fork
Guns of the hunter
Guns of the Timberlands
Guns of Wyoming
Gunsmoke gambler
Gunsmoke thunder
Gwendolene
Gypsy & me: at home and on the road
with Gypsy Rose Lee

H
Hair-triggered
Half a treasure
The Half breed
Half the way home
The Half-enchanted
The Half-sisters
Halfhyde's Island
The Hammerhead
Hand in glove
The Hand in the glove
The Hand of Mary Constable
Hand of vengeance
A Handful of earth
A Handful of men
Handmaid to Midas
The Handmaid's tale
Hands of a stranger
The Hands of innocence
Hang the cowboy high
Hang the little man
Hanged for a sheep
The Hanging doll murder
The Hang'ng tree
Hanging woman creek
The Hangman's apprentice
The Hangrope posse
Hanna and Walter: a love story
Hannah Fowler
Hannah Massey
Happy all the time
Happy ever after
Happy Jack
Hard bargains
Hard country
The Hard riders
Hard road West
Hard summer
Hard Texas trail
The Hard time bunch
Hardcase for hire
Hardy perennials from seed
Harlequin
Harmony of hearts
Harold
Harper's trail
Harriet
Harry and Tonto
Hart: ride the wide country
Hartinger's mouse
Harvest of desire
Harvest of yesterdays
The Hash knife outfit
A Haunted landscape
The Haunting of Hill House
Hauntings: is there anybody there?
Haven of the heart
Hawk: blood kin
Hawk: fool's gold
Hawk: the sudden guns
The Hawk and the dove
The Haymaker
He began with Eve
He married a doctor
He saw a hummingbird
He sets the captive free
Head of the mountain
The Healer
The Healing time
The Healing touch
A Health unto His Majesty
The Heart has wings
Heart of gold
Heart of honor
The Heart of Rachael
Heart of stone
The Heart of Texas
The Heart of the family
The Heart of the hunter
The Heart possessed
The Heart speaks many ways
Heart's desire
Heart's ease in death
Heartache, hospital
Heartbreak surgeon
Heartburn
A Heartful of happiness
The Heat of the sun
Heaven and Hell and the Megas factor
Heaven here on earth
Heaven in your hand, and other stories
Heaven is here
Heaven is high
Heaven round the corner
Hebridean nurse
Heir to Windrush Hill
Heiress apparent
Hell on ice
Hell riders
Heller with a gun
Hello, Anna
Hellspout
Help the poor struggler
The Helper
Henrietta who?
Her death of cold
Her first American
Her own special island
The Herb of grace
Hercule Poirot's early cases
Here comes a candle
Here I stay
Here was a man
The Heritage of the desert
Herne the hunter: Cross-draw
Herne the hunter: Death in gold
Herne the hunter: Vigilante!
A Hero for Leanda
The Hesitant heart
Hester Dark
The Hidden target
The Hidden Venus
Hide in plain sight
Hide my heart
The Hiding place
High citadel
The High graders
High jinx
High lawless
High lonesome
High noon
A High old time; or, How to enjoy being a woman over sixty
High road to China
High stand
The High valley
High Valley River
High water
A High wind in Jamaica
Highland interlude
Highland velvet
A Highly respectable marriage
The Highwayman
Hill farm story
Hinds' feet on high places
Hindsight
Hired guns
His burial too
His darling wife, Evelyn: the autobiography of Mrs. Oral Roberts
His last bow: some reminiscences of Sherlock Holmes
His shadow on the wall
HMS Saracen
Hogan's way
Hold me up a little longer, Lord
Hold the dream
Holiday for Inspector West
Holiday nurse
Hollow vengeance
Hombre
Home at sundown
Home for the wedding
Home in the bear's domain
A Home of her own
Home through the dark
Home to roost
Home to the valley
The Home-coming, and other stories
The Homesteaders
Homing
Hondo
Honey for tea
Honeymaker's son
Honeymoon deferred
The Honor girl
Honorable men
The Honorary consul
The Honourable schoolboy
Hopalong Cassidy and the eagle's brood
Hope and faith for tough times
Hope for tomorrow
Hopscotch
Horizon
Hornblower in the West Indies
A Horse called Mystery
Horse thief trail
Horse thief trail
The Horseman
Horsethief canyon
Hospital across the bridge
Hospital circles
The Hospital in Buwambo
Hospital of the heart
A Hospital summer
The Hostage bride
The Hound of death, and other stories
The Hour awaits
Hour of gold, hour of lead
The House of a Thousand Lanterns
The House of brass
The House of conflict
The House of Harron
The House of Kuragin
House of many shadows
House of many windows
The House of nightingales
The House of seven gables
House of strangers
The House of the deer
The House of the shining tide
House of the twelve Caesars
The House on Flamingo Cay
The House on Hay Hill
The House on the cliff
The House on the strand
A House without love
How can I find you, God?
How can the heart forget
How green was my valley
How much you mean to me
How rich is love?
How sleep the brave
How to be your own best friend
How to live dangerously
How to live to be 100-or more
How to make the rest of your life the
best of your life
The Howards of Caxley
Human options
Hungry for love
Hungry Hill
Hunt the man down
Hunter's green
The Hunters and the hunted
A Husband for Helen
The Hyde Park murder
Hyde Place
Hymn book

I come as a thief
I flew for the Fuhrer
I have three sons
I heard my sister speak my name
I heard the owl call my name
I know my love
I lost everything in the post-natal
depression
I met a gypsy
I met murder
I never played the game
I once knew an Indian woman
I remember it well
I take this man
I will go barefoot all summer for you
I wish this war were over
I'll never forget you
I'll take Manhattan
I'm glad you didn't take it personally
I'm human--thank God!
I'm OK, you're OK: a practical guide to
transactional analysis
Iacocca: an autobiography
Ice princess
Ice Station Zebra
Ice venture nurse
Idaho!
Idols and axle grease
If chance a stranger
If death ever slept
If life is a bowl of cherries, what am I
doing in the pits?
If only they could talk
If tomorrow comes
Ike & Mamie
Illusions: the adventures of a reluctant
messiah
Illusions of love
The Image of Eve
Images of love
Images of Rose
The Immense journey
The Immigrants
Imperfect chaperone
Impetuous masquerade
The Importance of being sick: a
Christian reflection
An Important family
The Imposter
Impudent lady
In love's own fashion
In my father's house
In one era and out the other
In spite of thunder
In storm and in calm
In the beginning
In the frame
In the fullness of time
In the hour before midnight
In the midst of death
In the presence of mine enemies
In the shadow of the Brontes
In the silence of the heart
In the teeth of the evidence
In the time of lilacs
In times like these
In trust to Fiona
In tune with wedding bells
The Incomparable Miss Brady
The Incredible journey
Incredible victory
The Incredulity of Father Brown
An Indecent obsession
Indemnity only
Independence!
The Indifferent heart
The Inferno
Ingrid Bergman, my story
Inherit the sun
The Inheritance
The Inheritance
The Inimitable Jeeves
Inner healing: God's great assurance
Innocent blood
Innocent obsession
The Innocent one
The Innocents
The Inside man
Inspector Queen's own case
Instrument of thy peace
The Intercom conspiracy
Into the heart of Borneo
Introducing the Bible
Intruders in Eden
The Invisible cord
The Invisible outlaw
Invisible wife
Invitation to romance
Invitation to the waltz
Iris in winter
The Irish boy: a romantic biography
The Iron cobweb
The Iron marshall
The Iron stirrup
The Irrational season
Irregular people
An Irresistible force
Island doctor
Island magic
Island of enchantment
Island of mermaids
Island of mystery
Island on the hill
Island stranger
Isle of pomegranates
Isle of rapture
It happened in spring
It shouldn't happen to a vet
It takes a long time to become young
It was the lark
It's a battlefield
It's spring, my heart!
Ivanhoe
The Ivory dagger
The Ivy tree

J
Jack and the beanstalk
Jack Benny
Jack Lemmon
Jack Mercybright
Jackman's wolf
The Jackson trail
Jalna
Jamaica Inn
James Cagney
The James Joyce murder
James Stewart
Jane Eyre
Jane of Gowlands
Jane Russell: my path & my detours
Jane Scott
Jane Scott meets the doctor
Jane Scott meets the pops
Jane Wyman: a biography
Jane's house
Janet Forsythe
Jassy
The Jealous doctor
A Kind of anger
A Kind of courage
The Kindled fire
Kindling
King Arthur: tales of the Round Table
The King Bird rides
King Colt
King country
King Fisher's road
King of the castle
King of the Golden Valley
King of the range
King Solomon's mines
King's adversary
The King's daughter
The King's daughters
The King's orchard
The King's pleasure
King's ransom
The King's vengeance
The Kingdom by the sea: a journey around Great Britain
The Kiowa Plains
Kiowa trail and Killoe
Kiri: Kiri Te Kawana
Kirkland Revels
Kiss Hollywood good-bye
Kiss of betrayal
Kissing kin
Kitty
The Klondyker
Knight's Acre
Knights of the range
Knock wood
The Kobra manifesto
Kon-tiki: across the Pacific by raft

La comtesse
The Labours of Hercules
LaBrava
Lace II
Lady
Lady Blue
A Lady fell in love
The Lady from Yorktown
The Lady in black
Lady in love
The Lady in question
Lady Jane Grey
Lady killer
Lady killers
Lady living alone
Lady of quality
Lady Pamela
Lady yesterday
Ladysmead
Lake of silver
Lake Wobegon days
Lana—the lady, the legend, the truth
The Lancaster men
Land below the wind
A Land called Deseret
The Land God gave to Cain
Land of tomorrow
The Land remembers
Lando
Landscape with violence
Landslide
A Lantern in her hand
The Large type cook book
The Lark in the meadow
The Lark shall sing
Larramee's ranch
Lass of silver, lad of gold
Lassiter
Lassiter
Last act
The Last assassin
The Last bullet
The Last enemy
The Last frontier
Last hope ranch
Last judgement
The Last love of a king
Last of the breed
The Last of the Duanes
The Last of the Lorimers
The Last of the Mohicans
The Last of the plainsmen
The Last ranger
The Last round-up
The Last shoot-out
The Last showdown
Last stage to Gomorrah
Last stage west
Last stand at Papago Wells
Last stand at Saber River
The Last trail
The Last Tudor king
Last wish
The LASTIAG lover
The Latchkey kid
The Late George Apley
Late harvest
Latter End
Laugh day : a new treasury of over 1000
humorous stories and anecdotes
The Laughing grave
The Laurel & Hardy murders
Laurence, my love
Laurian Vale
The Law at Randado
The Law in Cottonwood
Law killer
The Law o' the lariat
Law of the jungle
Lawless land
Lawman's choice
Layers of deceit
The League of frightened men
Leap for the sun
Leave of absence
Leaves from the valley
Leaving Kansas
The LeBaron secret
Led into sunlight
Leftover love
The Legacy
Legacy of love
The Legend
Legend in green velvet
The Legend of Lexandros
The Legend of Sleepy Hollow & Rip Van
Winkle
The Leopard hunts in darkness
Leopard in the fold
The Lesley affair
A Lesson in love
Lesson in love
Lester : the official biography
Let freedom ring!
Let him stay dead
Let it be love
Let me love
Let or hindrance
Let the hurricane roar
Let the lion eat straw
Let us love
Letter from Peking

Letters home
Letty
Letty Barlow
The Levanter
Levkas man
Libertine in love
Lie down with lions
The Life and adventures of Robinson
Crusoe
Life and Mary Ann
A Life of Jesus
Life sentences
Life with father
Life with Rose Kennedy
Life's a jubilee
Lift up your heart
Light at eventide : devotions for the
autumn years
Light from one star
The Light heart
The Light here kindled
The Light of day
Light of heart
The Light of western stars
Lighthouse
Lightning
Lightning strikes twice
Lines and shadows
Lion in the valley
A Lion in the way
Lion of darkness
Lions walk alone
Lisa Logan
Listen for the whisperer
Listen to danger
Listen to the land : a farm journal
 treasury
The Listening eye
The Listening silence
Listening valley
The Little adventure
The Little book of Sylvanus (died 41 A.D.)
Little boy lost
The Little drummer girl
The Little flowers of Saint Francis of
Assisi
A Little local murder
The Little matron of the cottage hospital
The Little Victoria
Little white doves of love
Little women
The Little world of Don Camillo
Live and let die
Lives of girls & women
Living between two worlds
The Living Bible, paraphrased
Living simply through the day
Living with the Kennedys: the Joan Kennedy story
Living, loving & learning
Locked rooms and open doors
Logan's choice
Logan's guns
London match
Lone star ranger
Loneliness: Tony Lake
The Lonely earl
The Lonely girl
The Lonely man
Lonely on the mountain
The Lonely shore
The Lonely silver rain
The Lonely strangers
The Lonelorn gods
The Long chase
The Long coffin
The Long corridor
The Long journey home
The Long journey home
The Long road
Long run
The Long search
Long shadows
The Long short cut
Long storm
Long summer shadows
A Long way to go
The Long winter
The Long, long trail
The Long-shadowed forest
The Longest day: June 6, 1944
Longhorn
Look 'n cook cook book
Look to the mountain
Loom of love
The Loom of Tancred
The Lord and Mary Ann
Lord Gilmore's bride
The Lord God made them all
Lord Hornblower
Lord Jim: a romance
Lord of the Far Island
Lord of the high valley
Lord Ravenscar's revenge
Lords, ladies, and gentlemen: a memoir
The Lorimer legacy
Lorimers at war
Lost and found; an illustrated compendium of things no longer in general use
Lost horizon
Lost island
Lost lady
A Lost lady
A Lost love
Lost love, last love
The Lost Madonna
A Lost mine named Salvation
Lost mountain
The Lost wagon train
The Lost years
Louise
Louise's daughters
Love and desire and hate
Love and laughter
Love and let love
Love and Mary Ann
Love at the helm
The Love battle
Love beyond desire
Love for Dr. Penn
Love from Linda
Love has no secrets
Love holds the cards
Love in hiding
Love in the dark
Love in waiting
Love is a dream
Love is a star garden
Love is the honey
Love island
Love leaves at midnight
Love medicine
Love only once
Love play
Love story
The Love story of nurse Julie
The Love talker
Love to the rescue
Love under fire
Love unmasked
Love was the reason
Love will come
Love's a magician
Love's destiny
Love's glittering web
Love's sweet charity
Love's sweet surrender
Love's sweet ways
Love, let me not hunger
The Loved and the feared
Lover in blue
Lover in pursuit
A Lover scorned
A Lover's victory
Lovers all untrue
The Lovers and other stories
Lovers' reunion
The Loves of a virgin princess
Lovesong
Lovey, a very special child
Loving
Loving and giving
Loving each other: the challenge of human relationships
Lucia's progress
Luciano's luck
Luke Sutton, avenger
Luke Sutton, gunfighter
Luke Sutton, Indian fighter
Luke Sutton, outlaw
Lure of the outlaw trail
Lydia
Lyn's second love
Lynch law
Lynch town
Lynching at Broken Butte
The Lynmara legacy

M
The Mad hatter mystery
Mad Hatter's holiday
Mad is the heart
Madam, will you talk?
Madame Bovary
Madame Sarah
Maddon's Rock
Madman's Bend
Madselin
Maggie Rowan
Maggie-now
A Magic place
Magnificent obsession
The Magnificent spinster
Maigret and the apparition
Maigret and the gangsters
Maigret and the man on the bench
Majesty: Elizabeth II and the House of Windsor
Majesty's Rancho
Make a joyful noise unto the Lord!
Make-believe
Makeshift marriage
Making life more livable: simple adaptations for the homes of blind and visually impaired older people
The Making of a gunman
Making wines at home
Making your own preserves
The Mallen girl
The Mallen litter
The Mallen streak
Mallion's pride
The Maltese falcon
Mama's bank account
The Mammoth hunters
A Man apart
The Man at Kambala
The Man called noon
A Man called Peter: the story of Peter Marshall
The Man from Laramie
The Man from Mustang
The Man from outback
The Man from Plains: the mind and spirit of Jimmy Carter
The Man from Rio Grande
Man from Savage Creek
The Man from Skibbereen
The Man from the broken hills
The Man from the wilderness
The Man from Tucson
The Man in command
The Man in the brown suit
The Man in the gray flannel suit
Man in the saddle
A Man like Brady
The Man of glass
Man on the mountain
Man outgunned
The Man she married
The Man who cried
The Man who liked couscous
The Man who made the devil glad
The Man who painted roses: the story of Pierre-Joseph Redoute
The Man with granite eyes
The Man with the golden gun
The Man without a face
Man without a gun
Man’s estate
Man, woman, and child
Mandala
The Mandarin cypher
Mandevilla
Manhattan masquerade
Mann of the medical wing
Mansion for my love
Many a human heart
Many waters
A Many-splendoured thing
Mara Simba: the African lion
Maracaibo mission
Marauder
Marazan
Marblehead
Mariana
The Mark of the crescent: a department of Z adventure
Markings
Marlborough’s unfair lady
The Marriage agreement
Marriage and Mary Ann
The Marriage bed
The Marriage chest
Marriage in heaven
Marriage of Leonora
Marriage without love
Marry in haste
The Marrying kind
Marsanne
The Marshal
Marshal of Gunsmoke
Marshall from Dodge City
Marshwood
Mary Ann and Bill
Mary Ann’s angels
Mary II, Queen of England
Mary Lou: creating an Olympic champion
Mary Wakefield
Mary, Queen of Scotland: the triumphant year
The Mask of Fu Manchu
Mask of gold
The Mask of the enchantress
The Massacre at Fall Creek
The Master fiddler
The Master of Jalna
Master of Morley
Master of Ransome
Master of Saramanca
The Master of Tawhai
Master of the game
Matagorda
Match race
Matched pearls
Matchmaker nurse
A Matter of conscience
A Matter of marriage
Matthew, Mark, Luke and John
The Mature mind
The Maverick Queen
Maverick showdown
Max
Max Brand’s best western stories
McAllister and Cheyenne death
McAllister and quarry
McAllister and the Spanish Gold
McAllister in Die hard
McAllister in Fire-brand
McAllister never surrenders
McAllister on the Comanche crossing
The Meadows of Tallon
The Medici ring
Meet Candy
Meet me at’the Melba
Meet me in Monte Carlo
Meet Thomas Jefferson
Meeting at midnight
Melbury Square
Melinda
The Melodeon
The Melting man
Memoirs of a coarse zoo keeper
The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes
The Memorial Hall murder
The Memory of Old Jack
The Men from El Paso
The Men in her death
The Menace within
The Menagerie
Menfreya
The Merchant of Venice
The Merciless ladies
The Meritocrats
Merlin's keep
The Merriam-Webster dictionary for
large print users
The Merriam-Webster thesaurus for large
print users
Merry-go-round
Mesquite Jenkins
Mesquite marauders; and, Outlaw hell
Message from Absalom
The Middle window
Midnight lover
The Midnight match
Midnight whispers
Midsummer masque
A Midsummer night's dream
Midsummer's eve
Military hospital nurse
The Millionaire's daughter
Milo Talon
Mine eyes have seen the glory
Minerva
The Minerva stone
Minotaur country
The Minotaur garden
The Miracle
The Miracle of love
Mirage on the horizon
The Mirror crack'd from side to side
Miss Buncle's book
Miss Buncle, married
Miss Clare remembers
Miss Cordelia Harling
Miss Harriet Townshend
Miss Mapp; including, The male
impersonator
Miss Marple: the complete short stories
Miss Martha Mary Crawford
Miss Miranda's walk
Miss Nobody from nowhere
Miss Read's country cooking; or, To cut a
cabbage-leaf
Miss Secotn sings
Miss Silver comes to stay
Miss Tallulah Bankhead
Miss Willie
The Missing man
Mission in Tunis
Mississippi!
Missouri!
A Mist in Glen Torran
Mister Roberts
Mistletoe and holly
Mistral's daughter
Mistress Jane Seymour
Mistress of Mellyn
Mistresses of mystery: two centuries of
suspense stories by the gentle sex
The Mists of fear
The Mists of love
The Mixed blessing
Mixed doubles
Moby Dick; or, the whale
The Modigliani scandal
Monday in summer
Monday the rabbi took off
Monday's child
Money to burn
Monk's Hollow
The Montmartre murders
The Moon and sixpence
Moon city
The Moon flower
The Moon in a bucket
Moon over Morocco
Moon over the Alps
Moon witch
The Moon's a balloon
The Moon-spinners
Moondrift
The Moonlit way
Moonraker's bride
Moonshine: a life in pursuit of white
liquor
The Moonstone
A Morbid taste for bones: a Mediaeval
Whodunnit
More than all
More travels in a donkey trap
More work for the undertaker
Moreton's kingdom
Morgan's passing
Morgette in the Yukon
Morgette on the Barbary Coast
Morning at Jalna
My friend Rose
My friend Sandy
My friend the swallow
My friend, Cousin Emmie
My friend, the professor
My friends the hungry generation
My friends, George and Tom
My heart is yours
My lady of Cleves
My lady of the chimney corner
My laugh comes last
My life and prophecies
My love! My little queen!
My mother's keeper
My religion
My sister Eileen
My true love
My uncle Silas
My utmost for His Highest: selections for every day
My wife Melissa
Myself my enemy
Myself when young: the shaping of a writer
The Mysterious affair at Styles
The Mysterious maid-servant
The Mysterious Mr. Quin
The Mysterious rider
Mystery Mile
The Mystery of Swordfish Reef
The Mystery of the red triangle
The Mystic adventures of Roxie Stoner
Mythology

The Naked battle
The Name of Annabel Lee
The Name of the rose
Nancy Astor
The Nantucket diet murders
Natalie: a memoir by her sister
National Velvet
A Natural year
Nebraska!
Necessary losses
A Necessary woman
Neither five nor three
Nemesis
Nerve
Nethergate

Nevada
Nevada!
Never call it loving
Never cry wolf
Never look back
Never look back
Never say good-bye
Never say never
Never trust a stranger
Never turn back
The New boy
New doctor at Northmoor
The New girl friend: and other stories of suspense
New girl in town
A New joy
The New kids say the darndest things!
A New kind of country
New moon rising
The New Mrs Rainer
The New Sister Theatre
The New year
A New York dance
The New York Times large type cookbook
Next of kin
The Next one to die
The Nice bloke
The Night branders
Night ferry to death
The Night hunters
Night journey
Night judgement at Sinos
The Night lives on
Night nurse at Nazingham's
Night of the cotillion
Night of the fox
Night of the letter
Night of the mistral
The Night of the party
Night on the mountain
The Night riders
The Night she died
The Night the gods smiled
The Night they burned the mountain
The Night they killed Joss Varran
A Night to remember
The Night voyagers: you and your dreams
Night way
Night without end
A Nightingale once sang
Nightstar
Nightwork
Nine coaches waiting
Nine lives
Nine o'clock tide
Nine women
No alternative
No body
No comebacks: collected short stories
No cure for death
No darkness for love
No gentle persuasion
No highway
No holds barred
No law and order
No love lost
No love lost: two stories of suspense
No man is an island
No more dying then
No other love
No price too high
No private heaven
No room for loneliness
No room in his life
No through road
No time for love
No time for love
No time for romance
No time for tears
No word from Winifred
The no-gun fighter
The noble one
The Noble savage
Nobody ever died of old age
Nobody likes Trina
None dare call it treason
The Nonesuch
The Noonday devil
Nor any dawn
The Normandie affair
North from Rome
North of Capricorn
North Sea nurse
North star
North to Montana
North to the rails
North-west by south

The Northern light
A Northern saga: a novel of men and women at war
Northern sunset
Not a penny more, not a penny less
Not by appointment
Not dead, only resting
Not far enough
Not I, but Christ
Not there, Doctor
Not wisely but too well
Notched guns
Nothing is impossible with God
Nothing is the number when you die
Nothing quite like it
Now and forever
Now dead is any man
A Nun in the closet
The Nun's story
Nurse at Whispering Pines
Nurse Bryony
A Nurse called Liza
Nurse errant
Nurse for the season
Nurse from Killarney
Nurse in Paris
Nurse in the house
Nurse in the Orient
Nurse incognito
Nurse Jean's strange case
Nurse Katie of Presswood
Nurse Lyle of Wayne's Ward
Nurse Nicole's decision
Nurse of all work
Nurse of the islands
Nurse on Bodmin moor
Nurse on call
Nurse on leave
Nurse Polly's promise
Nurse Rhona's romance
Nurse Rona came to Rothmere
Nurse Smith, cook
The Nurse who fell in love
Nurse with a dream
The Nurse's story

O

O pioneers
An Obscure grave
The Oceola kid
Octavia
October men
Odds against
The Odessa file
Of diamonds and diplomats
Of mice and men
Of passion born
Oh! to be in England
Oh, Susannah!
Oklahoma crude
The Old Adam
An Old captivity
The Old Colts
The Old die young
The Old elm tree
The Old fox deceiv’d
The Old girl
Old Kyle’s boy
Old love’s domain
The Old Patagonian express: by train through the Americas
The Old priory
The Old rectory
Oliver’s story
Ominous star
On call
On camera: my 10,000 hours on television
On reflection
On the Black Hill
On the night of the seventh moon
On the road with Charles Kuralt
On the trail of four
On the trail of the Tumbling T
On wings of eagles
Once for all time
Once in a lifetime
Once upon a time
One across, two down
One day at a time
One day we’ll be happy
One dragon too many
One love too many
One man and his dog
One more bridge to cross
One more spring
One more Sunday
One more time
One night’s deception
One o’clock at the Gotham
One of the boys
One of us must die
One pair of hands
One special rose
One summer
One to live with
One way to Venice
One who kisses
The One who kisses
One woman’s Arctic
One, two, buckle my shoe
The Onedin line: the high seas
The Onedin line: the iron ships
The Onedin line: the shipmaster
Only earth and sky last forever
Opal
The Open window
Or was he pushed
The Orchid tree
Ordeal by innocence
The Ordeal of Jason Ord
Ordinary people
The Oregon trail
Oregon!
Orphan train
The Other
The Other David
The Other man
The Other shoe
The Other side of Tenko
The Other side of the canyon
Otto of the Silver Hand
Our best years
Our hearts were young and gay
Our John Willie
Our Kate: Catherine Cookson
Our town: a play in three acts
Out of a blue sky
Out of Africa; and, Shadows on the grass
Out of solitude: three meditations on the Christian life
Out of the blackout
Out of the dark
Out of the past
Out of the wild
Out on a limb
The Outback man
Outcast gun
The Outlaw
Outlaw breed
Outlaw loot
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Book Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Outlaw of Buffalo Flat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outlaws three</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outlaws; and Lynch law</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Outrageous lady</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Outrider</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outsider in Amsterdam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over on the dry side</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over the gate; and Fairacre festival</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Overloaded ark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pagan adversary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pagan lover</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paint me rainbows</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Painted caves</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Painted veil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Pair of desert-wellies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Pair of deuces</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pale rider</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Palm for Mrs. Pollifax</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palomino</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper lion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Parasites</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Pyne investigates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parson's house</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partisans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partner for the doctor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Partners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passin' through</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passion from the past</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passion's promise</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Passionate heart</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passionate impositor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passionate involvement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passionate pursuit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passionate silence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passionate stranger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Password is courage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past forgetting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Past tense of love</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pat Boone devotional book</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Patchwork man</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients in my care</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Butler for the defence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Patriot game</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patriot's dream</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Patriots</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Temple and the Margo mystery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Pavilion at Monkshood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pay dirt and other whispering sands stories</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payment for the piper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Peace keeper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peace of mind</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peace with God</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peacemaker: $1,000 death</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peacemaker: Comanche!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peacemaker: the lost</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peacemaker: war party</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Peacemakers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Peacock bed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Pearl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearl S. Buck's book of Christmas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peckham's marbles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Pembroke colors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pendragon, late of Prince Albert's own</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penny dreadful</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penny plain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Penthouse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People of darkness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pepper Tree Bay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perchance to dream</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect fools</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect happiness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect order</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Perfect stranger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peril at End House</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peril rides the Pecos; and Lost river loot</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perilous rock</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Perilous spring of Morris Seidman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Persian price</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persons unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persuasion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter's pence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Pew group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phantom warrior</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photo finish</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picnic at Hanging Rock</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pieces of my mind</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pied Piper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pigeon feathers, and other stories</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilgrim</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Pilgrim kill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilgrim's inn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Pilgrim's progress</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilgrim's Rest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pillar Mountain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot's point</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Pine Cone Ranch
Pistol law
Pistolman
A Place called Paradise
Place for Claire
A Place for everyone
The Place of stones
Place of stones
A Place to hide
The Plague of silence
Plains song
Plant propagation
Plantation moon
A Plate of red herrings
Play a lone hand
The Player on the other side
Playing for keeps
Playing house
Please don't eat the daisies
Please pass the guilt
The Pledge of honour
The Plight of Pamela Pollworth
Plot it yourself
The Plot that thickened
The Plum thicket
The Plunderers
The Poacher
Pocket billiards with cue tips
A Pocket full of rye
A Pocketful of rye
Poinciana
The Poison oracle
Poland
Police at the funeral
Policewoman
Polly
Polly - my wonderful mother
Pool of the pink lilies
Poor relation
The Portland murders
Portofino love
Portrait of a married woman
Portrait of a president: John F. Kennedy
in profile
Portrait of a woman
Portrait of Jennie
Portrait of Sarah
A Portrait of the artist as a young man
Posse from hell
Posse from Poison Creek
Possessions
The Post at Gundooee
Post mortem
Postern of fate
Pound foolish
Powder Valley plunder
Powder Valley vengeance
Powdersmoke feud
Powdersmoke payoff
The Power of positive thinking
The Practice of the presence of God
Practice what you preach
The Prairie fighter
Prayer and personal religion
A Prayer for the ship
Prayers & promises for every day from
the Living Bible
Prelude to terror
Prelude to yesterday
Prescription for Melissa
Presidential lottery
The Pretty horse-breakers
The Pretty ones
The Pride
Pride and prejudice
Pride of Blewburton
The Pride of the peacock
Pride's castle
The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie
Prince Charles
Prince of darkness
Princess Daisy
Princess Grace
The Princess of Celle
The Print petticoat
Private affairs
A Private life
Prizzi's family
The problems of Dr. A
Prodigal gunfighter
Profiles in courage
The Promise
The Promise
The Promise of the morning
Promise of tomorrow
Promised land
Promises
A Property in Cyprus
The Prophet
A Prophet in his own country
A Prospect of flowers
The Proud ones
The Provencal summer
The Proving gun
The Proving trail
Public smiles, private tears
Puppet on a chain
Pure as the lily
A Purple place for dying
Pursuit
The Pursuit of holiness

Q
Q clearance
Q's legacy
Quarrel with murder
Quartet in autumn
The Queen and Lord M
The Queen and the gypsy
A Queen for the Regent
Queen Lucia
The Queen Mother herself
The Queen of hearts
The Queen's husband
The Queen's life and her twenty-five years of monarchy
The Queen's ward
The Question of Max
A Question of time
The Quick and the dead
Quick trigger country
Quick-fire hombre
The Quicksilver pool
The Quiet heart
The Quiet hills
The Quiet village
The Quiet wards
Quincannon

R
The R document
Radiance
Radigan
A Raft of swords
Ragan's law
A Ragged plot
The Raging of the deep
The Raging torrent
Ragtime
Raiders of Spanish Peaks
Raiders of the Rimrock
Rainblast
The Rainbow trail
The Raincrow
Raining cats and donkeys
The Rainmaker of Deadman
Rally to kill
Ralph Dacre
Ramrod
Ramrod vengeance
The Rancher needs a wife
Rancheria
Random death
Random island
Random winds
Range justice
Range law
Range trouble
The Rangeland avenger
The Raptors
Rascal, a memoir of a better era
Rat race
The Ravelston affair
Raven's revenge
Ravendown
Rawhide justice
The Rawhiders
Reaching for the stars
Reaching out: the three movements of the spiritual life
Rebecca
Rebel doctor
Rebel in love
Rebel's return
A Recipe for murder
Reckless lady
A Reckoning
A Reckoning at Arrowhead
The Red badge of courage
The Red box
Red grass
Red harvest
The Red lamp
Red Mountain
The Red pony
The Red rockingbird
Red roses from the doctor
Red runs the Rio; and, Bugles on the Bighorn
Road from Singapore
The Road less traveled
The Road to many a wonder
The Road to Paradise Island
The Road to revelation
Road to the coast
The Roast of the town
Robbers' roost
Robert Kennedy; a memoir
Rochester's wife
Rock gardening
Rock Pine
Rockfire
The Rocks remain
The Rogue
Rogue mustang
Rogue River feud
Rogue's covenant
Role of honor
Rolissa
Roman
The Roman hat mystery
The Roman spring c.: Mrs. Stone
Romance and nurse Margaret
Romance for Nurse Hudson
Romance in G minor
The Romance of Charles Dickens
The Romance of Dr. Dinah
Romance of summer
The Romantic Frenchman
Romantic intruder
Romantic lady
The Romantic rivals
The Romany rebel
Ronnie and Nancy: a very special love story
A Room with dark mirrors
Rooney
Roots
A Rope—in case
Rose: my life in service
The Rose and the yew tree
A Rose for virtue
A Rose in the heather
Rosebud
Rosemary for Stratford-on-Avon
The Rosemary tree
Roses for Christmas
Rosevean
Rosy is my relative
Rough diamond
A Rough music
Rough strife
Rough weather
Roughshod
The Round dozen
The Round-up
Royal flush: the story of Minette
Royal punishment
Royal summons
The Rubber band
Rule Britannia
The Rules of marriage
Run from heartache
Run, Sara, run
Runaway bride
The Runaway heart
The Runaway heiress
Runner in the street
Running blind
The Running gun
Running the good race
The Running tide
Running wild
Russian spring
The Rustle of bamboo
The Rustlers of Pecos County
Rustlers' valley
Rusty irons

S
Sabrina
The Sachem
Sackett
The Sackett brand; and The Lonely men
The Sacred journey
Sad cypress
The Sad variety
Saddle and ride
Saddle bow slim
Saddle by starlight
Sadie
Sadie Shapiro in Miami
Sadie Shapiro's knitting book
Sadie Shapiro, matchmaker
The Safe bridge
Safe in His arms: devotions for the autumn years
Safe journey home
Sagebrush sleuth
The Saginaw Hills
The Saint around the world
The Saint in Miami
The Saint in New York
The Saint on guard
The Saint overboard
The Salamanca drum
Salt
Salt is leaving
The Salt line
Samantha
San Andreas
Sanctuary
The Sanctuary sparrow
Sandals for my feet
Sandstone
The Santa Ana Wind
Sarah Morris remembers
Sarah's cottage
Saratoga season
Saratoga trunk
The Satan bug
Saturday city
The Savage day
The Savage earth
A Savage place
A Savage sanctuary
Savannah purchase
Saving the Queen
Savo
Saxon's folly
Sayonara
The Scapegoat
Scared to death
Scarf face
The Scarlet domino
Scarlet heels
The Scarlet hills
The Scarlet letter
The Scarlet saddle
Scattered seed
The Scattergun men
Scent of cloves
Scent of death
Scent of the sea
The Scent of water
The Sceptre and the rose
The Schoolmaster
Science and common sense
The Scorpio man
Scoundrel time
Scrap, and, Dog of the storm
Scream at the sea
The Screwtape letters: Screwtape proposes a toast
Scruffy: a diversion
Scruples
The Sea around us
Sea edge
The Sea for breakfast
Sea fret
Sea Gypsy
Sea jade
The Sea of grass
Sea of Zanj
The Sea to shining sea: people, travels, places
The Sea waif
The Sea-wolf
Seafire
A Seal called Andre
Seal morning
The Searching heart
Season of forgetfulness
A Season of goodwill
The Season of love
A Season of mists
Season of mists
Season of passion
Season of vengeance
Seasons of the heart
Seawitch
Second chance
Second chance at love
Second generation
Second harvest
Second heaven
Second spring
The Second time
The Second victory
Second wedding
The Secret armour
The Secret fear
Secret fire
Secret for a nightingale
The Secret kingdom
The Secret of chimneys
The Secret room of Morgate House
The Secret woman
See my shining palace
See you later alligator
The Seed and the sower
Seems like yesterday
Seen by candlelight
Selected fairy tales
Selected stories and poems
Send a gunboat
Send Superintendent West
Sentimental journey
The Sentimental spy
Separate cabins
A Separate peace
The Sergeant Major's daughter
The Serpent and the staff
Set to partners
Seven days in May
The Seven per cent solution
The Seven storey mountain
Seven tears for Apollo
Seven ways from sundown
The Seventeenth stair
The Seventh station
The Severing line
Sew a fine seam
Shadow
Shadow of a lady
Shadow of a star
Shadow of betrayal
The Shadow of suspicion
Shadow of the leopard
The Shadow of the Lynx
Shadow of the mountain
Shadow on the trail
The Shadow riders
The Shadow wife
The Shadowed spring
Shadows in the afternoon
Shadows in the fire
Shadows on the rock
Shadows on the tor
Shake hands forever
Shalako
Shane
Shanna
Shannahan's feud
Shannon's way
Share your tomorrows
Shatter the sky
She had what it takes
A Sheaf of memories
The Sheik
The Sheik's captive
A Sheltering tree
Shepherd of Guadeloupe
The Shepherd of the hills
Shepherd's purse
The Sheriff and the panhandle murders
The Sheriff of Tombstone
Sheriff's deputy
Sherlock Holmes' greatest cases
Shetland summer
The Shining years
The Ship
A Ship of the line
The Shirt front
The Shivering sands
The Sholtie burn
Shoot low, boys—they're ridin' Shetland ponies: in search of true grit
Shooting script
The Shootist
Shootout trail; and, the land pirates
The Short guns of Texas
The Short weeks of summer
Shotgun gap
Shotgun law
Show boat
Showdown at Yellow Butte
Showdown in Sonora
Shroud for a nightingale
Shroud of silence
The Shrouded walls
Siege in the sun
The Siege of the Villa Lipp
The Siege of White Deer Park
Sierra gold; and Death and Jack Shade
A Sigh on the breeze
Signal rock range
Silas Marner
The Silence of the north
A Silence with voices
The Silent pool
The Silent scream
Silent song
Silent witness
Silhouette in scarlet
The Silken trap
Silver canyon
The Silver casket
The Silver desert
The Silver dolphin
The Silver dolphin
The Silver flame
The Silver girl
The Silver ring
Silver rock
Silver rose
Silver wings, Santiago blue
Silverhill
Silvertip's roundup
Silvertip's search
Silvertip's trap
Simon's night
Simple cooking for the epicure
Simple gifts
Simple's Uncle Sam
The Sin flood
The Sin of Cynara
The Sin was mine
Sing as we go
The Singing of the nightingale
Single action
A Single light
Singleton
A Singular view: the art of seeing with one eye
Sioux autumn
Sirocco
Sister
Sister at St. Catherine's
Sister in charge
Sister Jackie
Sister Stephanie's ward
Sister to a stranger
Sister to Meryl
Sitka
The Sittaford mystery
Six fools and a fairy
Six for heaven
Six impossible things
Six-gun country
The Sixth wife
Skeleton staff
Skeletons in the closet
Skinwalkers
The Skull beneath the skin
The Sky-liners
Skye
Skye Cameron
Slater's book
Slaughter's way
Slave woman
Slay-ride
Slayground
Sleep in the woods
Sleep is for the rich
Sleeping beauty
The Sleeping bride
Sleeping desire
The Sleeping fire
A Sleeping life
The Sleeping mountain
Sleeping murder: Miss Marple's last case
Sleeping tiger
Slight mourning
Slinky Jane
The Slipperdown chant
The slippery step
A Slither of silk
The Slow awakening
Small blessings
The Small Texan
A Small town
Small town girl
A Small town in Germany
The Small woman
Small world...long gone
Smash the wild bunch
Smiling desperado
The Smoke and the fire
Smoke detector
Smokescreen
Smokescreen
Smoke River
Smoky valley
Smouldering fire
The Smuggled heart
Snake track
The Snare of the hunter
The Snatch
The Snow must return
The Snow tiger
Snowfire
So Big
So disdained
So little cause for Caroline
So long until tomorrow: from Quaker Hill to Kathmandu
So long, see you tomorrow
So much blood
So young, so fair
Soft velvet night
A Soldier's legacy
Solstice
Sombrero
Some achieve greatness
Some brief folly
Some buried Caesar
Some lie and some die
Some lovely islands
Some merry adventures of Robin Hood
of great renown in Nottinghamshire
Some predators are male
Some women won't wait
Somebody's sister
Someday the rabbi will leave
Someone in the house
Someone is watching
Someone waiting
Something beautiful for God : Mother
  Teresa of Calcutta
Something more
Something of value
Something special
Something to make us happy
Something wicked
Son of a wanted man
The Song of India
A Song of sixpence
The Song of the siren
The Songless wood
The Sonora Plains
Soon she must die
Sophia
The Sorrowing wind
Soul catcher
The Soundless scream
South by Java Head
South Island stowaway
South of Rio Grande
South to forget
Southern women
The Southwest corner
Southwest drifter
The Spanish cape mystery
The Spanish Garden
The Spanish gardener
The Spanish summer
Sparkling cyanide
Speak no evil
Speak to me of love
Speaker of Mandarin
Special deliverance
The Spectator bird
Speedy
Spider webs
Spindrift
The Spirit of the border
A Splash of red
A Splinter of glass
The Split
Split images
The Spoilers
Spoilt music
Sport for the Baron
Spotlight
Sprig muslin
A Sprig of sea lavender
Spring always comes
Spring at the Winged Horse
Spring magic
Spring Moon : a novel of China
The Spring of the tiger
Spring will come again
The Spy who came in from the cold
Square deal Sanderson
The Square shooter
Squatters rights
Squaw Mountain massacre
Stagecoach station 2, Laredo
Stagecoach station 3, Cheyenne
Stagecoach station 4, Tombstone
Stairs of sand
Stalker
Stamping point
Stamping ground
Stands a Calder man
Star of the Sea
Starfire
Starlight rider
Starrbelow
The Stars are fire
The Stars are my children
Stars in my heart
Stars over Sentosa
Starting over
The State of Stony Lonesome
The State vs. Elinor Norton
Stay but till tomorrow
Stay until tomorrow
The Steele heart
Stengel: his life and times
The Stepdaughter
The Stepford wives
Steve Train's ordeal
Still glides the stream
Still missing
The Still storm
The Stillmeadow road
Sting of the honeybee
Stitch in time
A Stitch in time
The Stone baby
The Stone bull
The Stone maiden
Stonewall Brigade
The Stonewall ladies
Storm cycle
Storm in the village
Storm on the range
Storm passage
Storm warning
Stormtide
Stormy affair
The Stormy sea of love
Stormy the way
Stormy vigil
Stormy weather
The Storrington papers
The Story Bible
The Story of a whim
Strained relations
Strange as a dream
The Strange land
The Strange loyalty of Dr. Carlisle
Strange meeting
Strange news from another star and other tales
A Strange patient for Sister Smith
Strange rapture
Strange secrets
The Stranger
A Stranger and afraid
Stranger at the wedding
 Stranger at Wildings
Stranger from the Tonto
Stranger in Apache Basin
Stranger in Dodge
A Stranger in paradise
A Stranger is watching
Stranger on the beach
Stranger within the gates
Stranger's forest
Stranger, tread light
Strangers among the dead
Strathgallant
Strawberry roan
Streets of death
The Strength of love
Strength to love
Strictly speaking: will America be the death of English?
String too short to be saved
The Strode Venturer
The Strolling players
The Strong heart
Strong medicine
Strong poison
The Strong shall live
A Study in scarlet and the sign of four
The Substitute doctor
Subway to Samarkand
Such a nice girl!
Such interesting people
Such pretty toys
Sudden death
Sugarbird
Sugarbird lady
Suicide clause
Sullivan's reef
Summer at Fairacre
Summer at Temple Quentin
A Summer bird-cage
Summer every day
Summer lightning
Summer of the raven
Summer of the red wolf
A Summer scandal
Summer tangle
A Summer to decide
Summer's end
Summerhills
The Sun and Catriona
Sundance: death dance
Sundance: death in the lava
Sundance: overkill
Sundance: silent enemy
Sundance: trail drive; and, the Hunters
Sunday the rabbi stayed home
Sundog
Sundown
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sundown Jim</td>
<td>Taj Mahal: shrine of desire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Sundown trail</td>
<td>Take my bride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Sunfarers</td>
<td>Taken at the flood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunset cloud</td>
<td>The Taking men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunset Pass</td>
<td>The Tale of Beatrix Potter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sup with the devil</td>
<td>A Tale of two cities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior women</td>
<td>A Talent for trouble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgeon at sea</td>
<td>Tales beyond time: from fantasy to science fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Surgeon called Amanda</td>
<td>Tales from a country practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgeon in love</td>
<td>Tales of the south Pacific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgeon's call</td>
<td>Tales of Wells Fargo: new western stories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgeon's dilemma</td>
<td>The Talisman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Surgeon's life</td>
<td>The Talisman ring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgeon's second wife</td>
<td>Talk of the town</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Surgeon's sweetheart</td>
<td>Tall in the saddle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surprise attack</td>
<td>The Tall stranger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surprise ending</td>
<td>Tallant for trouble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surprised by joy: the shape of my early life</td>
<td>Talon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survive the savage sea</td>
<td>Tamarind seed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan</td>
<td>Taming a seahorse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan's story</td>
<td>The Taming of Annabelle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspect</td>
<td>Tangle in sunshine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Swan River story</td>
<td>The Tangled wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swan song</td>
<td>Tanner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweet and deadly</td>
<td>Tapioca for tea: memories of a Kentish childhood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweet and low</td>
<td>Tar baby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweet and twenty</td>
<td>Tara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Sweet bait of money</td>
<td>Tara's healing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweet Cassandra</td>
<td>Target for terror</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweet compulsion</td>
<td>The Taste of proof</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Sweet impulse</td>
<td>The Tattooed man</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweet promised land</td>
<td>Technicians of death</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweet punishment</td>
<td>Tefuga: a novel of suspense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Sweet surrender</td>
<td>Tell me my name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweet tempest</td>
<td>The Tempestuous petticoat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweet vengeance</td>
<td>The Ten-day queen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweet victory</td>
<td>The Ten-year gap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweetheart: the story of Mary Pickford</td>
<td>The Tender heart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swiftwater</td>
<td>Tender is the storm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Swimming pool</td>
<td>The Tender leaves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swing of youth</td>
<td>Tender prey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swing, swing together</td>
<td>Tender trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swings and roundabouts</td>
<td>The Tenth commandment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Sword for the Baron</td>
<td>The Tenth life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvester: or the wicked uncle</td>
<td>Terms of endearment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Sympathetic surgeon</td>
<td>Terms of surrender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Terror: the return of Dr. Palfrey</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

T

Taggart
Terror in the sun
The Test of love
The Texan
Texan fast gun
Texas fever
The Texas gun
The Texas gun
Texas spurs
Texas vengeance
Texas!
Thank you, Jeeves
That enchantress
That woman
That year at the office
The Thawing of Mara
Their evil ways
Theodora
Theodore Roosevelt and the politics of power
Theophilus North
There is a season
There is always love
There really was a Hollywood
There'll be another spring
There's always love
These old shades
These thousand hills
They came to Baghdad
They do it with mirrors
Thief river
Thieves' brand
The Thin man
Thinking of you: word-gifts of love and hope for older people
Thinner than water
The Third deadly sin
The Third George
Third girl
The Third passenger
Third person rural: further essays of a sometime farmer
Thirteen days: a memoir of the Cuban missile crisis
The Thirteen problems
Thirteenth child
Thirty dirty lies about old
The Thirty-nine steps
This Calder range
This Calder sky
This dragon of desire
This family of women
This I believe
This is my song: a biography of Petula Clark
This old Bill
This rough magic
This side of heaven
This stranger, my son: a mother's story
This time and always
This was tomorrow
This woman wanted
The Thorn birds
Those fragile years
Those funny kids!
A Thousand summers
Three act tragedy
Three anniversaries
Three came home
The Three daughters of Madame Liang
Three doctors
Three men in a boat
Three motives for murder
Three nurses
Three on the trail
Three singles to adventure
Three sons
Three steps forward, two steps back: persevering through pressure
Three women in the house
Throw wide the door
Thunder heights
Thunder Moon
Thunder Moon strikes
Thunder Moon's challenge
Thunder mountain
Thunder on the right
Thunder to the West
Thunderball
The Thundering herd
Thursday the rabbi walked out
Thursday's child
Thursday's child
Thursday's children
Thurston House
Thy brother's wife
The Tick of death
Ticket of destiny
The Tide of life
Tides of love
Tied up in tinsel
The Tiger is my brother
Tiger man
The Tightrope men
Till Armageddon: a perspective on suffering
Tilly Trotter
Tilly Trotter widowed
Tim
Time and the hour
Time bomb
A Time for remembering: the story of Ruth Bell Graham
A Time for us
The Time of the dragon
Time of the lilac
Time to forget
Time to go
Time to kill
The Tin can tree
The Tin god of Twisted River
Tinker, tailor, soldier, spy
Tisa
Tisha: a young teacher in Alaska
The Titan
To a God unknown
To catch a rainbow
To catch a unicorn
To die a little
To God be the glory
To help you through the hurting: a Marjorie Holmes treasury
To Jerusalem and back
To kill a mockingbird
To kill a witch
To love a stranger
To love again
To love and to honor
To make an underworld
To mend a heart
To race the wind
To rule the night
To see a fine lady
To tame a land
To the Far Blue Mountains
To the frontier
To the harbor light
To the last man
To walk the night
Tobo: one woman's escape
A Toe on the ladder

The Toll-gate
Tom's girl
Tomahawk
Tombstone for a troubleshooter
Tombstone stage
Tomorrow will be better
Tomorrow's miracle
Too hot to handle
Too late! Too late!
Too many clients
Too many doctors
Too tough to die
Topper: a ribald adventure
Torture trail
The Total woman
Touch and go
Touch not the cat
The Touch of death
A Touch of infinity: thirteen new stories of fantasy and science fiction
A Touch of the devil
The Touch of the earth
Touch the wind
Tough minded faith for tender hearted people
A Tough one to lose
Tough saddle
Tough times never last, but tough people do!
Towards zero
The Tower of Babel
A Town called Yellowdog
A Town like Alice
Trace elements
Track of a killer
Track of the hunter
Track of the snake
Tracy and Hepburn
A Tradition of pride
The Tragedy of Hamlet, Prince of Denmark
The Tragedy of Julius Cæsar
The Tragedy of Macbeth
The Tragedy of Romeo and Juliet
Trago
The Trail driver
Trail dust: Hopalong Cassidy and the Bar 20 with the trail herd
A Trail of ashes
Trail of deceit
The Trail of fear
The Trail of the Apache Kid
Trail partners
Trail smoke
The Trail to San Triste
Trail town
Trail west
Trailing glory
Trails of rage
Tramp for the Lord
Travels in a donkey trap
Travels with Charley in search of America
Travels with my aunt
Treacherous road
Treasure mountain
The Treasure of the Sierra Madre
Treasure trail
The Treasure upstairs
A Treasury of humor in large print
The Treble chance murder
A Tree grows in Brooklyn
The Tree of death
The Tree of hands
The Trees
Tremaync's wife
The Trembling hills
The Trembling hills
The Trial at Apache Junction
The Trial of Charles I
The Trial of Judas Wiley
Trials, tears and triumph
A Tribute to Fred Astaire
Trick or treat
Trigger fast
Trigger talk
The Triumph of politics: why the Reagan revolution failed
The Trodden paths
Tropical Eden
Tropical tempest
The Trouble at Aquitaine
Trouble at Topaz
Trouble country
Trouble for Lucia
Trouble in Timberline
Trouble kid
Trouble rides tall
Trouble shooter
The Truant bride
True grit
The True joy of positive living
Tucker
The Tudor rose
Tuesday the rabbi saw red
Tumbleweed
The Tune of time
The Turn around
The Turn of the screw
The Turquoise mask
Tuscan harvest
Tuscan Retreat
The Twelve deaths of Christmas
Twelve horses and the hangman's noose
Twice have I loved
Twilight for the gods
Twin of fire
Twin of ice
Twin sombreros
A Twist in the silk
A Twist of sand
The Twisted road
The Two bishops
Two doctors and a girl
Two doctors, two loves
Two dozen red roses
The Two faces of Doctor Collier
The Two farms
Two for Inspector West
Two for the price of one
Two from Galilee: a love story
Two guns for Texas and Tin-star target
Two loves
The Two Mrs. Abbotts
Two pools in a field
The Two Queen Annes
Two ways of loving
Two-faced
Tyler's row

The U.P. trail
The Ultimate family: the making of the Royal House of Windsor
Ultimatum
The Ulverscroft large print song book
The Unbaited trap
The Unbeaten
Uncoffin'd clay
Undarkening green
An Undefended city
Under a raging sky
Under Gemini
Under the apple tree
Under the Sweetwater rim
Undercover girl
The Underground man
Uncasy love
The Unfinished clue
The Unforgotten
The Unique world of women...in Bible times and now.
An Unkindness of ravens
The Unknown Ajax
Unlawful occasions
An Unlessoned girl
Unnatural causes
The Unpredictable bride
Unreasonable doubt
Unreliable memoirs
Unseemly end
An Unsuitable job for a woman
Until death do us part
Until we met
Unto the fourth generation
An Unwilling guest
Up a family tree
Up from grief
Uphill: a personal story
The Upstairs room
Upstairs, downstairs
Utah Blaine

Variable winds at Jalna
The Varleight medallion
Velvet angel
The Velvet promise
Velvet song
The Vendor of sweets
Venetia
The Venetian affair
Venetian bird
Venetian mask
Vengeance valley
Venus with pistol
Verdict of thirteen: a Detection Club anthology
Vermillion
The Vespucci papers
The Vet has nine lives
Vet in a spin
Vet in green pastures
The Vicar of Wakefield
Victims
Victoire
Victoria in the wings
Victorian vinaigrette
Victory for Victoria
The View from prospect
Viking song
Villa of flowers
Village affairs
Village centenary
Village school
Village diary
The Vines of Yarrabee
A Violation
Violent maverick
Violetta
The Virginian: a horseman of the plains
A Visit to Marchmont
Vittoria Cottage
The Vivero letter
A Voice in the darkness
The Voice of Bugle Ann
The Voice of the crab
The Voice of the dolls
Voices in summer
Voices on the wind
A Vote for love
Voyage of the Secret Duchess
The Wabash factor
Waco rides in
Waco's debt
A Wager for love
Wagons to Backsight
Wait for tomorrow
Wait for what will come
Waiting for Willa
The Waiting game
The Waiting sands
Wakefield's course
Walden
Walk gently this good Earth
Walk in the Paradise Garden
Walk into the wind
The Walking drum
Walking with loneliness
The Wall
Waller and Edward: letters, 1931-1937
Wanderer of the wasteland
Wanderlust
The Wanton
The War bride
War brides
War chief
War in Val d'Orcia
War on the Cimarron
War party
The War wagon
Warpath
Warrior Creek
The Warrior's path
Warwyck's choice
Warwyck's woman
Washington!
The Waste remains
Watch for me on the mountain
Watch the wall, my darling
The Water war
The Watersplash
Watson's apology
Waxwork
Way of the lawless
The Way of the wolf: the Gospel in new images
The Way to dusty death
The Way to paradise
The Way we used to be
The Way west
A Wayside tavern
The Wayward jilt
We didn't have much, but we sure had plenty
We have all gone away
We have always lived in the castle
Weary range
A Weasel in my meat safe
Web of silk
Wedding at Blue River
Wedding of the year
Wednesday the rabbi got wet
A Weekend in the garden
Weep no more, my lady
Wendy Craig's Nanny
Were he a stranger
West End horror: a posthumous memoir
of John H. Watson, M.D
West of Omaha
West of the hill
West of the Pecos
West of the rim rock
West with the night
Western man
Western Union
The Westerner
Westward the tide
Westward the women: an anthology of western stories by women
What my heart wants to tell
What then is love
What's bred in the bone
The Wheel turns
When a woman doctor loves
When all you've wanted isn't enough
When birds do sing
When eight bells toll
When in Greece
When love awaits
When love returns
When the enemy is tired
Where crows dare
Where He leads
Where mountains wait
Where pigeons go to die
Where the heart is
Where the long grass blows
Where there's a will
Where two ways met
While Reagan slept
While you're here, doctor...
The Whip
The Whip
The Whip hand
Whisper in the dark
Whisper my name
Whisper who dares
Whisper wind
The Whispering echo
The Whispering gate
Whispering sands
Whistle for the crows
Whistler's lane
A White bird flying
White Fang
White for danger
White goats and black bees
White heat
White horses over France
White Indian
The White pavilion
White river, brown river: a record-making kayak journey down the Amazon
The White robin
The White South
White stallion, red mare
The White Wolf
Whiteoak brothers
Whiteoak harvest
Whiteoak heritage
Whitewater
Who am I, God?
Who goes home?
Who guards the prince?
Who owns America?
Who says so?
Who will deliver us?: the present power of the death of Christ
Why didn't they ask Evans?
The Wicked guardian
The Wicked marquis
Wide and dark
Wide is the water
The Widening gyre
The Widow and the wastrel
The Widow of Windsor
The Widow's cruise
The Widow's might
Widow's web
The Widows of Broome
Wife found slain
Wild and wonderful
The Wild bunch
Wild freedom
Wild Horse Mesa
The Wild hunt of Hagworthy
The Wild island
Wild mountain thyme
Wild pitch
A Wild sweet magic
Wildcat's claim to fame
Wildcat's revenge
Wildcatter's woman
Wildfire encounter
The Wilful heart
The Will of God
The Will of Magda Townsend
Will's boy: a memoir
Willard Scott's The joy of living
The Wind at morning
The Wind cannot read
Wind on the heath
Winding stair
Windmills of the gods
Window box gardening
Window on the square
A Window over the sink
Winds of evil
The Winds of love
Winds of morning
The Winds of summer
The Wine of astonishment
Wings above the Diamantina
The Wings of love
Wings of the Falcon
Winners: a love story
The Winning of Barbara Worth
The Winnowing winds
Winter and rough weather
Winter drift
Winter grass
Winter in the blood
Winter in Thrush Green
Winter kill
The Winter people
Wintersbride
Winterwood
Wipe away the tears
The Wisdom of Father Brown
The Wisdom of love
A Witchdance in Bavaria
Witching hour
With a delicate air
With a merry heart
With love from Dr. Lucien
With open hands
With the wind to the West
With this ring
With this ring
Witness at large
The Wizard's daughter
Wobble to death
The Wolf streak
The Wolf tracker and other stories
The Woman at the well
The Woman doctor
A Woman of independent means
Woman of justice
Woman on the roof
The Woman said yes
A Woman's place: an anthology of short stories
Women in white
Women of courage
Women who seek
The Wonder of comfort
Woo!
Words of certitude
Words to love by
A World beyond
A World of profit
The World's my university
The Wreck of the Mary Deare
Wreckers must breathe
Wuthering heights
Wyatt's hurricane
The Wycherly woman
Wychwood
Wycliffe and the four jacks
Wyoming
Wyoming!

The Yesterday rider
Yesterday's island
Yesterday's shadow
Yesterday's spy
You and! and yesterday
You bet your life
You can fool all of the people all the time
You can get there from here
You can help me
You can if you think you can
You can say that again, Sam!
You won't let me Finnish
You'll marry my choice!
You'll never be bored
You're never too old to die
You're never too young
You've got to have gold
The Young and lonely king
Young Bess
Young Doctor Goddard
The Young doctors downstairs
A Young lady of fashion
Young man, I think you're dying
Young Renny
The Young romantic
Your God is too small
Your heart and how to live with it
Yukon gold
Yuma

Z
Z for Zachariah
Zaleski's percentage
Zane Grey's Buck Duane: the rider of distant trails
Zane Grey's Laramie Nelson: the lawless land
Zane Grey's Yaqui: siege at Forlorn River
A Zoo in my luggage
Zuckerman unbound

Y
Yankee stranger
Yeager: an autobiography
Year's happy ending
Yellow-flower moon
A Yocoman farmer's son
Yesterday came suddenly
SUBJECT INDEX
SUBJECT INDEX

Adventures
The African Queen
An Air of glory
Back of Sunset
Black tide
Blue ice
Breakheart Pass
The Bright Cantonese
Caravan to Vaccarés
The Cowboy and the cossack
Cry wolf
Cup of gold
The Deep
Firefox
Flying colours
The Golden keel
Green River high
High road to China
High water
Hornblower in the West Indies
Kidnapped
King Solomon's mines
Kon-tiki : across the Pacific by raft
The Life and adventures of Robinson
Crusoe
Love, let me not hunger
Moby Dick; or, the whale
The Onedin line : the high seas
The Onedin line : the iron ships
The Onedin line : the shipmaster
Russian spring
Shooting script
Theophilus North
True grit
When eight bells toll
White river, brown river : a record-making kayak journey down the Amazon
Yukon gold

Aging
Nobody ever died of old age
Our best years

Animal stories
The Bears and I
Beasts in my belfry
Black Beauty
The Call of the wild
Catch me a colobus
Conversations with Amber
The Dark horse
The Dog who wouldn't be
Double trouble
The Drunken forest
Elephant Bill
Emma and Co.
Favorite animal stories in large print
Finn the wolfhound
Flight to freedom
The Footprints of Elephant Bill
The Fox busters
The Fur person
Gifts of an eagle
Greatest animal stories
The Incredible journey
Mara Simba : the African lion
My friend Flicka
The New boy
The noble one
One man and his dog
Out of the wild
The Overloaded ark
Raining cats and donkeys
Rascal, a memoir of a better era
Ring of bright water
The Rocks remain
Scrap; and, Dog of the storm
A Seal called Andre
Seal morning
Three singles to adventure
The Vet has nine lives
The Voice of Bugle Ann

Africa
The Heart of the hunter

Aged-Conduct of life
Call it zest
White Fang
White horses over France
The White Wolf
A Zoo in my luggage

Antiques-Collecting
Antique dealer

Aquariums
Aquariums

Bermuda Triangle
The Bermuda Triangle

Bible
Bible, English, Authorized
Bible, N. T.: The New Testament and the
Book of Psalms: King James Version
The Living Bible, paraphrased

Bible, New Testament
Bible, N.T. English
Bible, N.T. English: King James version
Bible, N.T. English: Revised standard
Gospels according to Saint Luke and
Saint John. King James version
Bible, New Testament, Matthew. The
Gospels according to Saint Matthew
and Saint Mark. King James version

Bible, Old Testament
Bible, O. T. Psalms: The Book of Psalms:
King James version
Bible, O. T. Ruth.: The books of Ruth and
Job: King James version

Billiards
Pocket billiards with cue tips

Biography
About my father's business
Abraham Lincoln: a spiritual biography
After long silence
Again calls the owl
Ah-one, ah-two!: Life with my musical
family
All creatures great and small

All my patients are under the bed
All things bright and beautiful
All things wise and wonderful
Amazing grace
Anchorwoman
The Animals came in one by one
Another day
Audrey Hepburn
Audubon
The Autobiography of Benjamin
Franklin
Aviatrix
Away from home: letters to my family
Barbra Streisand: the woman, the myth,
the music
Bardot, Deneuve, Fonda: the memoirs of
Roger Vadim
Before the colors fade
Bess & Harry: an American love story
Bess W. Truman
Beyond our selves
Bless me, father
Blessings in disguise
A Book of life
The Book of Stillmeadow
Born again
The Bridge across forever
Bring me a unicorn
The Burden is light!
Caddie
Call me matron
Cheaper by the dozen
Climbing the stairs
Clinging to the wreckage
Code blue: a nurse's true-life story
Come hither, nurse
Coontail Lagoon
Cosby
Country chronicle
The Crusader king: Richard the
Lionhearted
Daddy King: an autobiography
Dancing in the light
Daylight must come
Death be not proud
 Dempsey
A Doctor in the west
Doctor Sahib
Dolly's war
Donahue, my own story
Doris Day: her own story
Double Eagle
The Duchess of Jermyn Street
The Duke of Windsor
Dust to dust
Earth to earth
The Egg and I
Eleanor Roosevelt, an eager spirit
Elizabeth Taylor, the last star
Elvis and me
Emma and I
The Endless steppe: growing up in Siberia
Everything but money
Eye at my feet
Fear no evil
Finding my way
The Fire next time
First Lady from Plains
Five at 10: prime ministers' consorts since 1957
The Flame trees of Thika: memories of an African childhood
Flying nurse
Fonda: my life
Footprints
Gable and Lombard
The Garden of the gods
Gather no moss
Gene Kelly: a biography
George and Elizabeth: a royal marriage
Getting to know the general
Godfrey: a special time remembered
Good night, Mr. Christopher
Graham: a day in Billy's life
A Grief observed
Gypsy & me: at home and on the road with Gypsy Rose Lee
Half the way home
Hanna and Walter: a love story
Hard road West
Harvest of yesterdays
He saw a hummingbird
He sets the captive free
Hide in plain sight
The Hiding place
Hill farm story
His darling wife, Evelyn: the autobiography of Mrs. Oral Roberts
Home in the bear's domain
Hour of gold, hour of lead
Human options
I bought a mountain
I bought a star
I can jump puddles
I flew for the Fuhrer
I never played the game
I once knew an Indian woman
I remember it well
I'm glad you didn't take it personally
Iacocca: an autobiography
If only they could talk
Ike & Mamie
In my father's house
In one era and out the other
In the presence of mine enemies
Ingrid Bergman, my story
It shouldn't happen to a vet
Jack Benny
Jack Lemmon
James Cagney
James Stewart
Jane Russell: my path & my detours
Jane Wyman: a biography
Joni
June Allyson
Just here, doctor
Kate: the life of Katharine Hepburn
Kathleen Kennedy, her life and times
Katy: a fight for life
Kiri: Kiri Te Kawana
Kiss Hollywood good-by
Knock wood
Lady Jane Grey
Lady Jane Grey
Lana—the lady, the legend, the truth
Land below the wind
The Land remembers
The Last Tudor king
Last wish
Lester: the official biography
Letters home
Life with Rose Kennedy
Life's a jubilee
Living with the Kennedys: the Joan Kennedy story
Locked rooms and open doors
The Long-shadowed forest
The Lord God made them all
Lords, ladies, and gentlemen: a memoir
Love and laughter
Lovey, a very special child
Madame Sarah
Majesty: Elizabeth II and the House of Windsor
Make a joyful noise unto the Lord!
A Man called Peter: the story of Peter Marshall
The Man from Plains: the mind and spirit of Jimmy Carter
The Man who painted roses: the story of Pierre-Joseph Redoute
A Many-splendoured thing
Markings
Mary II, Queen of England
Mary Lou: creating an Olympic champion
Meet Thomas Jefferson
Memoirs of a coarse zoo keeper
Mine eyes have seen the glory
Miss Tallulah Bankhead
The Moon's a balloon
More travels in a donkey trap
Mostly murder
Mother Teresa: the early years
The Mottled lizard
Mozart
Mr. Laurel and Mr. Hardy
My America, your America
My family and other animals
My life and prophecies
My mother's keeper
My religion
My sister Eileen
Myself when young: the shaping of a writer
Natalie: a memoir by her sister
Never cry wolf
A New kind of country
The Night they burned the mountain
No time for romance
Not there, Doctor
Nothing quite like it
Nurse of the islands
Of diamonds and diplomats
On camera: my 10,000 hours on television
On reflection
Once upon a time
One day at a time
One more time
One pair of hands
One woman's Arctic
Our Kate: Catherine Cookson
Out of Africa; and, Shadows on the grass
Out on a limb
Paper lion
Patients in my care
Place of stones
Policewoman
Polly - my wonderful mother
Portrait of a president: John F. Kennedy in profile
Practice what you preach
Prince Charles
Princess Grace
Profiles in courage
A Prophet in his own country
Q's legacy
The Queen Mother herself
The Queen's life and her twenty-five years of monarchy
Red sky at night
Rex: an autobiography
The Rhino stayed for breakfast
Richard Whittington, London's mayor
Road from Singapore
Robert Kennedy: a memoir
Ronnie and Nancy: a very special love story
Roots
A Rope-in case
Rose: my life in service
Running the good race
The Sacred journey
Scoundrel time
The Sea for breakfast
Seems like yesterday
The Seven storey mountain
The Silence of the north
Sing as we go
A Singular view: the art of seeing with one eye
The Small woman
Small world...long gone
So long until tomorrow: from Quaker Hill to Kathmandu
Something beautiful for God: Mother Teresa of Calcutta
Sophia
Stengel: his life and times
The Stillmeadow road
String too short to be saved
Sugarbird lady
Survive the savage sea
Susan's story
Sweet promised land
Sweetheart: the story of Mary Pickford
Swings and roundabouts
The Tale of Beatrix Potter
Tales from a country practice
Tapioca for tea: memories of a Kentish childhood
Theodore Roosevelt and the politics of power
There really was a Hollywood
Thirteen days: a memoir of the Cuban missile crisis
This I believe
This is my song: a biography of Petula Clark
This old Bill
This stranger, my son: a mother's story
The Tiger is my brother
A Time for remembering: the story of Ruth Bell Graham
Tisha: a young teacher in Alaska
To Jerusalem and back
To race the wind
To rule the night
To the harbor light
A Toe on the ladder
Tracy and Hepburn
Tramp for the Lord
Travels in a donkey trap
The Treasure upstairs
Trials, tears and triumph
A Tribute to Fred Astaire
The True joy of positive living
Tuscan harvest
Tuscan Retreat
The Ultimate family: the making of the Royal House of Windsor
An Unlessoned girl
Unreliable memoirs
Uphill: a personal story
Vet in a spin
Vet in green pastures
Wallis and Edward: letters, 1931-1937
We didn't have much, but we sure had plenty
A Weasel in my meatsafe

Weep no more, my lady
West with the night
What my heart wants to tell
Where He leads
White goats and black bees
Will's boy: a memoir
Willard Scott's The joy of living
A Window over the sink
With a merry heart
With the wind to the West
The Woman at the well
The Woman said yes
Women of courage
A World beyond
The World's my university
Yeager: an autobiography
A Ycman farmer's son
You and I and yesterday
You can get there from here
You'll never be bored
You're never too young

Birth control-Religious aspects
Christian sex & family planning

Bootleggers
Moonshine: a life in pursuit of white liquor

Borneo
Into the heart of Borneo

Budgerigars
Budgerigars

Bulbs
Bulb growing

Canaries
Canaries

Cataract-Surgery
Cataracts: what you must know about them

Cats
Caring for your cat
Christmas
A Christmas carol
Pearl S. Buck's book of Christmas

Conduct of life
Add life to your years
Coping with crisis
A High old time; or, How to enjoy being a woman over sixty

Contract bridge
Contract bridge

Cookery
Cooking for two
The Fannie Farmer large print cookbook
The Large type cook book
Look 'n cook cook book
Making wines at home
Making your own preserves
Miss Read's country cooking: or, To cut a cabbage-leaf
The New York Times large type cookbook
Simple cooking for the epicure

Crime
The Crime of Dorothy Sheridan
The French connection: the world's most crucial narcotics investigation
Lady killers
Lines and shadows
The Murder of a shopping bag lady

Dictionaries
The Merriam-Webster dictionary for large print users
The Merriam-Webster thesaurus for large print users

Disaster-Fiction
Beyond the Poseidon adventure

Divorce-Religious aspects
Considering divorce?

Dogs-Diseases
First aid for your dog

Emigrants
 Anything can happen

Essays
 Essays
 First person rural

Etiquette
 Barbara Cartland's etiquette for love and romance

Faith cure
 Nothing is impossible with God

Falkland Island Conflict, 1982
 Fight for the Falklands!

Fantasy
 Contact
 The Elixir
 Replay
 Return trips : stories

Farm life
 Beasts and babies
 Third person rural: further essays of a sometime farmer

First aid
 First aid without panic

Frontier and pioneer life
 The Oregon trail

Gardening
 Annuals from seed
 Hardy perennials from seed
 Window box gardening

Gems-Collecting
 Collecting gems and ornamental stones

General
 The Accidental tourist
 Across the Great Divide
 Adam's bride
 Adam's daughter
Addie Pray
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer
After a famous victory
After the harvest
After the reunion
Ahmed and the old lady
All other perils
All our tomorrows
All visitors must be announced
Almonds and raisins
Am I my brother's keeper?
America, America
And not to yield
The Angels weep
Anger
Another view
Answer as a man
Apple tree lean down
Army of shadows: a novel of the
Resistance
Arrest Sitting Bull
As the earth turns
Ashbury people
Atlantic City proof
The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman
Avalanche Express
The Aviator
Bachelors Anonymous
A Bag of marbles
Baja run
Balancing acts
The Barefoot mailman
The Barrancourt destiny
Beaches
Bech: a book
Before honor
Beggarman's country
Bejewelled death
Bel Ria
The Believers
A Bell for Adano
Bella
The Beloved invader
Beyond reasonable doubt
The Big sky
Billy Budd, foretopman
Bishop's pawn
The Bitter days of Finis McCanless
Bitter honey

The Blackboard jungle
Blackmail north
Blake's reach
The Blind spot
Blood feud
Blood of the breed
Blue Aloes
Blue savage
Bluegrass king
The Book class
The Book of Merlyn: the unpublished
conclusion to the once and future king
Boomtown
The Borrowers
Brat Farrar
Breakaway
The Bridge of San Luis Rey
The Bridge of years
Brief springtime
The Brimming cup
The Brittle glass
Buffalo coat
The Building of Jalna
Bullet train
The Burning hill
Bushwhacker vengeance
But Nellie was so nice
The Cage: a parable
Camberwell beauty
Campbell's kingdom
Canbyville
Cannery row
Captain Rebel
Captains courageous
Caravans
The Cardinal sins
Caroline
Carpet of dreams
Carrie's war
The Cart before the crime
Casey
Cast a long shadow
Castaway
Castle on the hill
The Catalogue of the universe
The Catcher in the rye
The Cazalet bride
Centenary at Jalna
Century
Charlie, come home
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Charlotte's web</td>
<td>Daughter of Valdoro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child of the flesh</td>
<td>A Daughter's a daughter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children's children</td>
<td>A Day no pigs would die</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Chosen</td>
<td>Days of thunder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher's wife</td>
<td>The Dead of the house</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cimarron</td>
<td>Dealer's wheels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citadel of swallows</td>
<td>Dear Kate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Clan of Cave Bear</td>
<td>Dear professor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clash by night</td>
<td>Death before bedtime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Class</td>
<td>Decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class reunion</td>
<td>Deirdre and Desire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Claws of mercy</td>
<td>Detour to destiny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Clock winder</td>
<td>The Devil and Mary Ann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud castle</td>
<td>The Devil's advocate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coach north</td>
<td>The Devil's daughter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocoon</td>
<td>Devil's harvest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collected stories of John O'Hara</td>
<td>Devoted friends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colliers row</td>
<td>Diamonds bid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collision</td>
<td>Diary of a yuppie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Color purple</td>
<td>The Diddakoi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colours aloft!</td>
<td>Dinky Hocker shoots smack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Come with me home</td>
<td>Dinner at the Homesick Restaurant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Comedians</td>
<td>A Dinner of herbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conrad's war</td>
<td>Dive in the sun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convention, M.D.: a novel of medical infighting</td>
<td>The Diviners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Copenhagen connection</td>
<td>The Doctor disagrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornish rhapsody</td>
<td>Doctor Hudson's secret journal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporation wife</td>
<td>Doctor in exile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrie's cat ring</td>
<td>Doctor Meredith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Country girls</td>
<td>Doctor on trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Country of the pointed firs and other stories</td>
<td>Doctor's nurse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crooked Adam</td>
<td>The Doctor's private life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cross of Lazzaro</td>
<td>The Doctor's reputation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossfire</td>
<td>The Doctor's second love</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cry the soft rain</td>
<td>Doctors at risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cry, the beloved country</td>
<td>Dog in the manger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dakota dreamin'</td>
<td>Domestic affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damaged angel</td>
<td>Domestic blister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dance of the snake</td>
<td>Double indemnity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dangerous masquerade</td>
<td>Dr. Burns' Prescription for happiness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Dangerous summer</td>
<td>Dr. Jeremy's wife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daphnis and Chloe</td>
<td>Dragon's Eye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark paradise</td>
<td>Dragonship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark remembrance</td>
<td>Dream house</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark sunrise</td>
<td>Dress rehearsal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date by proxy</td>
<td>A Drowning war</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daughter of darkness</td>
<td>The Dune witch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daughter of Satan</td>
<td>During the reign of the Queen of Persia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eagle in the sky</td>
<td>East and West : stories</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
East of desolation
Echoes from the past
Eden burning
Edge of glass
Edinburgh excursion
Editorial wild oats
Edwardian day-dream
Ed vina alone
The Eighth day
Eleanor Jowitt, antiques
Ellis Island
Emily
Enchantment; a pastoral
End of the tracks
End-game
The Enduring hills
An Episode of sparrows
The Eros affair
The Establishment
Ethan Frome
Event 1000
The Exile
An Eye of the fleet
Lye of the needle
Faintly speaking
A Falcon for a queen
Falconer
Fame & fortune
Family dancing
Family fortunes
Fanny McBride
The Far country
Far cry
Far from the madding crowd
Farewell crown and goodbye king
Fear to tread
The Feast of July
Feathers in the fire
Fenwick houses
Fever of love
The Fifteen streets
Finch's fortune
First gravedigger
The Five grey geese
Flight of the archangel
The Flight of the dove
The Flight of the falcon
The Florentine
Flowers for Mrs. Harris, and Mrs. Harris
goes to New York

Fool's apple
Fool's paradise
Foreign affairs
The Four Hundred
Fourth Street East
Foxfire
Foxglove country
The Fraternity of the stone
A Frenzy of merchantmen
Friends and enemies
The Friends of Eddie Coyle
From the High Plains
Front page marriage
Gaffer Samson's luck
Gallant lady
The Gambling man
A Game of falcons
The Garden of Eden
The Garment
A Gathering of old men
Gay defeat
Gertrude
Gift from the sea
The Gift of Acabar
The Girl
Girls in their married bliss
Give love the air
The Glass barrier
A Glimpse of Eden
Glitz
Go slowly, come back quickly
God can do it again
Goddess of death
The Godfather
Golden lasso
Golden soak
Goldengrove
Goldenrod
The Good earth
The Good listener
The Good marrow
The Good mother
Good-bye Mr. Chips.
Goodbye to yesterday
Gospel fever: a novel about America's
most beloved TV evangelist
Gossip from Thrush Green
Gown of glory
Grand canary
A Grand man
Grapes from thorns
The Grapes of wrath
The Great British ghost hunt
Great expectations
Great Granny Webster
Great house
The Great train robbery
Greed and glory on Wall Street
Greek fire
The Green fields of Eden
Green hand
Green mansions
The Green years
Green, green, my valley now
Grendel
The Gun
Half a treasure
The Half-sisters
Halfhyde's Island
Hand of vengeance
A Handful of earth
A Handful of men
The Handmaid's tale
Hannah Fowler
Hannah Massey
Hard bargains
Harlequin
Harold
Harry and Tonto
Hartinger's mouse
He began with Eve
The Healer
The Healing touch
Heart's desire
Heart's ease in death
Heartburn
Heaven and Hell and the Megas factor
Heaven in your hand, and other stories
Heaven round the corner
Her first American
Her own special island
A Hero for Leanda
Hester Dark
High citadel
High jinx
High stand
A High wind in Jamaica
His shadow on the wall
HMS Saracen
Hold the dream
Hombre
The Home-coming, and other stories
Honorable men
The Honorary consul
Hopscotch
A Horse called Mystery
The House of Harron
The House of seven gables
House of the twelve Caesars
The House on Hay Hill
The House on the strand
How green was my valley
How sleep the brave
Hungry Hill
The Hunters and the hunted
I come as a thief
I heard my sister speak my name
I heard the owl call my name
I met a gypsy
I will go barefoot all summer for you
I wish this war were over
I'll take Manhattan
Idols and axle grease
If chance a stranger
If tomorrow comes
Illusions : the adventures of a reluctant messiah
Images of Rose
The Immigrants
The Imposter
In my father's house
In the midst of death
In the shadow of the Brontes
An Indecent obsession
Inherit the sun
The Innocents
The Invisible cord
The Irish boy : a romantic biography
It's a battlefield
Ivanhoe
Jack Mercybright
Jalna
Jamaica Inn
Jane's house
Jill
Joanna's husband and David's wife
Johnny Osage
Jonathan Livingston Seagull
Judas country
Judas flight
Julie
The Kentuckians
Kessie
The Keys of the kingdom
Killdeer Mountain
The Killer mine
A Kind of courage
Kindling
King country
King of the Golden Valley
Kissing kin
Knight's Acre
Lace II
Lady
Lady living alone
Lake Wobegon days
Landslide
A Lantern in her hand
The Lark shall sing
The Last frontier
Last judgement
Last of the breed
The Last of the Lorimers
The Last of the Mohicans
The Latchkey kid
The Late George Apley
Leap for the sun
Leave of absence
The LeBaron secret
The Legacy
The Legend of Sleepy Hollow & Rip Van
Winkle
Lesson in love
Let freedom ring!
Let the hurricane roar
Let the lion eat straw
Letter from Peking
The Levanter
Levkas man
Life and Mary Ann
Life sentences
The Light here kindled
Lighthouse
A Lion in the way
Listen to the land : a farm journal
treasury
Little boy lost
Little women
Lives of girls & women
Living, loving & learning
The Long coffin
The Long corridor
Long storm
A Long way to go
Look to the mountain
The Lord and Mary Ann
Lord Hornblower
Lord Jim : a romance
The Lorimer legacy
Lorimers at war
Lost horizon
A Lost lady
Love medicine
The Lovers and other stories
Madame Bovary
Maddon's Rock
Maggie Rowan
Magnificent obsession
The Magnificent spinster
The Mallen girl
The Mallen litter
The Mallen streak
The Mammoth hunters
The Man in the gray flannel suit
Man on the mountain
The Man who cried
The Man who made the devil glad
The Man without a face
Man, woman, and child
Mandevilla
Many a human heart
Many waters
Maracaibo mission
Marazan
Mariana
Marriage and Mary Ann
The Marriage bed
Marshwood
Mary Ann and Bill
Mary Ann's angels
Mary Wakefield
Mask of gold
The Massacre at Fall Creek
The Master of Jalna
Master of the game
Matthew, Mark, Luke and John
Max
The Medici ring
The Melodeon
The Memory of Old Jack
The Menagerie
The Merchant of Venice
Merry-go-round
A Midsummer night's dream
Minerva
The Minotaur garden
The Miracle
Miss Nobody from nowhere
Mistral's daughter
Money to burn
Monk's Hollow
The Moon and sixpence
The Moon flower
Moon over Morocco
Moonraker's bride
Moreton's kingdom
Morning at Jalna
A Morning moon
The Moth
The Mouse that saved the West
Mr. Jacobson's war
Mr. Sermon
Mr. Tasker's gods
Mrs. Harris goes to Moscow
Mrs. Harris, M.P
Mrs. Tim carries on
Mrs. Tim Christie
Mrs. Tim flies home
Mrs. Tim gets a job
Muckle Annie
Mule-train
The Musgraves
Music in the hills
Mutiny on the Bounty
My Antonia
My brilliant career
My cousin Rachel
My friend Annie
My friend Flora
My friend Madame Zora
My friend Martha's aunt
My friend my father
My friend Rose
My friend Sandy
My friend the swallow
My friends the hungry generation
My lady of the chimney corner
The Mystic adventures of Roxie Stoner
National Velvet
A Natural year
Nethergate
New moon rising
The New year
Next of kin
The Nice bloke
The Night hunters
Night of the letter
Night on the mountain
Night way
Nine women
No alternative
No highway
No private heaven
No room in his life
No through road
Nobody likes Trina
None dare call it treason
The Normandie affair
North of Capricorn
North-west by south
The Northern light
Northern sunset
Not a penny more, not a penny less
The Nun's story
Nurse incognito
Nurse of all work
Nurse Polly's promise
The Nurse's story
O pioneers
The Occola kid
Octavia
October men
Of mice and men
Oh! to be in England
Oh, Susannah!
Oklahoma crude
An Old captivity
The Old girl
The Old priory
On call
On the Black Hill
One across, two down
One dragon too many
One more spring
One o'clock at the Gotham
One to live with
Only earth and sky last forever
Ordinary people
Orphan train
Otto of the Silver Hand
Our hearts were young and gay
Our John Willie
Our town: a play in three acts
Out of the blackout
Pagan adversary
The Painted veil
A Pair of desert-wellies
The Parasites
Partisans
The Partners
The Patchwork man
The Patriots
Payment for the piper
The Pearl
Pearl
Peckham's marbles
The Pembroke colors
Pendragon, late of Prince Albert's own
Penny plain
Perfect happiness
Perfect order
Perilous rock
The Perilous spring of Morris Seidman
Peter's pence
Pied Piper
Pigeon feathers, and other stories
Pilgrim's inn
Pilot's point
A Place for everyone
The Plague of silence
Plains song
Plantation moon
Playing house
Please don't eat the daisies
The Plum thicket
The Poacher
A Pocketful of rye
Pool of the pink lilies
Poor relation
Portrait of Jennie
A Portrait of the artist as a young man
Possessions
The Prairie fighter
The Pride
Pride of Blewburton
Pride's castle
The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie
Prince of darkness
Princess Daisy
The Princess of Celle

Private affairs
A Private life
Prizzi's family
The Promise
Promises
A Property in Cyprus
The Prophet
Pure as the lily
The R document
A Raft of swords
The Raging torrent
The Ravelston affair
A Reckoning
The Red badge of courage
The Red pony
The Renegade
Renno
Renny's daughter
Retreat with honor
Return journey
The Return of the native
Return to Jalna
The River of diamonds
A River runs through it, and other stories
The Road to many a wonder
The Road to revelation
Road to the coast
Roman
Romance in G minor
Rooney
Rosy is my relative
Rough strife
Rule Britannia
Rusty irons
The Sachem
The Sad variety
Sadie
Sadie Shapiro in Miami
Sadie Shapiro's knitting book
Sadie Shapiro, matchmaker
Salka
The Salt line
Sanctuary
Sandals for my feet
Saratoga trunk
Saturday city
A Savage place
Saxon's folly
Sayonara
The Scarlet letter
Scattered seed
Scrufty: a diversion
Scruples
The Sea of grass
The Sea-wolf
Seafire
Seasons of the heart
Seawitch
Second heaven
The Second victory
Secret for a nightingale
The Seed and the sower
Selected fairy tales
Selected stories and poems
Send a gunboat
A Separate peace
The Serpent and the staff
Seven days in May
Shadows on the rock
Shannon's way
The Shepherd of the hills
A Ship of the line
The Sholtic burn
The Short guns of Texas
Show boat
Silas Marner
A Silence with voices
Simon's night
Simple gifts
Simple's Uncle Sam
The Sin flood
A Single light
Sister
The Sleeping mountain
Slinky Jane
A Small town
The Snow tiger
So Big
So long, see you tomorrow
Solstice
Some lie and some die
Some merry adventures of Robin Hood
of great renown in Nottinghamshire
The Song of India
A Song of sixpence
The Sorrowing wind
Soul catcher
South by Java Head
Southern women
The Southwest corner

The Spanish gardener
The Spectator bird
The Spoilers
Spring at the Winged Horse
Spring Moon: a novel of China
Star of the Sea
The Stars are my children
The State of Stony Lonesome
The Stone baby
Stonewall Brigade
The Stonewall ladies
Stormy weather
The Strange land
The Strange loyalty of Dr. Carlisle
Strong medicine
Subway to Samarkand
Summer lightning
Summer of the red wolf
Sundog
Superior women
Susan
The Swan River story
Swiftwater
The Taking men
A Tale of two cities
Tales of the south Pacific
Tar baby
Tara's healing
Tefuga: a novel of suspense
Tell me my name
The Ten-year gap
Terms of endearment
Thirty dirty lies about old
This family of women
The Three daughters of Madame Liang
Three doctors
Three nurses
Thursday's children
Thy brother's wife
The Tide of life
Tiger man
Tilly Trotter
Tilly Trotter widowed
The Time of the dragon
The Tin can tree
Tisa
The Titan
To a God unknown
To kill a mockingbird
To the Far Blue Mountains
Tomahawk
Tomorrow’s miracle
Torture trail
Touch and go
The Touch of the earth
A Tough one to lose
The Tower of Babel
A Town like Alice
Travels with my aunt
The Treasure of the Sierra Madre
A Tree grows in Brooklyn
The Trees
Twilight for the gods
A Twist of sand
The Two farms
Ultimatum
The Unbaited trap
Under a raging sky
Unto the fourth generation
Upstairs, downstairs
The Valley of horses
Valley of the vines
Variable winds at Jalna
The Vendor of sweets
The Vespucci papers
The Vicar of Wakefield
Victorian vinaigrette
The View from prospect
A Violation
A Visit to Maxhmont
The Vivero letter
Voices on the wind
Wakefield’s course
Walk gently this good Earth
The War bride
War chief
The Way to paradise
We have all gone away
Wendy Craig’s Nanny
West of the hill
What’s bred in the bone
When the enemy is tired
Where pigeons go to die
While you’re here, doctor...
The Whip
The Whispering gate
White for danger
White Indian
The White South
Whiteoak brothers
Whiteoak harvest
Whiteoak heritage
Who says so?
The Will of Magda Townsend
The Wind at morning
Winding stair
Winter grass
Winter in the blood
With a delicate air
With this ring
The Wolf tracker and other stories
A Woman of independent means
Women in white
Woof!
A World of profit
Wuthering heights
Wyatt’s hurricane
Wychwood
Young Renny
Zuckerman unbound

Gothic Romance
Bracelet for a bride
The Capricorn stone
Dragonwyck
Radiance
The Slipperdown chant
Some achieve greatness
Stranger at Wildings

Greece-History
The Greek way

Hebrides-Social life and customs
Beautiful just! and Bruach blend

Historical fiction
Aces & eights
Albert the beloved
American gold
April morning
Avalon
Brief gaudy hour : a novel of Anne Boleyn
A Call of trumpets
The Captive of Kensington Palace
The Captive Queen of Scots
Caroline, the queen
Crown of aloes
Dawn's early light
Elizabeth and the Prince of Spain
Elizabeth, captive princess
Ever after
The Fall of Midas
For love of the king
Gay Lord Robert
The Great Corinthian: a portrait of the Prince Regent
A Health unto His Majesty
Here was a man
The Hesitant heart
Homing
Katheryn, the wanton queen
King's adversary
The King's daughter
The King's daughters
The King's orchard
The King's pleasure
The King's vengeance
The Last love of a king
The Loves of a virgin princess
Madselin
Mary, Queen of Scotland: the triumphant year
Mistress Jane Seymour
My enemy the Queen
My lady of Cleves
My love! My little queen!
Myself my enemy
Nancy Astor
Persuasion
Poland
The Queen and Lord M
The Queen's husband
Ragtime
A Rose for virtue
Royal flush: the story of Minette
The Sceptre and the rose
See my shining palace
The Silver ring
The Sixth wife
The Ten-day queen
That enchantress
The Third George
The Trial of Charles I
The Tudor rose
The Two Queen Annes
Victoria in the wings
The Walking drum

A Wayside tavern
The Widow of Windsor
Yankee stranger
The Young and lonely king
Young Bess

History
The Immense journey
Mr. Roosevelt's steamboat

Household appliances
Lost and found; an illustrated compendium of things no longer in general use

Humor
At wit's end
The Cat-nappers: a Jeeves and Bertie story
Confessions of a hooker
Dear George: advice & answers from America's leading expert on everything from A to B
Family linen
Father of the bride
A Few minutes with Andy Rooney
From approximately coast to coast...it's the Bob and Ray show
The Gang that couldn't shoot straight
Gnomes and gardens
Grandpa and Frank
The Grass is always greener over the septic tank
I lost everything in the post-natal depression
If life is a bowl of cherries, what am I doing in the pits?
The Inimitable Jeeves
Jeeves and the tie that binds
Just wait till you have children of your own!
Laugh day: a new treasury of over 1000 humorous stories and anecdotes
Life with father
The Little world of Don Camillo
Mama's bank account
Motherhood, the second oldest profession
Mrs. Cooper's boardinghouse
Murphy must have been a mother!
My uncle Silas
The New kids say the darndest things!
A Nun in the closet
Pieces of my mind
The Plot that thickened
The Return of Hym*n Kaplan
Ring for Jeeves
Shoot low, boys—they're ridin' Shetland ponies: in search of true grit
Stitch in time
Thank you, Jeeves
Those funny kids!
Three men in a boat
Topper: a ribald adventure
A Treasury of humor in large print
Up a family tree
While Reagan slept
You can fool all of the people all the time
You can say that again, Sam!
You're never too old to die

India
The City of Joy

Individuality
Excellence, can we be equal and excellent too?

Interpersonal relations
Bus 9 to paradise: a loving voyage

Iranian Hostage Crisis, 1979-1981
On wings of eagles

Korean War
The Bridges at Toko-ri

Legend
King Arthur: tales of the Round Table

Literature
The Pilgrim's progress
The Tragedy of Hamlet, Prince of Denmark
The Tragedy of Julius Caesar
The Tragedy of Macbeth
The Tragedy of Romeo and Juliet

Medicine and health
The End of senility
Exercises for the elderly
How to live to be 100—or more
In the fullness of time
Making life more livable: simple adaptations for the homes of blind and visually impaired older people
Your heart and how to live with it

Meditations
My utmost for His Highest: selections for every day
Out of solitude: three meditations on the Christian life
Pat Boone devotional book
Safe in His arms: devotions for the autumn years
Thinking of you: word-gifts of love and hope for older people

Mental healing
Born to heal

Moving-picture industry
Bring on the empty horses

Music
Fellowship hymnal: with worship material and services.
The Ulverscroft large print song book

Mystery
4.50 from Paddington
The ABC murders
Abracadaver
An Ad for murder
The Affacombe affair
The After house
After the funeral
An Afternoon walk
Against the public interest
Airs above the ground
The Album
Alfred Hitchcock's tales to make your blood run cold: anthology II
Alfred Hitchcock's tales to scare you stiff: anthology II
Alibi of guilt
The Alington inheritance
Alive and dead
All change for murder
Alpine condo crossfire
The American gun mystery
The Ampersand papers
And on the eighth day
Angels of September
The Anodyne Necklace
Another weeping woman
Appearances of death
The Appleby file
Appointment with death
April's grave
The Ariadne clue
The Ascent of D.13
At Bertram's Hotel
Atlantic fury
Autumn lace
The Bachelors of Broken Hill
Backlash
Bad for the Baron
The Baked bean supper murders
Banker
The Barclay place
The Baron and the Chinese puzzle
Be a good boy
Be buried in the rain
Bear Island
The Beautiful golden frame
Because of the cats
Because of yesterday
Begotten murder
Bella
The Benevent treasure
Bent man
Better off dead
Beware young lovers
The Big four
The Big story
The Bird in the chimney
Bishop as pawn
Black amber
Black as he's painted
Black flamingo
Black orchids
Black rainbow
The Black spiders
The Black tower
A Blast of trumpets
Blindman's bluff
The Blond baboon
Blood count
Blood deep
Blood flies upwards
Blood sport
Blue death
Bodies
The Body of a girl
Bony and the mouse
Bony and the white savage
Bride of Pendorric
Bullet for a star
Buried in so sweet a place
Buried in the past
Burn all your bridges
Burn this
Burnt offerings
Bushranger of the skies
By the pricking of my thumbs
C.B. Greenfield : a little madness
C.B. Greenfield : no lady in the house
C.B. Greenfield : the piano bird
A Cadenza for Caruso
Cake in the hat box
A Calculated risk
Call after midnight
Call for Simon Shard
Call in the night
Callahan rides alone
The Cape Cod caper
Caper
Cards on the table
A Caribbean mystery
The Case of Jennie Brice
A Case of spirits
The Case of the abominable snowman
The Case of the amorous aunt
The Case of the baited hook
The Case of the beautiful beggar
The Case of the careless cupid
The Case of the daring decoy
The Case of the daring divorcee
The Case of the drowsy mosquito
The Case of the empty tin
The Case of the fenced-in woman
The Case of the fugitive nurse
The Case of the green-eyed sister
The Case of the half-wakened wife
The Case of the haunted husband
The Case of the ice-cold hands
The Case of the kidnapped angel
The Case of the lame canary
The Case of the lazy lover
The Case of the mischievous doll
The Case of the missing Bronte
The Case of the murdered Mackenzie
The Case of the mythical monkeys
The Case of the phantom fortune
The Case of the poisoned eclairs
The Case of the postponed murder
The Case of the queenly contestant
The Case of the restless redhead
The Case of the rolling bones
The Case of the sliding pool
The Case of the spurious spinster
The Case of the stepdaughter's secret
The Case of the troubled trustee
The Case of the worried waitress
Cast for death
Cat among the pigeons
Cat's prey
Catch a killer
The Catherine-wheel
Ceremony
Charlotte
The Chase
Cheetah
The Cheval glass
The Chief inspector's daughter
Children of the mist
The Chinese shawl
Cinnamon skin
The Circular staircase
Circus Couronne
The Clairvoyant countess
The Claw
The Clock strikes twelve
The Clocks
The Clue of the new shoe
Cold war
Colour scheme
Columbella
The Company of saints
The Con man
The Condo kill
The Confessions of Arsene Lupin
The Copycat killers
Coroner's pidgin
A Corpse at Camp Two
A Corpse in a gilded cage
The Cradle will fall
The Cricket cage
The Crime at Black Dudley
Crime upon crime
The Crimson chalice
Crocodile on the sandbank
Crooked flight
Crooked house
Crow hollow
The Crystal cat
Curtain: Poirot's last case
Cutting edge
Cyanide with compliments
Cyclops
Daggers drawn
The Dain curse
The Daisy Ducks
Dancers in mourning
Danger point
Dark blue & dangerous
The Dark frontier
The Dark wind
Dark winds
The Darker side of death
The Daughter of time
The Dead butler caper
Dead cert
Dead in a ditch
Dead in the morning
Dead in the water
Dead man's folly
Dead matter
Dead on cue
Dead romantic
The Dead seed
Dead to rites
Dead to the world
Dead weight
Deadline for a dream
The Deadly climate
The Deadly joke
The Deadly orbit mission
A Deadly shade of gold
Death and bright water
Death and Mr. Potter
Death and the dancing footman
Death and the princess
Death at Crane's Court
adventures of Lester Leith
Every brilliant eye
Every inch a lady
Every man a king
Evil under the sun
Exit screaming
Experiment with death
Exploit of death
The Eye of a serpent
The Face of trespass
The Fallen curtain
False front
The False Inspector Dew
A Family affair
Family affair
Family fortune
Famous detective stories in large print
Farewell, my lovely
The Fashion in shrouds
Fatal switch
The Father hunt
Fault in the structure
Felony at random
Felony file
Fenner
Fer-de-lance
Fields of heather
A Fighting chance
The Finger of Saturn
Five large print mysteries from The
golden ball and other stories
Five little pigs
Flaming tree
Fletch
Fletch won
Fletch, too
The Flood
Floodgate
Flowers on the grass
A Fool for murder
Fool’s gold
Foot in the grave
For kicks
The Forbidden valley
Forever and a day
Fortune at stake
The Fourth deadly sin
The Fourth side of the triangle
The French powder mystery
The Frenchman

Friday the rabbi slept late
Frog in the throat
The Gabriel hounds
Game in diamonds
A Game of murder
Garden of malice
The Gazebo
The Gemini man
Getting away with murder?
Ghosts
The Ghostway
Gideon’s badge
Gideon’s day
Gideon’s drive
Gideon’s fire
Gideon’s fog
Gideon’s men
Gideon’s month
Gideon’s press
Gideon’s ride
Gideon’s river
Gideon’s week
Gideon’s wrath
The Girl in the plain brown wrapper
A Girl in winter
The Girls are missing
The Glass flame
The Glass key
The Glitter dome
The Glowing dark
Gold comes in bricks
The Golden unicorn
The Goodbye look
Gorky Park
Grand slam
The Grass is singing
Grave matters
Grave mistake
A Grave without flowers
The Greedy killers
The Green diamonds
Green grow the dollars
The Grey beginning
Grizzly trail
A Guilty thing surprised
A Gun for Inspector West
Hand in glove
The Hand in the glove
The Hand of Mary Constable
Hands of a stranger
The Hands of innocence
Hang the little man
Hanged for a sheep
The Hanging doll murder
The Hanging tree
The Haunting of Hill House
Hauntings: is there anybody there?
The Heat of the sun
Hellspout
Help the poor struggler
Henrietta who?
Her death of cold
Hercule Poirot's early cases
Here I stay
The Hidden target
Hindsight
His burial too
His last bow: some reminiscences of
Sherlock Holmes
Holiday for Inspector West
Hollow vengeance
Home to roost
The Hound of death, and other stories
The House of brass
How to live dangerously
Hunter's green
The Hyde Park murder
I am the only running footman
I met murder
Ice Station Zebra
If death ever slept
In spite of thunder
In the frame
In the hour before midnight
In the teeth of the evidence
In times like these
The Incredulity of Father Brown
Indemnity only
Innocent blood
The Inside man
Inspector Queen's own case
The Iron cobweb
The Ivory dagger
The Ivy tree
Jack and the beanstalk
The James Joyce murder
Jassy
Jerusalem Inn
Jewelled eye
The Judas kiss
Jury of one
Katie: an impertinent fairy tale
A Key to Laurels
The Keys of Death
Keystone
Kill the toff
The Killing doll
The Killing of Katie Steelstock
Killing with kindness
A Kind of anger
King's ransom
Kirkland Revels
The Klondyker
The Labours of Hercules
LaBrava
The Lady in black
Lady killer
Lady yesterday
The Land God gave to Cain
Landscape with violence
Latter End
The Laughing grave
The Laurel & Hardy murders
Layers of deceit
The League of frightened men
The Legend
Legend in green velvet
Let him stay dead
Let or hindrance
Lightning
Lion in the valley
Listen for the whisperer
The Listening eye
A Little local murder
The Lonely silver rain
The Long journey home
The Long search
The Long short cut
Lord of the Far Island
The Lost Madonna
A Lover scorned
Lovers all untrue
The Mad hatter mystery
Mad Hatter's holiday
Madam, will you talk?
Madman's Bend
Maigret and the apparition
Maigret and the gangsters
Maigret and the man on the bench
The Maltese falcon
The Man in the brown suit
The Man of glass
The Man who liked couscous
Man's estate
The Mark of the crescent: a department
of Z adventure
The Mask of Fu Manchu
A Matter of conscience
The Meadows of Tallon
The Melting man
The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes
The Memorial Hall murder
The Men in her death
The Menace within
Menfreya
The Merciless ladies
Midsummer's eve
Minotaur country
The Mirror crack'd from side to side
Miss Marple: the complete short stories
Miss Seeton sings
The Missing man
Mistress of Mellyn
Mistresses of mystery: two centuries of
suspense stories by the gentle sex
The Mists of fear
The Modigliani scandal
Monday the rabbi took off
The Montmartre murders
The Moon-spinners
The Moonstone
A Morbid taste for bones: a Mediaeval
Whodunnit
More work for the undertaker
Mortal stakes
The Mother hunt
The Mountains have a secret
The Moving Finger
Mr. Fred
Mrs. Pollifax and the Hong Kong Buddha
Murder against the grain
A Murder arranged
Murder at the FBI
Murder being once done
Murder by bequest
Murder by the mile
Murder comes first
Murder in E minor
Murder in Georgetown
Murder in Mesopotamia
Murder in Moscow
Murder in outline
Murder in the mews
Murder in the Smithsonian
Murder in the Supreme Court
Murder in the White House
Murder in waiting
Murder is a pendulum
Murder is easy
Murder is suggested
Murder must wait
The Murder of Miranda
The Murder of Roger Ackroyd
Murder on Capitol Hill
The Murder on the links
Murder on the Matterhorn
Murder on the Orient Express
A Murder or three
Murder post-dated
Murder R.F.D.
Murder sails at midnight
Murder unprompted
Murder within murder
Murder's out of tune
The Murderer is a fox
Murders anonymous
My bones will keep
My brother Michael
My cousin death
My laugh comes last
The Mysterious affair at Styles
The Mysterious Mr. Quin
Mystery Mile
The Mystery of Swordfish Reef
The Name of Annabel Lee
The Name of the rose
The Nantucket diet murders
Neither five nor three
Nemesis
Nerve
Never look back
The New girl friend: and other stories of
suspense
A New York dance
The Next one to die
Night ferry to death
Night judgement at Sinos
The Night she died
The Night the gods smiled
The Night they killed Joss Varran
Nightwork
Nine coaches waiting
Nine o'clock tide
No body
No comebacks: collected short stories
No cure for death
No more dying then
No word from Winifred
The Noonday devil
North star
Not dead, only resting
Nothing is the number when you die
Now dead is any man

An Obscure grave
Odds against
The Old die young
The Old fox deceit'd
Ominous star
On the night of the seventh moon
One more Sunday
One of us must die
One, two, buckle my shoe
Or was he pushed
Ordeal by innocence
The Other
The Other David
The Other man
The Other shoe
Out of the dark
Out of the past
Outsider in Amsterdam
Parker Pyne investigates
Passin' through
Patrick Butler for the defence
The Patriot game
Paul Temple and the Margo mystery
Penny dreadful
The Penthouse
People of darkness
Perfect fools
Peril at End House
Persons unknown
The Pew group
Photo finish
Picnic at Hanging Rock
Pilgrim's Rest
A Plate of red herrings
The Player on the other side
Please pass the guilt

Plot it yourself
A Pocket full of rye
Poirot
The Poison oracle
Police at the funeral
The Portland murders
Post mortem
Postern of fate
Powder Valley plunder
Powder Valley vengeance
Prelude to terror
Puppet on a chain
A Purple place for dying
Quarrel with murder
The Question of Max
A Question of time
A Ragged plot
Rainblast
Rally to kill
Random death
Rat race
Raven's revenge
Rebecca
A Recipe for murder
Reckless lady
The Red box
Red harvest
The Red lamp
The Red rockingbird
Reflex
The Reluctant partner
Rendezvous with danger
The Return of Sherlock Holmes
The Rich get it all
Ripoff
The Rising of the moon
The Road to Paradise Island
The Roman hat mystery
A Room with dark mirrors
Rosebud
The Rubber band
Runner in the street
Running wild
Sad cypress
The Saint around the world
The Saint in Miami
The Saint in New York
The Saint on guard
The Saint overboard
Salt is leaving
The Sanctuary sparrow
The Satan bug
Scared to death
Scent of cloves
Scent of death
Scent of the sea
The Schoolmaster
Scream at the sea
Sea jade
The Secret of chimneys
The Secret room of Morgate House
Send Superintendent West
The Seven per cent solution
Seven tears for Apollo
The Seventh station
The Severing line
Shadow of the leopard
Shadows on the tor
Shake hands forever
The Sheriff and the panhandle murders
Sherlock Holmes’ greatest cases
The Shivering sands
Shroud for a nightingale
The Siege of the Villa Lipp
The Siege of White Deer Park
The Silent pool
The Silent scream
Silent witness
The Silver dolphin
Silverhill
The Sittaford mystery
Skeleton staff
Skeletons in the closet
Skinwalkers
The Skull beneath the skin
Skye Cameron
Slay-ride
Slayground
Sleep is for the rich
Sleeping beauty
The Sleeping bride
A Sleeping life
Sleeping murder: Miss Marple’s last case
A Stitch in time
So little cause for Caroline
So much blood
Some brief folly
Some buried Caesar
Some predators are male
Some women won’t wait
Somebody’s sister
Someday the rabbi will leave
Someone in the house
Someone is watching
Someone waiting
Something wicked
Soon she must die
The Soundless scream
The Spanish cape mystery
Sparkling cyanide
Speak no evil
Speaker of Mandarin
Spider webs
Spindrift
A Splash of red
A Splinter of glass
The Split
Split images
Sport for the Baron
Spotlight
A Sprig of sea lavender
Spring always comes
Stalker
The State vs. Elinor Norton
Stay until tomorrow
The Stepford wives
Still missing
Sting of the honeybee
A Stitch in time
The Stone bull
The Stone maiden
Storm warning
Stormtide
Strained relations
A Stranger and afraid
Stranger at the wedding
A Stranger is watching
Stranger, tread light
Strangers among the dead
Streets of death
The Strode Venturer
Strong poison
A Study in scarlet and the sign of four
Such pretty toys
Sudden death
Suicide clause
Sunday the rabbi stayed home
Suspect
Swan song
Sweet and deadly
Sweet and low
A Sweet bait of money
The Swimming pool
Swing, swing together
A Sword for the Baron
Taken at the flood
Tallan: for trouble
Tamarind seed
Taming a seahorse
Target for terror
The Taste of proof
Technicians of death
Tender prey
The Tenth commandment
The Tenth life
The Terror: the return of Dr. Palfrey
Their evil ways
They do it with mirrors
The Thin man
Thinner than water
The Third deadly sin
Third girl
The Third passenger
The Thirteen problems
The Thirty-nine steps
This rough magic
This woman wanted
Three act tragedy
Three motives for murder
Throw wide the door
Thunder on the right
Thursday the rabbi walked out
The Tick of death
Tied up in tinsel
Time bomb
Time to kill
To die a little
To kill a witch
To love and to honor
To make an underworld
To walk the night
Too late! Too late!
Too many clients
Touch not the cat
The Touch of death
Towards zero
Trace elements
A Trail of ashes
Treacherous road
The Treble chance murder
The Tree of death
The Tree of hands
The Trembling hills
The Trembling hills
Trick or treat
The Trouble at Aquitaine
Tuesday the rabbi saw red
Tumbleweed
The Turn of the screw
The Turquoise mask
The Twelve deaths of Christmas
Twelve horses and the hangman's noose
Two for Inspector West
Two for the price of one
Two-faced
Uncoffin'd clay
The Underground man
The Unfinished clue
An Unkindness of ravens
Unlawful occasions
Unnatural causes
Unreasonable doubt
Unseemly end
An Unsuitable job for a woman
Until death do us part
Valediction
The Valley of fear
Vanishing ladies
Venetian bird
Venetian mask
Venus with pistol
Verdict of thirteen: a Detection Club anthology
Victims
A Voice in the darkness
The Voice of the crab
Voyage of the Secret Duchess
The Wabash factor
Wait for what will come
The Wall
The Waste remains
The Watersplash
Watson's apology
Waxwork
The Way to dusty death
We have always lived in the castle
Wednesday the rabbi got wet
Were he a stranger
West End horror: a posthumous memoir
of John H. Watson, M.D
What then is love
The Wheel turns
When in Greece
Where there's a will
The Whip hand
Whispering sands
The White pavilion
Whitewater
Who goes home?
Why didn't they ask Evans?
The Widening gyre
The Widow's cruise
Widow's web
The Widows of Broome
Wife found slain
The Wild hunt of Hagworthy
The Wild island
Wild pitch
Window on the square
Winds of evil
Wings above the Diamantina
The Winter people
The Wisdom of Father Brown
A Witchdance in Bavaria
Witness at large
Wobble to death
Woman on the roof
The Wreck of the Mary Deare
The Wycherly woman
Wycliffe and the four jacks
You bet your life
You can help me
You won't let me Finnish
Young man, I think you're dying
Z for Zachariah
Zaleski's percentage

Philippines

Philosophy

Philosophy
The Celebration of life
The Power of positive thinking
The Total woman
Walden
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A Coffin for pilgrim
Colorado!
Come a-smokin'
Comstock Lode
Conagher
Coroner Creek
Corson of the JC
Cottonwood Gulch
Cougar Canyon
Cougar Canyon
Country full of guns
The Cow thieves
Cowboy
Cowboy
Cowman's vengeance
Crossfire trail
The Curly wolf
Dakota boomtown
Dan Barry's daughter
Danger rode drag
Dark Canyon
The Dawn riders
Day of the Comancheros
Day of the gun
The Daybreakers
Dead man range
Dead man's range
Dead woman's trail
Deadman's gold
Death Canyon
Death of a gunfighter
Death rides a black horse
The Deputies from Hell
The Deputy sheriff
Desert gold
Desert of the damned
Desert rampage
The Deserters
Desperadoes
Destination danger
Destry rides again
Deuce
The Devil's saddle
The Devil's trail
The Distant hills
Doc Leroy, M.D.
Dodge City
The Doomsday bullet
The Doomsday Canyon
The Doomsday marshal
The Doomsday posse
The Doomsday trail
Double Cross ranch
Down the long hills
Drag Harlan
The Drift fence
Drifter's vengeance
The Dude ranger
The Durango Kid
Dutch uncle
Eagle Pass
Emerson's hideout
The Empty land
Eyes of the hawk
Fair blows the wind
Fair land, fair land
Fallon
Fargo: the sharpshooters
A Fast gun for Judas
The Ferguson rifle
Feud at single cinch
The Feudists
Fighting caravans
First blood
The First fast draw
Five days to Salt Lake
Flaming irons
Flint
Forbes Prairie
Forge of fury
Forlorn river
Free grass
From hell to Texas: and Diablo
From hide and horn
Frontier feud
Frontier lawman
Frontier steel
Full circle
Galloping danger
Galloway and Sackett's Land
The Gallows land
Gaylord's badge
The Gentle desperado
The Gentle gunman
Ghost Mountain guns
The Glory trail
Gone to Texas
Graveyard meadow
Gringo
The Guilty guns
Gun blast
Gun lust
Gun man
Gun trouble
Gun trouble in Tonto Basin
Gun-down on the Rio and Gunsmoke empire
The Gunbearers
Gunfight at the O.K. Corral
Gunfighter's return
The Gunfighters
Gunlock
Gunmen's feud
Guns along the border
The Guns of Bitter Creek
Guns of fury
The Guns of Morgette
Guns of Rio Conchos
Guns of Roaring Fork
Guns of the hunter
Guns of the Timberlands
Guns of Wyoming
Gunsmoke gambler
Gunsmoke thunder
Hair-triggered
The Half breed
The Hammerhead
Hang the cowboy high
Hanging woman creek
The Hangman's apprentice
The Hangrope posse
Happy Jack
Hard country
The Hard riders
Hard summer
Hard Texas trail
The Hard time bunch
Hardcase for hire
Harper's trail
Hart : ride the wide country
The Hash knife outfit
Hawk : blood kin
Hawk : fool’s gold
Hawk : the sudden guns
Head of the mountain
The Heart of Texas
Hell riders
Heller with a gun
The Heritage of the desert
Herne the hunter : Cross-draw
Herne the hunter : Death in gold
Herne the hunter : Vigilante!
The High graders
High lawless
High lonesome
High Valley River
Hired guns
Hogan’s way
The Homesteaders
Hondo
Honeymaker's son
Hopalong Cassidy and the eagle's brood
Horse thief trail
Horse thief trail
The Horseman
Horseshoefoot canyon
Hunt the man down
Idaho!
Independence!
The Invisible outlaw
The Iron marshall
The Iron stirrup
Jackman's wolf
The Jackson trail
Jornado
Journey to Utah
Jubal Cade, angel of death
Jubal Cade, ashes and blood
Jubal Cade, bloody Christmas
Jubal Cade, bounty road
Jubal Cade, brand of vengeance
Jubal Cade, days of blood
Jubal Cade, death wears grey
Jubal Cade, double cross
Jubal Cade, killer silver
Jubal Cade, mourning is red
Jubal Cade, spoils of war
Jubal Cade, the burning man
Jubal Cade, the death pit
Jubal Cade, the golden dead
Jubal Cade, the hungry gun
Jubal Cade, the killing ground
Jubal Cade, the killing trail
Jubal Cade, the waiting game
Jubal Cade, time of the damned
Jubal Cade, vengeance hunt
Jubal Sackett
The Kean land, and other stories
Kelly
Kilkenny
A Killer comes to Shiloh
Killer's Canyon
Killer's choice
Killer's crossing
The Killer's legacy
Killers five
The Killers wore black
The Killing of Billy Jowett
The Killings at Coyote Springs
Killrainc
Kilrone
The King Bird rides
King Colt
King Fisher's road
King of the range
The Kiowa Plains
Kiowa trail and Killoe
Knights of the range
Lando
Larramce's ranch
Lassiter
Lassiter
The Last bullet
Last hope ranch
The Last of the Duanes
The Last of the plainsmen
The Last ranger
The Last round-up
The Last shoot-out
The Last showdown
Last stage to Gomorrah
Last stage west
Last stand at Papago Wells
Last stand at Saber River
The Last trail
The Law at Randado
The Law in Cottonwood
Law killer
The Law o' the lariat
Lawless land
Lawman's choice
Leaving Kansas
The Light of western stars
Logan's choice
Logan's guns
Lone star ranger
Lonely on the mountain
The Lonesome gods
The Long chase
Long run
The Long, long trail
Longhorn
A Lost mine named Salvation
The Lost wagon train
Luke Sutton, avenger
Luke Sutton, gunfighter
Luke Sutton, Indian fighter
Luke Sutton, outlaw
Lure of the outlaw trail
Lynch law
Lynch town
Lynching at Broken Butte
Majesty's Rancho
The Making of a gunman
The Man called noon
The Man from Laramie
The Man from Mustang
The Man from Rio Grande
Man from Savage Creek
The Man from Skibbereen
The Man from the broken hills
The Man from the wilderness
The Man from Tucson
Man in the saddle
Man outgunned
Man without a gun
Marauder
The Marshal
Marshal of Gunsmoke
Marshall from Dodge City
Matagorda
Match race
The Maverick Queen
Maverick showdown
Max Brand's best western stories
McAllister and Cheyenne death
McAllister and quarry
McAllister and the Spanish Gold
McAllister in Die hard
McAllister in Fire-brand
McAllister never surrenders
McAllister on the Comanche crossing
The Men from El Paso
Mesquite Jenkins
Mesquite marauders; and, Outlaw hell
Milo Talon
Mississippi!
Missouri!
Morgette in the Yukon
Morgette on the Barbary Coast
Mountain guns
Mountain riders
The Mountain Valley war
The Muleskinner
Murdock's law
Mustang man
The Mysterious rider
The Mystery of the red triangle
Nebraska!
Nevada
Nevada!
The Night branders
The Night riders
No law and order
The no-gun fighter
North to Montana
North to the rails
Notched guns
The Old Colts
Old Kyle's boy
On the trail of four
On the trail of the Tumbling T
The Ordeal of Jason Ord
Oregon!
The Other side of the canyon
Outcast gun
The Outlaw
Outlaw breed
Outlaw loot
The Outlaw of Buffalo Flat
Outlaws three
Outlaws; and Lynch law
The Outrider
Over on the dry side
A Pair of deuces
Pale rider
Pay dirt and other whispering sands
stories
The Peace keeper
Peacemaker: $1,000 death
Peacemaker: Comanche!
Peacemaker: the lost
Peacemaker: war party
The Peacemakers
Peril rides the Pecos; and Lost river loot
Phantom warrior
Pilgrim
The Pilgrim kill
Pillar Mountain
The Pine Cone Ranch
Pistol law
Pistolman
Play a lone hand
The Plunderers
Posse from hell
Posse from Poison Creek
Powdersmoke feud
Powdersmoke payoff
Prodigal gunfighter
The Proud ones
The Proving gun
The Proving trail
Pursuit
The Quick and the dead
Quick trigger country
Quick-fire hombre
Quincannon
Radigan
Ragan's law
Raiders of Spanish Peaks
Raiders of the Rimrock
The Rainbow trail
The Rainmaker of Deadman
Ramrod
Ramrod vengeance
Rancheria
Range justice
Range law
Range trouble
The Rangeland avenger
The Raptors
Rawhide justice
The Rawhidens
Rebel's return
A Reckoning at Arrowhead
Red grass
Red Mountain
Red runs the Rio; and, Bugles on the Bighorn
Red runs the river
Reilly's luck
Relentless gun
Reluctant outlaw
Renegade gambler
The Renegade gun
Renegade ramrod
Return of a fighter
The Return of Morgette
Return of the Texan
Return to Phantom Hill
Reunion in San Jose
Revenge rider; and Long Roper
Ride a crooked trail
Ride a tall horse
Ride down the wind
Ride out and die
Ride south!
Ride the dark trail
Ride the man down
Ride the river
Ride the wild trail
The Rider of Lost Creek
Rider of the high hills
A Rider of the high mesa
Riders in the dusk
Riders of the purple sage
Riding tough
Rim of the desert
Rim of the range
Rimrock vengeance
Rio D'Oro
Rio Grande riptide
The Rio Hondo kid
Rivers west
Robbers' roost
Rogue mustang
Rogue River feud
Roughshod
The Round-up
The Running gun
The Rustlers of Pecos County
Rustlers' valley
Sackett
The Sackett brand; and The Lonely men
Saddle and ride
Saddle bow slim
Saddle by starlight
Sagebrush sleuth
The Saginaw Hills
Sandstone
Scarf
The Scarlet hills
The Scarlet saddle
The Scattergun men
Season of vengeance
Seven ways from sundown
Shadow on the trail
The Shadow riders
Shalako
Shane
Shannahan's feud
Shepherd of Guadeloupe
The Sheriff of Tombstone
Sheriff's deputy
The Shootist
Shootout trail; and, the land pirates
Shotgun gap
Shotgun law
Showdown at Yellow Butte
Showdown in Sonora
Sierra gold; and Death and Jack Shade
Signal rock range
Silver canyon
The Silver desert
Silver rock
Silvertip's roundup
Silvertip's search
Silvertip's trap
Single action
Singleton
Sioux autumn
Sitka
Six-gun country
The Sky-liners
Skye
Slater's book
Slaughter's way
The Small Texan
Smash the wild bunch

Smiling desperado
Smokey River
Smoky valley
Snake track
Sombrero
Son of a wanted man
The Sonora Plains
South of Rio Grande
Southwest drifter
Speedy
The Spirit of the border
Square deal Sanderson
The Square shooter
Squatters rights
Squaw Mountain massacre
Stagecoach station 2, Laredo
Stagecoach station 3, Cheyenne
Stagecoach station 4, Tombstone
Stairs of sand
Stamping ground
Starlight rider
Steve Train's ordeal
Storm on the range
The Stranger
Stranger from the Tonto
Stranger in Apache Basin
Stranger in Dodge
Strawberry roan
The Strong shall live
Sundance: death dance
Sundance: death in the lava
Sundance: overkill
Sundance: silent enemy
Sundance: trail drive; and, the Hunters
Sundown
Sundown Jim
The Sundown trail
Sunset Pass
Surprise attack
Taggart
A Talent for trouble
Tales of Wells Fargo: new western stories
Tall in the saddle
The Tangled web
Tanner
The Texan
Texan fast gun
Texas fever
The Texas gun
The Texas gun
Texas spurs
Texas vengeance
Texas!
These thousand hills
Thief river
Thieves' brand
Three on the trail
Thunder Moon
Thunder Moon strikes
Thunder Moon's challenge
Thunder mountain
Thunder to the West
The Thundering herd
The Tin god of Twisted River
To tame a land
To the last man
Tombstone for a trouble shooter
Tombstone stage
Too tough to die
Tough saddle
A Town called Yellowdog
Track of a killer
Track of the hunter
Track of the snake
Trago
The Trail driver
Trail dust: Hopalong Cassidy and the Bar 20 with the trail herd
Trail of deceit
The Trail of fear
The Trail of the Apache Kid
Trail partners
Trail smoke
The Trail to San Triste
Trail town
Trail west
Trails of rage
Treasure mountain
Treasure trail
The Trial at Apache Junction
The Trial of Judas Wiley
Trigger fast
Trigger talk
Trouble at Topaz
Trouble country
Trouble in Timberline
Trouble kid
Trouble rides tall
Trouble shooter
Tucker

The Turn around
Twin sombreros
Two guns for Texas and Tin-star target
The U.P. trail
The Unbeaten
Under the Sweetwater rim
Utah Blai
The Valiant bugles
Valley of wild horses
Valley thieves
The Vanishing American
Vaquero guns; and, Gun fight at deep river
Vengeance valley
Violent maverick
The Virginian: a horseman of the plains
'Waco rides in
Waco's debt
Wagons to Backsight
Wanderer of the wasteland
War on the Cimarron
War party
The War wagon
Warpath
Warrior Creek
The Warrior's path
Washington!
Watch for me on the mountain
The Water war
Way of the lawless
The Way west
Weary range
West of Omaha
West of the Pecos
West of the rimrock
Western Union
The Westerner
Westward the tide
Westward the women: an anthology of western stories by women
Where the long grass blows
The Whip
White stallion, red mare
The Wild bunch
Wild freedom
Wild Horse Mesa
Wildcat's claim to fame
Wildcat's revenge
Winter kill
The Wolf streak
Wyoming
Wyoming!
The Yesterday rider
Yuma
Zane Grey's Buck Duane: the rider of distant trails
Zane Grey's Laramie Nelson: the lawless land
Zane Grey's Yaqui: siege at Forlorn River

World War I
The Guns of August

World War I-Fiction
The Desert of wheat

World War II
Abandon ship!
Action tonight
Assault in Norway: sabotaging the Nazi nuclear bomb
The Cruellest night
Incredible victory
The Last enemy
The Longest day: June 6, 1944
The Other side of Tenko
The Password is courage
Savo
Three came home
Tobo: one woman's escape
The Upstairs room
War in Val d'Orcia

World War II-Fiction
The Bridge over the River Kwai
The Destroyers
Down
The Eagle has landed
Force 10 from Navarone
The Guns of Navarone
The Key to Rebecca
KG 200
Luciano's luck
Mister Roberts
Most secret
Night of the fox
A Northern saga: a novel of men and women at war
A Prayer for the ship
The Raging of the deep
San Andreas
Shadow
The Ship
Silver rose
Silver wings, Santiago blue
A Soldier's legacy
Stalking point
Talon
The Valhalla exchange